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NATIONAL
FORESTS
ANDTHEPUBLICDOMAIN
SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

5, 1925

UNITED STATESSENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEEON
PUBLIC
LANDSAND.SURVEYS,
Medford, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at
4 o'clock p. m., Saturday, September 5, 1925, at the Hotel Medford,
Medford, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield (chairman) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN.Gentlemen, as representatives 0£ the Public Lands
and Surveys Committee 0£ the United States Senate, we are holding hearings in all the public-land States under a resolution adopted
by the United States Senate authorizing the Public Lands Committee to hold hearings and conduct research and investigations
pertaining to all questions affecting the public domain, reserved and
unreserved.
That authority includes within its scope all 0£ the
Federal owned and controlled lands, such as forest reserves, Indian
reservations, national monuments, national parks, and the unreserved public domain.
This committee is not sitting in an advisory capacity, so far as
the public is concerned. We are only holding these hearings £or the
purpose 0£ learning the trend 0£ public opinion, with a view to proposing to Congress such remedial legislation as seems to be desired.
We are interested to learn the opinion 0£ the public as to the handling 0£ the forest reserves, from a recreational standpoint and from
a standpoint 0£ the utilization 0£ the resources 0£ the forest. We
will be pleased to hear any witnesses who desire to make statements
concerning any phase 0£ the subjects I have suggested.
Mr. FLOYDHART. Mr. Chairman, if the expression 0£ views that
have been made to us by the people 0£ this vicinity are a true indication 0£ their position, they must be pretty well satisfied, because we
have found very few who had any particular matters to bring before you. We found no complainants, and we £eel that we have our
share 0£ them in this particular locality. 'Mr. Gore is going to try
to give you our views relating to the 0. and C. lands. However,
Mr. Gore has been detained, and Mr. Cowgill, who is secretary 0£
our local stock association, will give you the views 0£ that organization as to the administration 0£ public grazing lands and that sort
0£ thing.

STATEMENTOFlVIR.RALPH P. COWGILL,STA.TEREPRESENTATIVE
OF JACKSONCOUNTY,lVIEDFORD,
OREG.
Mr. CowGILL. Mr. Chairman, at the last meeting 0£ the cattlemen's association 0£ Jackson County I was made chairman 0£ a
committee to do what I could to prevent an increase in the graz2357
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ing fees over the national forests of southern Oregon. We have not
done much work, except that at the last session of the legislature, of
which I am a member, . we passed resolutions requesting that the
grazing fees be not raised at this time.
.
The CHAIRMAN.What do you mean by" at this time," Mr. Cowgill? Do you mean to indicate that at some future time it might be
agreeable?
Mr. CowGILL. At some future time, when the cattlemen especially
are able to pay their bills and make a living out of the cattle
business.
·
I presume you have heard this complaint on your trip through the
West; it is universal in this country at this time. I could not tell
you now, though I did have a list at the time of our meeting, the
number of men that have been forced out of business in southern
Oregon, cattlemen who have been in the stock business £or 30 or 40
yfars.
· They have not been forced out of business by the grazing fee
alohe; I want that distinctly understood._ It was brought 1:1,boutby
a slump in the price of cattle, and at present prices the cattlemen
feel that they are not able to stand a further increase. The main
reason is that our grazing grounds are far from our feeding grounds
and it necessitates lohg drives to get them on the range. It was the
- unanimous vote that we oppose in every way possible any increase
in the grazing fees at this time. At a later date, should cattle return
to a normal price, none of the stockmen would oppose an increase in
the grazing fees.
I was also instructed at that time to say, and I have been in- ·
structed to say to-day, not by all of the cattlemen but by a majority
o:l!those that I have seen, that they would rather that the Oregon &
California Railroad grant lands that are now within the national
:forest be turned over to the Forest Service.
The CHAIRMAN.Those lands are now controlled by the Interior
Department?
Mr. CowGILL. By the Interior Department.
The;-r want the Forest
Service to have control of as much more land as can be given to them,
in order that more grazing ground may be had.
They want this £or two reasons. First, it will give them an increase in their herds. Second, they want the timber restored on vast
areas of this ground that- bears no timber now. We have one national forest in southern Oregon, with a good many thousands of
acres of ground, that is very sparsely timbered and is becoming dry.,
There are thousands of acres within the national forest, owned by
private corporations, which are rapidly being taken off, and within
a few years a great deal of our present grazing land will be destroyed. So that if we are to cater to the tourists and if we are to
keep up our grazing it is absolutely necessary that these lands be
restocked.
·
We are now just reaping the benefits of the tourist trade that
California has enjoyed £or many years. This year we will have had
several hundred thousand cars of nonresidents in this State, and this
is beginning to mean a big thing :for all of the commercial interests
of the State of Oregon.
We must preserve our forests. On that line I do not think I need
to speak; any further, except to say this: That as a general thing the
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people do not look with favor upon Federal encroachment upon
State rights. The two must be brought somewhere together, so that
we can meet each other halfway. There is no question about that.
There is a continual movement on foot £or taking more land
in our present Crater Lake National Park. The superintendent of
that national park is here. He is a very close friend of mine, and
I am not opposing anything £or Crater Lake National Park.
·
The CHAIRMAN.We are interested in lmowing, regardless of any
friendship you may have £or any official who is rendering public
service, whether you are in favor of or opposed to further extension
of the park areas?
Mr. CowGILL. We in southern Oregon are opposed to the inclusion
of Diamond Lake within the Crater Lake National Park.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you state your reasons for that opposition?
Mr. CowGILL. Probably the most prominent reason is this: That
the people are becoming day by day more satisfied, and more and
more demanding the opening of the forest reserves £or the people's
playground.
They want the roads opened up so that they can get
into all the creeks and trails and use them £or camping grounds
without the usual restrictions that are imposed in he national parks.
We have had several meetings this year, and at all of these meetings
it has been unanimously voted not to oppose the taking of Diamond
Lake into the Crater Lake National Park. At the last session of
the legislature, by unanimous vote, we passed a resolution, and it
was forwarded to Washington, asking that in the event Diamond
Lake was to be taken out of the hands of the Forest Service it be
ceded to the State of Oregon.
Diamond Lake is, as you probably know, one of the greatest
fish-egg-taking stations in the world. Approximately
15,000,000
rainbow-trout eggs are taken there every year, and that number
can probably be increased to twice that amount.
Mr. BowDEN. The people of the State prefer State control to
Federal control of this lake?
Mr. CowGILL. That was the sense of the resolution that was passed
at our last session of the legislature.
I think that was forwarded
to you.
The CHAIRMAN.I recall that.
Senator CAMERON.Are you in the cattle business?
Mr. CowGILL. I have recently disposed of all my cattle.
Senator CAMERON.What percentage of the cattlemen of this section of the country have gone broke since 1919?
Mr. CowGILL. Well, I would say at least 50 per cent of all those
who were in business then are out of business now.
Mr. BowDEN. How many of the 50 per cent remaining are heavily
indebted?
Mr. COWGILL.vVell, I suppose 75 per cent of them.
Senator CAMERON.Seventy-five per cent of the remaining 50 per •
cent?
Mr. Cow GILL. Yes.
Mr. BowDE.N.Wha£'£orest did you graze your cattle on?
Mr. CowGILL. The Crater National.
·
Mr. BowDEN. Do they have individual allotments in that forest?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
43213-25-PT
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Mr. BowDEN. Are sheep grazed on that forest?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Do the sheep graze over the same areas that the
cattle do?
Mr. CowGILL. No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. You have no dual grazing then in the Crater Lake
National Forest?
Mr. CowGILL. No dual grazing, no; unless it is since I quit.
The CHAIRMAN.Your cattle graze in common, do they not?
Mr. CowGILL.
In common; yes.
.
1
The CHAIRMAN. And the allotment £or the cattle is a general allotment £or the community, is it?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the average size of the permits?
Mr. CowGILL. I could not tell you that; I did not look it up; but
it will probably run about 100 head on the average. Of course there
are lots of men that have 500. I would prefer to have you get the
exact figures £or the Forest Service.
The CHAIRMAN.The exact number is not material. However, I
am a little bit in doubt in my mind as to the principle that you lay
down £or imposing grazing fees. You stated that if the cattle busi. ness was prosperous and if the cattle growers could afford to pay a
1
larger fee, then your cattle growers would have no objection to.an
increase. Taking the two branches of the livestock industry to-day,
sheep and cattle, the sheepmen are in a fairly prosperous condition
and could perhaps stand an added burden in the way of increased
fees. Following out your theory, do you mean to say that the sheepmen in the State could endure a greater fee and they should be
charged a greater fee for the grazing pr.i vilege ;
Mr. CowGILL. To a certain extent, yes; though I .deem it inadvisable to increase any of the grazing fees to a great extent. The reason £or this is, I might say, in the fact that in taking these lands
and putting them into the forest reserve and with this enormous
acreage of Oregon and California land-grant lands we have taken
the larger share of the total area of the Sta.te of Oregon off of the
tax rolls, and what remains to be cultivated must pay the entire tax
of the State. So we feel that whatever revenue is returned from
these lands, more of it should be returned to the State. At this time
I think we get 25 per cent of the timber sales.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the returns over and above
the cost of administration, or any portion of them, should go to the
Federal Government, or do you think that all over and above the
cost of administration should go to ,the State?
Mr. CowGILL. I think that all over the cost of administration
should be returned to the State.
The CHAIRMAN.M1\ Cowgill, will any increase in grazing fees add
, to the cost of production of livestock?
Mr. CowGILL. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.And who must ultimately bear that increase?
Mr. CowGILL. The consumer.
The CHAIRMAN.The consumer of the products of .the forest?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And would that be inimical to the welfare of
the mass of the people, the great America11 consuming public, if
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grazing fees should be increased, thereby adding to the cost of production of livestock~
Mr. CowGILL. Yes; I think it would.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the grazing fees now reflected in the value
of ranch property used in conjunction with forest range? I£ we
increase the grazing fee, would it tend to lessen the value of outside
taxpaying, dependent ranch property by reason of lessening the net
income or profit to the livestock man?
Mr. CowGILL. It would. I would have to figure on that a little
bit, but I believe it would.
The CHAIRMAN.Many livestock men have testified before this
committee that stock with the privilege of grazing the forest have
a greater value than stock without the grazing privilege. Does that
pertain within your knowledge?
Mr. CowGILL. No.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that a right or a permit to graze in
the forest has no particular value that is reflected in the value of the
livestock? Livestock without the grazing privilege are worth just
as much in this community, within the scope of your lmowledge, as
livestock without the privilege of grazing in the forest?
Mr. Cow GILL. Yes, sir ; for the reason that they are held on farms
where they feed the year round, and only those that are situated on
the outskirts of the valley have big cattle ranches.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the uncertainty of the right to graze in the
forest create any apprehension among the users of the forest~
Mr. CowGILL. Well, it has in years gone by. Of course, there
has been at times dissatisfacttion with the Forest Service and their
method of handling it, but that is gradually being overcome.
The CHAIRMAN.What I have in mind is this: Would it tend to
stabilize the livestock industry within the area with which you are
familiar if they had a more definite tenure of usage of the lands~
Mr. CowGILL. Yes; it would.
The CHAIRMAN.As it is to-day, they are grazing on the forest
only as a matter of sufferance on the part of the Bureau of Forestry, and if they saw fit the bureau might terminate all the grazing
in the forest at any time. Does that tend to stabilize the livestock
industry~
Mr. CowGILL. Probably it does not. It does not affect us so much
now in this valley, because the Forest Service has adopted a much
fairer policy, I think, in dealing with the stockmen here, and there
are fewer complaints now than there used to be.
The CHAIRMAN.They are inclined to believe that because the privilege has endured in the past it will be continued in the future 7
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You spoke a moment ago of Diamond Lake and
the proposed transfer of Diamond Lake in the Crater Lake National
Park from the forest control. Is that .opposition based on the sole
question of administration of the propagation of fisp.~
Mr. CowGILL. No; it is not. It is based on the fundamental belief
of all the people that they would rather have it out than in. I have
been assured in the la.st few months by the superintendent and others
that they had no intention for asking for it to. be transferred to the
national park, and yet there is that continual feeling that something
is being done in the east to transfer it.
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But it probably is necessary to add some land to .ihe Cra.~r
Lake National Park to make it more attractive for"the people.
to hold them longer. Now, they do not stay at the park £or any
length of time·, but trawl on to some other scenic wonder, and· it
may be necessary to take in some otheu portion of the forest in
order to provide stnne -added attriiction.
I think that might be
worked out.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the addition of Diamond Lake suffice for
that?
Mr. CowGIIL. I do not know. I do not know what other plans
there are.
.
The CHAIRMAN.What is there at Diamo:tld ,Lnke now ~
Mr. CowGILll. Oh, there is a lodge there; there is a concession
given t? some people. I do not know just J:iowmany are interested 1
There 1s a lodge there and-I could not give you the number, but
there are a large number of cottages. Also they have rented lots out
for cabins imd there are a good many cabirui under construction at
this time, and some very fine lodges.
The CHAIRMAN.You spoke about the .propagation of rainbow
trout there. Will yon tell the rommittee how that i:s conducted?
Mr; CowGILL. That is conducted under the- control of the State
fish and game commission, _which is suppor~d by license f~. The
fees are $3 for fishing and $$ for hunting, but you may buy the two
foil $5. The money is used for propagating game and fish in the
State of Oregon.
Senator CAMERON,It goes to the State?
Mr. COWGILL.It absolutely goes to the State.
Senator CAMERON.Are any fees charged fo go into the park1
Mr. CowGIIL. The park is free. They have a toad fee or entratlce
fee of $2.50. There is no hunting allowed in the park, but fish ma,y
be taken free in Crater Lake.
Senator CAMERON.In whose interest is this fish propagation i
Mr .. CowGILL. It is in the interest of the sportsmen of the State
of Oregon. Those eggs are transported all over the State for the
purpose of restocking streams that have been depleted.
Senator CAMERON.The eggs are distributed among the various
hatcheries?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
Se-nator CAMERON.Is there a hatchery at Diamond Lake?
· Mr. CowGILL. Yes~well, there is an egg-taking station. They
have tried to hatch some this year, but I have not seen the reports
as to how many were hatched there.
Senator CAMERON.And the State of Oregoli desires to retain; or
to have given to it, control of this lake as an egg-taking station?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir. I might say that they are not taking in
the entire lake. They have set aside a portion of the lake in whioh.
no fishing is permitted; they have cut a line diagonally across the
lake, and part of it is reserved and no fishing, allowed there. They
have done that in order to preserve the fish that are in there.
Senator CAMERON.Would it be objectionable to the State if .the
lake were transferred to the Park Service, with the reservation that
the State should retain control of the lake so far as the fish and the
egg taking are concerned?
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. Mr. CowGII,L. The general sentiment at the last session. of. the
legislature was that they wished to retain it as it is, or have 1t given
to the State.
Senator CAMERON.They would prefer to have it ceded to the State,
in order that the State might have unhampered control?
Mr. Cow GILL. Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.How long has this park been established?
.
Mr. CowGILL. I can not tell you. About 25 or 30 years; a long
time.
Senator CAMERON.You say there is no entrance fee into the park?
Mr. CoWGILL.There is a $2.50 entrance fee for automobiles, but
there is no fishing- license fee.
The CHAIRMAN.But there is a charge for entrance into the park?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir; $2.50 a car.
Senator CAMERON.What is the money used for; do you know?
Mr. CowGILL. I understand it goes to the Federal Government.
No part of it is returned to the State of Oregon, except the money
that is appropriated by Congress for roads, maybe.
Mr. BowDEN. Have there been any reductions in grazing permits
on the Crater Lake Forest?
Mr. CowGILL. There have been quite a number of reductions, and
some, of course, have increased their permits, and there are a large
number of men who have dropped out entirely.
Mr. BowDEN. Have 10-year permits been issued on that forest?
Mr. CowGILL. I believe there have been a few; I could not tell
you exactly. We did not know until yesterday that you were coming, and I did not have time to get these statistics to present to you.
Mr. BowDEN. Has your association considered the problem of
leasing forest areas to the stockmen for grazing purposes ?
Mr. CowGILL. No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. What would be your opinion of Congress enacting a
law providing that the Secretary of Agriculture should lease areas
in the forest to the livestock men for a period of years, the preference being given to the present users of the areas concerned?
Mr. CowGILL. Well, that would be all right. There might be
some objections to that, however. You might lease land for a term
of years, and within that term of years entirely graze it off and ruin
it for a good many years afterwards.
There must be some supervision, in order to frotect the range.
Mr. BowDEN. 0 course, you could have your supervision under
a leasing system, the same as you could under your present permit
system?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. And you would have the assurance that you could
get the range for a number of years?
Mr. CowGILL. I think that would be very satisfactory.
It must
not be done though if there is any way that it might be handled to
the detriment of numerous small 'landowners who have a few cattle
adjoining the national-forest property who might be left out. That
would mean the absolute necessity of their leaving the State.
Mr. BoWDEN. Oh, no. They are present users, are they not?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. You are talking about present users?
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Mr. COWGILL.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. You would protect every one 0£ them, don't you
see?
Mr. Cow GILL.That is the main idea, to protect everyone.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you in favor 0£ having some body independent
of the Forest Service to adjust disputes between the Forest Service·
an.d the permittees?
Mr. CowGILL. I think probably it would be well to have an arbitration board, in which the Forestry Service might have a member,
the Cl!,_ttle:men
a member, and they appoint a third, or something like
that.
Mr. BowDEN. You would get a more £air and impartial decision
in that manner?
Mr. CowmLL. I personally have a great deal 0£ faith in the
Forest Service and £eel that the mistakes that have been made in
the past will not be made so much in the future. It is a big proposition, and it is natural that mistakes would be made.
The CHAIRMAN.In the determination 0£ controversies between the
users 0£ the forest and the administration 0£ the forest is it your
opinion .that a more just settlement might be effected if it were
handled by some disinterested board or tribunal rather than one or
the other 0£ the parties to the controversy?
Mr. COWGILL.Oh, I think so. That applies to nearly all cases of
disputes. It would mean a decision more acceptable to both parties.
Mr. BowDEN. What use is being made 0£ the present Oregon-California land-grant lands?
·
Mr. CowGILL. None that I know 0£. There are a good many
thousands 0£ acres 0£ it.
Mr. BowDEN. Is there any grazing on those areas?
Mr. CowGILL. Ther~ is, but there is no return from it except to the
small cattleman or sheepman who is grazing over it without charge.
Mr. BowDEN. You think it would be better to put it under control
and charge £or it?
Mr. CowGILL. I think it would be better to have some control
over it.
Mr. BowDEN. What are the objections to the present system?
Mr. COWGILL.Well, it is an enormous area, under the Department
0£ the Interior.
The Forest Service has noth1ng whatever to do
with it.
The CHAmMAN.When this area known as the.O. & C. land grant
is finally disposed 0£, if it is to be disposed 0£, what disposition
should be made 0£ the returns therefrom, in your opinion? Should
they go to the Federal Treasury 0£ the National Government, or
should they be turned over to the State?
Mr. COWGILL.Senator, Mr. Gore will probably speak on that, but
I would say that the money should go to the State in which the
land is located, which in this case would be the State of Oregon.
It is not fair or just that the land should be taken off the tax rolls
and the other land in the State taxed enough more to cover what
should have been received from that.
The CHAIRMAN.Would that ·same theory extend to the withdrawn
areas known as the forest reserve?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir; it would.
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The CHAIRMAN.You are not opposed to Federal administration
of these areas of the domain?
Mr. CowGILL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I take it from the answers you have made to
the questions that you believe the reserves and the income thereof
belong to the State in which the lands lie?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir; I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement to make?
Mr. CowGILL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you very much, Mr. Cowgill.
Mr. Gore.

STATEMENTOF MR. W. H. GORE,BANKER, MEDFORD,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Gore, how long have you been a resident of
this community?
Mr. GoRE. Well, I have had a continuous residence here of 32
years.
The CHAIRMAN.You have been engaged in various activities
here?
Mr. GoRE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You have been interested in £arming?
Mr. GoRE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And livestock production?
Mr. GoRE. Yes; and latterly in banking.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement to make to the committee?
Mr. GoRE. I was asked to say something on the general subject
of the 0. & C. land-grant situation, which is a subject that has
interested me exceedingly since 1914. I realized the importance
to the county of the 0. & C. land grant in 1914, when we first conceived the idea of bonding the county to build public highways.
In making provision £or that bond issue careful consideration was
given to the manner of liquidation of the indebtedness, and the
plan was proposed, and generally conceded to be adopted, that the
revenue from the grant lands, the tax revenues, should be appropriated £or the liquidation of this debt.
Under those conditions we voted $1,000,000 in 30-year bonds.
The bonds were sold, and we collected that tax from the Southern
Pacific Railway, I think, just once after we had sold all of our
bonds, when the title reverted to the Federal Government. We
never questioned the right of Congress to pass that legislation and
to revest in the United States title to the lands, but we do £eel that
the interests of local people have been inadvertently
seriously
affected. We were levying upon 442,000 acres and more of grant
lands in Jackson County the tax on which we had beel'I.collecting £or
25 or 30 years, and we felt, you know, that that was a revenue that
belonged to us. We just counted that the appropriating
of that
revenue to the liquidation of this debt would relieve the taxpayer
of the direct burden.
The CHAIRMAN.At the time you issued the bonds you thought
that these lands would contribute to the paying of the bond issue?
Mr. GoRE. Surely; that was our purpose. We did not think of a
reversion of the title to the Federal Government at that time. The
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result was. that of a total co-qnty valuation £or taxation purposes
aggregating probably $26,000,000 there was just about $4,900,000
assessed against the Southern Pacific Railway Co.; and, with the
c<?urt, and in cooperation _with other courts along the line of the
hlghway, we had entered mto an arrangement whereby we would
increase the assessed values of these lands.
The railway company used the argument that inasmuch as the act
required them to seU these lands at $2.50 an acre it would not be £air
to assess them at a higher valuation. The railroad company proceeded to sell their lands at. prices greatly exceeding $2.50 per acre,
and we proceeded to increase the assessed valuation of the lands.
Now, our tax levy before these grant lands were removed from our
tax roll was from 14 to 16 mills-our
county and ~tate levy in
J.ackson County. After the removal of those lands from the' tax
.ff:llls.,--well,I will admit that the expense of administration of the
county and State governments both had increased, but after the
removal of those lands from the .tax rolls our levies ran up to 26
and as high as 27.6 mills.
•. I think when we voted the bonds in Jackson County most of the
people were opposed to it, but some of us were very actively cam~
paigning in the interest of this bond issue, and we used this very
plausible argument, that the bonds would be liquidated through no
levy upon the general taxpaying public, but that this obligation
would be liquidated by this increased revenue from the _grant lands.
After the lands had been reclaimed by the Government taxes continued to increase, and it placed a heavier burden upon the individual taxpayers than we ever intended them to shoulder. The
values placed upon the railway grant lands had been almost nominal
prior to this time, and it has been a little awkward in Jackson County
to increase those values because there were some 11 counties in the
State in, which grant lands were locatedThe CHAIRMAN.You mean the taxation value~
Mr. GoRE. Yes; the assessed value. But we are entering upon
an arrangement with the other counties whereby we could avoid the
nullifying of all our work by the State equalization board. We.
were entering into an agreement with the other counties whereby we
would cooperate in increasing these assessed valuations to make them
more near1y commensurate with the assessed value of private holdings of like character and quality-that
is, timbered lands, grazing
lands, and agricultural lands.
The CHAIRMAN.About what percentage of this bond issue had
you expected these lands to carry~
Mr. GoRE. We had expected them to carry the whole thing, .and
we so represented to the taxpayers-to
liquidate the entire indebtedness. They wtire 30-year bonds. We were collecting at that time
about $82,000 on these lands, and our increased valuat10ns, which the
company had submitted to, were still increasing the levy.
The CHAIRMAN.And when these lands reverted to the Government
thitt threw .the entire burden on the people~
Mr. GoRE. On the individual taxpayers.
Now, you know the situation of the O. & C. grant lands. With a
good many others I saw no prospect of those lands ever being restored to· the tax roll. There are some, the timbered lands, that are
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valuable. They are now Government lands and not railway lands,
and there is no possibility of this county or any other county in
which those lands are located deriving any revenue from them at
the :present time, under the present situation.
I do not know whether it was a member o£ the committee or Mr,
Cowgill suggested Federal control of these lands. I am under the
impression that enough of the lands in Jackson County are under
Federal control at this .time. While the ideal situation £or us in
Jackson County would have been £or those lands to remain in the
hands of the Southern Pacific Railway Co. and we continue to receive revenue from them, I do not know how we will ever bring that
about. However, outside of the external limits of the Federal
forest reserve there is a larger body of those lands; the major portion
of them are outside the forest reserve. As long as it is Government
land, my theory would be that the general public probably might
get what benefit from it is possiblei through grazing and other uses,
The CHAIRMAN.What disposition should be made of the proceeds
from the marketing of the resources of this area, such as timber and
the grazing, in your opinion?
Should it go to the Federal Treasury,
or, if not, where should it go?
Mr. GoRE. ·well, while the public lands in the Eastern and Middle
Western States were being disposed of by the Government we did
not derive any benefit here in the West. We want the Government
to control our forest reserves; we believe they are a good thing and
that they are well managed. We have no criticism of it, or at least
I have not. I grazed cattle on the forest reserve £or 16 years,
and it was a nominal rental that I paid, and I was protected in my
rights there. I will admit that I was circumscribed more and more
year after year until I was finally crowded out of the cattle business, until I did not have a suitable range. I operated a good deal
of land here in ,the valley and produced a great deal of feed, and
the forest reserve was a wonderful asset to me and I was glad to
pay what it cost, and I never had any difficulty with the forest
officials. In £act, I cooperated with them and they cooperated with
me. I believe, however, that a great many small property owners
would be placed at a disadvantage if all of those public lands, the
0. & C. grant lands, were taken over and handled as the forest
reserve is handled. A great many small investors, men of small
property, small means, and small herds-it
would just allow them
practically to turn their herds right cut on to the range. I think
the present administration of the thing is better.
That is a little at variance with Mr. Cowgill's position there, but
I have had a good deal of experience, too, in the range. I do not
recall just the date, but while Mr. Garfield was Secretary of the
Interior I had a contract with the Interior Department £or fencing
30 sections of the forest reserve, and it was working out very nicely .
. I thought it was going to be a profitable thing £or me and all parties
concerned, £or I expected to develop the range in cooperation with
the forest officials, and proceeded to do so. We intended to increase
the productive capacity of that 3,000 acres until it would maintain
three times as many cattle, and I expected to produce three times as
many cattle.
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The CHAIRMAN.Getting back to my question, what disposition
should be made 0£ the proceeds 0£ the sale 0£ the timber and resources 0£ this area? Is it your opinion that the proceeds 0£ the
sale should go to the Federal Treasury, or should they' be turned
over to the State i
Mr. GoRE. As to certain 0£ the grant lands I think they should
be turned over to the State, and also that the individual counties
should participate in proportion to the extent 0£ the reserved lands
within the limits 0£ those counties. Jackson County is largely reserve and 0. & C. grant land.
Mr. BowDEN. What percentage 0£ Jackson County is Federal
land?
Mr. GoRE. I can not answer that exactly, Mr. Bowden. I believe
I gave a figure 0£ 442,000 acres--exactly 442,183 acres on our assessment roll was these 0. & C. grant lands, and there is approximately the same acreage 0£ reserve.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the total area 0£ the county, approximately?
Mr. GoRE. I am ashamed to confess my ignorance, but I am not
able to tell you.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, the 0. & C. grant lands represent a very
large percentage 0£ the total area 0£ the county?
Mr. GoRE. Ye.s, indeed.
Now, my object in having anything to say on the subject at all is
this: We do not mean to say that a gross injustice was wrought upon
the taxpayers of Jackson County, because Congress had no such
purpose and there was not any injustice in it. But after all, it
created a condition here that was very embarrassing, and it hit the
individual taxpayers 0£ Jackson County a pretty hard blow.
The CHAIRMAN.Placed a heavy burden on the taxpayers?
Mr. GoRE. Yes. While I am not prepared at this moment to discuss this matter, because I did not expect to have anything to say
on the subject to-day-I
did not know you were coming until ju.st
about noon-I will say this, that I was very active in convincing
the taxpayers of Jackson County-and
they believed me; becanf'e
I was considerable 0£ a taxpayer myself-that
this bond issue would
be floated and liquidated without any appreciable added burden upon
the individul taxpayers in direct taxes.
Soon after the.se lands were removed from t.he tax roll I heard
from a good many taxpayers, I will tell you, on this subject. The
general impression was that I knew what.was going to take place;
tll.ey thought I had put something over, or assisted in putting some••
thing over. But it is an added burden here, and while we do not
±eel that Congress directly did us an injustice, we do £eel that the
great Federal Government stepped right in and took away from us
these remedies that were in our hands. We believed them to be ours.
For 25 or 30 years we had been collecting them straight along, anrl
we had just gotten in a position to increase those remedies, we were.
going to make a definite use 0£ them, and my feeling has been that
some time, somewhere, the Congress of the United States should
make provision to reimburse Jackson County £or the loss that we
su.stained from that. It may not be £air, but it seems to me £air and
just, and because we immediately lost the potential value 0£ those
lands which produced a great revenue here.
.
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The CHAIRMAN.In the final disposition of these lands, is it your
opinion that Jackson County and the State of Oregon should be the
sole beneficiary as to the proceeds derived from the disposition of
those lands ?
Mr. GoRE. After the cost of administration, I do. I think it ought
to go to the State and the county.
"
Mr. BowDEN. ViThat was the size of your bond issue?
Mr. GoRE. It was $1,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the same condition exist generally in all of
the counties within which the 0. & C. grant lands lie?
Mr. GoRE. That is exactly it. Of course, the condition would
be exactly the same, because the lands were removed from the tax
rolls of every county in which those grant lands were located.
The CHAIRMAN.And all of the counties had made more or less
public improvements, with the expectation that those lands would
bear a share of the cost?
Mr. GoRE. Senator, you will remember that the movement started
here in Jackson County. This was the first thing that had ever
been attempted in Oregon-that
is, issuing bonds £or the construction of public highways. We constructed the Pacific Highway by
the use of that money. Other counties had not, I suppose, made the
same definite disposition of the revenues that we had, but they
were deprived of the revenues just the same as Jackson County was.
It left the same burden of taxation upon the taxpayers.
The CHAIRMAN.These lands were contributing to the cost of the
local government and also of county and di-strict improvements,
and when they were removed from the tax rolls the added burden
fell on the other taxable properties of the county?
Mr. GoRE. Exactly. In trying to convince the taxpayers of Jackson County that they should vote these bonds £or the purpose of
building the roads it was fairly easy to show the taxpayer that better
roads would be greatly to his interest. The stumbling block in the
way of issuing these bonds and constructing the road was the greatly
increased tax that it would entail. Our job was to show the taxpayer
that we were going to issue these bonds and expend all the money,
and we were going to make provision £or the payment of the bonds.
I rather felt at that time that it was a bright idea to saddle the
whole thing onto the Southern Pacific Railway Co.'s lands, not that
I had any grudge against the Southern Pacific Railway Co., but we
figured we would deduct what we were at that time receiving from
the Southern Pacific Railway Co. and figured the. maximum tax,
the maximum levy, assuming that our assessed values would not
increase, but that we would increase the assessed values of the Southern Pacific Railway lands, because they were entitled to be increased .
. I was being taxed on lands contiguous to theirs. Mind you, my land
was just as good but no better than theirs and I was paying on £our
times the valuation they were. We felt that that was not an equitable adjustment of taxes. We were carrying out our pledge to the
people, and we were getting by with it all right until we lost this
thing altogether.
The CHAIRMAN.ls any of the timber on these lands being marketed at this time ?
Mr. GoRE. At this time? I think not so much on these lands; but
I think that much of the timber is just as valuable as any other
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timber. But these larger timber companies t}iat are ope.rating £eel
that it is unnecessary to buy that timber or make any contract.
They have bought the privately owned timber, and the Government
timber will be standing timber when they need it. There is no one
else to go in and cut it.
The CHAIRMAN.But at some time in the future it will be hare
vested?
Mr. GoRE. At some time in the futl.JTe it will be harvested; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And when that time comes do you think that the
proceeds from the sale 0£ that timber should be turned over to the
county and the State?
Mr. GORE.I certainly do, We carry the burden 0£ it. . .
The (JHAIRMAN.You are in favor 0£ Congress enacting a law providing £or that disposition 0£ those assets?
·
Mr. GoRE. Yes; unless provision can be made that we can be in
some manner reimbursed, if you will permit me to say so, £or the
sacrifice that we have made on behalf 0£ the Federal Gover:pment
when it took over these lands. I believe we are entitled to reim~
bursement. I do not know whether we ought to be required to wait
50 yea.rs for that land to be sold or not ; we have suffered a penalty
already.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress should enact a law appropriating to
the various counties wherein these lands lie a sum 0£ money that
would equal the amount the lands would contribute if they were
taxed. in proportion to other similar lands, then would you think
it would be £air that the Federal Government should receive all of
the returns from the sale 0£ the resources?
Mr. GoRE. I think that would be only equitable. If the Federal
Government carries the burden 0£ all those lands they should be en titled to the return.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think it would meet with general approbation if Congress were to enact a law providing £or an appropriation
to the various counties and States wherein these lands lie equal to
the amount 0£ taxation they would bear if they were on the tax rolls?
Mr. GoRE. I know that would meet with my approval, and I think
it would meet with general approval.
.
Now, Senator, I have not gone over the matter as to how I would
like to see this done, neither have I proposed a remedy, further than
this. I know that I and the taxpayers 0£ the community have suffered .a loss, and it has been a burden, and it has been a serious
burden,. because taxes were increased and our burdens were multiplied by this. This is largely an agricultural section, and ta4as are
largely paid by. agricultural interests. S~ this burden £alls upon a
class that have not been as prosperous as we would like to see them
for the last several years. This burden £ell upon us just at a time
when the £armers were not as prosperous as they had been.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor the Federal Government ce<l.ing all 0£ th~ pl).blic lands to the States i
·
Mr. GoRE. I£ there can be no other adjustment of that, I think
that would be feasible so far as Oregon is concerned. If those lands
were CE)de!lt" the State and the lands sold, the value 0£ those lands
would come into the State and county treasuries, I suppose. We
ought to have a division; our counties are suffering more than the
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State. -In the last analysis they are the people who support the
State government.
The CHAIRMAN.It would then become a question between the
conn ties and the State?
Mr. GoRE. Yes. I would favor that. I would favor the other if
it is practicable.
I do not know whether it is practicable, but I
would more readily-if
by any means Congress could be convinced
that it would be £air and just and right to make an appropriation
as you have suggested to cover the tax that we have sacrificed, why
then let the Government handle those lands as they handle all other
lands. Otherwise I believe that in the interest of the State of Oregon and the taxpayers o:f the State those lands should be ceded to the
State.
The CHAIRMAN.Have yon any unappropriated public domain in
this county?
Mr. GoRE. Very little-what
do you mean?
The CHAIRMAN.I mean the public domain that is unappropriated
and subject to homestead entry under the general land laws.
Mr. GORE. Not much of desirable lands. I presume that these
lands-the
intent has been, has it• not, to enact legislation making
these lands available £or settlement?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes. "\'fould you favor such an act as that?
W onld you favor some act such as the homestead law, making it
applicable to these 0. & C. grant lands?
Mr. GoRE. I think that would be advisable legislation. vVe have
come to about the limit-there
is a good deal of desirable land in
the 0. & C. grant lands. They have sold quite a little, but there is ,
much more. It is an immense body of land. There is not quite
440,000 acres. A little bit of it was sold, but there is more than
400,000 acres still in those lands.
Some o:f this land was within the external boundaries of the forest
reserve, Senator, and I assume that that land would necessarily belong to them. The odd sQctions were already disposed of in the railway grant, and when the forest reserve was set apart they could not
reserve those lands; they were railway lands. I used to rent those
sections from the railway out in the Indian country when I grazed
on the forest reserve. I could rent them at a nominal price, the odd
sections, just to give me control of them.
The CHAIRMAN.These sections were at that time on the tax roll?
Mr. GORE. They were then on the tax roll; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You have had experience in grazing within the
national forest?
Mr. GORE. Sixteen years using the forest reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that the fees charged £or the
privilege of grazing on the forest should be on a commercial basis,
charo-ing what would be equal to the normal rental value of the
lq,nd? Or would you favor a nominal fee, just sufficient to cover
the cost of supervision?
Mr. GORE. Well, it was a nominal fee that I paid £or the grazing
of cattle. My opinion on that question would be that fees sufficient
to pay £or the supervision and maintenance of the thing and the improvement of it--my experience on the forest reserve is this, that the
productive capacity of it could be greatly increased. I experimented
on my own account there, and it was not a difficult thing to do, be-
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cause I left the burning 0£ those deadlings largely to the forest men,
and they would order my men out to help them protect against the
spread 0£ fire.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by deadlings?
Mr. GoRE. Well, there is an area 0£ country that the timber is all
dead on it; much of it is lodge-pole pine. There were large deadlings, some 0£ them 0£ great extent. We never thought of burning
those large ones but we did the small ones, 100 acres and. the like
0£ that, and they would produce after those logs had been burned
out many times the grazing that they did before. I am inclined
to think that the building up 0£ the forest in its capacity £or the
production of grazing is extremely important to the stock inter, ests--and the livestock industry is an important interest, and the
forest reserve is our chief grazing asset in southern Oregon.
The CHAIRMAN. And hence becomes the main source 0£ your meat
supply?
Mr. GoRE. Surely, it does.
.
The CHAIRMAN. And any added cost 0£ grazing on the forest
must be reflected in the price 0£ meat to the consumer?
Mr. GoRE. That is about the fa:ct 0£ it-or else would be reflected
in this, that men would go out 0£ the business. Because the livestock
man has had a hard scratch £or his life in last few years, and he has
been charged enough. It is an industry that we should encourage
and foster and build up in western Oregon as in eastern and central
Oregon.
The CHAIRMAN. Has there been a lessening 0£ livestock production
. in this section recently1
Mr. GoRE. Yes; there has. Senator, I used to buy here 2,000
beeves £or myself, and I would drive in off that range a thousand
head of beeves out 0£ 1,600 or 1,800. Why, there are not so many
cattle in all the county as I used to buy then from the deadling
country up here alone.
The CHAIRMAN. About what percentage 0£ the cattle that were
grazed there at the maximum are now being grazed?
Mr. GoRE; Just at this date a very small percentage; I should say
not exceeding 25 or 26 per cent. For the last few years, probably
35 to 40 per cent. I am in favor 0£ a grazing fee, however, £or it is
about the only system under which the range can be protected.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, as a regulatory measure?
Mr. GoRE. Yes; and to pay £or the administration and supervision 0£ the thing.
The CHAIRMAN. But you do not think it should be capitalized by
the Federal Government?
Mr. GoRE. I do not believe it should, Senator, from the simple
£act that it is a part 0£ the State and it is a part 0£ the county, and
the people £eel that they should have some privileges in the use of
it if it does not belong to anybody but the Federal Government. •
The CHAIRMAN. And you think an increased grazing fee would
tend to lessen livestock production as well as add to the cost?
Mr. GoRE. I think it would. It would tend to decrease the production 0£ livestock rather than to increase it.
Senator, I have not been engaged in the livestock business £or 12
years, but I kn.ow the conditions very well as they were at that
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time--and I am quite familiar with the conditions at this_ time,
from the £act that I have quite a little to do with the financmg of
livestock.
The CHAIRMAN.As a banker in this locality you have naturally
followed that?
Mr. GoRE. Yes; surely.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been any application of the 640-acre
homestead provision in this section ?
Mr. GoRE. Not to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN.You are familiar with the so-called 640-acre
grazing homestead provision ?
Mr. GORE. Not with the details of it. I am just cognizant of it.
The CHAIRMAN.There has been but little application of that here,
or you would be familiar with it?
Mr. GoRE. Not to my knowledge.
·
Mr. BowDEN. In your judgment, is there much land around here
which is of such quality that 640 acres will suffice to support a
family-public
lands?
Mr. GonE. Yes; there is a considerable amount such that less than
640 acres will support a family.
The CHAIRMAN.I think Mr. Bowden is referring to the unappropriated lands.
Mr. GoRE. You are not referring to the grant lands or the forest
lands, or anything like that?
Mr. BowDEN. No; the unappropriated public domain.
.
Mr. GoRE. Well, yes.
Mr. CowGILL. I would say that I have been over that thing pretty
carefully, and there are not many tracts in the 0. & C. grant lands,
outside of the national forest, that are worth much. Outside of the
forest boundaries there is none of any value to speak of for home
sites.
The CHAIRMAN.In what area is it permissible to take the 0. & C.
grant lands outside of the national forest?
Mr. CowGILL. I think everything outside of the national forest.
The CHAIRMAN.It comes under the 160-acre provision?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.But the 640-acre provision does not apply herei
Mr. CowGILL. I do not think it applies here.
Mr. GoRE. I do not know that we have ever had opportunity to
avail ourselves of that privilege.
·
The CHAIRMAN.I£ a larger area than 160 acres were granted,
would it induce a greater settlement?
Mr. CowGILL. I would say it would, for grazing purposes. That
would be about all.
The CHAIRMAN.It would tend to occasion a greater appropriation
of that land, and thereby bring it into private ownership and on to
the tax roll?
Mr. GoRE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.In your judgment, would that be a wise provision
for Congress to make, that these lands might be allotted in a larger
a_rea than 160 acres, having in view the possibility of the appropriation of the lands for the purpose of bringing them into private
ownership and on to the tax rolls?
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· · Ml:-.Cowon,r,. I have not studied that question, Senator.
Mr. GonE. From general observation I should think that many
would avail themselves of that privilege, and thereby much of that
land would be restored to private ownership and put on the tax
rolls.
The CHAIRMAN.Of course all the people of this county who are
taxpayers are interested and concerned in increasing the taxable
area of the county?
Mr. GoRE. Surely.
The CHAIRMAN.You are familiar with the Diamond Lake situation, Mr. Gore ?
·
Mt. GoRE. You mean the present situation?
The CHAIItMAN.Yes. There has been considerable contention
that Diamond Lake should be added to the Crater Lake National
Park, and to that has arisen a very pronounced opposition within
the State?
Mr. GoRE. Yes, and especially in this part of the State. We are
not strictly i.n favor of that, Senator. A large majority of the people
of ,Jackson County are opposed to it.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you give us briefly some of the reason~ £or
thut opposition?
That is a matter, I will say, that has been before
this committee.
Mr. GoRE. As I said a bit ago, any restriction placed upon the
public use of the public domain will restrict the enjoyment of the
people generally of whatever it is capable of producing.
Now, we
regard this as a sort of public asset, and we pay no fees to enter
the region of Diamond Lake. 'There is a different attitude toward
Diamond Lake and toward Crater Lake, which you will observe
if you visist the lake. ,You will see a different class of patronage.
It is a very popular thing. The people themselves feel that that
is theirs, and they feel as though they have to pay :for this. Even
that $2.50 to ehter the park is an exorbitant price, far beyond the
maintenance of the service there, and a lot of people fail to visit
Crater Lake because of the $2.50 fee that they pay at the entrance
to the park.
The CHAIRMAN.There is a question about that that I want to
propound to you a little later. At the present time the State of
Oregon is using Diamond Lake £or the purpose of propagating
fish?
Mr. GoRE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And that is under State control~
Mr. GoRE. State control.
The Cit AIRMAN.And you pref er, and the people here generally
prefer, that the State should continue to administer that activity
rather than the Federal Government.?
Mr. GoRE. That was one of the principal reasons in our discussion
of the thing here in a public way. If it were made a part of the
national park the sportsmen locally believe that eventually they
would be deprived of the privilege of taking eggs at Diamond Lake.
We are not getting that privilege at Crater Lake.
The CHAIRMAN.The State is competent to administer this to the
best interests of the State of Oregon 1
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Mr. GoRE. Generally speaking, yes. They sometimes have some
confusion over that, but generally speaking it works out to the satisfaction of the people of the State.
The CHAIRMAN.You have made the statement that the people
here are generally opposed to the turning over of Diamond Lake
as an addition to the Crater Lake National Park?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir. I was recently present at a public demonstration opposing the inclusion of Diamond Lake in the Crater
Lake National Park.
The CHAIRMAN.A moment ago you spoke about an entrance fee
that is charged £or entering Crater Lake National Park. Do you
believe that the park service should exact a fee £or visiting that
area?
Mr. GORE. I have never questioned that, Senator. I think the
practice is pursued in all our national parks, is it not?
The CHAIRMAN.No, it is not. It is in a number of parks, and
there is a difference in the fee that is charged. For instance, I understand the entrance fee here is $2.50 tor an automobile. The
entrance fee at Yellowstone Park is $7.50 for an automobile.
Mr. GoRE. I will say this, that a number of people are prevented
from making a visit to Crater Lake because of the $2.50 entrance
fee.
The CHAIRMAN.That is what we are concerned about. That is
tending to limit the enjoyment of the park.
Mr. GoRE. I think that is true, yes. A great many people visit
Diamond Lake because there is no entrance fee charged. They
choose to visit Diamond Lake rather than Crater Lake just because
of that.
The CHAIRMAN.You understand that these parks are set aside
£or the enjoyment of all people of the United States?
Mr. GoRE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And it is your opinion that some people are deterred from enjoying the park by reason of the entrance fee charged?
Mr. GoRE. I do nqt know whether it may be regarded as a prohibition, but the $2.50 prevents some people from entering the park.
The CHAIRMAN.And to that extent it is a prohibition?
Mr. GoRE. Yes, it is to that extent.
The CHAIRMAN.How are the concessions handled within Crater
Lake Park?
Are there concessions granted in the park?
Mr. GoRE. Yes, sir. The Crater Lake Co. holds a concession there.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there a transportation company holding a concession?
Mr. G0RE. Well, I think they also hold the concession £or transportation-the
Crater Lake Co. They are a corporation, composed
of, I think, Portland and Medford interests-largely
Portland.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the charges within the park considered reasonable?
Mr. GoRE. I would rather consider them so. I have never been
subjected to any extortion in the Crater Lake Park.
ly.[r.CowGILL. I might say I have had a good many complaints registered this year of the charges-not
written complaints alone, but
I have had a good many people come to me with complaints as to the
charges. I do not know whether they are justified or not. I do
not think that.the complaints generally are enough to take notice of.
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The CHAIRMAN.You have had complaints though that the
charges were exorbitant?
Mr. CowGILL. Yes, sir.
Mr .. PoRTERJ. NEFF. I have a matter I want to take up with the
committee afong that line when you get through with Mr. Gore.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement, Mr. Gore?
Mr. GoRE. Nothing further. I regret that i was not prepared
to give you as clear a rstatement of the matter as I should like to.
The CHArnMAN.I am sure the information you have given us has
been enlightening to the committee.
Mr. GoRE. With the consent of the committee, I shall commit to
writing the £acts in this matter.
The CHAIRMAN.We would very much appreciate your doing that,
and we will make it a part of the record if you will do so and file
it with the committee.
- ,? ,t

. STATEMENTOF MR. PORTER J'. NtFF/:!TTORNEY AT LAW,.·
MEDFORD,OREG.
Mr. NEFF. Mr. Chairman, I am an attorney here, and I appear
here at the request of the taxi drivers of Medford .
. The Crater Lake National Park Co. has a monopoly on the
transportation facilities £or taking people to and from the park.
The men who are running automobiles here £or hire, and who have
Government licenses, are prohibited from carrying passengers into
the park. They do not desire to go into business to compete with
the Crater Lake National Park Co., but there are a good many
people who come here and who desire a private conveyance; they do
not care to go up there in the stage. Perhaps there will be a party
of £our of them, ·and they would like to go in their own party together, with an automobile, and they frequently solicit the services
of the taxi drivers. The taxi drivers are unable to extend that
service to them.
In many cases the result is that these people do not go to the lake
at all. The service as arranged by the park company is such that
you can not go up to the lake and return in one day. We have the
highway to Crater Lake so improved at this time that the trip up
there and back is about a seven and a half hour trip. It can be
made in that time without violating any of the speed laws and
without doing any reckless driving, and a great many people have
only one way available to go up there. It is impossible £or them
to do it with a public convenience, because, as I say, the stage service is so arra\lged as to compel a person who wishes to visit ·the park
to remain over and, presumably, patronize the hotel.
Mr. BownEN. Is the stage service run by the same company which
runs the hotel?
Mr. NEFF. Yes.
I can realize the desirability and the necessity of granting a
monopoly of this kind to enable the furnishing of an adequate service to the public where the travel is light and where it requires.all
of the business to furnish enough to make the thing profitable to
anyone operating it; it necessarily. must be a monopoly in order to
guarantee an adequate and sufficient service.
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But that is not the case in this matter 0£ Crater Lake. Travel
there is so heavy that what service would be furnished by these taxi
drivers, under reasonable restrictions, would not interfere with the
business 0£ the park company or render that branch 0£ their service
unprofitable. · We £eel, as Senator Stanfield has said, that these parks
belong to the people, and it seems hardly £air that people should be
restricted arbitrarily as to the manner in which they would like to
go up there to that lake. I£ they want to go in their own automobile, they can do so. But if they have no automobile and they want
a private car-and it certainly doubles the pleasure and enjoyment
0£ such a trip if you have your own party-they
£eel that such a
privilege should be extended, and incidentally, 0£ course, that the
taxi driver should be able to furnish that service.
I might say £or your information that the stage company charges
£or the trip to Crater Lake and back $17.50.
The CHAIRMAN.That is solely the transportation charge ?
Mr. NEFF. Solely the transportation
charge. Very frequently
when they are packed beyond capacity 0£ their own equipment they
employ the taxi drivers, and £or six passengers they pay the taxi
driver $45, at $7.50 each. In other words, the service could be had
by the public £or $7.50 1 and the charge being made by the park
company is $17.50.
There have been a number 0£ instances this summer where parties
have been taken up by these taxi men, and these taxi men· have received their $7.50 to $10 a persQn £or the service they have rendered,
and in addition the men running the taxis have paid their hotel bills
at the lake, like all other persons coming there, and the amount received by the company has been more than double what they have
been able to go out into the market and buy the service £or. I have
no doubt that if the monopoly were taken off the cost of the service
would be materially reduced, unless some restriction were placed
upon that matter £or the protection 0£ the concessionnaire.
I do not
know what the policy would be as to that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Neff, if the monopoly were removed, would
the taxicab people and other automobile concerns engaged in serving
the public provide an adequate service to and from the park?
Mr. NEFF. They would, certainly.
The CHAIRMAN.And a dependable service?
Mr. NEFF. And a dependable service. I have no doubt that there
are plenty 0£ people here who would undertake to run a stage service
in there and waive the exclusive right and guarantee to give just as
good a service as is given now and at a less price.
The CHAIRMAN.You advocate its being made competitive?
Mr. NEFF. I have not gone that far, because so far as my clients
are concerned-and
I am here on their behalf primarily-all
they
ask is the privilege 0£ going in there with parties when parties come
to them and want that service. I£, however, there is any disposition
on the part 0£ the park company to say that they will not furnish
this service unless they are given a monopoly, I would undertake to
see that competent and responsible persons furnish a service there
without the monopoly privilege and at a considerably less price than
is now being charged.
The CHAIRMAN.0£ course there is no. restriction on the transportation 0£ visitors from here to the gates 0£ the park?
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'Mr. NEFF. No; th.at is.true.
.
.
·
The CHAIBMAN.What is the proyision £or handling visitors from
the gates 0£ the park through the park 1
Mr. NEFF. There- is absolutely none. You would have to walk 1,0
miles or emch a matter if you did that,
I will just give you an illustration.
Just last week· a party of
eastern people came in here, apparently people of considerable
means, to whom the matter 0£ expense meant nothing, and they
went to one 0£ these. taxi drivers and they wanted to be taken
up there in a. private conveyance, and they authorized the taxi
driver to offer the park people $25 £or the privilege 0£ having
his car enter the park, and the offer was refused. I understand
that in some instances $25 has been taken £or the privilege of
bringing a car inside 0£ the park~a car £or hire. Once in a great
while, where the person involved is some prominent man or some
man presumably 0£ influence, the park company permits them to
take a private car in there.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, a private hired cad
Mr. NEFF. Yes, a private hired car.
.
Now, we would not ask the privilege 0£ running any stage line
in there or anything 0£ that kind, but merely that when people
come to these taxi drivers, who are engaged in that line of bnsiness
generally in Medford and the surrounding country, and want a
private car to be taken into the park, they be not entirely re-.
stricted. Per.haps some :fee could be exacted, a moderate fee, :for
the benef,it of the concessionaire.
I do not know whether that .
would be £air or not. It does not seem to me that a monopoly
in such a matter,. with respect to a public park, in consonant with
the general spirit in which parks are maintained and established.
The CHAIRMAN.Under the present arrangement they exercise a
monopoly, not only within the park, but from the town to the ·
gates ofthe park1
· Mr. NEFF. From Medford.
Nobody can go to the park from
Medford unless he has his own car, unless he goes with the stage
company. As I say, the park gate is so far from the lake that
it is practically prohibitive, and there is no means 0£ transportation provided inside.
The CHAIRMAN.The transportation company does not provide
transportation from the entrance through the park?
Mr. NEFF. No, they do not.
The CHAIRMAN.The beginning 0£ the service they furnish is
outside 0£ the park, at the railway station 1
·
Mr. NEFF. Altogether.
The CHAIRMAN.And in that way they monopolize dso the transportation from Medford, we will say, to the park entrance 1
Mr. NEFF. Yes, sir.
About_ a month ago a gentleman from England, a graduate of
Oxford University and an instructor at Princeton at this time,
came to my office. He was very desirous 0£ going to Crater Lake,
and he had just the day in which to go. He could not stay :over
.a second day. It was impossible, and he had to give u.p hfa; trip,
because th~re was no way in which he could go up there, see the
lake, remam a few hours. and come back to Medford. The stage
company does not furnish any such service.
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Mr. BownEN. What service does the stage company furnish from
Medford1
Mr. N:mFF.It goes up one day, arrives there after the. stage down
has left, and comes back the next day.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there only one stage leaving from Medford
each day?
·Mr.NEFF. Only one.
Mr. HART. I think there are two, but they are not arranged so
they connect at the lake.
Mr. CARL TENGWALD.You would be able to stay up there probably an hour before the down stage left, according to the present
schedule.
Mr. NEFF. I think the stages all go at one time, don't they?
There is more than one stage, and they sometimes carry up as many
as 50 or 60 people at one time, but they are scheduled t_o leave at
the same time and come back the next day at the same time. .
The CHAIRMAN.How are the hotels in the park controlled?
By
whom are they operated'?
Mr. NEFF. By the same company.
The CHAIRMAN.The transportation company operates the hotel?
Mr. NEFF. Yes-or the hotel company operates the transportation
company, would probably be the better way to put it.
Senator CA.i\rnRo~.How late in the day can you leave here for
the park1
Mr. TENGWALD.You can drive from here to the park in a,bout
three and a half hours.
Senator CAMERON.1Yhat is the latest time the stage leaves'?
Mr. TENGWALD.I think right after the morning train, 10.30.
Senator CAMERON.There is no other stage leaves after that time?
Mr. TENGWALD.No, you have to lay over in Medford until the
following morning ..
Mr. NEFF. As I understand it, there is a train that arrives here
from the south, which is the fastest and the best passenger train
from the south, and which gets here at 11.40. Any person arriving
on that train and desiring to go to Crater Lake must wait over until
the next ~lay, because the stage has gone.
The CHAIRMAN.The stages do not meet all incoming trains?
Mr. NEFF. No; they just meet that 10.45 train in the morning.
I suppose the Southern Pacific in arranging schedules £or passengers intending to visit Crater Lake advise them that that is the
train to take for that purpose.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there a transportation
line from any other
railroad station than Medford into the park?
Mr. N:tFF. From Klamath Falls.
The CHAIRMAN.And the same condition exists as to Klamath
Falls?
Mr. NEFF. They have a monopoly on the transportation;
there is
no other service. Of course there is only one passenger train a day
into Klamath Falls.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, from the Klamath Falls side there is no
provision £or transportation from the entrance to the lake?
Mr. NEFF. No; I think it is farther that way than it is from Medford.
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We would appr~ciate it if you gentlemen .could find it consistent
to grant some relief along that line. I believe you would increase
the value of the park to the people who want to visit it if some
of the restrictions could be taken off this matter of transportaion.
The CHAIBMAN.Mr. Neff, have you any opinion as to the propriety of charging an entrance fee to the park?
Mr. NEFF. No, I have not. I have always assumed that that en_
trance fee was charged £or the purpose of maintaining the service
there, and personally, of course, I have never had any objection to it.
There is this about it. ViT
e people who live here, if we pay it once
it is for the entire season. It gives you the privilege of going
there a dozen times or 20 times if you care to. It is JUSt one fee
for the year.
'The CHAIRMAN.Have you any personal knowledge of the fee deterring people from visiting the park?
J\;fr. NEFF. No, I can not say that I have. They would be, I think,
among the very humble people who would think of the $2.50 in
connection with a trip of that kind. Because such a trip costswell, the transportation with an ordinary automobile up there and
back would not be less than $20, and the people who could spend
the $20 you would think could spend the other $2.50.
The CHAIBMAN.What is the length of the season at Crater Lake
Park?
Mr. NEFF. It opens July 1. We generally count July 1 as the time
£or opening the park.
The CHAIRMAN.And when does it close?
Mr. NEFF. September 15 is usually about the limit-from
that to
October 1. I have been up there in October when it was very nice,
but you can not depend upon the weather up there after September 15.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the distance from he.re to Crater Lake 1
Mr. NEFF. About 80 miles.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the distance from Crater Lake to Klamath Falls?
Mr. NEFF. About 62 miles.,
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Neff.
Mr. CowGILL.Mr. Chairman, I would like to qualify Mr. Gore
as a witness on one point. Mr. Gore, will ,you state your position
when you took up the matter of this 0. & C. grant land in connection with the State bond issue £or the public roads? You did not
give them a statement of your position as State representative?
Mr. GORE.Do you mean politically, morally, or what?
Mr. CowGILL. Well, Mr. Gore had as much to do with the good
roads program in Oregon as any other man in the State; and, in
the discussions that led up to the adoption of that road program,
he had in view and under discussion at all times in the legislature
the taxing of the 0. & C. grant lands. I was not sure that the
committee understood that in his preliminary statement.
.·
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Gore at that time was a representative of this
county in the. State legislature?
Mr. Cow GILL.:yes, sir.
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STATEMENTOF lVIR.CA.RLTENGWALD,MEDFORD, OREG.·
Mr. TENGWALD.There is one situation I would _like to bring up,
Senator, regarding the $2.50 charge.
During 1925 I was manager of the Crater Lake National Park
system. There is great travel from Klamath Falls to ,Medford, and
much 0£ that travel is forced to go over the Green Spring Road
and come over the Pacific Highway, from the £act that if they come
through Crater Lake National Park they are assessed that $2.50
without even seeing the lake. 0£ course, they are not interested;
they are bent on business, but in order to use the road through there
they are assessed that $2,50, and therefore they are forced to take
the long road from Klamath Falls.
The CHAIRMAN.How much added distance is that?
Mr. TENGWALD.I do not know whether there is much added distance, but it just deprives them 0£ the privilege 0£ using that road.
The CHAIRMAN.They are compelled to use an inferior road?
Mr. TENGWALD.No, it is not an inferior road now. It was several
years ago, but not now. But they are not permitted to use that road.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion, Mr. Tengwald, that they
should be permitted to come through the park?
Mr. TENGWALD.Yes. I£ they want to look at the lake, the $2.50
could be assessed at the camp where the road branches off to the
lake. But if they were just bent on business and not desirous 0£
seeing Crater Lake at all, they should not be charged that $2.50
merely to go through.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the $2.50 as an entrance £00 is a
proper charge ?
Mr. TENGWALD.I do.
The CHAIRMAN.You think there should be such a charge?
Mr. TENGWALD.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Why do you think that there should be an entrance fee charged?
Mr. TENGWALD.I understand that that money is expended on the
roads of the park £or improvement; that it is kept right in the park.
The CHAIRM_AN.
Do you know that to be a £act-that the money is
used in the park?
Mr. TENGWALD.No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN.Is not that money turned over to the National
Treasury and the park dependent upon congressional appropriations?
Mr. TENGWALD.That is correct, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Then it does not go to the benefit of the roads?
Mr. TENGWALD.No; I did not know that.
The CHA_IRMAN.
I am not stating it as a £act; I am questioning
you as to your knowledge.
Mr. BowDEN. It goes into the Federal Treasury.

STATEMENTOF MR. FLOYIIHART, MEDFORD,OREG.
Mr. RAITT. Mr. Chairman, there are a few things that the local
lumber interests would like to call to your attention, principally
perhaps in reference to what are called misclassified lands.
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Thertds a great deal of land in thtf State that has been misclassified, as to agriculture and timber, £or· several. reasons. First, it
seeni~fthat there ,is a great deal that was just simply misclassified.
I tl;iink the regulation provides tltat any 40 that does not· contain
iwo;0QO
feet _ormore of timber shall ~e classified as agricultural land.
+\:,g;r:eat
·deal of land in .this p:trtietlfar locality that contains a great
il(lh!l'more timber than that was originally classified as agricultural
land, but oi course will e-v'entu'ally, perhaps, become timberland
where it has been homest~ad, and the timber sold. However, I have
inbre particular reference to land ·having no agricultural value but
lcdntaining less thah BOO,000·feetof timber. This is the way it
worn:$ out.
In logging operations there are a g~eat many times when this
timber c.ould be used provided it could be logged at 'the same time
with other farid.
As a particular case, just recently a local manufacturing concern
came upon several forties having; we will say, 290,000 feet of timber"----.'.rocky
land, apsolutely valueless for agricultural purposes or
for grazing purposes, just rocks and trees-which at this time could
be profitably logged and would return, at $2 a thousand, which is a
very small price, approximately $15 an acre.
Now, just as soon as that land is logged that timber loses its value;
it is a sttaig-ht loss to everyone. The tracks are pulled up and a
new section 1s developed, and here stands .that 290,000 feet of timber
of not sufficient value to log again, and its value has been lost.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean its value has been lost by the moving
away-of the machinery £or logging?
Mr. HART. Yes; and the logging of all the timber around it. It
is true that in future years that will be, perhaps, reforested and be
of some value, but that particular piece will have lost its value by
the time you get a stand of timber on the surrounding ground.
That matter was taken up with the hind office and their answer
was that it was impossible to do anythinu, that there was a regula,ti.on saying that it was classed as agricultural land and regardless
of its value that had to stand. The local lumbering thought that
should be called to your attention. '
•
The CHAIRMAN.That is an economic losst
Mr. HART. It is. an economic•loss to everyone.
' The CIUIRMAN. Probably there is no legal provision made £or the
disposal of that timber, and you are contending that there should be 1
Mr. HART. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN.And that is predicated on the argument that it
is an economic loss £or it to be left unlogged?
.Mr.,HART. Absolutely.
,
The C1tAIRMAN.To what extent is that true?
Mr. HART. It is very prevalent.
It is run across, I will say,
almost every day in the local logging operations.
The CHAIRMAN.Is this within the forest reserve?
Mr. HART. Not necessarily; a great deal of it is 0. & C. land.
Of course, as agricultural land it is open to homestead entry.
The Cl:IAIRMAN.The 0. & C. land that is logged-that
has passed
into private ownership in part r
.
Mr. HART. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. But these areas are all Government owned,?,
Mr. HART. The Government-owned. areas I had ,particular reference to. They would not pass into private ownership, beeause they
have no value at present except to one logging in. that particular
locality. They would have no value as homesteads anyway:
Another matter that they wished called to your attention is the
matter of logging the unprofitable species. In logging Government
lands at the present time the regulations very stringently cover
what shall be cut; we will say, £or instance, all trees down to '7
inches. Among the trees there may be a species of timber that is
absolutely unprofitable to log at the present time, but that must be
cut, hauled in, and cut into stove wood-that is where it goes.
While these species have no value now, they are very likely to
have a value in the future. That is true in the eastern States of
the tamarack stand, which 20 years ago was valueless and now is
bringing in a large revenue. Those trees must be cut. I£ they are
left they are an economic _waste, under present conditions. If they .
are left, some day they might be profitable to the Government. It
seems to me the regulations are very hard and fast, and our pafticular conditions in this locality have no bearing up611 the administration of timber lands, and so forth. It is just by a set. of ha.rdand-fast rules that are supposed to be applicable anywhere.
The CHAIRMAN. You think the rules should be made flexible t . ·
Mr. HART. Either they should be made flexible 9r there should be
some way of arbitrating or considering the requirements qf an i~dividual locality. I do not wish to convey the impr!;lssiOn that it
works a hardship upon the lumbering industry, because it does l,lpt:;
it is just a loss .. It .does to a slight extent, but that is very s'nialt
The CHAIRMAN. It is impracticable, because it results in. an (;lCOnomic lossi
Mr. HART. Yes, sir .
. The CHAIRMAN. With whotri do you deal?
Mr. HART. With the land office.at Roseburg.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know: whether the matte.rs you have just
been discussing have ever been taken up with the Interior Dep~rtment?
·
Mr. HART. They have been taken up only with the land office.
X have here a copy of a letter I received just within the last week,
I think, in regard to the misclassified agricultural lands. The ease
is just exactly as I have set forth.
·
The CHAIRMAN. From whom is this?
·
Mr. HART. From th_eland office at Ros·eburg.
, .
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Will you file that, to go in the record?
Mr. HART. Yes, that is all right.
( The letter referred to is here printed in full, as follows :)
With regard to the lands which have been classified as agricultural,
there
is no provision by which the Government can sell the timber thereon.
The
fact the lands are not at all suitable for agricultural
purposes would not
affect the matter as the act provides that all lands ccontaining a stand of
less than 300 M feet to each legal 40-acre subdivision are to be included in
class 3 or so-called agricultural lands. Very truly yours.

The
Mr.

CHAIRMAN.
HART. Yes;
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That presumably :.was signed by the register?
I think the register signed it.
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The C_HAIRMAN.
This committee is. 0£ course, interested in
utilization in the most economic way 0£ all the resources 0£
public domain. We appreciate the information you have given
Mr; HART. I think that is all we have.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there anyone else who desires to be heard?
Mr. TENGWALD.Mr. Chairman, Commissioner Bursell wants
be heard.

the
the
us.
to

STATEMENTOF MR. VICTOR BURSELL, COUNTYCOMMISSIONER
OF 1ACKSONCOUNTY,MEDFORD,OREG..
The CHAIRMAN,You have a statement which you wish to make,
Mr. Bursell?
· Mr. BURSELL.I only just ~ant to confirm what Mr. Gore has said.
Mr. Gore has been a member 0£ the budget committee £or the past
two years, and realizes the bonded indebtedness 0£ the county and
the injustice done the. county in taking the 0. & C. grant lands off
· our tax rolls and placing that burden on the taxpayers 0£ the county.
We think that any disposition that is made 0£ those lands or the
revenue derived from those lands, that the, county should be reimbursed for any revenue that we have £ailed to receive.,
The CHAIRMAN.You and your people £eel that the withdrawal
0£ these lands has hampe:i;ed and inter:f~r~f!.,,:'Yith.
the development
0£ the county?
·
·
Mr. Bu"RSELL.Yes; sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And.imposed an additional burden on all the
taxpayers 0£ the county?
Mr. BunsF.LL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And therefore you £eel that when disposal is
made 0£ these· assets it should accrue to the benefit of the cotmties
in which the lands lie?
Mr. BURSELL.Yes, sir. We have had this matter up before the
jujdges and commissioners for the past th,ree,years, and this is our
first opportunity to place it before a co'mmittee that could give us
any real action or that we felt would have any real interest in the
matter.
·
·
T_he CHAIRMA1'1",
About what would these lands bring into the
c~mnty by way of taxation i£ placed on your tax rolls?
Mr. BURsELL.Six .years ago they were bringing about $80,000
additional taxes into the county.
The CHAIRMAN.And has your rate increased?
Mr._ EtrnsELL. Our rate h.as increased to a certain extent, and the
values have increased, so it ·would be a great deal more at the
present time.
·
·
·
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement?
Mr. BURSELL.No, only where we had planned on using these funds
£or building our roads, etc., it has crippled our ability to go ahead.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor Congress making an appropriation for the benefit 0£ the counties £or the amount which these lands
would have contributed in taxes?
Mr. BunsELL. Yes, I think I would; either that or to receive a
good share 0£ the proceeds from the sale or rental.
The CHAIRMAN.And do you think it should be a good share, or
all 0£ the net proceeds?
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Mr. BuRSELL. Not necessarily all. I think we should be reimbursed to the extent 0£ our loss.
The CHAIRMAN.You would not be averse to receiving all the
proceeds?
Mr. BURSELL.No, we would not be averse to that.
T.he CHAIRMAN.Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF C. G. THOMSON, SUPERINTENDENT OF CRATER
LAKE NATIONAL PARK'

This park comprises 249 square miles. Its 1925 administrati"."e
appropriation is $35,900. Its revenues have already exceeded_ this
appropriation.
A special road fund 0£ $239,000 was appropriated
by the last Congress £or the correction and penetration-maca~amizing 0£ 18.3 miles of road. It is thought travel this season will approximate 70,000.
During my incumbency ( three years) there have been no fatalities;
no serious automobile accidents; one arrest has been made out of
some 160,000 visitors during three years; approximately 99 per cent
0£ total visitors arrive in their own automobiles and 1 per cent by
railway and stage; some 80 per cent 0£ total visitors utilized our
camp grounds 0£ which we have nine.
The so-called entrance fee 0£ $2.50 referred to by critics, is a road
license· for,the use 0£ our 66-mile road system during all the year
when the roads are free 0£ snow ( about £our and one-half months).
Our west and south roads form part 0£ the so-called loop between
the Rogue and Klamath Valleys and is an essential highway £or
thousands who_ do not go to the lake. As I understand it, the department regards this road license as an established national park
policy, on the sound principle that it distributes a major portion 0£ .
the cost 0£ park maintenance upon the shoulders 0£ park userswhich is the theory 0£ taxation striven £or by every financial statesman since Alexander Hamilton.. People in general do not understand 'that these funds are not used £or park purposes but are transmitted into the general fund at the Treasury, subject there only to
congressional appropriation.
The abandonment 0£ this road license
would relieve me 0£ one 0£ my heaviest responsibilities, but since
you asked £or my opinion I thoroughly believe in the present policy.
The attorney £or the taxicab men, 0£ course, set_ forth only the
viewpoint 0£ his clients who are directly interseted financially in
having our policy destroyed. This policy 0£ restricting jitney service into the parks is absolutely in the interests 0£ the American
public who must be able to depend upon a regular stage schedule
into· and out 0£ the park, an established £air rate, and assurance 0£
maintenance 0£ these schedules and tariffs throughout the season.
Taxies are impossible in this. park £or the same reason that they
are on the State highways where the public service commfssion
controls the situation about as we do here. Under present conditions people can leave Boston or New Orleans or anywhere, and
make their itinerary intelligently and accurately with the full
knowledge that they will be met by a Government-controlled
stage,
with drivers responsible to us £or all 0£ their actions, and that the
round trip £are is $17.50 to everyone. Would you gentlemen rather-
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send your wives and daughters under these conditions or have them
arrive in a strange community to make their own arrangements
with taxi chauffeurs?
I £eel it is not incumbent upon me to discuss the question 0£
the Diamond Lake extension, that matter being in the hands 0£ my
superiors and 0£ a GOmmission especially appointed by the President.
The CHAIRJ\1;AN .. A~e there any_ others who wish to be heard? I£
not, the committee will stand adjourned.·
(Whereupon, at 5.50 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned to
meet at Klamath Falls, Oreg., at 10 o'clock a. m., Monday, September 7, 1925.)

NATIONAL
FORESTS
ANDTHEPUBLICDOMAIN
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1(}25

UNITED STATESSENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTE:E
ON
PUBLIC LANDSANDSURVEYS,

Klamath Falls, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at
10 o'clock a. m., Monday, September 7, 1925, at the county courthouse, Klamath Falls, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield ( chairman) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order.
Gentlemen, this committee is sitting under a resolution of the
United States Senate authorizing it to hold hearings, conduct researches, and make a study of all questions pertaining to the public
lands, reserved and unreserved. In the course of our hearings and
investigations we are listening to testimony on all questions relating
to the forest reserves, Indian reservations, national parks, national
monuments, and the public domain.
The first witness is Mr. Kimball.

STATEMENTOF MR. J. F. KIMBALL, LOCALREPRESENTATIVE
WEYERHAEUSERTIMBER CO., GENERALMANAGERKLAMATH
COUNTYFORESTPROTECTIVEASSOCIATION,KLAMATHFALLS,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Kimball, you are a timber man?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are familiar with the insect infestation
of the forest growth in this section?
Mr. KIMBALL. I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly tell us what you know about the
insect infestations of this district, particularly the so-called pine
beetle?
Mr. Knu:BALL."\Vehave a very serious situation throughout the
entire pine belt, due to the menace of the pine beetle. I take it that
you want to know the exact situation as I see it.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes, sir; that is what we would like to know.
Mr. KIMBALL.In this district in here in which the private owners
and the Federal Government carried on a control campaign covering
a Inillion acres, we found in the period between 1910 and 1920 that,
covering a million acres, there was a 10 per cent loss of the timber.
Roughly, that was 100,000,000 feet a year.
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I suppose you gentlemen realize, perhaps, what th'at may.mean,
but if you will permit me I will illustrate.
A million feet of timber
will build ordinarily eight residences. That meant that we were
losing each year in this district lumber sufficient to have constructed
8,000 ordinary residences.
The CHAIRJ.\,IAN.
That was destroyed by the pine beetle~
Mr. K1'.!\1;BALL.
That was 4estroyed by t4~ pin~, bootle entirely.
Our loss in here from the pine beetle was one hundred tinies as great
as the loss from fire during the same 10-year period. We submitted
those things to the Federal Government, and through Congress secured an appropriation
of $150,000, which was matched by the
private owners. In addition, the private owners of course had a
great many incidental expenses. That money was expended very
wisely.. The project was a: complete success, but unfortunately £or
a complete demonstration soine' of us expected that out of this we
would get inore than we did; that is to say, that the benefits would
be more lasting, 1Ve have really reached.the.conclusion
now that it
meains a continuous fight to bring,that about.
.
· Now, this· la:st year was a very dry year, which had the effect of
building up the pine beetle all over the country, because a dry year
weakens the timber and the natural· factors of resistance decrease
under those conditions. As a result, the.pine beetle was everywhere.
Now, we find in this district where we carried on that artificial
control that the increase is normal.• That is, if there was a tree
destroyed right here by the· beetle, this year that same colony has
reproduced itself and destroyed another tree.· But in the territory
where no work was done the beetles have increased at a tremendous
rate, as, £or instance, in the Applegate country. I am advised by the
experts in the bureau that they have an increase over there of three
times.
We are now reaching the stage in the control of the pine beetle
wher:e we realize how crude our methods are. Our methods, as perhaps you know, or perhaps you don't know, are .v.ery primitive.
They consist in the felling, barking, and burning of the tree. The
life history of the beetle is that as an adult beetle it attacks.the tree
in a colony of 2,500 or more; and destroys it.
The CHAIRMAN.They swarm, do they, Mr. Kimball?
Mr. KIMBALL.Well, we are getting into something that even the
entomologists have not yet discovered-how
they group themselves
together and concentrate on their attack. There is much that is not
known about them, and I am going to touch on that.
The CHAIRMAN.But it is a group attack?
Mr. KrMBALL.A group attack; yes, sir. It takes at least 2,500 of
these beetles to attack an ordinary pine tree such as you are familiar
with, Senator Stanfield. They make little galleries in the cambium,
which in effect starves the tree. They lay their eggs and die, and
their progeny take on the life circle and emerge as adult beetles and
attack a new tree.
Now, this artificial control, as I have said, is in effect selective
logging. It is very expensive; it.costs us from $4 to $6 a thousand
feet. There should be devised or discovered by the, ex;perts some
short cut-natural
control.
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The thing that I really wanted to bring. bMore you is the £act
that the technique of fire fighting is very well established. I£ all
the,men who are in the game tosday were to die it is so well known
that the work would be taken right up and no parti<;ular interruption would occur, because it is practically all :very· well established.
But it is safe to say that we are losing on the Pacific·. coast at least
fifty times as much pine timber from the pine beetle as we are from
forest fires. The Forest Service has a very alaborate organization
£or the handling of fires. Private owners are we:H·organized. It is
not difficult to get any amount of money that is needed ,£or that, be:• cause a. f?re~t fire is a sp~ctacul:ir thing. But this pine ·beetfo loss is
sporadic m its usual mamfestat10n, a:nd so people do not N:lalize;h6\V
extensive it is. But it is a tre~end~msly" s~riouS'problem oo~ay. ·
The CHAIRMAN.In your estimat10n it is mncl:t·grea,'te:r•,thian the
loss by fire?
··
· Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, absolutely, there is no question: about that.·
The CHAIRMAN.Do you mean just from this single ,infestation',
that of the pine beetle, or all the other insects?
.,
' ·
· Mr. KIMBALL_.
.No; I am including. only t~~ :pine. beetle ..
The CHAIRMAN.There are a great many msect· mf~tatl'ons, are
there not, that are destructive?
Mr. KIMBALL.There are. The fir people have defoliators to
contend with; and the spruce people have what is, kno'wn as the
spruce bug. But so far they have never found· any method of cons
trolling those pests, while the pine beetle·, notwithstanding that the
methods are crude and expensive, they are effective. It pays to do
it in the way we are doing it.
·
The point I want to make is that where the Federal Government
is entitled to be criticized is in its lack of attention to this subject.
It is not, however, expected that the private owners would take hold
of this thing, and yet they have had to do it. It should be the
£unction of the Government to provide scientists to handle this
subject. We have on the Pacific coast the western branch of the
Bureau of Entomology, headed by Dr. John Miller. Doctor Miller
- and his five associates are thoroughly capable men. They are practical scientists. They go right out into the field and work. But
they are being starved by insufficient appropriations.
They are
working on little salaries that are hardly sufficient for them to
exist, and they have no funds with which to go ahead-The CHAIRMAN.Are they being paid by the Federal Government?
Mr. KIMBALL.They are, sir; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.A $25,000 appropriation, I think, was made by
the last Congress, or £or the last year.
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes; and that $25,000 is spread out, and the western
branch gets very little of it. Unfortunately, the lumbermen out
here in the West felt that Doctor Miller should head the Bureau
of Entomology.
He did not receive that appointment, but it was
given to a younger chap-I have forgotten his name now-who has
no interest whatever in this western work. As a matter of fact, he
is jealous of Doctor Miller and his men.
·
But let me come to the real point in this thing. There are five
men only, .experts, who know practi,cally anything about the pine
beetle. There should be as large an organization built Up finally to
handle this pine beetle situation by the Federal Government as there
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is .in the fores~ fire fighting personnel. I do not mean all the admi:r:cistrative work 0£ the Forest Service; I mean to say that there
should be as large ail organization. , They should be engaged in a
scientific study,: so that they ,coqld answer the :very question you
.asked me, Senator, Stanfield, which washow they get together to
make this att8ick. · They do not know. They should know more
about. the life history of the in'sect and develop parasitic and predatory enemies. Doctdr Miller tells me he· feels confident that if they
could ha,ve a laboratory and could engage in the study 0£ it theJwould find soJM short cut to the answer.
The Ca:AIRJUAN.You have demonstrated, however, that it is con- •
troUa.hle in the fight you have already made?
Mr. KlMBA.LL. Oh, yes; there is no question about that. But we
are not'satisfied with that.
The CHAIRMAN.You think your methods are crude, and that a
better method tha.n that which you employed eould be discovered
if there 'Were some encouragement ?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes. Now, referring again to the western branch
0£ the bureau, .the five men who are scattered in Colorado, California, Oregon, and Idaho---,cthose are all the men the private owners and the Federal Government have to call upon for expert advice, except that the Forest Service has one entomologist in its
employ. Ninety-five per cent 0£ the private owners have no one
upon whom to ca,ll to give them advice as to whether or not a particular project should be inaugurated.
There may be a loss going
on in the forest, and yet it may not be sufficiently large to warrant
going in there with this artificial control, this selective logging,
which is very expensive, as you will readily see. The thing that
we feel we need, ,we who are interested· in the maintaining 0£ our
natural resources out here, is that there should be a decentralization 0£ the Bureau of Entomology; that the western branch should
be given a sufficient appropriation annually to build up, to develop
more scientists; and who will be available £or the private owners to
call upon at any time when they ar~ needed.
The CHAIRMAN.You have already, Mr. Kimball, compared the
loss from the pine beetle with the loss on account 0£ fire. Can you
estimate in dollars and cents the loss on the Pacific coast from the
ravages 0£ the pine beetle?
Mr. KIMBALL;L would not dare to attempt it on the Pacific coast.
·in here, in this 1,000,000 acres that we have mentioned, our stumpage in here-it is speculative value; but we think it is perhaps
$4 per thousand on an average throughout that entire area. That
would be $400,000 on the stumpage ·lost. As a loss to the community it would represent perhaps an average 0£ $25 a thousand
feet in lumber ready for shipment, which would mean $2,500,000
annually. ·
·
The CHAmMAN.Just in this area in the Klamath Falls district?
Mr. KIMBALL.In just what we call the project area-only
one
million aeres in this entire district.
The CHAIRMAN.How many houses did you say that would make 1
How many houses could be built out 0£ the lumber?
Mr. KIMBALL.Well, you can figure 80 houses to the million feet,
and 100,000,000 feet would be 8,000 houses.
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Senator CAMERON.Mr. Kimball, how. long has this beetle been
infecting the timber? How many years? . .
Mr. KIMBALL.Well; the beetle has. probably always been on the
American Continent since the timber grew, but various £actors rend
to build the beetle up very rapidly. Civilization sometimes seems to
have the effect of destroying some o:f th(I natural factors, Some
people have the theory that fire may have caused it. We do n6't
know; except that the woodpecker, which was our best friend, is
gradually being exterminated by the small boy with the gtm awl
by the farmer who thinks his orchards are being.invaded, etc. The
woodpecker is the most active and diligent predator against the pine
beetle.
Senator CAMERON.And how much of an appropriation would you
think would be necessary to stamp it out in this district, 'following
the crude method you now have of fighting this infestation i
·
Mr. KIMBALL.It can not be entirely stamped out. I do not want
to mislead you.
Senator CAMERON.Or to control it?
Mr. KIMBALL.To control it right here in, this district, $50,000
appropriated by the Federal Government and $50,000 by the private
owners each year.
Senator CAMERON.Is not most of. this timber controlled by the
Government in here?
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, no. My company, the Weyerhaeuser company,
owns 350,000 acres in this territory, and the private owners have a
very considerable percentage of the pine timber. In acreage, however, the Federal Government has more timber than the private
owners.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you say about 50 per cent private holdings
and 50 per cent Government?
Mr. KIMBALL.In acreage, yes. There are more trees on the privately owned land than on the forest.
.
The CHAIRMAN.You suggested that possibly it was about equal,
that the private owners would match an appropriation made by the
Government on the 50-50 basis?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes.
The CHALRMAN.Would the private owners do thaU
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.They stand willing and ready to cooperate and
match the Government on the 50-50 basis¥
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, there is no question about it. But by far the
most important thing, and the thing that will have more far-reaching effect, Senator Stanfield, is to build up your Bureau of Entomology and decentralize it and put in these practical fellows who
know their business and try to be of real service to the lumbermen.
They want to do it, but they are hampered by lack of fu.nds 'and by
the policy of this bird who is in the bureau back there.
The CHAIRMAN.It is a £act, is it not, that there are very few boys
studying entomology~ There is but little interest being taken in
entomology, because it does not seem to lead to much of a future,
notwithstanding the great need that we have for entomologists.
Mr. KIMBALL.What you have in mind is that they would have
,difficulty in building up their organization?
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"·'The CHAIRJ\tAN.
I do not· think there is any organization to-day,
because there is no encouragement £or it, and notwithstanding the
·great need,· of building up ·the Bureau of Entomology, we are not
otfering any enoouragement. Last year Cong~ss ·appropriated .
$25;000 for the purpose of eradicating insect infestations.
Mr,. KrMBALL.Well, that was distributed by the Forest Service.
So far as I know, the Bureau of Entomology had very little of that.
,What the Bureau of.Entomology needs is a direct appropriation and
an ·understanding that this western branch is not to be interfered
with, but it is to be given a free hand in the proper development of
its organization and• be of service to the lumber men. We ought to
be able, Senator, to call upon Doctor Miller to go into a territory
and advise us whether or not there is need £or a control project in
there. We can not do it to-day, only in a very limited way.
1
Now the point you· are making about their not being able to
build up a personnel. I think they would have no difficulty in getting college graduates who have had more or less training and whose
minds are trained and who can .be 'developed without very much
difficulty into the right type of scientists. The studious fellow will
make a laboratory man, and the active fellow will go out and soon
make good in the field. So far as the field end of it is concerned, it
does not take a long-haired high~brow type of fellow necessarily,
to learn the business.
l\_fr. BowDEN ( exhibiting a map)_. Will you describe here the area
which you refer to as ·havmg been mvested about Klamath Falls 1
(The witness indicated on the map the areas referred to).
· Mr.<BowDEN, Can you describe that £or the record so that we can
tell where you people work i
Mr. KrMBALL.I·can file with you £or your record the exact area.
Mr. BowDEN. We would like to have that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Kimball, I would like you to state what percentage of all the timber of the United States is on the Pacifi coast,
,6r in Oregon, H you -can. Mr. KnrnALL. It is generally figured that two"fifths of the timber in the United States left standing is in the State of Oregon.
Just the percentage of the entire stand in the United States of
America on t~e Pacific coil\st I could not give you e~actly, but it is a
large proport10n. As a matter of £act, I was surprised to learn the
'other day that Klamath Falls as one district and Bend as another
district are the biggest pine producing centers of the United States.
The CHAIRMAN.What percentage of the total pine production of
the United States occurs in the· Bend and• the Klamath Falls district? Do you know 1
Mr. KIMBALL.'About 600,000,000 feet is produced in these two
districts; I think that the production last year in the south which
normally should· have been about ten billion, was sixteen billion.
There was a tremedous increase down there, due to what they call
the grasshopper mill, the •small portable mill. That would be perhaps on.e twentieth of it, produced right here. And of course there
is a tremendous amount of pine produced farther north-I
ca_nnot
give y_outhe figures-and westward, and then all the big mill~ 11pin.
the ·Sierras. They have a very heavy output. And that 1s only
just a beginning. Our people, for example, are planning to install
a mill here in Klamath Falls in the rather near future.
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The CHAIRMAN.When you refer to " our people " you mean the
Weyerhaeuser Lumber Co.?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes. So that this territory right here near Klamath Falls will probably be producing 600,000,000 feet a year.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe you stated that the pine beetle was a
greater menace than the fire menace to the pine forest?
Mr. KIMBALL.Absolutely .
. The CHAIRMAN.Many times over, you stated?
Mr. KIMBALL.Many times over. In just this area which'I have
looked after £or twenty years our losses were one hundred times
greater from the beetle than from fire. In other words, the association which I manage has had a total loss in here during the twenty
years 0£ 20,000,000 feet.
·
The CHAIRMAN.And the exeperiments which you have conducted
lead you to believe that it can be controlled?
Mr. KIMBALL.It !l,bsolutely can be controlled.
Mr. BOWDEN.Taking into consideration yout figures 0£ · the
amount 0£ lumber now standing in the western forests, is it not your
opinion that the lumber supply 0£ the east must in the. future come
in large part from these western states?
Mr. lVMBALL.There is. no question about it.
Mr. BowDEN. What percentage would you say?
Mr. KIMBALL.You are getting a little too far from the book
£or me on that. New England, through its reforesting methods,
will always produce some timber. The South will, unquestionably
carry on a very extensive reforesting program, and -so they are
always £actors to be considered. Brit the great bulk 0£ the lamber
in the United States must come from the Pacific coast, there is· no
question about it. And there is no question that these terrific losses
going on in the pine from the pine beetle are going to add to the
cost 0£ the lumber in the east.
Mr. BowDEN. It will add materially to the. cost?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir; because we are losing the fine matured
trees.
The CHAIRMAN.It is materially reducing the available supply
0£ lumber?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir. In ten years we lost 10 per ~nt in ·here,
and this district which we have carefully cruised so that we know
what we are talking about. That is significant of the loss that is
going on.
Mr. BownEN. Do you know any other regions where the beetle
~as been_ active, other than the regions you have referred to here
m the neighborhood 0£ Klamath Falls?
.
·
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, it is all up and down the Pacific coast, in the
pine. I do not think this region is necessarily any worse off than
most 0£ the others. · I£ there is a very active operation going on
it has a tendency to reduce quite materially the standing timber
loss, because durmg the months 0£ flight, when that operation .is
very heavy, it gives the tops and limbs an opportunity £or the overplus 0£ beetles, and it seems to help in controlling the thing quite
materially. But millions 0£ acres of this timber are twenty or thirty
years removed ·from operation, and it would be impracticable and
impossible to operate them.
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The CHAIRMAX.Are the beetles vulnerable to the attack. o:f any.
other inseet 1
'
Mr. KrMALL:Yes; they have a good many predatory enemies.
One which we are entitled to hope may be developed' is called the
Clerid beetle. It is an enemy 0£ the tree killing beetle at all stages,
both in the larva, pupa and. adult. He crawls in the hole after them
and cleans them up .. The ideal thing, the thing that we have discussed as the most wonderful way to control this, would be with
the clerid beetle. · Then upon our discovery of a group infestation
of say ten trees, which would mean 25,000 tree-killing beetles, which
would require a certain number of the clerids~they have determined
how many', but I have £orgotten,~we would wire for them, and our
ranger would take them out and turn them loose. I am £rank to
say that that is a dream, perhaps, and yet it is out o:f these dreams
that have come the development of these predatory or parasitie
enemies.
Mr. BoWD'EN'.When you referred to laboratory study, I take it
you had i°: mind a· study 0£ some scientific way 0£ controlling the
beetle, such as a predatory insect whic4 would prey upon the beetle
and reduce the number to such an extent that it would not be anywhere near the menace that it is?
Mr. KIMBALL.Th.at is it exactly. In other words, it is a shortcut. Se:1lectivelogging is expensive, particularly in the cold regions,
in the high Sierras. It is a tremendous task to go in there and £ell,
bark, and burn trees scattered here and there through the forest.
And yet those trees represent a lot of money; many 0£ them are
wort_h $25 or-$30 apiece on the stump.
The CHAIRMAN.Your experiments have taught you that even
though. yoar methods niay be crude you can handle the pine beetle
by barkmg or peeling the trees and burning them?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir. And it pays.
Mr. BowDEN. You referred to an appropriation 0£ $50,000 which
was expended in beetle control. When· was the work done?
Mr. KIMBALL,It was finished last year; we had a three-year contract in here.
The CHAIRMAN.You referred to that as a $150,000 Federal appropriation, and that that was matched by the private timber holders,
making a $300,000 fund?
Mr. KnrnALL. Yes, that was a $300,000 fund. 0£ course the private owners had to expend considerably more than that. The money
was expended under a board composed 0£ the representatives 0£ the
Forestry Service, the Bureau of Entomology, the Indian Service,
and myself, representing the association.
The CHAIRMAN.And that expenditure resulted in a fair control
0£ the -infestation i
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes; we think we got wonderful results.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you know of any other place along the Pacific
Coast where such a cooperative endeavor has been made between the '
Government and private interests to control this beetle infestation~
Mr. KIMBALL.There have been several, but very much smaller,
This was the first very large project ever undert1,1;kenin here.
Mr. BoWDEN.Are you making any effort at the present time here
locally to control the beetle situation i
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Mr. KIMBALL. Yes.

Mr. BowDEN. What effort is that?
Mr. KIMBALL.We will start in about two weeks with one 0£ our
regular control operations, southwest here from Klamath Falls. A
Mr. C. C. Yawkey, who has a beautiful and very suitable tract 0£

timber-we are going to clean up his forest. He is not troubled by
bad neighbors in the way 0£ either the Federal Government or indifferent timber owners, except a small block 0£ national forest and
a little area 0£ the Crater National Park. And we £eel quite certain
that by encouraging this this £all and cleaning our situation up, this
next spring the Federal Government will clean theirs up. But the
Federal Government generally is a bad neighbor. They are maintaining great breeding grounds to spread the beetle 0111 us, and we
have become pretty discouraged about carrying on these big projects
until there is a better organization 0£ the western bureau.
We must have those experts, and they are so limited in number it
makes it difficult. The bureau is delegating their top men here in
Oregon to help out in these projects that I .am carrying on.
The CHAIBMAN.You are aware, Mr. Kimball, that the Forestry
Service has been before the appropriations committees 0£ Congress
asking £or appropriations to fight insect infestations in the forest?
You speak 0£ them as being bad neighbors. What you are re£ering
to. is that they are not responsive to the needs 0£ the situation as
, private interests are, to go out and fight this menace 1
Mr. KIMBALL.They are absolutely doins- nothing to build up a
scientific personnel which is needed. That 1s the point.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, referring to this particular district with
which you are familiar, how much money would be needed to
successfully fight the insect infestation?
How much money would
be needed in the area which you have described here to successfully
combat the pine beetle menace?
Mr. KIMBALL.We ought to have $50,000 a year 0£ Federal money
in here.
The CHAIRMAN.And you think that ought to be a continuous
appropriation?
Or do you think that after there has been a
general clean-up a lesser sum would maintain the control?
Mr. KIMBALL.It might.
The CHAIRMAN.But for a year or two, in your opinion, there
should be an expenditure 0£ $5'o,000 in this localityi
Mr. KIMBALL.I think so.
The .CHAJRMAN.You mean, do you not, twice $50,000?
Mr. KIMBALL.I mean twice $50,000.
•
The CHAIRMAN.That is, $50,000 from the Federal Government,
to be matched by the private timber holders?
·
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes. I do not think the Federal Government
should ever put up a nickel on any control project if it is not
matched by the private owners. In other words, it is useless £or
the Federal Government to clean its lands unless the private owner
does, and vice versa.
The CHAIRMAN.And if the private owners did not respond they
would become bad neighbors of the Government?
Mr: KI~fBALL.They would, absolutely.
That would be exactly
the s1tuat10n. And they would be subjected to and would receive
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the just criticism of anyone who loves trees and believes that there
should be conservation.
The CHAI'.RMi\N.We have heard from other witnesses on this
same question, in Montana, where there is a pine beetle infestation,
and I presume exactly the sam{l as here, and it was estimated
that in the district near Missoula there had been destroyed approxi
mately a billion feet of pine timber.
Mr. KIMBALL.That was white pine?
The CHAJRMAN.That was white pine, yes, sir.
Mr. KIMBALL.This is yellow pine. That is the five-needle pine
over there, and this is the three-needle pine in here. But it is the
same identical situation, nevertheless.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Kock, 0£ the Forest Bureau, testified before
the committee, and he said that they had succeeded in bringing
about a control, though they had only a small sum of money, some ·
$6,800, I believe, that they expended over in the Bitterroot country.
But he thought with that they had brought about a successful
control 0£ the spread 0£ the pine beetle.
Mr. KI])'IBALL.Well, the Lord is on his side if that is a fact.
The CHAIRMAN.However, he was contending £or a continuing
appropriation to go on with the fight. I just simply mention that
to you in order that you may know that this is not altogether a
local condition, but seems general throughout the pine district.
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes; we have reports more or less concerning the
situation. I hope I have emphasized the one need, though; because
I would £eel that I had wasted your' time and my time if I had not
impressed upon you the necessity £or building up your western
bureau so that. we will have experts to whom we may go and who are
in sympathy with the possible needs of the timbermen.
The CHAIRMAN.I think the committee is impressed with that and
we want to get that in the record, because it is just exactly i.n line
with the testimony 0£ Mr. Koch over at Missoula. He insisted on
the same things that you are insisting on.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you a map there now, Mr. Kimball, of the district which you referred to in which yon were undertaking a project
to control the pine beetle~
Mr. KIMBALL.No; because the exact boundaries 0£ that have not
as yet been defined. We can not give you the exact boundaries.:yet.
The Y awkey timber at Fort Klamath comprised 16,000 acres. It is
being determined, however, the exact area that is to be treated. We
expect to get i}erhaps 60 per cent efficiency in that tract [indicating
on maplMr. BowDEN. You have here a map. What is this map~
Mr. KIMBALL.This is a map 0£ the southern Oregon-northern
California pine beetle control project 0£ a million acres, to which I
referred.
Mr. BowoEN. Are you willing to file that with the committee £or
its information~
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.This map is ordered to be made a part 0£ the
record. Have you a well-defined plan that would be followed out £or
the extermination and eradication of this menace in this area?
What I mean is this : When this matter comes before Congress you
0
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could show that you are not simply guessing as to the amount that
is needed, but could submit a. plan that would require a certain,
amount of money to carry out, and you could show what youexpected to accomplish under that plan?
.
.
Mr. KIMBALL.No; we have not a concrete plan by which we can
say to Congress that we ex£ect to treat certain particular areas,
which will cost a certain specified sum-if that is what you mean?
The CHAIRMAN.That is exactly it. You realize that it is a difficult
thing to come before Congress and say that you want $50,000 when
you can not tell just how you intend to spend the $50,000 or show to
Congress the need £or that particular sum of money. Unless you
submit a well-defined plan it might be that you would need $10,000,
or it might be that you would need $100,000. Could you at this time,
or at some future time before the hearings are dosed, submit to this
committee £or its record a defined plan of operation?
Mr. KIMBALL.No; I do not think we could, Senator Stanfield, for
the reason that that calls £or a very careful survey of the entire area
and the working up in advance very complicated calculations.
·
The CHAIRMAN.What leads you to think that $100,000 would be
sufficient, or that a less sum would be insufficient to carry on this
program of eradication?
·
.. .
Mr. KIMBALL.I am judging from the status of the infestation at
'present as a result of a survey I have had conducted ,by .our em.,
ployees this summer anq of some ·conferences with Mr .. Patterson,
who is the bureau's representative in here, regarding his own sµrvey:
work. Now, that.has not been correlated or attempted to be worked,
out, but from what we have found it necessary to expend in the past
it appears that it is going to require £or two or three years an expen.,
diture of approximately $1001000.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN.That is very good: You have had past experience
and you know how much money you expended to. obtain the results
you have had. In the mater of appropriations £or fighting forest
fires experience over a period _of years has shown that the Government should appropriate sc;>much money £or the fighting of fires, but
with reference to this W{l have nothing to offer to Congress to show
whether the appropriation should be $10,000 or many times that
sum. What we ·would like to have is something to present to Congress that will show not only the seriousness of this menace but the
amount of an appropriation that would be required to successfully
combat the menace and lead as far as possible to its eradication.
Mr. KIMBALL.I think, Senator Stanfield, the viewpoint £or this
committee to take of the situation is a blanket appropriation which
would provide that the money should be expended under Federal
direction, in cooperation with private owners, upon the recommendation of the western branch of the Bureau of Entomology. In other
words, there may be areas in which there will be an instant and terrific demand, due to an epidemic condition, which would practically
eat up that entire appropriation in one year. We must carry on in
here what is termed maintenance work under any conditions. . The
Government is not prepared to do it; we have to do it. We befaive
that out of this, out of our experience, will develop a very wellplanned-out cooperative program £or all time. This bestle is a
menace which must be £ought, not once in a while, but constantly.
1
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The CHAIRMAN.Are you carrying on a constant fight? Are you
constantly opposing the beetle here? And by you I mean the
Weyerhauser interests here.
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You are continually fighting the beetle~
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, absolutely. We have not quit for a moment.
We are spending our money, realizing that it pays us in d,;>llars and
cents to do it.
The CHAIRMAN.You know about what it has cost you to fight the
beetle on the area that you own?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Could you take that and apply it to the whole
area here and determi:µe fairly well the amount of money that would
be necessary to carry on this fight and what the Government's proportion of that fund should be?
Mr. KIMBALL.I have done that in the estimate that I have given
you. ·
The CHAIRMAN.I would like to have a basis for your estimate;
not just a statement from you that it would take $100,000, but a
statement predicated on some experience. I£ you can/.redicate that
on some experience that will show $100,000 is neede , so that this
committee can go before Congress and show Congressthat that amount
is required £or a certain area in here and that the Government's
proportion of that should be one-half, or $50,000, we can have some
hope of success in obtaining an appropriation.
To say to Congress,
without giving any basis to work on, that the Government should
appropriate $50,000 to fight the beetle would not be at all forceful
in askmg for an appropriation.
Do I make myself clear?
Mr. KIMBALL.I think you do, Senator Stanfield, and yet perhaps
I think you misunderstand my position. "\Ve are not here asking
to-day that the Federal Government make a specific appropriation
of $50,000 for this district. There are several things that need to
be settled before that is done. We do ..believe that there ought to be
a blanket appropriation availab~ to the pine owners anywhere on
the Pacific coast who want to install a cooperative project, but we
think it is of much more importance that this western branch
inmreased so that we can have more expert advice.
Now, I will be candid in saying to you that it is q_uite an undertak~ng to. ask for th~s entire appropriation this wmter to begin
a big pr0Ject next sprmg. We thought that we would have merely
a maintenance program on this project in here when we asked for
the original $150,000 appropriation, which was expended in three
years at the rate of $100,000 a year. We thought :following that it
would he necessary, perhaps, to spend $50,000 a year, or possibly
less, jointly, to maintain that status which we had established by
artificial control. But this bad year came oil, and we are now back
where we startim, and there are a lot of factors· in here that make
it impr-acticable to decide in our own minds what we are going
to ·do. So we are carrying on these little private' projects, to get
another year's experience in this thing before we will be ready to
come to you with a definite, concrete request. However, I will say
to you that we will match whatever the Government is willing to
expend in here in this control work.
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The CHAIRMAN.Of course that demonstrates your sincerity in
asking £or Government aid in the way of appropriations.
You are
here on the ground, you are willing to spend your own money on
a 50-50 basis with the Government, and there can be no doubt as to
the seriousness with which you regard the menace. And undoubtedly Congress will look upon it as a very serious matter when we
state to them that you are losing the amount of timber here that
you have testified, an amount sufficient to build 80,000 homes a year,
I think you said.
Mr. KIMBALL.Eight thousand right here in this district.
The CHAIRMAN.But Congress is going to want to know what
sum of money it is necessary to appropriate to carry on this work
of eradication or control.
Mr. KIMBALL.I think Colonel Greeley has a rather nice idea in
the back of his head; whether it has ever got out or not I do not
know. I think his idea would be that there should be a substantial
blanket appropriation, to be used as needed, provided the private
owners cooperate on the proper acreage basis. That is the only
basis on which any of these projects could be undertaken.
The CHAIRMAN.Who is the forest supervisor in this district?
Mr. KIMBALL.Well, we have three that we are in contact with
here. At the Crater National Forest it is Mr. Hugh B. Rankin;
the Deschutes National Forest, H. L. Plumb; Lakeview, Gilbert
D. Brown-that
is, Fremont is the name of the :forest. We are in
contact with those men. Also in the Modoc Forest is Mr.· Lyons;
I have forgotten his initials.
Mr. BowDEN. What attitude ha,s the Indian Service taken toward
this beetle infestation?
Mr. KIMBALL.They are willing to spend money if it is provided;
they have no aggressive attitude.
Mr. BowDEN. There is considerable timber on the Klamath Indian
Reservation j
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes; there is 7,000,000,000 feet uncut on the Klamath Indian Reservation, of pine.
The CHAIRMAN.And they come within this infested area 1
Mr. KIMBALL.They come in with a small portion in the southern
part of the reserve.
Mr. BowDEN. Their timber holdings do come within this infested
area?
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, yes; they are confronted with a very serious
situation there.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, these so-called Oregon-California lands, under
the 0. & C. land grant-there
is timber on those lands 1
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, yes; they are included.
Mr. BowDEN. They are included in this control projecH
Mr. Kn,rnALL. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you any recommendations to make to this
committee relative to who should regulate those lands, the Department of Agriculture or the Department of the Interior 1
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, I think the Department of Agriculture is
handling the lands all right.
.
The CHAIRMAN.He is referring, Mr. Kimball, to the 0. & C. land
grant, administered by the Interior Department.
I think the ques-
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tion is, do you th.ink that the 0. & C. grant lands should be made a
part of the forest reserve area i
Mr. KIMBALL.I certainly do.
Mr. BowDEN. You limit your answer to the lands that are within
the present forest boundaries?
Mr. KIMBALL.No. I think they understand the thing better
than the Interior Department.
We have had very, very unsatisfactory results out here with the Interior Department. .For illustration, the worst fire menace we have in our whole district is an
area of some 250,000 acres of lodgepole pinelands intermingled
with private holdings and with the national forest, and they do not
provide a nickel £or fighting that. The private owners and the
Forest Service have to put out all fires in there. For years we have
been trying to get some help out of the Interior Department, and
we did not get any.
The money £or the 0. & C. lands was handled by the Forest Service. Perhaps we could offer a good many criticisms of the Forest
Service, but as a matter of £act they certainly are awake to the fire
situation, and I would say by all means that the 0. & C. lands
ought to be handled by the Forest Service.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze these lands, Mr. Kimball?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir.
·
·
·
The CHAIRMAN.Is the grazing on the forest lands of any benefit,
aside from the rates that you get £or your rental? Does it help in
fire protection?
.
•
.
Mr. KIMBALL.Sheep are beneficial. I do not believe that cattle
help very much, or horses. We think that the sheep reduce the fire
hazard nearly eq~al to--well_, I might say_half a cent an a_cre,to be
accurate. We thmk there 1s that practical benefit commg from
sheep grazing in our forest.
Mr. BowDEN. What arrangements• have you with the stockrnen
relative to grazing your lands? Do you lease the lands?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes, sir; we lease them by the acre.
Mr. BowDEN. For how long a term?
Mr. KIMBALL.Any time they want. We have leases running for
one year, and we have leases running 10 years. We prefer the longtime lease.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you state your reasons therefor?
Mr. KIMBALL.It stabilizes the situation from the stockrnan's
point of view. It also works out quite materially well £or the timber
owner, because over a period of 10 years there are fluctuations in the
industry, good times and bad times. But the basis of a 10-year
lease-it may be low during the good times, but it is high during the
poor times; and we find that we actually get more dollars and cents
revenue out of our long-time leases than we do from the short-term
leases.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you determine the carrying capacity of your
lands £or grazing purposes, or do you let the grazer determine that?
Mr. KIMBALL.We stipulate in our lease that the customary rules
and regulations in effect on the national forest lands adjoining shall
govern the overstocking and overgrazing of the lands included in
our lease.
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The CHAIRMAN.Well, where you have a long-time lease is there
less probability 0£ the renter overgrazing than where he only has
the area £or one year ?
Mr. KIMBALL.Oh, there is absolutely no question but the man
with the long-term lease is going to take care 0£ his range.
The CHAIRMAN.Has your experience indicated that the livestock
man is competent to judge as to overgrazing?
Mr. KnvIBALL.Yes; There is no question about that. Ninety-nine
per cent 0£ them, Senator Stanfield, look upon that as their pasture,
and they treat it so. We do have occasionally the itinerant sheepman
who figures on cleaning up in one year, and he will abuse it; but I
think it is sa£e· to say that 99 per cent 0£ the stockmen in this country
take care of their ranges. We have never had but one case since
1907, when I began running the land-I
handle now between 600,000
and 700,000 acres 0£ grazing land, and since 1907 I only recall one
instance where I found that they really overgrazed our territory,
and we cleaned them out 0£ there; we had to. We have never gone
out and inspected or counted or anything 0£ that sort ; we never have
found it necessary to do that at all.
The CHAIRMAN.I take it from your statement that you think the
area basis is better than the permit or per head basis £or granting
grazing privileges?
Mr. KIMBALL.It is £or the private owner.
The CHAIRMAN. ould that, in your opinion, apply to the
national forests?
Mr. KIMBALL.Why, I think it would work better. But I am
frank to say to you that I have only studied it from our standpoint,
and I am not prepared to say that their methods are wrong by any
means.
;\fr. BowDEN. What is the expense 0£ that administration 0£ your
lands £or grazing?
::\Ir. KIMBALL.Why, it is whatever proportion 0£ my stenogs
rapher's time and my time might be devoted to writing up a lease.
· l\Ir. BowDEN. It is nominal ?
~Ir. KIMBALL. Oh, yes .
.Mr. BownEN. You make these rules and regulations that you
refer to as part 0£ your lease, and i£ there is any violation of those
rules you have a court action to fall back upon?
Mr. KIMBALL.Yes; that is our only purpose. We do not anticipate it.
The CHAIRMAN.However, in a controversy that might arise, if
you can not agree between yourselves you can take it into court and
adjudicate it f
Mr. KIMBALL. Oh, yes. Of course we have to protect ourselves
with those legal safeguards.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any further questions i
The committee is very much obliged to you, Mr. Kimball. Mr.
Thomas, will you come forward?
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STATEMENTOFMR. A. M. THOMAS,SECRETARYAND TREASUREROF THE KLAMATHWOOLGROWERS'ASSOCIATION,KLAMATH
FALLS,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Thomas, are you personally engaged in the
livestock business?
Mr. THOMAS.I have a small band of sheep; yes, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the forests?
Mr. THOMAS.No, sir; I do not.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze OJilthe public domain?
Mr. THOMAS.Yes, sir. I have an irrigated ranch, and I have
1-;razed on the Tule Lake bed during the summer.
The CHAIRMAN.The association whom you refer to, whom you
represent, are users of the forest, I take it;
Mr. THOMAS.Almost exclusively. I -will confine what I have to
say this morning to the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Then you are not going to enter into questions
pe1tainnig to the public domain?
.Mr. THOMAS.NotT~ir.
The CHAIRMAN.will you proceed with vour statement?
Mr. THOMAS.we have a copy of the resolutions passed at the
grazing conference held at Salt Lake City August 24 to 26, and
we find that we concur very largely with these recommendations.
I
would like to take them up item by item if you have the time.
The CHAIRMAN.We have the time, and I wish you would so
handle the subject, for the record, as to express either your approval
or disapproval of each item as you take it UJ?.
Mr. THOMAS.The first recommendation 1s, that there be by law
definite recognition of the right to graze upon an area basis.
We would like to put special emphasis on that area basis, Senator Stanfield, and then we would like to recall to you what Mr.
Kimball has just said. We believe that if you put the forest on the
area basis it will very greatly stabilize the sheep industry here. We
believe, and have always believed, that a stockman given. a long-time
lease becomes a better financial risk, his financial position is strengthened, he has his grazing right, he is better fi:x:ed,he is better. able to
know how to proceed with his business, he is a better citizen of the
community, and we have always thought that he is perfectly competent to say when his range is overstocked, and if he has a 10-year
renewable lease he will be very glad to take care of it. I was ver,y
glad to have Mr. Kimball say what he did, that in ninety-nine times
out of a hundred that has been the case with the Weyerhaeuser
people. We believe that what Weyerhaeuser finds to be advisable
in his privately owned timberland the Gove·rnment would be just as
apt to find advisable on the public timberland.
We would like to protect against community leases; we think that
the area basis would be better.
We approve of this second resolution, that such rights be definite
and transferable without penalty; and are perfectly willing to be
subject to the supervision necessary for the protection of the other
resources of the national forest.
Mr. BOWDEN.Have you adequate trails at the present time?
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Mr. THOM.AS.Yes, sir. I wo.u.ldlike to sa.y here that our association is concerned with the Modoc Forest, and our relations with the
officials in charge 0£ the Modoc Forest are very pleasant. They are
accommodating gentlemerr, -and they have done all they could for
us within their regulations.
The third resolution is, that such rights be based upon established
priorities and preferences at the time of the enactment 0£ the law.
We concur in that.
I notice another resolution down here below, relating to the public domain, which says that priority of use shall be the basis £or
granting a right. We would like to see the words " and use" inserted up above there.
.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you state why you favor that. wording?
Mr. THOMAS.Yes, sir. In the Modoc Forest, if you ride to it
to-day-and
we rode to it not long ago-you will find in the middle
range feed drying up and blowing away. We think that if a man
has a certain area and does not use it there should be some way by
which his area could oe restricted. Our general proposition is that
we want the forest used in the way that will .bring the, most money
into our community-as
is stated in a later resolution we will
come to.
They say here, that the exercise of such rights shall be such as
will insure the beneficial use of the grazing- resources, considered
from the standpoint of general business welfare. That is just about
what I meant to convey.
We concur in paragraph 4, that the holders 0£ such rights shall
be responsible £or le~al damage done by them to the resources of the
national forest; and m paragraph 5, that the exercise of such rights
shall be such as will insure the beneficial use, considered from the
standpoint of general business welfare-and
all the rest of paragraph 5.
We concur in paragraph 6:
That no.charge J:)asis shall be made effective in such law which results in
depreciating investment values in tire privately owned dependent properties of
the holders of such rights-

We concur that far in paragraph
6 says that:

6. The remainder of paragraph

And that provision be made for returning
for grazing to the State.

whatever

amounts

are collected

It is the consensus 0£ opinion 0£ the Klamath woolgrowers that
we would prefer that the grazing money be retained by the Forest
Service and used by the Forest Service in the improvement of the
forest. Like some other western citizens, we £eel that the National
Government holds too much 0£ our land out of taxation, that the
State does not get the benefit of its own resources; but with the
higher grazing fees in the forest-not
a very large amount-we £eel
just now that we would like to have that returned to the Forest
Service for use on the forest, and we concur in that last phase of
paragraph 6.
Mr. BoWDEN.Is it the recommendation of your woolgrowers' association that the moneys collected from grazing should be e~ended as
follows: That a portion should be expended to pay the cost of the
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administration 0£ grazing, and that the balance should be expended
in improvements on the forest on which the fees were collected?
Mr. THOMAS.Yes; sir. I think our opinion is just as you have
expressed it, that the Forest Service should first be paid the. cost
0£ administration,
and the remainder of the money could very
well be expended on the forest.
•
We concur entirely with paragraph 7, that it is the consensus -~f
opinion that the Rachford report is based upon unsound economic
principles and therefore should not be adopted.
I understand that the Rachford :report means that an effort was
made to fix the value of grazing lands on the forest by the value
0£ privately owned grazing lands. We know from our own experience here that on account of the lack 0£ grazing area prices have been
paid for privately owned land that are prohibitive under good business management.
Competition has forced the price higher than any
man can afford to pay over a considerable period 0£ time. When
times appear to be good and the range land is in great demand competition is strong and the people will pay the price and continue to
do it for a year or two, but to continue.to pay that price would ruin
the industry.
As I said before, we concur in that paragraph up above, which
means to us that until some time has elapsed and there is some
reason to know that the industry can stand it, the rate for grazing
should not be increased over what it is just now. We have had a very
exhaustive analysis 0£ the cost 0£ running sheep in Oregon, prepared
by the Oregon Agricliltural Colleg', and their figures show that '.'\"e
have a very small margin to go on now. While wool prices and
lamb prices are fairly good, any increase, very much 0£ an increase
in the cost 0£ range, would wipe out that profit.
.
·
Although our relations with the Forest Service have been the
pleasantest, we believe that paragraph 8 is a very proper position
to take, particularly if we are. to have an area basis and a 10-year
lease:
It must naturally follow that any contested point arising between the
holders of rights and the Government
district court.

can finally be taken to the United States

In other words, we £eel that the sheep industry will be better off

if we can model the rules governing the forest as nearly as possible
on the rules that have been so successful in the privately owned timberlands. One thing that renders the industry very unstable here 1
is .the £act that we are qn the forest for a little while, and then we
.have to get off for two or three months, and then we get back on £or
another few months; and the additional £act that there is no place
in the United States where the seasons vary so much from year to
year as they do here. To fix calendar dates that we can get on and
get off is very unsatisfactory and tends to make the business unstable.
Mr. BowDEN. What are, your grazing season:, .on the forest?
Mr. THOMAS.I would like you to get that direct, if you please,
from the supervisor 0£ the forest, Mr. Lyon, who is here. April 15
is the beginning 0£ the sheep-grazing season.
Mr. BOWDEN.Until when?
·
Mr. LYON. That is for the spring-lambing season.
Mr. THOMAS.When do we get off?

•
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Mr. LYON. About th,e 1st of June, ordinarily.
Mr. THoMAs. When can we get back on again?
Mr. LYON. Thei summer-grazing season commencesthe1stofJune;
the two seasons tie into each other.
Mr. THoMAs. There are a number of members of our association
who have no summer range; we only have the winter range and the
spring-lambing range. For many of us it means getting off on the
1st of June, and we do not get back on until the 1st of December
for the winter range. We are on for a couple of months, and then
we are off again. It would be very much better if we could have a
certain acreage and go on and get off as the needs of the range
show to be necessary. We could stay on there all the time if we did
not carry too much stock.
The only particular thing that we have to ask of you gentlemen,
other than these general regulations, is that there might be had a
special appropriation from Congress to dig some wells on the Modoc
Forest. The thing that restricts grazing more than anything else
there is the lack of water. The supervisor tells me that there have
been three wells dug on the forest; and two of them were' successful
and one of them might very well have been, only they thought they
had water and stopped too soon. We are not prepared to come
before you with any definite proposition for repayment for these
wells. We are sure, and I think the Forest Service agrees, that the
wells should be d~g by the Forest Service.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you state the need for the digging of these
wells?
Mr. THoMAs. 1iVe have an area of land, as you can see on the
map, of about five townships, with good feed o.n it, but there is a
lot of it that we can not get on because there is no water there.
Mr. BowDEN. And that is in the five townships that you referred
to, here in Oregon ?
Mr. THoMAs. No; there is none of this range land that I am referring to in Oregon; the Modoc National Forest is entirely in California. The Klamath National Forest is mostly down here just below the California line. .We own, I think, altogether-there
are
very few members of the association that are not ranch owners, and
all those ranches· are owned in Oregon, but our grazing land is in
California.
On this map [indicating] the sheep area is colored and the cattle
area is uncolored. In what is known as the winter lambing range,
just south of where Tule Lake used to be, a good part of this winter
range, I do not know just what proportion, we can not use on account of lack of water. And we have the same difficulty in the lambing range. Here is a big area laid out around Clear Lake for a lambing range, and the only use we get of that is just around here where
we can get water. We have used land farther back where it has
been necessary for them to haul water, which is a very expensive
thing for them to do. ·
,
I am not prepared to ask for any certain number of wells or to
indicate any exact places that we want those wells put. We would
like that left to the determination of the Forest Service officials, as
to where the wells should be put and as to how many of them should
be put down now. The wells themselves would tend, we think, to
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stabilize the sheep industry locally as much !l,S the changes that we
ask-for in the method of granting the range.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Thomas, if a long-term lease was to be assured, would the sheepmen go ahead and put these wells down at
their own expense?
Mr. THOMAS.To some extent they would, Senator Stanfield, but
to a large extent they would not. It will cost about $5,000 to dig a
well there.
Mr. BowmiN. How deep do you have to go?
Mr. THOMAS.About 500 feet. I think they have always succeeded
in getting water at 500 feet.
The CHAIRMAN.How much would it. cost? How much per welU
Mr. THOMAS.The supervisor of the Modoc Forest tells me that it
will average about $5,000.
.
The CHAIRMAN.That is $10 a foot. That is very expensive.
Mr. THOMAS.It seems high to me. .
The CHAIRMAN.How large an area would a single well serve?
Mr. THOMAS.Well, if it was on a winter range I see no reason
why the well should not be put at the intersection of £our permits. That would not do on a lambing range. One well on the
winter range could . provide for the grazing area £or £our bands
of sheep. That is an experimental thing, of course; it is some~
thing that would have to be worked out, but we feel sure that it
could be worked out to the very great advantage of the sheep
industry here. And the members of our association would be willing to reimburse the Government £or that expenditure providing
it was done over a period of years so that they could afford to do
it. But the average sheepman in this country, Senator, can not
afford to pay $2 to $5 £or a well and run the chance of whether
he will get water or not. Besides, Supervisor Lyon tells me that
it is their experience in the past that it works out better when
the Government digs the well; that is, it works out better from a
business standpoint.
We think the Government should at least
do the exploratory work; they should try the thing out.
We have another reason £or that. Most of our ranches-in fact,
you might say all of them-are
in the Klamath-California
reclamation project. The area is small. It follows that there will be
a large number of sheep in here in small ownership, in small bands,
just about what a man can feed on a 60 or 80 acre ranch in the
winter and run out in the summer. Those small owners can not
nearly as well afford to dig a well as a large owner. The average
around here is 1,200 head, and they ·are getting very many smaller
bands than that. Two or three or four neighbors will get together
and run together in the sum.mer and then take them on their ranches
in the winter. We find that is a very good business procedure,
both to the men that own the sheep and to the community at large.
Because of these small ownerships we think it is more necessary
that the Federal Government dig the wells than it would be where
the sheep run in large bands.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Thomas, do you graze any sheep on the
Indian reservation, or have you ~ny leases?
Mr. THOMAS.There are. some sheep grazed there, Senator, on
' the Klamath marsh land; I think some members of our association
graze there in the summer. As to the details of the occupancy,
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the rental and so on, I am not very well informed. There are,
I think, a number of sheep grazed there in some summers.
Senator CAMERON.But you have no idaea what rental they pay
per head or per acre?
Mr. THOMAS.I have not, Senator, but prbbably some gentleman
in the room can tell you if you care to ask.
Is there anyone here who has ever grazed sheep on the Indian
reservation that can give the Senator any idea of the rental you
pay and how you get it?
Mr. ToM CURTIN. Almost 50 cents a head.
Mr. THOMAS.Fifty, cents a head a season 1
Mr. CURTIN. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS.Do you get any definite area?
Mr. CURTIN. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS.You do not run by the acre, though ?
Mr. CURTIN.Well, no.
Mr. THOMAS.You run for 50 cents an acre, and they let it by
metes and bounds?
·
Mr. CURTIN. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS.I£ this committee cares to hear it, we will be very
glad to have further conferences with the officials of the Modoc
Forest and submit to you in writing a request for a special appropriation for wells on the Modoc Forest, with an estimate of the cost
and with our reasons.
Senator CAMERON.We will be glad to have it.
Mr. THOMAS.We are not coming before you very well prepared,
because we did not have time to prepare.
Senator CAMERON.You may make up a statement, and we will
insert it in the record.
,
Mr. THOMAS.Very well, sir; we will do that.
Mr. BownEN. Have you had any reductions in. the numbers of
sheep that you could graze on the Modoc Forest recently?
Mr. THOMAS.In that part of the Modoc Forest that affects this
association, the northern part, five years ago the forest officials tell
me there were about 75,000 head of sheep permitted to run, and now
we have been reduced to about 30,000 head. There has been no
reduction in cattle.
.
The CHAIRMAN.What. has necessitated that reduction, Mr. Thomas?
Mr. THOMAS.The Forest Service claimed it was because the land
was overgrazed. It was for the protection of the range. I understand just this morning that there has been no reduction in the num~
her of sheep of the other parts of the forest.
The_ C~AIRMAN.Is it yo~r opinion that the forest was overgrazed,
necess1tatmg such a reduct10n i
Mr .. THOMAS,I a'm not sufficiently informed to be able to dispute
it, Senator Stanfield. I do think, however, that some provision
might be made and could very well be made-not under their present rules, probably, but that .the rules might be· changed to allow a
httle more area for feed. On this map of the entire forest the area
in red [indicating] is the sheep range, and aJl the rest is cattle and
horses.
The CHAIRMAN.Do cattle and sheep graze in eommon?
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Mr. THOMAS.No, sir; the sheep are .restricted to a certain area.
Their lands are laid out for them. The cattle run as a community
affair, and they run at large over this whole place. But before I was
there they ran just as much over the sheep area as over .the cattle
area. One 0£ our members with 3,000 sheep tells me that there were
300 head 0£ cattle all over his range last summer; Now, 300 head 0£
cattle will eat just as much 0£ his range as his band 0£ sheep. The
sheepmen are not permitted to trespass, and, 0£ course,·the.cattlemen
can not trespass, because they go where they please.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, the cattle run at.large?
Mr. THOMAS.The cattle run at large. That is why we favor a
strict area basis and the doing away, so far as possible, with the community pasture. We £eel it would be better £or Klamath County,
Oreg., if we had more sheep on that range.
.
Mr. BownEN. You are recommending doing away with the grazing 0£ cattle and sheep on the same area?
Mr. THOMAS.That is not done here, so far as I know, except that
the sheepman has his metes and bounds laid out £or· him; and if he
passes those bounds, he is a trespasser, and he is rebuked. But the
cattle are turned out at large; and if the cattle want to go to water
across the sheep area, there is nobody there to prevent it. There is
never any claim 0£ tresspass as far as I know. As I say, sometimes
there are enough cattle on that range to eat as much grass as all the
sheep that are permitted to be there, and then I suppose the Forest
Service might come around and think that man was overgrazing
and reduce his number 0£ sheep. I£ the cattle could be kept off,
probably that area would carry that number 0£ sheep indefinitely.
The CHAIRMAN:Your association is opposed to the increase in
grazing fees as proposed in the Rachford report?
Mr. THOMAS.Yes, sir.
I stated just now, Senator, that we concurred very heartily in
paragraphs 1 to 8 0£ the resolutions 0£ the grazing conference held
at Salt Lake City August 24, with the exception 0£ the last phrase
0£ paragraph 6-that is, all the paragraphs 1 to 8 as relating to the
national forests. The last part 0£ paragraph 6 provides that the
returns from grazing shall be turned over to the States. So far as
we are concerned, we would like to see the money returned to the
Forest Service to cover administrative charges and any residue·
applied to the improvement 0£ the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.And that is because 0£ the particular situation
that you mentioned here on the Modoc Forest?
Mr. THOMAS.Entirely local; yes, sir. We make that suggestion
on account 0£ our local conditions here. Aside from that we concur very heartily in paragraphs 1 to 8 as adopted at Salt Lake-that
is, paragraphs 1 to 8, as relating to the forest. We have nothing to
say about the public domain, because none 0£ our members, I thmk,
are running any sheep on the public domain.
The CHAIRMAN.Is this area foteste-d land that you mentioned as
needing wells?
.
Mr. THOMAS.Yes, sir; there is timber over part 0£ it. The spring
lamb range comes out into the open country, but all the winter range
is forested.
··
We did not know how far into detail we should go in these recommendations. There are certain particular areas 0£ the forest that
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are now cattle range that we would like to ask be turned into sheep
range. However, I think it is probably impracticable to do so; I
think the rules would have to be changed before we could have any
hope of getting that. !£'these resolutions were adopted and enforced,
we might ask £or that later.
·
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Thomas, if you had a lease or a permit for
10 years, say, and you knew that the stockman could graze on this
area allotted in the leasing permit, would it not stabilize your business to a great extent?
Mr. THOMAS.Senator, I own and operate 60 acres of irrigated
land. I have 50 acres that are in alfalfa. I£ I could get a 10-year
lease on enough land to graze enough sheep to eat the hay that I
can raise and knew that I had it for 10 years, it would immeasurably
better my situation. It would make it twice as strong as it is now.
As it is, in the matter of range, with the small band and being unable to get any summer range, so that we have to get into the forest
and find somewhere else to go £or two or three months in the summer
and go back in the winter, the fOt'est is of no use to me. I am speak~
ing of myself personally, but there are a number of others in· the
same situation. We with these small bands want our sheep at home
in December, January, and F~bruary.
We want a lambing shed.
We want summer range, and if we had a definite area that we could
have for a definite period, not less than 10 years, it would immeasurably stabilize our business and it would be working in accordance
with the development of this 200,000 acres of irrigated land.
Senator CAMERON.I£ a permittee had a definite time set, say,
10 years, with the privilege of renting for 10 years longer, he could
almost afford to fence his range, could he not, in some instances?
Mr. THOMAS.Yes, sir. It would be a wonderful benefit to this
country. It would stabilize us wonderfully.
It would enable the
irrigation £armer to more readily pay out his charges against his
land to the Interior Department.
It would do more than any one
thing I know of with the public land to benefit this particular part
of the country. But I would like to recall to you that Mr. Kim. ball, who is a very practical man, told you that it benefits the forest.
There is practically nothing but sheep running on the privately
owned land; the cattle men are not making enough money to pay
for it.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Thomas, does the grazing privilege add to
the value of a band of sheep when the privilege is transferred with
the sale of the sheep, in this community~
·
_
Mr. THOMAS.It most certainly does.
The CHAIRl\-IAN.About how much more per head is a band of
sheep worth with an average grazing right?
Mr. THOMAS.I am hardly prepared to put an exact figure on it,
Senator. I have never thought of the thing in that connection.
But as you very well know, if one could transfer with his sheep his
grazing right it would make his band more valuable--very materially more valuable.
The CHAIRMAN.Is ranch property enhanced by reason of a right
to graze within the forest?
Mr. THOMAS.Very much so; and particularly here where,.every
man having a small piece of irrigated land, the price of alfalfa having always been good, put practically all of his land in alfaHa and
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then: found that he had overproduced on account of lack of transportathfo and that we had more alfalfa than there was any market
~or. Forthe past _several yea.:i.:swe have _been u.1;1.able
to get. as. much
for our•al:falfa as it cost to raise it, puttmg the owners of irrigated
land into the position that it was necessary £or them to absolutely
change "their method of farming.
I may be putting it a little strong, but I believe in my own particular case that if I could have a grass area sufficiently large to
carry the sheep that I could feed in the winter it would double the
value of my land. I would consider it doubled it myself.
.
The CHAIRMAN.The time has now arrived £or luncheon; we will
recess until 1 o'clock.
MP. THOMAS.I would like to say th.is for the benefit of the record,
that if it had not been for the range land that we have had here in
the past few years the Klamath-California
reclamation project
would have been a total failure. There have been very few ranchers
in the Klamath-California
reclamation project that have been able
to make a living and pay their charges inside their own fences. It
is only because of the public grazing land here that this project has
been able to pay its charges to the, Government. I£ they had been
deprived of that and been compelled to confine their operations
inside their own fences three years ago, the Klamath-California
reclamation project would have been bankrupt to-day, and the Government would have been out approximately $3,000,000.
(Whereupon, at 11.55 o'clock a. m., a recess was taken until 1
o'clock p. m.)
AFTERRECESS
The committee resumed its sessions at 1 o'clock p. m., pursuant to
the taking of recess.
STATEMENT OF MR. A. M. THOMAS-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Thomas, have you something further to say?
Mr. THOMAS.Yes. Just £or the benefit of the record, the.
Klamath woolgrowers would like to extend their statement in the
form of a written brief to be entered into the record.
The only other thing we would like to say now is this. I made the
statement this forenoon that on that part of the Modoc Forest in
which we are interested there were five years ago in the neighborhood of 75,000 head of sheep, and on that same area now we are onlv
permitted 30,000 head. It would appear that the boundary of the
Modoc Forest was extended about five years ago before there was
any restriction.
There were approximately 75,000 head of sheep
running in that area. After the boundary was extended to cover
the area the Forest Service still estimated the same number of
sheep to run £or about a year, and then found that the area was
overgrazed and cut it down. I have that statement from Mr.
Nelson, chief of grazing, from San Francisco, and have no doubt
that is correct. We do not want to say anything that is not in exact
accordance with the facts, and we want to be just and fair with the
Forest Service because they have been very just and £air with us.
I thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Norton.
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STATEMENTOF MR. H. D. NORTON.PRESIDENT GRANTS PASS
CHAMBEROF COMMERCE,
GRANTS PASS, OREG.
Mr. NoR'l'ON.Mr. Chairman, I am here with other citizens from
Grants Pass, at the instance of th3 Grants Pass Chamber of Commerce. I appear as president of the Grants Pass Chamber of Commerce to call your attention to the matter of the Oregon Caves.
I have understood through Senator Stanfield that there has been
a bi}J.before Congress heretofore £or an appropriation for lighting
these caves. We think the matter should be brought up again and
given attention until it is brought to a successful conclusion.
The Oregon Caves are situated southwestwardly from Grants
Pass, near the Redwood Highway, which is now under construction between Grants Pass and San Francisco Bay. The Government, cooperating with the State and county, has built a first-class
tourist road into the cave from the Redwood Highway, and the
annual seasonal attendance has run up to 17,000 or 18,000 people.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you explain to the committee what the
Oregon Caves are and their relation to the Federal Government?
Mr. NORTON.They are in the forest reserve, on Government land:
and the tract surrounding the caves has been set apart heretofore as
a Government monument. They are in a mountain of limestone and
are very wonderful in their formation, and they constitute a very
important attraction for tourists. They are becoming known now
and well advertised, and they compare in a way with Crater Lake
as a unique scenic attraction which is worthy of serious consideration in the matter of Government appropriations.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the extent of the caves?
Mr. NoRTON.They are of unknown extent. They are in a mountain of marble and their formation is marble-stalactites
and sta,lagmites and all sorts of lime work. A circuit of 2 miles has been enlarged and put in shape for the ordinary tourist traffic to go through,
and it takes two hours to make that circuit.
Senator CAMERON.Have you ever made an estimate of how much
it .would cost to do the necessary developmenU
.
Mr. NoRTON.The bill which Senator Stanfield introduced before
provided, I think, £or $30,000, which perhaps would be· ample to
cover the expenditures that ought to be incurred at present, The
matter of first importance is the lighting, because the beautiful and
delicate formations are injured by the smoke that necessarily results from lamps with so many people going through.
You can
readily see the danger since there are la:Qgenumbers going through
every day. Seventeen is, I believe, the limit of one party, and the
parties are going through just as fast as they can take them through.
The lighting should be provided by all means. It is a comparatively
minor expense.
.
Another thing that has been mentioned and that the forestry department .is anxious about is that the bill should also provide £or a
water-pipe line into the caves and throughout this circuit, so that
early in the spring the mud and whatever forms there in the footways can be cleaned up and the lime work kept clean. That is a
very small matter and can come within the limit of the appropriation you have been asked for.
·
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Those are the main propositions that we wanted to put up to
you .~entlemen, and I do not wish to take any more of your time than
you teel is necessary £or your inquiry on this particular subject.
The CHAIRMAN.How are the caves administered at this time, Mr.
Norton?
Mr. NoRTON.There is a qoncession granted to a corporation of
local people, who have built a very nice commodious lodge and have
all sorts of comforts and facilities £or taking care of people, with
rustic cottages, with baths and toilets in them. Numerous guides
are provided to take the people through in parties of about 17 at a
very moderate charge.
The CHAIRMAN.The Oregon Caves are attracting the attention of
the tourist travel through Oregon, are they not?
Mr. NoRTON.Yes. A very large percentage of the tourist traffic
that takes in Crater Lake takes in also the Oregon Caves. However,
many go to one that do not go to the other.
There is one other minor matter that we had in mind. Around
Grants Pass there is about a 20,000 acre irrigation district which is
settling up very rapidly and is in a very flourishing condition, settling in small holdings, the average now being less than 17 acres
to the family.
There are scattered through the Grants Pass district a number of
bodi~s of Gmrnrnment land, whiph ,ar,e .held under. the old blanket
withdrawal £or' power sites. There is no possibility by any stretch
of the imagination of any of that territory ever being utilized £or a
power site. Some of those lands have been released, but others are
still under the water-power withdrawal that was put in effect by,
I think, President Roosevelt.
I suggest these matters at this time, because we would like to
make proper application and have proper presentation made of the
matter to get a withdrawal of these fragments that are left. They
are needed £or actual settlers.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean released from withdrawal?
Mr. NoRT0N. Yes; released from' the power withdrawal.
There
is so much red tape to go through in order to get those tracts released that it is very cumbersome and slow, and it is hindering development and settlement in the district, and the lands are needed
now by actual settlers. They would be actually settled and in a
year's time would be in intensive production if they were released
so that title could be obtained from the Government.
The· CHAIRMAN;Have you had that matter up with the department?·
Mr. NoRTON.Not £or any blanket release of the remainder.
Individuals .from time to time make applications, and in due course
they get a tract released. But I think there should be some more
general action taken in regard to the lands in that district. We
wo~ld like to take that. up later in a more definite way, with descriptions of the tracts and a map of the district.
The CHAIRMAN.I am sure that your delegation in Congress
would be very happy to look into that matter and try to bring
about the' practical thing that you desire.
Mr. NORTON.We came from Grants Pass this morning in order
to present this matter with reference to the cave to this committee.
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Unless there is something further that you wish to ask regarding
these caves, we will retire.
The CHAIRMAN.We are very glad to have your statement here.
It is a matter that properly comes before the committee. Of course,
as the one who is familiar with the situation, I. realize the worthiness of your request £or an appropriation there to light the caves,
which would be £or the benefit of the public.
Mr. BowoEN. Are you satisfied to have the caves remain a national monument?
Mr. NORTON.The matter of any further action has not been agitated as yet. We are entirely satisfied with the present supervision
and control and manage,ment. In our chamber of commerce we
have heard no complaints about the matter of management and
control, and the thing seems to be going along in a very nice way,
as well as could be expected. I do not know that. there is any reason to advocate or suggest any change at the present time m the
control of the work.
We thank you £or your consideration of this matter.
'
The CHAIRMAN.We are very glad to have had the opportunity
of listening to you. Mr. Dalton, will you come forward~

STATEMENTOF MR. W. C. DALTON,REPRESENTINGCALIFORNIA
CAT.TLR'•,GRO~! ;ASSOOIATlOll·. .
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Dalton, you are a representative of a livestock association ?
Mr. DALTON.The California Cattle Growers' Association.
The CHAIRMAN.Where do you live?
Mr. DALTON.I live in Modoc County.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been in the cattle business,
Mr. Dalton?
Mr. DALTON.The company that I represent started in about 1873.
The CHAIRM4,N.And you graze within the forest?
Mr. DALTON.The Modoc Forest; yes, sir.'
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze on the unreserved public domaint
Mr. DALTON.Very little.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Then you are principally concerned in questions
relating to grazing within the forest reserve?
,
Mr. DALTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.All right; we will ·be pleased to hear your statement.
Mr. DALTON.I suppose you all have copies of the resolution passed
at Salt Lake. I just received a copy from the California cattle
growers here, and I do not see .any objections to them.
· ·
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Dalton, you are familiar with the resolutions
adopted by the convention of the American National Cattle Growers'
Association and the National Wool Grow.ers' Association, held in
Salt Lake City just prior to the sitting of this committee in Salt
Lake?
Mr. DALTON.Yes; I have them right here.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Do you approve of the resolutions as adopted?
Mr. DALTON.I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any suggestions to make by way of
amendment to those resolutions?
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Mr. DALTON.I think not.
The CHAIRMAN.You are in favor 0£ the Bureau 0£ Forestry granting a long and definite tenure i
Mr. DALTON.I think it would stabilize the business.
The CHAIRMAN.There is a feeling 0£ unrest and uncertainty
among the livestock users on the forest as to the permanency 0£ their
business by reason 0£ the short tenure, and also the £act that Congress has never made any legal provision £or the occupancy and use
0£ the forest £or_grazing?
Mr. DALTON.Sure.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are 0£ opinion that Congress should
now enact a law legalizing the right to graze on the forest?
Mr. DALTON.I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Als.o providing £or a longer and more definite
tenure as you have just suggested.
Mr. DALTON.I would like £or them to see how cheap they could
give us this feed instead 0£ seeing how much revenue they could
make it produce.
The CHAIRMAN.You are not in favor 0£ any increased charge in
the way of grazing fees?
.
Mr. DALTON.No, sir; I don't see why they should be increased.
The CHAIRMAN.Would an increased charge for grazing fees be
reflected in the cost 0£ .mea.t to the consumer, in your opinion?
·
Mr. DALTON.It undoubtedly would.
The CHAIRMAN.An increase in grazing fees would add· to the cost
0£ production?
Mr. DALTON.It would have to.
The CHAIRMAN.And, of course, the cost 0£ all production must
eventually be passed on to the consumer?
Mr. DALTON.Yes. There is no use telling you what the history 0£
the cattle business has been ; you all know.
Mr. BownEN. Well, what are the conditions of the cattle business
in your territory?
Mr. DALTON.Since the war we have had an operating expense
more than we could possibly get out 0£ it.
Mr. BoWDEN.What percentage of the cattlemen in northern California have gone out 0£ business sirn:ie 1919?
Mr. DALTON.I would say that we have less than 50 per cent 0£ the
cattle here that we had.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Referring back to what date?
Mr. DALTON.Since 1920.
The. CHAIRMAN.'fhat is, the cattle industry in California has been
reduced~.
Mr. DALTON.In this northern part 0£ it.
The C1tAIRMAN,It has been reduced 50 per cent sinoe 1920?
Mr. DAL'I'ON.Yes, sir.
.
. The CliAIRMAN~To what cause do you attribute that reduction in
livestock production¥
Mr. DALTON.I think one thing was, our Government during the
war taught us it was not necessary to eat much meat, and I think
we did not, and after the war ended I think we had more cattle than
our Government thought we had, and people found that the operating expenses ate up all the profit, and the people just decided to go
into some other business. I £eel now as if we are on the change, that
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the cattle business is going to do better. But I have found a great
, many of them that say,'·' I£ I can get rid of my cattle I am going to
get out of the business."
.
The CHAIRMAN.The cost of production was in excess of the price
that could be realized £or the product?
Mr. DALTON.Absolutely. On an old-established ranch like I happened to be on, where they had a cheap operating expense and could
prepare their own feed, they could stay in business. But a man trymg to start up a new business has no chance at the• present prices.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have community allotments on the Modoc
Forest, or do you have individual allotments?
Mr. DALTON.We have certain districts.
The CHAIRMAN.You graze in common with other cattle raisers?
Mr. DALTON.With other cattle raisers; yes, sir.
.
}\fr. BowDEN. A permittee is not given a certain area to himself?
Mr. DALTON.Not in the cattle business; no.
The CHAIRMAN.But you do not graze in common with the-sheep?
Mr. DALTON.They have their districts, and we have ours.
The CHAIRMAN.That is a community proposition, whereas the
sheepmen have individual allotments?
Mr. DALTON.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you favor individual allotments?
Mr. DALTON;I do not see how yon could do it, only to fence :it.
In some cases, if we could get long enough leases, you know-,-! had
quite an experience of fencing Government land in when I first -got
in this country.
Mr. BowDEN. Are there any fences now on that. forest? .
.
.
Mr. DALTON.None; without it happens to. be just where it was to
take in a piece of Government land or to make exchange of priyate
land £or it.
,
... ·
Mr. BOWDEN.Would you recommend that the Forest Service fence
various allotments and give the allotments to individuals?
•
Mr. DALTON.I think it would encourage the small cattle grower.
His losses are too great to turn a small herd out .. Just as, Mr.
Thomas was saying about drilling wells, if you ,cou.ld drill a well
and take care of a community bunch of sheep or a community qunch
of cattle, where you could take them out and then get all the cattle
back, it undoubtedly would be a big encouragement to the small
cattle grower.
.
..
The CHAIRMAN.That is, the small stockman sometimes can not get
all his cattle back where they scatter over a great distance?
·
Mr. DALTON.No; his losses are too great. Down in the lower end
of our valley there is a tendency now to go in the dairy business.
They have a lot of young stock they would like to develop, but there
is no use of talking about giving us all range enough to take care of
the hay, because it can not be had.
The CHAIRMAN.But the range should be used to its full capacity?
Mr. DALTON.Yes; £or the benefit of the settlers on this project
and adjacent to it.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think it would be necessary to continue
community pastures on this forest?
Mr. DALTON.I do.
Mr. BowDEN. In certain parts?
43213--25--PT9--5
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Mr. DALTON.Yes; the sheep industry, as well as the cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.The farmers here are more or less dependent on
the livestock men as a market £or their products?
Mr. DALTON.Yes; they have been. Perhaps they may not be
when the country is more developed, but now they are. And I do
think it is a big asset, even to dairying, to have some place to develop
young stock.
·
Mr. Bo,vnEN. What is the condition of your range at the present
time?
Mr. DALTON.Our ranges are not what they were a few years ago.
Now our spring and early-summer range is very good.
Mr. BowDEN. Is the forest range that you use overstocked in your
judgment?
Mr. DALTON.No; I don't think so.
Mr. Bo>VDEN.Have there been reductions?
Mr. DALTON.I do not know of any in the forest. Mr. Thomas
explained to you why the sheep were reduced in that area-that
it
was an addition to the forest.
Mr. 13-0wDEN.
Do you think the Forest Service should collect a fee
£or grazing that is in excess of the cost of administering grazing on
the forest?
Mr. DALTON.I do not.
Mr. BowDEN. Then it is your opinion that the fee should not be
more than the cost of administration ?
Mr. DALTON.Yes. Now, this well drilling that you were speaking
of, that works out two ways. You speak of il winter range. You
get a good well drilled out there, and you have a tendency to eat it
up in the summer when you ought really to save it £or the winter.
The CHAIRMAN.Then you are in favor of a regulation that would
compel grazing in that way?
Mr. DALTON.Yes, sir; at the proper time of the year.
The CHAIRMAN.What we call seasonal grazing?
Mr. DALTON.Yes. We had a big area o-f land between the Modoc
Forest and the State line that was public land, not administered at
all, and it was undoubtedly overstocked.
Senator CAMERON.I£ a man had his regular allotment £or a
period of 10 years, say, with the privilege of renewing it, he would
take better care of his range, would he not ?
Mr. DALTON.Oh, undoubtedly.
He would not say, "I will get
what I can while it is going.':
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Dalton, are you familiar with the reduction
penalty imposed by the Bureau of Forestry £or violation of its rules
and regulations?
Mr. DALTON.Why, yes; I think so.
The CHAIRMAN.What I refer to is that because of a violation of a
rule the permittee may be penalized by a reduction of his grazing
preference or right, cutting down his herd or flock. Do you look
upon that as a proper penalty?
Mr. DALTON.That is something I had not given much thought to,
but it has to be regulated in some way. As to the proper way to do
it, I guess the forest officials are better qualified to answer.
The CHAIRMAN.·wen, there is a divergence of opinion between
the 1;1-se~s
?f the forest and the other interests as to the propriety ~f
the mfl1ct10n of a penalty that reduces the use of the forest. It 1s
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,argued that there are other interests than the livestock men involved
in the infliction of that penalty and these other interests are entirely
innocent as to the violation of any rule or regulation. I£ that be true~
in your opinion should a penalty be inflicted that would penalize
these other interests?
Mr. DALTON.I do not think it would be right in the. development
of his business. I do not think that his business should be in any
way destroyed.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you follow out a 10 per cent reduction penalty,
that does destroy 10 per cent of his business, if you take away 10
per cent of his right to graze?
Mr. DALTON.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And if that grazing availability is not utilized
the interested public is penalized as well as the producer?
Mr. DALTON.That is right; I should think so.
The CHAIRMAN.I did not know whether you had any opinion on
that subject or not. It is one of the mooted questions that have comebefore this committee.
·Mr;•D~~LTON.The company I· re!Jresent in' rnnning, cattle is a
poration.
I realize that we are class B, we can not be cJass A, and if
the range is overstocked, why, most naturally we will be hurt. But
that has got to come in time.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, in the case of overgrazing?
Mr. DALTON.Yes; that is what I say, just as in the case of trespass or violation of their rules.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinioh that as a basis of adjudication
of the rigths of grazing the present users should be first considered..
in granting a lengthy tenure? Or do you think that there should be
a reduction made and new users be permitted to go on to the £or·ests f
Mr. DALTON.I think the new user should be encouraged. Take it
personally: We go out on .thi& forest reserve because· we· expect· to
get the benefit of the range around it, and we would like to retain
range enough to make it at least eat up the hay that we grow there,.
ROth1;1,twe could continue the buiness. But I favor encouraging thesmall grower, especially in the cattle business.
Mr. BowDEN. Why shouldn't he buy from some one that is already
in business?
Mr. DALTON.He might have land under this project here adjacent to the ranch. We are breaking up our ranches and selling out
a part of them. When we sell our land to a man we would be glad
to release so much of our grazing privilege to him if he chooses to
enter into that line.
The CHAIRMAN.In that way you are not being displaced?
You
are breaking up, and transferring your livestock buinsess to others?
Mr. DALTON.That is what I would like to do; yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. You believe then that the permits that you now have
ought to be established and legalized?
Mr. DALTON.Y es sir.
The CHAIRMAN. nd at the some time made transferable?
Mr. DALTON.Yes. Your grazing rights are not transferable now;
vou have to surrender them.
•
·
· The CHAIRMAN.Yes; you have to surrender them.
.
Mr. DALTON.I do not see what objection there could be to making·
them transferable with the property.

:~or-·
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Mr. BowDEN. It would simplify the administration of the grazing,
if; you did have individual allotments, if you could only be given a
certain area ?
·Mr. DALTON.I do not see how you are going to do it without
fencing. It is a question whether you can afford to fence or not.
Mr. BowDEN. What is your opinion on that?
Mr. DALTON.ViTell,I think the man who has a homestead out there
now and takes a grazing homestead adjoining his land can very well
afford to fence it.
The CHAIRMAN.Could there be a community fence?
Mr. DALTON.Yes; that is what I say. If you drill a well there
out in this district where there is no water-tlrn,t is where your community would come in.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the assurance of long tenure tend to de-·
velop the fencing program in the forest?
Mr, DALTON.Surely it would.
The CHAIRMAN.And also general improvements, such as this well
drilling?
· M;r. DALTON.It would soon be established whether you could afford
to do it .or not. I think you can under those conditions.
Mr. BowDEN. In your judgment, who should pay the cost of
fencing on the forest?
Mr. DALTON.I say, I think the permittee would do the fencing if
he could get the feed for a reasonable price. We would be very glad
to have the Government do it for that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Dalton~ in your opinion might it be practicable to fence the pasture for the grazing of a thousand head of
cattle where it would not be rracticable to fence a pasture for the
grazing of a hundred head o cattle?
Mr'. DALTON.Surely it would.
The CHAIRMAN.·So that it becomes a question of proportion?
.Mr. DALTON.Yes. If the Forest Service had a place out there
where. the people who live adjacent to the agency. could take their
cattle out, they could afl'ord to pay more money than they would
just to turn them loose and take a chance on getting them back. ·
The CHAIRMAN.But you think the money should be used for the
purpose of improving the range, and any sum in addition to the cost
of administration should go into the Federal Treasury?
Mr. DALTON.No; we have not got the meat prices up to where
they will stand that yet.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, even if they were, it would be a cost that
would have to be passed on to the general public, anyway?
.Mr. DALTON.Yes.• As I say, they ought to give us this fee as
cheap as they can instead of seeing what they can get out of it.
Senator CAMERON.You do not think the forest grazing foo should
be• put on a. commercial basis ?
Mr. DALTON.No.
The CHAIRMAN.You are more or less familiar with the so-called
Rachford report, providing for the commercializing of grazing
fees?,
Mr. DALTON.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And, as I understand it, you are opposed to the
Rachford report?
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Mr. DALTON.Yes, sir; I am.
·
.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, your opposition is not based on th.e th.epry
or the thought that it is a detriment to the livestock producer only,
but you are taking into account the other interests, and you think
it would be detrimental to all the people as well as to the livefltock
men?
Mr. DALTON.Yes, sir; I do.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Dalton, if you have no further
statement. Are there any others here wh-0 wfrh to be he&rd? This
committee must adjourn not later than a quarter of 3.

STATEMENTOF MR. J. FRANK ADAMS,STOCKRAISER, MERRILL,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement to make, Mr. Adams?
·
Mr. ADAMS.Well, I am a rancher, and living adjacent to the.forest reserve, and I have been allowed on there with my horses and
mules. I have no particular fault to find with the management of
it, only I would like to be permitted to stay on the reserve and be
provided for the same as others.
. .
Mr. BowDEN. You would like to have Congress pass an act providing. that the Chief Forester should lease to individuals now
using the forest the area they are now using for a period of years?
Mr. ADAMS.Well, I don't know how a man .who turns his stock
loose could confine himself to a small area in the district that I
am in. It is very sparsely provided with grass. It is a lava~bed
section of the country which is not very well provided with grass,
and it would take an enormous lot of it to make much of a rangt,.
Mr. BowDEN. You would have t-0 have a community range?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. And range in common with a number of other
people?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes. What I would like to explain more than anything else-there
is a move on, of course, in every section of the
country to put the horses out of the range entirely. Now, I don't
want to ·raise horses, but I am unlucky enough to have quite a
bunch of them, and I am devoting my time to raising mules entirely,
and I believe I am entitled to the privilege of raising them. Since
I noticed in your inquiry that it is all in regard to cattle and sb.eep
I thought perhaps it might be well enough to mention that I have
some horses and mules and I would like to be considered as having
some rights on the reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee in referring to cattle and sheep
do so because that includes the largest number. We speak of cattle,
but horses are on the same basis as cattle. We do not mention goats,
and yet at the same time they too have a right. The idea is t<>
stabilize the use of the range £or all classes of Ii vestock that are
now grazing upon it.
.
Mr. ADAMS.Of course, I am very sorry that I have horses and
mules, but I have them. I am like a man with a big family; I
can't dispose of them.
Senator CAMERON.You are entitled to the same protection in your
rights as if you had cattle and sheep.
·
.
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Mr. ADAMS.I have no fault to find with the management so far.
Now, I think your inquiry is a good thing. The Forest Service is a good thing. I
have grazed on that range for the past 45 years, and I was crowded
off, entirely by an influx of outside sheep that came in there so thick
that we just had to ll.lOVeout. I moved out for five years.
M.i,;~)3.gwDEN.
When you graze,d on..that area it.was public domain?
·:Mt:ADAMS.It was public domain. I have been there since 1879.
Mr. BowDEN. And you are familiar with grazing conditions on
the ppblic domain?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes.
·. Mr. BowDEN. Do you think that the public domain ought to be
placed under rerulation for grazing purposes?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; I think it is a very good plan. It keeps transient people from coming in and eating the grass that ought to belong
to the adjacent &reas.
.Mr .. BOWDEN.'\-V
ould you lease certain areas, or would you have
,community pastures?
What rights would you establish?
' Mr. ADAMS.I don't know hardly how to answer that question.
'The ownership of adjacent lands is constantly changing hands to
~.,;,.extent.
The large landholders, for. instance-I
have. been
uwf,ortunate en9ugh to be one of them too, but I am planning on
• :subdividing into smaller holdings, and if I had big area leased and
W{t.S to subdivide and sell out, I would want my privileges to fall
·to the ones that I sold to.
•, ·Mr .. BowDEN. You would want your lease transferable?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; if it could be.
Mr. BownEN. In whole or in part?
Mr. ADAMS.In part, yes. I hardly understand how to state to
,you what should be done, but I could come nearer answering by
.answering, questions that you might ask me. You understand, the
:Stock on a Government range scatter over a ~onsiderable territory.
As Mr. Dalton said, the man who has 5 or 10 or 50 head really can't
atfor.d to ride after them, and if it was not for such men as Dalton
and myself a good many of those men would never see their stock
again. But we exert ourselves to try to look after their stock and
get them back to them. We have always done that. Mr. Dalton
htis.,kept ··an open field' for 20 years that I know of and exerted
himself to get back any stock that might be strayed from anyone
else, and I have done that all my life. I have been on that particulav range as a cowboy for 7 years and as owner of stock since 1879.
Mr. BowDEN. Has that particular range in years past been overstocked, and as a result is it of less value f
'·'Mr, ADAMS.Quite a good deal overstocked. There was a time
when the whole country was overstocked, but it is on the improve
now: Ithink
it is getting better. I think the Forest Service has
been a benefit to it in a great many respects. We each one pay
a reasonable amount for the privilege of staying on that forest
:reserve, and we are willing to pay that in order to protect ourselves
in a- manner against a horde of outside people, you know, coming
in and eating us up.
, Mri BowDEN. You think the public domain should be put in a
reserve? .
·
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; I think so.

I have just been on the reserve two years.
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Mr. BowDEN. Should that regulation be handled, in your judgment, by the Department of the Interior or by the Department of
Agriculture through the Forest Service?
·
Mr, ADAMS.I do not know enough to know them apart. I am
very well satisfied with conditions as they are, because they are
protected.
Mr. BowDEN. You mean the Forest Service?
Mi. ADAMS.The Forest Service has in a manner protected us
and made it possible in a ·measure for us to move back on the reserve I have been raised on.
Mr. BowDEN. What would you think of the Forest Service regulating grazing .on Indian reservations?
Mr. ADAMS.·wen, I have grazed there for the past 5 or 6 years.
Mr. BoWDEN. On what Indian reservation?
ADAMS.Klamath Indian Reservation. I have individual contracts with individual Indians in regard to my grazing permits. I
WPnt in there and rehted each £arm, different allotments, and associated them together so I could fence them. . In the reserve there
il' a great deal of meadow land that can be fenced, but take it on
a range that is very sparsely provided with grass and I don't know
·how you could afford to fence it.
.
..
.
Mr. BowDEN. You could fence, could you not, if iou had a large
enough range? That is, the larger the range is the less fence you
would need in proportion? .
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; in proportion you could. Now, in my case
there is a natural fence-we call it a crack--c-and it has been there
:for a long time, which makes a natural fence. I would like to be
west of that crack. You could fence that up for five miles at very
nominal expense. But then I come down to the lake shore that is
being opened now. The stockmen used to maintain that crack as
a fence between the dividing ranges, but since the lake shore ·has
moved us back some 10 miles we can not reach it now. The stockmen have natural boundaries to their ranges. For instance, Mr.
Dalton's cattle very rarely ever come to the west of that crack; you
would not see one in a year west of that crack. I would like to
keep my horses west of that, but they range back into a territory
that is never used for anything.
You see, that country in there has
no water at all over an area 20 miles square. I pump water and
aim to keep on. The conditions this summer have been bad for me,
because there are no fences down to the lake front, and a number
of horses that I brought in there got away from me. It would be
a nice thing if I would be allowed to maintain that fence on this
natural place, and it might be that several of us could get together
and maintain a private fence that would be an advantage to us. But
to inclose a territory to run any amount of stock would be out of the
question.
Senator CAMERON.Do you have many drift fences in this part of
the country ?
Mr. ADAMS.No; not to amqunt to anything.
That was the only
one that was here. In the early days we used to have some.
Mr. BoWDEN. Do you have any drift fences on that public domain
that you spoke about a few moments ago that had, recently been put
into the forest?

Mr.
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Mr. ADAMS.No; there are no drift fences on it, with the exception
0£ just a few places that have been titled £or a long time. There
is a country in there of 20 or 30 niiles without any water.
Mr. BowDEN. What charge should be made £or grazing on the
national forest? That is, should the cost of administration be the
test, or should the Government charge all it can get £or it, or what
basis do you think ought to be used?
Mr. ADAMS.I don't know. The stockmen are pretty har"d hit~
and to raise the price that we are· paying now would be almost putting us out 0£ business. I believe, you know, that the stockman
~hould be encouraged, that there should be a premium on the raising 0£ stock instead 0£ penalizing them £or doing it.. That has been
my experience £or the past five or six years, that we have been so
hard hit that anything that will increase our expenses is like penalizing us. And I believe there will be a time when they will make a.
premium when a man will go out and undertake to raise stock.
The CHAIRMAN.You think he will be subsidized 'd
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; I think he will be.
Senator CAMERON.Under the conditions right now he ought to be.
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; he ought to be. I have tried it £or a good many
years, and I think I would have to have quite a bonus added to my
expense accounJ; so I can afford to stay in the business.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Do you not think the sheepman is subsidized to a.·•.
certain extent, by reason 0£ the grazing privilege?
Mr. ADAMS.The sheepman is hard hit, but he has got the only
property ·that is really paying anything.
You know, we used to
fight with the sheepmen, only in the first place we handled the sheepmen and told them where they could run and where they could not~
but when the Forest Service came in they had authority to control
it. We had no authority in the first place, only to draw a dead line
and say " Stay away from there," and they did that £or a good many
years.
I don't know hardly anything to suggest that might be 0£ benefit
to you, any more than I like the idea of the Forest Service having
control 0£ it, and I don't believe we could afford to have the fees
raised to any extent because we are pretty hard hit as it is.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think that when disputes arise between
UEo13rs
0£ the forest and the Forest Service the user should have the
right to appeal to some board or court to have the dispute finally
l::iettled?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes; I think that would be a good thing. I think
it would be entirely out 0£ place to leave it altogether to the Forest
Service to penalize or prohibitMr. BowDEN. As it is now?
Mr. ADAMS.As it is now; yes,
Mr. BowDEN. It would give you a £air and impartial hearing?
Mr. ADAMS.Yes. And it should be determined bv evidence that,
you could produce whether you had or had not infringed on your
rights. It is almost placing too much authority in one place to
put it in the hands of a forest ranger on a reserve to say that you are
penalized £or a certain thing that you probably could not avoid.
Mr. BoWDEN. It is un-American anyway?
Mr. ADAMS.Well, we do that same thing down on the Klamath
Indian Reservation. I have known them to be penalized there £or
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being on when they may have been entitled to. They were on
,adjacent ranges, and as I say there are no drift fences, and the
cattle would drift over there unavoidably, and they would catch 200
or 300 of them and penalize them, and it would be pretty hard on
them. Where the Forest Service or the Indian Service don't want
stock to come on ther~ I think they ought to fence it, or we ought
to have a hearing. Anne without recourse is a bad thing under any
condition-recourse
to a hearing with authority to decide whether
we had trespassed or not.
.
As far as I am concerned, as far as I have to do with the Forest
Service, I am satisfied with' the management of it.
Senator CAMERON.Thank you, Mr. Adams. Is there any other
witness who would like to take the stand and give us some information?
Mr. DALTON.There is one thing I would like to say, if we start
in to fence we are not going to fence as cheaply as we did 20 year:,,
:ago. It is going to be pretty expensive to fence in a big tract.
The CHAIRMAN.The cost of fencing has increased?
Mr. DALTON.It has increased; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Is Mr. Lyons here?
Mr. LYONS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you come forward?
#

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGEW. LYONS, FOREST SUPERVISOR,
MODOCNATIONALFOREST,ALTURAS,CALIF.
Mr. BowDEN_.Mr. Lyons, how long have you been supervisor of
the Modoc National Forest?
Mr. LYONS. This is the fourth season.
Mr. BoWDEN. That forest is in California?
Mr. LYONS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Where are your forest headquarters?
Mr. LYONS. Alturas, Modoc County.
Mr. BowDEN. State of California?
Mr. LYONS. Yes, sir.
.
Mr. BowDEN. There was some testimony this morning, Mr. Lyons,
relative to the reduction of the number of sheep permitted to graze
on that forest from 75,000 to 30,000. Will you explain the reason
why the reduction was made?
Mr. LYONS. In 1920 the so-called Double Road addition to the
Modoc National Forest was made. Prior to that time this Double
.Road country was public domain.
Mr. BowDEN. Uncontrolled?
Mr. LYONS. Uncontrolled and unregulated;
In 1920 that was
put under the administration.
Prior to 1920 this was a free-for-all
country, and as in all free-for-all countries there was a mad rush £or
grazing, and . approximately 80,000 head of sheep grazed in this
territory.
When it was placed under regulation the number was
reduced to approximately 30,000 head in order to give everybody a
chance £or some feed.
Mr. BowDEN. It is not overstocked at the present time?
Mr. LYONS. No, sir.
43213-25-PT
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Mr. BowDEN. Is your forest in general overstocked at,, the present
time?.
·
Mr. LYONS. I think not.
Mr. BowDE.N.Will you describe the size 0£ the perlhits now in
effect on your forest?
Mr. LYONS. "Which class of stock? ·
Mr. BOWDEN.Both cattle and sheep.
Mr. LYONS. The sheep permits in the Double Road portion run
about 1,500 head to a band.
Mr. BowbEN. What portion is that?
Mr. LYoNs. That is the new division. On the other portion they
run.from 1,000 to 1,250.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, as to cattle?
Mr. LYONS. The cattle permits run as high as 2,500 head for corporations down to 25. or 30 head. The average would be probably
less than 100 head. We have something over 400 permittees on the
Modoc National Forest.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have any maximum for your class A permittees? That is, generally throughout the forest?
Mr. LYONS. It depends on the region.
Mr. BowDEN. Describe h,ow you determine the maximum for
class A permittees.
·Mr. LYONS. In the Devils Garden region, which is an immense,
big flat territory, where it is not at all economical to handle a small
herd, the limit is 400 head of cattle. Over 400 head would be
class B.
·
For sheep, it is 1,250 head in that portion, and in the Warner
Mountain portion, where there is more demand for range and they
can be handled in smaller bunches, it is 1,000 head. · As a m1:1,tter
0£ £act, we have to limit them in order to provide for all the different permittees that run the range:
Mr. BoWDEN. You have, then, a number 0£ permittees who have
only small-sized permits?
Mr. LYONS. A great number; yes.
Mr. BOWDEN.Have you more applicants for permits than you
.have r·ange ?
Mr. LYONS. Yes.
Mr. BOWDEN.To what extent is that true?
Mr. LYONS. It is true to a considerable extent. I will explain it
.this way: For instan~e, take the Warner Mountain division, which
is a narrow division 0£ the range between Pitt Valley and Nevada,
or Surprise Valley, on the east. Surprise Valley alone would produce enough cattle to stock the entire Modoc National Forest.
They produce enough hay in that valley alone to stock the entire
Modoc National Forest, but we have to grant the privileges on
prior rights and give the small holder a chance to come in.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have any individual allotments on your
forest?
Mr. LYONS. Not for cattle.
Mr. BowDEN. You have for sheep?
Mr. LYONS. Oh, yes; all sheep allotments are individuaL.
Mr. BOWDEN.What do you think 0£ the feasibility 0£ making a
separate allotment for your cattle ?
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Mt. LYONS; It would be very desirable if it was possible to do ,so.
Mr. BowDEN. Is it possible?
.. ,
Mr. LYONS. It is if we can get money enough to finance them:. .:
Mr. BowDEN. What do you think about the economic featur.e. qf
fencing? Is it economical?
Mr. LYONS. It certainly would be desirable.
,·.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have any appropriation fur fencing on your
forest?
Mr. LYONS. Very little. Most o:f the money has gone to the
drought-stricken Arizona and New Mexico.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe the Government should bElar,the
cost of the fencing?
Mr; LYONS. I do.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you put into effect the 10-year permit_ on.
your forest?
Mr. LYONS. To some extent.
Mr. BOWDEN.To what extent?
Mr. LYONS. I do not think we have over half a dozen 10-yeai:
permits.
Mr. BmvnEN. ·why haven't you put it in more generally?
.
Mr. LYONS. The 10-year permit is based on the ownership of comm~nsurat-e-land property.
We do rtqt like to give 10-year pefniits
to permittees who have not the established permanent ranch property
to go with the permit, and there has been very little demand £or.
them.
Mr. BowDEN. Have any applied £or 10-year permits and been
refused?
Mr. LYONS. Not that I know of. There have been applications for
10-year permits from permittees who were not entitled to them; be-'
cause they did not own the commensurate dependable land property.
Mr. BowDEN. You grant a 10-year permit on your forest only
where the applicant has commensurate ranch property?
·
Mr. LYONS. Yes, sir; that is one of the conditions of the 10-year
permit.
Mr. BowDEN. In your judgment, has redistribution
gone. far
enough on your forest so that you could stabilize the present .use
of the forest and not bring about a further redistribution?
· ,
Mr. LYONS. I do not quite understand your question. Do you
mean distribution between cattle and sheep? ·
.Mr. BOWDEN.No; I mean distribution as regards the user. Are
the permits small enough now, and are there enough of them so t_hat
you could consider that your range was· well handled and the peOl'.flenow using the range should be protected £or a period of 10 years
in their use ?
Mr. LYONS. I think they should, with this exception: You must
take into account that it js poor economy £or a man to attempt to
run a very small bunch of cattle on a large forest. As a matter of
:fact, he usually has many other interests, and under the present· system he can not afford to tal-te the time to properly look after. his
stock on the range. It runs itself.
Mr. BOWDEN.How about your sheep?
Mr. LYONS. Sheep is a different proposition.
Mr. BOWDEN.Ha,-, your distribution of sheep range gone :far
enough that you believe the time is ripe £or stabilizing the use?
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Mr. LYoNs. I think so. The sheep proposition, of course, under
the present conditions is pretty stable, with the exception that we
have additional range which could be used by sheep if it were developed.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that a permit should be transferable i
Mr. LYoNs. Certainly .
.Mr. BowDEN. Are you reducing many class B users to accommbdat.eclass- A users-?
. ·· ·
Mr. LYONS. No; we are not.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have many applications from class A users
to increase their number ?
Mr. LYONS. Quite a good deal, although during the hard times
a great number of class A users have gone out of business because
they can not afford to run a small number of stock.
Mr. BowDEN. You are speaking of the cattle side o-f it?
Mr. LYoNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. What comments would you make as regards the
sheep permittees?
Mr. LYONS. The sheep permittee with a thousand or twelve hundred head of sheep, whatever the limit is, you might say is sitting
.pretty, and has been £or the last few years. He has been making
.money and can afford to stay in the business.
.
-· Mr. BoWDEN. Is there any part of your forest from which sheep
are barred?
Mr. LYONS. No; I would say there is not, although we limit the
number of sheep we put on the range. We have individual sheep
ranges and community cattle ranges.
·• Mr. BowDEN. I£ a man had a permit to graze a certain number of
head of cattle, and he made application to you to graze sheep, what
would be your action relative to that application?
Mr. LYONS. It would probably not be considered.
Mr. BowDEN. Why not?
.
Mr. LYONS. Because cattle allotments are community ranges, and
· you can not go in and carve a sheep allotment out of a community
cattle allotment to satisfy the cattlemen, because the sheep must of
necessity run on individual allotments. They are herded that way.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you had your cattle allotments fenced, and
should that be ·done ?
Mr. LYONS. It might be possible to do it to some extent, a limited
extent. I would like to say in that connection that ,we base the distribution of our range privileges on the demand £or range by the
different classes of stock, and as· there are many more cattle applicants than sheep applicants we naturally have to cater to the wishes
of the majority.
Mr. BowDEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lyons.
·Senator CAMERON(presiding). Is there any other witness who
would like to give any evidence? I£ not, we will stand adjourned
to meet in Portland to-morrow morning.
, (Whereupon, at 2.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned to
meet at the Federal Building, Portland, Oreg., at 10 o'clock a. m.
to-morrow (Tuesday, September 8, 1925.)
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SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE
ON
PUBLIC LANDSANDSURVEYS,
Portland, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterdaJ:,
at 10 o'clock a. m., Tuesday, September 8, 1925, in the Federnl
Building, Portland, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield ( chairman)
presidino-.
·
The c"HAIRMAN.The committee will come to order.
' Gentlemen this is a meeting of the subcommittee of the Public
Lands and Surveys Committee of the United States Senate. This
committee is holding hearings under Senate Resolution 347, which
directs the Senate Public Lands Committee to hold hearings on and to
study all phases .of the public-lands questions. There is included all
questions pertaining to forest reserves, Indian reservations, mineral
reservations, national parks, and national monuments, as well as the
unreserved public domain.
We will hold hearings to-day as long as there are witnesses to oo•
heard. We , will also hold hearings to-morrow. We have allotted
the opening hour to-morrow to the sportsmen, as they have some
public-land questions that they want to present to the committee.
Mr. Allen.
STATEMENTOFMR. E. T. ALLEN,FORESTERIN CHARGi, WESTERN
FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, PORTLAND,
OREG.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, will you give your name, address, and
official title to the reporter.
Mr. ALLEN. E. T. Allen, of Portland.
Forester in charge of the
Western Forestry and Conservation Association.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, how long have you acted in this
capacity?
Mr. ALLEN. Sixteen years.
The CHAIRMAN.You may proceed.
Mr. ALLEN. To the committee it might be well to explain what
this or~anization is and what license or purpose it might have in
appearmg here. You are in a region of the Pacific coast of very
large timber holdings, private, State, and Federal, and of a high
fire hazard.
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Prior to 15 years ago'the State prot~tetl 'its own timber, the Government its own timber, and the lumbermen their own. The lumbermen's system was rather crude in the beginning, consisting mainly
in fire fighting when they had to. In the nineties, however, there was
evolved in Idaho and ·washington a system of cooperative control
in which groups of lumbermen formed protective organizations, put
,on ran,gers, telephones, patrol stations similar to those of the
Government~ and prorated the cost among tlrnmselves on acreage.
There were £our or five of those original associations as far back
as 1906.
In 1909 they allied, forming thi.s Western Forestry and Conservation Association, £or the purpose of extending cooperative control
all over the Pacific coast, if possible, and £or the purpose of creating
harmony, working with the State and Federal agencies in forest
protection.
That movement has grown until now it extends over the
five timber States, from'. Montana to northern .California, and has
about 30,000,000 acres of private timberland contributing to prot{;lc.tiori
.
. The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, you said from Montana. Do you
include Montana or is that exclusive of Montana i
Mr. ALLEN. I include western Montana, the timber region of west-~rn Montana, and .a large part of California.
So there are now in,
the::e fiv~. Western State -some 30 private patrol organizations.
Their organization differs somewhat. In some States they are
quite large, as in western Washington, covering nearly all of the
State'. In Idaho there are four or five smaller ones covering watersheds. In Oregon it is very largely by counties. So they differ very
consideribly in their methods, but it comes to the same thing. They
are cooperative patrol organizations, financed by the timber owners,
spending what has been necessary to spend, not being limited by
advance appropriations like State and Forest Service.
They spend on this work all the way from 1½ cents to 40 cents
an acre. The Idaho expenses.are the highest, because that is a very
bad fire country.
This organization which I represent is largely responsible £or
increasing this movement until it covered such a large territory, but
,ve'soon found that to make the thing effective it required cooperation with the States and Government.
So I say £rankly that while
the timber owner pays the bills for his own land, and take this
organization which I represent, pays my salary through assessments
on 'these local organizations per acre, our committees take in the
~tate and Government. We have fire committees and educational
committees, etc., and endeavor to make it a triple alliance or a clearing house for all forest agencies. We endeavor to be neutral and
keep them from quarreling and bring about the most effective cooperation for cheap and effective forest protection.
We built up that system until we think it is quite successful, and
entirely outside of any Federal money spent our private and State
organizations spend now in these five States about $2,000,000 a year
for_ fire prevention.
Outside of the national forests, including the
-private lands, State lands, and public domain the present expenditure for fire protection in these States is about 75 per cent by private
owners, about 17 or 18 per cent by the States, and about 7 per cent
by the Government, mainly through the Weeks law and the Clark-
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McNary law. So private owners spend about three-fourths- of all
that is spent outside of the national forests.
.
.
The cooperation among these three agencies, State, Federal, and
private, is very successful and very good. Of course we do not
always agree among ourselves, but that is usually compromised and
made quite satisfactory.
We think it is ~uite a su~cess£ul system.
The weak point in it now is your public domain, which does not
contribute. It-contributes very little, perhaps $800 or $900 a year in
some States. I have not the figures £or California, so I will omit
California, but in Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington there
are something like 2,000,000 acres of unappropriated public domain.
The CHAIRMAN.That is timbered 1
·
Mr. ALLEN. That is timbered. There is more than that that is not
timbered. It is difficult to say just what part of it is forest land.
Obviously the best of it would not be public domain, because it has
been appropriated.
But I am speaking of that which really has to
be protected or should be protected.
People might differ as to what constitutes forest land, but one way
of analyzing that, defining it, is the hazard it creates. We have in
all of these Western States now, excepting Montana, compulsory
patrol laws, which oblige the timber owner to protect his land. And
that is the system, the principle of these compulsory patrol laws, not
on values, but on the hazard created. In other words, on the police
power, to compel a man who maintains a danger to do his part to
obviate it.
· Now, the danger ·of fire, of spread of fire, may be as great from
poor land as from valuable timber, you unde\·sfand. So on that basis
I should say that there are at least 2,000;000 acres in these .four
States of public domain which.have value, and if they do not have
value, at least create hazard so that somebody has to take care of it,
~nd it is_b~ing taken care of l),ft~r a fash_ion, becau~e a great -deal of
1t does he ms1de of these protective orgmzat10n reg10ns.
Some of these private associations have 300,000 or 400,000 acres of
public domain that they have to protect in order to protect their
own, because fire spreads. It is no respecter of section lines. And
£or which they get practically no contribution.
This land is practically the only land in the ViT
est now that does not bear some part of
the cost.
The national forests have their appropriation.
The Oregon and
California grant lands in this State have some appropriation.
The
lumbermen are compelled by law. But here are these 2,000,000 acres
that the rest of us have to carry.
I don't know just what it costs, because it varies with the season.
In a bad year it might create a very high bill on some of our organizations to go out and fight fire on a fairly small tract of public
domain. But roughing it, however, at 3 or 4 cents an acre on the
average it comes to $60,000 or $75,000 a year which somebody is
spending to take care of this land that does not belong to them. And
it is the only forest.land in the Western States that is now outside the
system.
The CHAIRMAN.Does your association make a per-acre assessment 1
Mr. ALLEN. My association, Mr. Chairman, is what v·1 1 mi· ht call
a grand lodge or clearing house £or all these agenc:c::;, b"t t 1,~ce local
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associations do assess their own lands, their contributing lands~
you ·see.
_
The CHAIRMAN.About what is the average assessment i
Mr. ALLEN, The average in the fir region is probably 3 to 5 cents
an acre. The. average in north Idaho, in the mixed pine region,
which is very dangerous, is possibly 10 cents an acre. In some of
the open pine r~gions it gets down as low as a cent and a half or 2.
cents an acre. But of course that.depends on seasonal hazard very
greatly. They sometimes go as high as 40 cents an acre to meet a.
bad year like 1924, for example.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; when you have a number of fires you may
require an additional assessment 1
Mr. ALLEN. The difference, sir, is that while a governmental or a,
State protection agency is very much limited by an advance appropriation these private patrol organizations make an advance appropriation £or what you might call the skeleton system £or the normar
year, and then if things get bad they keep taking as much· as they
have to take in order to meet the situation.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Spaulding, testifying at Missoula on this
same subject, representing the Blackfeet Forest Protective Association, gave the cost at 2 cents an acre.
·
Mr. ALLEN.'Yes; that is one of our constituents. That is probably
the average cost in the open pine country, although you might have·
to go a good deal higher than that. I think they once spent $26,000
over there on a public domain fire.
Without taking much time, I merely wanted to call attention tothat situation. We_think it is the place that we are weak. We think
that it is unfair. We should be helped. There should not be onepublic ownership standing out doi:rw nothing and letting the rest
of us hold the sack on it. And of course the cost would not be so
great per acre if they all contributed, as you can readily see. If
you could assume an organization that·was half public domain and
had to protect itself you can see what the situation would be if theone-half represented by the public domain did not. contribute. It
would cost twice as much as if the Government were in.
There are two other things I wish to speak about. I will pass
that subject now.
The CHAIRMAN.,Just one moment before passing. What size appropi:iation would you deem necessary £or the district that you
represent?
Mr. ALLEN.Well, calling it roughly 2,000,000 acres in these £our
States, and assuming that it would vary in hazard from 2 to 10 cents
an acre, I should think 3 cents should be the minimum that would be
£air. Somewhere from $60,000 to $75,000. Now, I would hate to be
quoted positively on that without allowing the State foresters of
these States to check up a little more accurately on the relative
part in this total sum of high hazard land and low hazard land, if
you see what I mean.
The CHAIRMAN.Can you make such a checking or have such a
checking made and give it to the committee?
Mr. ALLEN.Yes; that can easily be done. It has been .done. Those
figures are all available. I did not know that ·I was going to come
here this morning or I would have brought them with me. We
really have all this stuff.
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The CH.AIRMAN.
We would appreciate it if. you would get it tp .u.s
so that it could be made a part of the record here with your fest~~
mony.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
Another thing which is not so urgent; but would come before
your committee sooner or later, I think, is a situation in this State
0£ what are known as the 0. & C. land grants; you are familiar
with those .. The lands which belonged to the Governmen.t, The:y.,.
were in litigation, the question being whether the Government owiled
them or the railroad. They are now in the Government ownership,
and are not handled exactly as national forests are handled. They
have an appropriation for fire protection which is fairly satisfactory,
and I am not discussing now the protection end of this 0. & C. grant
land, but its future.
Something like two and a half million acres of 0. & C. lands and
the timber on them are for sale, being sold gradually. I should say
a million and a half out 0£ that two and a half million ac'res is
forest land, will not be settled. It is stumpage land, and will not
be partic4larly valuable £or agriculture.
Its chief use is in growing;
forests, and should be kept for forest production. The present. system goes little further than to protect this land :from fire and to
sell the same, without any concrete effort to control the owner in.
the sale, or for any one being very responsible as to what happens
afterwards.
It is checkerboarded, does not belong in any holding.
Is not blocked up for suitable forest management, which it should
have to contribute to the State and to the Government. The only ultimate proper management 0£ that land will require some sort 0£
blocking up, getting it into some systematic use, which it now has not.
So I should think that before very long there will have to be some
sort 0£ exchange law for that knd, such as there is £or the nationa\
forest land. Some 0£ this land probably should go into the national
forests, where it is contiguous to or inside 0£ them. Part 0£ it never
will probably come naturally into the national forests, because it lies
in outside blocks. It might have to be blocked up and handled in
some manner by an exchange law. It might be possible in very many
cases to get private ownerships 0£ cut-over land to relinquish to the
Government under an exchange law by which the Government could
build up areas 0£ this sort, either to keep as Federal forest property
or to transfer to the State as forest property.
·.
The CHAIRMAN.By exchange law you have in mind the provisi9ns
ordinarily enacted £or exchange 0£ lands within the national forest,
either exchanging land for timber or land for other land?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, I mean this; that a large lumber company here
might be accumulating a great deal 0£ cut-over land of its own, and
also possibly purchasing these odd sections 0£ 0. & C. grant lands.
Separated, neither one 0£ them constitutes a property that would get
proper protection and management for perpetual forest production.
In many cases it might be desirable for the Government to acquire
that cut-over land from the lumberman, exactly as the national
forest acquires it, and that is not now possible, as I understandit,
with these 0. & C. grant lands. You can not exchange lumber for
cut-over land as you can for the national forests.
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'.Tl\is is not the time to go into the question of the detail of any such
bill, and it is not immediately urgent, but I think within five or ten
years it will be urgent .
. · The only other thing I have to say, gentlemen, is. to express, if
I can to some extent, what I believe to be, anyway, the position of
the lumber industry and timber owners toward the national forest
policy which I have noticed in the newspapers, and which has been
before your committee in its hearings to some extent, very largely
from the grazing viewpoint. You are now in a region where the
grazing is the minor end of it. The revenues from the national
forests-this
heavy timber belt-of which the counties and State get
25 per cent to 35 per cent, are very largely from timber.
The CHAIRMAN.Not 25 per cent and 35 per cent?
Mr. ALLEN. Twenty-five per cent and 10 per cent £or road, makes
about 35 per cent.
, · The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
'Mr. ALLEN. Of course, the counties here have an interest in
those revenues. I personally think the system is not a bad one.
I believe that the State's equity of 25 per cent in these lands £or
perpetual production
is worth more to-day than the taxing
power. I think, however, that it is unfortunate that the pioneer
States that need the improvements have to lose that, and it will
have to be contributed eventually by a population that has the
benefits of what a pioneer State has done. But I do not think
that is anywhere near as serious as people think it is. I have
no complaint to make about it, but I wanted to bring out that in
this part of the West at least there are a great many uses of the
national forest, and a great many revenue- producing uses. The
timber owners, power users, and so on, as well as grazers .
. I have observed a great deal of feeling among grazers toward
the fees in those regions where the grazing is the chief conduct
of the national forests; that grazing fees are too high, and what
not. · It is not my province to discuss grazing fees, how much they
ought to be. I will only leave this thought, that a successful
management of the national forests that suits the counties, and
t]ie States, and the people of any State, would seem to me to require a certain parity among the users, and not any specially subsidized class that has a great advantage over any other user. The
timber owner, of course, pays £or all he gets. The Forest Service
gives it to the highest bidder. We think the Forest Service is a
mighty sharp bargainer, and gets all that the stuff is worth as a
rule, and nobody has complained very much about that, and it is not
my province to say the grazing fees are too low, possibly. But
I· certainly think that that should be kept in mind, and whether
any user, whether grazer or power man or timberman wants some
special consideration before your committee, in the prices he pays.
for what he gets from the Government he should be placed on the
same basis as other users, or you will eventually get yourself into a
great deal of trouble.
That is all I have to say, Senator, unless you have any questions.
Mr. BownEN. Are there not a number of the sections called the
Oregon and California land-grant lands that are within the boundaries of national forests?
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Mr. ALLEN. Within the boundaries~
Mr. BowDEN. Yes.
Mr, ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bowmrn. Would you recommend that those lands be turned
over to the forests~
Mr. ALLEN. I think they should.
Mr. BowDEN. ,vhat recommendation would you make as regards
the lands not within the present forest boundaries other than the
exchange provision which you· have just recommended~
Mr. ALLEN. I think some of them should be included. I am not
positive as to that----there has been a classification of those lands,
but we would say that they are all suitable national-forest lands;
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, it is your opinion that they could
be blocked through this exchange provision that you recommend,
so that they would be desirable acquisitions to the national forests?
Mr. ALLEN. A great deal of the land; yes. That which is chiefly
valuable £or forest purposes should get sooner or later into mane
agement which· keeps it growing trees, and protected, and all that
sort of thing. I think a good deal of it should be added to the
national forest, and also that that process could be furthered by
the exchange feature. It is possible that some of it could be exchanged with the State. There might be some way that the State
could get more of a stake in this. But I do not think there .is any
great urgency ab.out that now.
The CHAIRMAN
.. Well, so far as Federal adminjstration is con~
·cerned, you would not approve the setting up of two bureaus £or
carrying on the same work?
·
· · '
Mr. ALLEN. No.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that if this land could be blocked so
as to be effeotively admini$tered by the Forest .Service that is the
proper and economical thing to do~
.
Mr. ALI,EN. Yes; I think it could be handled under the Forest
Service management £or every one's good rather than under separate management by the Department of the Interior.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, are you familiar with or do you know
of any forest insect infestation of the forests on the public domain
or on your private holdings~
.Mr. ALLEN. Oh, yes. There are these epidemics every few years;
many different forest insects, some attacking pine, some fir and
spruce. Sometimes they are pretty much confined in the J.)rivate
holdings. Sometimes they are in national forests. Sometimes they
are in all of it, as over in the Klamath region, as you have undoubtedly heard more or less about the situation.
The CHAIRMAN.We heard something about it at Klamath yesterday.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes. It is certainly true that both insects and fungus
diseases travel and breed on all these lands; go from one to another.
And the attack on them, when it is practical to attack them, should
be financed on some £air basis.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you been conducting an effort to control
any insect infestation~
Does you association do that worki
Mr. ALLEN. I will remind you again that my association is a sort
of a clearing house and cooperative center £or a large number of
smaller associations, but many of these constituent associations have
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done it. For example, in the Klamath region this association down
in Klamath, in the lake counties, has been cooperating with the
Government £or a number 0£ years trying to control that situation.
The CHAIRMAN.There was an appropriation of $150,000 made by
the Government, and that was matched, I understand, on a 50-50
basis by the private timber owners.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes. Similarly with the white pine blister rust.
Some .of the Idaho· associations' have done a good deal to help con';.
trol that.
The CHAIRMAN.You think it is important that research should
be conducted on the part 0£ the Government and continuous effort
made £or the control, if not the eradication, 0£ these insect infestations 1
Mr. ALLEN. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Mr. Allen. We will now hear Mr-.
Boyer.

STATEMENTOFMR.W. S. BOYER,DIVISIONINSPECTOR,INTEXIOR
DU'ARTMENT,PORTLAND,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Boyer, will you give your name, address,
and official title 1
·Mr. BOYER.W. S. Boye:::-;residence, Portland; division inspector
0£ the Interior Department, Portland, Oreg., in charge 0£ work in
Oregon, Washington, and the northern part of Id~ho.
Senator CAMERON.What department are you in, Mr. Boyed
Mr. BoYER. Department 0£ the Interior.
Senator .CAMERON.
You represent the Government at. Washington 1
Mr. BoYER. I represent the Interior Department.
The CHAIRMAN.What does your district comprise 1 •
Mr. BoYER.,Oregon, W a.shington, and the northern part 0£ Idaho.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Boyer, can you give us the area 0£ the unreserved public domain in the State 0£ Oregon that comes under
y.our supervision, I mean in acres 1
Mr. BoYER. Yes. The unappropriated land in the State 0£ Oregon
amounts to 13,420,221 acres, that is the 1924 report.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Boyer, as to classification 0£ that area
as between timber and nontimber lands, can you give us the approximate areasi
Mr. BOYER.That I could not. I would not attempt to give you
that area.
The CHAIRMAN.The Interior Department has never made any
cruise1
Mr. BOYER.We have never made any cruise 0£ the timbered Ia,'nds
with the exception 0£ the Oregon and California gra·nt lands. I
can not .even give you that, because that was made under a separate
bureau.
Mr. BowDEN. Do your duties involve the administration of the
Oregon and California lands 1
·
Mr. BoYER. Only in part, I investigate timber depredations, and
complaints made in connection with nonresidence on lands which
have been taken under the homestead act. The timber sales are
conducted by Mr. E. P. Rand; 0£ Portland, the cadastral engineer
o:f the Surveyor General's Office.
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Mr. BowDEN. You kriow the location of those lands in this State?
Mr. BoYER. Do you mean, am I personally familiar with them?
Mr. BowDEN. Yes.
Mr. BOYER.To a large extent; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. About what area of those lands are within the
boundaries of national forests?
Mr. BOYER.Practically none of the lands which are Yacant and
unreserved. There probably may be some of the Oregon and Cali~
fornia grant lands within the area. I have not been able to check
that on these maps.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you know how many acres of those Oregon and
California land-grant lands are within the boundaries of national
forests?
Mr. BoYER. No; I do not. There were approximately 2,300,000
acres forfeited of the Oregon and California land-grant lands, and
96,000 acres in the Coos Bay wagon road, that is all blocked out in
the Portland, Roseburg, and part of the Lakeview land districts.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you a map showing the approximate locations
of the public-domain lands in the State of Oregon?
. Mr. BOYER.I made such a map, but I have not as yet completed
the Lake View district. That will be done in a few days.
Mr .. BowDEN, Will you send a copy of that map to the commil~e?
•
· Mr. BOYER.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Where are most of the unappropriated public lands
situated in this State?
Mr. BOYER.They are pretty well scattered throughout the State;
that is, oYer a radius of 95,000 or 96,000 square miles.
Mr. BowDEN. That which you have before you is the map which
you were referring to a moment ago?·
·
Mr. BOYER.Yes; this is the map showing the unappropriated
lands by township and ranges in the State of Oregon. This map is
the State of Idaho, showing the lands unappropriated in my district;
that is the northern part of the State of Idaho, north of the Salmon
River.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you send a copy of that map to this committee
at Washington?
Mr. BOYER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, have you ·a map made on. that line £or the
State of Washington?
Mr. BOYER.I have ; yes, sir.
'
Mr. BowDEN. And will you send a copy of that to the committee?
M.r. BOYER.Yes. The area of the State of Idaho in this division
is 209,935 acres.
·
.
The CHAIRMAN.That is the area north of Salmon Rived
Mr. BoYER. The area north of Salmon River.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the area in the State of Washington?
.
Mr. BoYER. The area in the State of Washington was 1,209,385
acres. That is the unappropriated area.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Boyer, how long has it been since you
started to compile or get a record of the unreserved public lands in
these States?
Mr. BOYER.The record £or the State of Idaho was compiled last
October, and the record £or the State of Oregon was compiled this
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year .. But these figures have not been tabulated.
They are taken
:from the 1924 report of the commissioner; that is, the figures. But
foe figures on these maps here are correct, the Oregon map, as to
within the last 90 days.
Senator CAMERON:Ninety days?
Mr. BOYER.Yes. And the Idaho map last October, and the ,vashington map last October.
:'I'h:e G:iicAIRMAN.
How,,manyfilrngs were·made in the past·year?
Mr. BOYER.During the past year?
The, CHAIRMA;N.Yes.
Mr. Bo YER. What kind; all classes?
The CHAIRMAN.Of all kinds of filings on public domain.
Mr. BOYER.I can probably tell you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.Possibly you have them segregated?
Mr. BOYER.I may have that tabulated here in just a little bit
different way. I can give you the filings on the stock-raising homestead area; that is, the total stock-raising homestead entries that
have been filed since 1919.
The CHAIRMAN.Very well, give it to us that way.
Mr. BOYER.The area patented was 10,073,338 acres. The number
of entries allowed since the passage of the act was 98,048. The
ac:i:e~ge, 38,478,606.
Now; the total number of applications received since the passage
of the ad w.as 109,282. The department acted on 107,445. And
the total area designated under that act was 115,659,993 acres.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been a falling off in applications in the
past year or the past few years?
·
Mr. BOYER.Well, I can judge from that. The area of public
lands in the State o:f Oregon in 1900 was 34,377,907 acres. In 1910
that fell down to 17,580,573 acres, or the appropriation during that
time was 16,979,324 acres: Now, from 1910 to 1920 there were
3,573,816 acres appropriated
in the State of Oregon, and from
1920 to 1924, 586,536 acres; that is, these la :t four years.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not include the agricultural homestead?
Mr. BOYER.This is the entire appropriation
of all classes of
public lands £or the State of Oregon £or those periods.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there many applications being made £or
agricultural homesteads, 160-acre homesteads?
·
Mr. BOYER.I should say that there were approximately 200 proofs
in this division coming through my office every month. That is,
stock raising and all classes of final proofs.
•Senator CA:M:;ERON.
•,That is 640,,.aicres?
Mr. BOYER.Six hundred and forty acres and three hundred arnl
twenty acres, timber and stone and all classes.
The CHAIRMAN.The greater percentage is 640-acre homesteads?
Mr. BOYER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there many of the 160-acre homestead applications being filed now?
Mr. BoYER. No; there are very few 160-acre homesteads, although
there are some being filed.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know as to whether the agricultural lands
of the State of Oregon have been mostly appropriated?
'
Mr: BoYER. Yes; that, I think, is indicated by the figures which I
have Just read~
0
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The lands which yet r!;lmain are mountainous, arid, and in mo.st
of the eastern part of the State,· and in the regions in most of the
eastern part of the State it is very difficult to get water. And they
will not produce unless they are irrigated-practically
all of them~
except, of course, close up to the foothills, wher' the moisture is
more pronounced than it is down in the valley. That is especially
true of the Harney and Malheur districts. Also up north toward
the Columbia River, clear through that stretch.
The CH,t\IRl\IAN.Most of the remaining lands then will .requite
reclamation?
·
Mr. BOYER.Most of the remaining lands will require reclamati<;>n
if they can get it.
Mr. BowDEN. How much of the State of Oregon has been surveyed?
Mr. BoYER;Practically all of the State of Oregon.
Mr. BowDEN. And of the State of Washington ?
Mr. BOYER.Practically all of that. The area is very limited. I
think probably I can tell you. The 1924 report gives 186,610 acres
unsurveyed in the entire State.
.
,
Mr. BowDEN. What part of the State~ that in?
Mr. Bon:R. Scattered all over the State, small areas scattered all
over the State. I think probably there is some unsurveyed land in
southeastern Oregon, and in fact scattered all over.
.
The CHAIRMAN.The work of surveying is being -carried on at this
time?
:
Mr. BoYER. Yes; there are parties out in the· field from early
summer until late fall.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you got your figures on the State of "Washington?
Mr. BOYER.Do you mean unsurveyed?
Mr. BowDEN. Yes.
Mr. BoYER. YtJs. The State of of Washington, the total area 1s
227,923 acres.
Mr. BowDEN. And the State of Idaho?
Mr. BOYER.The State of Idaho, 1,913,372 acres unsurveyed.
Mr. BowDEN. How much of the land in the State of Washington
within the unappropriated
public domain is chiefly valuable for
grazing purposes?
Mr. BOYER.That would be hard to answer witho.ut a survey of the
entire area, because a lot of that land in the State of Washington
is susceptible to irrigation and would come under that Big Bend
project that is under construction.
.
,
The area in the western part of the State and the eastern part'of
the State is about equally divided, and it will be practically impossible to state the approximate area of the grazing land in that ..
State owing to the possibility of reclamation.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, what would you say as regards the State of
Oregon?
Mr. BoYER. In the State of Oregon I am not so familiar with the
condition of the irrigable area as I am with the State of Washington.
But I think the most of the irrigable area of th@ State of Oreg-on
lies along and adjacent to the Columbia River, and down through .a
central part extending from northwest to southeast probably 25: 30,
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6{:35 miles. But I would not want that to be quoted as being
authentic.
1
Mr. BowDEN. You are familiar with the proposal to lease areas of
the public domain which are suitable only for grazing?
Mr. BoYER.I have heard it discussed before this committee.
, Mr. BowDEN. '\¥"hat are your recommendations relative to that
i)l:Qposal be~;ngput. into force in the State of Oregon?
. Mr: BoYER. "'\V"hy,if some bill could be enacted which would safeguard the small holders, the people who are residing in the immediate
vicinity .of these large areas of vacant land, and who have raised
their families there, run some stock-if their interests could be safegu11,rded, I thing in all probability it would be a good thing. Because a vast area here is 100 miles, 150 miles from a railroad, and it is
used by stockmen now, has been for 50 years that I know of, and if
they would safeguard the interest of the small people there by a
grazing law, I think it would materially help the use of the public
domain.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, do you think that a leasing act would tend
to make it possible to better .Protect the rights of the small interests?
, ..Mr. BoYER. I do, if they were safeguarded as I have outlined
,Jhere in some way.
' The CHAIRMAN.And is it your opinion that it would be better to
make it an area lease?
Mr. BOYER.Why, I think that an area lease would be practically
the only lease that could be put into effect or would apply. You
give a man a definite area in which he can graze and I think he would
p:r;otect that .area. Now, just to illustrate that. Over in the State of
Washington, east of Pasco about 10 miles, in 1908 I went over a 160acre tract of land that was as bare as that table. A man told me that
he had purchased it and was going to fence it. I went back there
three or four years after that and there was grass over 8 or 10 inches
high all over that tract of land. And I believe with that protection,
if they were given an area, allowed to fence 2 allowed to improve, that
it would benefit any stockman very materially and also benefit the
public lands.
' The CHAIRMAN.Do you think it would tend to conserve the
forage?
.
Mr. BOYER.Oh, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. In applying a leasing act, whether or not the public
I~nds are ~n.larg~ blocks is the problem to be considered in the efficient admm1strat10n of the act?
Mr. BOYER,Yes; that undoubtedly is the problem.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, having that in mind, what would you say as to
the leasing of the public domain in the State of Oregon~
Mr. BoYER. In the southeastern part of the State, and also in the
central part of the State, there are some areas there that could be
very favorably leased and, I believe, very advantageously leased.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, what is your criticism along that line as to the
public lands in the State o:f Washington?
·
·Mr.BOYER. Well, the area is so smalUn the State of Washington~
yoo take the townships there, and I do not believe there is a township
in ;the State that has over 7,000 acres of vacant public land in the
entire township, whereas these townships in the southeastern part
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of the State of Oregon have all the way from 7,000 to 21,000 ,and
22,000 acres of vacant public land. That is the difference.
•,•
Mr. BoWDEN. Then, in the State of Washington your public land
is in large part in isolated tracts?
,
Mr. BoYER. In isolated tracts.
•,·,
Mr. BowDEN. In the State of Oregon you have large blocks of public land in the southeastern portion of the State?
Mr. BoYER. Yes; we have large blocks of public land in the southeastern portion of the State.
, ··
Mr. BowDEN. There it would be easy to administer a leasing system?
.,
Mr. BoYER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. How about northern Idaho, which is within your
district?
Mr. BoYER. Northern Idaho-I
don't believe that northern Idaho
is so much of a grazing country, but the area in the northern part
of the State of Idaho is about the same as it is in the State of Washington. One township, and that is in a mineral country, I see has
about 10,000 acres. The balance of the townships run from 40 acres
to 1,800 and 1,900, and most of them 40, 80, 120, and 160. In the
southern part of the State of Idaho I presume that the conditions
are altogether different, because the entire State of Idaho has 9,81:1,~.
031 acres of vacant public land, or they did have in 1924. So that
would probably apply to the southern part of the State of Idaho. ,
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Boyer, you have just stated that the
public domain in the State of Washington is so isolated, the remnants are so small, that in your opinion a leasing law w~uld not be
beneficial. Have you in mind any provision that might be enacted
that would tend to bring those lands into private ownership andc:on
to the tax rolls ?
.•
Mr. BoYER. I would say-and
this will apply to the States of
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, and including the Oregon and California grants-that
a law should be enacted whereby people could
purchase adjacent holdings or lands which joined already owned
land or make homestead entries to the extent of 320 acres or 640
acres.
The CHAIRMAN.The present law provides £or 160?
Mr. BOYER.One hundred and sixty only.
The CHAIRMAN.And you think that if that was increased to :320
that it would induce appropriation?
Mr. BoYER. Yes; it would induce appropriation, because in this
State there are, of course, a large number of stockmen, thP.Yall have·
their areas, or a great many of them have their grazing areas fenced
and inside of these inclosures' which they have purchased; that is,
they have purchased the land from entrymen and private individuals-there
are areas of that kind which they have surrounded by
their fences, and they should be allowed to purchase that land iQside of their holdings.
The CHAIRMAN.You say there are isolated areas of that kind tha.t
are surrounded by their fences?
Mr. BoYER. Yes.
,
The CHAIRMAN.Well, they a.re not permitted to in close Goverliment land?
·
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Mr. BoYER. No; they are not permitted to inclose Government
land. That is the reason that I say that those areas should be enlargoo. in order to enable them to purchase the areas inclosed. These
:fences have been erected £or years, and they have been using the
ranges £or years, and they have been using this land. Therefore, instead 0£ being charged with an unlawful inclosure they should be
a.llo.,y;edto purch1,1;se,,if -1,ihey
·so desir~, ···
lfr. BownEN. 'What comment would you make on this proposal,
where unappropriated public lands are in isolated tracts, such tracts
being not larger than a township, the lands be appraised and be
offered £or sale, with preference given t9 the present user 0£ such
lands?
Mr. BoYER. That might apply, and it might not. I think the
stockmen and people who would. use the range would rather lease
the land than purchase a tract 0£ land which might be practically
impossible to develop.
In practically all 0£ this country, I will say, the waters have
been appropriated, and it is extremely difficult to get water· in a
large part of that southeastern Oregon country. I think the Senator
will .bear me out on that. You take this area in through the Alvord
Lake •country and down for a distance of 25 or 30 miles on both
sides, the water there has all been appropriated by the M~ller &
Luchs people. And over in this extreme southeastern part of the
country you will fmd that people are residing up these canyons,
and they use the water £or irrigation purposes, and practically
on the entire area of the vacant public lands it is extremely difficult
to get wat.er £or stock raising purposes. Therefore, unless a man
has an area where he can get water the leasing of the land would
not be of much benefit to him. He would have to expend a considerable amount of money getting down to water.
Mr. BowDEN. Now getting back to the proposal that I suggested
for your criticism, which related to isolated tracts. It agrees with
your proposal, except that I added one or two qualifications.
In
the first place .it would be appraised, and in the second place a
preference would be given to the present user of it.
Mr. BoYER. Well, I had in mind entirely the ability of the Government to dispose of it after it was appraised, and the difficulty
would be the lack of water probably on that particular area, although you might find in some of those places where you would
get water.
Mr. BowDEN. In one of your answers you stated that there were
a number of these areas that had been inclosed by :fence, and that
they were being used at the present time. And you suggested that
they be sold as isolated tracts, or that an opportunity be given to sell.
Now then, what do you think as regards those tracts, of a law providing that the lands be- appraised, and that they be sold, wit~
preference being given to the present user?
Mr. BoYER. Well, I am in favor of that. I am now and always
have been.
The CHAIRMAN.Would not the enforcement of the law pro-.
hibiting the inclosing or public lands tend to force the sale of those
lands~
Mr. BoYER. Yes ; it ~ould force sales, and I think in nine times
out of ten that the man maintaining the inclosure would be glad
0
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to buy that in order to eliminate any possibility of vaca'nt public
lands.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that those lands should be sold
to the highest bidder ?
Mr. BoYER. ell, no; they should be appraised and sold, although
I do not see the necessity very much £or appraisal even of those
land,s that. are in pa~ture., be~au~l;l most of them, epp~cia}Lv,:in this
'State and in the State of Washington;, are absolutely grazing lands
and nothing else. That is all they are fit for, and nothing else.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, they should be sold £or a reasonable value?
Mr. BoYER. A reasonable value.
The CHAIRMAN.Of course the main object in selling these lands
is to bring them into private ownership and on the tax rolls.
Mr. BOYER.Yes, sir. "\Vell, not only that, but also to relieve the
&tockmen of the liability and the worry over inclosed public lands.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Are there many drift fences on the public domain
in your territory?
·
.
Mr. BOYER.Not rnry many in that territory; that is, covering the
public lands.
·
Mr. BowDEN. Are you enforci:p.g the law against drift fences in
this territory?
Mr. BoYER. I am. to a certain extent; where the area is of any
material area I try to have them taken down ..
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have many complaints about the drift
fences?
Mr. BOYER.Not very many.
The CHAIRMAN.In the Southern and Southwestern States the
Secretary of the Interior has suggested a delay in the enforcement
of the law there awaiting a determination on the part of Congress
as to whether it would enact a leasing law or not. Have you had
any request for delay in enforcement here as to drift fences?
Mr. Bo YER. Not in this district. We have very, very small areas
inclosed. I only ha,·e one pending unlawful inclosure case in my
entire area now, I think, and as a matter of fact I believe that ha~s
been remo,•ed.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you know the extent of the timberlands in the
public, domain in your district ?
Mr. BoYER. No; I do not. There is never a cruise of the timberlands until somebody applies for it, and then they are cruised.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you attempt any fire protection as to the
timbered areas of the public domain?
Mr. BoYER. For the last two years we have. In this State we
have been furnished with three lookouts. That was, however, late
in the season. And the State of "\:V
ashin,&ton was furnished with
three this year at $100 and $110 a month. vur appropriation is very
limited this vear £or our own work.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the amount o:f your appropriation?
Mr. BoYER. I do not know the exact amount, but I understand that
it was $106,000 less than it was £or the years 1923 and 1924.. For the
.year ending June 30, 1925, it was $526,400. For the present year it
I~ $420,000.
. The CHAIRMAN.Is the reduction in your appropriation
in any
way impairing the administration?

,:v
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Mr. BOYER.It certainly does. · It impairs our work; that is, getting our work done. We need more men; and we are compelled to
take men from this division and put them in other divisions in order
to get the work done there. So that people have to wait; that is all
there is to it. One man can not do any more in a day than a day's
work.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, is this impairment of administration due to
the lack of funds detrimental to the best interests of the public?
Mr. BOYER.I would say so. People have to wait for the adjudication of their claims. We get to them as fast as po;;sible.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, is it a saving to the Government, or is it
simply a postponement?
Mr. BOYER.Yes; in my judgment it would be a saving to the
Government, too, if those things could be closed up and closed up
promptly.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, then, the cut in the appropriation is not a
saving to the Government; it is only a postponement and a delay,
and in the end will cost more money than it would if the money
were appropriated at this time and used?
Mr. BoYER. That is mv personal view of it.
Mr. BownEN. Do you have many contests arising in your district ·
between 640-acre homesteaders and persons who have located mining ..
claims?
Mr. BOYER.Yes; we have complaints, I might say, very £re. quently. People come into the office, old miners who have been on
these lands £or years.
Mr. Bowm,N. That is, that have located claims?
Mr. BOYER.Yes; that have located claims on 640 acres; and complain of homesteads being allowed over their claims.
Mr. BownEN. What recommendations would you make relative
to lessening that friction between homesteaders and miners? ·
Mr. BOYER.The homesteader should not be allowed to make entry
on lands on which there are mining locations.
Mr. BownEN. Then is your recommendation this, that when a location is made, that that land should not be opened to homesteading
under the 640-acre homestead act?
Mr. Borim. It should not be opened to h_omesteading at all or any
class of entrv.
·
Mr. BowDEN. For how long a time? \Vould you put any limitation on the time ?
Mr. Borim. No; no limitation on the time, or until such a time as
that land might be dedared by prospecting to be nonmineral in
c_haracter, or to be found nonmineral in character to the satisfaction of the man who has spent his money in developing mining
claims.
Mr. BOWDEN.Is it your experience that this situation arises: That
a mining claim is loc.ated;. some one comes in and files a homestead
over that same area; the purpose or motive of that filing is to hold
up the miner?
Mr. BOYER:Well, I have. not developed any cases of that kindthat is, by contest--so that would be a pretty difficult situation to
develop.. But I would say that it could be done and probably is
being done, from the number of complaints we have had originating
against the 640-acre homestead law.
0
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Mr. BowDEN. Should the description of a mining location be
filed with the receiver and register or with the land office?
Mr. BOYER.I think that the provision should be made £or the
filing of all mining locations with the local office.
Mr. BowDEN. Local land office?
Mr. BoYER. Local land office, £or this reason, that when an investigation is made, or when a designation is made, that the party
designating or making the investigation would then see the location
of record in the land office. We seldom go to the courts to examine the records, because it is an endless task, but we do go to the
land office. And if mining claims are found of record, then extreme
care would be taken in the investigation of those various claims.
We know practically nothing about the locations until we get on
the ground, and then probably have to send a trained mining engineer to make the investigation.
It puts us to the additional expense
and the additional time reaching a conclusion.
Mr. BowDEN. What is your criticism of this proposal, that the
homestead law be increased to permit the homesteading of two,
three, or £our sections?
Mr. BOYER.I have no criticism to make on that proposal at all,
if the object is to dispose of the vacant public lands, other than to
say that in all probability if such a condition were to take place
that it might eliminate the larger portiol\ of the public ranges.
Because the average homesteader that goes on the public domain
is not a stock grower. He simply goes on the public domain to
acquire title, as a usual thing, now.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you referring now to the 64O-acre homesteader?
·
Mr. Bo YER. I am referring now to the 64O-acre homesteader;. yes,
sir: And Mr. Boyden suggested a one, two, or three section entry.
I was stating my objection to that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Boyer, can you come back this afternoon?
Mr. BOYER.Yes, indeed, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.We are now about to adjourn £or the luncheon
hour. The committee will reconvene at 2 o clock, and if there are
any here who wish to. be heard I wish. that you would give your
names to the clerk of the committee, who will be here at the table,
in order that. we may call on you.
Without obj'ection, we will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, a recess was taken until 2 o'clock
p. m. the same day, Tuesday, September 8,, 1925.)
AFTER

RECESS

p.

The committee reconvened at 2 o'clock
m. the same day, Tuesda.y·, September 8, 1925, pursuant to the taking of recess.
'17he CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. Mr. Boyer,
will you take the stand?
STATEMENT OF MR. W. S. BOYER--ltesumed

Mr. BowDEN. Now, Mr. Boyer, you stated at the beginning of your
testimony that about the only lands suitable for agricultural purposes remaining in the public domain were lands that could be re-
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claimed. Having that answer in mind, what would you say as to the
advisability o:f increasing the size o:f the homestead that could be
filed upon 1
Mr. BOYER.I do not believe that a material increase over the 640acre homestead. law would really benefit, although it might. For
this reason: The people who take homestead entries are mainly speculators. They go out :from the big cities. They know nothing about
th~ c@ditions.into whicfo,they,are going; and,,they ,ta.ke up the,,land
and put a certain amount o:f improvements on it, and as soon as they
make proof they are gone. They are not a fixture in the land or in
the locality. There is this to say about the 640 acre tract law, or any
larger area, that many people have secured small stakes in taking up
these tracts of land. They simply take theµi up :for the purpose o:f
selling them, and as soon as they complete their improvements they
do sell thein and get :from $500 to $600 or $1,000 cash, which they can
invest in other property. So that, so far as taking up a larger area
:for the only purpose :for· which the land really would be fit-that is,
the raising of stock-I do not believe it would materially benefit that
industry.
. .
.
. .
Mr. BowDEN. And for the grazing o:f stock you would have to have
a very large homestead in order to be o:f any value whatsoever, must
you not?.
.
Mr. BoYER. You must «10t only have a larger area, but you must
have a place where you can grow winter :feed, because the stock in a
great many places can not use the open range :for the winter season.
Mr. BowDEN. What range there is le-ft would in large part be ·
valuable only to supplement present private holdings?
Mr. BOYER.I would think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Could you loosely estimate the number o:f acres
o:f the remaining public domain in Oregon that it would take to
graze a cow?
Mr. BOYER.I am not posted,on .tha,t :feature,, but I understand it is
between 25 and 30. Personally I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN.About 25 head?
Mr. BoYER. Twenty-five or thirty.
The CHAIRMAN.That would be about 25 head to the grazing
homestead?
Mr. BOYER.About 25 head to the grazing homestead, somewhere
along there. And I think they would have a hard time at that in
some o:f that area.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Boyer, are you o:f the opinion that the
grazing homestead has been beneficial to any large degree so :far as
locaters and the general public are concerned?
Mr. BoYER. Yes; in this way: As I said before, people going out
on to the public domain and making an entry o:f that kind have put
the improvements required by the Government on that land, and
then have been able to dispose o:f the land at a material advance,
and thereby have acquired a small stake whereby they can procure
other lands. Buy another place, get a small home, where they
could raise produce and sustain their :families on that way.
The CHAIRMAN.This really then defeats the intent and purpose
o:f the act?
Mr. BOYER.It defeats the purpose o:f the law; there is no question about that.
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And another thing, in my territory is the question of the mining
claims on the 640-acre homestead. A careful designation is made,
because they do not examine in the field. The Geological Survey
do not examine each individual tract. They take a piece of country
and they make their designation and recommend regardless of
whether the land contains timber or whether it contains mining
claims.
Mr. BowDEN. ViThat comment have you to make on the operation
of the desert' land· acts ih' your district?
·
· ·
Mr. BOYER.I believe that the area should be reduced :Brom
320 to an irrigable area of not greater than 40 acres.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, will you explain what you mean by an irrigable area of not greater than 40 acres.
· .
Mr. BOYER.Well, for instance, in these canyons up through the
eastern part of the State you would have to have probably 160
acres or maybe 200 acres before you get an irrigable area of 40
acres out of the 200 acres, because it is probably on each side of a
creek.
The, CHAIRMAN.What is the area of desert-land entry now?
··Mr:Bonm: Three'hhndred\and·twenty.
The CHAIRMAN.And when you speak of reducing the irrigable
area to 40 acres you do not mean to reduce the size of the claim
from 320 acres to 40 acres?
Mr. BOYER.I mean if all of the area, the entire area, can be irrigated, yes; reduce it to 40 acres, because that is all one man can
take care of.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, then, in the event of such a case as you have
described, where there is perhaps in a considerable area only 40
acres of irrigable land, what then?
Mr. BOYER.I should say he should be able to take up to 160 or
up to 200, where he can only irrigate 40 acres in small patches
running down in the 160 or 200 acres. But where an entire tract
of land amounting to. 320 acres can be irrigated ·it is entirely,too
much for any one man, and it is simply speculative; that is all it
is. I have in my district, over in the State of Washington, entries
that have been pending over there approximately 20 years, and
they haven't got water on them yet, and from 160 acres to 320 acres.
It is simply that the entire reclamation proposition in connection
with the desert-land entries is speculative.
The CHAIRMAN.You suggest the reduction of the desert-land
entry from 320 acres to 40 acres of irrigable land, and from 320
to 200 acres of land where not more than 40 acres would be irrigable on the entire body, not to exceed 200 acres of irrigable and
nonirrigable land; is that your suggestion?
Mr. BOYER.Yes; that would be my suggestion on that.
Mr. BowDEN. Has it been your observation that· withdrawals have
been made for various purposes by the Geological Survey without
close discrimination as to the value of the land for the purpose of the
withdrawal?
Mr. BoYER. Why, I have come in contact with a great many instances of that kind in connection with water power. Lands have
been withdrawn up on top of the mountain for water-power purposes. There would not be any stream within a mile and a halt
or 2 miles of it-right
up on top of a hill. I think a. great m'.lny of
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those earlier withdrawals were made in that way. Just simply the
location of a stream,•and it was withdrawn £or water-power purposes;
'iMr. BowDEN. Withdrawals
were not made apparently on the
g1T0Und,but were made away from the ground? They were not made
o:i!Fthe ground?
•Mr. BoYER. I would say not; at least I could not see how those
could be made on the ground.
•Mr. BowDEN. Are those areas being restored to the public domai:r:i?
Mr. BoYER. Oh, yes; when an application is made £or them the
Interior Department instructs us to make an investigation, and if we
find those conditions exist, we recommend the restoration.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, in the absence of an application you do not
recommend the restoration?
'
i ,Mr. Bo YER. No; not unless it is specifically called to our atten-

ti~n.
\The CHAIRMAN.Are there any further questions to ask Mr. Boyer?
Have you any statement you wish to make, Mr. Boyer?
Mr. BoYER. You asked me about the timbered land, I think, on
the Oregon & California grant. The timbered area of that, from
a compilation made bv another bureau, was 1,332,384 a.cres. That
wail the timbered area
the 0. & C.
,
The CHAIRMAN.That is the timbered area. Have you a full list?
Mr. BoYER. And the nontimbered was 1,134,756 acres. I can give you the figures on what has already been sold of the Oregon-Califot':nia grant [handing statement to the chairman].
The CHAIRMAN.This shows an area of '79,789 acres?
·Mr. BoYER. That has already been sold.
IThe CHAIRMAN.That· has been sold?
Mr. Bo YER. Yes.
'l'he CHAIRMAN.And 2,118,511,330 feet.
-Mr. BoYER. Yes.
'The CHAinMAN.And the receipts have been $4,050,672.87.
Mr. Bo YER. Yes; since the land was restored.
'l'he CHAIRMAN.Now, £or how much of the untimbered area have
homestead applications been made?
Mr. BoYER. That would be impossible £or me to state at this time,
because I never looked that matter up. It would be in connection
with the suggestion I made this morning with reference to the isolated tracts, that they be also made to apply to the 0. & C. grant.
Nbw a great deal of that land is decomposed granite, and it is practically worthless except £or· the small amount of timber there is on
th:e land, and the little grazing. So I think that the isolated tract
la\v, should be extended to apply to this 0. & C. land. I think we
would be able to dispose of a great deal of it.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that would induce ownership?
Mr. BoYER. Yes; get it into private ownership.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement to make, Mr.
Boyer?
Mr. BoriR. No further statement.
The CHAIRMAN."\,Ve will excuse you £or the time being, then.
Mr. Hanley, will you take the stand ?
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STATEMENTOF MR. WILLIAM HANLEY, CATTLE AND SHEEP
RAISER, BURNS, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hanley, you are engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR~IAN.In what branch of the livestock business?
Mr. HANLEY. Sheep and cattle; mostly cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.And do you graze on the public domain?
Mr. HANLEY. I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze in the forest reserves?
Mr. HANLEY.I do not.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hanley, will you make a statement to the
committee on the various phases of the public domain question that
occur to you ?
Mr. HANLEY.Well, first, I am a native Oregonian.
I think I
was in the Harney Valley country a couple or three years before
there was a title to a piece of land in that country south of the
Blue Mountains to the Nevada line. Since that time I have engaged in ranching and grazing on the public domain, and have
been in close contact and touch with the carrying out of settlement
and the grazing of stock.
In the early history of the country the people settled in the
valleys and the land that was overflowed by the flood waters of
the streams that ran into these different valleys were the lands that
were settled on fiI:st. I, with others, used the foothills and the land
that is now known as the forest reserve as common grazing public
domain. This continued up to the time of the withdrawal of the
forest, which was put under a grazing system.
I think about the second year after the withdrawal I attended a
meeting that was held here· in Portland, Oreg., at the date that the
National Livestock Convention was held in Portland, Oreg. At
the time I was considerably averse to the idea of the plan of grazing,
and yet I do not think that it is hardly just and equitable to the
country and the best interest of developing its areas with a supply
of grass, making a distinction between what is commonly known
as an allotment, or what stockmen generally term range. The
lands under any system of permits or .free rights to graze are
overgrazed, and it is not promotive of developing, of creating a
better understanding
of feed. The stock business is only feed
turned into the form of meat, and under present modern conditions
the theory of range and taking care of stock in these grazing countries has not kept up with the progress of cost and overhead of
managing the meat-producing business.
This whole question can not be handled with a broad~st understanding without starting with what attracted th~ pioneer to the
country and the progress that he has made in it and brought the
States up to the position that they are in to-day. Under the
modern idea of irrigation which must be carried on in order to
make these States attractive and competitive for settlement, and
make them competitive with opportunities of cities and closely condensed settlements, all the resources in these countries must be connected to the life and cost of the struggle of the people who were
43213-25-PT
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attracted to and adopted this new evolution in these valleys that
will maintain population.
Irrigation can not be put in without
a big cost and the first cost· is only an entrance fee of what must
follow, either in money or labor, to make a producing turnover
property of products on these lands. And this can not be considered without putting the whole resources of the country behind irrigation and support it as a modern plan of developing agricultural
life in the stock business.
The country has gone through all kinds of land settlement. In
the earliest days it was 175 miles to the land office, and the fellow
that had the best run of horses got the land. He kept it if he did
not meet the other fellow coming the other way, and was disappointed if he didn't get it. This is the basis of a great many tragedies in the early settlement, which brought about what is known
as the "gun" days.
In the past 15 years there has been a big movement of settlement
over these arid areas of what was termed dry-land £arming. This
brought about wreckage and disappointment to the people that settled on these lands. I am not prepared with figures, but out of
several million acres that were settled in central Oregon it is safe to
say that there is not 1 per cent of the lands settled at this date.
These lands that are left should be put under some regulated lea:;ing system, with a reasonable degree of assurance to the lessee that
this would continue sufficient to give an ownership interest in them;
that they would be improved in feed production.
This probably
would hold good, so far as the forest is concerned.
In more recent years there has been a big lot of this land taken
up on what has been termed enlarged homesteads, which does not
serve any purpose of the common principle of land settlement; that
people are taking it up to build up homes under what is commonly
known as public-land privileges. They are mostly taken £or what
they would be worth after title was secured. All common land laws
should be suspended £or a period of years, with probably the exception of special cases, and £or these should be by a hearing and special
consent of the Secretary of the Interior.
I do not aim £or my statement here to bear upon mineral lands,
as I am testifying about stock and agricultural lands.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hanley. you heard Mr. Boyer's statement as
to isolated tracts of land that· are larger than 160 acres. Do you
think that a provision should be made £or the purchase of larger
areas than 160 acres where they are surrounded by privately owned
land and are not of agricultural value other than grazing?
Mr. HANLEY. Well, there is so much isolated land that off hand
it would be my judgment that under any leasing system that right
would be taken care of. I can not see any objection to selling those
lands £or agricultural and grazing monopoly, seeing that I have
served an active lifetime under that shadow and have had my land
appetite satisfied. I am perfectly willing to testify that this was
always a political myth and had more effect upon the big public than
there ever was in it as a reality. My biggest troubles have been when
I had most of it.
The CHAIRMAN.What is your opinion as to the disposition of the
proceeds derived from the reserved areas-that
is, as to the distribution of the proceeds from the sales of such?
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Mr. HA.NLEY.All excepting administering should go to the county
and State. This is a heritage conclusion. ,vhen I was a boy ~7
years old, in my choice between college and the plains, I took the big
·open space. My father, on the summit of the Cascades, looking
down into the Klamath Basin, in which he had done the early farming, said to me to go on to the plains till I found a big country, and
the time would not be far off when the timber would bring transportation. This has not happened, but there is a possibility of it getting
transportation.
But at the time of the forest withdrawals they were
taken and held out from the common timber laws £or the purpose of
keeping them from being bought up at the low price of the land and
getting the timber £or the purcJ:;iase of the land. This has taken
from the country what woi:1ld have attracted me and any other settler, or the reason why people should settle in these countries, if
they were not an inherited support to come from these great natural
crops, just as every State has had the benefit of it, excepting our 11
"\Vestern States within which these withdrawals have been made,
The CHAIRMAN.And it is you opinion that the 25 per cent plus
10 per cent division of the receipts from the resources of the
forest, made to the State and county, is not a fair distribution?
Mr. HANLEY. I look at this as the right of a State to have the
benefit of its natural resources as a support to its common problems
of social development as it must make itsel£ competitive with other
States that have had the advantage of the benefit of its natural
resources.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hanley, you are :familiar with the so-called
0. & C. land grant lands in the State of Oregon and other land
grants that have reverted to the Federal Government?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you in favor of the provisions that have
been made for the distribution of the proceeds of the sales of those
lands?
Mr. HANLEY. Well, I am not familiar with all of the provisions
that have been made, but those are mostly nonagricultural,
and ·
to a degree are timbered, with some mineral. They should go to
the support of schools and roads. These counties occupy large
areas which have to be supplied with roads as well as schools.
The pioneer who settled that land was the only taxpayer, and is
specially penalized £or the contribution he made to the common
community in the way of taxation.
Land settlement is impossible
if you pyramid another cost like irrigation and expect people to
adopt it, people who gave their life solving its problems, with any
ultimate promise of having property after they succeed-if
they
do. This is a real social problem in our State when land settlement is under discussion.
·
'l'he CHAIRMAN.I take it from your statement that you consider
the natural resources that are now held in reserve as the great attraction £or the development of transportation lines?
Mr. HANLEY. They are our greatest attraction.
The area of
Oregon, if it was crowded together, would not be much larger than
some of the little States. The statement is made that about a dozen
of them could be crowded together to make Oregon. But when the
valuable land of Oregon is crowded together it is a small State.
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And these waste lands must have the benefit of transportation
to
get to the other parts.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You have recently experienced some application of that rule or that method in the locality where you reside
in the inducement of building a railroad into Burns and north
to Sil vies to transport timber of the forest reserve?
Mr. HANLEY. We have a road now under construction from Crane,
Oreg., to Seneca, which is about 80 miles west and north from
Crane, for the purpose of moving timber under a forest allotment
to be harvested.
This is , a wise and opportune thing under the
adverse conditions the country has passed through in the last five
y,ears, and this should be continued over all forest areas in the
State of Oregon. I do not mean by this wholesale harvesting,
but judicious and wise as to the support of its part of the thrift
of the different communities, as every agricultural and settled part
of the State of Oregon is affected by the withdrawal of these big
areas of nontaxable property.
The CHAIRMAN.,vhere a line of railroad is introduced by the sale of
the timber within the forest, and it passes through mixed agricultural and forest areas, do you believe that such a railroad should
be operated as common carrier?
Mr. HANLEY. I do, and if operated as a common carrier it should
be liberally supported by guaranteed tonnages.
The CHAIRMAN".
Mr. Hanley, you attended the hearings recently
held in Salt Lake under the auspices of the American National
Livestock Association and the National
ool Growers' Association, I believe?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes; I did.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the resolutions that were
adopted by those organizations pertaining to the disposition of the
public domain?
Mr. HANLEY. I was not present when the resolutions were read,
and I have never had a copy of them but I have some general knowledge of them, but if you will read the one you refer to, Senator, I
will be glad to comment on it.
The CHAIRMAN.They are quite brief, and I will read them in full
[reading]:

,v

The condition in the various sections of the public domain in different
States is so varied and often opposite that no definite and complete blanket
plan can be formulated that will equitably and effectively apply to all States,
and that therefore we recommend to the Public Lands Committee that1. Its hearings in the various States must of necessity largely determine the
scope and details of such a plan or plans as properly may be formulated for
the different States and make effective such legislation as seems necessary,
if any, for a solution of the public domain problem.
2. That any principles underlying a grazing use of the public domain must
recognize:
(a) The necessity for definiteness of control in the operator.

Meaning by that a long-tenure lease.
Mr. HANLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you in favor of the long-tenure lease if a
leasing law should be enacted?
Mr. HANLEY.Well, if it is a question of what is called a long
lease I would say 5 or 10 years.
The CHAIRMAN.A 5 or 10 year tenure?
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Mr. HANLEY. Yes. With probably renewal every 5 years, and
with an option of 10 the next renewal.
The CHAIRMAN( continuing reading) :
( b) A charge basis which does not depreciate investment
owned properties dependent upon the use of such ranges.

values in privately

Now, I take it from that that they mean that the charge shall be
a nominal charge to cover the cost of regulation and administration
predicated upon the idea that a larger charge for the use of the now
free range would tend to lessen the value of ranch properties that
are dependent for grazing on the now free ranges. What is your
op'inion as to that? Should a charge be based on the full rental value
thereof, on a commercial basis, or should it be a nominal charge for
the purposes of regulation in order that it might not depreciate the
values of dependent ranch properties?
Mr. HANLEY.Well, I don't think I am really quite in harmony with
the common theory that it ought to be too nominal. It ought to be
competitive and sufficiently investigated to give assurance that with
the grazing privilege there will be improvement of the range instead
of deterioration.
I think these are the controlling factors. The price
is second to the development of its better use. There is no one that
can take these lands and bring about a better grazing condition without doing it at a cost, and that should be the big consideration.
Do
you understand what I mean?
The CHAIRMAN.Let me see whether I understand you.
I take it that you mean that the charge should be a reasonable
charge and the cost of improvement-Mr. HANLEY. Should be a part of that.
The CHAIRcVIAN.
Should be added to that as a part of the rental
paid?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes; it should be added to that as a part of the
rental paid.
The CHAIRMAN.Therefore the rental to be charged should be
some place between the cost of supervision and what would be a
fair price for the use of the range with an inducement by reason of
its being under the commercial value to bring about the development
and improvement, and the stopping of deterioration in grazing?
Mr. HANLEY. And that the amount paid on that is a general reduction of the common community tax burden.
The CHAIRMAN.You have already stated that you believe that
the receipts from these natural resources should go to the counties
and the States wherein these ·lands lie?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes; the receipts should go to the counties and the
States wherein these lands lie.
The CHAIRMAN.For the purpose of reducing the burden of
taxation?
Mr. HANLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Now the next point [reading]:
(c) That priority and use shall be the general basis of the granting
to occupy such ranges.

of right

That is, as to distribution, that the livestock men that are now
using or have heretofore used these lands should be !:,riven a preference right to lease.
Mr. Hanley. I think that is right.
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The CnAIRMAN.That would be as between present users and man
who might come in induced by the opportunity to lease.
Mr. HANLEY. I think that is right.
The CHAIRMAN.Now the next point [reading]:
3. '['hat preceding any application of any law to this problem, the public
domain should be classified as to its proper use with reference· to the best
economic development and benefit to the general public.

You are in accord with that?
. Mr. HANLEY. Absolutely right.
The CHAIRMAN(reading) :
4. Any law enacted covering this matter should be based. upon the principle
of local option in States or grazing districts.

That is to say, that if the State or if a locality within a State did
not desire the leasing of the public domain the leasing law would
not there apply.
Mr. HANLEY. Yes. "\Vell, that is right. I would not want to
say what the condition was in somebody else's community.
The CHAIRMAN.Those were the resolutions adopted, excepting
as to a resolution opposing further extensions of national parks
and Federal game preserves, and that resolution is as follows
[reading]:
That there be no further extensions to present national parks and that no
new parks or Federal game preserves be created in the States of Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho. Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming.

These are the so-called public-land States. Have you any opinion as to the propriety or desirability of extending national parks
or creating new game preserves?
Mr. HANLEY. Well, I have a bird reserve on my hands now. On
that question I may have a little personal prejudice. Well, I have
a wonderful respect for the playing public. I think the people
who live in the community, who have struggled and have caused
roads to be built and all the other pleasant conditions to be brought
about that make it attractive to them, they should be given the
first right of way. I mean by that that the option or privilege
should be more with the community. Our reserve would handicap
our irrigation development, and I would say as a citizen that I
would feel outraged that that should be considered as against a
settlement of more than 50 years under the good faith that the
water supply and evolution of agriculture and stock would take
the precedence over other things.
'
The CHAIRMAN.It has been before the _committee in the past, and
possibly will be before the committee during the impending session
of Congress, as to the creation of an antelope and sage hen reserve
in southeastern Oregon. In your opinion is it necessary to create
such a reserve for the protection of the antelope and sage hen?
Mr. HANLEY. Oh, I think that is more a matter of local administration through the present game commissions that the States
have.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that the State of Oregon, through its
fish and game commission, can take care of that situation and continue the perpetuity of the antelope and the sage hen in southeastern Oregon ?
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Mr. HANLEY. Yes. I would not imagine anyone wanting to eat
an antelope unless he was right fresh from town or college. :And I
would be perfectly willing to apply that to a sage hen. No real
lover of the open spaces ever eats either of them. Nor jack rabbits,
either. But I would like to say a little more about the sage hen.
The sage hen is not a bird that exists in reserves. He is a field
bird. He goes to the big, high desert countries in the winter and
spring, but he comes into the fields as soon as the seeds commence
to show up in the grasses. He is a field bird.
The CHAIRMAN.And your experience has led you to believe that
State administration is sufficient?
Mr. HANLEY. State administration is sufficient. These antelope
were all in the valleys, every place, when we came into the country.
An antelope doesn't stand for settlement, and the country they are
in now is not settled, nor will it ever be settled. It is only a question of State administration of the game pr·otection. They do not
need an_y reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the antelope increasing or decreasing under
the present State administration?
Mr. HANLEY. They are increasing. They have since this dry-land
settlement went out of the country. They are increasing since then.
The dry-land settler was pretty well a town fellow, and the first
idea he had was to kill some antelope. But since they left the dry
land areas, these antelope are increasing.
The CHAIRMAN.And the antelope are not attractive to the real
settlers of the country as a game animal?
Mr. HANLEY. No. I would not imagine anybody eating more
than one.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a further statement, Mr. Hanley?
Mr. HANLEY. No; I have no further statement.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, if there are no further questio1:.:oat this
time you will be excused, Mr. Hanley. Thank you very much.
I will call Mr. Hunt.
STATEMENT OF MR. W. E. HUNT, SHEEP RAISER, MAUPIN, OREG.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hunt, give your name and address to the
reporter.
Mr. HuNT. W. E. Hunt, Maupin, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.·will you state your occupation, Mr. Hunt?
Mr. HuNT. My occupation is in the sheep industry.
The CHAIRMAN.You are engaged in the sheep business?
Mr. HuNT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the public domain?
Mr. HuNT. Yes, sir; on the national forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the unreserved public domain
outside of the national forest?
Mr. HUNT. No, sir ; it is all deeded land that I have. There isn't
any Government land on the outside.
The CHAIRMAN.You are a user of the national forest?
_
Mr. HUNT. I am a user of the national forest; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And you have a permit to graze on the national
forest?
Mr. HuNT. I have a permit to graze on the national forest.
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The CHAmMAN. And in what forest?
Mr. HUNT. The Oregon National Forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have a statement to make, Mr. Hunt, to
the committee?
Mr. HuNT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you proceed ?
Mr. HUNT. Gentlemen, last winter I took a bunch of sheep over
to my range and fed them 300 tons of hay, a bunch of yearlings and
2-year-old and 3-year-old wethers, 1,500 in number, thinking that
by wintering them well that I could enter the forest reserve about
the 15th or 20th of June. I made application to Mr. Sherrard, our
supervisor of the Oregon National Forest, thinking I could enter the
forest reserve about the 15th or 20th of June. So that I received
then a letter from Mr. Sherrard stating that " I will consider your
application."
So when I received my permit to enter the forest reserve it stated on the permit" Not until the 10th day of July."
Now my neighbor that ranges on the west side of my range was
allowed to enter the 23d of June. And the other permittees that
range in the forest reserve were allowed to enter the 1st of July.
And he kept me out until the 10th day of July. My sheep had fallen
away, the lambs had shrunken up right by their mothers' sides so
that they were hardly fit to enter the forest reserve.
Well, it takes me from 16 to 17 days to drive in on iny range;
that is, on my little range. Of course the ewes and lambs can be
driven from my home range in about five days. Well, it was from
108 to 110 in the shade, and it was just impossible to go through
the Mount Wilson burns. It was a rocky ,country. So I made a
trail as good as any ranger makes in the forest reserve back about
2½ miles to get through that burn. So when I got down on my
range the grass had dried up, the seeds had fallen out of the heads
of the grass, and the leaves had curled on the stems of the pea vines.
That is the condition that I found my range in.
Now, all I am asking for is the same privilege as the balance of
the permittees that range on the forest reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hunt, are you a member of a livestock association?
·
Mr. HUNT. I am a member of the livestock association, and I am
a director of the Pacific Cooperative Wool Growers here.
The CHAIRMAN.And has your association an advisory board ?
Mr. HuNT. Our association has an advisory board, but there isn't
anybody in our district that would enter a complaint. · They are
afraid of Mr. Sherrard.
The CHAIRMAN.Who is Mr. Sherrard?
Mr. HUNT. Supervisor of our forest reserve:
The CHAIRMAN.Why are they afraid of him?
Mr. HUNT. Because they are afraid that he will cause them some
inconvenience.
·
The CHAIRMAN.1Vell, have you any reason £or believing that he
would?
Mr. HuNT. Yes; I have. One of my neighbors was in business
with Mr. Hollis, and they disagreed in the business, and they closed
out a year ago. Well, Mr. Traupin, my neighbor, wanted to continue in the business, and he went to Mr. Sherrard and asked him if
it would be necessary for him to run a band of sheep ori the rang~ .
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the :following season to hold his range, or could he vacate that range
for one season. Mr. Sherrard told him, " You can vacate the range
for one season and you will have the assurance 0£ it the next season." "\Vell, he went into business last £all and applied £or the range
this spring, and he took that range from him and gave him a range
that doesnh amount to a hill 0£ beans, and the man that occupied
the range last summer was Mr. Fitzpatrick, and they allowed him
to have that range. Now, that is the kind 0£ supervisor we have.
All we are asking £or is a £air and square deal, and that is all I
want.
Senator CAMERON.Do you know 0£ any good reason why Mr.
Sherrard kept you off the range?
Mr. HUNT. I don't know, unless it was because I applied to enter
the :forest reserve the 15th 0£ June. A year ago he allo'Yedus to
enter the 15th day 0£ June. But this year he wouldn't allow me to
go on until the 10th day 0£ July.
Senator CAMERON.Well, are there not some seasons when you
can enter earlier than you can others?
Mr. HUNT. Oh, yes; there are some seasons when you can enter
earlier than others, but where a man has got to drive so :far to his
range, why, according to our meeting that was held in The DaUes
a year ago, they should let these men that have to drive so far enter
the :forest reserves sooner than those that are close to the edge 0£ the
timber.
Senator CAMERON.This meant considerable loss 0£ your stock1
Mr. HuNT. Why, $500 wouldn't pay the damage that it done to
that bunch 0£ wethers. The sheepmen in our country are limited
to an amount of prairie range, and consequently their sheep are kept
out of the prairie until the lambs shrunk, so that wh-n they sell in
the £all they have to be sold £or :feeders, and those men are going
broke, those men can't keep up, and they are going out 0£ business
as fast as they can.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been grazing this particular
allotment?
.
Mr. HuNT. I have been grazing this particular allotment £or 35
years, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And how do·es the range compare to-day with the
range 10 years ago?
Mr. HuNT. ,Vhy, there are camps on my range where I used to
herd £or 10 Jays that I can't get on and herd one day now, not one
day. The underbrush is growing so fast. They have cut us down
in number; so the underbrush has grown so fast that it is impossible
to get into the range.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that any result 0£ overgrazing?
Mr. HuNT. Why, this brush has grown up-no;
because we are
not allowed to graze what we should graze on our range.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, I meant to :follow that with another question. It is not the result 0£ overgrazing?
Mr. HuNT. No; I should say not.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, has it resulted from undergrazing? ·
Mr. HUNT. It has resulted :from undergrazing; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you explain to the committee just what you
mean by that, and how undergrazing has impaired it?
43213-25-PT
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Mr. HuNT. Well, what I mean by undergrazing is that we are not
allowed to graze. Now, in this district, before this forest reserve
was set aside as a forest reserve, then we could take from 2,100 to
2,500 head of sheep in the mountains, and one man can handle 2,500
head of sheep just as well as 1,200 or 1,300 head of sheep, and by
taking 2,200 or 2,300 head 0£ sheep on the forest reserve they kept
this brush eaten down so the sheep can go through. But when we •
have got small herds they can not keep that underbrush down. And
you take it above Wamic, where we used to run when Mr. Shear
was in business, when we used to run 5,000 or 10,000 head of sheep,
you can not go through that country now, because the sheep were
excluded from that part of the country and the underbrush has
grown up so fast.
The CHAIRMAN.Is this a new growth that will ultimately make
commercial forest ?
~
Mr. HuNT. I should say not. Old chaparral brush that doesn't
amount to a hill of beans. I guess you are acquainted with chaparral
brush.
Mr. BowDEN. What time were you permitted, to go on that range
last year?
,
Mr. HuNT. The 15th day of June.
Mr. BowDEN. Did the supervisor give any reason £or not allowing you to go on at the time requested this year? ·
Mr. HuNT. No.
The CHAIRMAN.Did you take any appeal from the decision of
the local .supervisor?
Mr. HuNT. Why, no. The reason I didn't was because, as I tell
you, the rest of the sheepmen in the country, why they won't side
in with me at all. I told one of them, I said, "I£ we take this thing
to Washington, we would get a hearing, but," I said, "one man can't
do anything."
Now, one man told me,·" Billy," he said, "whenever your range is dried up on the prairie and your sheep are falling
away, why don't you call the executive committee together and consider these things and send it in to Washington?"
He said, "You
will get a hearing then." He said, "We overrode our supervisor in
Washington. Whenever he claims we can not get on the forest. reserve until the 10th of July and our lambs are shrinking by their
mothers' sides and the range is fit to go in on the forest reserve," he
said, " we hold a meeting and we send it in to Washington, and we
get a hearing, and we override the supervisor."
The CHAIRMAN.Why did you not appeal your case to the district
supervisor of grazing?
Mr. HuNT. It is too late. When we get our permit, it is too late.
By the time I would appeal it, why then that time would be up, and
you see I would be up against it just the same.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you other instances of supervisors' rulings
which in your judgment were arbitrary and injurious to the permittee?
Mr. HuNT. Yes; certainly I have; yes, sir. That is by keeping
us out on the prairie so late. Now, if we could enter the forest
reserve, say, the 15th or 20th of June it would be a great benefit to
us. I know that men that have occupied the forest range as long as
I have have more judgment about running the forest than Mr.
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Sherrard has, because he knows the trails and we know the entire
mountains. That is just the difference.
Now, I could have taken my sheep in this spring and got in on
nice feed, which my sheep would have been thriving on right along
25 days sooner than I was allowed to go in the forest reserve. Instead of that they were kept out on the prairie until they were
shrinking and there was nothing left, I think you might say.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were permitted to go on and off at your
will, would you graze in such a way as would be detrimental to the
forage?
Mr. HUNT. I should say not.
The CHAIRMAN.Or the reforestation?
.
Mr. HuNT. I should say not. And they kept me off, a man that
has done as much to help the forest reserve out as I have. I made
one trail £or 23 miles and built this trail around Mount Hood burn,
which one of the men that is working on the sky-line road told me,
" Do you know how much that would cost the forest reserve if they
had to make that trail? " I said, "No." He said, "It would cost
them about $700 a mile,"
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were permitted to graze at will, could
you operate your business at a lesser cost and a greater profit to
yourself?
Mr. HuNT. I should say so. The way it is now it is practically
putting us out of business. There are lots of times where a man
has got 2,100 or 2,200 head of sheep. Now, I went to our supervisor
of our head ranger one time and told him, "I range in the mountain. Now, if I had the assurance of this range £or three or £our
or five years I could take grass seed up there and sow it on this
range, which would be a great benefit to me and also the forest
reserve; but I have no assurance of the range from one year to
another."
·
Now, it says on one of my permits on a range that I have occupied £or the last 35 years, "Not renewable." They have built this
sky-line road and the Mount Hood loop road. Now, my sheep don't
come within a quarter of a mile of that; they don't intrude at all.
Yet that range is to be taken away from me. They have been making the survey £or the last three years. And I have told a lot of
the permittees that our national forest was going to be a national
park £or a game reserve, and that is what it is coming to just as
fast as they can make it.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Hunt, you spoke about this undergrazing inducing a growth of underbrush.
Does that increase or in
any way affect the fire hazard?
Mr. HUNT. Why, it certainly affects the fire. The underbrush is
growing up there; that can not be eaten out by stock; and if a fire
should happen to get in among it, why, it is a fire trap.
The CHAIRMAN.And if it was not undergrazed, or if it was
properly grazed, you would not have this growth of chaparral and
brush?
Mr. HUNT. No; that grass would not be there, that underbrush,
if we could have grazing on it as we should, because with one particular camp of mine where I used to stay 10 days the brush has
grown so fast that we can not go on it at all, simply because they
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would not allow us to take ; n as much sheep as we could. What
does 1,200 head of sheep amount to on the range? It is a detriment
to us to handle that small number of sheep. Why, we could handle
twice that number of sheep, 2,200 and 2,300, with a less expense,
and we could get along very well; but the way it is now, why, it is
putting men in a position that they will n(wer get out of debt. I
know men in our country that are practically insolvent, that will
never get out of debt, simply because they can not handle their
business as they see fit to.
Mr. BowDEN. How large a permit have you at the present time?
Mr. HuNT. I have a permit £or 2,400 head of sheep, and two
ranges.
Senator CAMERON.You have to run them in two bands?
Mr. HUNT. I have to use them in two bands, yes, where I used
to run them in one band.
The CHAIRMAN.Could you run them successfully in one band
now?
Mr. HuNT. I could run them successfully in one band now; I
should say so; and save the expense of about $200 a month.
.
Senator CAMERON.Two thousand £our hundred or two thousand
five hundred is not a large band of sheep to handle in this country?
Mr. HuNT. No; one man can handle 2,300 or 2,400 head of sheep
very easily. When I used to work £or Mr. Shear we used to handle
as high as 3,200.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use the bedding-out system?
Mr. HUNT. Certainly I do; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How many nights are you permitted to stay in the
same camp?
Mr. HuxT. ,ve are allowed to stay three nights, but we don't do it.
We camp wherever night overtakes our sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.You use 100 per cent bedding-out system?
Mr. HuxT. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Has your permit been reduced in the last two or
three years?
:\fr. HrNT. Oh, no; it has not been reduced in the last two or three
years at all, because I have always had a permit £or 2,400 head of
sheep.
Mr. BowDEN. Have 10-year permits been issued on your forest?
Mr. HeNT. No, sir. Well, I have got my permit in my pocket. I
have made application £or a 5-year permit, but it has never been
granted. Now, this permit that I have, you can see that it says on
it, on the White River allotment, "not renewable," there.
Senator CAMERON.That is £or this year?
·-Mr...HuN7.l'.That is what it says, this year. It has never been that
way previous to this year.
Senator CAMERON.And not renewable for next year?
Mr. HUNT. Not renewable £or next year.
Senator CAMERON.What did you say they were going to do to
that range?
Mr. HuNT. They are going to make a national forest out of it £or
the protection of game.
Senator CAMERON.Do you not think you have got game preserves
enough in this country?
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Mr. HUNT. I should say so. They have protected bear, and bear
have been killing my sheep right and left, and I couldn't do anything, you know, bec~use you can't do anything until you find a bear
with wool in his teeth. You are allowed to kill him then, but otherwise you can't.
Senator CAMERON.In other words, you have got to catch him killing yonr sheep before you can kill him 1
Mr. HuNT. Yes; .you have got to catch him killing your sheep before you can kill him.
Now, when this man, Mr. Sherrard, took this range away from
Mr. Traupin he was talking to Mr. Sherrard's head ranger, Mr.
Graham. He was telling Mr. Graham about the trick that he played
him. ",vell," Mr. Graham said, " You didn't have Mr. Sherrard
in writing?"
He said, "No."
Now, if you have got to have our supervisor in writing, why the
quicker we could get rid of that kind of a man the better it would
be for us.
Mr. BowDEN. ·when you stated a few minutes ago that you were
situated on the Oregon Forest you meant on the Mount Hood National Forest?
Mr. HuNT. One on the Mount Hood and one at Detroit ori the
Breitenbush at Hot Springs.
Mr. BowDEN. And that is on what forest i
:Mr. HuNT. I thought that was the Oregon.
Mr. BowDEN. That is the Mount Hood, the same national forest
as this is?
Mr. HuNT. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you made any application for a 10-year
permit?
Mr. HooD. I made application for a five-year permit.
Mr. BowDEN. When did you do that~
Mr. HUNT. I think it was last year or the year before. ·wen, I
think it was last year. I made it two different times.
Mr. BowDEN. What answer have you received,
Mr. HUNT. They never even recognized it.
Senator CAMERON.Did not even acknowledge the receipt of it?
Mr. HuNT. Never even acknowledged the receipt of it there.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you been notified that you are not to get this
range next year ?
Mr. HuNT. Just that way. I asked the head ranger, I said,
"What does that mean? " "Well," he says, "they held a meeting of
the rangers, 1\;[r.Sherrard and the rangers have held a meeting, and,''
he said, "they are going to take quite a lot of range away from you
next year."
. - .-._:
:.:
Senator CAMERON.Have you ever had any trouble with Mr.
Sherrard~
Mr. HuNT. Never. The only trouble with Mr. Sherrard was that
onti of my men-I think it was three years ago--no; during the war
they started in the range, and the herder didn't know this range, so
he took the sheep, and when they got there at Dry Creek, why, it
was a dry camp, and they made camp; so the next morning the camp
tender dug a hole to build his fire, and he poured all the water that
he had on this fire, and then took a shovel and piled dirt on this, so
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there was no possible show £or a spark getting out, right by the trail.
ViTell.Mr: Sherrard and Mr., Graham come along, and Mr. Sherrard
got down off his horse and dug down to see if he could find a
particle 0£ spark, and I guess he must have found a particle 0£
spark. So during the summer there was an electrical storm that
set out a fire on my range. Well, the telephone operator phoned
down to me that my camp had burned and to come up immediately.
So I thought my entire camp had burned, and ~ went down to my
pasture that evening at abbut 10 o'clock, got up my pack horses, got
a new outfit, and went up about 100 miles in two days, and when I
come up on that range I walked up to the camp and said, "What
did you send such word down to me £or, that my entire camp had
burned up i " "Well," he says, "we never sent such a message to
you." Then I told him what happened.
So then before I got up
in the mountains Mr. Carter had sent a man over to the camp £or
some mutton. So the boys gave him the mutton. And then there
was a message came to me, " Can Carter have mutton i " Well, I
supposed this man Carter was a man that lived in Wamic. I said,
"No; not without a written order from me." The reason I did that
was that I had a camp and sold some sheep, and he sold 125 head 0£
sheep and gave me $5 and put the rest in his pocket, so I gave the
orders not to give him any mutton without a written order from me.
Mr. Carter had sent a man over to the camp and he said, "I want
two 0£ the best mutton in the camp, and I don't want any dirt on
them." Well, during the war the men were awfully independent,
and my men told him that "if you get any mutton from this camp
you will have to go to headquarters."
So when this message came
to me, "Can Carter have mutton i" I told them not without a
written order.
But when Mr. Sherrard wrote, "I want you .to get another
herder," he said, '"I am going to take your herder out 0£ the mountains." So I got in the car and I rode three days-that
was during
the war-to get another man, and it was.impossible to get another
man. So I wrote to him and told him it was impossible to get a
man. So he never said a word, and along about three weeks later
I got a letter stating " if you would have arranged the wages you
would have gotten a man." I never answered that letter. So I
showed it to some 0£ our business men-Senator CAMERON.Have you got that letted
Mr. HuNT. No. I showed it to some 0£ the business men in
"\Vamic and they said, "That is a dirty insulting letter that you got
from the supervisor."'
Now, that is the whole sum and substance 0£ it. So when he saw
that he couldn't take me up £or this charge of my man not giving
the mutton, why then he come on to me £or this fire. I wrote Mr.
Sherrard a letter and told him, "I£ you had written to me and
stated that there was a fire broken out on my range, why I would
have told you to go to the band 0£ sheep and get all the mutton that
you want. But," I said, "your telephone operator said that my
camp was on fire, and never explained that there was a fire on my
range and they wanted mutton £or the fire fighters."
So I said,
"I didn't know."
Mr. Bo-wnEN. Have you any other complaints than the one you
have inade relative to the time that you could go on your range i
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Mr. HuxT. No, sir.
Mr. BoWDEN. According to your permit you have a regular permit £or 1,200 head and a temporary permit for 1,200?
Mr. HUNT. Well, that is what it says. That temporary is at the
Mount Hood range. That is the range that they are going to take
away from me.
Mr. BOWDEN.Well, your permit provides that it is not renewable. Both the regular permit £or 1,200 and thP temporary permit
£or 1,200 provide that they are not renewable.
Mr. HUN'r. It says the permit £or 1,200 is not renewable. Now,
that range I have occupied £or 35 years, and it never stated on my
permit before that way until this year.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have an individual allotment on your
forest?
Mr. HuN'r. Why, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. That is, I mean, do other people graze over your
range?
Mr. HUNT. Oh. no.
Mr. BowDE1:_<.
Would you be in favor of a policy to. lease forest
ranges £or a period of years?
Mr. HUNT. Yes; I would be in favor of that, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. What have you to. say as regards charges that
should be made ?
Mr. HUNT. Why, the charges .are excessive on the range. I tell
you they are to-day. The price we have to pay £or a herd of sheep
on the range is clear out of the question. It isn't worth it.
Mr. BOWDEN.,vhat do you pay now?
Mr. HUNT. Eleven and three-quarters cents. Now it takes me 17
days to drive my sheep down on my father's range and 17 to come
back. So there I am on the trail practically without any feeding
£or 34 days. Then wh~n we get down on that range we will say
from the 10th to the 20th of September why we have early frosts.
That sours the grass so our sheep do not do any good. They want
to get out of the forest reserve. And they just fight us like bull
dogs to get out, too.
Mr. BOWDEN.Your grazing season is from the 1st of July until
the 15th of October?
Mr. HUNT. From the 10th, you might say. He has been keeping
us out there to the 10th of July £or quite a number of years; from
the 10th of July until the 15th of October.
Mr. BOWDEN.What principle should be used in determining fees
on the forest?
Mr.· HUNT. Why, I think the fees that we have been paying,
about 6 or 6½ cents, is reasonable. We have no objection to that.
Senator CAMERON.In other words, you do not think the. Forest
Service should charge £or grazing fees any more than the actual
cost of grazing?
Mr. HUNT. No, sir; no more than the actual cost. We have quite
a little territory to range over, but what does the feed amount to?
It doesn't amount to a hill of beans. Now, when I get on my range
at Breitenbush Hot Springs the sheep wouldn't do any good.
Mr. BowDEN. Why?
Mr. HUNT. Because the feed was dried up and so hard thatthey
wouldn't touch it.
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Senator CAMERON.I£ you had gone in on the 20th of June, before
the feed dried up would it have been beneficial to your stock?
Mr. HUNT. I should say it would have been beneficial to my stock.
It would have been worth three or four hundred dollars to me if
I could have got down into tha.t feed at the right time. But the
way it was, why it was all dried up when I got there.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you been penalized for the violation of any
forest rules?
Mr. HUNT. No, sir; only when that fire was, I was put under a
$2,000 bond as I stated about that fire, and so I got Mr. Kelly and
his son to go my bond. He put me under $2,000 bond because of
that digging down there and finding a particle of spark. And I tell
you; all the business men in that section say it is a shame that a
man should do a thing like that .
.Senator CAMERON.How long did they keep you under that bond?
Mr. HUNT. One season. And wouldn't issue me my permit unless
I raised a $2,000 bond. And the head ranger, Mr. Graham, said
"It is a shame. I wouldn't have reported that at all," he says,
"because it wasn't necessary." But that man got right down off his
horse and dug right into that dirt to see if he could find a particle
of spark, and I guess he found some.
Mr. BowDEN. You have no other complaint to make, Mr. Hunt?
Mr. HUNT. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all.
STATEMENT OF lint. LYNN F. CRONEMILLER,DEPUTY STATE
FORESTERFOR OREGON,SALEM,OREG.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Cronemiller, you are deputy State forester
of the State of Oregon?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.How long have you been deputy State forester?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
A year ago last March.
Senator CAMERON.How long have you lived in Oregon?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
All my life.
·
Senator CAMERON.Have you ever been in the stock business?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Only associated with my father when I was a
youngster on the ranch.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have a statement you wish to makei
Mr. CRoNEMILLER.
Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. You may proceed and make your statement.
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
What I wanted to bring out was in reference to
forested unappropriated public lands that are under the administration of the Department of the Interior.
A careful survey of these
lands a number of years ago shows that there are approximately
900,000 acres of unappropriated public lands that carry a timber
stand. Now, that timber stand constitutes a fire hazard-Senator CAMERON.Is that marketable timber?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Some of it is, and some of it is worth more as
watershed protection than anything else, but it constitutes a fire
menace. Fire will travel in it.
And then we have the private timber owners in this State who
protect their timber, pay a certain amount each year to carry on
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their patrol work and their fire prevention, and this costs them quite
a bit. On the other hand, you have this unappropriated public land
that is a fire menace. A fire gets out in it, and there is adjacent
State land or private land which this fire menaces, and in order to
protect our timber or private timber it is necessary £or us to go in
on that public land and control that fire.
Figures that we have compiled over the last year show that approximately $28,000 was spent on the unappropriated
public lands
£or patrol or suppression during the year 1924. Now, that amount.
of money must be borne by the men who are protecting their own
lands. In other words, if I own 160 acres of timber out here and I
am paying £or control on it, I have got to pay a certain amount to
control this other land. While there is no assessment on it, nevertheless it is a menace, and we must protect it.
Senator CAMERON.The other land you refer to is Government
land?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
No; the other land is State land. You see, the
State administers what we call our patrol law on all private and
State lands. That is exclusive of the national forest lands. All
unappropriated public lands are outside of the national forest and
consequently within out timber area.
Senator CAMERON.That is what I am getting at. This land that
does not pay £or any fire patrol is Government-owned land?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Yes.
Senator CAMERON.It is outside the State land and outside the
forest reserve ?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Yes, sir; and it consequently is not paying any
patrol cost.
Senator CAMERON.Have you any suggestions to give the committee as to a solution of that problem?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
The only solution I have to suggest is to appropriate a certain amOlmt of money to be administered, probably
through the Forest Service, to take its regular pro rata cost out of
the patrol. I have figured out for two years, 1923 and 1924--and I
can go back further than that, if necessary-the
actual cost. For
1923, which was not a bad fire year, the cost was approximately
$18,000. For the next year, 1924, which was the worst year we have
had £or some time, the cost was $28,000. That will give you an idea
of the approximate cost of fighting fires on these Government lands
outside of the national forest.
Senator CAMERON.Most of your fires start from lightning, do
they?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
No ; a little over 80 per cent of them are man
caused; about 17 per cent last year were caused by lightning.
Mr. BowoEN. What range control, if any, does the Interior Department have £or their lands relative to fire?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Why, they have a sort of emergency fund, I
believe, but rather limited, and their local officers have been very
good in cooperating with us. This year we have been given approximately $400 to assist us in that work, but that is a mere drop in the
bucket. But, of course, every little bit helps. That was not available
until the 10th of August, when we tried to get it from the 1st of
July.
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Senator CAMERON.How much would the Government's proportionate share be? You said that last year you used $28,000. Say we
make it $30,000. How much did the Government put up to maintain
its proportion?
· Mr. CRONEMILLER.
The total cost £or 1923 was $155,000; £or 1924,
$277,000.
Mr. BowDEN. That is the total cost of what?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
The total cost of fire control and suppression.
· Senator CAMERON.Including what the Government paid? .
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
No; that is the. total cost paid by the timber
owners. That does not include any Federal aid which we might get
£or the protection of 0. & C. lands; neither does it include any Federal aid from the Weeks law that we might have received, and there
is no Interior Department appropriation in that.
.
Mr. BoWDEN.What is your definite recommendation as to what
the Interior Department should do or be permitted to do relative to
fire hazards ?
Mr. CRoNEMILLER.
What they should do would be, I think, to
appropriate a certain definite sum of money, around $20,000 or
$21,000, to be administered by the State, probably through the Forest.
Service, in the patrol and the suppression 'of fire on these lands.
That would enable us to put in additional men or to pay for men
that we already have in there doing that work.
Mr. BowDEN. It is your recommendation then that an appropriation be made, to be paid to the State of Oregon, to defray the
expenses of patroling Government-owned lands?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Yes-that
is, forested public lands. And you
might put in there :, to be administered through the Federal Forest
Service."
Senator CAMERON.The Interior Department has not any organization?
Mr. CRONEl\HLLER.
None; not £or fire fighting. Absolutely none.
We have always done that work.
Senator CAMERON.But the forestry department has?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
The forestry department has.
Senator CAMERON.But they look after the national forest?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
They look after the national forest lands mside the national forests.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you any State forests in Oregon?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Not to any extent. We have approximately
75,000 acres of State land forested.
.
Senator CAMERON.Selected by the State?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
School lands.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you lease that land £or grazing?
Mr. CRONE:M:ILLER.
No. It is in too isolated tracts to do anything
with it. We have under way now a trade with the Federal Government £or one consolidated block of land, trading i§Olated tracts
within the national forest £or one solid block of timber, so that we
will have all our State holdings in one solid block.
Senator CAMERON.Is there anything further?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Another thing I wanted to speak about was
the 0. & C. lands. Title to the 0. & C. lands has been revested in
the Federal Government. Now, on the one hand, you have the
Forest Service, another br1J,nch of the Federal Government, ad-
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ministering your national forest lands. The Forest Service is going
into that with the idea of the future in mind-timber
for future
generations. They are regulating the .cutting on a selective system,
leaving seed trees that will reforest the land.
Senator CAMERON.On the 0. & C. lands?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
No; this is on the Federal lands. At the same
time they are providing £or a system of slash disposal, brush piling,
etc. On the other hand, you have the 0. & C. land; and it seems that
the idea of the Department of the Interior, directly opposed to that
of the Forestry Service, is to get the wreckage value of that timber,
to get the money out of it. They sell that to a man and he goes in
there and he slashes that timber, leaves all of his slashings there,
which makes one of the worst fire hazards that you can imagine in
the State of Oregon. There is absolutely no way that we can get at
those contractors to make them clean up that slashing on that land.
Now, the State of Oregon itself has a law which compels loggers
to get rid of their slashings where they are a menace to life or property, but on the 0. & C. lands there is no such law and we have no
way to get at them. The department here in Portland has tried to
assist us, but there is no way of getting at them, because they simply
sell the timber and after they are through the land is gone, everything is gone, and there is nothing to hold them.
So in making a contract with these people who buy timber on
0. & C. lands there should be some way to make them deposit a bond
of some character that they shall clean up that slash afterwards.
There is case after case of that all over the State, and especially in
Curry County, where they have gone in and slashed the timber off
and left it right there, and some day a fire will get in there and
sweep the whole country. That situation constitutes a menace to
every parcel of timber that surrounds the Federal forest, whether it
is State or whether it is private. At the same time it makes a bigger
hazard and costs us more for fighting fires and costs us more for
control. So there should be some regulation governing the 0. & C.
lands similar to the regulations of the Forest Service.
Senator CAMERON.And your state department?
Mr. CRoNEMILLER.
And your state department.
There should be
some way whereby we can enforce our State law and make these
loggers go down there and clean up that hazard.
Mr; BoWDEN.Would you recommend that the timbered 0. & C.
lands be turned over to the Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Forestry, £or administration?
Mr. CRoNEMILLER.They should be turned over absolutely to the
Forest Service for administration.
Mr. BowDEN. Does your recommendation apply to the lands in
that land grant which are not within the boundaries of the present
national forest?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. All timbered areas?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Every bit of the 0. & C. land grant timbered
areas should be administered by the Forest Service.
Mr. BowDEN. Why not sell those isolated tracts of timberlands?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Sell them ! It is all right if you sell the· lands
with the timber. Then the State can go to it.
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Mr. BowDEN. But your objettion is to the sale of the timber only?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
Selling tie· timber and hanging on to the land,
because the only grasp wt;·hav} on_it is th~ land.
.
Senator CAMERON.If 1t went mto private ownership, the State
would have jurisdiction of it?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
The State would have jurisdiction.
It has no
jurisdiction of the Federal lands.
Senator CAMERON.Does the department sell any of that land?
Mr. CRONEMILLER.
I do not know. It can be, homesteaded or
taken up in some manner-the
0. & C. lands. They sell it, I believe,
if it does not contain over a certain amount of timber, or something
of that kind. You CaJl buy it for agricultural purposes.
Senator CAMERON.Very well. We are very much obliged to yon,
Mr. Cronemiller.

STATEMENT OF MR. W. S. BOYER, DIVISION INSPECTOR,
PORTLAND,OREG.
Mr. BoYER.· Mr. Chairman, in connection with the matter of that
slash, I will say that all timber on the 0. & C. grant is sold with
the provision in the contract that the purchaser shall take care of
the slash in accordance with the State laws. And that is in the
contract.
Senator CAMERON.'When the sale is made?
Mr. BOYER.When the sale is made.
Mr. BowDEN. What attempt is made to see that they comply with
the terms of the contract?
Mr. BoYE'.R.That has been up to the State so far.
Mr. BowDEN. How can it be up to the State if it is on Federal
lands?
Mr. BOYER.The timber becomes the property of the purchaser-•
personal property-and
he enters into· a contract or agreement to
take care of that slash, and it is up to the State, I presume, to enforce that, because we have no appropriation
for that purpose at
a11, although we have been examining lands of that kind.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that you can contract with a private
mdividual and thereby confer jurisdiction upon the State?
Mr. BoYER. I am only telling you what the contract provides for.
Mr. BoWDEN. Would it not be necessary to have an act of. Congress in order to give the State jurisdiction over the private contractor?
Mr. Bonm. We have recommended such steps.
Mr. BowDEN. And the inspection service has no means whereby
they can inspect these areas and determine whether the purchaser
is living up to the terms of his contract relative to the disposal of
slashing, etc.?
Mr. BoYER. No.
Senator CAMERON.The committee will stand in reces.s nntil JO
o'clock: to-morrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 3.55 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned I, ►
meet at the same place to-morrow, 1Yednesday, September 9, 19-'2;-;~
ut 10 o'clock p. m.)
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UNITED STATESSENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEEOF THE COMMITTEEON
PUBLIC LANDS AND SuRVEYs,

PortlandJ Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday,
at 10 o'clock a. m. Wednesday, September 9, 1925, in the Federal
Building, Portland, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield ( chi,.irman)
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. Mr. Clifford, will you come forward?

STATEMENTOF MR. H. H. CLIFFORD,.CHAIRMAN OF THE STATE
GAME COMMISSION,CANYON CITY, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you give your name and address and official
position to the reporter?
Mr. CLIFFORD.H. H. Clifford, chairman 0£ the State game commission, Canyon City, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.You may make a statement, Mr. Clifford, if you
please, and then the committee may desire to ask you some questions.
Mr. CLIFFORD.Well, as chairman of the State game commission,
representing that body, I appear before your committee to discuss
some 0£ the things that interest us in regard to the :public lands.
Our commission is delegated with the duty 0£ enforcmg the laws
pertaining to game and fish in the State 0£ Oregon. The title to
the fish and game is supposed to rest in the people 0£ the State 0£
Oregon. Necessarily, we have to come in contact with the Federal
departments, the Forest Service, and the Department of the Interior, the Park Bureau, and the Biological Survey, and the United
States game ,var den's department.
I think that I am stating the attitude 0£ the people 0£ the State
0£ Oregon when I say that they are opposed to any further encroachment by the Federal bureaus on our game resources. We
have gotten along in a very friendly manner with the Forest Department in our relations with them, and so far have been able to
get along with some 0£ the other boards, though perhaps not on
such friendly terms.
1 want to say that. £or instance, the attempt to put through
Congress a bill which is known as the Lake County, or the Warner
refuge, would have taken from the State 0£ Oregon 1,400,000 acres
0£ land. That bill would have placed the grazing under the supervision and regulation 0£ the Forest SerYice. There is no timber
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whatever on that land. The game control would have been placed
in the hands 0£ the Biological Survey.
'
The CHAIRMAN.Is this the antelope and sage hen preserve that
you are referring to?
Mr. CLIFFORD.The antelope _and sage hen preserve in Lake and
Harney Counties. Through the efforts 0£ Congressman Sinnott
and others in Washington that bill was killed. And now we have
put through a State refuge there £or the protection of these antelope.
Now there are several other movements which would take out
from the control 0£ the State 0£ Oregon its control over game and
fish by placing it in game refuges of one character or another. The
game commission, the State sportmen's associations, and ·other organizations, and the Legislature of the State 0£ Oregon have gone
on record as being opposed to the so-called public shooting grounds
.bill, which would probably take over another large part 0£ the
area 0£ our State to be placed in the hands 0£ the Federal Government.
We £eel that the State 0£ Oregon is in much better position to
~egulate those things than the department or some bureau in Washmgton.
The CHAIRMAN.Has any particular area been mentioned £or the
public shooting grounds?
Mr. CLIFFORD.No; so far there has not. This bill will be up
before Congress again this £all in one form or another.
Now, we have one matter that I would like to have Mr. Burghduff go into the details 0£, and that is the inclusion 0£ Diamond
Lake in the Crater Lake National Park. He has been familiar
with that £or five or six years, knows the various stages in chronological order, and can state them to you much better than I can.
I want to say this at this time: That inclusion 0£ any 0£ this
area in a national park absolutely precludes the State 0£ Oregon
from having any control or jurisdiction over the game within its
borders. We can not collect a license 0£ any kind, and they make
their own rules and regulations.
Diamond Lake is probably the greatest egg-taking lake in the whole
country to-day, and it is the biggest source 0£ our supply for propagating game fish. Fourteen years ago there was not a fish in there.
It was stocked by the funds 0£ the State game commission, which
are derived from hunters' and anglers' licenses, and we £eel that
morally we should have the control 0£ that lake for fish-cultural
purposes for all times. And at the last session 0£ the legislature
a resolution was put through unanimously asking Congress to deed
to the State 0£ Oregon in perpetuity £or fish-cultural purposes
Diamond Lake and allow the State of Oregon, through its State
game commission, to control the area in and around Diamond Lake.
The CHAIRMAN.That was a legislative memorial to Congress?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes; that was a legislative memorial to Congress,
and that will probably be put in some form up to your committee
in the next session 0£ Congress.
··
We have as a precedent for that the deeding 0£ 40 acres 0£ land
in Lake County to the State 0£ Oregon for hatchery purposes, and
we £eel that it is no more than right that Diamond Lake should
be turned over to the State 0£ Oregon.
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I would like to have you call on CaJ>tain Burghduff to state the
processes and the stages through which the Diamond Lake controversy has passed.
The CHAIRMAN.We will call Captain Bur~hduff in a minute.
Mr. Clifford, will you tell the committee somethmg about the Oregon
game code, as to whether the State has a game code that is adequate
£or the protection of the wild life of the State of Oregon, and something as to its enforcement.
Mr. CLIFFORD.We £eel that our game code is probably the most up
to date and the most effective 0£ any State in the West. As a matter
of £act, our work here is recognized all over the country as being in
advance 0£ other States. At the present time the State 0£ Washington has one 0£ our men over there to surpervise and to give advice on
some 0£ their work. Mr. Gene Simpson 0£ our game £arm has been
asked by the State 0£ California to come there and lay out 'their
game £arms.
Our propagation work here is in advance 0£ the Federal Bureau
0£ Fisheries or 0£ that 0£ most any 0£ the States. There is no doubt
about that. Our laws, from the protection standpoint and game conservation standpoint, are much in advance 0£ those of ·neighboring
States or even of the Federal Government, with their rules and regulations on the migratory birds.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the game increasing under the administration
0£ the State game commission?
Mr. CLIFFORD.We £eel that there are probably more fish to-day
here than when the white man first came to Oregon, due to the £act
that we have stocked many hundreds 0£ mountain lakes that never
had any fish in them before. The protection that we are giving the
streams is the best that can be done, with the advance in good roads
and better trails and automobiles and everything which makes them
more accessible than they were before.
The CHAIRMAN.How about the other wild life-the
birds and
game animals?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Oregon is famous £or its Chinese pheasants, and
we have probably as good duck shooting here as any other place in
the country. Our deer, I believe, are on the increase. Our estimates
and those 0£ the forestry department would indicate that there is a
very abun•dant supply. We were one 0£ the first States to prohibit
the killing 0£ female deer, and at this time you can.not kill does in
Oregon.
The CHAIRMAN.Can you tell something about the migratory
birds? Is there any conflict between the State administration and
the Federal administration on the question 0£ migratory birds?
Mr. CLIFFORD.I would like if you would keep that question in
mind and ask it 0£ Captain Burghduff, who has that matter at his
tongue's end, and I have not.
The CHAIRMAN.Any further questions?
Mr. BowDEN. Have you an open and closed season on deer?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowoEN. ·what is your open season?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Our open season here now is the same all over the
State 0£ Oregon-from
the 10th 0£ September to the 20th 0£ October.
Mr. BowDEN. Is there any limitation on the number that can be
killed 1
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Mr. CLIFFORD.Two bucks to any one man during that season.
The CHAIRMAN.You have no conflict with the Forestry Service on
the game question ?
Mr. CLIFFORD.No; not in connection with this whatever. In £act,
they render us considerable aid, and our game wardens try to cooperate with them in anything that they want to askof us.
The CHAIRMAN.There is a .good feeling that exists between the
commission and the Forestry Service?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Well, I think so. I have had considerable debates
with members of the forestry department over the Lake County
Antelope Reserve, but outside of that, why, we always get along
pretty well.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion that the antelope and sage hens
are being :fairly well preserved and their perpetuity assured under
the State administration?
Mr. CLIFFORD.The sage hens are becoming extinct, and at the
last session of the legislature we got a closed season on them for five
years to determine whether or not that would be of any benefit or
advantage. There is no doubt but what we have the greatest number of anteiope of any place in the United States or the world
to-day.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the State laws difficult to enforce, or do they
seemingly meet with popular approval l and have you the cooperation and general good will of the public?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Through the cooperation with the department that
the game commission has maintained we have brought the number
of violations, I feel, down to almost a minimum. The people of
this State realize now that it is one of our greatest resources from
a tourists' standpoint and the standpoint of any visitor who comes
here, and tha,t it has to be protected and conserved ; otherwise we
will not have anything for the future. The feeling on the part of
the public is supremely good at this time.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not feel that there should be any encroachment of the Federal Government in the enforcement of protective laws for wild life in the State o:f Oregon?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Absolutely not. We feel that we are in a much
better position of doing it in line with the wishes of the majority
of the public.
The CHAIR~AN. Any further questions?
Mr. BowrlEN. Have you a law in this State against the killing of
antelope?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes; they can not be killed here, and that has been
the lawhere foragoodmanyyears.
I don't know just how long. We
have taken, by the way, several moving pictures of the antelope
down in that territory, and they have been shown all over the country. ,v-e have had two different films running out in California, and
one throughout the East and Middle West for over a year now.
Mr. BowDEN. Can you estimate the am01mt of antelope that are in
that reserve in the southeastern part of the State?
Mr. CLIFFORD.This is the way that we made our estimate. I am
in the cattle business myself. The boys in that district said there
were 16,000 head of cattle ranging in that proposed area and that
they were easy to see and to locate, and that they would take us
there and show us more antelope than we could count cattle. We
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went there at a time when the cattle were all on that range, and
the day that we were there with the- whole game commission and
20 other citizens 0£ southeastern Oregon we counted the antelope,
and our estimate in a two-hour drive through that country was 800
antelope. Mr. Jones, with his moving pictures, probably took in
easily that many, if not more. We figure that there are probably
20,000 head, at least, of antelope down there. Some others put it
even higher than that.
Mr. BowDEN. How large a reserve have you £or those antelope?
Mr. CLIFFORD.We included in our reserve, if I remember correctly,
about 800,000 acres.
The CHAIRMAN.What do you mean by your reserve ?
Mr. CLIFFORD.We put through the last session of the legislature
a State reserve £or antelope and sage hens in Lake County, and one
· of a few thousand acres, I believe, m southern Harney County.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, just what was the purpose of the reserve
that you made by State law?
Mr. CLIFFORD.We did that in order to head off the possibility of ·
putting through a Federal reserve, which the stockmen of Lake
County were very much opposed to. All of the business people
were opposed to it £or the reason that it would put that land under the
control of the Forest Service. It is now under the Department of the
Interior. And I personally was opposed to the Forest Service going
on there and profiteering off of a financially stricken industry like
the cattlemen, under any circumstances. And there is no necessity
£or a Forest Service there because there is no timber on it. People
get along in good shape with their grazing regulations as their local
associations have worked them out.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Clifford, are/ou familiar with the proposed
act on the part of the Department o the Interior providing £or the
leasing of the public domain £or grazing purposes~
Mr. CLIFFORD.Do you refer to this 10-year permit system?
The CHAIRMAN.The Department of the Interior has proposed the
enactment of a law providing £or the creation of grazing districts,
to be subdivided into grazing units and leases to be made to stockmen
£or a term of years. The aJlotments or leases are to be based primarily on the priority of usage. This would give lessees the right
to fence the grazing units within the district. Would such a law
as that interfere with the perpetuity of the wild life, the sage hens
and the antelopes?
Mr. CLIFFORD.,¥ell, I don't believe that it would. The antelope
down there now in that section stay on these few £arms, and they
are seen right around the houses and stack yards in this district.
They get over and through those fences pretty easily. I don't believe it would affect them materially.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that it would be wise, if Congress
sees fit to enact such a law, to include in the lease a provision that
the wild life should be permitted free egress and ingress and that
the lessee shall not in any way interfere therewith?
Mr. CLIFFORD.I think that would be very desirable and advisable
to do that. Otherwise, if they were able to prohibit trespassing it
wo?ld interfere a great deal with deer hunting in our country, I
believe.
·
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The ·CHAIRMAN.Any further questions?
Mr. BowDEN. Are those two counties that you speak 0£ made up
in large part 0£ lands owned by the United States Government and
unappropriated, unreserved?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes; there are immense areas there that are not
taken up.
Mr. BowDEN. It is primarily a grazing country?
Mr. CLIFFORD;Absolutely.
That is the, main industry in those
counties, livestock, cattle, and sheep.
Mr. BowDEN. Are there a good many cattle grazed there?
Mr. CLIFFORD.In this one particular proposed area they had 16,000
head 0£ cattle there and 52,000 head 0£ sheep.
·
Mr. BowDEN. You spoke about the financial condition 0£ the cattlemen 0£ that region. ·what is the financial condition 0£ the cattlemen?
Mr. CLIFFORD.It is bad. At the meeting that we had in Lakeview
some two hundred people were there, anq we had the representatives
0£ three different banks, and I asked them if there was a cattleman
in that region that could put up his grazing fees without coming to
one 0£ those fellows and borrow the money, and all three 0£ them
said no. That was a year ago this last summer.
Mr. BowDEN. Have many 0£ the cattlemen have gone out 0£ business in that part 0£ the country?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Well, I think there have been a good many changes
0£ ownership.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been a depletion 0£ herds-cattle
herds
Mr. CLIFFORD.Well, I am not so familiar with that in Lake County
as I am farther up where I live myself .
. The CHAIRMAN.Well, in the section with which you are familiar
has there been a depletion or shrinkage 0£ the number 0£ cattle?
Mr. CLIFFORD.I believe that there are slightly £ewer cattle there
than there were, though not to any great extent. The stock, cattle,
have remained pretty much the same, I believe_.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the cost 0£ production been in excess 0£ the
returns from the sale 0£ livestock?
Mr. CLIFFORD.There has been no money in it £or over £our years.
I practically went out 0£ it myself. I quit trying to make myself
believe that I was making anything at it.
The CHAIRMAN.Those that are in the ·business are holdiJJ.g on
with the hopes 0£ better times?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Better times or better conditions which will pull
them out.
_Senator CAMERON.What is the penalty £or killing antelope?
Mr. CLIFFORD.You know it is a peculiar thing that I am not able
to answer that definitely. Do you know what that penalty is, Captain Burghduff, on killing antelope?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.Minimum 0£ $500 fine and six months in jail.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, there are not a great many violations 0£ the
game law so far. as the antelope is concerned?
Mr. CLIFFORD.No. We have one man in there who looks after
that district, and that is practically what he does. The people there
think a great deal 0£ them. As a matter 0£ £act, unless you know
how to kill the antelope they are not fit £or food anyway, the way
the average man kills 1t.
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The CHAIRMAN.Do you maintain a patrol on this reserve, this
800,000-acre reserve?
·
Mr. CLIFFORD.We have it posted and plan on having a man. on
there to devote all of his time to it, which I really think is un_n~cssary, but we have to do that in order to please some of the oppos1t10n.
The CHAIRMAN.And you think that eliminates any necessity for
the Federal Government coming in and creating a preserve so far as·
antelope are concerned?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes. The demand for that antelope preserve has
been fostered by eastern people who had been told that the antelope
was becoming extinct, and they wished, in the first place, to put a
reserve in northern Nevada and a portion of California and Oregon.
Nevada went in and put in a State antelope refuge. In California
their Congressmen refused to go through with it. And as has been
stated many times, they thought that a good place to work and start
-~hat would be Oregon; that they could get the people here to stand
£or that kind of bunk.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the conditions existing in
Idaho and Nevada as to the preservation of the antelope and sage
hen?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes. Idaho hasn't any great amount of antelope.
And Nevada-they
range over and across that line in the wintertime. There are a great many of these antelope that are in Oregon
in the summer time, and in the wintertime they go down in northern
Nevada.
·
The CHAIRMAN.There have been proposals made to this committee
that reserves similar to that in Oregon be created in Idaho and
Nevada. In your opinion is there any greater necessity for preserves
in Idaho and Nevada than in Oregon ?
Mr. CLIFFORD.No; not from a Federal standpoint.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, I am speaking from a Federal standpoint.
Mr. CLIFFORD.I believe that the State antelope refuge that they
have in northern Nevada is a success. My u,nderstanding is, however, that the Biological Survey furnishes a man part of the time to
patrol that refuge, due to the lack of funds on the part of the State
of Nevada.
'
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion are the people of Oregon generally opposed to the creation of further park areas and game refuges
and reserves?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Undoubtedly the trend is toward creating more national parks. In certain districts they fell that that is the thing to
boost, the local business men feel that way, from a tourist's standpoint. I am opposed to the creation of them from a game standpoint, due to the fact that our jurisdiction over it ceases immediately.
We are not even allowed to go on to patrol Crater Lake National
Park. A man can go there and does not have to buy a license from
the State of Oregon to fish in Crater Lake, and if Diamond Lake
should be included in there it would deprive us of thousands of dollars of fishing licenses. People there this summer are fishing in
Diamond Lake by the thousand, mostly from California.
The CHAIRMAN.As a matter of fact, the national forests provide
ample opportunity for recreation?
Mr. CLIFFORD.I think they do.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have a fishing license in this State?
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Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes, sir.
Mr. BOWDEN.,vhat is the amount?
Mr. CLIFFORD.$3.
Mr. BowDEN. Does the amount differ when it affects a resident of
O:r:_egonthan a nonresident?
.
·
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes; we have. a nonresident license, but we have
through what is known as the Western Association of State Grune
Commissions tried to put through the various legislatures a uniform
license, and that has been clone with practically all the Western
States except the State of Washington.
Mr. BOWDEN.What is the fee for nonresidents?
Mr. CLIFFORD.It is $3, just the same as for those who live in
Oregon, and it is the same in California, I think, and Idaho and
Utah and N evacla.
Mr. BOWDEN.What is the fee for a resident ?
Mr. CLIFFORD.lTust the same-$3 for a resident or a nonresident,
except where the other State charges our residents more, why we
charge just the same to them.
The CHAIRMAN.A reciprocal arrangement?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes. They have tried to get it clown on a $3 basis so
that a man touring through that country knows what it is.
Senator CAMERON.And you do not approve of any extension of
or any more national parks?
Mr. CLIFFORD.No; I am opposed to it, but that is just my personal
view.
Senator CAMERON.That is all right; we want your personal
views. You think we have got playgrounds enough ?
Mr. CLIFFORD.I think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, your personal view is predicated upon the
best interests and benefit and the general welfare of the public?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes; the way I look at it for our State at the
present time. We much prefer to deal with the Forest Service
rather than the park service from the game standpoint.
Senator CAMERON.You do not have anything to say on the
national parks, do you?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Not a thing in the world. In fact, we have got to
pay to get into one just like anybody else.
The CHAIRMAN.Whereas you have satisfactory cooperative arrangements with the Bureau of Forestry?
Mr. CLIFFORD.Yes.
Mr. CHAIRMAN.Very well, Mr. Clifford., unless you have a further'\.
statement to make we will call Mr. Burghcluff.

STA.TEMENT OF MR. A. E. BURGHDUFF, REPRESENING THE
SPORTSMENOF THE STATE OF OREGON,PORTLAND,OREG:The CHAIRMAN.Will you state your name to the reporter?
Mr. BTIBGHDUFF.
A. E. · Burghcluff.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you state to the committee whom you represent and what your present or past association has been relative
to the preservation of game and wild life in the State of Oregon?
Mr. BTIBGHDUFF.
At the present time I feel that I represent the
sportsmen of the State of Oregon. My past official connection with
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game affairs has been in the capacity
State game warden in excess
of five years until very recently.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you make a statement, Mr. Burghduff?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.It was my desire to present to the committee a
little history of the Diamond Lake situation.
Diamond Lake differs
in no particular way from dozens of other similar lakes located
on the rim of the Cascade Mountain Range. It has an elevation of
about 5,200 feet, is in a partial jack-pine country, the soil is of a
pumice formation, and the lake was originally entirely barren of
fish life. It is located in the Umpqua National Forest about 50
miles north of Crater Lake. It is a comparatively shallow lake,
having a border line of approximately 15 miles.
As long ago as 1919 it was proposed to include Diamond Lake
and surrounding area in Crater Lake National Park. The necessity
or seeming necessity £or the .inclusion of this area in Crater Lake
National Park did not develop until the State of Oregon had developed this originally barren lake and made it one of the greatest
fishing lakes in the State, or possibly in the world.
Very briefly, the situation is this: Diamond Lake has no particular
value as a power or irrigation project because of the impossibility
of successflJJly impounding water at that place.. Its value, therefore,
rests chiefly alon~ fish-cultural lines. The lake in 10 or 11 years
since it was origmally stocked has developed to a point where it
will now produce any place from 12,000,000 to 20,000,000 rainbowtrout eggs each season, these eggs having a commercial value of
$30,000 or $35,000 .
. The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean that is the lump value o:f the eggs?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.That is the lump value of the eggs; yes, sir.
This is a sufficient quantity of rainbow-trout eggs to stock annually
every lake and stream in the national forests of the State of Oregon.
Should this lake be included in a national park area, the State o:f
Oregon would lose jurisdiction forever.
The reason that this lake is so productive is because the lake is
comparatively
shallow, all fish food being produced in comparatively shallow water, which makes the natural fish food in the lake
support a great number of fish and causes them to grow·to an enormous size.
Strangely, there are very few Cascade Mountain lakes which
lend themselves readily to egg-taking purposes.
For this r!=Jason
Diamond Lake is exceptionally valuable to the State of Oregon.
It is necessary in order to take the spawn from the fish successfully that there shall be some condition or conditions in or around
the border of the lake which will cause the fish to bunch up at spawning periods. This is true of Diamond Lake, the fish bunching up at
this period at three principal places around the lake, one at the outlet of the lake, and two at small streams enteri~ into the lake.
The game department have at the outlet of the lake an egg taking
and eyeing station capable of holding 12,000,000 eggs at one time.
Due to the particular climatic conditions in this section the temperature of the water in Diamond Lake changes very appreciably just
about the middle of the eg;g-taking season. A sudden jump of 10
or 15 degrees in water temperature will cause the loss of the entire
amount of eggs subjected to this change in temperature.
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Now, in carrying on our work at Diamond Lake it was found that
shortly after the snow leaves, goes off around the l:i,ke, that ~he
temperature of the water in the lake takes a sudden 1ump. Usrng
this water at the outlet of the lake to eye the eggs caused an enormous loss. In 1924 the loss was over 7,000,000 ~ggs occasioned by
this sudden rise in temperature.
It was therefore necessary £or the game department to select or
find some other place to eye that portion of the eggs taken after the
temperature of the water in the lake became so warm. Near the
upper end of the lake is a small stream called Short Creek, only a
couple of hundred yards in length, the only logical place where this
work could be carried on conveniently.
Considerable trouble was
experienced in securing a permit £or this site because of the £act of
this area having been reserved £or recreational purposes at the request, so we were informed at the forestry .department, or the Superintendent of National Parks, Mr. Mather. We did succeed, how. ever, in getting a 1-year permit and operated under that permit this
year. The permit has expired and I am not in a position to state
whether it has been renewed. But in order £or the State of Oregon
to derive the full benefits to which it is entitled from this lake it must
have absolute title and control over the lake and the streams flowing
into the lake.
Senator CAMERON.Excuse me just a minute. You said you had
to get a permit from Mr. Mather?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.No, this area, we were informed was reserved at
the request of Mr. Mather but the 1-year permit was secured from
the forestry d,epartment.
Senator CAMERON.I suppose Mr. Mather wants to include this
lake in the national parks?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.I can see no other reason why he should request
this area to be reserved £or hotel or recreational purposes.
Senator CAMERON.He is not satisfied to manage the national
parks; he wants to manage the national forests as well, is that it?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Well, gentlemen, the situation in a nutshell is
this. Should Diamond Lake be included in the national-park area
it would then be possible to h_old people in the Crater Lake National
Park a number of days instead of one or two days as at prtisent. It
would therefore be of great financial value to the people holding concessions in the national park.
The CHAIRMAN."\Vell, would that contribute to the general welfare
of the public?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.In no way whatever, because the recreational
assets of the area surrounding the park are amply provided £or by
the Forestry Service. And they are provided £or on exactly the
same basis that all other recreational areas are provided service
throughout the State of Oregon. In other words, anyone who
purchases an angling license has the same privileges on Diamond
Lake as he does on any other body of water, which is not true of the
n~tional parks. During the time that I was connected officially
with the game department of Oregon this proposition came up
annually because of Mr. Mather's annual recommendation in his
report to his superior that this area be included in Crater Lake
National Park. It is seemingly one of those things that you can
not down or control or keep down at least, and the game com-
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mission decided several years ago that the only logical method to
pursue would be a program looking toward giving to the State
of Oregon in perpetuity control over this body of water £or fishcultural purposes, because of its extreme value to the State, and
because the State's sportsmen's association and the local ·sportsmen's
associations of the State, local chambers 0£ commerce and other
civic organizations and the State legislature by a unanimous vote,
have requested that this action be taken, and I do not £eel that
any more constructive individual piece of legislation could be
enacted, or one which would confer more benefits upon the people
of the State 0£ Oregon than to reserve this lake in perpetuity to
the State of Oregon £or this purpose.
I believe that is all I care to say on the subject, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Burghduff, would you express what you
believe to be the sentiment of those whom you represent and have
represented in the past as to the so-called public shooting-grounds
bill?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF. ell, they have been opposed to the public
shooting grounds bill, as it has been known, in the past. Several
features of the bill were partie1.!1arly obnoxious to the sportsmen
and to people with whom I come in contact in my work. However, at the recent conservation meeting .in Denver a bill drafted
by Mr. David H. Madsen, of Utah, was sponsored by the Western
Association of Game Commissioners and by the Natio:µal Association of Game and Fish Commissioners. This bill had several
changes made in it which seemingly obviated the serious• objections
which were contained in the previous measure.
Mr. BowDEN. What were those objections?
Mr. Bu"'RGHDUFF.
The two principal objections and the ones upon
which most of the fight was made, were first, providing a Federal
license 0£ $1 £or the privilege of hunting migratory birds, which
license was to be in addition to the license charge by the several
States. The second and probably more important objection was
the £act that only 45 per cent 0£ the funds collected were to be
used £or the purpose indicated in the title of the bill.
Mr. BowDEN. And that purpose was what?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.For the establishment 0£ public shooting grounds
and game refuges.
Mr. BOWDEN.mere was the balance to go?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.The balance was to be used by the Biological
Survey £or administrative and other purposes.
Mr. BowDEN. ViThat is the program provided £or in the new bill?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.The new bill provides that the finances shall be
raised by diverting the present 10 per cent tax on small arms and
ammunition into a fund to be used for the reclamation of swamp
lands and the creation 0£ public shooting grounds and game refuges,
but that these refuges shall be established only after having been
0. K'd by the legislature in the State where they are established,
and further provides that the head of the game department in any
State where it is proposed to establish a refuge shall be a member
0£ the commission selecting the site. And it further provides that
the States shall have concurrent jurisdiction over such areas.
Mr. BowDEN. That is, in the absence of Federal legislation, State
legislation would control?
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Mr. BURGHDUFF.·would control.
The CHAIRMAN.And that bill is not objectionable?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.Seemingly not. Personally I am in favor of it,
Senator, a~d I think it met with the unanimous approval of the
National Association at Denver.
Mr. BowDEN. What are the advantages of the bill?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.The advantages are that the rights of the States
are protected and that the sportsman or the person who hunts
migratory birds is not taxed $1 £or the privilege. That the finances
shall be raised by diverting this tax on small arms and ammunition
which now goes into the general fund, and it is very similar to a
gasoline tax; wherein the man who does the most shooting pays the
most £or the privilege, and the small boy or country lad who purchases one box of shells per year makes a very small contribution.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that the Federal Government should
take jurisdiction over the wild life in the various States?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Absolutely not. Every vestige of progress that
has been made in any of these "\V"
estern States in the way of conservation has been made by the several States, and it is my honest
opinion that thi~ condition will always prevail.
The CHAIRMAN.The State government is competent to carry on
proper conservation of wild life?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Absolutely competent, and are doing so.
The CHAIRMAN.You are only in favor of regulation as to migratory wild life ?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.That is all. And I might state here that the
success of the migratory-bird treaty act has depended entirely on the
cooperation of the States. Had it been left to the Biological Survey
to enforce Congress would have been required to make a £our or five
million dollar appropriation instead of one of $250,000 annually to
enforce the provisions of that measure.
Mr. BowDEN. What is your opinion as to the efficiency of the
Oregon game administration ?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Why, I think the State of Oregon has as good
a game code and as well-enforced game laws as any State in the
Union, not excepting Pennsylvania, which is held up to us as a
model all ove
e wo
HAIRMAN. r. Burghduff, are you in favor of the efforts
being made by the Bureau of Biological Survey in the destruction
and extermination of predatory animals?
Mr. BURGHDm'F.Not entirely; no, sir. I might state this: I have
not. had access to the records of the Biological Survey in predatoryanimal control work £or the fiscal year ending July 1, 1925. That
is when the fiscal year ends. But £or the fiscal year ending July 1,
1924, the cost of predatory-animal
control per unit animal was in
excess of $10 per animal, which is greatly in excess of the amount
required under the old bounty law, where $3 per head was paid.
To start with, the game department _has always cooperated fully
with every one of the individual Federal bureaus. We paid the salaries of many trappers in the service of the Biological Survey. From
the funds contributed by the game department and expended by the
Bureau of Biological Survey it cost in excess of $28 per animal £or
every animal killed by the Survey while expending that fund, and
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the game department can get much better results through the expenditure 0£ its funds by expending them itself than through.· a
system 0£ that kind.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, how about State borders? Would it not
necessitate a treaty between neighboring States?
.
Mr. BuRGHDDFF.Absolutely it requires some method 0£ control
to prevent bootlegging of predatory animals' scalps :from one State
to another. Or uniform laws in the adjoining States. It is the
abuse 0£ the boun 1 w that makes it ob
·
The CHAIRMAN.Referring to
e Diamond Lake situation, you
spoke 0£ the commercial value of the trout eggs, stating that they
were worth from $35,000 to $40,000, I believe ?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Yes, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Now, is there any other import to the State
having control 0£ Diamond Lake other than the commercial value
0£ the eggs?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Yes, sir. Diamond Lake is the greatest fishing
resort in the State 0£ Oregon. I have no way of knowing how
many licenses are purchased just £or the privilege 0£ fishing in
that one body 0£ water, but it is quite large each year. And Diamond Lake draws· more anglers to the State 0£ Oregon than does
the fishing on any other river or body 0£ water in the State. More
foreign cars are found at Diamond Lake at all times during the
season than there are Oregon cars.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Burghdu:ff, I don't think I made the thought
I had in my mind clear to you. In stating that these eggs have. a
eommercial value 0£ $35,000 or $40,000 you have, it seems to me,
placed the commercial value 0£ Diamond Lake £or the purpose 0£
trout propagation.
Now, if that be true and the question comes
before this committee they would naturally balance against that
the value 0£ the lake as an extension to Crater Lake Park. Could
the eggs be obtained and used as successfully from some other
source as from Diamond Lake £or $35,000 or $40,000, the commercial value which you placed on the eggs?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.It is absolutely impossible to replace the eggs
from any source.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, then, it has other than commercial value?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN.It is the only source from which the eggs are obtainable?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.So then it becomes invaluable?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.It is.
Senator CAMERON.Is it not a great scenic place as well as a great
fishing place ?
Mr. BURGHDUFF.It is.
Senator CAMERON.Is it not a £act that a great many of these
people that travel through the country go to Diamond Lake because
there is an entrance fee charged £or going into Crater Lake Park?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.Undoubtedly that diverts a great many people
to Diamond Lake. I would hardly say that Diamond Lake is particularly 0£ scenic value, but it is a. wonderful camp spot. There is
43213-25-PT
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no place on the Pacific coast that equals Diamond Lake as an ideal
camping site.
The CHAIRMAN.At the present time that is open to the public?
Mr. BDRGHDDFF.It is.
Senator CAMERON.The elevation there is about the same as Crater
Lake?
Mr. BuRGHDUFF.No; it is considerably lower than Crater Lake.
It is about 5,000 feet. I don't know just. what the elevation of
Crater Lake is.
• Senator CAMERON.It makes a good summer resort, does it not?
Mr. BuRGHDDFF.A wonderful summer resort.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further questions, Senator?
Senator CAMERON.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement to make, Mr.
Burghduff?
Mr. BuooHDuFF. Not any more; no.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any others present who desire to be
heard on this subject? Mr. Gildner, will you take the stand.

STATEMENTOF MR. B. GILDNER, PORTLAND,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Gildner, will you give your name and residence and your occupation to the reporter.
Mr. GILDNER.B. Gildner, Portland, Oreg. I am a property
owner here and taxpayer, and I own some timber.
The CHAIRMAN.You have a statement that you desire to make to
the committee?
Mr. GILDNER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you proceed in your own way, and then we
will ask you some questions later.
Mr. GILDNER.Well, I own 280 acres of timber in the Umpqua
Forest Reserve, that is out from Cottage Grove. I have had that for
a ~reat many years. And they were cutting the timber very close to
this here, and I have taken it up with the Forestry Department here,
and to start with I agreed to give as a free gift to the Forestry
Department the land after the timber was removed, and in consideration of that I was promised the same treatment as the forestry
would expect £or their own lands in return £or that-fair
treatment.
Then I called on the officials a great many times, and they always
assured me that as soon as the timber was being cut up to my land 1
why my timber would be allowed to be cut. And I had occasion to
go up there, and I found that they cut the timber around me and left
me standing out on the side. So they let a unit of about 400,000,000
to the Anderson-Middleton Lumber- Co., a corporation now taking
over the railroad, and they made an agreement with the AndersonMiddleton people. The railroad that runs within 3 miles of this
timber is a common-carrier railroad. Now, then, they run over Government land right past my timber. And I am the only private
owner of timber in that forest reserve. So they made an agreement
with the Anderson-Middleton Co. that they shall be a common carrier of timber only so far as the forestry timber is concerned.
.
Now, the Anderson-Middleton people have a pamphlet, and they
value that timber at $3 a thousand, where I aiµ right in front on the
railroad, and their timber extends 10 miles farther back. They made
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me the munificent offer of 40 cents a thousand £or this timber, and
told me if I didn't want to take that, why where was I going to
jump. So I took it up with the Forestry Department, and they had
made a cruise on this land previously to this. They thought at that
time they owned it. In £act, this timber is in the Government's name
at the present time. It has never been transferred back to me. And
they cruised five 40's of the seven 40's and they got 12,800,000 on
those 200 acres. And now they went up back again and cruised it,
and so I asked them £or an estimate of what they got on it, because
I had made them an offer of $25,000 on this timber, which is about a
dollar and a half, although they are getting $2 £or their timber, but
leaving them a profit of about $15,000. Well, they went up and
cruised it and come back, and I went down and saw Mr. Granger and
Mr. Ames. "Well," they said, "this information that we have got
is not £or the public. We don't give it to you." "Well," I said,
"that's nice." I said, "All right, I can't force yon to give it to me."
Finally he said," You have got about 10,000,000."
"\,Vell,I went up and took a conservative man with me and had it
cruised and found about seventeen million on it, and as I say, and
as I told Mr. Granger, I said," Mr. Granger, you have estimated this
timber seven or eight years ago, and you found on five 40's out of
the seven 12,800,000. Now, you go back and cruise all of the land,
all seven of the 40's, and you say that there is 2,800,000 less on the
'· seven than there were on the five. Now, the other two 40's must
have 2,800,000 less than nothing on them." "Well," he said, "that
is our business." Anyway, they turned the offer down.
Mr. BowDEN. Who is Mr. Granger?
Mr. GILDNER.He is the head man of the Forestry Department.
They called in their field man that cruised this timber, and he admitted that my timber should have been cut three years ago. But
now I am up against it. I can take 40 cents a thousand £or this
timber which cost me approximately $1.50, or I can go to the Forestry Department, and they offer me about the same proposition.
But they have excluded my timber from hauling it. The AndersonMiddleton people refuse to haul it, although they have gone over
public domain and constructed this and given a monopoly on this
timber in here, and they will not buy my timber; nor the Forestry
Department will not allow me in with the· unit, although they promised me this time and time again that they would do that, but they
let me go until the minute that the contract was signed, and I got telegrams and letters from the Anderson-Middleton people wanting to
buy it. Well, I was. away at the time, and this is the offer that they
made, 7,500,000 £or approximately 17,000,000 or 18,000,000 feet o·f
timber, maybe 19,000,000 feet of timber.
The CH~IRMAN.Mr. Gildner, what would be the reasonable value
of this timber if transportation was available?
Mr. GILDNER.About $3. The Anderson°Middleton
people have
put out their pamphlet on a bond issue at $3, the price of it, giving
it a conservative estimate. That lays even as far as 10 miles farther
back that they have got to construct railroad to. Their line runs
right by my place.
The CHAIRMAN.What provision do you think should be made to
remedy the situation at this time?
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Mr. GILDNER.Why, I either want to go in-I am willing to take
my medicine with the rest, with the other timber, or I want a right
to go and force them to eliminate that part 0£ the contract. This
railroad is a common carrier up to within 2 miles 0£ my timber, and
it is the same railroad company. Then they go and make an agreement with them, which is in their contract, down here, 30 years, to
cut that timber, and I am to pay taxes. They don't pay a cent 0£ it.
And they go in ther·e and they want me to hold my timber £or 30
years and take the price of the present time and make me pay the
carrying charges. That is the argument they put up. I said, "Do
you expect to sell Government timber 30 years from now at $2 a
thousand ? " I said, " On the Indian reserve you provide £or a 4
per cent interest charge. Here you provide £or nothing."
I have
seen that same unit £or the last 20 years, and it was sold £or $1.25
and all during the duration 0£ that contract was never raised a
penny.
The CHAIRMAN.Are they harvesting the Government timber adjacent to your timber, do I understand?
Mr. GILDNER.Well, their railroad is being constructed this way.
Oh, yes; they have cut right down below me on the other side; they
have got in their track running up the other way. They burned up
I don't know how much timber recently; this last week-I forget
now how much. Well, it was part of two sections, as I understand.
I haven't got a report on it, but that is a loss to the Government. · 1
The Government held the sack. These people go and take a unit 0£
three or £our hundred million. They don't pay anything £or any
timber that is destroyed by bugs or by fire. The £act is, with the
forestry department at the present time there is no such thing as
speculation in timber. The man or the company is not going to
be foolish enough to buy privately owned timber when they can buy
forestry timber and pay nothing on it. I know an instance at
Burns where they are building a '70-mile railroad to take out pine
timber. Now they give that inducement to go in there and take that
timber and build the railroad, and that is the only investment they
have got.
The CHAIRMAN.Is Government-owned timber being marketed in
competition with privatelY, owned timbed
Mr. GILDNER.Absolutely; so it is imposible to sell any timber.
The CHAIRMAN.I mean by that, will they reduce their prices so
as to get their timber taken, to the detriment of privately owned
timber?
Mr. GILDNER.Yes; a man can afford to pay as much £or Government-owned timber as he can £or privately owned timber. He pays
no taxes on that. He takes no chances 0£ loss. I£ the timber all
burns up he doesn't take a dollar's worth of loss. I£ b,ugs get in
there, or anything else, or if anything gets into the timber and destroys it he doesn't make any loss. We are the people that lose
out.
Senator CAMERON.I£ the railroad would haul your timber out
could you market it?
·
Mr. GILDNER.Why, there is enough 0£ timber there-there
are
20,000,00 feet 0£ timber-for
a small miH to cut it. Oh, absolutely;
yes.
Senator CAMERON.And you can put your lumber on the market?
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Mr. GILDNER.Why, sure; I could put a mill there. There is a
fine mill site there. I could go ahead and market it. Put in a
skeleton mill and cut it.
Senator CAMERON.But this restriction by the Forestry Service
prevents cutting your timber?
Mr. GILDNER.Unless I want to take their price. I am at their
mercy.
The CHAIRMAN.What objection does the company have to your
operation?
Mr. GILDNER.They don't have any. They would like my timber,
but they say to me, "We will pay you this much." But the Forestry
people want it £or protection.
The CHAIRMAN.What protection?
Mr. GILDNER.Because if I operated there would be fire.
The CHAIRMAN.That is not the contention of the Anderson-Middleton Co.?
Mr. GILDNER.No; that is not the contention of the AnclersonMiddleton. The Anderson~Middleton would like my timber, but
they say to me, "Why, we will pay you so much."
The CHAIRMAN.But the Anderson-Middleton
Co. own the railroad?
Mr. GILDNER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Why will they not accept your timber if you
offer it to them £or transportation?
Mr. GILDNER.Well, they accept it right below me, and they are
very glad to get it.
The CHAIRMAN.Why will they not accept yours?
Mr. GILDNER.Well, if they won't accept mine I have got to sell
it to them. They accept it 2 miles away from me on that same railroad.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion that they are attempting to
force you to sell your timber to them at a lesser price than the real
value?
Mr. GILDNEn. Yes. I am up a tree.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that a general practice or is this just .one
particular case ?
Mr. GILDNER.,vell, I am not acquainted with that. That is, so
far as my knowledge of this is concerned. It staggered me when
this thing came to me that people could be that small.
The CHAIRMAN.,vell, is it your opinion that the Forest Service
in this locality is aiding and abetting the Anderson-Middleton Co.
to force you to sell your timber for a lesser price than the market
value thereof?
Mr. GILDNER.They have told me that they do this in all forest
reserves. That this isn't different from other contracts that they
have made. But if it is, then there can be only one purpose-that
the Forestry Department want the market, too, to make money on
this. ",vell," I said, " isn't $15,000 enough £or you to make on it? "
Either the Anderson-Middleton
people or the Forest Department
are going to make the money on that 'by forcing me to take onequarter or one-third of what th"e timber is really worth. Less than
that.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the tonnage of the Anders~~-M1ddleton Co.
tax their ability to transport?
· ·· ·
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Mr. GILDNER.Oh, no. Although this might possibly put them to
some inconvenience. They are not manufacturmg lumber up there.
Yon see, they just haul the logs out. You see, they haul the logs
to Cottage Grove, where they own two :mills. They bought the
Chambers mill and then they bought the West Coast mill. Now
they manufacture all the lumber at .Cottage Grove, and the logs
are brought out there.
1
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a remedy that ymi can propose?
Mr. GILDNER.I suppose I can go into the courts. They tell :rp.e
that-the
public service commission-if
I will bring an action.
Senator CAMERON.That costs money, does it not?
Mr. G1LDNER.I will say that it does cost money. And it wastes
somebody's time. Why should I have to be forced to do that? Now,
they use my timber as a fire break. That is the only thing that the
Forestry Department can say. They have got another unit to sell.
Now they say this should go into that. But they use it as a fire
break. They have burned slashings around me, but never a word
said about that. They have burned slashings around me. Maybe
three or four hundred thousand feet of my timber is burned, but it
is very little.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you certain that this question can be adjusted in court?
Mr. GILDNER.I don't know.
The Cr-LHRMAN.I think it is very important to know.
Mr. GILDNER.Well, they tell me that it could. But then there is
a question of finance. But what power or right have they to do
tl:µs? Of course, they do it.
Senator CAMERON.Would you be willing to sell your timber to
this company at the same price that the Forestry Department sells
their timber ?
Mr. GILDNER.And 50 cents a thousand less; yes. And my timber
is right en their track, you see. Right on the railroad, and they go
and build 10 miles farther railroad.
I will sell them my timber
for $1.50.
The CHAIRMAN.And will you give them eYery advantage in the
pm·chase of your timber that they are getting from the Forest
Service?
Mr. GILDNER.Absolutelv. I will sell it to them for $1.50 for timber worth $2.
•
Senator CAJHERON.
You stated also, did you not, that if the Forestry Service would take your timber at the same price that you
would turn the land over to them?
Mr. GILDNER.Oh, yes. I did that before. I eyen made this offer
of sale, of selling it to them, to get their good will, to keep me
informed.
The CH,URMAN.vVhere is this timber located?
Mr. GILDNER.In Cottage GroYe, 21 south, 1 east, section 16, south
hal-f of section 16.
The CHAIRMAN.Near Cottage Grove?
Mr. GrLDNF..R.Yes; it is ·on the Row River. The timber would
measure up, according to my estimate, approximately $40,000. I
offered to take $25,000 from the Forestry Department.
Senator CAMERON.And giYe them the land besides?
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Mr. GILDNER.And give them the land besides: oh, yes. They
turned that down. Mr. Granger turned that offer right down very
cold and said, "We are not interested."
He said, "If you want to
-go any further why you will make some other proposition."
So I
told him I didn't want to waste the time, " because any other offer
I make you, why you are going to turn it down. until I get it down
to 40 cents a thousand, just the same as the Anderson-Middleton
peoDle would offer."
The CHAIRMAN.Is this an isolated case?
Mr. GILDNER.I am not familiar with that, but I have understood
there was a considerable number of men in this territory just sacvificed their land and sold out £or a trifle. There have been men right
in this reserve, in this community, that have contracted with the
Government, and they have been bought out in cases of that kind.
But, of course, it was very advantageous to somebod_y.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that these lines of railroad should
be common carriers?
Mr. GILDNER.Yes; they should be common carriers, as far as the
commodity that they are built £or. I£ they are built £or carrying
timber and logs, they should carry it as long as they. are going over
and using the public domain. They are given a right of way right
through there. And that is part of my land; I .am part of the
Government.
The CHAIRMAN.In this instance do they occupy the only reasonable route?
Mr. GILDNER.Absolutely; the only route that could be put in up
there, and they will carry billions and billions of timber out of there.
In fact, all that district would come out by that railroad.
From the
Dinner Creek side,. the side of the entire forest from Raw River,
will be carried over this railroad.
The CHAIRMAN.This line of railroad occupies the only available
route, and that gives them a monopoly of all the privately owned
timber in that area?
Mr. GILDNER.Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And £or that matter, all the forest beyond to
which the road may be extended?
Mr. GILDNER.Surely; as far as this agreement goes there. Of
course, if they sell this unit and contract with somebody else the
forestry department could force it over this railroad, because the
agreement states it shall carry forestry timber.
The CHAIRMAN.What remedy would you suggest £or a condition
of this kind?
Mr. GILDNER.I don't know. I think the forestry department
should force the Anderson-Middleton people to treat me the same as
the balance.
The CHAIRMAN.You think they have the power to force the
Anderson-Middleton
Co. to become a common carrier a~ to all of
the timber?
Mr. GILDNER.It looks to me if you have a right to make an agreement of one kind you surely would have some say there. They have
frittered away my rights.
The CHAIRMAN.0f course, there must be two parties to an agreement, and perhaps the Anderson-Middleton people would not agree.
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Mr. GILDNER.That might be, but it looks to me like the forestry
people could give me some kind 0£ a deal that would be just and
equitable. ·
The CHAIBMAN.Before the contract was made between the .Anderson-Middleton Co. and the Forestry Service did you present your
case to them?
Mr. GILDNER.Oh, my, yes. I have gone there many times when
Johnson had it-Mr. BowDEN. When Johnson had what?
Mr. GILDNER.Had the mill up there, and I had this unit within
this. There was a unit within this that they have practically cut
out. And then I had taken it up with Mr. Ames and the head 0£
the Forestry Department, and they told me, "Now, Gildner, next
year we will be ready to cut your timber." So when this fracas
came up here about the difference 0£ the estimate there, when they
gave me this estimate 0£ 10,000,000, I wanted to see how near they
were to the truth. Well, they were only about half out of the way.
I went up there and found they had cut the timber in front 0£ me
and on the side 0£ me, and then they put their unit-----The CHAIRMAN.What do you mean by saying they had burned the
timber?
Mr. GILDNER.They had burned the slashings.
The CHAIRMAN.They had harvested the timber up to your land
and burned the slashings?
Mr. GILDNER.They had burned the slashings, and then the fire
had burned into my timber. So they cut around me like this [indicating], and let me stand, and now they run their unit line around
me and they are going to let me stay out here by myself, you see,
and after they cut this timber off around back 0£ me I am sitting
here by myself, and I do:i;i'tknow what is going to become 0£ us. I
will take some action, 0£ course.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you do not submit to the demand 0£ the Anderson-Middleton Co. ;your timber will probably become a loss?
Mr. GILDNER.It will probably be burned up, because the fire
menace in the Cascades is quite considerable, and'\ where you are
logging all around and burning your slashings it sooner or later is
going to get into it, and where it has already burned into it, it is
easy to keep it going. That is the nature of any timber that has
been burned.
Mr. BowDEN. Yon testified a few moments ago that you had an
agreement with the forest supervisor relative to the cutting of thiit
timber. vVas that agreement ever put in writing?
Mr. GILDNER.Oh, no; just verbal. They did make up a bill to present to Congress under which the Forestry Department could accept
a free gift from me. One of the head men down there made up a
bill, and I agreed to it-----Senator CAMERON.Pertaining to the land after the timber was
cut off i
Mr. GILDNER.After the timber was cut off; yes. ~ow, I was not
giving the land £or nothing, you understand. There must have been
some understanding that I was to have their cooperation or friendship.
Senator CAMERON.You were just asking £or a square deal?
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Mr. GILDNER. That was what I ~anted-in
fact, a little less than
I don't want a square deal; I am willing to give them
that much the best of it, and I thought that was a pretty good slice.
It don't cost the Government anything more to handle that, and it
will give these fellows timber that they will have to build a railroad
10 miles to get.
The CHAIRMAN.Why should they pay you a dollar and a half
when they may buy it £or 40 cents?
.
Mr. GILDNER. I don't blame them £or that.
But they are not
going to do that. No, sir. I have had this investment, and I paid $5
an acre :for that land 15 years ago or more, and nobody is going to
take -that land and steal it.
Senator CAMERON.I£ you could get this adjusted so the ri.iilroad
would handle your timber, you would be satisfied?
Mr. GnDNER. What more could I ask? If I don't get a deal
then, why, all right.
I£ they will carry my timber or my logs,
why, I don't want any more.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Your opinion is that the Forest Service should
as far as possible protect the interest of small timber owners within
the forest reserve when they make disposition of the timber belonging to the Government?
Mr. GILDER. Yes. I£ you did anything less than that in an ordinary business you would be termed a crook. You would not be very
straight if you didn't protect the rights of every man just alike.
I am a part of the Government, and part of that unit belongs to
me in a sense.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Thank you, Mr. Gildner.
Mr. GRANGER.Mr. Chairman, may I make a brief statement at
this point on the subject now before the committee?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Granger.
a. square deal:

STATEMENTOF MR. C. M. GRANGER,DISTRICTFORESTER,PORTLAND, OREG.
Mr. GRANGER.Mr. Chairman, Mr. Gildner came into my office last
winter and discussed this case with me and with Mr. Buck and Mr.
Ames, who are my assistants and handle lines of work which are
related to this transaction.
It was new to me, and I went into all
the details of the case, and I found that the situation stood about
like this.
The Government had entered into a contract with Anderson &
Middleton to sell Anderson & Middleton some 375,000,000 feet 0£
timber on the national forest, the contract extending over a period
of 10 years. This involved the installation of a logging railroad.
The contract provides that this logging railroad shall be accessible
to other purchasers of national forest timber, under terms which
will adequately safeguard the primary interests of Anderson &
Middleton in that railroad.
There is very little private land in
that area; in £act, .I think Mr. Gildner's land is the only private
tract in the area covered by the sale to Anderson & Middleton.
Ordinarily the purchasers of national forest timber on lands interspersed with private lands bearing timber are interested in securing the private timber as a means 0£ contributing toward the re43213-25-PT
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duction of the overhead and lo~ging expenses which they .incur
in getting out the timber they have bought. So the situation usually
takes care of itself.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Granger, will you repeat the opening part
of the statement that you made just now relative to logging concerns-in this case, Anderson & Middleton?
They desired to purchase the other holdings of timber and reduce the cost of the Government-owned timber? Is that what I understood you to say?
Mr. GRANGER.No; I did not say that Anderson & Middleton
desired to do that. I say, that is the customary desire on the part
of purchasers of national forest timber, to acqmre all of the timber
in a natural logging unuit, because the more timber comes out. over
their railroad or is handled by their logging machinery the less the
cost per unit of timber.
The CHAIRMAN.And they are usually willing to pay for that the
same price?
Mr. GRANGER.They are usually willing to purchase private tim•
her at a figure which is satisfactory to both parties. That is not
the universal rule, but it is customary.
The CHAIRMAN.They generally try to purchase timber from a
private owner at a price less than the price they pay to the Government?
Mr, GRANGER.I can not say that I have knowledge of that; no,
•sir. I, do know that they make a good many agreements with
owners of private holdings which are satisfactory to both parties.
Now, Mr. Gildner made the same statement to me which he has
made before the committee to-day as to the actual or implied promises by the Forest Service to take care of him when our timber was
sold. I looked into the record very carefully and questioned him
in considerable detail, and before he left my office he admitted very
frankly that the Forest Service had made no promises and had in
no way failed to accord him fair treatment.
The contention which the discussion centered about was this,
chiefly, that the Government should exchange with him for his
timberland, so that on account of his inability to deal satisfactorily
with Anderson & Middleton he would be able to get rid of his holdings there at a satisfactory figure.
Now, the way the ground lies it would be impracticable, according to our logging engineer, for the Anderson & Middleton Co. to
log, in connection with this national forest sale, all of the timber on
Mr. Gildner's land. Logging under the method which they employ
on this west-side fir region is dependent almost entirely on the topographical features, and it would be possible for them to take out
only part of the timber on Mr. Gildner's land by the settings which
they would use to log the national forest timber. The significance
of this point is that the sale of the timber on Mr. Gildner's land to
the Anderson & Middleton Co. would not be practicable at a figure
representing the same price they are paying for Government timber
if he insists on selling all of his land, because I think on two or
three of the forties the timber would not be accessible to their
operation.
The Government has not concerned itself with the negotiations
between Mr. Gildner and Anderson & Middleton, but we have told
Mr. Gildner that we are willing to consider a proposition for an ex-
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change if we can get together on the figures. Necessarily, the value
to be placed on Mr. Gildner's land, as far as a national forest exchange is concerned, would depend on our ability to resell the timber
which we might acquire from him to Anderson & Middleton.
As I
have stated, they would be interested in only part of the timber on
his land.
Furthermore, we have a contract with them which does not provide ff>r buyin~ any additional timber within this area which we
might acquire trom private parties. ,ve have no means of forcing
Anderson & Middleton to take over the timber which we might
acquire from Mr. Gildner. We are willing, however, to make an
exchange with him for all of his land and timber if we can get
together on the figures. He offered us the whole parcel for $25,000.
An independent cruise made by us of part of his land indicates that
there is not enollgh timber on his land to justify payment by the
Government of that sum in exchange.
·
As you know, the exchange law, which permits the Forest Service
to acquire private holdings, was not passed with any idea of the
Forest Service acquir_ing and making part of the national forest
lands bearing merchantable timber; it was primarily designed to
permit us to acquire cut-over land capable of producing timber,
and we are in duty bound, as we see it, to use this exchange law to
augment national forest holdings of timber-producing land to the
fullest possible extent. That is, we are simply in the position of
a buyer who goes out to get the best bargain that he can.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Granger, you understand this committee may
not be concerned in specific cases, except as they may be enlightening as to the general policy of the Forest Service. Will you briefly
outline what your general policy is?
Mr. GRANGER.I think this case illustrates it. Mr. Gildner has
asked us to take over his holdings in an exchange and has proposed
a figure. We say that figure is not acceptable, but we are perfectly willing to consider the aequisition of his land at a figure
which appears reasonable.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your policy to give consideration to holders
an.d owners of private timber within the confines of a forest when
you open areas to development~
Mr. GRANGER.We ordinarily do not require the purchaser of
national forest timber to make his railroad a common carrier. vVe
have done that in one case, in a sale which was made to Fred Herrick, in the vicinity of Burns, about which you have heard some
discussion. That was done because of the agricultural character
of the region through which this railroad passes, and also for the
reason that one of the controlling inducements to make the sale was
the desire on the part of the Government to :facilitate the opening
up of this region by the installation of a common-carrier railroad.
We do not follow that practice in very many of our national forest
timber sales, feeling that the railroad which is to be constructed is
put in there for the purpose of getting out timber; it is a business
transaction, and we are not under an obligation necessarily to require that railroad to become a common carrier in the interest of
all the holders of timber in that region.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, Mr. Granger, in a case where the inducement for the building of a line of railroad is timber which has
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been withdrawn from the public domain £or the creation 0£ national
forests and there is nothing other than that to induce the building
0£ a railroad, do you think it should be the policy of the Forest
Service to attempt to protect the private owners 0£ isolated tracts
under timber?
Mr. GRANGER.I think it should be the policy to go as far as it
is logically possible to go in affording them an opportunity to mar~
ket their timber along with the Government timber.
The CHAIRMAN.But is that the policy 0£ the service?
Mr. GRANGER.Yes, sir; it is. It is definitely stated-particularly
in connection with £armers who may have some timber on their
holdings.
The CHAIRMAN.It is the policy 0£ the Bureau 0£ Forestry, then,
to handle such cases as this by exchange rather than by negotiation
with the operators to secure a contract?
·
Mr. GRANGER.No; it is not, Mr. Chairman.
We have not ordinarily acquired land 0£ that character through exchange, £or the
reason that I stated. That is, ordinarily these things take care of
themselves. I think the difficulty is just here. Mr. Gildner £eels
that he has more timber on the area than perhaps Anderson & Middleton think, and more than we think, and if we can get together
on the value 0£ his tract we stand ready to take it over at their
figure. I do not know what Anderson & Middleton stand ready to
do; I have not talked with them about it.
The CHAIRMAN.There is no desire on your part to profit from
the timber holdings 0£ Mr. Gildner?
Mr. GRANGER.Absolutely not.
The CHAIRMAN.Nor in any other similar case?
Mr. GRANGER.Nor in any other similar case.
Senator CAMERON.Is this railroad already built on forest reserve
lands?
Mr. GRANGER.Yes, sir; part 0£ it is, and part of it is outside 0£
the national forest. I can not give you the mileage, but the railroad which runs up to a little place called Rujada has been in there
£or a number 0£ years. Above that point the road is within the
national forest.
.
Senator CAMERON.You are the district forester £or Oregon and
Washington ?
Mr. GnANGER.Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.How. long have you been in the Forestry
Bureau?
Mr. GRANGER.Sixteen years.
Senator CAMERON.Have you had much e.xperience m cruising
timber?
Mr. GRANGER.Not a great deal; no, sir.
Senator CAMERON.Have you cruised timber?
Mr. µRANGER.~ have cruised timber, but I have not had experience comparable with that 0£ the men who are cruising tiniber
£or us.
Senator CAMERON.Was this timber 0£ Mr. Gildner's cruised by a
man from your bureau who was competent to make a £air estimate
0£ the value 0£ the timber?
Mr. GRANGER.Yes, sir; it was. cruised by men who £or a great
many years have been doing nothing but that work.
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The CHAIRMAN.All of your cruising is done by timber (;lxperts .?·
Mr. GRANGER.Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.There seems to be a great difference, the difference between 17,000,000 and 10,000,000. That difference could hardly
occur between estimates made by competent cruisers, could it?
Mr. GRANGER.Ordinarily there would not be that much differe:nce
in the estimates.
·
Senator CAMERON.There should not be, should there? He states
that he had it cruised, and it was over 17,000,000.
Mr. GRANGER.I£ I understand the situation correctly, Mr. Gildner's figure applies to all of his land, and our cruise applied to only a
part of the land. There is not that much actual difference.
The CHAIRMAN.All of his lands are not accessible to this railroad?
Mr. GRANGER.No, sir.
,
Senator CAMERON.Some portion of it is inaccessible to the railroad?
Mr. GRANGER.Yes, sir. Naturally we would expect to pay less
£or the inaccessible parts than £or the part which is accessible to the
railroad.
Senator CAMERON.Is there any good reason why the Forest Service should not allow the railroad to carry a portion of Mr. Gildner's
timber so that he could disp.ose of his timber?
Mr. GRANGER.We have not the slightest objection.
Senator CAMERON.Would you modify your contract so that he
could go in there ?
Mr. GRANGER.Our contra.ct, Senator, does not prevent their securing the services of this railroad; it merely does not require the
railroad to haul his timber. We would be only too glad to have him
negotiate with the Anderson & Middleton people to haul ,out hii;i
timber.
The CHAIRMAN.You have no means of compelling the AnderSQn &
Middleton Co. to haul his timber?
Mr. GRANGER.That is it.
Senator CAMERON.Part of this railroad runs over Mr. Gildner's
land, does it not?
Mr. GRANGER.No; I believe not. It may.
Senator CAMERON.I think he made the statement that it did.
Mr. GRANGER.Mr. Ames says it does not. He is more familiar
with the situation than I am.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you any other cases on file that are similar to
this?
Mr. GRANGER.I know of none.
Mr. BowDEN. Is, there any other case now pending in your district
where private owners o:f property within the forests are unable to get
the railroad company or the company buying the .timber to carry
their timber out~
·
Mr. GRANGER.I have no personal knowledge of any. Mr. Ames,
who handles that particular line o:f work, may have some knowledge. He indicates that he has none.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Mr. Granger. Mr. Ames.
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· STATEMENTOF MR. FRED AMES,ASSISTANTDISTRICTFORESTER,
PORTLAND,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Ames, you ~re familiar with the various
forms 0£ insect infestation within the forests?
Mr. AMES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Can you make a statement to the committee of
the importance of the insect infestation of the national forest?
Mr. AMES. There are at the present time a number 0£ active infestations 0£ the forest in this district. The principal ones are on the
Chelan Forest, the Crater, the Fremont, and the Deschutes. The
insect doing the damage is the pine beetle. The infestations are all
in pine timber.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You have no spruce infestation?
M.r. AMES. Not of any importance.
The largest infestation we
have had £or a good many years was in southern Oregon and northern California, which covered an estimated area 0£ about 1,200,000
acres, upon which the infestation was abnormal. The Government
appropriated $150,000 to be used in. cooperation with the private
owners to combat that infestation, and the work was done in 1922,
1923, and 1924.
These other infestations are what we would call abnormal, but
whether we should institute control one-rations on them or not is
really something which the entomologists should determine.
We
have an entomologist in the Forest Service, Mr. Janeicke, who
spends part of his time each year ·going around the district to size
up these infestations to determine. whether we should institute control operations on them. We expected to have some operations on
the Coleas River this spring 1 but last winter was so cold that it
apparently diminshed the attack to a very marked extent, and Mr.
Janeicke advised postponing operations £or at least one year, to see
whether they were justified. I anticipate that as a result 0£ his summer's work-he is now in the field---,-recommendation will be made
that we institute control operations on a number of these projects,
probably the Chelan and possibly the Deschutes. I omitted the
Whitman forest also; there is one there.
The CHAIRMAN.To combat this infestation successfully is it necessary to have the cooperation 0£ owners 0£ private timber, and also
cooperation on the part .of the Department of the Interior .as to
timber on the public domain 1
Mr. AMES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any idea as to the success that has been
had in combating the pine beetle in the southern Oregon district
under the $150,000 .appropriation made by Congress £or that purpose?
·
Mr. AMES. I have seen the report made by Mr. Keene, who had
charge of the work £or the Bureau 0£ Entomology, which is perhaps
preliminary, because it is really early yet to say definitely what the
results are, but it was his op'mion that the work was of sufficient
value to justify the expense.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any estimate 0£ the amount of destruction that has been perpetrated by the pine beetle?
Mr. AMES. No; I coulq. not give you a figure on that. Probably
it is very large. The insects are in the forest all the time to a greater
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or less extent, and there is continual loss from them almost everywhere, but it is only when they get to an epidemic stage that control
operations are justified.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe there is a Government estimate that
mvre than $100,000,000 worth of timber is annually destroyed by
insect infestation. Do you know if there is such an estimate?
Mr. AMES. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN.I think somebody stated that in the hearings at
Missoula. And the Government at the last session of Congress made
an appropriation of $125,000 £or the purpose of insect-mfostation
control, and also £or study on the part of the Bureau of Entomology.
So you are of the opinion that it is a serious menace and sufficiently
important that the Government should appropriate adequate sums
o:f money to make a careful survey and study of the infestation?
Mr .. AMES. Yes; I am.
.
.
Mr. BowDEN. You say the loss from the pine beetle is large. Can
you indicate what that means in dollars and cents?
Mr. AMES. Well, £or example, in the southsrn Oregon infestation
it was estimated that the loss had been over a billion feet of timber
in 10 years.
Mr. BowDEN. How about other places on the Pacific coast?
Mr. AMES. I have a report here made by Mr. ,Janeicke in regard to
the infestation on the Matolieus River in the Deschutes Forest. This
was a preliminary report, but he estimated at that time that the loss
had been 24,000,000 feet.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the date of that report 1
Mr. AMES. January 15, 1925. He estimated a loss of 24,000,000
feet during the years from 1918 to 1922.
The CHAIRMAN.That is just cm the national forest?
Mr. AMES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any other forests?
Mr. AMES. A report made. October 15, 1924, estimates the loss on,
the south fork of Burnt River on the Whitman forest at 2,070,090
board feet.
•
·
The CHAIRMAN.Is that the total loss, or the annual loss?
Mr. AMES. That was during the past year, before this report was
made. That is equivalent to 100 trees per section. Another infestation of the Deschutes Forest, in the Fort Rock region, shows, in a
report made in December, 1923, a loss of 15,000,000 feet of Government timber and 10,000,000 feet of private timber.
The CHAIRMAN.Where is Fort Rock?
Mr. AMES. Southeast of Bend.
The CHAIRMAN.On what forest?
Mr. AMES. On the Deschutet,. Those are typical cases. There is
considerable infestation partly in the Crater Forest and partly in
the Crater Lake National Park, which is killing mostly lodgepole
timber, but affecting the value of the area from a recreation standpoint.
The CHAlRMAN.Do you know anything about the extent of that
infestation?
Mr. AMEs. I have no recent report on that, but in 1923 they estimated the area at 60 square miles.
The CHAIRMAN.Out of a total area of how much?
·
Mr. AMES. In the Crater Forest?
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The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. AMitS. I do not know that offhand.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the timber in western
Montana?
Mr. AMES. No, sir.
Mr. BownEN. What other insects other thau the beetlt are destroying timber in the Northwest.
Mr. AMES. There was a considerable infestation of what is called
the hemlock looper, in fir, in the tamarac country during the past
few years, which practically ended last year. It lasted about three
years and killed several hundred million :feet of timber. That is
the most extensive one outside of the pine that I know of.
Mr. BowDEN. You say it has stopped now?
Mr. AMES. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. It stopped as the result of naturn.l causes?
Mr. AMES. Yes. That is the way that sort of infestation usually
works.
Mr. BowDEN. How does this infestation work that you speak of
now?
Mr. AMES. The looper ?
Mr. BoWDEN.Yes.
Mr. AMES, The insects eat the leaves from the trees; they defoliate
them and kill them.
·
Mr. BowDEN. No artificial means of control was instituted?
Mr. AMES. No, sir. That was not on national-forest land; that
was all private timber..
,
Mr ..BoWDEN.How do you account £or the cessation of the activities
of these insects?
Mr. AMES. It would take an entomologist to answer that, I think.
I do not know. That is the way the looper usually works. It runs
about three years and then stops .
.Mr. BoWDEN.Is that infestation local to that particular region
which. you mentioned?
Mr. AMES. Yes.
Mr. BoWDEN.Are the:re any other infestations or other insects in
the ..North Wf:;st ~
.¥r. AMES. I do not think there are any of importance.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Ames, have you any idea how the loss in insect infestation compares with the loss from fire?
Mr. AMES. No; I could not give a guess on that.
The CHAIRMAN.Some one made the statement-I
think it was Mr.
Koch, over at Missoula-that
the loss from insect infestation was
greater than the fire loss.
Mr. AMES. I have heard that statement ma.de.
The CHAlRMAN.But you have no idea as to the accuracy of that
statement?
Mt. AMES. I think it is correct, but it is very difficult to determine,
because, as I have said, the insects are in the forests everywhere, and
the.re is no way of getting at the total loss accurately that I know of.
•The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Haynes, testifying at Missoula with ref.e.rence
to .this insect infestation, after describing a very large area., said,
"There is just 50 per cent of the yellow pine that was on the same
area 20 years ago. This is due to the insect infestation, principally
the pine beetle:''
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Within your knowledge, are there occurrences that might parallel
this recital, where 5.0 per cent of the timber in an area has been
destroyed?
Mr. AMES. No; not 50 per cent on any large area. There might be
on a small area.
The CHAIRMAN.He described an area of some 40 townships. Have
you any further statement that might enlighten us on the subject 1
Mr. AMES. No.
Mr. BowDEN. You heard this testimony relative to certain isolated
timber which the owner could not get hauled out on a railroad 1
Mr. AMEs. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have many complaints of that nature?
Mr. AMES. That is the only one that I know of.
Mr. BowDEN. You know of no other case pending in the district ?
Mr. AMEs. No.
Mr. BowDEN. That is all.
Mr. AMEs. There is one statement I might make in regard to the
point made by Mr. Gildner as to the competition of Government
timber with private timber. The figures show, £or the most recent
year that we have figures on, 1923, that the total lumb~ cut in
Washington was 6,667,656,000 feet, board measure.
Senator CAMERON.Was that on the forest reserve ?
Mr. AMES. No; that was £or the State.
The cut in Oregon was 3,966,083,000 feet, board measure. Total,
10,633,739,000.
The cut of saw timber on the national forest in commercial sales
for that year was: Washington, 130,545,000; Oregon, 211,903,000;
total, 342,448,000.
·
Now, in order to make those figures comparable and increasing
the scale-that
is, those figµres are scaled on the national forest-•
increasing that by 10 per cent to make it comparable to the lumber
cut, brings the total to 366,692,000. This shows that the per cent of
the cut in Washington from the national forest was 2.1 per cent; per
cent of cut in Oregon, 5.6 per cent; average £or the two States, 3.4
per cent. That is for saw logs.
Figures are not available £or the total cut of all products, except
:for the year 1923 for the State of Washington.
These were compiled in connection with a study we made, which showed that the
total cut in the State of Washington was 8,014,159,000, and the total
cut on the national forests of all products was 142,153,000. Increasing the saw timber cut in the same way by 10 per cent would make
the total cut of all products on the national forest 155,207,000, or 1.9
per cent of the total cut in the State.
The CHAI1UtAN.If there is no objection, the committee will recess
until 2 o'clock p. m.
(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock m., a recess was taken until 2 o'clock
P· m.)
AFTERRECESS
The committee resumed its session at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to
the taking of recess.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. Mr. Mann.
will you take the stand?
·
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN M. MANN, CITY COl\DllSSIONEROF
PUBLIC UTILITIES, PORTLAND,OREG.
.
Mr. MANN. Mr. Chairman, I am authorized by the city commission, together with the mayor, to appear before you to-day to see if
you could make it possible £or us to acquire the Bull Run watershed.
As constituted at fresent, the Bull Run reserve is 218 square miles
in area, OF a total o approximately 139,520 acres, 0£ which the city
0£ Portland owns 3,580 acres; private interests, 2,880 acres; United
States Government, 133,060 acres; total, 139,520 acres. 0£ the
133,060 acres owned by the United States Government, 10,867 acres
were formerly Oregon & California Railroad lands ·which were
taken back by the Government.
The watershed 0£ the Bull Run River above the headworks,
together with the buffer strip within the Bull Run reserve,necessary
£or the proper protection 0£ the same, is outlined on this map [exhibiting a map to the committee].
The CHAIRMAN.Will you file that map with the committee, Mr.
Commissioner 1
Mr. l\::w._NN. Yes, sir.
It comprises 151 square miles, or approximately 96,640 acres, 0£
which the city of Portland owns 3,540 acres; private interests, 1,560
acres; United States Government, 91,540 acres; total, 96,640 acres.
0£ this 91,540 acres 0£ Government-owned land, we estimate that
about 1,920 acres have been logged off, and approximately 17,000
acres are included in. burned-over lands, lakes, and rock slides.
0£ the 1,560 acres 0£ privately owned land, approximately 480
acres have been logged off; and 0£ the city-owned portion, about
240 acres are logged.
Now, we £eel that if you would make _it possible £or us to acquire
this by purchase or donation or otherwise we will meet the requirements 0£ the Government.
I want to say that at this time the State
0£ Oregon has 100 per cent cooperation from the Forest Service in
maintaining antipollution 0£ water, watching fires, and patroling.
The city contributes $2,520 a year to patroling the forest reserve.
I want to say very emphatically that if the city buys or is given
this land we propose not to cut a piece 0£ timber off of it. We want to
preserve the timber £or future generations, and the city will enter
into any agreement £or the preservation of the timber.
Now, I might introduce our chief engineer, Mr. Ben S. Morrow,
who may know the details that you want ta ask about the reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.We will call Mr. Morrow following you, Mr.
Commissioner. I have a few questions to ask.
You say that the city wants to obtain title to this land either by
donation or purchase 1
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress should enact a provision £or the
sale 0£ this area to the city of Portland, is the city in a position to
negotiate a purchase~
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir ..
The CHAIRMAN.0£ course, we can understand that you would
prefer to have it as a donation.
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir; surely.
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The CHAIRMA,N.But it may be that the easiest way £or you to
acquire title to it would be by purchase.
Mr. MANN. You see, there are practically 11,000 acres there that
the Government agreed in that land grant to sell £or $2.50 an
acre, which reverted to the Government.· Senator Chamberlain at
that time had passed a law to tie it into the Bull Run reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; but the Government paid the Southern
Pacific Railway Co. $2.50 an acre £or that land.
Mr. MANN. I did not know that.
Senator CAMERON.That was my understanding, that they paid
$2.50 an acre.
The CHAIRMAN.Either they did or they are to do so. I think
they did.
.
Mr. MANN. My understanding is that none 0£ this land has been
surveyetl and none of it has ever been cruised, except what we have
gone over very roughly. The rock slides, the lake, and the burntover ground we have a good idea 0£, because we have been tramping
through there and surveying the trails and building trails £or the
past 10 or 15 years. In £act, this administration has taken more
interest in the water question and cooperated more with the forest
reserve than any former administration, I believe. It is becoming
imperative to have this supply 0£ water. We contemplate spending
several million dollars-at
least, two or three million-in
the next
three years to put a water reservoir in there. We believe that in
time to come the real source 0£ our water supply will be reservoirs,
and we require that timber to hold the snow and the moisture there.
The CHAIRMAN.For conservation 0£ the water supply?
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Commissioner, why does the city 0£
Portland desire to own this area instead 0£ having it admiinstered
under the Forest Reserve? It is in the Forest Reserve now, as I
understand?
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And is administered by the Forest Service. The
act providing £or that withdrawal provided £or the conservation 0£
the timber and the source 0£ water supply. Are you apprehensive as
to its future management by the bureau representing the Government?
Mr. MANN. ,vell, different bureaus have different ideas, and the
body that is able to enact a law can repeal it.
The CHAIRMAN.The citizens 0£ the city 0£ Portland £eel that they
would like to own the source 0£ their water supply""?
Mr. MANN. Absolutely; yes, sir. And they are willing to pay £or
it if they have to.
The CHAIRMAN.And they are willing to pay £or it if the Government exacts that kind 0£ a settlement in turning it over?
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir. .
The CHAIRMAN.The city 0£ Portland is whole-heartedly insistent
that they should have the whole ownership and control 0£ the source
of their water supply?
Mr. MANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And have you discussed this with the representatives 0£ the Forest Service?
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Mr. MANS. I have discussed it somewhat with Mr. Sherrard, and
I talked last evening to Mr. Sherman about the m!Ctter a little, but
did not go into the general details. This entire matter has come
up since last evening. It has been in the minds of the administration £or some time, but we felt that this was the proper time to present the matter.
The CHAIRMAN.This committee, Mr. Commissioner, is investigating all questions relating to the public lands, reserved and unreserved, and you have properly come before the committee.
Mr. MANN. That is the reason the mayor and I are appearing here
to-day under orders 0£ the council to present the matter to you.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you informed as to what action will be required in order to vest the title to these lands in the city of Portland?
It will require a,n act of Congress, 0£ course.
Mr. MANN. It will require an act 0£ Congress; yes, sir.. I was
going to say that.
The CHAIRMAN.You are desirous of having action at the earliest
possible moment?
·
Mr. MANN. At the earliest possible moment; yes, sir. Because
there wil be some area in there that ~ill have to be cleared shortly
in order to get all the growth off the site of the proposed reservoir,
which will take possibly a year or more, and we intended to have the
work go along at the same time that the construction of the dam
takes place, so that when the dam is completed the reservoir will be
all ready.
The CHAIRMAN.You are filing with the committee a map which
minutely describes the area by metes and bounds~
Mr. MANN. ,ve have not got it minutely described, Senator, but
we will give you all of that detail.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement that you desire
to make relative to this matter?
Mr. MANN. No, sir. The mayor may have some thought in mind.
The CHAIRMAN.Mayor Baker, do you wish to make a statement
relative to this matter?

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGEF. BAKER, MAYOR, PORTLAND,
OREG.
Mayor BAKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen 0£ the committee,
there is not much that I can add to what Commissioner Mann has
already told you. We have been endeavoring to protect our watershed in every way possible, because we are rather jealous of our
water supply. We think we have one of the finest water supplies
in the country. The section served by this water supply comprises
over one-third of the people 0£ the State 0£ Oregon, and we are
furnishing water to a lot of people outside the city of Portland,
which makes it all the more necessary to protect all the water supply
that we have.
·
Now, I heard you ask a question as to whether the commissiow_r
thought if the Bureau of Forestry had control 0£ that area we would
be £earful that anything might happen. No; I am not £earful 0£
that. There is no bette:r; use that that particular area could be put
to than to supply the people 0£ our city with water. I do not £eel
that it is going to be commercialized, inasmuch as the conservation
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idea is becoming more preval~nt all the time in the minds of the
people, as to protecting their reserve and not commercil!'liz~ng the_m.
. The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Mayor, you and the people of this ci~y ~es~re
to see this basin, the source of your water supply, remam m its
primeval condition?
·
Mayor BAKER. Absolutely. I am glad you raised that point. We
are willing to enter into an agreement, ironclad, that will commit
the city of Portland to the conservation of that particular district.
I£ the Government does not contemplate the sale of the land or the
cutting 0£ the timber, i£ it is purely conservation that the Government desires, why, the city of Portland and its people will enter into
a solemn obligation .not to cut one stick of timber in there but to
conserve it £or the benefit of future generations.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Mayor, you desire that this land be ceded to
the city of Portland, never to be used £or any other purpose than the
conservation of water 1
Mayor BAKER. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.And the city will agree that it shall remain in its
primeval condition, so far as the city of Portland can control it?
Mayor BAKER. Absolutely, and we are willing to give any· assurance.
The CHAIRMAN.Of com~ the act in itself would assure that.
Mayor BAiiER. Possibly some contracts made in the past in various
localities have not been lived up to, but there is a sincere desire on
our part simply to protect the water. vVe are spending a lot of
money in the developing of our water supply; we are not stopping
at anything; and the people are very much interested. A trip over
that district to see what the city of Portland has done in that direction would satisfy you that we have only one object, and that is to
provide good, pure, clean water and to keep people out from that
district so that the forest will be protected, protecting not only that
area but other areas adjacent to it.
We are sincere in this, because it means much to the people. We
have 350,000 people here now, speaking conservatively, and we expect
to have within 25 years a million people, and the future citizenship
?f Portl3:nd _will require all the water that we can possibly conserve
m that district.
'.l'he CHAIRMAN.Can you develop a sufficient water supply from
tlus area, Mr. Mayor, to take care of your anticipated future growth?
Mayor BAKER. Yes; we think so.
The CHAIRMAN.On this map have you marked off a sufficient area
to provide £or your future requirements ?
.
Mayor BAKER. I a.m not personally familiar with what that map
contams, because I have always had confidence in Commissioner
Mann an~ his engineers. I presume they have provided there for
whatever is necessary.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Commissioner Mann, have you provided here for
all of your drainage basin and supply system?
M~. M;ANN. Yes, sir; and a little bit more, so that we can put a
fire hne m there and save it.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you anything else, Mr. Mayor?
Mr. BAKER. I think that is all, Senator.
Mr. MANN. Mr. Chairman, I will ask you to hear.Mr. Morrow.
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STATEMENTOF MR. BEN S. MORROW,ENGINEER WATER DEPARTMENT, PORTLAND,OREG.
Mr. MoRRow. Mr. Chairman, that map as outlined, showing the
boundaries of the section which we wish to acquire, does include all
of the drainage of the Bull Run River above our diversion at the
headworks and, in addition, a little buffer land .on the outside to
give us an area that can be protected before you come clear up to
the drainage area.
The question that was asked regarding our ability to develop a
water supply in there sufficient £or a large population can be answered by the statement that in the past 30 years' record of gauging
at our headworks the average run-off of the Bull Run River is
approximately 500,000,000 gallons a day. In other words, if we
could develop sufficient storage on the river, we could get water
enough from the Bull Run River £or a 500,000,000-gallon supply,
which would be enough £or possibly 4,000,000 people. ·
•
"\Ve have made surveys of about 11 storage sites in the reserve,
and I am satisfied at this time that we can develop at least 350,000,000
gallons of water from the reserve, average daily supply, which would
be enough £or 3,000,000 people, roughly.
The area shown there is, I would say, 90 or 95 per cent Government-owned. We have acquired by purchase from individuals who
owned land in there about 3,500 acres, just to get them out of that
area so that they would have no reason £or trespassing in there.
Our aim is always to keep the supply unpolluted. You can not have
people living and logging in the area of your water supply without
the possibility of pollution.
The CHAIRMAN.At the present time this area is being policed by
the Bureau of Forestry?
Mr. MoRROW.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.How would the State handle that?
Mr. MoRRow. Oh, we have no desire to take this land out of the
Bull Run Reserve. My idea of the thing would be that we would
continue in the future to pay our share of the Federal control of
the thing as we are doing now, or Federal patrol, which will be
more necessary with changing conditions and the development of
the surrounding country. We would expect to pay and be very
willing to pay any additional amount required by the Federal Govern:rµent £or additional patrol of the Bull Run River. Understand,
we own now only 3,500 acres. This would mean the acquisition of
about 90,000 more, and the reserve would remain as it is.
Th_e CHAIRMAN.There is some question in my, mind as to whether
when you segregate an area like this it would properly come under
th_e admini~tration of the Forest S~vice .. I£ i_t should be dete~mmed that it would not, would Portland still desire to purchase this
area and take over the policing and the administration of it?
·
Mr. MANN. Absolutely. This 3,500 acres that we already own is
in the reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.I understand that, and, of course, under the
present rules and regulations you can cooperate with the Forest
Service in the policing and administration of it. But there might
be a different sit.uation when we set aside a large area. I now under-
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stand you to say that that is of minor importance; that what you
want is the area, and if an arrangement can not be made with the
Bureau of Forestry £or the administration thereof, you will set up
your own administration or control?
Mr. MANN. Anything the Government requires.
Mayor BAKER. Whatever condition is imposed by the powers that
be on tlite city of Portland as to the protection of that or other adjacent property will be complied with. It will be worth whatever
the cost may be to the city of Portland in the years to come, because
as the city increases in population there will be that many more
users of water. The overhead cost will not be much greater, in a
sense. I mean, the construction of conduits and dams and all of that
is the first cost, and the price is regulated by the cost of the service
rendered. So if there is a £air cost for the patrolling and protection
of it 1'he water users would be more than glad to pay the bill.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Mayor, it occurs to me that the subject of
administration would be a matter £or a separate arrangement between the city of Portland and the Bureau of Forestry, rather
than of a legislative act. As I understand you, what you desire
is the ceding of this area to the city of Portland, and then you
will work out the administration feature vourselves?
Mayor BAKER. Absolutely.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Sherrard, will you take the stand?

STATEMENTOF MR. T. H. SHERRARD, SUPERVISORMOUNTHOOD
NATIONALFOREST,PORTLAND,OREG.
Mr. BowDEN. Mr. Sherrard, what position do you hold now?
Mr. SHERRARD.Superintendent
of the Mount Hood National.
Forest.
Mr. BowDE:N".How long have you been supervisor of that forest?
Mr. SHERRARD.Since 1908.
·
Mr. BowDEN. Were you present yesterday when Mr. Hunt, a permittee on that forest, made a complaint to the committee?
Mr. SHERRARD.No; I was•not here.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you familiar with his case?
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; I think so.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you explain to the committee what your files
show on that case, or what you know about it?
Mr. SHERRARD.I only know indirectly what he claims.
Mr. BOWDEN.Briefly, his complaint is that his sheep were not
permitted on the forest this year until July 15, or thereabouts, several days later than his permit called £or and several days later
than the time other permittees on that forest were· permitted to
go on the forest.
Mr. SHERRARD.His sheep were permitted on the forest this year
on July 10. I think there were others who have a high range who
were not allowed on until the same date. Mr. Hunt has two ranges
that are at a high altitude; ordinarily the snow covers them until
about the end of June. There are two or three feet of snow up
there until somewhere between the middle of June and the 1st of
July. Did he claim that he was discriminated against, do you
mean?
Mr. BowDEN. He did.
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Mr. SHERRARD.
I do not think there was any discrimination
against him.
Senator CAMERON.He claimed that he ought to have been allowed to go on there by the 20th of June, and not being permitted
to go on there till the 10th day of July, when he got there his
feed was all dried up, and it worked a great hardship on him and
caused him to lose several hundred dollars. And he said, if I am
correct, that he was the only one of the permittees that was discriminated. against in that way; that all the rest of them went oii
prior to his being permitted to go on.
Mr. SHERRARD.
Well, the opening date for all the sheep ranges
now is July 1. That is varied according to the condition of the mdividual range. For instance, Mr. Hunt last year was allowed on
both his ranges on the 15th of June. Last year was an abnormal
early season.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Sherrard, the immediate supervisor has discretion to allow some 15 days leeway?
Mr. SHERRARD.
Fifteen days each way.
The CHAIRMAN.Either after or before the fixed date?
Mr. SHF..RRARD.
Yes; either before or after.
The CHAIRMAN.The idea of that is that- the 15 days is sufficient
to cover the difference in different seasons?
Mr. SHERRARD.
Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Did Mr. Hunt take this case up with you this
spring?
,
.
Mr. SHERRARD.
No; this is the first time I have heard that he had
any objection.
Mr. BowDEN. Did you make an inspection in July or in June to
determine when the sheep could go on the range?
Mr. SHERRARD.
I saw part of his range, or one of his ranges in
June. I have not seen them since.
Mr. BowDEN. What part of June?
Mr. SHERRARD.
It was the 12th day of June.
Mr. BowDEN. That was the last inspection you made of any part
of his range ?
.
Mr. SHERRARD.
Yes; personally.
Of course his open ranges lie
in different ranger districts and the rangers make inspections of the
ranges.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hunt made the statement that the grazing
value of the range is being destroyed and also the fire hazard is increased by undergrazing of the range, that the undergrazing had
permitted an undergrowth of chaparral and that this chaparral
growth is so dense that it interferes with the grazing and eliminates
grazing and also increases the fire hazard, and that the undergrowth
is not a growth that might in time become commercial timber. Can
you tell us anything as to that condition j
Mr. SHERRARD.
I think he is wrong about the undergrowth.
It
is really keeping out fire that has caused the undergrowth to increase. That is not characteristic of his range alone; all the ranges
are growing up to a young timber and undergrowth wherever we
have been successful in keeping out fire. That is certainly true of
his ranges too.
The CHAIRMAN.It is due to an absence of fire rather than undergrazing?
1
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Mr. SHERRARD.
I think so. I do not think either 0£ his allotments is undergrazed.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Sherrard, are you cognizant 0£ any instance
wherein individual users o:f certain forests were discriminated
against because 0£ unfriendliness existing between the user and the
administrative force?
Mr. Smmtu.RD. No; I am not. I understood that Mr. Hunt stated
he had been reduced in his number 0£ stock, Did he make that
statement1
The CHAIRMAN.No; I do not recall that he did, Mr. Sherrard.
I
think the statement he made was this, that the number that he is
permitted to graze in a band had been reduced, but not the total
number.
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, there has not been any change of his permit
since 1907.
The CHAIRMAN.I think he referred, Mr. Sherrard, to a time prior
to the £ore.st administration, when they grazed as many as from
2,000 to 3,200 sheep in a herd, not that the number had been decreased lately.
Mr. SHERRARD.O:f course that was done a good many years ago.
Since 1907 he has had exactly the number of sheep he has applied
for every year. There has been no change.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the maximum size band 0£ sheep that
you permit to graze ?
Mr. SHERRARD.Twelve hundred old sheep in one band.
The CHAIRMAN.That is the maximum in any district?
Mr. SHERRARD.In this Mount Hood Fore.st, and I think in any
forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there areas where a larger band can be
grazed than in another area within the same forest ?
Mr. SHERRARD.Not in this forest that I am familiar with; the
bands are all the same size. Some owners prefer to run in smaller
bands, but the maximum 0£ 1,200 applies to all.
The CHAIRMAN.0£ course this committee is not interested in
going into specific cases, £or that is not the purpose 0£ these hearings; it is only going into specific cases £or the purpose 0£ illustration. How do you explain the setting ahead 0£ the date of entrance
0£ Mr. Hunt's sheep at a time when his range was right, as the result
of which grazing value detm:iorated, rather than permitting him
to enter at an earlier and more practical date~
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, I would not admit that the forage on his
range had dried up at that time.
.
The CHAIRMAN.I am only giving his version 0£ it.
Mr. SHERRARD.That is a very high range ; both of them are high
ranges. They reach 5,000 feet, and as I say, it is almost inconceivable that the range should have been dried out by July 10. On June
12 this year I was on one 0£ those ranges, and there was still enough
snow on the road to block a tractor. That looks as if the moisture
conditions were pretty good.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it the policy 0£ your department to carefully
inspect and determine the proper time £or entrance to the forest
ior the purpose 0£ grazing rather than arbitrarily fixing the date
without inspection ?
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Mr. SHERRARD.The local office does. For instance, the .year before Mr. Hunt was written, as I say, ·that in view of the abnorm3illy
early season he was justified in going on there the 15th of June.
That .is pretty early £or as high a range as that, but owing to the
.abnormally early season his range was ready. Ordinarily it is some
time in July.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you know why he. was not permitted to go on
until July 10 this yead
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, it was because of the condition of the feed
on his range.
Mr. BowDEN. What do you base that answet upon?
Mr. SHERRARD.Upon an examination by the ranger.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you the ranger's report?
Mr. SHERRARD.
I have not the written reports on those opening
dates. They make a report at the end 0£ the season, but those opening .dates are arranged generally over the telephone with the user.
Now, if Mr. Hunt had been to his range and had reason to believe
that his range was ready, or if any of his men had been there, he
could very easily have arranged over the 'phone, either with the
ranger or with me, to have a look at the range and see whether it
·was ready earlier.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your policy as far as possible to make that
a joint inspection by the user and the representative 0£ the Bureau
of Forestry?
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; we are glad to have the man see it himself.
We would much prefer to have him see it with us.
The CHAIRMAN.In the event of a controversy between the ranger
and the user what recourse is available to the used
Mr. SHERRARD.
He always has the right to appeal. He can appeal
if he wants to.
•
The CHAIRMAN.How direct is that appeal?
Mr. SHERRARD.
He could appeal to the district forester, and so
on up.
The CHAIRMAN.In the event of an appeal how quickly could the
appeal be acted upon, having in mind that the range is decidedly
perishable and that the determination should be made only at .approximately the exact date when use should begin and that a few
days or any considerable length of time would make it £utile to
institute an appeal?
.
Mr. SHERRARD.
Well, he could appeal to the Portland office within
a few hours, by telephone or by coming down here.
The CHAIRMAN.And ordinarily how soon will he receive a response to that appeal i
Mr. SHERRARD.
Why, I think right away.
Senator CAMERON.Suppose the Portland office should decide with
you. You are in charge of that range, are you not?
Mr. SHERRARD.
Yes.
Senator CAMERON.Then he would have to appeal to Washington?
Mr. SHERRARD.
No; he has an appeal to the district office here in
Portland.
Sentor CAMERON.I understand; but suppose the district office
decided you were right. Then he would have to go to the Chief
Forester in
ashington?

,v
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Mr. SHERRARD.Yes.
Senator CAMERON.And if the Chief Forester turned it down he
would have to go to the Secretary of Agriculture?
Mr. SHERRARD.
Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.And it would take him all summer, would it
not?
Mr. SHERRARD.
That would take quite a while.
Senator CAMERON.And, as I understand it, the range is only open
until the 15th of October?
Mr. SHERRARD.
Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.Then by the time the appeal was decided the
summer would be gone. I live in a high country, 7,000 feet, and
sheep that graze there go U:p as hie-h as 8,000 feet, and I think they
all go on there-how early, Colonel Greeley?
Colonel GREELEY.In the high country of Arizona? Those ranges
are usually open by the 1st of June.
Senator CAMERON.Why should there be so much difference up
here?
Mr. SHERRARD.You are a good deal farther south in Arizona.
Senator CAMERON.I understand that, but we are a good deal
higher.
Mr. SHERRARD.And then we have a good deal more snowfall here.
We have as high as 15 or 20 feet of snow on those ranges generally.
Senator CAMERON.Of course, I am not .familiar with. this section
of the country, but it seems to me a man should be able to get on his
range here by the middle of June, or the 20th of June, and get the
green grass. These summer ranges burn up very quickly sometimes.
Mr. SHERRARD.July 1 in a normal year is the best date. That has
been decided by the owners themselves; it has not been decided
arbitrarily.
The CHAIRMAN.That is the advisory board of the association of
woolgrowers l
.
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; the advisory board. Of course, the lower
cattle ranges open May 15; there is that difference in latitude.
Mr. BowDEN. Mr. Hunt testified that in former permits he was
given his number without any statement that the permit would not
be renewed, but his present permits show that the permit £or a
thousand head of sheep is not subject to renewal.
Mr. SHERRARD.I have the permit here. What he has this year is
a permit from me, good £or 10 years, £or 1,200 head; and he has
another band, you see, of 1,200-T will have to show you that
[handing paper to the chairman].
Senator CAMERON.He has another permit, hasn't he?
Mr. SHERRARD.Just one permit covers the two bands. For one
band his permit is for 10 years and £or the other it is annual. In
our letter of transmittal to accompany this it was stated that it was
temporary.
That was an error. His permit itself shows that £or
half of his sheep it was £or 10 years and on the other half annual.
Mr. BowDEN. The yellow sheet attached to this file is what?
•
Mr. SHERRARD.That is a letter of transmittal that goes with the
acknowledgment of payment of his grazing •fee. That states as
follows: "Twelve hundred on temporary permit, not renewable."
That was an error in filling ont that letter.
.
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Mr. BowDEN. Do you contemplate taking any of his range away
from him?
Mr. SHERRARD.No; he has never had a reduction of one head of
sheep.
Mr. BowDEN. And you· are not contemplating taking any range
away from him at this time?
Mr. SHERRARD.No. That was simply an error in making out that
letter of transmittal.
His permit when it was sent to him was just
like that copy you have there.
I might say something as to my experience with the term permits
here. We started out in 1908 with five-year permits, and they ran
to 1912, to 1917, and 1922. And we found that the stockmen put no
value on their term permits; they put no value on the £act that it
was a five-year permit. They do not seem to value it at all.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean there was no evidence of appreciation
qf a longer tenure?
Mr. SHERRARD.No; they didn't care whether it was or not.
Senator CAMERON.That seems strange, after all the hearings we
have had wherein most of them were asking £or a 10-year permit or
a lease straight out.
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, that has been the experience here. You see,
.t term permit is in the nature of a contract that they put on the same
number of stock every year during the five years of the period.
And they want to vary their number. One year they may have a
few more or a few less. For instance, Hunt one year left off one of
his bands entirely. One year-it
was, I think, 1911-when he ran
only one band. Wen, now, under his five-year term permit he would
not be allowed to do that. It is a contract to put on the same
number of sheep every year.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, now, why would he not be allowed to?
Well, of course, you have answered that, because that is the contract;
but why should a contract be so inflexible as to name a certain
number of sheep when the carrying capacity of the range might be
a great deal more or a great dea,l less as between two or more years?
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, I think it could be fixed so that it would be
flexible. But that is not my understanding of the way it is.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, it is not; but you think that it could be?
Mr. SHERRARD.I think that it could be.
The CHAIRMAN.That it would be practical to make it flexible?
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; as a matter of :fact, during all that period
that we had the five-year permits it was flexible.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you not think that it would be conducive to
a greater interest on the part o:f the user if the arrangement were
more flexible?
.
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, I always supposed it would be.
The CHAIRMAN.I will ask you, Mr. Sherrard, if the permit was
such that if he improved the grazing availability of the range, so
tp.at he could graze a greater number, that he be permitted to do so?
If he knew that he would be permitted to, would not that induce
him to exercise a greater care and be more concerned in improving
the grazing availability of the range than if he knew that any increase in the capacity would not inure to his benefit?
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Mr. SHERRARD,
·Well, theoretically I think· it should; but they do
not seem to value it very much. The ones who had the five-year
permits did not seem to care one way or the other.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, that may have b.een due to the inflexibility
that you have just spoken of. Under the arrangement of the fiveyear permit he could neither put on more nor less sheep. He had
to put on a certain number. But if the contract had been flexible
and he had been permitted to graze according to the grazing availability of the range, then do you think that he would have had a
greater interest ?
·
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, from my experience I don't think that he
would. There has never been any cutting on this forest, no reduction. And they do not have to fear that, at least they have made up
their minds that they do not have to fear that. For instance, Mr.
Hunt here has never been reduced, and I do not see really what
value the term " permit " has £or him.
.
Senator CAMERON.Well, it has l'I. value £or the reason that it
stabilizes his contract; is that not true? Would it not stabilize his
contract, make it more permanent?
Mr. SHERRARD.
Well, he had it £or three periods, and I don't
think he knew whether he had it or not most 0£ the time.
Senator CAMERON.Well, of course, I don't know about that. But
would you not think that if a man had a contract with the Government to graze on a certain area £or 10 years that he would feel more
permanent than if he had it £or one year? Would you not feel that
way?
· Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; theoretically I think I would. I£ I thought
there was any danger of reduction I certainly would.
Senator CAMERON.Of course, there might be a change in the superintendent or the ranger, and he might have different views from
what you had.
;
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; if he had any cause to fear a reduction I think
he would want the term "permit."
I would.
Mr. BowDEN. On this permit the following clause appears:
Sheep may enter at Camas County corral on or after July 10. Please notify
Ranger Joe A. Graham, at Wapinitia, when to count your sheep in at Camas.

Does that mean that hereafter during this period of 10 years the
permittee can not bring his sheep on before July 10?
Mr. SHERRARD.No ; that is modified every year according to the
season. For instance, in connection with his permit the year before
this letter was written to him. 'l'hat has to be elastic according to the
opening of the season.
Mr. BowDEN. But if the opening of the season is July 1 why don't
you put July 1 in it instead of July 10? Then this would give you
15 days' leeway from July 10 instead of July 1, as regards his particular case.
Mr. SHERRARD.
Well, I think you will find that July 10 is a note
on the bottom of the permit.
'
Mr. BowDEN. Yes. It is a part of the contract, however.
Mr. SHERRARD.
Well, for that year. For this year only.
The CHAIRMAN.You have taken a central period £or the entire
duration or life of the permit-the
10-year permit-and
then you
have a regulation, a flexible regulation that provides £or a 15-day
leeway from the central date?
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Mr. SHERRARD.Yes. For instance there might be a series of years
when it was earlier, as it was last year-three
or £our years. But
that was assumed as the average date, as near as you can come to it.
The CHAIRMAN.In other words, you have a leeway of 30 days?
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; 15 days each way.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your policy to listen to the advisory board
of the association on the question of time of entrance?
Mr. SHERRARD.On all questions affecting the range.
The CHAIRMAN.But you reserve the right to override or overpower the decision of the advisory board; in other words, you have
the final say?
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; subject to an appeal.
The CHAIRMAN.Subject to an appeal?
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And that appeal must be in the bureau?
·Mr.SHERRARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.In your judgment could a separate and distinct
tribunal of some sort be provided, not attached in any way, and
that any controversial question might be settled by a disinterested,
we will say, tribunal?
Mr. SHERRARD.Well, I have not given that matter much thought.
I do not see any objection to it.
The CHAIRMAN.It_ would surely tend to lessen the friction between the supervising bureau and the user?
Mr. SHERRARD.A separate board of appeals, do you mean?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. SHERRARD.Yes; a board 0£ appeals 0£ some kind.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any further questions?
I£ not, that is
all, Mr. Sherrard.
Are there anv others who desire to be heard?
Mr. W. B. BuRT (inspector, Interior Department).
Mr. Chairman, before you adjourn, here are some maps that you asked of Mr.
Boyer of the Interior Department.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you. And these are to be filed with the
committee?
Mr. BURT. Yes. There is one set of maps here which show the
vacant acreage with which you are familiar, and then there is £or
the States of Washington and Oregon a Forest Service map showing
the reserves. We could not get hold of one of those maps £or the
State of Idaho.
But of course it can be obtained on request from
the Forest Service in Washington.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; we can obtain that. You have marked just
the townships on these maps and the acreage in each township, I
take it1
Mr. BURT. Yes; in each township.
It does not refer to any tract
smaller than a township.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ there are no others here who desire to be heard,
without objection the committee will adjourn.
(Thereupon, at 3.05 p. m., Wednesday, September 9, 1925, the
· committee adjourned to reconvene at Pendleton, Oreg., Thursday,
$eptember 10, 1925.)
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UNITED STA'l'ESSENAn,,
SCTBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE
ON
PUBLIC LANDS AND SURVEYS,
Pendleton, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at
10 o'clock a. m. Thursday, September 10, 1925, in the Federal Building, Pendleton, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield (chairman)
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. For the benefit of those present I will state the object of these hearings. This is
a subcommittee of the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys of
the United States Senate, holding hearings under Senate Resolution
3:4:7,which provides:
Resolved, That the Commttee on Public Lands· and Surveys, or any duly
authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized to investigate all matters relating to national forests and to the pubUc domain ::tnd their admh\.istration,
including grazing lands, foreFlt reserves, and other reservations
and lands
withdrawn from entry. · For the pm·pose of this resolution such committee or
subcommittee is authorized to hold hearings and to sit and act at such places
and times ; to employ . such experts and clerical, stenographic,
and other
assistants;
to require by subpcena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such books, papers, and documents; to administer such oaths and to take such testimony and make such expenditures
as
it deems adyisable.

This committee is not confining its hearings to any particular subject pertaining to the public domain, reserved or unreserved. We
are here to listen to anyone who has either complaints or suggestions
to make. We realize that probably the greatest interest here is in
the grazing within the forest reserve, but if there are others here
than those interested in the grazing on the forest reserve that want
to be heard the committee will attempt to give them time: Mr.
Falconer.

STATEMENTOF MR. FRED W. FALCONER,SHEEP RAISER,
PENDLETON,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Falconer, please give your name, residence,
and the business you are in engaged in to the reporter.
·
Mr. FALCONER.Fred W. Falconer; Pendleton, Oreg. I run sheep
in Umatilla, ,vallowa, and Union Counties in the State of Oregon
and in Wyoming.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Falconer, how long have you been engaged
in the livestock business?
Mr. FALCONER.Twenty-five years.
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The CHAIRMAN.What branch 0£ the livestock business are. you in?
Mr. FALCONER.In the sheep business.
The CHAIRMAN.Where do you graze your sheep?
Mr. FALCONER.I graze in Umatilla, Wallowa, and Union Corir>ties.
The CHAIRMAN.Within the forest reserves or on public domain?
Mr. FALCONER.I graze on private and leased lands and the forest
reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.And in what forest do you grade?
Mr. FALCONER.Umatilla National Forest, the Wallowa National
Forest, and the Wenatchee National Forest.
The CHAIRMAN.You have a statement you wish to make, Mr.
Falconer?
Mr. F ALCONl!R.
Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You man proce-ed.
Mr. FALCONER.Mr. Chairman and gentlemen 0£ the committee, I
know that the time 0£ this committee is valuable, and I want to make
my statement as concise and as clear as possible.
When I came west from Iowa in 1899 sheep and cattle were grazing at the will 0£ the owner on all public lands which belonged to
the Federal Government, excepting that there was a somewhat
keen competition £or these grazing privileges and the other fellow
very often beat one to the choice camps in the high mountain
ranges which afford our summer pastures.
At that time those
holding £all and spring ranges and watering places were generally
conceded to have the first privilege to graze the adjoining ranges;
but there were many differences of opinion and much trouble created
over the competition £or these Government lands, and the mort>
progressive stockmen welcomed the creation of the forest reserves
£or it promised at least some sort 0£ regulation and stabilization of
the stock business in so far as summer grazing was concerned.
At that time the meetings held by representatives 0£ the Government, who were direct representatives 0£ the bureau 0£ forestry, and
who promised stockmen 0£ the West that the fees charged £or
grazing would only be nominal. In £act, they admitted that there
was no law which made provision £or the charging of any fees whatsoever on the grazing areas in the national forests. At first a very
reasonable fee was charged, but as time went on the fees were
gradually increased, and in 1921 the Department of Agriculture
through the Forest Service, authorized a gentleman by the name of.
Rach£ord to go out and attempt to find out what was the commercial
value 0£ the forage crop in the various national forests of the West.
It is a self-evident £act that Mr. Rach£ord did a lot 0£ work and
made a very exhaustive report, and no discredit should accrue to
him because 0£ anything which may be wrong in this report, for the
very principle upon which this report was based was entirely
wrong.
.
.
No hard and fast rules could be made nor no permanent commercial value could be established on the forage in the grazing
area in the forest reserves. The Rach£ord report took cognizance
0£ values on forage on outside ranges similar to those within the
national forests during the years of 1919 to 1923, inclusive. The
period immediately following the war was one 0£ very great prosperity and inflation, and many men succeeded in gettmg money to
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go into the sheep business who did not know anything about the
business and who were not entitled to credit for that purpose. They
had no idea as to what sheep range was worth and they believed
that the profits of the sheep business would stand almost any overhead expense, and, having no ranges of their own, they leased
private range holdings at abnormally high prices, thereby compelling the old flock masters to enter into competition with them
in paying these exorbitant prices for range in order to protect their
own livestock holdings and care for them.
It was not until the year 1920 that the bubble burst and sheep depreciated more than 75 per cent in price, and the old-tim~ flock
masters, even though they had been fairly conservative and had provided a sinking fund for an emergency, were sorely tried to carry
on business, because there was very little new credit available £or that
purpose. The new men who had entered into the sheep business
were sorely disappointed, and many of them threw up their hands
and quit, and turned over their sheep to the loan companies or banks
who had furnished them with the purchase money. These loan companies and banks had no place to take these sheep, and there was no
market for them at all excepting in the stockyards of the great
packing centers of these United Stat~s, and it was ruinous to take
the prices which could be obtained there for sheep at that time. So
these banks and loan companies were compelled to pay a price for
range lands which had been established under an inflation to graze
these flocks of sheep which they had been compelled to take over
until such time as they were able to liquidate.
This kept the price
of grazing land outside the national forests at a maximum price
until the year 1924.
Prior to the war I had some 100,000 acres of timbedands belonging to various lumber companies in Wallowa County leased, for
which I paid a consideration of 7 cents per acre; and prior to my
obtaining this lease it was held by a prominent woolgrower of this
State for a period of five years for the same consideration per acre,
and in his attempt to stock this grazing land to its full capacity
he lost many thousands of dollars, thereby proving that at that time,
being in the year 1910, that one could not pay a consideration of 7
cents per acre for that character of grazing lands and ,make a profit.
My lease on this land terminated during the war period, and, as I
have said, the price of grazing lands had reached an abnormally
large figure, and I was compelled, in order to renew this lease, to pay
a consideration of 20 cents per acre, and for some of this grazing
land I paid a price as high as 25 cents per acre. It is needless to say
that it was impossible, after the slump of 1920, to graze sheep for a
time upon these lands at a profit, even though I had been able to hold
a lease for no consideration whatsoever.
During the past year and since the great liquidation of cattle in
these Western States has taken place there are more grazing lands
available than there is a demand for, and the price is rapidly adjusting itself on these grazing lands to a value which is more nearly what
they are worth; but it can never be stable. I£ the cattle business
comes back, and if the sheep business remains profitable, new capitaljsts will be found who will be willing to invest in these two businesses, and a greater demand will be created again for these lands
43213-25-PT
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and the price will go up; but anyone who is familiar with the livestock business knows that the price has never been stable, and I do
not believe can ever be stabilized. There has been in the past 25
years five periods during which time when lambs and wool could
not be produced at a profit, and just as surely as sheep or cattle reach
an abnormally high price just so sur.e will they again reach an abnormally low price.
In order that there may be some stabilization to the industry of
sheep raising and woolgrowing there should be some definite price
.£or the forage on the grazing areas of the national forests arrived at,
and the permittees who have prior rights and adequate real-estate
holdings should have a permanent lease or right, which should be
legalized, to graze upon the forests, and this lease or grazing right
should be determined upon an area basis. I£ the permittee shall
make it his business to improve the quality of his range, to sow grass
seeds in the meadows and on those areas which are susceptible of
producing domestic grasses, thereby increasing the capacity of his
range, he should have the benefit of this increase. There is no incentive under the present method of handling the range £or the
permittee to improvs.his range, because if he increases the capacity of
his allotment to any great e:i,;tent this increase is taken a way from
him and in :many instances given to some new would-be flock master,
who would not make a success £or himself and will be a detriment not
only to the old permittees on the forest but an aggravation and a
source of trouble to the Forest Service themselves.
Since the time of Abraham custom has decreed that those having
flocks and other material holdings adjacent to grazing areas which
are common- property, or rather belong to the established government, that the benefits of these grazing areas shall accrue to those
flock masters; and under this system- new lands were discovered,
new continents were explored, and this great Nation of the United
States of America was founded. When our ancestors landed on the
bleak New England coast from .the M ayfiower all of that country
was a common grazing ground, but as the country became more
settled and land was taken under legal entry all of the lands in the
Eastern and Middle States went into private ownership.
All of
the lands which still belong to the Government are located principally in 11 western States. The chief reason that there is any land
left which is public land is because of the £act that it is impossible
· to make a living on any reasonable amount of this land by the usual
£arming operations, and £or the further reasons that vast areas were
put into forest reserves to protect the national resources of the
country which still remained in the possession of the Federal Government.
The first homestead law made the size of homesteads 160 acres,
the second 320 acres, and the _third 640 acres, and many thousands
of acres under this last-named law were taken up as homesteads and
the, native grasses plowed under and attempts made to raise grain
and other crops, which proved in most instances a dismal failure.
After the forest reserves were created many men who were in
the sheep and cattle business bought lands upon which small tracts
were susceptible to irrigation and watering places adjacent to or in the
forest reserves, so that the lands so bought, together with the grazing
privilege in the forests, would constitute a grazing unit that would
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furnish grazing and feed for their flocks during the entire year .
.The price paid for these irrigated tracts and watering places was
in most cases a price based not only on the intrinsic value of the
tracts and watering places themselves but on the value in connection with the grazing privilege on the forest reserve also. The
stockmen and farmers at a great expense developed small areas of
land on their holdings and placed the same under water, building
in some instances long and expensive flumes, installing pumping
plants, so that they might raise forage and feed for the winter
season which would make their grazing unit a safe place to graze
their livestock during the entire year.
Many of the States and many localities from all the States in
the West owe their development to the livestock business, and at
the present time many of the farmers who raise alfalfa hay and
grains in the fertile valleys of this western country are dependent
on selling their produce to livestock men. They are not stockmen
themselves, and in many instances do not care to engage in that line
of business, and would not make a success of it if they did; and it is
only by the fact that other men do engage in the stock business that
they are able to market their produce.
Under this system, which prevailed before the forests were created, and under the plan adopted by the Forest Service in administering the grazing areas of the forests we have come to know who
it is that should be allowed to use the grazing areas in the forest
reserves and who can do so at a profit to himself and to the material
development of the locality in which he lives and incidentally to
the State and Nation. And we now have a recognition by the
Forest Service of prior rights, which are based on priority and the
adequate private landholdings of the permittees.
The creation of
the forest reserves was a co:{lstructive piece of legislation, and the
work of the Forest Service has as a whole been, I believe, very constructive; and I do not think that there has been any intention by
its major officials at any time to do anything which was not right
and just and which would hinder the development of our great western country; but there were some minor officials connected with the
forest reserves who harassed the stockmen and made their operations
difficult, because, apparently, for a long time the word of a forest
ranger was equal in weight as evidence ~o the forest supervisor to
the work of five or six stockmen. So the stockmen who had large
sums of money invested in land and livestock holdings, whose chief
value was dependent upon the grazing permits in the national forests, lived in a constant state of uneasiness for fear that his permits
in the national forests might be arbitrarily canceled. For he well
knew that there was no court or tribunal before which he could go to
appeal from the decision made by the Forest Service. The Forest
Service was and is the legislative, the judicial, and the exeoutive
branches of the administration of the grazing areas in the national
forests, and from its decisions there is no appeal.
The national forests were primarily created to protect the natural
resources of the country, such as timber, water power 1 and to develop mining, and we stockmen have no idea or mtent10n of interfering with this protection. We appreciate the fact that our large
areas of standing timber must be protected and that great areas of
cut-over and logged-off land must be reforested. We also appreciate
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the fact that the great water power which may be deveiloped in our
great rivers and mountain streams of the West must be developed
£or the benefit o-f all the people of the United States, and we would
have the rights of those who wish to visit our beautiful mountains
of the West and enjoy the beautiful scenery during their vacation
periods protected. We, too, are proud of the many wonders which
are to be found in these forest reserves, and we would have all those
who may care to do so enjoy with us this out-door life in the summer
tim~
•
There is a belie£ among those who are not acquainted with the
£acts that sheep are destructive to the forests and that no reforestation can be successfully accomplished where sheep are grazed.
This is an error. Sheep do not graze upon the forage of the pine
tree. Upon my private timberland leases, where they have been
logged off for a number of years and where I take my sheep annually to graze, and upon the trails where I take my sheep into these
grazing areas young pine and fir trees are now growing so thickly
that in many places the grazing is being depleted. I have grazed
sheep in the States of Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, New Mexico, and Nevada, and I am willing to testify that this
is a £act, not only in the State of Oregon but in all those States.
There is a feeling ainong the middle western stockmen that they
can not compete with the western stock raisers in the producing of
wool and meats. They think that we have a lot of free range out here
in the West and that it does not cost us hardly anything to raise sheep.
'.rhis is a palpable error; and this belie£ could be easily disproved if
they were acquainted with the actual £acts. The inaccessibility of
many of these grazing areas in our national forests is a great draw~
back, and in order to successfully run sheep in this western country
the flocks must travel many miles durip.g the year in order to reach
suitable grazing £or the different seasons, and they must again be
brought back over this same trail to the winter feeding grounds,
thereby making it necessary to hire much extra labor in the handling of these flocks. The loss of the flocks is also v_ery great on
account of this continual trailing from one range to another.
The middle western farmer has his flocks at all times under his
own fences and under his own eyes and supervision, thereby making
a great saving on labor and loss over that of his western competitor.
And they do not take cognizance of the fact that all of our great
market centers are in the Middle West and that western flockmasters
are many hundred miles away from these market centers, thereby
making it necessary for them to pay a large freight bill in getting
their produce to market. The real pioneers of the vVest were those
men who come here nearly three-quarters of a century ago, driving
their flocks and herds before them, utilizing the forage on those
areas which were at that time great wastes, and before the arrival
of these stockmen were producing no income to anyone whatsoever.
Many of the fertile valleys of this western country which are now in
a. high state of cultivation would still be in their virgin state if it
had not been £or these selfsame pioneer stockmen who deprived themselves of not only all the luxuries of life but many of the ordinary
comforts of life_
We wish to have our business stabilized in so far as it is possible
and a legal right to graze upon the grazing areas in the national
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forests by those now using thes:i areas and who have spent millions
of dollars in building up an untold number 0£ plants in order that
this may be successfully accomplished. This legal right to graze
given £or a reasonable consideration will do more toward this desired stabilization than any other act. ·we stockmen of this great
West believe that the grazing resources of this western country belong to the people of the West, and that any consid ~ration paid
by the stockmen £or these grazing privileges on the national forests
over and above the actual cost 0£ adminietration 0£ these areas should
go to the States in which the forest reserves are located. All of the
Eastern States have receiv d full benefit of the lands which formerly belonged to the Federal Government, and it is eminently
unfair and unjust £or them to claim participation in the surplus
received from the proceeds on grazing leases in the national forests
0£ the West. Any surplus derived from the grazing leases should
be used by the various States in which this_ income is produced in
bulidin¥ and improving their schools and roads. We stockm n are
not asking something £or nothing. We have always paid our way;
we contend that we have been one of the most important £actors,
if no~ the important factor, in the development and upbuilding of
this western country.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Falconer, would an increase in grazing fees
affect the value of the ranch real estate used in livestock operation
where the owner is a user 0£ the forest?
Mr. FALCONER.A material increase in grazing fees would depreciate the value of this ranch property, and if it was high enough it
would practically confiscate the value.
The CHAIRMAN.Then the value of ranch property used in connection with grazing on t~e forest is largely predicated on the right
to graze?
Mr. FALCONER.In most instances it is.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that the rights to graze within
the forest should be legalized by an act 0£ Congress?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And that such rights should be based upon established priority and preference at the time of the enactment of the
law?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the present permits in your opinion be a
£air basis £or the granting of long tenure leases or grazing rights
within the forest?
Mr. FALCONER.I would like to qualify that statement. In most
instances the present administration of the Forest Service has been,
so far as I have knowledge of them, very £air, and I think that they
., have a system by which, as I stated, they know and we know who
is entitled to these grazing areas.
The CHAIRMAN.About how long has the Bureau 0£ Forests been
supervising and regulating the grazing within the forests?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I haven't the date in my mind, but ever
since the forest reserves were created.
The CHAIRMAN.For about 25 years?
Mr. FALCONER.For about 20 years.
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The CHAIRMAN.And it is your opinion that during that lapse 0£
time they have fairly well determined as to who is best entitled to
graze?
Mr. FALCONER.In so far as my knowledge is concerned, I think
that that is true.
The CHAIRMAN.By what method might new users 0£ the forest
secure grazing rights, or, putting it in another way, what method
would be fair and equitable in your opinion?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, 0£ course the old users 0£ the forest finally
die, and they may have no sons, or their sons may not care to continue in the business. There must be some provisions made £or new
users of the forest reserve, £or the grazing areas in the forest reserve.
But very careful consideration should be given in making the decision who they shall be, because it has been my experience and my
observation that the new permittees or new applicants £or grazing
on the forest have not made any money £or themselves, have been a
detriment to the old-established permittee, and have been an aggravation and ·a source 0£ trouble to the Forest Service. I think some
of my friends in the Forest Service will bear that testimony out.
The CHAIRMAN.Do new permittees ordinarily displace older permittees?
.
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, does it follow then that it would be £air
£or a new permittee to gain entrance by purchasing the livestock 0£
an old permittee, and thereby obviate the necessity 0£ displacing
stock that is already placed and grazing within the limits of the
forest? That is, with the consent 0£ the permittee from whom he is
purchasing the livestock or, rather, the waiver 0£ the grazing right?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I would say, Mr . .Chairman, that he should
not only purchase the stock-I
mean this grazing privilege should
follow both the real-estate holding and the stock.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, do you think that it should be compulsory
that in order £or an old user or permittee to transfer his right that
he should sell both his land and livestock, or should that be left to
his own judgment in the matter?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, in order to avoid what might be terme<l
speculation in grazing rights 1 generally speaking-now,
there are
exceptions to all rules-generally
speaking it is my opinion that
this grazing right should be tied to the real-estate holdings, that
part of hi~ real-estate holdings which he uses in connection with his
livestock. It should be tied to the real estate and the livestock themselves; that is my personal opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.And there should be no separation 0£ the real ,
and personal property?
Mr. FALCONER.vVell, a man might own a lot 0£ land which is ..
wheat land, and he might own a lot 0£ grazing land, but if he sells
that portion 0£ his land which goes to make up this grazing unit
and theJivestock it is my personal opinion that that should carry
with it this grazing right.
The CHAIRMAN.You concur with the idea that there should be
provisions £or the protection 0£ the other resources of the national
forests other than grazing?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the holders of grazing rights
should be responsible £or willful damage done by them to the resources of the forest?.
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the exercise of such rights
should be such as will insure the beneficial use of the grazing resource as considered from the standpoint of general business welfare?
Mr. FALCONER.I do.
The CHAIRMAN.And you favor equitable protection to communities, to the small £armer and stock raiser, to the wild life, and the
recreational facilities?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I am propounding these questions to you from the
resolutions that were adopted in Salt Lake. And I believe that you
have stated that no charge basis should be made effective in a law
which would result in depreciating investment values in the privately owned dependent properties of the holders of such rights r
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir; that is my statement.
The CHAIRMAN.And that provision be made £or returning whatever amounts are collected £or grazing to the State rather than turning it over to the Federal Treasury?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes; the surplus.
The CHAIRMAN.The surplus over and above the cost of administration?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You are opposed to the Rach£ord report, believing it to be based upon unsound economic principles?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe you stated that you were not a user
of the public domain, the unreserved areas?
Mr. FALCONER.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any opinion as to what regulation o:f
grazing there should be on the unreserved public domain f
Mr. FALCONER.Well, not being personally interested I have not
given that subject much thought, but in my opinion it finally must
come to Federal control, finally. I think there is very little land,
if any, in the State of Oregon, that is fit £or homesteads left in
the public domain. It is all grazing land.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress concludes that a law should be
enacted providing £or regulation of the public domain and £or permission to graze livestock, would it be more practical. £or them to
follow the permit system, or make area leases?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I think area leases is the only equitable
way of controlling any range area.
The CHAIRMAN.You would confine that to the use of the forest
reserves as well as public domain ?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, I would.
Mr. BowDEN. In your judgment, Mr. Falconer, is forest range
worth as much to the livestock user as comparable to privately
owned range?
Mr. FALCONER.Not under the present system, it is not.
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Mr. BowDEN. Will you state why it is not?
Mr. FALCON.ER.
Well, when you have a privately owned range
or privately leased range you are at liberty to conserve this range
and increase its producing qualities and benefit yourself by this
increase. I£ you increase the producing qualities 0£ your forest
reserve allotment it is quite likely this increase will be taken away
from you and given to some other applicant.
Mr. BowDEN. The administrative probe that a forest permittee
must undergo makes forest range worth less than leased privately
owned range as to which the lessee does not have such administrative
interference?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, the liberty tha.t one has to handle his stock
on his privately owned or privately leased land is worth considerable in comparison with the regulations one must observe on the
forest. Although I would like to qualify that statement. I believe
it is the intention 0£ the Forest Service to make all these rules
and regulations constructive and to accrue £or the benefit of not
only the stockmen but to the Forest Service and the forest reserves.
There is a difference of opinion, however. That is my personal
opinion. Not all stockmen agree with that.
Mr. BowDEN. How much 0£ a difference between the value 0£
forest range and privately owned range would you estimate, the
lands being the same physically? Would forest range, £or example,
be worth one-half as much?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I was going to say-I don't know that I care
to state the exact proportion, but privately owned or privately leased
land is much more valuable to the stockman than forest permits
because 0£ the £act, as I have stated before, that one must observe
regulations and rules which I believe are constructive but which
hamper his operations. I£ he increases the producing quality 0£ his
range, he has no way to derive the benefit. He can not put on any
more stock.
·
Mr. BowDEN. You said in your testimony that you were a lessee
0£ a considerable amount 0£ private range?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. What control over that range is exercised by the
lessori
Mr. FALCONER.None whatever, excepting that they reserve the
right to log off the lands where the land has not been logged off.
Mr. BowDEN. But no control over your grazing?
Mr. FALCONER.That is right.
Mr. BowDEN. Is that a general policy in the Northwest here relative to the leasing 0£ privately owned lands?
Mr. FALCONER.I think it is where the leases are given £or a long
time, because these timber companies know that if their range is
leased £or a long period to a stockman who knows his business that
he is not going to cause depletion 0£ these ranges; he is going to
keep them up.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you familiar with the conditions existing on
privately owned range ":hich is leased here in Oregon?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Is that range overstocked or has it been depleted
more so than forest range 1
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Mr. FALCONER.I know of no privately leased lands in large bodies
on long-time leases where that is a £act.
Mr. BowDEN. The administrative expense in leasing the privately
owned range under the system which you have just mentioned is
rather small, is it not?
Mr. FALCONER.In comparison; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. I presume the expense of administering the grazing.
on such land is pretty near nominal, is it not?
Mr. FALCONER.Oh, there is nothing t@ that. There is no expense
incurred by these lumber companies :from which I lease lands. a~ all.
I don't believe they ever come on the logged-off lands unless 1t 1s to
hunt grouse.
Mr. BowDEN. You recommend that the forest be leased on an area
basis. I£ forest is leased on an area basis do you recommend that
the control of the grazing on the leased area be vested in the permittee or user?
Mr. FALCONER.I would recommend this, that this permit be
granted or this lease be given along the same lines and under similar
terms to the lease given by timber companies. They have good lawyers; they know how to put in the proper terms in these leases £or
their protection, and I am quite sure that the same provisions in the
Government lease or Government permit would amply protect the
Government.
Mr. BowDEN. In the event that any of the conditions in the lease
were violated. by the user what recourse could be had by the Forest
Service?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, if we were given the legal right to lease
why we would automatically come under the jurisdiction of the
Federal court.
.
Mr. BowDEN. And it is your recommendation that such violations
be finally settled, at least if the user desires, by the Federal courts?
Mr. FALCONER.I would recommend that a commission of some
sort be created to which these difficulties or differences of opinion
could be brought.
But the final appeal, if necessary, taken to the
Federal court.
The CnAIRMAN. That is in the event of irreconcilable controversies?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Under the present 10-year permit the Forest Service provides that there may be a· reduction in the amount of the
preference number, not exceeding 10 per cent, £or redistribution
purposes.
Do you believe that the policy of further reduction
should be encouraged to any extent?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I will just answer that question by stating
the £acts that have come under· my own personal observation.
It
has not been a success. That policy has not been a success. It
has been tried out quite extensively in the '"allowa National Forest
under the direction and supervision of one of the forest supervisers, Mr. Harvey Harris, who is very conscientious and had an
idea that he could redistribute this range to a lot of small permittees
and make a success of it. And it was not a success.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, in this redistribution
that you refer to,
was that by displacing of other users?
43213-25-PT
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Mr. FALCONER.Yes ; cutting down the bigger man and giving
the smaller man a chance to go in.
· Mr. BowDEN. Then, so far as the Forest Service preference policy
is classified in class A, B, and C you are opposed to that classification?
Mr. FALCONER.I think that all present permittees-there
are exceptions to all rules, of course-but
in most all cases all present
permittees should be and are class A men.
Mr. BowDEN. That is, ypu would extend the class A preference
to all forest permittees at the present time?
Mr. FALCONER.Wbo have permanent rights.
Mr. BowDEN. Wbo have permanent rights?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Wbatever their classification?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, now, when you say permanent, what do you
mean by permanent ?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I mean the privilege or the right to graze
upon the national forest.
Mr. BowDEN. In the event that your recommendation should be
made effective, what would be the effect on the expense of administering grazing on the national forest?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I don't. know just how great the effect
would be, but it would very materially decrease the cost of administering.
As I stated before, I don't think that the timber
companies from which I lease lands spend any money at all on
administering the grazing of the tracts that I have under lease.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Falconer, are you familiar with the cattle
industry in this section?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.How many cattlemen have gone broke smce
1919?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, I don't know. Most all of them.
Senator CAMERON.What percentage would you think?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, that £act has not been determined, but I
think that if they were liquidated 90 per cent.
Senator CAMERON.90 per cent ?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.That would leave 10 per cent that you think
would pull through ?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes; I think probably 10 per cent would stand on
their own feet. And I would like to explain, Senator Cameron, that
most of them have got some sheep.
Senator CAMERON.And the sheep tide them over. Now, Mr. Falconer, in administering the £orest-grazi:r~g land in the Forest Service
I think your statement is that you do not believe that they should
charge more than the actual cost of administration?
Mr. FALCONER.No, sir; I did not say that Senator. I said that a
reas9nable fee should be charged and any surplus over and above the
cost of administration should be turned back to the State in which
the forest reserve is located £or the maintenance and building of
schools and roads.
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Senator CAMERON.Do you know any good reason why the Forest
Service should charge more £or the grazing lands to the stockmen
than the actual cost of the administration?
Mr. FALCONER.No; I lmow of no reason, but I am willing Se_nator, to pay more than that. Personally I am willing to pay a reasonable price. Not based on a commercial value butr-personally
I am
willing to pay the present fee.
The. C:a:AI.RMAN.
But you are not in favor of an increased fee
· that would tend to depreciate your property investment?
Mr. FALCONER.I am opposed to any increase in fees. I thin~
they are plenty high enough.
Mr. BowDEN. In the event that the leasing policy that you recommend was made effective, who should bear the cost of improvements
on the leased area? The forest or the lessee?
Mr. FALCONER.vVell, if you will allow me I would like to answer
that question as to what I would prefer, personally. I£ I had a long
time lease on my allotments in the national forest where I graze
sheep I would be willing and glad to reseed that portion which is
susceptible of producing domestic forage at my own expense, if I
be allowed to do it. I would be ,glad to do it if I knew that I had
a lease £or a long time to come.
The CHAIRMAN.You think then, Mr. Falconer, that the terms of
the lease should be sufficiently liberal to induce the improvement of
the area leased on the part of the lessee?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes; so that if he gets it £or a long time at a
reasonable price he will spend some money himself in improving
this range. I lmow I have ranges that I know could be reseeded,
that have been burned over, meadows on which the forage could be
very materially increased by a small expenditure which I would
be very willing to make.
"
The CHAIRMAN.It would be a very natural thing £or any lessee
to improve his area if he knew that he had a sufficient tenure to
make the improvements advantageous to him and profitable to him,
would it not 1
Mr. FALCONER.Surely.
Mr. BowDEN. The Forest Service has a system whereby it disciplines users of the forest or punishes users of the forest £or violation
of rules, by reducing the amount of the preference or the amount of
the permit. ·what do you think of that type of penalty?
Mr. FALCONER.I think that that is unconstitutional.
I say first it
is unjust, unconstitutional, and notr-well, itfis just simply not right.
A man should be fined if he commits or does an injury to his neighbor or the Government; he should be fined to that extent. But do not
take away his business. There is no law in the United States which
will justify any such ruling or such penalty.
The CHAIRMAN.It is a destructive penalty rather than an exemplary and punitive penalty?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. The punishment not only extends to the permittee
but it also affects the community at large, does it not, by putting out
of business a part of an industry?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes; I suppose they would give this range to somebody else if they took it away from one man, but as I stated before
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they are liable to give it to somebody who will make no money £or
himself or anybody else.
Mr. BownEN. Well, if stabilization is economic and desirable, then
such a type 0£ penalty is uneconomic in that it does not increase
stabilization?
·
Mr. FALCONER.It does not.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Falconer, do you know 0£ any cases wherein
the reduction penalty has been applied?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, only by hearsay. I have not had any .per-•
sonal experience with any reductions. I have heard that they have
"been made, but I am not able to testify on that £act.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, it is not often inflicted, at any rate?
Mr. FALCONER.I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.But, however, the rules provide £or the infliction
0£ such a penalty as reduction penalty £or violation or infraction
0£ the rules?
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir .
.The CHAIRMAN.Are there any further questions?
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Falconer, just one question. It may be
personal. I was wondering if the witnesses that come before us to
make their statements on the general grazing-fee system are as
£rank as they ought to be, or would be, if the officials 0£ the Forest
Service were not present in the room?
·
Mr. FALCONER.I think they would be, Senator. The forest officials-you said this was a personal question, so I am going to answer
it personally.
Senator CAMERON.All right.
Mr. FALCONER.All the forest officials with whom I am acquainted
I consider my friends. .I do not agree with them on a lot 0£ things,
but nevertheless I consider them my friends.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you have no hesitancy in making any complaint 0£ what was in your mind against them £or £ear that you
might be penalized £or so doing?
Mr. FALCONER.I haven't now or I have never had, and I have
always expressed my opinions very freely.
Senator CAMERON.This committee is trying to get to the bottom
0£ the situation. We are not out here to deal with personalities or
anything 0£ the kind. But sometimes I wonder if the witnesses put
in their statements the feeling they have within them.
Mr. F ALC0Nl!:R.
Well, Senator, I personally know each 0£ those
witnesses, and I think they have what we westerners vulgarly term
"plenty 0£ guts."
Senator CAMERON.I hope so. So we would like to have a £rank
statement from the witnesses.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Falconer, you have stated that you al?prove
the area basis £or allotment rather than the per head permit. In
granting an area lease should the stockman have the benefit 0£ the ·
increase in forage by increasing the number 0£ stock that he be permitted to graze? Is that your opinion?
Mr. FALCONER.Well, it would naturally follow, Mr. Chairman, if
he had a lease on a tract 0£ land on an area basis that he would receive that benefit if he had a long-time lease.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not believe that there should be a limit
placed on the number 0£ stock that would be permitted to graze?
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Mr. FALCONER.No; I think he should be allowed to graze all the
stock which the area leased will accommodate, provided he is not
destructive in his methods.
.
The CHAIRMAN.The regulations should prohibit overgrazingi
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And likewise regulate undergrazing on the area i
Mr. FALCONER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.In other words, he should graze over a period of
. time the proper carrying capacity of the area which he controls i
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, Mr. Chairman; I don't think a man should be
allowed to hold an area 0£ land and not utilize the forage thereon.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; that is the point I wanted an expression
from you on.
·
Mr. FALCONER.Yes; that is what I mean.
The CHAIRMAN.For instance, if the next year's season would favor
the grazing of a larger number of stock; that is, if the forage were
available, then the permittee should be permitted to put on a larger
number of stock. Also if the grazing availability were lessened he
should not be permitted to put on so many stocki
Mr. FALCONER.Of course in answering that question I want to
qualify it this way: We can not always tell in advance just what
is going to happen, how much land we are going to have, nor how
favorable it will be to the producing of forage. So it might follow
that I may not have my area stocked to full capacity this year. But
generally speaking, I think there should be a provision in this bill
that an understanding be had that the permittee or lessee shall
stock his range to about his capacity.
The CHAIRMAN.Livestock men who graze their privately owned
areas which they control usually adjust the grazing to a practicable
basis i
Mr. FALCONER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Any further questions i
Senator CAMERON.I have none.
The CHAIRMAN.That will be all, Mr. Falconer. Mr. Hoke.

STATEMENT OF MR. MAC HOKE, SECRETARY OREGONWOOL
GROWERS'ASSOCIATION,PENDLETON,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you give your name and address, Mr. Hoke,
to the reporter i
Mr. HoKE. Mac Hoke, Pendleton, Oreg. I represent the Oregon
Wool Growers' Association as secretary.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hoke, are you engaged in the livestock
business i
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.For how many years have you been associated
and connected with the livestock industry i
.
Mr. HoKE. Six years directly connected with it.
The CHAIRMAN.And what branch of the livestock industryi
Mr. HoKE. Sheep raising.
.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are familiar with grazing in the forest?
Mr. HoKE. Somewhat; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And are you familiar with the grazing of the
unreserved public domain i
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Mr. HOKE. Not to any great extent; there is not a great deal m
this section 0£ the State.
The CHAIRMAN. You have a statement, I believe, Mr. Hoke?
Mr. HOKE. I have a resolution passed at a special meeting 0£ the
Oregon .Wool Growers' Association held in Pendleton on September 9. This resolution pertains to the national forests, the public
domain, and the Rach£ord report.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this a resolution that has been adopted ?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And if so, by whom?
Mr. HoKE. By the special meeting of the Oregon Wool Growers'
Association. I will read it [ reading] :
NATIONAL

FORESTS.

We believe in conserving, maintaining, and improving the grazing resources
of the national forests.
The ever-increasing demand for meat and wool by a
steadily growing population demands this. The production of livestock and its
products by the West is one of the basic industries of the Nation and is dependent on the national forests of the ,vest for its existence.
Plants built up
by livestock men are dependent upon national-forest ranges for the manitenance
of permanency of values of such plan ts.
On behalf of the woolgrowers of Oregon and as their authorized spokesmen,
we respectfully ask that by law there be a recognition, definition, and protection of rights to grazing upon national-forest
ranges upon an area basis.
That such rights be based upon established priority and commensurate value
of ranch property and preference at the time of the enactment of the law.
That such rights be not transferable
except through the transfer of the dependent ranch property, with provision for ingress and egress from and to
ranges subject to provisions necessary for the protection of other resources of
the national forests.
That the holders of such rights be responsible only for willful damage done
by them to the resources of the forests.
That the exercise of such rights shall be such as will insure the beneficial use
of the grazing resources as considered from the standpoint of general business
welfare.
We favor equitable protection of communities to the small farmer
and stock raiser, to the wild life, and to recreational facilities.
· We are opposed to any increase in grazing fees.
We ask that 50 per cent M the grazing fees collected be turned over to the
State in which the national forest is located for the public school and road
fund and that the balance be used to pay the cost of administration
of the
grazing areas of the forests and in the construction
and maintenance
of
improvements.
Having adopted our recommendations as above, it must naturally follow that
any contested point arising between holders of rights and the Government can
finally be taken to the Unietd States district court.
NATIONAL

PARKS

AND GAME PRESERVES

We are opposed to the further extension of present national parks and the
creation of new ones or of Federal game preserves in the State of Oregon.
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE

ON NATIONAL

FORESTS.

Your committee has carefully considered public-domain questions and the
recommendations
of the general livestock committee at Salt Lake, August 24
and' 25, 1925. We unqualifiedly indorse the declarations
of principle there
adopted as submitted to the subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Public
Lands and Surveys August 26, 1925.

Mr. HoKE. I believe those recommendations are a matter 0£ record
with the committee [ continuing reading] :
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REPORT

The Rachford report is wrong in principle, because it would commercialize
the grazing resources of the national forests.
The livestock men who has pioneered and developed the West are entitled to grazing fees that are reasonable
in price and based on the· fair value of the forage in the production of meat and
livestock products.
The Rachford report is based on unsound principle.
It is assumed by. this
report that the commercial value of forage on national forests can be determined by determining the market price paid for private leased lands of a conparable character.
There is a vast difference between commercial value and
market price. The factors determining market prices are as follows:
1. Competition in livestock business.
·
2. Taxes and interest rates.
EXPERIENCE

OF LIVESTOCK

OPERATORS

The commercial value of range depende, from the stockman's standpoint, on
the value to him in producing beef or mutton.
'.rhis is a fair basis. We are
willing to stand on it and to pay fees in proportion to the value of the forage in
producing these commodities.
·
The Rachford report is based oh a full grazing season in the national forests, whereas actual records will show a large per cent of stock taken off 3
weeks to 30 days prior to the expiration of their permits.
Lack of feed and
serious fall losses are responsible for this.
The Rachford report recommends grazing fees for the Blue Mountain Forests of Oregon approximating 312 per cent of the present fees. In making this
recommendation it must be assumed by Mr. Rachford that the Blue Mountain
section of Oregon is most favored of the United States. In other words, that
they have been getting their forage for one-third of the actual value. However, according to the report of the Department of Agriculture, the Blue Mountain section of Oregon was most seriously affected by the slump of 1920 than
any other section of the United States. A large per cent of the old-time established outfits found it necessary to liquidate, in spite of the claim of Mr.
Rachford that they were securing forage on national forests at one-third of
its actual value.
The Rachford report recommends grazing fees in the Blue Mountain sections of Oregon on the basis of 12 cents per head per month per sheep and 27
cents per head per month for cattle.
He would reduce the relation between
sheep and cattle -0ne cow to two and a fourth sheep. This relation is positively absurd, but starting with a false premise it is not possible to reach a
correct conclusion.
In the Use book, the ratio is 1 to 5; experimental data on text and feeding
will show a relation more closely approximating
1 to 8.
The Rachford report gives no credit to livestock permittees on account of
keeping down fire hazards.
The danger from fire is reduced by at least 50
per cent on account of grazing. Without grazing, the cost of fire control would
be developed.
Why not give the livestock men credit for the saving in fire
control?
The Rachford report says nothing regarding the liability of the permittee
on accoivit of fire. It is well known that a fire breaking out for which the
permittee is responsible could break the permittee over night.
The Rachford report does not give proper recognition for excessive death
losses, for the difficulties of management under forest regulations, for the inaccessibility of forest ranges, and for the improvements that have been established there by permittees.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hoke, does the grazing of livestock within the
forest reserve, in the scope of your experience, interfere with the
recreational life i
Mr. HoKE. No, it does not interfere with recreational life. As a
matter of £act, :from the standpoint of the forest I consider that
grazing livestock in the national forest is a very fortunate feature.
It has become recently so that there are so many tourists coming
into the forest that if we did not have the livestock gazing there,
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the camp tenders and the herders and the managers of the sheep, the
fire hazard, it seems to me, would be greatly increased.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the wild life in the forests with which you are
familiar increasing or decreasing in your opinion~
Mr. HoKF.. Well, there are certain sections I understand in the
Umatilla Forest where the deer are on the increase and certain other
wild animals are on the increase. I know of no section in which wild
life is on the decrease.
The CHAIRMAN. Does grazing within the forest interfere with the
propagation and increase of wild life to any appreciable degree, in
your O:E>inion
~
Mr. HoKE. It would be my opinion that it does not.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any further statement, Mr. Hoke~
Mr. HoKE. I would like to elaborate a little bit on the Rachford
report, if I might, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. Hori. The Rachford report attempts to establish range fees
basis on the commercial value of the forage in the national forests.
We doubt very much whether it is possible to obtain accurately the
commercial value of the forage on the forest. We understand the
definition of commercial value to mean the value that the forage
is to the sheepman in producing a pound of mutton.
What Mr. Rachford has actually determined in his appraisal, and
very poorly at that, is market prices of range over a period of
years. As a matter of £act the Rachford report has not determined
accurately the market price of leased ranges outside of the forests,
because of the 20,000,000 acres of land that Mr. Rachford considered
he found it necessary to eliminate from his appraisal data 4,000,000
acres, or 1 acre out of every 20. He eliminated this acreage on his
own judgment or on the judgment of field men who were securing
the data.
I do not wish to charge that they started out witll a view of obtaining certain figures. To one who is not familiar, however, with
the data, it would appear that there was a whole lot of land thrown
out because it did not permit them to arrive at the conclusions that
they wished to reach. I am not charging that this was done, you
understand·; but to one who is not familiar with the reason for
throwing out this data it would appear that Mr. Rachford deliberately threw out 4,000,000 acres of land as having no bearing on the
ease.
We are told by the officials of the Forestry Department, anp I can
well believe that it is true so far as they are concerned, that these
cases were extremes. I think in all cases they were extremely high.
In any event, however, it appears to me that if we are starting out
to obtain a comparison between private lands as leased and forest
lands we must not throw out any single case. We must consider all
cases.
This, in my opinion, would go to show that it is positively absurd
to attempt to set range fees on the basis of market prices of leased
lands outside of the national forest. Mr. Rachford says that if he
had considered some of these cases that he threw out it would have
run the prices of private land up as high as 17 cents per head per
sheep, and as high as 50 to 55 cents per head per cow.· I maintain
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that those figures should have all been included, merely to show the
absurdity 0£ attempting to compare range prices on the forests with
private lands outside 0£ the forests.
Now, the market price 0£ range is not the same as commercial
value. The market price 0£ range is determined by several £actors.
In the first place the competition in the sheep business determines
to a large extent the market price that must be paid £or private
lands outside 0£ the forest.
Take the Blue Mountain section 0£ Oregon, £or example. Under
normal conditions here we have 300,000 sheep that we can winter
but we can not summer. Competition is extremely keen £or private
lands outside 0£ the national forests. But the competition £or these
lands and the £act that we have 300,000 sheep here does not make one
particle 0£ difference in the value 0£ that forage either on the private
lands or national forests in the production 0£ a pound of bee£ or a
pound 0£ mutton. The £act that these leased lands are high does
not make any difference in the value this range has to the stockman
in producing a pound 0£ mutton or a pound 0£ bee£.
Mr. Rachford shows in his report that the price 0£ leased lands
has constantly gone up since 1918. It went up in 1918, went up in
1920, went up constantly until 1924.
Now, in explanation 0£ the reason why the price 0£ leased lands
went up, I would say that there are three things causing that. First,
excessive competition in the livestock business; second, high rates 0£
taxes and interest on private lands, making it essential that the
owners of those lands secure, if possible, all that the traffic would
bear ; third, inexperienced operators in the sheep business.
I mean by experienced operators this : There were lots 0£ loan
companies and mortgage companies that found themselves in 1920 in
the sheep business. Not thvough choice, but through necessity. They
desired only to liquidate the business. In liquidating the business
they were only in it tem~orarily. They were forced to place inexperienced operators in charge. They had no regard whatever £or the
prices they paid £or pasture or £or private range lands. The result
was they forced the price 0£ private range lands to an excessive
figure. This will explain why, I think, all over the country the price
0£ range lands went up constantly, not only in 1918-19, but in 1920,
1921, 1922, and 1923. In spite 0£ the slump in the sheep business in
1920 the price 0£ leased lands went constantly upward
Now, on the other hand, we will consider the present. The situation in Oregon at the present time is about this: Oregon sheep are
£our years older than normal. Oregon sheepmen are anxious to
dispose 0£ these old ewes.
The CHAIRMAN.About what is the average age of Oregon sheep1
Mr. HoKE. I should say about seven years on an average.
The CHAIRMAN.And the normal average is three years 1
Mr. HoKE. Yes. Naturally Oregon sheepmen are desirous 0£ disposing 0£ these old ewes. As an example, we will take Baker County.
Earlier in the season the Baker County sheepmen decided that the
policy they should pursue would be to dispose of these old sheep and
replace them with 7oung sheep.
They disposed o the old ones, but when they went out to buy
sheep they were not to be found in the country.
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The result is going to be this: Over in Baker County there are
going to be many established outfits that will have no sheep to run
next year, or possibly the next, which means that they must wait
until they raise these sheep in order to restock. Because Oregon
has not the sheep to sell to Baker County; they have been disposed 0£
to Montana, to Idaho, to Washington, to Colorado, and other States.
The situation is this: The market-price range in Oregon £or 1926,
or the end 0£ 1925 and continuing on, is going to drop very rapidly.
You understand, that is the market-price range, influenced by the
£actor 0£ no sheep to put on that range.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hoke, I do not want to disrupt your train
0£ thought, but let me suggest this: You have referred to the transfer 0£ these sheep from one State to another.
That statement
might be a bit confusing, it seems to me, when these hearings are
presented to the whole committee and to Congress. Is it not a £act
that the great transfer has been from the ranges to the marliet £or
slaughter, £ailing to preserve the ewe lamb to mature into a ewe,
and that that has resulted in a general reduction in the number 0£
sheep in the West, aside from the transfer 0£ them from one
locality to another?
Mr. HOKE. Yes, sir; that has been the case. I might say, however, that Oregon is recognized, I believe, as being the premier breeding State of the Union £or the production 0£ breeding sheep, and
there has been a transfer 0£ ewe lambs to other States £or breeding
purposes in addition to the normal shipping out to market. Oregon
is, you might say, interested in sheep in three ways-producing
mutton sheep £or the market, breeding sheep £or the· market, and
feeder sheep £or the market.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, it has only been in the past two years that
breeding stock has been moving from Oregon to the range lands?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.For a period 0£ probably three years preceding
that they moved to the feed lots £or slaughter purposes?, Is not that
the £act?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; that is true. I am merely making these
statements to show the absurdity 0£ attempting to make a market
price £or private range. We are willing to pay a commercial value
£or forage based on the use that we get from that forage. We do
not believe it would be advantageous-in
£act, we believe it would
be very unjust-to
have to pay a fee based on market price 0£ range
unless we were able to secure a profit from the use 0£ it. The
commercial value 0£ range depends absolutely on the use that the
sheepman can make 0£ it, and the only basis £or getting at a £air
value 0£ forage on the range is what we get £or the use 0£ that
forage.
I have prepared a little graph here showing the difference between the market price and the commercial value to the sheepman.
It shows that the commercial value in 1918-19 and the first six
months 0£ 1920 ran along at about the same rate; that is, the normal
value did not change very much through 1918-19 and the first part
0£ 1920. However, during the latter part 0£ 1920 there was a very
serious slump in the sheep businesf! and the values dropped very
materially.
In 1921 the values were very low. We sold lambs that
year £or as low as $3.50 per head. I think no one would contend
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that when you are selling a lamb £or $3.50 per head, which is away
below the cost of production, the value of forage would be as much
as when you are selling a lamb £or $10 or $_11pe~ head. .
Then in 1922 the business came up a httle, m 1923 it was o~ a
little bit better basis, and in 1924 and 1925 it has been on a fairly
good basis. So the commercial value of the forage has fl~ctuated,
and I contend that it is impossible to determine the commercial value
of the forage to the sheepman unless you take into considtiration his
profits and losses. Over the past three years, 1921, 1922, and 1923,
I believe I would be safe in saying that the sheep business was conducted generally in Oregon at a loss. But in spite of the loss in the
sheep business the various surveys would have the sheepman pay a
market price £or range based on a steady increase £or those three
years. So much £or the market price and commercial value.
There is another matter that I wish to elaborate on a little, in
reference to the Rachford report, and that is the absurd relation that
Mr. Rachford has reached in reference to grazing sheep and cattle.
Mr. Rach£ord finds in his report that the proper relation between
sheep and cattle should not be 1 to 5, as it is defined in the Use Book,
but should be 1 to 2¼, which is positively absurd. Textbooks on
feeds and feeding will show a relation of 1 to 7 or 1 to 9. In the
Use Book they say 1 to 5. How could he arrive at the conclusion that
sheep could be grazed in the relation of 2¼ sheep to 1 cow if he started
out with the right premise? I£ the reasoning was correct, it would
seem that he ought to arrive at the right conclusion. Common sense
teaches us that that is not the right conclusion. So the only explanation we have is that he started out on the wrong principle, which he
did. But we can explain that, too, fortunately, in this manner:
The cow business is not under the control of herders in this section
of the \Vest, as a rule. Sheep and lambing operations are not complete until about the 1st of May. Sheep and cattle are held back on
the lower ranges awaiting shearing operations and completing of
lambing until they go up on the national forests, although cattle are
not subject to any lambing or shearing regulations, neither are they
under the control of herders.
Quite a lot of the lands that are leased privately 'are not under
fence. It is not the fault of the cattlemen that these cattle are
:i,llowed to graze the lands that are paid £or by the sheepman, but it
is unfortunate for the sheepman that this is the case. Because,
assume that the cowman pays £or 160 acres and the sheepman has
160 acres adjoining. The cowman turns out 200 head. The Forest
Service charges him up with what he has paid on that 160 acres and
charges the sheepman with what he has paid on his 160 acres. The
cowman uses both of them. The sheepman gets up there too late and
finds that all the grass is gone even on the 160 acres that he had.
That is t_ome the logical explanation, at least in many cases-and
we have witnesses here who are willing to verify that--in the Blue
Mountain sections of the State of Oregon Mr. Rachford found that
the proper relation between sheep and cattle should be 1 to 2114
instead of 1 to 5.
·
. I think the two principal weaknesses in that report are the £act
that he sta~ed out on the wrong bas.is, which is proved by the £act
that he arrived at the wrong conclus10n, and the absurd recognition
that he gJ.ves there to sheep and cattle grazing.
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Unless there is something else in particular that you wish to
have me comment on, I believe that is all I have to say, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.A.s to the competition between the middle western £armer, the livestock producer, and the range man, is the com-·
petitive difference equalized by the proximity 0£ the middle western £a:rmer to market as against the long distance that the western
£armer is from market~ Does that equalize any advantage that
the western range man may have by reason 0£ free range, in your
opinion~
Mr. HoKE. That is a £actor that would have a tendency to equalize
it; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I think that Mr. Falconer, who preceded you,
developed that thought.
Mr. HoKE. Yes; that is one £actor _that would certainly- tend to
equalize it. There are other £actors that I think would go further
and completely equalize it, such as the long trail to the shipping
point, inaccessibility 0£ range, serious death losses on account of
predatory animals, poisonous plants, etc. I think there is no ques•
tion but what all the £actors considered would more than equalize the
advantage that the eastern range man would have over the middle
western £armer.
The CHAIRMAN.Any increased cost in the production 0£ livestock
must ultimately be passed on to the consumer~
.
Mr. HoKE. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.Then it is your opinion that the general public
have an interest in a·nything that may increase the cost 0£ production 0£ the meat supply~
Mr. HoKE. Yes; there is no question about that.
Mr. BownEN. How would you determine the value 0£ forest
range~
Mr. HoKE. Well, it is impossible, in my mind, to determine the
value of it on the basis 0£ cost to produce a pound 0£ bee£ and a
pound 0£ mutton. I do not believe 'that it can be determined-the
actual value 0£ it. I believe that these range fees will have to be
established on a reasonable basis and that there is no possibility
0£ being able to determine a £air value and apply it to all years.
Now, we will just take Mr. Rach£ord's report again. Colonel
Greeley states in a hearing in Washington that since the Rach£ord
appraisal was made the price 0£ range has gone up 30 or 40 per
cent. How are you going to apply the Rach£ord report in 1927
if in 1922, 1923, and 1924 the price 0£ that range has already gone
up 30 per cent~ By 1927, if you use the Rach£ord report, the price
0£ range may be up 100 per cent. In other words, it is impossible
to use the Rach£ord figures in 1927 because 0£ the £act that already
they are admitted by Colonel Greeley to be from 30 to 40 per cent
inaccurate.
Colonel Greeley states here in the hearing at Washington :
It has always been my understanding that those fees established in 1919
undertook to approximate the actual value of the forage in the national
forests.

In 1916 the Forest Service made a little study 0£ range values in
the West £or the purpose 0£ determining what the £air compensation £or national forest grazing land should be. That study took
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for the rental value 0£ the forest tracts the private range land in
the vicinity 0£ the national forest, and as its result new grazing fees
were worked out and finally put into effect, after some partial advance in 1919. So Colonel Greeley goes on to state:
It has always been my understanding
that those
undertook to approximate
the actual value of the
forests. Those fees averaged 11 cents per month for
per month for sheep, with some variations between
they ar~ the fees that are still in effect.

fees established in 1919
forage in the national
cattle and about 3 cents
States and regions, and

That being the case, according to Colonel Greeley, those fees approximated the actual value 0£ the forage in 1919. Now, I contend
that anyone with common sense would not make a statement that
the value of forage has gone up to £our times what it was in 1919.
Colonel Greeley admits that 3 cents was the approximate value 0£
the forage in 1919. Now, 1919 was one 0£ the most prosperous_
years that the sheep industry has ever known. How under the sun,
then, can they maintain that six years later the £air value of the
forage on the national forest is not 3 cents but 12 cents? In other
words, it has gone up 400 per cent, in spite 0£ the £act that the sheep
business is on not nearly so good a basis as it was in 1919.
Mr. BowDEN. Your definition of commercial value 0£ forage is
this, I take it: That commercial value is what the forage is worth
to the stockman feeding it?
Mr. HoKE. I can not conceive 0£ any other definition of commercial value that would be just.
Mr. BOWDEN.Can you conceive that commercial value is what the
forage will sell for ?
Mr. HoKE. No; I would say that would be the market price, and
market price has no influence whatever on the value a sheepman
can get out 0£ the grass .
. Mr. BowDEN. You believe that if you are going to determine the
commercial value 0£ forage you ought to define that term as follows:
What forage is worth to the person who has the privilege 0£ feeding
it to his stock ?
Mr. Ho1rn. Yes, sir; I believe that is the correct definition 0£
commercial value.
Mr. BowDEN. And not what the range will sell £or?
Mr. HoKE. Absolutely not. That has no bearing whatever on
commercial value.
The CHAIRMAN.Competitive bidding for the range can not determine the commercial value 0£ it in any sense?
· Mr. HoKE. Not in my opinion; no. I am absolutely convinced
that it is not possible to determine it on that basis.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you familiar with the privately owned range
which is leased to stockmen in this vicinity?
: Mr. Ho1rn. To a considerable extent; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. On the whole, how does that compare with forest
range as regards its physical qualities?
Mr. HoKE. It varies to some extent, 0£ course. The range that
I have in mind is a range that we leased privately over in Wallow a
County-timberland.
We can almost always go onto this range
the 1st 0£ April, and it is an unusual year when we have to come out
before the middle o:f October. We can almost always stay there
until the 1st 0£ November. So we get the use 0£ this range, you
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might say, for six or seven months. And it is accessible to the !ai~road. ViT
e have scales and shipping yards on the ra~ge, and ~t 1s
very convenient for us to move our lambs down there without shrmkage and put them on board the cars.
.
Now, we have a little of this range leased to one of o~r neighb~rs.
He was tellino- us that he believed, considering everythmg-cons1dering the pric~ which he had paid for this range, which was 20 cents
an acre,. and the price that he had paid for his allotment in the r~serve--it would be to his advantage to have more sheep ~n this
private land at the market price. I think there is no question but
what the various factors that determine the use of the private lands
show that these lands in general are quite a lot more valuable from
many standpoints than the forest allotments. That is not always
the case.
Mr. ~OWDEN.As a general rule, the lands that have passed into
private ownership are the better lands, and what w,as left went into
the forest reserves?
Mr. HoKE. There is no question about that. The 640-acre homesteads took up the best, and there are very few applications for
homesteads at this time, showing that these lands that are left are
not fit for anything except grazing, and often not very good for
that.
The CHAIRMAN.The better lands have all been selected?
Mr. HoKE. I think there is no question about that.
The CHAIRMAN.Grazing lands as well as agricultural?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. So you are starting out to compare lands which are
not readily comparable, are you not?
Mr. HoKE. Yes; that is true. However, I think the Forest Service
attempted to make allowance for those things, but in my opinion
they did not make the correct allowances. To begin with, of course,
they started out on the wrong basis.
Mr. BowDEN. What is your opinion as to the feasibility of making
a comparison of things which are so different?
Mr. HoKE. Personally I think it is absurd to try to make those
comparisons.
I am greatly surprised that it seems necessary for
some one to go out now and check up these figures. I do not see how
"'.'e can use these Rachford figures in case they are found to be all
right, because they have changed so much since they were taken.
Mr. BowDEN. It is a continuing task if you are going to apply
that principle?
Mr. HoKE. It must be done every year.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, it is not a proper principle to
apply? It is wrong in its conception?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; that is my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.You believe that any increase in the grazing fees
must be reflected in the value of the dependent privately owned
property that is on the tax rolls and contributing to the maintenance
of the local government?
. Mr. HoKE. Well, of course, Senator, they might increase the grazmg fees and trade us a long-time permit for that. You understand,
a 10-year_permit would give us a stability and a credit that we very
much d_esire. It might be possible for them to increase the grazing
fees a little and give us a long-time permit--
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The CHAIRMAN. And the one would offset the other?
Mr. HoKE. Yes. But certainly without a more stabilized permit
any change in grazing fees would have a tendency to depreciate the
property that is dependent upon national forests.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the transfer 0£ the grazing privilege with
the transfer 0£ the livestock enhance the value 0£ the livestock?
Mr. Ho1rn. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. About what additional value is usually contributed to the livestock in a transfer 0£ that kind in the locality
with which you are familiar?
Mr. HoKE. You mean where they transfer the livestock, where the
grazing privilege is waived?
The CHAIRMAN. Where it is waived and where there is an arrangement that it follows the livestock.
Mr. HoKE. I am not competent to say how much the, value would
be increased; however, I am sure it would be increased.
The CHAIRMAN. Many witnesses in various localities have testified that livestock that carried the 1grazing privilege had an increased
value 0£ from 50 cents to as high as $2 per head. In other words,
take what the livestock would be worth without the grazing privilege and what it brings with the grazing privilege and the increase
would be from 50 cents to $2 per head. That is on sheep. Have
you any reason to believe that those figures may be approximately
correct?
Mr. HoKE. I have had no experience that would lead me to believe there would be an increase 0£ from 50 cents to $2. My judgment is that the increased value of those sheep would depend very
largely on the quality 0£ the allotment that was given with the
sheep. I have lmown cases where the transfer 0£ the privilege
was an actual detriment to the purchaser 0£ the sheep, because the
allotments were 0£ no value, you might say. A man taking the
allotment temporarily, not knowing how to handle it, would be up
against very serious losses, so that it might prove an actual detriment to him rather than a benefit.
The CHAIRMAN. But in that case the purchaser would not pay
any more £or the sheep than their general market value?
Mr. HoKE. No. I think where he pays more he knows that the
allotment he is getting is 0£ a high character-that
is, it is probably
above the average.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Vilhat I am endeavoring to determine from you
is whether you have an opinion that the permit to graze is reflected
in the value 0£ the sheep.
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; I am 0£ the opinion it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Does grazing 0£ the forest tend to eliminate the
fire hazard ?
·
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; I believe it is generally recognized by the
Forest Service-at least, the witnesses who have appeared before this
committee so state-that
when sheep grazing has been continued
£or a period 0£ two years preceding logging operations the fire
hazard has been decreased 50 per cent. It has been generally recognized, I think, not only by the forest officials but by others, that
grazing is certainly a controlling £actor; but in my experience it
was something new to hear it stated that it was actually 50 per cent
assistance to them.
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Senator CAMERON.Mr. Hoke have you given any thought to the
question whether the grazing of sheep or cattle on the forest reserve
is destructive to the young growth of timber?
Mr. HoKE. I never have, Senator, to any extent. My knowledge
of that would be based on what I have heard livestock men say who
are much more experienced than I am, so I would not be competent
to give testimony on that line.
Senator CAMERON.Well, what is your opinion?
Mr. HoKE. My opinion is that grazing, where it is properly handled, has positively no effect in injuring the young growth and I
think that opinion will be borne out by the forest officials in this
section themselves.
Mr. BowDEN. In the event the Rach£ord appraisal should not be
adopted, what method should be used to determine grazing fees?
Mr. HoKE. Well, the only method would be, it seems to me, a
method based on the cost of furnishing this service to the stockmen.
Senator CAMERON.The actual cost of administration?
Mr. HoKE. The actual cost of administration; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. The administrative cost ought to be the basis?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; I can not see any other £air way of doing it
except on the basis of what it cost to deliver the service to the
stockmen.
Mr. BowDEN. It is conceivable that it would cost more to administer one grazing area on which grazing conditions were very bad than
it would to administer an area on which the forage was much better.
Now, in your judgment, should the person having the poorer pieoe
pay more than the person having the better piece?
Mr. HoKE. No, sir; I think it should be equitable. I believe it
should be equitable throughout the various forest districts, that
those who are grazing on a reserve that is hard to administer should
not be penalized on that account. I believe they are entitled to the
same charges as those who are more fortunate, on a section where
the administration is much cheaper.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hoke, are you familiar with the Forestry
Service's commensurate land policy? By that I mean the policy
that the user of the forest shall produce ari amount of feed commensurate with the number of livestock that he is permitted to
graze on the forest.
Mr. HoKE. Of course in making out our applications we have to
comply with the rule and give the data that is called £or, the amount
of hay and grain produced, etc. To that extent I am familiar
with it.
The CHAIRMAN.Allotments on the forest were originally made on
the basis that the user was entitled to certain grazing privileges because of the amount 0£ feed that he was producing and that if his
grazing privilege was reduced he would have an excess of feed.
Now, one of the district foresters has said to this committee:
In applying our commensurate land policy we turn around and say that " in
order for you to maintain these privileges you are required to have or to raise
sufficient forage, be it hay, grain, pasture, or any other natural fodder that
can be raised in this neighborhood or this region to sustain your animals or
your livestock while they are off from the national forest."
The two things are inseparable.
First we say that " you are entitled to
graze certain numbers of livestock to utilize the products of your ranch."
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you must raise this stuff or have

Now, is the rigid enforcement o:f that rule detrimental to the
£armers who £arm within the vicinity 0£ that reserve?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; that rule, if enforced, would be very detrimental.
.
The CHAIRMAN.It would prohibit the livestock man from patronizing the farmer or buying his products for the purpose of feeding to the livestock that he grazes on the forest?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir. I think it is generally recognized that a
£armer is not necessarily a livestock grower. The two are, you might
say, special lines 0£ endeavor. We have in this section quite a lot
0£ £armers who produce hay £or the market, and a policy 0£ that
kind if followed out would certainly have a tendency to drive these
men out 0£ business, because they are dependent upon the livestock.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean, drive the £armers out 0£ business?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.It would work a hardship both ways, would it
not?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir; there is no question about that.
Senator CAMERON.It would compel the stocj.{man to go into the
£arming business-Mr. HoKE. With which he is not familiar.
Senator CAMERON.And it would deprive the £armer in the vi~
cinity 0£ the opportunity 0£ selling his hay to the stockman?
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir. That would be a very bad policy to follow
out, in my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.The luncheon hour having arrived, without objection, the committee will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12.05 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until
2 o'clock p. m.)
AFTERRECESS
The committee resumed its session at 2 o'clock p. m., pursuant to
the taking 0£ recess.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. Mr. Hoke,
will you take the stand ?
STATEMENT OF MR. MAC HOKE-Resumed

Mr. HoKE. There is one other statement I wish to make in connection with the relation that should probably exist between the
permittee and the forest in reference to the control 0£ fire. Under
the present regulations a permittee is responsible £or all 0£ the
acts 0£ his employees. That is to say, if an employee 0£ a sheepman
should start a fire in a forest that would burn up the forest, the
permittee is responsible not only £or the cost 0£ putting out the fire
but also £or the damage done by the fire. In other words, it is
possible under the present rules . and regulations for a permittee,
although absent from the range, to become insolvent overnight, because he never knows at what time some tourist is going to come
along and use his tent and leave a fire burning, which may be
attributed to the herder-which
is hard to prove, however. And he
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does not know at what time his herder is going to permit a· fire to
get out on the :forest and destroy the forest. In other words, it is
a very serious danger and a risk that a man would not think of
assuming except in the case of taking a range on the national forest.
We recognize the danger of this because of the £act that one of
our members was unfortunate enough to have a fire last summer on
his allotment, and costs and damages were assessed against him.
Fortunately, it amounted to something less than $500, but he had
to pay.
At the present time there is pending over in Washington another
case in which the damages and the cost of extinguishing the fire, I
understand from Mr. Kavanagh, amount to something over $3,000.
Apparently there is no possibility of a permittee being able to avoid
payment not only of the damage done but also the cost of extinguishing the fire.
'
Recognizing the importance of this, the Oregon Wool Growers'
A.ssociation attempted to secure adequate insurance £or individual
permittees and £or its members who are permittees on the national
forest. We took it up with different insurance agencies, and we have
been unable thus far to find any insurance company that is willing to
assume the risk £or tqe permittee. We have had inquiries come back
as to what the danger would be and along that line, but we have
found no company that would offer to assume the risk of the permittee so far as this law is concerned.
It occurs to me, in view of the large risk that is assumed by the
permittee in this respect, that some consideration ought to be given
to the lowering of grazing fees in general on account of the obligation that the permittee assumes when he agrees to be responsible for
fires that are started in the forest, either by himself or his employees.
I believe that is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.Any action against the employer in case of a fire
which originates through the carelessness of a herder comes under
the law of master and servant I suppose.
·
Mr. HoKE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.All right; you may be excused, Mr. Hoke. Mr.
Bond.

STATEMENTOF MR. ROBERT BOND, CATTLERAISER, UKIAH,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Bond, you are engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. BoND. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been so engaged?
Mr. Bo ND. About 40 years.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch of the livestock business are you
engaged in?
Mr. BoND. Cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the national forests?
Mr. BoND. Yes, sir; the Umatilla Fore.st.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you using the unreserved public domain?
Mr. BoND. No.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement to make, Mr. Bond?
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Mr. BoND. Yes. It is in regard to the law of March, 1922, which
I believe is called the lieu land law. I think that was the title of it.
It is a law £or exchanging lands £or timberlands.
I do not quite
understand the law, what the idea was at the time, but there is a
specific instance that has come up that is going to be very injurious
to me and the other users of the particular forest which we are in.
The CHAIRMAN.What forest do you use?
Mr. BoND. We are in the Texas bar cattle and horse division of
the Umatilla Forest.
This land has been allowed to be taken in 5-acre subdivisions,
which means that they are taking up water rights on this land. This
land lies within the body of the forest, and I believe is b~ing exchanged £or smaller pieces that are surrounded on three sides by
privately owned land. The topography of the country is in such
shape that this 505 acres which is asked £or in exchange £or 160
acres-the
way it comes over the rims it would isolate us from a
part of the range, and by three trades of that kind I could eliminate
the users of that range. I£ I could get 160 acres £or 505 acres of
land and be able to take it in 5-acre subdivisions, I would be able to
take up their water so that they could not use it.
Senator CAMERON.What is the object of the exchange?
Mr. BoND. I don't know. This is just a new thing to me. The
regulations, I believe, start from the forest ranger and go on up
through the forest supervisor, the district forester, and the Secretary
of Agriculture and around to the Secretary of the Interior, and
back to the local land office.
Senator CAMERON.Are these private lands within the forest reserve?
Mr. BoND. Yes; they would be within the forest reserve-one edge.
The CHAIRMAN.As I understand it, this is an exchange of lands
within the boundaries of the forest reserve £or lands that are on the
border of the forest?
Mr. BoND. On the border of the forest; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.They permit you to exchange 160 acres £or scrip,
and in lieu thereof you may take as low as 5-acre tracts?
Mr. BoND. I don't know anything about this scrip; this is a matter
of just a simple exchange. It has gone so far as up to the local land
office £or final passage, and we have known nothing of it.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Bond, is this an exchange between the ]'orestry Service and private individuals on the outside?
Mr. BoND. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.Well, the land office has not anything to do
with it, has it?
Mr. BoND. The only time we heard of it was in the land office at
The Dalles.
Senator CAMERON.The land office would not have anything to do
with the forest reserve?
(The witness handed a paper to Senator Cameron.)
Senator CAMERON.This has not yet been consummated, has it?
Mr. BoND. No-well, we don't lmow how it is. That was the first
we ever heard of the whole thing. It has gone through all the other
formations up to the land office, and we discovered this in a paper,
and we filed a protest, but we have not heard anything more from it.
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We have gone to big expense building drift fences. We have
separated the early and late range from the summer range.
Senator CAMERON.Colonel Greeley, can you give us any light
on this 1
Colonel GREELEY.I can not on this transaction.
Perhaps some or
the local men here can.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Irwin, you are familiar with this land that
Mr. Bond has -just referred to~
Mr. J. F. lRwrn (forest supervisor, Pendleton, Oreg.). I know
something of it; I have not b'een on the land. We are exchanging
505 acres of grazing land £or 160 acres of timberland.
The CHAIRMAN.Is this grazing land within the boundaries of the
£orest1
.
Mr. IRWIN. It is just inside.
The CHAIRMAN.Adjacent to the exterior boundary1
Mr. IRwIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You are exchanging that £or 160 acres of private
timberland within the forest 1
Mr. IRWIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the 505-acre tract in a body, or is it divided 1
Mr. IRWIN. Not altogether in a body. The tracts are not contiguous, but they are very close.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the smallest area 1
Mr. IRWIN. I believe the smallest is 80 acres.
Mr. BoND. Five acres-that
notice there calls £or one tract of 5
acres.
Mr. IRWIN. Yes; but the 5 acres is contiguous to the rest. That
was contracted £or in order to eliminate some springs that were necessary on the grazing land. We did not want to include certain
springs which would shut out the stock, and in order to do that we
had to cut out some of it, and in order to make up that difference we
had to cut down the subdivision as low as 5 acres.
The CHAIRMAN.Does this exchange permit the parties thereto to
enjoy a monopoly of their land 1
Mr. IRwrN. No; it does not. It really straightens out the boundaries of the private land. The forest land that we are exchanging;
some of it is intermingled with private land at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Bond, as I understand you, you are protesting that it does interfere with your control of other land 1
Mr. BoND. No; but it would eliminate our stock-that
is, the permittee's stock on the £orest--from using certain lands, on account of
the lines of topography, and would shut them out from getting over
to the water.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, lands other than the 505 acres 1
Mr. Bo ND. No; that is other lands outside the 505 acres within the
forest outside the exchange.
Senator CAMERON.I would like to have this "Notice £or publication " read into the record.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Bond, you are not contending as to the right
to the use of the 505 acres; you are contending that the 505 acres
eliminate the people whom you represent from the use of other
land--
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Mr. BoND. We contend that the exchange is not £air. We £eel that
the land that is being exchanged is far more valuable to us than the
timberland that they are giving to the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.The making 0£ this exchange is taking the 505
acres away from the users 0£ the forest?
Mr. BoND. Yes. Now, this is the very early and late range that
it has taken; it is really taking the cream of the range. That is
my opinion. And the topdgraphy 0£ the country is such that these
lines as they call them come along a high rim that will prevent the
cattle from coming over into what we call Horse Canyon £or water.
The- CHAIRMAN.That is outside 0£ this 505 acres?
Mr. BoND. Yes-if
you are pasturing in there, but they won't
pasture in there, because they won't fight over those rims £or the
water.
·
· The CHAIRMAN.Then, coming back to my former question, this
505 acres does block the. use 0£ other land outside 0£ the 505 acres 1
Mr. BoND. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And that is why you are protesting?
. Mr. BoND. Yes. And not only that, but we £eel this land should
still lay intact in the forest as it was. We built drift fences on both
sides 0£ it-we built drift fences on one side 0£ this and above we
have built drift fences in order to move off this land and protect it
until in the fall again. We feel that we have improved that range,
and we do not want it to pass to private interests.
Mr. BowDEN. The notice referred to by Senator Cameron, which
was produced by Mr. Bond, is as follows:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,
Th,e Dalles, Oreg., June 1, 1925.
Notice is hereby given that Mrs. Sarah J. Meengs, of Ukiah, Oreg., has
made application
under the act of March 20, 1922 ( 42 Stat. 465), to select
the SW. l/4, NW. ¼, N. 1/2 SW. ¼, section 19; W. ½ SW ¾, NE. ¼, NE. 1/4,
W. ½, SE. ¾, NE. ¾, SW. ¾ NE. l/4, SE. 1,4 NW. ¼, N. ½ SW. ¼, section 29;
NE. ¼ SE. ¼, W. ½ SE. ¼,, El. ½ SW. ¼, section 30, township 6 south, range
32 east, Willamette
meridian,
Whitman National
Forest, Umatilla County,
Oreg., in exchange for the El. ½ El. ½, section 32, township 6 south, range 32
east, Willamette meridian, Whitman National Forest, Umatilla County, Oreg.
Serial No. 024720. (La Grande 021848.)
Any person having bona fide objections to the approval of this exchange
should file protest with the register, United States Land Office, The Dalles,
Oreg., within 30 days from the date of the first publication thereof.
J. W. DONNELLY,
Regi8ter, Th,e DaUes, Oreg.
First publication, June 12, 1925.
Last publication, July 10, 1925.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Bond, have you filed objections with the land
office at The Dalles?
Mr. BoND. Yes; our attorney filed a protest, but we have heard
nothing from it. We were so late we were wondering whether we
were early enough, and we have heard nothing from it so far.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Irwin, do you know anything about the
status of this case at the present time?
Mr. lRwrn. It is just pending; their protest i~ being considered.
Senator CAMERON.By the land office?
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Mr. IRwIN. No; it is being held up-we have not been officially
notified by the land office 0£ this protest; We have a copy 0£ the
protest in the office, but it was just sent to us, I think, by Mr. Bond's
lawyer. We have heard nothing from the land office in regard to it.
Senator CAMERON.The Forest Service is requesting this transfer,
is it??
Mr. IRWIN. Mrs. Meengs made application £or the transfer, and
we have approved it.
The CHAIRMAN.You have approved the exchange?
Mr. IRwrn. Yes, sir. I would like to make a further statement in
regard to the water on the range. Our report shows that we did
not eliminate any water to the detriment 0£ the stock. There is still
sufficient water on the outside range to take care 0£ the stock. That
is the reason we made that 5-acre subdivision, in order to do that.
There is a spring that has been developed by the Forest Service £or
the stockmen, still on the outside, right close to the boundary 0£ this
proposed exchange. The spring has not been kept up, has not been
kept in repair by the stockmen, but the water is still available, and
if it is cleaned out there is sufficient water there £or the stock.
The CHAIRMAN.What area 0£ the forest reserve is eliminated from
use by you, Mr. Bond?
Mr. BOND. I would not know. It is the portion that lies west 0£
what we call Horse Canyon. There is a heavy rim-those rims are in
a series, you know, from the north fork 0£ the John Day on up to
the top 0£ the hill. In surveying this land-well, these people have
had the use 0£ this land as a special-use permit £or some time, and
so long as they were bona fide residents there and were going to
use it, why, we had no objections to them using it. We built a drift
fence on the outside here [indicating], and they were allowed to
build a fence out around here, utilizing our drift fence. Now, they
are not going to remain there as residents any longer; they are going to use this land for speculative purposes, to the best 0£ my belie£, and I believe they are exchanging considerably less value £or
something that is more valuable.
These big rims that come here-this line will come around in a rim, ·
and the cattle will not fight up a rim and down a rim and up again
in order to go to this canyon £or water. That is what Mr. Irwin was
talking about. They have to go to the John Day River, and~£ they
ever once get down to that river they wont go back over the rim.
So that eliminates all the grass between the lower rim and the
top rim.
Senator CAMERON.Is this land that they are exchanging timberland?
Mr. BoND. No, sir. There is a little timber on it; a few acres of
timberland.
Senator CAMERON.And the private land, is that timberland?
Mr. BoND. The land that they are getting?
Well, yes; it -has
timber on it.
Senator CAMERON.How much?
Mr. BoND. About 2,000,000 feet.
Mr. IRwIN. I would like to make another statement, Senator.
The C.HAIRMAN.You may do so.
Mr. IRwrn. I want to say that this exchange will not reduce any
permits-will not reduce the number 0£ stock on the range.
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Senator CAMERON.Will it inconvenience the stock that is now on
the range?
Mr. IRWIN. I do not see how it can.
Senator CAMERON.According to Mr. Bond's contention it will.
Mr. BOND. We have always found it so. We have two drift .fences
there, and we '.save this range £or the £all 0£ the year. We turn on
there in the spring 0£ the year, and we follow above this other drift
fence that we built. Then we turn down in the £all 0£ the year, and
these cattle come down on this late range. After they get around
on these lower rims there is lots 0£ bunch grass late in the season, and
they can feed there very well. But they won't go over £or the water.
Bond?
Senator CAMERON.How long have you been on this range, Mr.
Bond?
Mr. BOND. About five years.
Senator CAMERON.Was it granted before you went on the range?
Mr. BOND. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.You bought out somebody else's right?
Mr. BOND. Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.How long were they on that range?
Mr. Bo ND. About 30 years.
Senator CAMERON.Do you know any good reason why the exchange should not be made ?
Mr. BOND. I think it is going to be detrimental to us, sir. You
can take three exchanges like that and put every user 0£ that forest
out 0£ business.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, those exchanges come within the discretion
0£ the supervisor 0£ the forest, or the Forest Service. ·
Senator CAMERON.I do not think they should. I do not think
exchanges should be made unless they are going to benefit the stockmen. That is a stock country, is it not?
Mr. BOND. Yes; nothing but stock anywhere.
The CHAIRMAN.This occurs within a cattle and forest reserve ?
Mr BoND. Yes, sir; Texas Bar cattle and horse reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the area 0£ that reserve, Mr. Irwin?
Mr. IRwIN. I couldn't tell you. Probably between 30,000 and \
40,000 acres.
The CHAIRMAN.How many cattle and horses graze there ?
Mr. BOND. From 1,000 to 1,500.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there any addition being made to the reserve?
Mr. IRwIN. No; there is not any addition there.
The CHAIRMAN.This will be a straight-out deduction from the
reserve.
Mr. IRwIN. This 160 acres is in sheep range; the 505 acres is in
cattle range.
Senator CAMERON.Do you know. whether your lawyer filed your
objections in time?
Mr. BOND. It was filed on July 8. That was as soon as we knew
anything about this. It had to be in on the 10th, wasn't it, Senator
Stanfield?
The CHAIRMAN.The last publication was July 10.
Mr. BoND. Well, we filed on July 8. All this time we knew nothing about this transaction.
We feel that as users 0£ that forest we
were vitally interested right fro mthe jump, and we would have
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entered a protest there right at the time it started if we had been
notified th~t there was such a thing going to happen. It must have
. taken probfl,bl~ two yearsMr. lRw~. •It has been pending two or three years .
. Mr. BoND. Yes; and all that time we did not know anything about
it until two or three days before final passage.
Senator CAMERON.You protested as soon as you were notified, did
you not?
Mr. BOND.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.The act under which these exchanges are made
provides as follows :
That, when the public interests will be benefited thereby, the Secretary of
the Interior be, and hereby is, authorized in his discretion to accept on behalf
of the United States title to any lands within exterior boundaries of tlie
national forests which, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, are
chiefly valuable for national forest purposes, and in exchange therefor may
patent not to exceed an equal value of such national forest land, in the
same State, surveyed and nonmineral in character, or the Secretary of Agriculture may authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of
timber within the national forests of the same State; the values in each
case to be determined by the Secretary of Agriculture:
Provided, That before any such exchange is effected notice of the contemplated exchange reciting tht:i lands involved shall be published once each week for four successive
weeks in some newspaper of general circulation in the county or counties
in which may be situated the lands to be accepted, and in some like newspaper published in any county in which may be situated any lands or timber
to be given in such exchange.
Timber given in such exchange shall be cut
and removed under the laws and regulations relating to the national forests,
and under the direction and supervision and in accordance with the requirements of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Lands conveyed to the United
States under· this act shall, upon acceptance of title. become parts of the
national forest within whose exterior boundaries they are located.

The purpose and intent of this act is to round out the forest.
Mr. BoND. In Umatilla County we have what is known as the
herd law. I£ these private people acquire this land, it is going to
make the users of that forest-you see, we have two drift fences on
there, but this will be within the boundary of the forest. It will
make the users of the forest trespassers on this land. As it 1s, we
have eliminated those things.
•
The CHAI.RMAN.You have a herd law in this district?
Mr. Bo ND. In this county; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And that provides that stock going onto deeded
land, regardless of whether it is fenced or not, are trespassers~
Mr. BOND. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, Mr. Bond, your testimony is interesting
and enlightenins- to the committee, and it may serve to direct attention to the impracticability of these exchange laws. Various
questions have arisen from time to time as to the practicability of
the exchange laws, and particularly as to the taking off of the tax
rolls of patented lands in exchange for timber. But I think your
relief lies at this time through the local land office.
Mr. BoND. Well, we have gone that far. What I would likeis there going to be any way for this committee to stop any further'
proceedings in a case of that kind?
The CHAIRMAN.It is within the power of Congress to repeal
the act, and if sufficient abuses are presented to Congress, it probably will be repealed.
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1
You are requesting the repeal of this law j
\
,
Mr. BoND. Yes~well, I don't care about the law; I tant to elimi•
nate the bad effects of it. I don't know what the pm•p rt of the law
was, but it is going to have a bad effect on all users.
\
Colonel GREELEY. May I make a brief statement there, Mr. Chair•
man?
·
The CHAIRMAN.Surely.
Colonel GREELEY. Mr. Sherman has jwst advised me that when this
case came to Washington £or approval in the ordinary course word
was received 0£ the protest from Mr. Bond, and the case has been
referred .back to the district office in Washington with instructions
to work out a satisfactory exchange--to iron out the difference he•
tween the stockmen and the others before the matter is again pre•
sented. . It has beeri handled in the ordinary procedure in an effort
to arrive at a satisfactory solution, and it will not be approved by
my office in Washington until some satisfactory itdjustment of these
local grazing· questions has been reached.
The CHAIRMAN.And until it has been determined that it is in the
interest of the public?
Colonel GREELEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOND.Well, that settfes that. Now, there is one thing I would
like to ask you.
We built the outside drift fences next to our inside pastures. Then
we have to cut off what we call the early and the late range. The
summer range is above. Now, from year to year 0£ late years We
have been allowed to go on that forest a little later and a little later,
until this year it was the 1st 0£ June, and then we got on with 50 per
cent 0£ our stock.
I have noticed in the last year or two that our inside pastures are
becoming eat out by going on there late, It used to be you could go
on those ranges the 1st of April, the middle of April, or the 1st of
May, if the seasonal conditions were right, and get better conditions.
We would like to have more 0£ a cooperative basis and less of a die•
tatorship basis. What I mean is, let us have something to say as to
when we could go on with our cattle instead 0£ having somebody who
is not vitally interested in the thing set the dates before you can tell
what the seasonal conditions are. This spring we should have been
on by the middle 0£ April in order to get the best results from our
low range.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the fixed date 0£ admittance?
Mr. BoND, The 15th 0£ May with 50 per cent and 50 per cent the
1st day 0£ June. Now, it is only a matter 0£ time in that country
there that our inside ranges, if we are kept out until the 1st of June,
that we will have nothing to come back with in the £all 0£ the year.
The CHAIRMAN.You think you should have it earlied
Mr. BoND. What I say, let us not set the date until we understand
the seasonal condition. I know there are times there--last year we
moved our cattle off two weeks before our time was up, because we
knew that the condition was bad-and there are times that we have
not put the cattle on there, because we knew that if we did it would
be detrimental to the range. I £eel that we understand that range
and the conditions there as well as somebody else who is not vitally
43213-25-PT
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interested, and: i£ there is anybody that is going to take care of that
range, it is going to be my neighbors and myself, who use it.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you taken up with the supervisor this year
the matter of an earlier entrance?
Mr. BOND. No; we did not.
The CHAIRMAN.You understand, he has a fixed leeway of 30 days,
15 days foi-ward or back from the fixed date of entrance.
Mr. BoND. But if we have ,any appeal-that
is, if we take it up
with the supervisor and we feel that we are right, and he refuses
us, where can .we appeal?
The CHAIRMAN.Then you appeal to the district forester.
Mr. BoND. And from there where?
The CHAIRMAN.To the chief forester.
Mr. BOND. That is the fellow we want. There is no doubt but the
chief forester would be lenient in this matter.
The CHAIRMAN.But he is too far away?
Mr. BOND. Too far away for us to get action. There is times that
we should not go on that range when the date is set, and there is
times when we should go on earlier and get the best results.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it a common occurrence for you to have a disagreement with your local supervisor as to the time you should enter
the forest? Does it frequently occur?
·
Mr. BOND. No; we have never requested it; we just wanted to know
where to go.
Mr. BowDEN. Does the supervisor consult the permittees as to the
time they should go on the range?
Mr. BOND. I never hear of it.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have an advisory board in your,forest?
Mr. BOND. Yes, sir; we do.
Mr. BowDEN. How often does that advisory board meet?
Mr. BOND.We can meet every day i£ necessary.
Mr. BowDEN. How often do you meet?
Mr. BOND.We meet twice a year.
Mr. BowDEN. Is the supervisor present?
Mr. BoND. No; I don't believe I have ever seen the supervisor
present at our meetings.
Mr. BowDEN. Have any of the other forest officials been present
at those advisory board meetings?
Mr. BOND.Well, sir, I can't recall. I think that probably one
time there was an assistant supervisor there a number of years ago.
Mr. BownEN. You say you hold meetings twice a year?
Mr. BOND. Twice a year; yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. At how many of the meetings have you been present?
Mr. BOND. Every one of them.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you passed resolutions or made recommendations at those advisory board meetings?
Mr. BoND. I know we passed a good many resolutions asking for
things, but we got so tired that we don't do it any more.
Mr. BowDEN. In other words, the supervisor does not cooperate
with you?
Mr. BoND. It does not appear so. I have tried to get resolutions
through there, and they laugh at me and say "What is the use doing it?"
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The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Bond, it is £air to presume that as a result
0£ their supervision 0£ this particular area to which you refer the
forest officials have determined that the average entrance date should
be the 15th 0£ May. Then in order to provide flexibility and allow
£or difference in the seasons from year to year they have provided
that it may be 15 days earlier or 15 days later, and they have provided that the users 0£ the forest shall appeal to the local supervisor.
That you have done, and you and the local supervisor have been
unable to agree, thereby entering into a controversy. Then you took
it up with the district forester, and he sustained his local supervisor.
Your next resort is to appeal to the Chief Forester, and he is so far
away that by the time the question can be settled by him the date
will have passed and the damage have been done.
Now, would you advocate the setting up 0£ some distinterested
tribunal before which you could lay your complaint?
Mr. BoND. No. I really think that the executive committee 0£
each association, meeting with the forest ranger, if he will be flexible.
at all, should be able to set the date.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, but here is your advisory board, the executive board 0£ your association and the forest supervisor who become
engaged in a controversy. How would you like to have that controversy settled? It is impossible £or you to agree. The supervisor
says you should not enter the forest before the date that has been
fixed, and you say that you should be permitted to enter 15 days
earlier.
Mr. BoND. Well, I think the final decision on it should be left to
the ones that m-e vitally interested in it.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, there are two sides vitally interested in it.
The Forest Service is vitally interested-Mr. BoND. "\Vell, I don't believe that a forest range or forest supervisor can have the sympathy with a man that is running on the
range that he has himself. A man that has not a dollar invested in
any 0£ this stock or in: this grazing can not be nearly as much interested as a man that has a lot 0£ money invested in it.
Senator CAMERON.Have you ever had any trouble with the forest
ranger in your section?
Mr. BoND. No.
.
Senator CAMERON.Have you ever been penalized?
Mr. BoND. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You were questioning me as to the interest that
the user may have, and the interest 0£ the Government's representativeMr. BoND. What I was thinking, if we could get together. I know
that my neighbor has better judgment, and I would leave it up tohim to say when to go on that forest, because he knows it. And I
think he would say the same thing 0£ me. I think we are better
judges 0£ when that range should be used than anybody else, because
we are vitally interested and we are going to take care 0£ it. We
talk it over among ourselves.
The CHAIRMAN.0£ course if you overgraze it, you would be·
penalized?
Mr. BoND. Oh, you know there would be no danger 0£ his trying
to destroy that range. It would not be human £or us to do it. We
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take care 0£ our bee£ pastures, and now we are trying to take care 0£
our inside pastures, and we do that just the same with our own la1;1d.
The CHAIRMAN.But, on the other hand, you have a representative
0£ the Forest· Service who has been directed by the Government to
administer this grazing to the best interests 0£ all the people, and
you and he ci;tnnot agree. Now, he is just as sincere in his opinion as
you are sincere in. your opinion. So what would you propose as a.
means £or arriving at a decision in the controversy between the two
parties?
,
Mr. BoND. The only thjng then would be a disinterested party 0£
some kind. You couldn't get a stockman, because he would be interested. I wouldn't know what to say.
The CHAIRMAN.A stockman who was not interested in grazing
that particular area would not be interested.
Mr. BoND. I would accept any stockman outside 0£ that area.
The CHAIRMAN.He should be an impartial judge?
Mr. BoND. I would accept his decision any time--any stockman.
The CHAIRMAN.Then does it occur to you that probably the remedy £or the settlement 0£ such controversies would be to leave it to
some able, disinterested party?
Mr. BoND.·I do.
The CHAIRMAN.0£ course, I know you could not take a man
without range experience and expect him to make a proper decision.
Mr. BoND. No. Anybody that has had range experience and knows
the value 0£ grazing at that certain time 0£ the year, I would be very
well satisfied to have him set the date.
The CHAIRMAN.This committee is interested in listening to any
complaints to the enforcement 0£ rules governing the forest reserve.
However, w.e are only listening in order that we may be advised as
to the conditions that exist. Our powers are only advisory and are
not in any way decisive as to what may be done.
Have you a further statement~
Mr. BoND, No; not at all. Did you want to take this protest that
we have filed?
The CHAIRMAN.You may file it with the commi~tee. Mr. Hillbert.
Mr. HILLBERT.I will ask to be excused. Mr. Bond has covered
everything that I had in mind.
The CHAIRMAN.Very well. Mr. Leonard C. Johnson.

STATEMENTOF MR. LEONARDC. JOHNSON,SHEEP RAISER,
ENTERPRISE, OREG.
~he CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johns-;m, are you engaged in the livestock
busmess~
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch 0£ the livestock industry?
Mr. JOHNSON.Principally in the sheep business.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user 0£ the national £o:r.:estreserve?
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user 0£ the public domain, unreserved?
Mr. JOHNSON.No.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johnson, you have had considerable experimce in grazing within the forest 1
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Mr. JoHNSON. Ever since it was created, in a limi~d Jay.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you interested in the conservation and preservation of the wild life in the forest, as well as grazing in the forest~
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
I l
The CHAIRMAN.Is grazing inimical to the preserv~tion and conservation of wild life in the forest?
- _,,,
Mr. ,ToHNSON.I think grazing is an aid to the preservation of
wild life.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly tell the committee in what way
you think that it aids the cons:rvation or preservation of wild life~
Mr. JOHNSON.At the present time we have the Biological Survey assisting us in killing wild animals, and the stockmen themselves make continual war against predatory animals, and wild life
are dependent more or less on the extermination of the predatory
animals, wildcats, cougars, and so on.
Th~ CHAIRMAN.Are your familiar with the activities of the
Biological Survey in the destruct,ion of predatory animals?
Mr. JOHNSON. Fairly so in our district.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that they are functioning and
operating £or the welfare of the livestock industry as well as the
preservation of other wild life?
Mr. JOHNSON.Absolutely; that is my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you in favor of the Biological Survey continuing their work and fighting the predatory animals?
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes sir.
The CHAIRiH;).N.How does their work compare, as to results, with
the work as carried on heretofore by the State of Oregon?
Mr. JOHNSON.In the way of bounties?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. I think they are far more successful in my territory on the Snake River winter ranges; we have had far more
success with the Biological Survey and their methods than any
other methods we might have.
The CHAIRMAN.You are in favor of extending support to the
·Biological Survey ?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And this is your conclusion by reason of actual
experience and personal observation?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johnson, has your experience in grazing the
forests given you an opinion as to whether grazing there is detrimental to reforestation?
Mr. JOHNSON. Over the only pine areas of vVallowa County, which
have been grazed £or 30 years-35 years-many
of the open ranges
are now so grow up with pine timber that they are no longer of
any use whatever as grazing. In the forest that I am familiar
with there is more growing timber, notwithstanding the steady use
in grazing £or the last 20 or 30 years, than there was before; growing more timber now than there was.
Mr. BownEN. What forest is that?
Mr. JoHNscJN. Well, comprising principally the Wallowa Forest,
but the forests of Idaho, the Winchester district, the Blue Mountain district, and part of the southern Idaho district.
The CHAIRMAN.This is pine forest?
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Mr. JOHNSON. Pine forest. Well, other forests; not only pine but
larch and fir and all the timber growth that is there excepting brush
and willows.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there any relationship between grazing and
fire protection in the forest; and if so, what?
Mr. JoHNSON. It is conceded among timbermen, and also by the
Forest Service, I think, and any observer can see that grazing will
keep the grass, the dead grass, from accumulating and the brushes
of various kinds ·that they will use; and I believe they estimate that
it will eliminate by 50 per cent the danger of fire. My own observation is that they will often do more than that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johnson, you have allotments in the forest
that you are now using?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are those individual allotments, or do you graze
in common?
Mr.JOHNSON. Mostofthemareindividual.
We have some in common. I belong to a cow association.
The CHAIRMAN.In the use of your individual allotments are you
restricted as to the number of livestock that you may graze on a
particular allotment?
·
Mr. JOHNSON.Well, in one way. I would have to qualify that
statement in some way. In certain areas, such as the winter grazing
ground, if I have made preparation £or improving some holdings
and getting in hay and oil cake and so on, then they don't limit it;
but on the summer area I am limited to just what I can graze.
The CHAIRMAN.That limitation applies regardless of the grazing
availability of the area allotted to you to graze?
Mr. JOHNSON.I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.·wen, I don't think I make myself clear.
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; I understand you.
The CHAIRMAN.You are allotted in the forest a certain area and
permitted to gra~e a certain number of livestock on that certain
area?
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.No more than a certain number?
Mr. JOHNSON. No; no more.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were permitted to graze the number that,
in your judgment, should be grazed whether it be more or less than
the number named in your permit, would you graze with a regard
to the conservation and the perpetuation of the grazing availability
of the tract over which you grazed?
Mr. JOHNSON.Decidedly so.
The CHAIRMAN.vVould you be inclined to overgraze by reason of
having the right to put on what you deem the proper number of
livestock?
Mr. JOHNSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN.Would such a provision encourage you to improve
the allotment so as to increase the grazing availability thereof?
Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly so.
The CHAIRMAN.When you are limited in number and the forage
is amply sufficient £or that number of livestock is there any reason
to prompt you to go to further expenditures in improving or increasing the grazing availability of the area allotted to you?
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Mr. JOHNSON. No; if that was the case. But if you will let me.
qualify that?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON.In our district--Wallowa
County-the
forest officials talk these questions over with us, and they have been very
helpful. As far as I know, they have never taken a range away
from anybody who had improved it.
The CHAIRMAN.Have they permitted them to increase the number that they graze on it?
Mr. JOHNSON.They allow up to a protective limit, and of course
they can go no further than that. Our forest officials have encouraged us to improve our range, promising us additional numbers in
case we improve our range to such a point that it would stand more
grazing.
The CHAIRMAN.Thereby removing the. limitation as to the number that you may graze?
Mr. JOHNSON.Up to a point of protective limit.
The CHAIRMAN.What do you mean by the protective limit?
Mr. JOHNSON.As I understand, that is a ruling that no one individual is allowed over 3,600 no matter what he has.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the purpose of that limitation?
Mr. JOHNSON. To make room £or new beginners and eliminate
speculation and give more users.
The CHAIRMAN.And prevent monopoly of the range?
Mr. JOHNSON.And prevent monopoly.
The CHAIRMA'N.Can you give us some figures or a detailed statement regarding what the adoption of the Rach£ord report would do
to the year-around permittees of the Wallowa National Forest? I
believe the Wallowa National Forest is the forest that you mentioned which you graze?
·
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. I have a statement here. I will just read a
part of it. The rest has been covered by Mr. Falconer.
[Reading:]
STATEMENT

OF STOCKMEN
RIVERS

WHO HAVE YEAR-LONG PERMITS
ON SNAKE
WITIUN
WALLOWA
NATIONAL
FOREST

AND IMNAHA

The land investments · and cost of operation are about the same as other
districts of Idaho and Oregon, and the general cost of production about the
same, but with this difference in regard to the forest reserve: We are year-long
users, putting us in a class by ourselves.
The contemplated raise in grazing
charges would cost tlie average user around 40 cents per head. It. would
raise our fee $1.40 per head.
The estimated cost of sheep grazing made by Idaho schools and the Oregon
.Agricultural School gave about 83 cents profit per head, with wool selling at
36 cents and lambs at 10 cents. With an added expense of $1 per head we
on the average could never meet it; or, in other words, the raise in fees would
confiscate our ranches and bankrupt our users on the Snake River, with
market values the same as the past seven years.

Mr. BowDEN. Now, all the figures that you gave there relate to
sheep and not to cattle?
:M:r.JOHNSON. I can give you the same figures on cattle in the last
seven years.
Mr. BowDEN. All right.
Mr. JOHNSON. I bought 560 head of cattle seven years ago, run
them, closed them out this year with a loss of thirty-three thousand
and some odd dollars. The entire amount on the Snake River range.
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Mr. BowDEN. And your experience is similar to the experience of
many others in this part of the country, is it not 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Absolut~ly the same.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been a depletion of the herds of cattle
in the localities with which you 1:1,refamiliar in recent years i
Mr. JOHNSON.Oh, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.About what percentage of depletion i
Mr. JoHNSON. Well, on our forests it would fie merely a guess.
It could be ascertained exactly through the forest board.
The CHAIRMAN,.
What is your approximate estimate i
Mr. JoHNSON. I should guess 50 per cent.
The CHAIRMAN.Then you think that the proposed increase in
accordance with the Rachford report, if applied to the area in which
you graze would render the sheep industry profitless, and would
result in what would be virtually confiscation of the owned ranch
properties i,
·
Mr. JOHNSON.Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.Of course, then, you are confirming the theory
that the value of dependent ranch properties is reflected in the cost
of grazing within the forest 1
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Does that apply to the value of livestock when
sold with a transfer of grazing rights i
Mr. JOHNSON.Not always.
The CHAIRMAN.You purchase sheep sometimes, do you i
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes.
'
The CHAIRMAN.Would you attach any value to a grazing right
that may be transferred to you with a band of sheep, such as would
occasion you to give a greater price £or the band of sheep with the
grazing right than you would i£ the grazing right was not transferred with them or if it ceased to be transferred with them i
Mr. JOHNSON.In some instances, yes. In other instances, no.
I will qualify it that way. I£ your holdings are over the protective
limit, then you would have no value whatever. But if you were a
beginner and buying to commence, why then it would have some
value.
The CHAIRMAN.About what value ordinarily i We often hear it
referred to that a grazing right was transferred with a band of
sheep, and therefore they were sold at a price that was above the
ordinary or general market value of the sheep.
Mr. JOHNSON.I don't think I am competent to answer that.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not know what that would be?
Mr. JOHNSON.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Many witnesses have testified before this committee that there is such a condition, and that that is reflected in the
value of sheep ranging from 50 cents to $2 per head. That a band of
sheep were oftentimes transferred that carried with them a privilege
to graze on the forest and that they would sell at a price from 50
eents to $2 above their market value. Are you familiar with any
conditions of that kind i
·
Mr. JOHNSON.Not in our district.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johnson, do you think that compelling livestock producers to raise an amount of hay commensurate with the
grazing privilege they enjoy within the forest is inimical to the wel-
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fare of the farm~rs producing hay for sale who have no grazing
right1
Mr. JoHNsoN. Well, in our district that I am familiar with it
would have no effect one way or the other.
The CHAIRMAN.In your district do the livestock men buy any hay
from the farmers for the purpose of wintering their stock 1
Mr. JollNSON. Very few.
The CHAIRMAN.In most instances they produce their own feed 1
Mr. JonNsoN. They produce their own feed; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Then they are commensurate 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any further questions 1
Mr. BoWDEN.What is the size of your permit at the present time1
Mr. JOHNSON.I think 2,600 head; one permit.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the protective limit on the part of the forest
where you range i
Mr. JoHNSON. Three thousand six hundred.
Mr. BowDEN. And ;you think that is high enough to make it an
economic figure 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Well, I believe it is in our district.
Mr. BowDEN. If it were 2,000 would it be high enough 1
Mr. JOHNSON. No; I don't think it would in some instances.
The CIIAIRMAN.Do 3,600 sheep make for you two winter bands 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that the proper unit for winter bands~
Mr. JOHNSON.No; we are cutting our winter bands smaller and
smaller until it is only a short time we can carry that large a band.
But it makes three good bands both winter and summer.
The CHAIRMAN.You are winter grazing in the smaU band of
1,2001
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes; most of the time.
The CHAIRMAN.And in the summer time with the 1,200 plus the
increase, so it is probably 2,000 or 2,4001
Mr .• ToHNSON.Yes; something like that.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you be willing to have the present grazing
preferences stabilized so that those that are now on your forest
would have a right for a period of years to have the number of sheep
that they now have without any reduction for redistribution purposes 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Certainly.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you recommend that that be done?
Mr. JOHNSON.That is good business, in my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.Would that result in an economic saving1
Mr. JOHNSON.I think it would. It would encourage stability if
a man would know what he was doing.
Mr. BoWDEN.Is there considerably more of a dema.nd for grazing
per~its on your forest than there is range to take car~ of those
apphcants1
_ Mr. JOHNSON.Well, in the past I think there has been. Just this
year I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN.The passing of time has tended to lessen that
condition 1
43213-25-PT9--14
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Mr. JOHNSON. Absolutely. There is more favorable range in
Wallowa County to-day than I have known in 20 years, both on
and off the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Well now, Mr. Johnson, you have just gone
through a period 0£ unprofitable livestock production.
What class
0£ livestock producers are first to succumb to the ravages, if we may
term it, 0£ deflation and unprofitable livestock production?
The
larger or the smaller users 0£ the forest?
Mr. JOHNSON."\Vell, I would hardly say the larger. In the sheep
business we would say the one and two band man is successful. The
man who is running less than a band did not stay. The man running more than two bands had more difficulty to stay.
The CHAIRMAN.Then it is in between the one and the two band
men. The man with the full band or with the full two bands was
the man who weathered the storm in the best way
Mr. JOHNSON.He could give his personal attention, live with his
stock; that is the only way it can be done.
·
Mr. BowDEN. Say a permittee had a permit to graze 7,500 head
0£ sheep on the forest on which you graze, would you consider it
£air if an act was passed providing that that preference or term
should become permanent £or the 7,500?
Mr. ,foHNSON. In some instances; yes.
Mr. BoWDEN. You are willing, then, to stabilize the preferences as
they now exist ?
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Without distinction as to cl~ss?
Mr. JOHNSON.Absolutely; yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Or number?
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you favor the leasing 0£ the forest on an acre
basis to Ii vestock men ?
Mr. JOHNSON.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Who should determine the carrying capacity 0£ the
various leaseholds, the forest or the lessee?
Mr. JOHNSON.I£ you will let me qualify that a minute?
Mr. BoWDEN.Yes.
,
Mr. JOHNSON.The man that uses the range is the man that is the
most interested. There is nobody that is so interested in the preservation 0£ our forests, the grazing area, and so on, as the settler,
the man who lives there, the man that uses it. Then, 0£ course, he
should largely do the deciding.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johnson, has your experience led you to
believe that if it were left to the user 0£ the forest to determine the
carrying capacity 0£ the rang~ that the privilege would be abused
and that he would graze in a destructive manner, or would he graze
in such a way as to conserve and perpetuate the range?
Mr. JoHNSON. He would graze to perpetuate the range, undoubtedly; that has been my observation.
Mr. BoWDEN. In the event that a lessee or a permittee did overgraze it, what protection would the Forest Service have in that
instance?
Mr. JOHNSON. You wo~ld have to eliminate that individual absolutely.
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Mr. BoWDEN. After they proved a case against him?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. And who would be the deciding body to determine
whether or not he had done that? Do you think it ought to be the
forest, or a board, or a court, or what?
The CHAIRMAN.May I add to your question-or
competent disinterested parties?
Mr. JOHNSON. Competent· disinterested parties. It is very easily
told.
The CHAIRMAN.But you would be in favor 0£ the infliction of the
reduction penalty to the extent 0£ eliminating the individual if he
abused the privilege from the further use 0£ the forest?
Mr. JOHNSON.I believe so.
The CHAIRMAN.What would your opinion be as to imposing a
fine or even inflicting a jail penalty?
Mr. JOHNSON.Well, if the man had committed a crime, why, then
punish him, 0£ course. But a misdemeanor-no
use to hang him £or
that. He should have a chance to protect his life and his property,
as I see it, in the courts.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, then, i£ it goes into the courts, why should
he not be held liable £or the damage that he has done, and let that
be the penalty ?
Mr. JoHNSON. That is it exactly; £or the damage he has done.
The CHAIRMAN.Make him respbnsible £or any damage that he
brings about?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, would that not be a more equitable punishment than to prohibit him from continuing in his business £or a
violation 0£ rules or destructive activities?
Mr. JOHNSON. I think so. I£ you will allow me, the Constitution
says an American citizen should not be deprived 0£ his life or his
liberty or his property without due process 0£ law. I still believe
that.
The CHAIRMAN.And I think you have just testified here that
the right to graze within the forest determines the value 0£ dependent ranch property which he must own. Therefore the right to
graze in the forest is in £act, though not legalized, morally ·a property right?
Mr. JOHNSON. A property right, no question.
.
Mr. BowDEN. Should the grazing right be transferable?
Mr. JOHNSON. I don't lmow. You are getting it pretty deep.
Under conditions I think it should.
Mr. BoWDEN. Should it be transferable with the property to which
it is depenaent on the use 0£ the forest, or transferable with sheep,
or do you wish to comment on that?
Mr. JOHNSON. To eliminate speculation, if it should be transferable at all it should be, as I see it, transferable with the land rather
than with the sheep or the individual.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you opposed to the Forestry Service exercising its own discretion as to whether the grazing right be transferred with the sheep or the real estate or with both, or requiring
the transferring 0£ both in order to transfer the grazing right within
the forest? My question is: Are you opposed to the Forest Service
exercising its own discretion as it does now?
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' Mr. JoHNSON. Y1c1s;I am. I will qualify that. I am opposed t~
is as they do now, excepting I have never known them to abuse that.
It could be abused. That is the reason I oppose it. ' The authority
to do that could be abused ; that is the reason I oppose it.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think Congress should instruct the Forest
Service on what principle it ,should follow in determining the fee to
be charged 1
Mr. JOHNSON.I certainly do.
·
Mr. BowDEN. And now what would be the principle that should
be enacted into law~
Mr. JoHNSON. The cost of administration.
Mr. BowDEN. The cost of administration.
Would you provide £or
any surplus 1
Mr. JOHNSON.I don't believce I would. That -could be threshed
out. As I see it you could not estimate a fee to b~ charged without
some ground then. The cost of maintenance, and so on, is your unit.
And the additional revenue you want to get for it, that is another
thing.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think the State should receive some payment from the Forest Service in lieu of taxes from these forest
lands, which payment would come out of the revenues collected from
stockmen1
Mr. JoHNSON. Well, that is too deep £or me. It seems to me the
State has too much money anyway. I don't believe we ought to let
them have any more.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you are not in favor of the receipts from
the sale of the resources of the forest going to the Federal Treasury
either, I take it 1
Mr. JOHNSON.No, sir; not at all.
.
The CHAIRMAN.If there be profit from the disposition of the resources of the forest, in your opinion it should go to the counties or
States in which the lands lie 1
Mr. JOHNSON.If there is a profit, it should go to the county, as
I see it, in which the forest is situated. I don't see any reason for a
profit, or £or any money to go to the county.
Mr. BowDEN. Are there many reductions in the size of permits
being made on your forest at the present time 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Not many; no.
Mr. BowDEN. That is not a serious problem 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Not a serious problem right now.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been much use made of the 640-acre socalled grazing homestead provision in the localities with which you
are familiar 1
Mr. JOHNSON.Quite a bit; yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Has the public domain been largely appropriated
in that way1
Mr. JOHNSON.Before the law was enacted it was largely appropriated.
The CHAIRMAN.Since then has the remainder been largely appropriated 1M:r. JOHNSON.Largely appropriated.
The CHAIRMAN.Until now there is but little of the public domain
left1
Mr. JoHNSON. None left at all, you might say.
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The CHAIRMAN.And that which is left would not provide 640-acre
grazing homesteads?
Mr. JOHNSON.No.
The CHAIRMAN,Have you any opinion as to what disposition
should be made of those fragments of the public domain? I will
continue with another question. In your opinion, should there be
some provision made £or the sale of those fragments in order that
they may become appropriated and come on to the tax rolls g •
·
Mr. JoHNSON. That could happen. That could ha.ppen all right.
Though I don't know.
The CHAIRMAN.I:f Congress was to enact a law providing for the
sale of these fragments that are larger than the so-called isolated
tract :provisions of the present law, in your opinion would most of
• these isolated tracts be purchased i
.
Mr. JoHNSON. !'think they would; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I think that answers the question,. then, Mr.
Johnson. That is following out the theory that the unappropriated
public domain should be appropriated.
Mr. JOHNSON.Be sold.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any further questions? Senator Cameron, have you any questions to propound i
Senator CAMERON.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statem1mt to make, Mr.
Johnsont
Mr. JoHNSON. I believe not.
The CHAmMAN.Thank you. Mr. Carty, will you come forward?

STATEMENTOF MR. J'AMESCARTY,HEPPNER, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Carty, will you give your name and ad.dress
to the reporter j
Mr. CARTY.James Carty. Heppner, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Carty, you are engaged in the livestock business i
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the li'1'estock business i
Mr. CARTY.Thirty some odd years.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the livestock industry are you
engaged, cattle or sheep ?
Mr. CARTY.Sheep principally.
The CHAIRMAN.And are you a riser of the national forest reserves i
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN,In what forest do you graze?
Mr. CARTY.Whitman.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use any of the unreserved public domain t
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Carty, you have been grazing withinr.
the national forests ever since they were created and before i
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Continuously?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.And you have had at least 20 years 0£ experience
in grazing under the regulations 0£ the Bureau 0£ Forestry i
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement to make to this committee?
Mr. CARTY.Well, I have no statement, only just what is in my
mind.
The CHAIRMAN.That is just what we want, just what is in your
mind. Go ahead, Mr. Carty, in your own way.
Mr. CARTY.Well, I would like if you would ask me the questions,
and I will answer them as £air ly as I can.
The CHAIRMAN.All right. Are there any forest rules to which
you have been subjected that have occasioned you an economic loss?
Mr. CARTY.Well; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, what rule?
Mr. CARTY.Where I have rented land I have to go across the
forest to it, and I can not get across it until a certain time.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, you cross over one forest reserve to another,
do I understand you ?
Mr. CARTY.Senator, I have to cross two forest reserves, the Umatilla and the Whitman, out to Whitney, where.the rented land is.
The CHAIRMAN.And there you graze on privately owned land?
Mr. CARTY.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And in order to reach from your winter range
your rented summer range you cross through two forest reserves?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What trouble do you encounter in passing from
your winter range to your rented summer range?
Mr. CARTY.Well, Senator, where I live it is awfully dry, which
you know, and they won't let me cross until a certain time. And in
£act I can not just get across until the very time that they say so.
And the consequence is that the sheep sometimes are dying.
The CHAIRMAN.Why are they dying?
Mr. CARTY.Dying before I get over there.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, why?
Mr. CARTY.With d1mught and starvation.
The CHAIRMAN.Your winter range dries up and your sheep
starve?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are prevented from reaching your
rented summer range. where they could be sustained because you are
not permitted to cross the forest area?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In crossing the forest area from your winter
range to your rented summer range would you do harm to the grazing availability 0£ the forests over which and through which you
would pass?
Mr. CARTY.Not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN.You are 0£ the opinion that there should be some
provision whereby you could be permitted to pass from your winter
range to your rented summer range over the forest in order to pre. vent loss to your flock and the death of your flock?
Mr. CARTY.I certainly do. And not only me, but I could name
you, Senator, 50 others.
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The CHAIRMAN.I ·understand, your case is only representative of
a number of cases?
Mr. CARTY.Yes; it is just one.
Senator CAMERON.Does the Forest Service furnish you driveways
across these forests ?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir; at a certain time.
Senator CAMERON.How wide are they?
,
Mr. CARTY.Well, now I· couldn't exactly tell you that, but you
have to drive so many miles a day. And there is a man after you,
and I think our Senator knows every word I am saying to be true.
We have to leave a very low country, and you have to keep a-going,
and when you get about as far as the forest reserve there is a man
right after you to keep you a-going every day, and it doesn't mean
whether those sheep get anything to eat or anything else, he makes
you go. And by the time you get to your grazing, or where we get
anything to fill out they are about dead.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, now, that is what occurs after you are permitted to enter the forest?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And before you are permitted to enter the forest
you are confined to your low-lying dried out range until you have
suffered a loss there?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir; Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.And then after you enter the forest you are compelled to move so rapidly and incessantly that you suffer a still
further loss?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I want to ask you if you are contending for two
things: One is that an earlier date of crossing the forest should be
established, and the other, that when you are crossing the forest that
you should be permitted more time?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir; that is the truth.
The CHAIRMAN.If you were granted those privileges would it be
detrimental to any of the users of the forest over which you pass?
Mr. CARTY.I can't see where it would be.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you an allotment in the forest adjacent to
or near to your rented summer range?
Mr. CARTY.Well, I have a,n allotment, but not very near where
this winter range is.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Carty, in considering this question
and making this complaint you have taken into mind the 1 welfare
of the other users of the forest, and you have stated that you can
not see how, if a remedy was granted to you, it would be inimical to
the welfare of the other users of the forest; is that correct?
Mr. CARTY.That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, would it be detrimental or injurious to any
of the resources of the forest such as reforestation, timber growth?
Mr. CARTY.I can't see it, Senator, and I have gone through that
forest for 35 years, and I can not see where it would be.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you requested heretofore permission from
the forest supervisor of the Whitman and the Umatilla Forests?
Mr. CARTY.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And you have been denied the privilege or the
right to cross?
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Mr. CARTY.Well, I have, but I have no blame to them, because
they simply could not go past their orders, you understand. I have
no blame individually as to any man, you understand.
The CHAIRMAN.But it is the principle?
Mr. CARC:Y.Yes; it is the principle. Yes; I made, applica,tion to
Mr. Erwin.
.
, The CHAIRMAN.Of course you understand that the Forest Service
has the power to make such rules as it, deems necessary or wise.
Therefore if you appeal to your local supervisor, who in turn could
take the question up with the district forester, or you might go to
the district forester imd then to the Chief Forester, and he in turn
to the Secretary of Agriculture, and the dispensation could be
granted if they deern it proper.
Mr. CARTY.Well, Senator, I didn't go that far. I appealed to the
forester, to Mr. Erwin, in Pendleton her~, and everything, and, of
course, he told me that he couldn't do it. I appealed three or £our
different times, but I have no blame; I have no fault about him,
remember, at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Certainly you could not blame him for things
beyond his eontrol.
Mr. CARTY.No.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion that some provision should be.
made to meet such cases ?
Mr; C~RTJ:. Positively, Senator, especially in that low country
which you are well acquainted with, Senator, where we are, for it
doesn't pay. It just simply cripples the business down there, that
I don't see what we are going to do, and that is a fa.ct, because you
know that we are living down there in a, dry country, and some years
we run out of grass and water.
The CHAIRM:AN.
If you were permitted to enter _the forest at what
you deem the proper time, and that i.s the time when you should leave,
your winter range, at the rate of how :r;na.nymiles per day could you
proceed across the forest i
Mr. C.,u..-n.To cross the forest~
The CHAIRMAN.To cross the :forest, the Umatilla and the Wenaha
Forest reserve.
Mr. CARTY.And to get a little feed?
The C:l:L!IRMAN.
Well, of course you are not expecting to get any
more feed than to sustain your flock while you are crossing.
·
Mr. CARTY.You mean how many miles _couM I go and get feed

enough¥ ,

The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. CARTY.Oh, I think about 5 miles.
The CHAIRMAN.And how many miles are you compelled to travel
under the present rules and re~ulations?
Mr. CARTY.Well, sir, I cant tell you that correctly, but I will
tell you on€) thing, that the boys tell me that there is just a man
after them from day to day, and it just keeps them a going. That is
the way the boys tell me. But I couldn't positively say how many
miles they make them go.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you confined to a certain trail that you are
crossing over ? I believe you stated that you were.
Mr. CARTY.Oh, certainly, certainly.
The CHAIRMAN.And what is the width of the trail~
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Mr. CARTY.Well, now, Senator, I never went over that•trail
myself with sheep, but they tell me that they just keep them on
the trail. I think you understand about the size that a band of
sheep will take, and they say to just keep them a going.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; I do understand, Mr. Carty-that
is, I
have an idea of my own, but I am trying to get something in the
record so that somebody else may understand.
Mr. CARTY.Well, in the first place, I think you can not drive a
band of sheep much under a quarter. of a mile at all; that is, to get
anything at all £or them. That is, say, 2,000 head of sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.The width of the trail then, in your opinion,
should be at least a quarter of a mile and probably a half a mile
in width!
Mr. CARTY.The width of the trail, in my opinion, should be
about 2 miles.
Senator CAMERON.It would not hurt if it was 5, would it 1
Mr. CARTY.Not a bit; no. Now, excuse me, Senator. Band after
band goes across. Well, the grass isn't very plentiful in a lot of
those places at the best of times. And sometimes it gets as bare as
that table. Well, if one band is kept after another going on this
trail what do you expect of those sheep when they get to the end of
that trail~ They are about dead.
Mr. BowoEN. How far do you have to trail your sheep from your
winter range?
Mr. CARTY.About 200 miles.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, 200 miles each way, Mr. Cartyi
Mr. CARTY.I mean from where I start at the Columbia River out
to Whitney we figure it out as close to 200 miles.
The CHAIRMAN.How many days does it take you to go from
your Columbia River range to Whitney!
·
Mr. CARTY.Well, it will take anyway three weeks to drive, but it
should take a month.
The CHAIRMAN.It should take 30 days; that would be at the rate
of about 6½ miles a day.
Ml'. CARTY.Yes; should take that at the very least, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.And what date do you ordmarily leave the Columbia River basin~
Mr. CARTY.I think this year we were not allowed to leave until
about the 15th of June.
The CHAIRMAN.And about what date do you think you should
have left~
Mr. CARTY.I .should have left a month earlier than that.
The CHAIRMAN.The 15th of May~
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir. And if you will excuse me, Senator, and if
the gentlemen will excuse me, I will tell you just what happened the
first couple of days.
The CHAIRMAN.Go ahead, Mr. Cart;y, and tell us in your own way.
Mr. CARTY.We couldn't leave until a certain date and all of a
sudden the hot spell started. which is a well known fact in this
country at that time of the year, it turned all of a sudden hot, and
the first day that I was out one band got sunstruck.
The CHAIRMAN.Got what?
Mr. CARTY.Got sunstruck, and I got into the creek with them,
and if I hadn't got them into water I would have lost the whole band
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I£ I didn't I would have lost the whole band, I think.
The CHAIRMAN.It was so hot?
Mr. CARTY.It was so hot. And the other band I got up to Mr.
Bartholomew's and had to keep them there right on the creek and in
the water £or three days. And then I lost about a hundred head.
And only if I hadn't got them in the water, if this man hadn't let
me get them in the water, I would have lost more. He told me to
drive them in any place, even into their alfalfa, and into the water
to cool.them off, and if I couldn't have done that I believe I would
have lost a band of sheep.
Senator CAMERON.I£ you could have gone on earlier you would
not have had to experience this hot spell under such circumstances,
would you?
•
Mr. CARTY.No, sir; if we had got out earlier we would not. We
were in the timber, you understand, and would be until this hot
spell was over.
Mr. BowDEN. Were you permitted to go in as early this year as
last year?
Mr. CARTY.No; last year was an exceptionally dry year, and they
made some exception to go in earlier last year. But they held us
last year-I
can prove by hundreds of witnesses that they held us
in the sun and hundreds of sheep died before we got out of there.
But they did let us go in earlier last year, a little earlier last year.
It was supposed to be so wonderfully dry.
Mr. BowDEN. What time are you permitted on your summer
range or forest range? What is the beginning of your season?
Mr. CARTY.Do_you mean on the reserve?
Mr. BowDEN. Yes.
Mr. CARTY.Along about the 1st of July.
Mr. BowDEN. Along about the 1st of July. Were you permitted
on there by the 1st this year ?
Mr. CARTY.I think about the 1st of July now, if I remember
right.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the altitude of your summer range?
Mr. CARTY.Well, sir, now, you put a question to me that I
couldn't exactly say, but I think it is somewhere between six and
seven thousand feet.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think you could get your sheep on there
before July 1 ?
Mr. CARTY.Oh, certainly.
But I am not just kicking so much
on that as I am that I couldn't get across to the range that I had
rented. Certainly we could get there before.
The CHAIRMAN.What time does the snow leave the Umatilla
and vVenaha Forests ordinarily, along the route which you travel
when your sheep pass from your winter range to your rented summer range?
Mr. CARTY.,vell, Senator, it doesn't leave the same time every
year, you understand.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, ordinarily, is my question.
Mr. CARTY.I believe about the 1st of June on the low grounds.
Way up on the high grounds, to the high summit, it doesn't leave
until the latter part of June or the beginning of July. That is on
the high point. But this trail, you know, that crosses, you under-
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stand, I judge the snow leaves some place along about the £ore
part of June.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, you are contending, Mr. Carty, that the
Forestry Service or the administrators thereof should permit you
to enter this forest so as to leave your winter range about the
15th day of May?
Mr. CARTY.I am contending that strictly, and I think there is
plenty that live in that locality that just contend the sarne.
The CHAIRMAN.And if the 15th of May was accepted as the
average central date of starting it would relieve the situation which
you have described. to us?
Mr. CARTY.Positively, I am sure of it.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are equally sure that the setting forward of this date would not be detrimental to other interests in the
forest?
Mr. CARTY.Well, I don't think so, Senator, but it might be
way up on the high timber. But there should be some reserve
which a man could use in the low ground even if he was to rent it.
But remember we have to cross the Umatilla forest before we get
to Camas, and we can not even get in there.
The CHAIRMAN.Where you enter the forest, is that a cattle or
sheep range?
Mr. CARTY.Where I enter the forest I don't think is either
cattle of sheep. We enter there just at the foot of the Arabuckle,
and I think there may be some sheep, but I don't think it is much
of any range.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it allotted to sheepmen?
Mr. CARTY.Now, l\ couldn't positively tell you that, because
there is a lot of it there that isn't good £or nothing.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you any other complaints as to rules that
you do not like relative to forest ranges or grazing?
Mr. CARTY.Well, this camping-out business, I don't like it. This
bedding-out business, what they call it.
Mr. BowDEN. What is your rule on bedding out? How many days
in one place?
Mr. CARTY.Well, we are supposed to not be in one place over one
night, I believe.
Mr. BowDEN. On what forest is that?
Mr. CARTY.The Whitman.
Mr. BowDEN. What objection have you got to that?
Mr. CARTY.I have got an objection to it that the most of that
Whitman forest is all a jungle of black pines and thickets and everything, and that it is just full of bear and everything, and that you can
not get herders. It isn't like those countries that are rented. Because those priva.te companies get all the good land in the first place.
Senator CAMERON.How long have they directed you to make these
changes in your bedding?
How many years?
Mr. CARTY.Why, not very many years. It is just these late years.
I couldn't tell you the exact date, but it is only a few years.
Senator CAMERON.Before you were under the forest rules and regulations, what method did you use in bedding your sheep down?
How often did you change?
Mr. CARTY.Just only when we would have a. camp eaten out.
Senator CAMERON.How long would that be ?
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Mr. CARTY.Well, it would be owing to the locality or the grass in
it. In some camps you would have it eaten in a week and some camps
in a month.
Senator CAMERON.Oftentimes you stayed a month in a camp?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.Do you consider that the stockmen know better
how to handle their cattle, and can do it better themselves than when
directed by forest officials?
Mr. CARTY.Well, I think so, and I think if they don't they ought
to quit.
Senator CAMERON.They compel you now to change your bed .
ground every day?
Mr. CARTY.I think that is the rule.
Senator CAMERON.Can you find bed grounds enough to go to?
·
Mr. CARTY.Well, that is something-I
am just after coming out of
those high mountains now, and I can't see where they can :find
enough bed grounds to go to.
Senator CAMERON.There are mighty few ranges that I know of
where you could change your bed ground every day and keep your
sheep on the bed ground after yott got them here.
Mr. CARTY.Yes; that is a fact.
Mr. BowDEN. It is your contention that on the forest where you
graze the bedding-out rule is not suitable~Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir; I say that.
Mr; BowDEN. Are there any otlier rules that you think are unwise
or work a hardship?
Mr. CARTY.Well, now, there is little things that I don't like to go
into.
Senator CAMERON.
We would like to hear them. Go ahead.
Mr. CARTY.Well, changing trails. Every year there is a different
trail cut, and some of the trails is blazed and· cut where there is no
water, where they have to go for three or four or five days· without
water.
Senator CAMERON.You almost have to furnish your sheep with
canteens, don't you ?
Mr. CARTY.Well, it is a fact. I can prove it by several gentlemen
in the house here.
Senator CAMERON.Your word is good.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have an individual pasture on the forest
where you graze your sheep in the summer? I mean, do you graze
in common with other sheep herders, or have you an individual
pasture?
.
Senator CAMERON.Have you an individual allotment?
Mr. CARTY.Yes; I have one individual allotment.
Mr. BowDEN. Yo~ favor individual allotments?
Mr. CARTY.Well, yes; I think so.
Senator CAMERON.You could not very well run your sheep on a
community allotment, could you-with
other sheep on the same
range?
Mr. CARTY.Well, it would come awful strange now, although that
was the way we used to do long ago.
Senator CAMERON.You had more range long ago, didn't you f
Didn't you cover more ground?
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Mr. CARTY.Well, I don't know. The same range is there yet, but
it looks like now £or some reason or other, which I can't explain,
that long ago we could run more sheep than there is now, and just
about as satisfactory.
Senator CAMERON.You did not have the restrictions long ago
that you have now, did you?
Mr. CARTY.No, sir; I should say not.
·
Senator CAMERON.You knew how to run your own sheep, and you
ran them that way? And now you are told what you can do, how
you can do it, and where you can do it? Is that right?
Mr. CARTY.Now, you are saying it. That is putting it in a nutshell; yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.Do they tell you where you can salt your
sheep?
.
Mr. CARTY.I think so, but I am not positively sure 0£ that.
Senator CAMERON.Is there any other statement you want to
make?
Mr. CARTY.No; unless the chairman wants to ask me some questions.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Carty, you stated that your case, which
you have described here, is identical with a great many other •CasP.s
in your locality; in £act, the users 0£ all the lower range lands are
affected just as you are affected?
Mr. CARTY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I think you ha,_vemade a very concise statement,
Mr. Carty. I do not think 0£ any other questions to ask you.
Mr. CARTY.Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN.Professor Potter.
STATEMENT OF PROF. E. L. POTTER, PROFESSOR OF ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY, OREGONAGRICULTURALCOLLEGE,CORVALLIS,
OREG.

The CHAIRMAN.Professor Potter, have you a statement to make
to the committee? I£ so, will you proceed in your own way?
Professor PoTTER. In view 0£ the £act that in my work I have
devoted quite a lot 0£ time to the problems 0£ cost 0£ production,
I received a request from the Oregon Wool Growers' Association
to present a few 0£ those figuns at this time, so I will present now
just the summary of a bulletin which I have very recently finished,
which is now in the hands 0£ the printer, entitled "Cost 0£ Producing Mutton and Wool."
Summarizing that in two or three sentences, we find that if we
take th? wool at 40 cents a pound the cost 0£ producing feeder
lambs is at the present time, according to our figures, $9.24 a hundred, £arm price.
Crediting wool at 40 cents, the cost 0£ producing early £at lambs
is $9.90 a hundred, £arm price.
Those are, you understand, £or summer and £all delivery.
The cost 0£ producing lambs £or the winter market increases
practically 50 cents per hundred pounds £or each month after the
grazing season has passed. For instance, if we figure £:·eder lambs
at $9.24 you will have to add 50 cents per hundred pounds £or every
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month they are held into the winter and fed on hay or hay and
grain £or fattening purposes.
•
We find that if we figure £at lambs worth $10.50 on the ranch,
feeders at $10, and wool at 40 cents, sheep are at present paying $8 a
ton £or hay, $1.62 a year £or grass, including all kinds, deeded and
otherwise, also wages, and 8 per c:nt on the livestock investment.
Those are, in brief, the returns at the present time.
To express it more distinctly, present prices on sheep and wool
are returning wages and a £air interest on the invrntment, but virtually nothing in the way of a true profit above that figure.
I can supply the committee, if desired, with the details of the
various items from which these figures are made up.
The CHAIRMAN. We would like to have you file those with the
committee.
(The statement is as follows:)
SUMMARY

[From

an unpublished

bulletin on Cost of Producing
the Oregon Agricultural

Mutton and Wool, by E. L. Potter,
CoUege]

of

With wool at 40 cents, the cost of producing feeder lambs is $9.24 per
hundredweight.
With wool at 40 cents, the cost of producing early fat lambs is $9.90 per
hundredweight.
With fat lambs at $10.50, feeders at $10, fall prices, and wool at 40 cents,
sheep are paying $8 a ton for hay, $1.62 a year for grass, wages, and 8 per cent
on the livestock investment.
The cost of producing lambs for the winter market increases 50 cents per
hundredweight for each mouth after the grazing season is past.
Cost and income

for late larnbs
1,200 head

Per head

EXPENSES

1 herder for 12 months, at $100, including board _________________________________
_ $1,200.00
One-half camp tender, 12 months, at $120 (1 camp tender for 2 bands) ___________
720.00
Extra help at lambing, 2 men 2 months, at $90_________________________________
_
360.00
Interest, upkeep, and depreciation on camp-tender outfit and miscellaneous _____
360. 00
Shearing and packing wooL ____________________________________________________
_
300.00
Cost of summer and winter range: Interest on 3 acres winter range (5 per cent on
$7 an acre), $1.05; taxes on 3 acres, at 11 cents, 35 cents; free range, 2½ acres, no
charge; summer range, two-thirds national forest and one-third leased land,
24 cents ____________________________________
----------------------------------1,944.00
Hay, 250 J.lOUndsper head, at $8 per ton_________________________________________ 1,200.00
Ram service_____________________________________________________________________240. 00
Taxes_------------------------------------------------------------____ _______
204. 00
Interest at 8 per cent on average value of $8.44________________
___________________
810. 24
Losses at IO per cent, 120 head, at $8.44__________________________________________1,012.80
Depreciation at $1.17 on 1,080 head_______________________________________________1,260.00

$1.00
.60
.30

:ao
.25

1. 62
1. 00
. 20
. \7
. 68
. 84
1.05

f---~<----

Total expenses ____________-----------------------------------_____________

9,611.04
l====l====

8. 01

6,240.00
3,840.00

5.20
3.20

Total returns_____________________________________________________________10,080.00

8.40

RETURNS

960 lambs weighing 65 pounds, at IO cents_-------------------------------------9,600 pounds wool, at 40 cents_--------------------------------------------------

NoTE.-Death
Joss and depreciation may be made up by buying enough yearling ewes each year to keep
the ewe band up to standard.
The cost of such replacement should be as shown below:
256 yearling ewes, at $11___________________________________________________________________________
$2,816
Credit by 136 old ewes sold, at $4_________________________________________________________________
544
Total, $1.89 per head ________________
-------------------------------------___________________

2,272
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It will be noted that the final cost of replacement is the same as the combined
figure for losses and depreciation previously given.
Cost and income for early

lambs
1,200 head

Per head

EXPENSES

Expenses as for late lambs_______________________________________________________
$9,611.00
Additional hay, 250 pounds per head, at $8______________________________________
· 1,200.00
Interest and depreciation on sheds (15 per cent on $4,000)________________________ 600.00

$8. 01
1. 00
. 50

/-----!----

Total expenses __-------------------------------------------_______________

11,411.60
I====!====

9. 51

1,020 lambs weighing 75 pounds, at $10.50________________________________________
8,032.50
9,600 pounds wool __________
-------------------------------______________________
3,840.00

6. 61
3. 20

T ota I returns______________________________________________________________
11,872.50

9. 81

RETURNS

1------+----

Professor PoTTER. Now, I would like to say one or two things in
regard to the very much discussed Rach£ord report and as to some
0£ the principles involved in determining range valuations.
I had quite a lot 0£ conversation with Mr. Rach£ord and his associates when this work first started and, in £act, before he had actually
gotten into it. The question came up whether it should be based
upon the cost 0£ production; that is, in other words, whether we
should figure out a cost 0£ producing sheep and cattle, subtract that
from the market price, and credit the balance as the returns on the
grazing. That was Mr. Rach£ord's original idea, but he abandoned
that idea £or several reasons. I believe that the most important was
that he did not have the time, the money, and the men equipped to
make a survey which would really have told the real cost 0£ production.
Another thing: Any survey 0£ that sort would be based upon the
market price. In other words, you would _have to subtract your
operating costs from your market price to get the value 0£ your
grazing, and nobody knows what the market price is going to be in
the future. We know at the present time.
Then there was another objection to that method 0£ figuring, and
that was that when we applied it to the cattle business it left the
Government owing the cattle a lot 0£ money, so that it led to an
absurd figure there. Consequently this other method 0£ figuring the
value 0£. the range for the so-called market value, I believe, was
adopted.
Now, I am going on record as expressing my personal opinion in
this case that that method 0£ figuring the value 0£ range is impracticable and in its real principles and real workings has actually been
abandoned in the report itself. I made that statement, and I will
explain it.
Mr. Hoke mentioned this morning the £act that a large number o:f
reports on grazing rentals had been thrown out by the Forest Service,
allegedly for the reason that they were absurdly high. I say allegedly; I have seen a good many 0£ those, and I believe that was the
real truth; they were absurdly high. So that the object was to trim
it fairly low. In other words, when they attempted to apply the
price to many 0£ these samples 0£ outside range they were led to a
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figure which was so absurdly high that they knew the industry could
not carry it. Consequently they had to modify it, and when you go
to modifying that figure you are merely resorting to our own judgment. In other words, they have used their own judgment as to
how :far to modify that. In other words, they really abandon the
original idea ..
This then led to another attack, which was mentioned this morning, and that is in some places rating cattle and sheep at the rate 0£
2¼ sheep to 1 head 0£ cattle. Well, we all know 0£ course that that
is an absurd ratio, and I do not take it that that is supposed to
represent in any way the real :feed consumptive ratio 0£ the two
classes 0£ stock, but, rather, it was a modification 0£ this original
plan on the old idea 0£ what the traffic could bear. In other words,
they knew at the outset that the cattle business in the present conditions could not possibly stand the gaff. So a modification was made
there. In other words, they are getting a long ways off :from theoretical market values.
In other words, both methods 0£ determining the value 0£ the
range had very great weaknesses. The cost 0£ production method
has to be compared with the market price, and nobody knows what
that is going to be.
In my judgment, therefore, looking at it from the standpoint 0£
economics, theoretically if you want to, there is really one practical
way 0£ getting at it, and that is on a cost o:f administration basis.
That is the only permanent figure that you can tie to. All the rest 0£
these fluctuate and lead you into all sorts of absurd predicaments.
Your cost 0£ administration and operation 0£ that range should be
the basis upon which figures are determined.
Now, as to cost 0£ administration, to my personal idea at least, it
should be :fairly liberal and include the necessary contributions
toward roadsz schools and other points 0£ community maintenance,
but not afford. a profit to the Federal Government.
I believe I have stated what I have to say.
The CHAIRMAN.Any advantage in the grazing 0£ the :forest 1s
reflected in the values 0£ the dependent ranch property?
Professor PoTTER. Why, certainly.
The CHAIRMAN.And any disadvantage likewise would be reflected~
Professor PoTTER. Yes, sir; the disadvantages too.
The CHAIRMAN.And therefore the right to graze on the :forest is
indirectly taxed by the county and State?
Professor PoTTER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Because they tax the value 0£ the dependent ranch
property at its :full value?
Professor PoTTER. Yes, sir ; there is a certain amount there, I
presume. I could not answer that correctly, not having gone into
that :fully.
The CHAIRMAN.It was only as a matter of theory that I hoped
you might express an opinion:
Mr. BowDEN. It is conceivable, is it not, Professor Potter, that it
might cost more to administer a poor range than it would a range
that was richer in :feed?
Professor PoTTER. Yes; certainly it could be possible.
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Mr. BowDEN. In such a case as that would you charge more £or
the poor range than you would £or the good range?
Professor PoTTER. I do not believe that would be practical.
I
think it should be somewhat divided as to the total cost 0£ administration, as nearly as possible according to the benefits derived.
You can not get an exact classification.
You ask whether poor ranges might not cost more than the better
ones to administer. You must remember that a big lot of administrative cost is an overhead, in which you can not say arbitrarily that
that cost belongs to this acre and not to the other. Any divis10n of
your overhead between various areas is bound to be arbitrary.
Mr. BowDEN. There is certain range that is worth a good deal
more than other range?
Professor PoTTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you make any distinction between those two
ranges as regards cost to the permittee?
Professor POTTER.I believe that a reasonable classification could
be made if it was not carried into such detail as to render your cost
of operation more than it was worth when you got through.
Mr. BowDEN. In your judgment, are. the present fees too low?
Professor PoTTER. No.
Mr. BowDEN. A.re they too high 1
Professor POTTER.They seem to be about right. They seem as far
as possible to take care of the reasonable cost 0£ administration, and
they seem to be about all that the sheepmen should contribute ; and
if you go to the cattlemen and want to figure it out on the basis of
the present price 0£ range, you should contribute then a little deduction.
.
Senator CAMERON.The cattlemen ought to be given a bonus?
Professor PoTTER. I£ you want to figure it on the cost 0£ production basis.
The CHAIRMAN.As a matter 0£ £act, the industry is pretty well
established on the present fees?
Professor PoTTER. Yes; it is established on that, and any change
in that necessarily results in a depreciation 0£ other property, and a
consequent disruption 0£ business and relations 0£ all kinds. You
can not escape that.
Mr. BowDEN. The present fees are ~stimated to be three times the
cost 0£ administration.
What would you do with the excess over the
cost 0£ administration?
Professor PoTTER. I am not familiar with the proportions which
you give, so I could not say, but I do know that a considerable proportion goes-there is some overhead, and also there is some goes to
roads and schools, which to my mind is £air enough. I think there
should be some little contribut10n there.
Mr. BowDEN. Approximately a. third 0£ it goes to defray the cost
of administration.
Thirty-five per cent goes to roads and schools, or
to the State or county, and £or range improvement.
The balance
goes into the Federal Treasury. A.re you in favor 0£ that distribution?
·
Professor· PoTTER. I have not gone into that far enough to know
what the final distribution 0£ that is. I would want to do that before
answering. I am under the impression that some of that which goes
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to the Federal Treasury comes back in indirect ways to the benefit
0£ the ranges, but I am not sure 0£ that.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you 0£ the opinion that all 0£ that which goes
into the Federal Treasury should be returned, directly or indirectly?
Professor PoTTER. Directly or indirectly; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I think you are right that a £air percentage 0£ it,
if not all, is returned either directly or indirectly.
Professor PoTTER. That was my impression.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Professor Potter. Mr. Joe Cunha.

STATEMENTOF MR. JOSEPH CUNHA, LIVESTOCKRAI~ER, ECHO,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Cunha, you are engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. CuNHA. Thirty-eight years.
The CHAIRMAN.Sheep or cattle?
Mr. CuNHA. Both.
The CHAIRMAN.You are a user 0£ the forest reserve?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN.In what forest do you graze your livestock?
Mr. CuNHA. Whitman and Wenaha Reserve.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You do not use any Government land, any unreserved public domain?
Mr. CuNHA. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Cunha, will you tell the committee in your
own way some 0£ your experiences with the forest reserve officials in
regard to fire and other hazards on the range ?
Mr. CuNHA. As far as the forest people are concerned, I think
I have been treated pretty good all the time. And the forest supervisors-I
never had any difficulty with them. 0£ course, here a
year ago I just happened to have a little fire on one of my camps.
The camp burned up, burned the herder's clothes and everything he
had. He got some water and he tried to stop the fire, and thought
he had it stopped; and then he came down to see me about some
other things, and when he was down the fire broke out again. As
he stated himself, he says that one 0£ the fellows that was cutting
some trails in there showed him that the fire was burning in there,
and he thought it was all out.
The CHAIRMAN.Who was it that was cutting the trails?
Mr. Cu~HA. One 0£ the forest rangers. Well, the fire got started
again, and everything was so dry, you know he had to move his
tent out from that place. And before the fire was discovered I
guess there must have been about 80 acres-I don't know how much l
something like that. And the Government had sent a man there to
stop the fire.
Later on I got a letter from Mr. Kuhn, the supervisor, saying not
to settle in a hurry £or that particular piece. - So we wrote back to him
and told him that we would like to have him take that up when he
got home, that it would make lots 0£ trouble to take them away from
th~ mountains; and Mr. Kuhn said that was all right.
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Just before the time we got ready to go up we got a letter from
the justice of the peace that said that this herder was fined. Well,
the man didn't have any money and he lost all his clothes and his
bed and some money that he had in his tent. So I told my son,
"The best thing to do-we will just pay this fine and let it go at
that."
Well, later on I got another letter from the same man that I had
to pay him three hundred and eighty and some-odd dollars; that was
the cost of putting that fire out. So I wrote back to Mr. Kuhn, the
supervisor, and he told me that he was just going to let that go by
until we met at the woolgrowers' convention.
Then I met Mr.
Kavanagh and Mr. Granger, and we discussed that quite a lot over
here in one of those rooms, and they took that into consideration.
I took it up with the woolgrowers first, and we done all we could
to see what we could do; and at last Mr. Hoke employed an attorney
to find out what could be done.
Of course, under the laws of our State they hold us responsible
for any act that our herders might do, which I think is a very unfortunate law. I think that things like that, that they ought to be
looked after. It does not take very much to break a man when a
fire like that breaks out in the mountains, with the fallen timber
we have now-so many poles that have grown up thick, and the
heavy snow mashes them right down and breaks them up. It is
liable to cost a man two or three hundred thousand dollars if one of
those fires spreads.
Then later on this spring I got a letter from Mr. Granger saying
that he was very sorry that it happened to me, but that he couldn't
help himself; that I had to pay the fine. In other words, he didn't
say they would rule me out of the reserve, but I just thought that
was the meaning of it. I was going into the reserve with the sheep,
and I had nothing to do only to pay the money.
I think it is unfortunate we have to bear such things like that.
That is the only thing that I find against the forest; that £or the
least trespass we do we may be ruled out. It is worked on that
proposition, that a man would spend the best of his life to build up
a plant like I have got and then be ruled out of the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.
Was the fine in excess of the damage actually
done by the fire i
Mr. CUNHA. Well, there was not any damage to the forest, you
know, but it was just simply an expense that they had.
The CHAIRMAN.
Was the fine in excess of the expense they had?
Mr. CuNHA.
Yes-no;
I don't think there was any fine to that.
They claimed it was just simply the cost, the expense. I think it
was just aimed at the expense that it cost them.
The CHAIRMAN.
This fire was set out by the herder in the beginning?
Mr. CuNHA.
We don't know. The herder claims not. You know,
there are places where you can't tell; that is what we are up against.
These fellows go through the mountains and stop at any of the
camps; anybody will come there and get their meals. In that case
we don't know. The herder says that he put the fire out before he
left the camp, but nevertheless when we came back in the evening
his camp was all burned up-everything;
his tent and blanket and
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grub; he didn't have anything left. There·w:as a: day and a night
that he got nothing to eat until he could reach our place to get some
provisions.
·· J
The CHAIRMAN.There was no evidence that' would positively
. identify the herder as the cause of the fire?
'
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir. And there could not have been. The man
was willing to go on the stand that he put the fire out when he left.
But now in the dry seasons like we have been having £or the last two
years there might have been a root that would leave this fire on.
You know, sometimes the fire burns right into the ground, and it is
pretty hard to tell whether there is any fire there or not.
The CHAIRMAN.You did not want to contest this question with
the Forestry Department £or fear that even if you won you might
be penalized by losing your privilege of grazing in the forests?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir; that was one thing. It seems to me like
it doesn't make much difference what damage we may do; under
the rule of the forest we can be ruled out.
·
The CHAIRMAN.I£ that £ear were removed and you knew that the
final decision would not affect your right to graze in the forest,
would you have gone to t'rial and had a decision rendered as to
whether your herder was guilty or not?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes; I would. It was so near our time to go to the
mountains we couldn't really afford to go into a trial. Otherwise I
would be in favor to try it out. 0£ course, I never asked the forest
supervisors if they would allow me to go in. That was not denied,
as far as that was concerned.
The CHAIRMAN.But you were £earful, because you have no certain
grazing rights?
Mr. CuNHA. That is right. I would be afraid to ask them and be
turned down. I have always got along with the Forest very nice,
always been treated very good with them; that is, as far as our business is concerned. I never had a bit of trouble with any of the
:F'orest people.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you of the opinion, Mr. Cunha, that Congress should pass some act legalizing your right to graze in the
forest?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes; I am. I think that that is part of our control
of our winter plant. I have got quite a large plant, and it would
not be worth one-half as much if this privilege was taken away. At
the time Mr. Burgess died I was trying to buy his plant, which Mr;
Falconer owns now, and there was one solid price £or the land and
the stock-so much an acre £or the land and so much a head £or the
sheep-and
it was just one s~lid price. Therefore I didn't think
those lands would sell £or even five or six dollars an acre, or the
sheep, if it was not £or such good rights they had on the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.To take away the right to the use of the forest
would greatly impair the value of both the land and the sheep?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir; it would. It would impair it to a big extent. I think Mr. Falconer would find that to-day; that he would
have a great break if that reserve was taken away from him.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Cunha, do you own or control grazing areas
outside of the forest similar to the areas that you graze in the forest~
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN:Which area can you graze with the greatest success, the area that you control personally or that which you graze
under the supervision 'of the Forest Service?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, it is the one I control myself. As far as the
:forest that I have on my allotments, we don't stay on there, not over
60 or 70 days. I have my own land that I winter my sheep, and I
have a spring range that I go to before we go into the forest. Our
sheep are all out of the forest right now, every one of them, but, of
course, there is not everybody fixed that way.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were permitted to go in the forest with a
greater number of sheep and stay a shorter time, or go with a less
number of sheep and stay a longer time as you deemed best £or your
own welfare, would it be an advantage to you?
Mr. CuNHA. It would. I had that privilege once. I had a large
tract of land, and my reserve was right up against this land, and I
went on and off. I could have gone in there with any amount of
sheep time after time after the 1st of July. I could have gone there
with two or three bands of sheep and fed that all out and come back
on to my own lands, and that works awfully nice in our business.
Unfortunately I sold that tract of land to a timber company, and
they left the reserve at one side. They would not grant me any such
privilege any more because my ranch was about 6 or 7 miles from
the forest, and they said I could not do such things as that. It
would work very nice if I could have went in with more sheep £or
a shorter period of time.
Of course, that is the way I always do anyway. When the grass
gets shorter we move out, no matter what time of the year. I£ we
have not got the grass, we go out and buy it.
The CHAIRMAN.You have never found it profitable to overgraze~
· Mr. CuNHA. No, sir; I never did on my own ranch.
The CHAIRM,i\N.That impairs the valua of your sheep i
Mr.• CuNHA. Yes, sir; and the ranges.
Mr. BowoEN. What forest do you have a permit on?
Mr. CuNHA. Whitman.
Mr. BoWDEN.How large is your permit?
Mr. CuNHA. When the reserve was organized I had this tract of
land of about 12,000 acres, and I used to run 10,000 sheep on the
forest. And when I heard that this reserve was coming on I
started in to buy land, and I bought 12,000 acres of land around
Round River. So I put in a permit-I
didn't know they was going
to do like they did. I wanted to put in a permit £or 2,500 sheep, in
an honest way, which I should have put in a permit £or 10,000. So
when 'I got my 2,500 permit they cut me down to 1,680.
Mr. BowDEN. When did you get your permit? 'At the time the
:forest was established?
.
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir. I put in a permit £or 2,500, and they mad~
a cut; I think they cut me down to 2,000. Then they made another
cut and they cut me down to 1,680. I think that is the permit I
have got now on that particular reserve.
Of course, I made a complaint, and they gave me a 2,200 permit,
which makes two bunches, but 520 head temporary, and it has been
that way ever since. Two years ago I was sitting on the advisory
board, and I asked the advisory board and the supervisors if that
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could be made the same that I had on my first permit, but still I
am getting a temporary permit.
Mr. BoWDEN.How long have you had this temporary permit?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, ever since they made the cut.
Mr. BowDEN. What year was that; 1910 or 1912?
Mr. CuNHA. I£ I r·emember right, the reserve was organized in
1903, and that must have been about 1906-about 19 years that I
have been having this temporary permit.
·
,
Mr. BowDEN. There is no reduction pending your permit now?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, I don't know. You know, this is all left to
the Forester. I£ they think we ought to be cut some more, I guess
they can do it.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you a 10-year permit?
Mr. CuNHA. No, sir; we have no limit on the permit now.
Mr·. BowDEN. Do they give you a 10-year permit on your forest?
Mr. CuNHA. They did once, a five-year permit.
Mr. BOWDEN.But there are no 10-year permits out on your forest¥
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
Mr. BOWDEN.No 10-year permits issued this year?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you acquainted with the 10-year permit?
Mr. CUNHA. Not very much. I heard about it.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you made any request £or a 10-year permit on
your forest?
Mr. CuNHA. No, sir; we have not. I understood they were not
going to issue any ; that this question of the fee was going to be
settled; that they was trying to raise on the fee, but we was going to
oppose that. I don't see how we could pay any higher fee than we
have paid.
Mr. BowDEN. Wov.ld you desire a 10-year permit?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir. Of course I don't like those temporary permits much, but, as you know, 1,600 ewes is too many £or one band,
but isn't enough £or two, and really a fellow ought to be allowed
1,200 in each band to make a little profit.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the protective limit on your forest; that is,
the maximum of class A? Do you know?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, I think it is 3,600 sheep in one allotment.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you made application £or an increase in the
size of your permit since 1906?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir. Well, since this time I ·bought another plant
of a fellow; his land and his permit. He had a permit £or 2,200 on
the reserve, and of course that gives me a little more than the limit,
which I understand is 3,600.
Mr. BOWDEN.You have a permit on another :forest?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Is it your desire that your permit from the Forest
Service be made contractual, so that the Forest Service would be
bound, as well as you are bound, to maintain your right to graze a
certain number £or a period of years?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, of course there would be some advantages to
that. I think if they left it to me I would say that I could take care
of the range as well as I would under their administration.
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Mr. BowDEN. In the first place, you would like to have a contract
with the Forest Service whereby you could get a certain range £or a
period of years ?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. And hold the Forest Service to that contract~
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Then you would like to be able to determine the
carrying capacity of that range yourself; how many you should graze
on it and when you should graze it?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, I wouldn't care even if the Forest Service
looked after it.
TJ;ie CHAIRMAN.You have grazed on lands which you own £or a
great many years?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How many years have you grazed those_ same
lands?
Mr. CuNHA. Oh, £or 38 years; since I have been in business.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, Mr. Cunha, we will say that £or 35 years
you have continuously grazed the same lands which you owned and
controlled ?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.During that 35 years have you injured or
destroyed the grazing value of the land ?
Mr. CuNHA. Not to my knowledge, and there has never been any
complaint that I was destroying anything.
The CHAIRMAN.I am not speaking of the forest; I am speaking
of your own land.
Mr. CuNHA. My own land shows £or itself.
The CHAIRMAN.In your estimation has the grazing availability,
the carrying capacity, during the 35 years that you have grazed it,
improved or has it deteriorated?
Mr. CuNHA. It is improving.
The CHAIRMAN.And that has been under your own management
and supervision, and you have grazed it according to your own
ideas?
·
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
•
The· CHAIRMAN.I£ you were permitted to graze in the forest in
the same way would you exercise the same judgment and the same
care as on the land that you privately own?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir. I do all the time.
The CHAIRMAN.And you would be particularly inclined to do so
if you had a long-time lease of the area which you were going to use?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.It would be to your advantage to do so?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Then why do you say that you would just as
soon somebody else told you how to graze that land as to decide
£or yourself?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, you have to obey orders, you know.
The CHAIRMAN.I understand that, but suppose a condition wer<~
created where you were not given any orders?
•
Mr. CuNHA. Well, then I would use my own judgment, the sam<.1
as I would in my own affairs, of course.
•
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The CHAIRMAN.Would you graze your reserve to the detriment
of the reforestation of that area?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And i£ you had absolute control of the right to
graze could you graze it to better advantage to yourself?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowoEN. What do you think you ought to pay £or £oresi,
range?
Mr. CUNHA. That is a hard question to answer.
Mr. BoWDEN.Do you think you are paying enough at the present
time?
Mr. CuNHA. I think I do-for the time that we stay on th1..,
reserve. You must remember I own a good deal of land myself and
lease quite a lot of land £or my own stock. I have a lease on 15,000
acres of land, but it is good stuff; it is timberland, and it is open,
and the nicest watering places you ever saw. I think a man ought
to be paid a pension to try to use some of the land back on those
hills. There are herders on those places that ought to have a
pension. I think Senator Stanfield has been over those places
A fellow should have them almost given to him £or nothing for th(
work he has to get the grass from those places.
Mr. Bow:oEN. You believe the United States Government ought
not to make a profit off of that grazing up there?
Mr. CuNHA. No, sir; they should not. I think if there is any
profit to be made the stock grower should have it, because if we
don't kee~ that up we won't have any stock.
The CHAIRMAN.You think you are rendering a public service in
producing wool and mutton £or the use of the .American people?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes; I do. As far as I am concerned, it don't take
much for me, but I also feed-oh, I don't know, maybe 35 or 40
people the year round, besides all the other people, the woolen mills
and the wool buyers; they get their share.
The CHAIRMAN.And the railroad companies~
_Mr. CUNHA. Yes; the railroad companies. You know that is the
first, because if they have a little strike and their men want a little
money, all they have to do is to get a little more freight. I£ our
sheep cost us $20 to raise them, it is up to us to get what Wtl can
out of them; otherwise we go broke, like a good many do.
Mr. BowDEN. You are a member of the advisory board of your
State~
Mr. CUNHA. I was, but I am not now. I think our president
thought I was not. of much value to him and he fired me last £all.
But I was on the advisory £or two or three years. Unfortunately,
last £all he put me out and it was awful nice of him that he did so.
You know that is not a paying proposition. When a fellow gets
into an office and gets a fee, he feels like he wants to stay, but when
he doesn't he doesn't care.
Mr. BowDEN. vVhen you were a member, did the board meet
regularly~
Mr. CuNHA. Well, we used to meet once a year, at the time of
the woo1 growers' convention. We met with the forest supervisor.
Mr. Bo,vDEN. What was his attitude toward the recommendations
of the advisory board~
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Mr. CUNHA. Well, they were pretty nice. You know they always
think we ought to give a chance £or the new men, which I believe
is the right thing to do.
The CHAIRMAN.A chance £or the new men? By what method
should the new men be- given a chance? Do you think that, the new
men should be given an advantage and a right by reducing the
grazing privilege of the old user?
Mr. CuNHA. I would say this, that it depends on the users they
have behind it-if they are old •users. A good many of them, if
they make failures and the loan companies are taking them back, I
believe they ought to take those privileges. In other words, if
somebody quits and wants to use his own place £or something else
rather than £or stock, that range would be vacant, and a new man,
if he has a good place and raises lots of hay, he could use that
privilege. He wouldn't go on those wild schemes like some of them
do, trying to win or lose, and lose the other fellow's money and
lose a lot of time. I think the new man is entitled to the consideration of the forest if there is anything open in that place.
The C~AIRMAN. You think the new man should be cared for by
the breakmg up of the older users?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Not by their involuntary breaking up, but by the
voluntary breaking up of the old users, by selling out and quitting?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Thos: are the lands that you think should be allotted to the new users?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir. And I think even then, if a man can
handle his cattle or sheep-some men couldn't make a success at
anything you put them at. I think any kind of a business is a trade.
I think especially the sheep business is one of the most difficult
lines of business to get by and make good-at least £or the last 40
years that I have been with sheep.- I worked two and a half years
£or wages, and I find that if the thing is not tak n care of at the
right time you never can get any place.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, do you think that the general interests of
the public would be best served by taking some old successful user
of the forest and reducing his right to graze in the forest in order
to make room £or a new and inexperienced user ?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir; I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.You don't think that should be done?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You think, though, that the new would-be user
should have th1 right to come in when the forest area is available
by the breaking up of the old users?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Say you had a permit £or 3,600 sheep and you had
dependent ranch property that was commensurate £or that number
of sheep. If you wanted to sell your farm, do you think that because you are going out of the business you should lose any right
to pass on to your purchaser the grazing right that you haYe on the
forest?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir; I think if I would sell my land the whole
thing ought to go along.
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Mr. BowDEN. It ought to go to the purchas~r i,hstead of having
it go to some newcomer who is not buying your property?
Mr. CUNHA. Yes, sir. I would lose the right to the plant, as far
as I would be out, and the other man would be in, as I stated, like
I bought Mr. Burgess's stuff.
·
Mr. BowDEN. You think that if a newcomer wants to get in, the
way £or him to get in is to buy out somebody who is already in?
Mr. CuNHA. Well, I presume that would be the only way to makE
a success. A success on the £orest--it could not be handled at all
without some ranches and hay and such stuff. They have got to be
taken care of as well as the forest; the forest can't do it alone. It
would be no use in the world.
The CHAffiMAN.Mr. Cunha, in the forest with which you are
familiar, do you think that the users should be compelled to raise
an amount of hay commensurate with the grazing availability of the
area that they graze in the forest? I m2an, do you think they
should raise enough hay themselves to winter their stock, or should
they be permitted to purchase hay to winter their stock?
Mr. CuNHA. I think it depends. We put up-when I siiy we I
mean myself and my sons. We put up from 1,500 to 2,000 tons of
hay every year, and we buy some. This year we may buy some. We
always need to be prepared £or anything that may come. Last winter we didn't have any snow and it was one of the hardest winters
we ever had. There was cold weather, which froze our ranches and
froze all the crops, as you all know, and therefore we had to depend
on feed altogether. I fed more to my sheep last winter than. I ever
did in 38 years. So we have to I?repare £or those things, which costs
a lot of money. The sheep busmess is not all velvet. We must be
prepared, with those hard winters coming along, to meet them. I£
we don't, then we will be broke, like a good many of them.
The CHAmMAN. Do you think that the grazing fees should be
increased?
Mr. CUNHA. No, sir; I don't. I think we ought to figure out some
way to stop this overhead if we are going to keep on going, no matter
if it is a wheatman, a cowman, or a horseman, or whatever it may
be. As long as everything keeps going up it does not relieve us any.
There must be a stop, so that the grower can make a little success.
You know around our country they are all bankrupt now; they have
their ranches mortgaged and they have their sheep mortgaged.
I£
we are going to keep on increasing these rentals and fees on those
reserves, 1 don't know how we are going to come out.
You know they all talk about bounties, and of course that means
there has to be some more taxation, and the taxes have got to come
from the producer, as you know. I think some of this overhead
should stop. Take the increase in this fee, £or instance. We first
started with 6 cents, then we went to 8 cents, and then I think to 9
cents. That was three raises, and now they have raised it to 12. I£
I understand, they claim we should pay 12 cents a month. We might
just as well go out of business and quit altogether.
Mr. BowDEN. What bedding-out rule do they have on the forest
where you graze?
Mr. CUNHA. Well, they are trying to work a plan £or bedding out
but I think that ought to be left to the grower. I think bedding out
is pretty nice in some places, but then in others it is not.

I
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The CHAIRMAN.:You do not think it should be a fixed rule?
\. '
Mr. CuNHA. No.·
The CHAIRMAN.You approve of the bedding-out system wherever
it is practicable?
Mr. CuNHA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.But you do not think it should be a fixed rule?
Mr. CuNHA. No. Our ranges are not all alike, you know, because
you have to figure on your water and your winters and your rough
places. I think that ought to be left to the grower to determine how
he ought to handle his stuff, as it is generally always left. I think
he ought to be capable to handle it to his best advantage. Some of
my boys try to bed out as much as they can, but some of them think
it is not very good, and they are all trying to do their best to get the
best results.
The CHAIRMAN.On your own range, where you graze as you
please, do you bed out?
Mr. CUNHA. No; on our own ranches we don't bed out. We have
our own camps that we come back to all the time. But on the forest
we try to follow that rule. We are afraid we will be ruled off, you
know, and we have to do it. You have to obey orders or take what
they give you.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Mossie is present and has to leave early. So
we will excuse you, Mr. Cunha, £or the time being.

STATEMENT OF MR. JAMES MOSSIE, CATTLE RAISER, UKIAH,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you engaged in the livestock business, Mr.
Mossie?
,
Mr. Mossrn. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the livestock business?
Mr. Mossrn. Cattle raising.
T_he CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
busmess?
Mr. Mossrn. Oh, about 35 years-a little over.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the forest reserve?
Mr. Mossrn. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use any of the public domain, unreserved?
Mr. Mossrn. No ; there is no unreserved public domain left in our
locality.
The CHAIRMAN.I understand you have a statement to make, Mr.,
Mossie. You may proceed.
Mr. Mossrn. I have no statement prepared.
I merely wish to
express myself on a few of the matters you have up.
To begin with, there is the leasing-the
long-time tenure of grazing privileges. I believe it would be greatly to our advantage and
a great deal more satisfactory if we could have the assurance that
we would have the grazing privilege £or a term of years. I believe
that Congress should pass _some~~d of an i_i,ctwhich would guarante~ ~s and make the grazrng pr1v1lege a right rather than a mere
pr1v1lege at somebody else's sufferance.
The CHAIRMAN.A right instead of a privilege?
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Mr. Mossrn. Yes; a legalized right instead of a. mere privilege, as
it is now. Then in regard to this land law which Mr. Bond protested against, I have no wish to protest against that law in itself.
While I am not familiar with the intent of the law, I rather think
that the intent of the law was all right. But in this particular
case that Mr. Bond prot(lsted against I am inclined to believe that.
there has been an abuse of the powers granted under the law.
The matter is still undecided, of course. But if carried out as
now proposed and that deal is consummated, I believe it would be
an abuse o:f the law. It seems to me that the Forest Service is giving
away a great deal more than it should, or exchanging a great deal
more than it should £or what it is getting.
The CHAIRMAN. The law contemplates a £air exchange of values,
Mr. Mossie.
Mr. Mossrn. Well, I presume so.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; it does.
Mr. Mossrn. In this case it would affect the users of this particular
range seriously enough, although the condition already exists, because this applicant already has a special-use permit £or that same
land and already has it under fence and has had £or several years.
But if this deal goes through, why of course then the condition would
become permanent.
In regard to the opening of the grazing season with us, the arbitrary fixing of the date as it is now works a serious hardship and
forces us to deplete the grazing on our own private ranges. The
policy of the Forest Service seems to contemplate the gradual building up and improvement of the forest range, which, of course, is
very commendable; but they seem to lose sight of the fact that to
do so we might have to damage our own range greatly by holding
the stock on our own range when they ought to be off. And what
we would like, or what I would like, at least, is to have the opening
date of the grazing season made adjustable or flexible and let the
permittees have something to say about the time when the stock
should go on the range.
The permittees are vitally interested in that forest range, because
our business practically depends upon the use of it. Those ranges
were established before the forest came into existence, and they
were built up, and their value depen'ds largely upon the use of
range that we do not own, upon the use of range which is now in
the national forest. And I don't believe that the stockmen using a
range as we do would deliberately misuse it or destroy it any more
than they would their own. I know I would not. And I don't believe
the other permittees on our range would.
I believe, if left to us,
we would use that range just as conservatively-and just as constructively as the Forest Service compels us to do, and at the same time
we would use our own range to a little better advantage and also
.conserve our range instead of being forced to deplete it. The forest
range might not improve quite as fast under such a management
:as it does under the management of the Forest Service, but taken
jn connection with our own private property the two together, I
believe, would be benefited by such a system.
I believe that grazing fees should be adjusted so as to cover
the cost of administration, but not very much more than that.
I have no objection to giving the States a share of the grazing
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fees, as they receive now, in fact, I would like to see them have.
a larger share. But I .don't see why the Government should expect a large revenue from grazing on the forests when _the stockmen themselves are being impoverished by the use o-f 1t as they·
have been in the last few years.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, even if they were not being impoverishect,do you see any reason why the Federal Government should profit
off of utilization of the resources of the grazing areas within the
forest?
Mr. Mossrn. No; but if the stockmen were making a profit every
year and were assured of a profit it would not be so bad.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if the grazing fees were increased is it your
opinion that aU the profits over the cost of administration shoulcl
be returned to the counties and the States wherein the lands lie?
Mr. Mossrn. I would rather see it that way. And if there were
any surplus over and above what is turned over to the States and
the cost of administration I think it ought to be spent for range
improvements.
Of course there is a lot of money being spent for
that purpose now by the Forest Service, but the range improvements which the Forest Service are constructing do not improve
the range from the standpoint of the stockmen. Do not improve
the range as a grazing proposition,
On the other hand, it seems
to me that these improvements are a detriment to the interests of
the stockmen. They open up the range for city campers and hunter!:\,
who increase the fire menace to a great extent, and who also interfere to some extent with the use of the grazing by the stockmen.
And those are about the only range improvements that have been
made up in our part of the country.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, where range improvements are made for
the betterment of the grazing is it your opinion that that should
be regarded as a part of the cost of administration and to be paid
out of the grazing fees?
Mr. Mossrn. I don't think there would be any objection to that
being done on that system. I know I would not, and I do not believe that any of the stockmen in our neighborhood would object
to it if the surplus earnings of the forest over and above the cost
of administration and the percentages that are turned over .to the
States were devoted to that purpose. I don't think that the permittees would make much objection to the present grazing fees,
to the present rates.. But practically the only improvements to
the range that have been made in our district on our range have
been made by the stockmen. That is, in the way of drift fences.
When we built the first drift fence on our range the Forest
Service issued us a permit, and the conditions of that permit are
that we are to maintain that drift fence over a period of 10 years,
and then it becomes the property of the Government.
Now, to maintain that fence in a good condition :for a period
of 10 years means that you must practically rebuild it by the time
the 10-year period has expired. And I don't feel that we ought
to be required to do that.
·
The Forest Service has men in its employ who draw salaries the
year around. And they are not employed much more than half of
the time. During the grazing season is about the only time that they
do anything.
I won't attempt to say just what they do then, be-
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cause I am not familiar with their duties. I don't see them do anything particular, except riding around and telling us fellows what to
do. During the rest of the time, or during most of the remaining
time, they don't seem to do anything except sit around town and
draw their salaries. And it seems to me that those men should be
employed in making these range improvements, buildin~ drift fences,
and developing watering places, and if they had nothmg else to do
they could be mighty well employed in the destruction of predatory
animals. In my opinion, the destruction of predatory animals is of
greater benefit to the stockmen in general than anything else the
Government is doing for the stockmen.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you approve of the present provisions for
Federal effort in the destruction of predatory animals?
Mr. Mossrn. I do, Mr. Chairman, most heartily approve of it, and
I would be glad to see the work extended and prosecuted until predatory animals are exterminated.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that the Bureau of Biological
Survey is better qualified and more competent to carry on this work
than a State agency?
·
Mr. Mossrn. I think it is, £or the reason that the Bureau of Biological Survey operates everywhere; operates in all the States.
The CHAIRMAN.And in order £or the States to carry on that work
successfully it would be :::iecessary £or the adjoining States to cooperate?
Mr. Mossrn. It would be necessary £or the adjoining States to cooperate in the open range.
The CHAIRMAN.Which would necessitate a uniform law in all the
States?
Mr. Mossrn. I do not believe there is anything else that I had in
mind, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Mossie. The hour £or adjournment has arrived. This committee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock to-morrow morning.
(Thereupon, at 5 o'clock p. m., Thursday, September 10, 1925, an
adjournment was taken until 10 o'clock a. m. the next day, Friday,
September 11, 1925.)
·
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u NITEDSTATESSENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE
OFTHE COMMITTEE
ON
•
PUBLICLANDSANDSURVEYS,
Pendleton, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, at
10 o'clock a. m., Friday, September 11, 1925, in the Federal Building) Pendleton, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield (chairman) presidmg.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. Mr. Warner,
will you take the stand.
STATEMENTOF MR. K. G. WARNER, SHEEP RAISER, PILOTROCK,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN,Mr. Warner, will you give your name and address
to the reporter.
Mr. WARNER.K. G. Warner, Pilot Rock, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Warner, are you engaged in the livestock
businessi
Mr.WARNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch of the ·livestock busines.gi
Mr. WARNER.Raising sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the sheep
businessi
Mr. WARNER.About forty years.
The CHAIRMAN,Do you graze sheep within the boundaries of the
national forest i
Mr.WARNER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze sheep on any of the unappropriated
public domain i
·
Mr. WARNER.None to speak of.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have a statment that you wish to make to
the committee about the conditions pertaining to the grazing on the
forest area i
·
Mr. WARNER.I would rather not, Senator. I would rather it
would come in the shape of questions.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Warner, you are familiar with a theory that
has been advanced and proposed that Congress ·should amend the
forest withdrawal act by legalizing grazing or the utilization of the
forage within the forest reserves i
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Mr. WARNER.Fairly well familiar with it.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly tell the committee as to whether
you think that would be an advantage and would tend to stabilize
the livestock industry, and if so, how?
'
· Mr. WARNER.Why I think it would stabilize the industry, make
it more definite, more certain what we could do in the future.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there a feeling or sense of insecurity on the
part of the users of the forest when they realize that they are only
enjoying the right and privilege to graze as a matter of sufferance
on the part of a bureau of the executive branch of the Government?
Mr. WARNER.No ; personally I have not had that feeling to any
extent. I know that many do have it.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Warner, you are familiar with the Rachford
report?
Mr. WARNER.I have read most of it, Sen:ftor.
The CHAIRMAN.You are aware that that report proposes in most
instances an increase in grazing fees?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Or the placing of forest grazing fees on a socalled commercial basis?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.What effect, if any, would an increase in grazing
fees have upon the livestock industry?
Mr. WARNER.It is bound to be detrimental.
Any raise in fees is
injurious to that extent. It automatically injures the matter of the
winter range which is connected up with this summer range. The
increase in these fees could be carried to the extent where it would
destroy the value of the winter range entirely.
The CHAIRMAN.Then the value. of dependent ranch property is
corelated and dependent upon the privilege of grazing within the
forest 1
Mr. WARNER.Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.Would an increase in grazing fees tend to increase the cost of meat and wool to the consumer?
Mr. WARNER.It is bound to, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.An increase in grazing fees, of course, would add
to the cost of production, and therefore it would be passed on to the
consumer ultimately?
Mr. WARNER.Ultimately, sure.
.
The CHAIRMAN.An increase in fees would tend to disturb and
disorganize the industry during the time that the increased cost was
being passed on to the consumer?
Mr. WARNER.The tendency would be that way.
The CHAIRMAN.Of course when it had been settled and the cost
was flowing on to the consumer it would not, then, continue to affect
the livestock producer?
Mr. WARNER.It would adjust itself after a while.
The CHAIRMAN.But it would be a disturbing £actor while that
was developing.
Mr. WARNER.Eliminate some of the weaker growers probably.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes. Mr. Warner, can you tell this committee
about the conditions of the livestock industry, particularly the sheep
industry in which you are interested, conditions that have sur-
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rounded the livestock industry since 1920,relating to the profitability
0£ the industry?
Mr. WARNER.Why, I would call the last two years good years,
Senator, but before that time we lost pretty heavily, especially in
1920 and 1921.
The CHAIRMAN.And during the past two years there has been
some recovery ?
Mr.WARNER. There has been some recovery.
The CHAIRMAN.But not a recovery sufficient to put the producers
in the condition that they were in 1920 before the depress10n?
Mr. WARNER.Nowheres near.
The CHAIRMAN.They will have to carry on £or a considerable titne
probably with favorable conditions before they wm get ba<'k~
Mr. WARNER.It will take quite a number o£ years before they
will get back.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Now, has there been a shrinkage in the livestock
production during this period 0£ adversity?
Mr. WARNER.In this locality ; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Many witnesses have suggested or proposed to
this committee the necessity of setting up some sort 0£ a trial agency
or commission disconnected from the Forest Service and also from
the users 0£ the forest. In your opinion should this be done?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You are in favor 0£ a provision being made £or
a long-time lease or permit?
Mr. WARNER.The longer the better. The longer it is the more
permanent it is. The more it stabilizes the industry.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ long-time tenure is to be granted, to whom
should the leases be given? What should be the basis £or the distribution 0£ grazing rights?
Mr. WARNER.Probably the nearest equitable settlement of that
would be the present lines.
The CHAIRMAN.The present users?
Mr. WARNER.The present users.
The CHAIRMAN.The present users and the present areas as
allotted?
Mr. WARNER.Yes. It would not be exact justice, but it would be
as near as we could get at it.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, just why do you think that that would be
an equitable basis on which to base distribution 0£ rights?
Mr. WARNER.By continuing that nobody is put out of business,
nobody is destroyed. I£ it is changed, somebody else granted these
permits, or granted this use, it is going to drive the present users to
the wall, because they have no other method or no other way to
handle their stock.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you 0£ the opinion that after 20 years or
more the Forest Service has fairly well determined who are best
entitled to graze on the forest?
Mr. WARNER.I think they have; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you 0£ the opinion that some provision
should be made to give rights to new users 0£ the forest 1
Mr. WARNER.Yes; probably some consideration should be given
to those. The Forest Service, I am told, in their efforts to take care
43213-25-PT
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of that class 0£ people has had very poor success. They tell me
that a very large proportion 0£ these new beginners and new users
which they have granted permits to have fallen down, have not
made good.
The CHAIRMAN.Why is that, Mr. Warned
Mr. WARNER.Why, they are not competent. They do not understand the business.
The CHAIRMAN.Lack 0£ experience?
Mr. WARNER.They just thmk they are stockmen. They are not
real stockmen.
The CHAIRMAN.How long does it ordinarily take a stockman to
graduate or develop to the point where he can conduct the livestock
industry in an efficient and practical way?
Mr. WARNER.That is too indefinite. That depends on the man.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, can a man go out and master the livestock
industry in a year?
Mr.
ARNER.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Can he in two years?
Mr. WARNER.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Can he in 10 years?
Mr. WARNER.That is doubtful.
Some would. Some never
would.
The CHAIRMAN.Most men are continuing to learn after 20 years
0£ experience, are they not?
Mr. WARNER.Sure.
The CHAIRMAN.Then it is a very complex scientific operation?
Mr. WARNER.It is.
The CHAIRMAN.For that reason would you say that it is not
practical, so far as the welfare 0£ the general public is concerned, to
encourage new men to come in and displace experienced men in the
industry?
Mr. WARNER.No; it is not practical. It is £or the interests 0£ the
general public to look after the man that already knows how, and
by doing that they have got a sure and continuous supply 0£ meat
or wool or bee£, as the case may be, coming, which they would not
have if they were continually experimenting with new beginners.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you some questions, Senator Oddie?
Senator OnmE. Mr. Warner, you are familiar with the rulings 0£
the Forest Reserve in regard to the date 0£ putting stock on the
reserve and taking it off?
·
Mr. WARNER.Yes, sir.
Senator Onnrn. What is your opinion as to the effect 0£ the present
rulings?
Mr. WARNER.Why, the object, as I take it, 0£ the dates and the
restrictions about entry into the forest is to allow the forage to get
a chance to grow. Not to graze it and overgraze it too early. I am
in accord with that. There should be some restriction.
Senator Onnrn. You think that that particular ruling is working
well in this locality?
Mr .. WARNER.Well, we may not like it. There are many times
that I do not like it myself. But it is a necessary restriction.
If
there is no restriction 0£ that kind, we would have the old conditions
back again where all ·would lamb two weeks early and shear two
weeks early in order to get ahead 0£ the other fellow to get into the
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mountains first. The result was a scramble for range, and we were
all on the ground before the range was fit to be used. Now a line
should be drawn, a date should be set by some authority anyway,
before which the stoc~ could not use this ground, because in using it
before that time they are not only using it but they are abusing it.
Senator Onnrn. Well, you think that the effect of the ruling in_
this locality is beneficial?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that rule enforced with a degree of flexibility i·
By that I mean is it possible and do they sometimes change the date
from the fixed date, the regular fixed date, setting it backward or
forward?
Mr. WARNER.They do, Senator, if the season warrants it. If
we have an early season we have, I think, a two weeks' latitude.
If a late season it is closed until about two weeks later.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever had any disagreement with the
forest officials as to the opening date ?
Mr. WARNER.No. I have frequently stayed out later than the
opening date because I have felt that my own range was not
suitable to go on. That is something that so far as this eastern
Oregon is concerned we must have, Senator. We have got winter
range here to match our summer range. If there is no restriction
in the opening date it will result in a rush to get in ahead of the
other fellow, a regular mob.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you the same regard for your personal
allotment as you have for your privately owned lands?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And do you think that holds true generally with.
the users of the forest ?
Mr. WARNER.Well, in a majority of the cases; yes. There would
be some exceptions.
The CHAIRMAN.Would a longer and definite tenure tend to increase their interest in the use of their allotment?
Mr. WARNER.Sure; it is bound to.
Senator Onnrn. What is your idea as to the policy of increasing
grazing fees which will return a profit to the Federal Treasury?
Mr. WARNER.I do not think they ought to do it. I think these
stockmen in general came out here in the early days, lived out on the
edge of things, denied themselves, in many instances, schools and
churches and good roads, and by their self-denial it is they who
made this stuff valuable. I recognize that the legal right is everybody's; the man in New York has just as good a right as mine.
Morally I have a right which he has not. Therefore I feel that the
charges should be cost of maintenance and probably something to
the State. The State has to go to the expense of exercising police
powers over this ground.
They should be reimbursed in some
manner.
Senator Onnrn. Do you not think that these conditions that you
have just described give the people of the State almost a legal right.
to any profits that may come from the fees?
Mr. WARNER.Well, the Eastern States enjoyed their own heritage
at their own time. I do not see why we should not have, Senator,
pretty nearly a legal right to it.
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Senator ODDIE.In any event you consider it a moral right 1
Mr: WARNER.Yes.
Senator ODDIE.And it should be legalized 1
Mr. WARNER.I do not mean that to the extent that it should be
turned over £or State control, all 0£ this public domain.
The CHAIRMAN.Well that does not necessarily follow, Mr. Warner, that in legalizing a right that it should be turned over to the
State control if the Federal Government legalizes and recognizes the
moral _right that you have.
Mr. WARNER
.. Yes; I would like to see that.
Senator ODDIE.Have you figured out the grazing cost per sheep
per day on the forest reserve 1
Mr. WARNER.·why, all costs or just the cost to the Government1
Senator ODDIE.The costs to you.
·
Mr. WARNER.No; I do not keep books as accurately as I should.
I could not tell you, Senator. A man should know. I do not.
Senator ODDIE.Have you studied the Rachford report regarding
the cost of grazing on the forest reserve 1
Mr. WARNER.I read it through, Senator, nearly all of it, when it
first came out. I won't say that I have studied it and gone to that
extent. There were one or two things in it that condemned it in my
eyes.
Mr. BowDEN. What were the reasons £or your condemnation of the
Rach£ord report 1
Mr. WARNER.The basis upon which he rated cattle and sheep was
one thing. The £act that the years he used as a basis £or comparison
were years when the Government was urging us to raise every sheep
• that we could; they were war years and immediately after, and at a
time when there was an abnormal demand £or all classes 0£ range
outside 0£ the forest. It seems to me he could get a £airer basis i£ he
used a longer term 0£ years.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you give aS much £or forest range as you
would for private range on a leasing basis, granted that the two
pieces 0£ land had the same physical qualities 1
Mr. WARNER.No; you could not do that, because upon the leased,
land you have more freedom 0£ action.
Mr. BowDEN. And that, of course, would be worth a good deal
more to the man who is using it 1
Mr.
ARNER.It is.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you rent or lease any private range land 1
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. '\Vbat term leases do you have on that land 1
Mr. WARNER.I have a yearly lease.
Mr. BowDEN. Is that renewable1
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Is your tenure fairly certain over a period 0£ years
even though you only have an annual lease 1
Mr. WARNER.Yes; I £eel that it is.
Mr. BowDEN; How much are you controlled by the lessor in your
use 0£ that land 1
!
Mr. WARNER.Practically not at all. I go on when I please and
do as I please and come when I please.
·
Mr. BowDEN. Isn't that a condition that prevails in practically
all leasing administrations carried on by private owners 0£ range 1
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Mr. WARNER.I think so; yes. That is my understanding of it.
Mr . .BowDEN. What rental do you pay £or your range land?
Mr. WARNER.I pay 20 cents an acre.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you consider it advisable £or the Forest
Service to adopt a leasing system similar to the private leasing system which you have just r~ferred to?
Mr. WARNER.That would be an improvement to some extent on
the present.
Mr. BowDEN. You have testified that you are in- favor of a longterm lease?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Who should determine the carrying capacity of that
leasehold, you or the forest?
Mr. WARNER.If there was a question, some disinterested party,
some third party. Neither of us.
Mr. BowDEN. When there was no question then you should be
able to?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. And the question would only arise, I take it, when
there was danger or alleged danger of range deterioration because of
the use that you were making of it? And then that question should
be settled by disinterested parties?
Mr. WARNER.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. What have you to say relative to the forest rules
concerning bedding out?
Mr. WARNER.I like them myself. When they were first brought
out I opposed them; I didn't like them. I undertook to explain how
it could not be done, and the. explanation fell on rather deaf ears,
and I watched some that were carrying it out successfully, and I
finally am carrying it out successfully myself on my own range. At
the present time I would not hire or employ a herder except with
that understanding, whether I am on leased land or Government
land. It would not make any difference. I consider the improvement great enough so that in my own case I will insist upon it.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think that rule is workable on all types of
ranges?
Mr. WARNER.No; l would not go that far. There are probably
quite a few ranges where it would not work.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, at all seasons?
Mr.WARNER. It is not correct at all seasons either. Now I woul<l
not carry it out myself in the fall. During the grazing season it is;
quite a step in advance.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you recommend that the lessee of forest land.
granted you have the leasing system, should have the right to deter~
mine when he should go on his range and have the right to determine the policy to be followed relative to camping or bedding out?
Mr. WARNER.Yes; and then hold that man responsible, of course,
for the condition of the range.
Mr. BowDEN. What have you to say relative to the forest policy
concerning the preservation of wild life or game?
Mr. WARNER.I think that so far as the Blue Mountain area in
eastern Oregon here is concerned that next ~o the State, law protecting game the next best protection the game has is the policy of the
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Forest Service in keeping down fires. Next to the game law that is
the best protection that we have got. Next to that, of course, is the
destruction of predatory animals.
Before the forest reserves came into existence sheep overran
practically every section of ground in these Blue Mou.ntains. There
was no refuge at that time, no hiding places for game that were
not overrun by domestic stock. Since the Forest Service has taken
control their policy of keeping down fires has caused probably an
increase in the timber area of, I presume, from 10 to 20 per cent,
and the young timber has reclaimed section after section, and mile
after mile; that the timber is too heavy for domestic stock to graze
on and furnishes a refuge for wild game. In that way, and perhaps unintentionally on their part, their fire policy has made game
refuges on their allotments in these mountains, and is the best pro. tection outside of the game laws that we have. I am in sympathy
with game protection; I have been a lover of the outdoors and game
myself all my life, and I would hate to see it destroyed.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you been reduced in the amount of your permit or your preference in the last few years?
Mr. WARNER.No. There were some cuts at the time the reserve
was first created. That is nearly 20 years ago, now.
Mr. BowDEN. Not recently?
Mr. WARNER.Not recently.
Mr. BowDEN. What forest do you graze upon?
Mr. WARNER.The Whitman.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the size of your permit?
Mr. WARNEU.One thousand nine hundred and fifty head.
Mr. BowDEN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN.Any further questions? That will be all, unless
yon have some further statement to make, Mr. Warner.
Thank you.
Mr. Smythe.

STATEMENTOFMR. DAN P. SMYTHE,SHEEP RAISER, PENDLETON,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Smythe, will you giv~ your full name and
address to the reporter, please ? .
Mr. SMYTHE.Dan P. Smythe, Pendleton, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Smythe, you are engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. SMYTHE.I am.
The CHAIRMAN.And what branch of the livestock business?
Mr. SMYTHE.Sheep raising.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the sheep
industry?
.
Mr. SMYTHE.I have been engaged in the sheep business per:Sonally about 23 years.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries of the national forest?
Mr. SMYTHE.We do. That is, my concerns do. I am interested
in several sheep concerns that have allotments on the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use any of the unreserved public domain,
so-called Government land?
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Mr. SMYTHE.Very little.
The CHAIRMAN.That has ceased to be a problem in the area in
which you graze?
Mr. SMYTHE. That has ceased to be a problem on our ranges.
The CHAIRMAN.In view of the past experience that you have had
in grazing on ,the unreserved public domain, do you think that it
would be advisable at this time £or Congress to enact a law giving
the authority and power to the Department of the Interior to lease
the unreserved public domain £or the purpose of grazing?
Mr. SMYTHE.My past experience would say that it would be.
However, at the present time the lands have been so closely taken up
that what is left would have to be on a very broad basis and a very
low rental to permit stockmen of any kind to use it. In £act, the
land is so poor at the present time, the public domain, £or grazing
purposes that it is almost impossible £or men to ,get by even by getting it free. The only redeeming feature, in my estimation, is that
control gives you better use of the range. It has been found so on
the national forest. Before we had the national forest the sheep
went into the mountains, there was a fight £or the range, and they
came out poor in the £all. One of the very worst things that can
happen to the sheep business. Since we have had the national forest
under regulation the sheep have been coming out in fine condition,
and the sheepmen, in my judgment, have made more money since
the national forests have been in existence than they did before.
The CHAIRMAN.That is due to the regulation of the grazing?
Mr. SMYTHE.That is due to the regulation of the grazing and
the cutting out of the strife and fight between the various stockmen
in the use of grazing. And £or that reason I believe it would be better to rent the rest of the public domain on a reasonable, nominal
basis.
·
The CHAIRMAN.The grazing value of the public domain might
be enhanced thro¼gh regulation ?
MF. SMYTHE.I think so. I think it would be worth something to
the stockmen who are now using it free to pay a small rental and
get better use out of it.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, there are left in the areas with which you
are familiar- I know this is particularly true-small
tracts of the
public domain, larger, however, than the so-called isolated tracts
that could be purchased under the acts of Congress. In your opinion
would it be advisable £or Congress to pass, we may say, a more liberal
law or a law that would provide £or the purchase of these isolated
tracts in larger area? For instance, throughout eastern Washington
there are many townships where there are not to exceed 320 or 640
or 780, up to 1,000 acres of Government land. Do you think that
it would be wise £or Congress to pass an act permitting the purchase of these areas in a larger area than the 160 acres, as now provided by law?
Mr. SMYTHE. I certainly do. I think the present homestead law,
as it applies to what lands are left in eastern Oregon or eastern
Washington, at least, is a joke. It is simply the means of some
fellow trying to get title to a piece of land to sell out to some stockman. It is not used as a home except temporarily £or the purpose
of acquiring title. And very few homesteads that have been taken
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in reQent years have been continued as such after title has been received from the United States.
The CHAIRMAN.The 640-acre grazing homestead, so-called, is a
misnomer i It is not a grazing homestead i
·
Mr. SMYTHE. It certainly is not. It is impossible to graze livestock in these desert countries on 640 acres of land so that a man
can maintain his family: A man can not live in the desert country
here on 640 acres of land from what he produces from livestock.
Mr. BowDEN. What ordinarily happens when a homesteader on
the 640-acre grazing homestead acquires the title~ What disposition do2s he ordinarily make ?
·
Mr. SMYTHE. Usually as soon as he acquires title he tries to find
a stockman to purchase it. Puts it up to the highest bidder. Gets
as much money from it as he can, and leaves. His improvements
are usually very meager, just in order to comply with the law. He
does not put up anything permanent.
I do not think there has
been any homestead that I know of in eastern Oregon in the last 20
years on which you might say there has been any attempt to make a
permanent home. Only a cabin and the necessary fences and cultivation to comply with the law, and then the homestead is abandoned and sold in connection with the surrounding grazing land
as a grazing proposition.
The CHAIRMAN.Many witnesses have testified that the choice selec~
tions so far as these homesteads are concerned have been those that
occupied a strategical point between the holdings of some livestock
man and egress to the free range. Do I make myself clear i
Mr. SMYTHE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.What can you tell us as to your experience in
that line?
Mr. SMYTHE.That is true,I think. Now,I think that at one time
the homestead law was a wonderful law. It enabl2d this western
country to be settled. And that was probably true up until within
recent years. But the influx of homesteaders was so great that all
of the land of any value has been long ago taken, and what is left
, now is, you might say, the tag ends of creation. And those must be
used in large bodies to get any appreciable value out of them. I
am sure that no person can support a family on 640 acres of this
desert land.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, do you think that a larger homestead than
640 acres might be advisable'{
Mr. SMYTHE. Yes; it would come nearer to a supporting homest:ad proposition.
I do not think in eastern Oregon there are any
such homesteads left. My opinion is that some method should be
worked out by Congress to sell off these small pieces of public domain
that exist in eastern Oregon, at least up in this end. Down where
they have thousands of acres in a body that is probably a different
problem. But where it is isolated in 320 and 640 acre tracts, or
even up to 1,200 or 1,500 acre tracts, all other land being taken out
of it, title should be· given to some one and allow the State to derive some revenue from it through taxes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think if there was a reasonable price put
ori these lands that there would be purchasers £or the land r
Mr. SMYTHE. I i!o. I know it would be.
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The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Smythe, you, as a user of the forest, are
aware that you have no legal right from the Government to graze
within the forest. You are only grazmg as a matter of sufferance
by the administrative bureau.
Mr. SMYTHE. Well, I was aware that we were grazing there under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, which· I regarded as some right. Perhaps not a fixed right by law, but .a right
under regulations.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; it is not a right fixed by law. It is a license
that the Secretary of Agriculture could revoke at any time that he
deemed it wise so to do. Now, in your opinion, should Congress
enact a law or amend the withdrawal act legalizing the right to graze
within the forest?
Mr. SMYTHE. I certainly do think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that such action would tend to
stabilize the livestock industry?
Mr. SMYTHE. I certainly do.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Smythe, are you in favor of the long tenure
of occupation or lease of the areas within the forest?
Mr. SMYTHE. I am. As a matter o:f £act, Senator Stanfield, you
take the sheep plants in Oregon to-day; they are limited. There are
not many practical sheep or cattle plants. Those plants have been
formulated probably 25 or 30 years ago. As civilization has advanced,
and they have put into wheat and irrigation what they can, it has gotten down to these few livestock plants. They are not changeable. It
is very doubtful whether they will ever be changed from a livestock
plant. They can not be enlarged, and it would not be profitable to
make them less except in isolated cases. However, with summer
grazing as we have had in past years they have become very valuable
as livestock plants. But their value is based largely on the value of
the summer grazing. In other words, you take our big Arlington
plant, and if you take away summer grazing from it I should think it
would probably reduce from 50 to 60 per cent in value.
The CaAIRMAN. Then the value of your dependent property is reflected in the right to graze within the forest?
Mr. SMYTHE. Absolutely.
·
The CHAIRMAN.And the basis on which that privately owned and
dependent property is taxed is predicated upon the value that it has
by reason of the right to use the forest in conjunction with the privately owned property?
Mr. SMYTHE. It certainly is.
The CHAIRMAN.And if you were to lose the right to graze within
the forest the property could not be taxed as high as it is, and thereby
the State and county would lose the revenue by reason of the reduction in the taxable value of the property; is that true?
Mr. SMYTHE. Yes, sir; that is very true.
Senator Onnrn. May I ask one question there, following up what
Senator Stanfield has just said? I£ the Government should withdraw your permit, it would be taking away property from you without due process of law?
Mr. SMYTHE. It certainly would. It would be taking value away,
anyhow, from my property.
I would consider that it would confiscate half of my winter holdings.
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The CHAIRMAN.Your grazing privilege has, in £act, over a long
period 0£ use become what is to you a property right in £act?
Mr. SMYTHE. It has.
The CHAIRMAN.Not a legalized property right, but morally a
property right?
Mr. SMYTHE. It would be impossible £or us to conduct the sheep
business on the profitable plane that it is now without those forestreserve allotments. They are .very valuable to us in connection with
our other property.
And I believe if they could be stabilized, why
even the property would be worth a great deal more than it is now.
While the Forest Service has been very £air and, as far as we are
concerned, has administered our allotments fairly and we have not
suffered by reason 0£ improper administration, as far as I know,
yet there is always a feeling that you do not know what the next
fellow is going to do, and we do not £eel that that belongs to us
at all, or the right belongs to us, and it lessens the value 0£ our
plant just that much. There is always that big nightmare ahead 0£
us that some day we may wake up and not have any summer range;
that it will be taken away from us, which would put us out 0£ the
sheep business. I don't think I would attempt to run sheep without a prospect 0£ some summer range. It would be impossible.
The CHAIRMAN.What would be a £air basis 0£ determining the
distribution 0£ forest ranges in the event the long-time leases are
to be granted l I mean as to who would be the qualified permittees
or lessees?
Mr. SMYTHE. I think, Senator, that the backbone 0£ the livestock
industry 0£ this country £or a good many years past has been the
man who has owned a permanent winter stock-grazing plant in
connection with his summer grazing facilities, whatever they might
be. It takes time to build up one 0£ those plants. It can not be
done in a few days. They are practically all made at the present
time. I don't think there are any new ones that can hardly. come
up. And I believe a £air law would be to carry out to some extent
the policy 0£ the Forest Service in allowing legal rights to those
permittees who have been regular users 0£ the forest reserves commensurate with their winter holdings.
There is just one thing to add to that, and that is about this sm·all
class A owner that so much has been made of. I think at that time,
a few years ago, it probably was all right; but I think at this time,
however, it is somewhat of a joke, like the small homestead is. It
is used largely by being made a preference to allow a small holder
to get in there temporarily, or to get in and get something and try
and sell it or trade it in some way to the larger holder. It is used
as a means to get soine petty graft largely. I think the small class
A men now have their winter ranges and they are taken care 0£
under the very liberal regulations 0£ the Forest Service, and to
allow many more additional class A men would be cutting down from
the allotments men who have their permanent plants, because that
is the only place you can take it from.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, then, you think that with its twenty-odd
years 0£ experience the Forest Service has fairly well determined
who are best entitled to and who can best serve in the use of the
forest ranges ?
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Mr. SMYTHE. I certainly do. And I think it has probably been
up to this time fairly well done, except possibly too much stress has
been laid on the small class A owner. There have been a lot 0£
crimes committed under the head 0£ the class A owner in securing
permits on the forest, and I think largely over the objection 0£ the
Forest Service people themselves. I think they have realized that
those conditions exist, but under the rules and regulations it would
have to be permitted.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it not a £act that very o£ten the so-called class
A man is an inexperienced livestock man?
Mr. SMYTHE. He is just breaking into the business because he
thinks he has a chance, being a small man, to come in and take some
range away from somebody else, because that is the only way he can
get it.
The CHAIRMAN.And, being inexperienced and impractical, his
administration brings about an economic waste in the utilization
and the grazing 0£ the forest?
Mr. SMYTHE. Absolutely. He probably stays in the business one
year and comes out. He can not make it. And in the meantime he
has destroyed that much £or the permanent man who has been in it
and who has used that .range £or years past.
The CHAIRMAN.Then in not producing meat and wool in the most
economiseal way he is adding an increased cost 0£ production which
passes on to the consumer ultimately, and thereby affects the great
mass 0£ the American people, is that correct?
Mr. SMYTI-IE.Yes, sir; that is correct. I want to qualify my statement by saying that there should be some provis10n made £or a
small class A owner, under close scrutiny, who has outside holdings
and is entitled to graze--he should be allowed to graze. However,
I do not believe that there are any such cases that can possibly
come up.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, isn't it a £act that there always has been an
probably always will be a breaking up 0£ the older users 0£ the forest
and they will be leaving the forest from time to time, thereby affecting, so far as they are concerned, areas within the forest? Now, the
point that I am attempting to bring out, Mr. Smythe, is this, that
in your opinion would the proper method 0£ giving rights to new
users in the forest be for them either to purchase from the older
users, or when the oldGr users desire to give up their rights then to
give those to new users, rather than to employ the reduction system
0£ cutting off from all 0£ the users in order to create an area available £or the new users?
Mr. SMYTHE.I certainly do, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.Has your experience led you to believe that the
practical livestock man is competent to judge as to overgrazing 0£
the areas on which he grazes livestock?
Mr. SMYTHE.I think a practical livestock man should be the judge.
0£ course, there is a personal interest. I think probably a practical
livestock man in his _overzealousness to get as much grazing as possible out 0£ a tract 0£ land might overgraze it somewhat.
The CiIAIRMAN.Do you think he is competent to judge as to when
he is overgrazing it?
Mr. SMYTHE.I think he is; yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.I£ he should overgraze would it inure to his benefit or would it be harmful to him?
Mr. SMYTHE. It would be harmful.
I have always believed that
the interests 0£ the Forest Service and 0£ the stockman were identical. "Whenever you overgraze your allotment or hurt your allotmentt
you hurt yourself.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Smythe, you are a user 0£ both summergrazing on the Forest Reserve and summer grazing on your privately owned land. Which area can you graze most successfully?
Mr. SMYTHE.Privately owned land.
The CHAIRMAN.Just why is that?
Mr. SMYTHE.Well, on our privately owned land we use our own
judgment as to what we should do for· the best interests 0£ our stock.
On the forests, 0£ course, we have to follow the regulations. Whilethe regulations are made to suit local conditions as much as·possible,.
yet they are general in their scope, and some 0£ the general regulations might be a little hard to follow on some 0£ your ranges.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were permitted to graze your forest allotment as if it were privately owned, would that be a benefit to you
as a Ii vestock man?
Mr. SMYTHE. It would be.
,
The CHAIRMAN
. .And would such an arrangement, in your opinion,.
result in any grazing that might be detrimental to the forest i-eserve,.
by interfering with reforestation, or the recreational privileges that
belong to the people, or the preservation 0£ wild life?
Mr. SMYTHE. I think there should be some control, some regulation of the method 0£ grazing the allotment. I think there should
be some control 0£ the number, and possibly the time 0£ entering theforest and going off the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think the control should only be as to
the matter of abuse?
Mr. SMYTHE. Yes; as to the matter of abuse only.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not believe it should be an inflexible rule,.
applying alike to those who abuse and those who do not abuse theirallotments?
Mr. SMYTHE. No; but in case 0£ abuse I think there should be·
some regulation.
The CHAIRMAN.But you do not think it should be an inflexiblerule, the same rule applying to those who abuse and those who d0a
not abuse the grazing privilege?
Mr. SMYTHE. Well, 0£ course, in order to have regulation, you
must have supervision over it, though I don't think that supervision
needs to be so strict when the land is being properly grazed. I am
a believer in some regulation 0£ the use 0£ the national forest, but
I don't think it needs to be so strict except in case 0£ abuse.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor an area basis £or the lease orpermit _rather than a per head basis, un~er ~?ich [oucan only graze·
a certam number regardless 0£ the ava1lab1hty o the tract?
Mr. SMYTHE. It is hard for me to answer that, Mr. Stanfield. I
think there should be some regulation. I£ there can be proper regulation I believe it would be better to allow the area to be grazed
rather than to fix the number of head 0£ sheep to be put on a certain,
area.
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The CHAIRMAN.Well, with your privately owned summer grazing
areas are you any more inclined to overgraze them than you are
where you graze in the forest under their regulations~
Mr. SMYTHE. Not a bit.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not need any regulations so far as the
welfare of your own area is concerned?
Mr. SMYTHE. We have never had any trouble with oui'renters on
that score at all, and we have in our leases a provision that they must
- not overgraze. That has been watched some, and we have never had
:any trouble with that. As I said a moment ago, to give proper· care
to your sheep you can !].0t overgraze, because the minute you do you
hurt your sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.As a practical user of the summer-grazing areas,
Mr. Smythe, you are aware that there are areas where you can
put on say 1,200 sheep £or the summer, and yet you will lose a
great deal of the forage there, because it comes on and ripens and
is lost, because the 1,200 sheep are not the number that could consume the forage during the time that it is proper to use it. I£
you had an area basis you could put on, say, 2,400 head of sheep
Tor that time, and then you might take them away to another
area, or you might only want to graze 1,200 from that time on.
Would flexible rules which would permit the most judicious kind
-of grazing in that way be desirable?
Mr. SMYTHE. They certainly would. It is hard to set a rule
as to when you should go on the forest and when you should
get off. I think the Forest Service has realized that £or a long
time, and I think they are making their rule more flexible all the
time.
The CHAIRMAN.Particularly
where the user of the forest has
both privately owned summer grazing and forest reserve grazing?
Mr. SMYTHE. Yes, sir. Our experience has been that by the time
we were allowed to enter the forest some of the feed would be no
good, it would be dried up, because we were on there a little too
late. And I can understand circumstances where you could get
on the forest too early. You can hurt it by getting on it too early
or staying too late.
The CHAIRMAN.As a user of the forest, you are usually aware
as to when the proper time to go on and the proper time to leave
has come?
Mr. SMYTHE. We certainly are; because when the feed is not
proper, when the forest is not proper, sheep should not go on
there.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement to make, Mr.
Smythe?
Mr. SMYTHE. There is only one statement I would like to makeI just heard of this very recently-regarding
miners being allowed
to take certain areas £or grazing their stock around their mining camps. As I understand it, in the Whitman Forest at least
there is a considerable mining boom on. A lot of these fellows
go out and take a mining claim, whether there is any agricultural
land there or not, and are permitted under the rules and regulations of the department to appropriate a certain part of the meadows
around their mining claim. I think that should be regulated and
held down to a minimum, because there are a good many hard-
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ships can occur to the permanent grazers 0£ this country because
0£ this temporary exploitation.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean holding it down to the grazing of
the stock that is essential to the mining development?
Mr. SMYTHE. Holding it down to what he actually needs, and
not let him take 160 acres and lease it to some sheepman, which.
has been the case out in the Whitman Forest .. He is getting more
money out 0£ the grazing that he is renting. to the sheepman than
he is getting out 0£ his mine, and that is the purpose 0£ it.
The CHAIRMAN.The purpose 0£ the mining permit is to develop
the mineral resources-Mr. SMYTHE. The development 0£ what he can get out of some
sheepman £or the grazing. I just wanted to call that to the committee's attention.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Smythe. Mr. Ernest Johnson.

*

STATEMENTOF MR. ERNEST F. JOHNSON,SHEEP RAISER,
WALLOWA,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Johnson, you are engaged in the livestock
industry?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch 0£ tne livestock industry?
Mr. JOHNSON.The sheep business~
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been in the sheep business?
Mr. JOHNSON.About 28 years.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries of the national forest?
Mr. JOHNSON. Some; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze any on the unreserved public domain~
Mr. JOHNSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN.On what forest do you graze?
Mr. JOHNSON.The Wallowa National Forest.
The CHAIRMAN.You have had a good many years' experience in
grazing under the supervision 0£ the Forest Service~
Mr. JOHNSON.About 20 years.
The CHAIRMAN.You have been a member 0£ the advisory board
0£ the Oregon association~
Mr. JOHNSON. 0£ the Oregon Wool Growers' Association; yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly tell the committee just what are
the duties 0£ the advisory board, its purpose, and how it functions?
Mr. JOHNSON.Well, it is a body 0£ five, representing the different
national forests, that the users bring complaints before where there
is discrimination on the forest. They argue their rights pro and
con and get the help 0£ this advisory board, as well as give the £orest·er the help 0£ this advisory board about lo~al conditions and local
questions.
The CHAIRMAN.You have had some experience as a member of
the advisory board in meeting with the forest officials relative to
10-year permits~
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What happened at the last meeting you had
where you discussed 10-year permits?
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Mr. JOHNSON.Well, the 10-year permit question came up before
the growers after this question of increased grazing fees was raised,
and we considered those 10-year permits as being a sop thrown out in
obtaining an agreement from the stockmen, agreeing thereby to submit to cuts in numbers 0£ livestock, and also agreeing to accept an
increase in the grazing fees. We decided that we did not agree with
that and would not accept it, and we recommended to our district
forester that there be no 10-year permits issued, except to qualified
• owners who had adequate real-estate holdings and plants to carry
those 10-year permits; not to issue those 10-year permits indiscriminately to people that did not have adequate holdings and resources
to carry the stock different periods 0£ the year.
We have been sustained in that contention bf our district forester,
because we figured that the 10-year permit, if given indiscriminately,
would be an injury to the permanent users that have built these
plants through periods 0£ years and through all the depressions
and hard times 0£ the business. It was optional with them if they
wanted the 10-year permit-we
did not say not to give it to them,
but not to give it to a plant that had no resources back 0£ it to carry
it through those periods, but to men who had proved themselves
competent to handle the livestock business in the production 0£
wool and mutton.
The CHAIRMAN.What cooperation has been given by the forest
officer at Portland in matters 0£ vital importance that have come
before _your advisory board?
Mr. J oHNSON.Well, there has been all the assistance that we felt
there was any hope under the regulations 0£ their giving to us, in
preserving our ranges and making it carry as many stock as possible. They have been very lenient.
The CHAIRMAN.Do the forest officials ordinarily accept the recommendations made by the advisory board?
Mr. JOHNSON.They have; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Has your experience with livestock men indicated to you that the questions 0£ overgrazing and the area to be
grazed could safely be left in their hands?
Mr. JoHNSON. Absolutely, it could be left in their hands.
The CHAIRMAN.Would a long-time permit tend to increase their
responsibility as to the preservation 0£ the forage?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; it has.
The CHAIRMAN.Are. the owners 0£ personnally owned grazing
lands careful in caring for their lands?
Mr. JoHNSON. They surely are.
The CHAIRMAN.And the tendency has been to improve the grazing availability 0£ the lands they own?
Mr. JOHNSON.It has.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that would apply to grazing forest
ranges under a reasonable assurance that they would have a contintious grazing right within the forest?
Mr. JoHNSON. It would with old men that have established
plants and established businesses. They would try to take care 0£
that plant and the forest reserve in connection with it. They would
seed it and do all kinds 0£ development work that they won't do
under present conditions, for the reason that under present conditions they £eel they are paying for this privilege, and if they had to
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improve it and increase the carrying capacity, they would not get
any benefits.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that with less interference the
grazer would use his forest range to better advantage~
Mr. JoHNSON. I would hardly say interference, because personally, with the men I know, we have had very little interference.
There might be cases where a little interference is necessary. But
on the whole the livestock men on the ranges do not need any interference or any control over the way they handle their stock. They
are competent to handle the stock to the benefit of the stock and
themselves.
The CHAIRMAN.I~ it the tendency of the forest supervisors to
lessen the interference from year to year, or do they interfere more
now than they did in years gone by?
Mr. JoHNSON. No; they have lessened the control and interference
to a great extent.
The CHAIRMAN.What effect would an increased charge £or the
privilege of grazing have upon the sheep industry~
Mr. JoHNSON. It would be ruinous. In a lot of cases it would just
naturally confiscate the holdings of the user.
The CHAIRMAN.Any increased charge £or the privilege of grazing
within the national forest reserves tends to lessen the value of the
dependent property~
Mr. JoHNSON. It surely does.
The CHAIBMAN.And that charge might be increased to the point
where it would virtually confiscate this property~
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
'Senator CAMERON.The sheepmen are paying all the fees now that
they can stand, aren't they~
.
Mr .. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.An increase in fees tends to disrupt and disorganize the industry, pending the time when that increased cost can be
passed on to the consumer~
Mr. JoHNSON. It is an addition to the overhead of his business,
and it is bound to be passed on to the consumer.
The CHAIRMAN.Can you tell us something about the increased
-cost of wool and mutton production during the last 10 years~
Mr. JoHNsON. Well, there has been 100 per cent increase in the
section of the country that I am in.
The CHAIRMAN.About what is the average cost on the ranges with
which you are familiar of keeping a ewe £or one year c;>rof raising
a Iambi
Mr. JOHNSON.Before I answer that question, do you mean the
simple cost of handling a sheep or the cost of maintaining the plant
that carries the sheep~
The CHAIRMAN.I mean the entire cost, maintaining plant, depredation, and all the charges that could properly be made against the
business, reduced to an average cost per ewe.
•
}\fr. JoHNSON. I figure it is about $8.50 a head.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You were in the sheep business in 1913 ~
Mr. JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Can you recall about what the cost was in 1913
for the same operation~
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Mr. JoHNSON. As near as I can remember, it was about $3,
The CHAIRMAN.Then it is about three times as much now as it
was then?
Mr. JOHNSON.Practically; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you reason to believe that that is generally
true over the entire range country?
Mr. JoHNSON. I could not say as to that.
The CHAIRMAN.My question is, Have you reason to believe that
it is?
Mr. JoHNSON. Well, yes; I have reason to believe that it is.
The CHAIRMAN.And all of that increased cost must be passed
on to the consumer ?
Mr. JOHNSON. It must.
The CHAIRMAN.Then that is one of the reasons £or the high
price of meat to the consumer?
Mr. JOHNSON.It is.
The CHAIRMAN.And that cost in passing on must, as it passes
through the different distributing agencies, be pyramided?
It is
not the mere single advance in cost that the grower has experienced
that is reflected m the price of meat, but it is the additional percentage of profit that must be added to the original cost as it passes
through the distributing agencies until it finally reaches the consumer?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir; it acts the same as compound interest.
Each cost that is added, the percentage on that cost is passed on.
The CHAIRMAN.Each turnover is a compounded proposition?
Mr. JOHNSON.It surely is.
Senator Onnrn. Will an increased grazing fee mean additional
cost of production to the sheepman?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think that in any cases the additional cost
that is proposed to be put on the sheep raiser will result in his
being obliged ,to cut down some of his necessary expenses in connection with ha;ndling his herds?
.
Mr. JoHNSON. I will have to explain my answer to that. These
sheepmen in the district with which I am familiar have plants that
it has taken a period of years to build, and their expenses on
nearly all lines are fixed. When you increase the fee, especially on
a plant that has winter ranges or year-long permits on a monthly
basis, like the proposal was, where it would run as high as a dollar
and a half a head, it would mean probably that his plant as it is
constructed and run under good management is maybe making a
profit of 75 cents or a dollar a head. I£ you increase him a dollar
and a half he is bound to be at a loss, and that is a loss that he can
not escape. The sheepmen to-day are cutting all expenses, but increases on unexpended lines must be met. So when we add to an
overl;iead we can not do anything with it because when the unexpended overhead comes up there is no point to cut down. The sheepmen are not making overheads £or fun; they are making them
because they are forced upon them.
·
Senator Onnrn. My impression is, from your answer .and from
what I have gathered, that there are certain sheep raisers who will
be economically damaged, whose property will be in some way
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damaged by further increases in fees separate and apart from
cutting down the profits.
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator Ooorn. In other words, will not the bands 0£ sheep be
injured and the business generally be injured?
Mr: JOHNSON. Yes, sir. When you place a sheepman or a plant
in a position that he can not make a profit it takes all the value
-0£ the plant away from him. He can not get out 0£ business alive
because his property has depreciated from the £act that his business
will not make a profit, and it is not fit £or any other business. It
has been built up through a period 0£ years, and it is not £arming
land; it is simply a grazing plant, and if it is well balanced and he
has part 0£ his winter range and his summer range in connection
with it and you put them on a basis where he can not make a profit,
he can not sell his private holdings or other stuff and come out
whole on his investment.
Senator Ooorn. That would result in detriment to the bands 0£
sheep?
Mr. JOHNSON. It would result in detriment to the livestock interests 0£ the country, in the production 0£ wool and mutton, and in
the loss of investments in private property.
Senator Ooorn. I mean any detriment because 0£ the inability 0£
certain sheepmen to give the sheep the care and attention that they
deserve?
Mr. JOHNSON.Well, they might give them the care and attention
and all that, and it would not affect that. It just affects the £act
that they could not make money enough out 0£ their plant to pay the
overhead.
Senator Ooorn. What is your idea as to the policy 0£ the Government in charging a profit on the fees and putting that profit into
the Federal Treasury?
Mr. JOHNSON. I think it is entirely wrong.
Senator Ooorn. Why do you £eel that way? What are your
reasons?
·
,
Mr. JOHNSON.Well, I £eel that the range country here in the
West was developed by pioneers, who, 0£ course, live off the resources
0£ the country, and these -livestock plants which were mentioned
have been built up through all kinds 0£ adversities, until it has got
to a point where the livestock industry is sustained by a class 0£
men that have built the communities, that have paid their taxes and
built their schools and churches and developed all the other business
0£ the country, and they are the only class 0£ men that will do those
things and follow this line of business. To charge them a fee and
put it as a profit into the Federal Treasury is wrong.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement, Mr. Johnson?
Mr. JOHNSON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Kavanagh, will you come forward?

STATEMENTOF MR. E. N. KAVANAGH, ASSISTANT DISTRICT
FORESTER,PORTLAND,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.What is your official position, Mr. Kavanagh?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Assistant district forester at Portland, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.What area do you cover?
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Mr. KAVANAGH.That is £or Oregon and Washington; district 6
as we call it in the service.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not cover any part of Idaho in your
district?
Mr. KAVANAGH.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Kavanagh, you have a statement to make to
the committee?
Mr. KAVANAGH.I have, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you proceed with it?
Mr. KAVANAGH.What I desire to do, if it meets with the approval
of the committee, is to render an accounting of the stewardship of
the Forest Service of the grazing resources of the Pacific Northwest.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ there is no objection, you may proceed. The
Chair hears none.
Mr. KAVANAGH.
We have 22 national forests in the two States of
Oregon and Washington, but a large portion of the areai involved is
not suitable £or the grazing of livestock. I have some acreage figures here, i£ you care £or them.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; if they are pertinent to the question.
Mr. KAVANAGH.
The net acreage of the national forest in the
State of Oregon is 13,860,351 acres, but of this amount only 8,338,464
acres are considered usable £or grazing. The other area is either
~overed with dense timber, or is barren of grazing, or reserved £or
some special purpose.
In the State of Washington the net acreage of national forest
land is 9,291,564 acres, of which only 2,723,329 acres are considered
useable £or grazing. In the two States, therefore, we have a net
national forest acreage of 23,051,915 acres, of which 11,061,853 acres,
or less than one-half, is useable £or grazing.
These figures are representative of conditions as of June 30, 1924.
Prior to that time there were a number of districts and changes in
acreage, £or one reason or another, which would in some respects
affect the grazing use if we attempted to make a comparison of one
year with another.
Beginning with 1909 we had 2,4~0 cattle and horse permittees in
the two States. They were authorized at that time to graze 127,000
head of cattle. At about that period there was a depression in the
cattle business, indicated by a decline in the demand on the national
forest, so that we find that in 1912 we only had 1,570 permittees,
raising 108,000 head of cattle and horses. At about that time the
livestock industry, particularly the raising of cattle, began to improve and the improvement was reflected in an increased demand
on the national forest. Beginning, therefore, with the low period
which our figures indicate in 1912, with 1,517 permittees authorized
to graze only 108,000 head of stock, our records indicate a gradual
increase year by year in the number of permittees and number of
stock until 1919, when the number of permittees was 3,500 and the
number of stock 205,000. This is an increase of almost 100 per cent
in the number of stock and considerably over 1.00 per cent in the
number of owners.
Beginning with 1920 we find a decline occurring. In 1924 the
number of cattle permittees had declined to 2,259, raising 149,000
head of cattle and horses. The number of permittees and the num-
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her of stock grazed in 1924 are comparable with the same figures fo1~
1909, although there were 22,000 more cattle than horses.
As regards sheep, we had 686 permittees in 1909, grazing 1,185,000
head, or authorized to graze that number. In 1910 there was a
slight increase in the number of owners and a slight decrease in the
number of sheep grazed.
During the ensuing years up to 1916 it varied back and forth, both
as to the number of stock and as to the number of owners. In 1919·
we had 733 permittees, but they were only grazing 990,000 head of
sheep. Since that time there has been a gradual decline, until in
1924 we have 574 permittees grazing approximately 830,000 head of
sheep.
I prepared those figures with the idea of showing that we hl!,ve had
in the past a variable demand that materially reflects market conditions, and that while the number of sheep authorized to·graze and
grazed declined the number of cattle grazed or authorized to graze
increased. The increase in the number of cattle permittees and
number of cattle grazed occurred at about the same. time that many
of these forest homesteads were first put into use, and at about the
same time that there was a great deal of dry farm and other land
settlement in the Northwest.
To-day we find the number of owners back to the 1909 figure and
the number of stock approximately the same, indicating that during
.those peak years there was a flare-up in the industry that was really
not permanent.
And yet under the conditions which prevailed we
had to recognize that demand and do what we could in connection.
with the apparent economic development of the.West as it was seen
at that time.
.
The demand for range which occurred during those years was con.siderably greater than we could take care of. We had many old
users. We had some of these new owners coming in who were fairly
well qualified and others who were operating pretty much on a shoestring-they
were speculating.
In fairness to everyone concerned
it was necessary for us, year by year, to draw finer and finer distinctions as to who would be allowed in, with the idea that we could so
handle the grazing of the national forest as not to interrupt, any
more than was possible, the stability of the industry for either class
of stock at that time.
·
Now, the restrictions that were imposed at that time were largely
brought about or came into play after consultation with representatives of the livestock interests themselves, either in general meetings:
or through their advisory boards. In a number of localities we
brought out at that time the so-called commensurability factor, which.
has gone on down through all of our grazing administrations.
In our efforts to meet the situation as it existed in different localities we had variable commensurability factors for the Northwest.
In other words, we did not feel that it was desirable or economic to
have a district or state-wide rule relative to commensurability.
Conditions vary appreciably between different localities, and restrictions
relative to commensurahility, if they were to reflect those local conditions, should also vary.
In one region it was required that all of the feed necessary to carry
the stock during that portion of the year when it was not on the
national forest must be raised on the permittee's own land and must
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be fed there. That applied in a number of localities where we had
many small owners, owners of irrigable lands or cultivated lands who
were vitally dependent on the utilization of their forage or surplus
-feed in connection with their farming operations for a profit. - In
,other words, many of those people depended on the profit they could
_getout of the livestock rather than the profit they got from their regular farming Operations.
In other locations more typical of the open range country we were
much more lenient and took into consideration the conditions that
were prevailing there and had prevailed for many years. We were
not so much concerned, therefore, with the raising of the fee as we
were with the fact whether the owner had pasture or was in other
ways able to take care of his stock throughout the year. In those
locations we found it necessary to be rather restrictive, because we
had at that time and we still have some owners of stock who are not
in any way tied to the communities. They are nomads, roaming
with the seasonal development of forage.
In handling the grazing business on the national forests we have
felt that there was a community of interest as between the stockman and the Forest Service. Stockmen were interested in using
the national forests in connection with their business of producing
livestock products. The Forest Service was responsible for the
handling of the forests and, particularly in this case, for the proper
and judicious use of those forage resources so that, so far as was
possible, they would promote the best interests of the region in which
they were located.
vVe realized, and stated many times, that there were always .at
least two sides to every question, and in order that we might have
the opportunity to see the other side and to have advice from people
on the other side we set about to organize the livestock growers into
associations. We had at one time 132 associations on the forests in
these. two States, inclusive of the State associations. The smaller
or local associations handled matters primarily in connection with
the immediate range in which they were interested, or local problems. The State associations, on the other hand, were supposed to
take into consideration matters of larger import, of State-wide
importance.
It was inevitable in connection with the development of the grazing business that many small and sometimes almost trivial matters
would come up, and yet they would be of considerable importance
in the local administration.
We have a regulation which provides
that if a recognized livestock association will adopt special rules
for the conduct of the grazing on the forest, and those special rules
are not contrary to organic law, on approval by the district forester
those special rules should have the force and effect of regulations.
Complaints have been made from time to time in regard to overregulation by the service, and I think that oftentimes those complaints are based on such special rules rather than on the general
regulations.
.
I have here a rough draft of a number of special rules which have
been adopted by some of the associations here in the Pacific Northwest, which if the committee desire I will be glad to furnish for
your consideration. I desire to mention, however, that in carrying
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out those rules we found that a few in a community objected to those
rules and that the majority felt that, in cooperation with the service,
there should be some way of bringing these people into line £or the
good 0£ the entire number. I will just read one statement here at
the beginning :
The * * * association
having purchased
purebred bulls for use on
the * * * range in accordance with the vote of the me~ers
of the association registered at a meeting
* * * and in accorda;nce with the request
of the advisory board of the association, a special rule is promulgated for the
range, under which the permittees using that range will be required to pay
their pro rata · share of the cost and maintenance of the bulls so purchased
before they receive a permit allowing their stock to graze on the range.

Now, that is clearly forcing, you might say, the minority to do
certain things and yet all st-Ockmen who have· had experience on the
range will ~gree with me in the statement that oftentimes such.
action is necessary £or the general good. We have here this bull
rule, and we have the rule relative to when the bee£ stock will be·
taken out-The CHAIRMAN. Just what is that rule?
Mr .. KAVANAGH. That is to require the permittees to cooperate in
the gathering of bee£. The idea behind that, Senator Stanfield, was
that on a given community range with a dozen or more permittees~
if each one took ,a notion ·to /gather his bee£ at a different time the
constant chasing around and milling around 0£ those . cattle was
detrimental.
The first fellow that got his bee£ out was all right, but
from there down the line it was damaging to the bee£ that remained.
So tlrn stockmen felt that if they could have their bee£ ride at one
time on that , range the general profit to all concerned would be
worth considering.
The CHAIRMAN. That bull rule was designed to conform to the
State law, I presume.
Mr. KAVANAGH. Yes.
We have a rule relative to the burning 0£ carcasses of animals
that die of blackleg or any other contagious disease, in order to
protect the range so far as we can from such diseases; we have
another one £or the construction and maintenance 0£ improvements.
We have one £or dehorning cattle to be run on the range; that is
not desired by a good many associations.
.
There is another rule £or the employment of herders. That is
primarily in connection with cattle and is designed to secure £or the
association as a whole the cooperation 0£ the individuals.
There is one relative to cooperating in the £all round-up; anotherone :for the distribution of salt.
·
The CHAIRMAN. 1Vhat is the one as to the distribution 0£ salt?
Mr. KAVANAGH (reading):
The forest supervisor of the * * * national forest will issue no grazingpermit to the cattle and horse permittees using the range under the jurisdiction of the * * * association, as recognzied by the district forester, untU
the applicant for said permit first presents to the supervisor of the forest
a receipt signed by the secretary of the association, showing that payment in,
full for all salt assessments for the season for which the grazing permit isrequested have been paid or that payment of the amount has been guaranteed
to the satisfaction
of the executive committee of the association.
The salt
assessments will be levied by the. advisory board in accordance with the
desires of the majority of the members of the association as expressed by their
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to be held after the close of

The CHAIRMAN.That leaves the distribution of salt up to the
advisory board 1
Mr. K.AvANAGH.The question of the amount of the assessments is
largely left up to the advisory board. That is a detail, Senator, of
their business which ordinarily they are very familiar with and we
have felt that the best results were generally secured in that way.
Then we have a special rule relative to the State bull law, which
applies in Oregon and which is tied in in just the same way in order
to secure on the ranges a proper kind of breeding animals. The
idea of that is, as I think you will appreciate, that on a range where
people are running good range stock, short horns and Herefords and
the like, if some fellow wants to run a Jersey bull in there we can
stop him .
. We had £or a while a rule relative to vaccination £or blackleg.
That was our means of protecting the interests of the permittees.
In connection with the handling of the range itself there are other
conflicting interests. There are the recreationists, .the game enthusiasts, and others. They have certain privileges or rights as American
citizens in connection with the national forest, and we have endeavored; with the cooperation of the advisory boards and the associations, to recognize those rights and to make concessions accordingly in the setting aside of definite areas. But in each and every
case we have endeavored to consider the interests of both sides and
to effect a compromise.
Often, however, the demands from those other people were what
we considered excessive, and sometimes the stockmen were not
willing to give up as much as might well be given up. But we have
endeavored so far as possible to effect a compromise between the
conflicting interests, with the idea that the forest areas as a whole
should be so administered as to meet the wishes and needs of the
people here in the Northwest to the very best advantage as far as
we were in a position to control it.
There has been and still is on the forests of the Northwest a need
in connection with the matter of improvements. The appropriations
which we have been able to get in various years have been so small
that, spread over all of the national forest in the 11 Western States,
it meant only a drop in the bucket to the national forest. Because of
the need £or these improvements and the inability of the service to
provide the funds therefor the stockmen have gone ahead and put on
the forest a great many improvements under special permits or
agreements with the service. On some of these eastern Oregon forests there has been a great deal of important work of that kind, and
it has been beneficial to the range, in addition to assisting the administration of the service, and has helped the stockmen out also.
Most of the improvements which have been put on the forest by the
stockmen have been paid £or by per capita assessments through the
assessment of the individual members of the associations who would
benefit from the improvements.
I believe that in my statistical statement I overlooked certain information as to the average permit, which I believe would be valuable £or your record.
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In the State of Oregon the average cattle permit is only 81
head; in the State of Washington it 1s 39 head. In the State of
Oregon the average sheep permit is 1,521 head, and in the State of
Washington approximately 1,331 head.
I feel that we have gotten along very well with the livestock interests here in the Pacific Northwest, and I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge our appreciation of the cooperation that we
have secured from the associations and individual permittees.
I have heard the statement made that from 90 to 95 per cent of the
laws on our statute books are placed there in order that we may
control from 5 to 10 per cent of the population. I believe that to a
certain extent we might attribute that same purpose to our regulations; in other words, it is only a comparatively small number of
our permittees with whom we have any appreciable difficulty.
I do not have a definite record as to the percentage of the trespass
cases which we have had, as to the number of owners who were permittees and the number who were not permittees, but during the past
12 or 14 years the number of trespass cases has averaged around 50.
When that number is considered in connection with the total number
of permittees, more than 3,000, you will find some relation between
that and the percentatge given in co)}.nection with om: general
statutes.
We have had comparatively few appeal cases come to the district
office. Occasionally one does come, and we endeavor to handle the
problem in a way that seems most equitable to all concerned. It
sometimes happens that it is not possible for us to meet the requests or desires of the permittees. UsuaUy, however, those cases
have run the gantlet, you might say, of the district boards and of
the local officers, and have come up to us oftentimes on questions that
are rather difficult to decide.
We have occasional differences with our permittees in regard to
the handling of the rang2, and oftentimes those difficulties hark
back to the class of employees that must be engaged in handling
stock on the range. We run across employees who are entirely indifferent to the owners' interests. We find them absent from the
job, we find them setting out fires, causing trespass, and doing other
acts that bring about difficulties between the service and the permittees. As a general rule we endeavor to thresh those matters out
with the owner, and the basis of our action is this: We desire to
handle the matter through the owner first, if it is at all possible to
do so, rather than to st1J,rt any legal action or to use the authority
which we do have under the regulations, realizing that in the majority of cases these difficulties arise, not because of the intent of the
owner but by the indifference of his employees.
Some of these difficulties arise through the owners not paying
enough attention during the summer months when the stock is on
the forest to what is being done by their employees. We have had a
good many cases where owners have not actually visited their ranges,
gone over the areas and discussed their management with their employees for several years, depending primarily upon what the employees said and what the forest officer told them later in the fall.
The stockmen have, I believe, placed considerable dependence on
the Forest Service in years past, particularly in the matter of protecting their grazing preference. As we all know, most of them
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were overfinanced during and immediately following the war.
Much 0£ the paper involved in that financing was sold in the East.
When the depression hit the country, and particularly the livestock
industry, payment on that paper was demanded, and in many cases
the local banks through whom the paper had been discounted ,Yere
up against the proposition 0£ forcing a liquidation 0£ the assets if it
was at all possible to do so.
In many cases that have come to our attention the assets would,
under normal conditions, have been greater than the amount 0£ the
indebtedness, and if sufficient time had been given the owners to
work out the problem, they could have done so. In a number 0£
those cases when the loans w re to be called the question arose as
to what would be done with the stock. Since the owner had not
waived or hypothecated his grazing preference he held that out as
a life preserver, and the service has cooperated with him along that
line. The result has b en that in many cases extensions of loans
were granted because 0£ the £act that the grazing preference was
not waived, and in the intervening fl.ye years a number 0£ those
owners have been able to liquidate the original indebtedness.
We may perhaps have gone a little far in that matt~r, but our
attitude was based on these two things: First, instructions from
the Forest Service that during this period 0£ depression we were
to do all that we possibly could to help out the livestock interests;
secondly, a great many of those owners were experienced men, A No.
1 stockmen, and if they were forced out 0£ business there would be
a real loss that it would take years to recover from. Anything that
we could do consistently to keep those people in the business we
believed justifiable, and I think that time will bear out our action
in those respects.
An instance came up here yesterday 0£ a fire trespass on one 0£
the forests, and the statement was made that settlement 0£ the cases
was provided £or because 0£ the £ear that a grazing permit would
not issue. We have endeavored to prevent any such feeling as that
arising, because a fire trespass case is entirely separate and distinct
from anything in connection with the grazing permit. The one is
handled under a law relative to fires and is based more or less on
the doctrine 0£ master and servant, and p.as nothing to do with the
grazing permit, and we were not contemplating at any time taking
any action upon the grazing permit. In £act, we would rather have.
welcomed a test case in the courts on that matter ; but, as I understand it, an opinion was secured from an attorney which seemed to
indicate that under the circumstances and conditions in connection
with that fire the chances 0£ winning the suit were rather remote so
far as the permittee was concerned, because 0£ the old established
laws relative· to master and servant and the responsibility of the
master £or the acts 0£ his employee performed in the course 0£
duty.
I have not anything further, Mr. Chairman, except in regard to
the question 0£ damage to the forests from grazing. Here in the
Pacific Northwest our chief trouble as it comes from the stockmen
is that the reforestation is going on at such a rate that their ranges
are decreasing in carrying capacity. I personally £eel that con43213-25-PT
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trolled and regulated grazing is not, at least under conditions here
in the Pacific Northwest, detrimental to forestry or reforestation.
I might add that on one forest here in the Cascades we estimate that
the grazing area is decreasing approximately 5 per cent per annum
on account 0£ the, increase in timber reproduction.
The CHAIBMAN.Then in time grazing will be entirely wiped out
on that forest ?
Mr. KAVANAGH.On that forest; yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.That is due to the heavy growth 0£ new timber
that is springing up and the undergrowth that is coming along
with it?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes. The area has been protected from fire to
a very large extent, and the natural conditions are favorable to
reforestation, and it is coming on very rapidly.
Senator Onnrn. Mr. Kavanagh, what percentage 0£ the efforts
and rei'ponsibilities 0£ your district are given over to grazing problems, and what percentage to the care of the forests?
Mr. KAVANAGH.I do not believe I can answer that accurately,
Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you prorate the cost 0£ administration between grazing and other activities in the forest?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Not directly; no. We endeavor to handle the
grazing business along with the other activities, and at the close 0£
the year the proportionate costs are ascertained.
The CHAIRMAN.They can be ascertained?
Mr. KAVANAGH.They can be ascertained; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Accurately or approximately?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Only approximately, Senator.
Senator Onnrn. What effect do you find on the stockmen from the
orders regarding the date 0£ turning cattle and sheep out on the
range?
·
Mr. KAVANAGH.We have given quite a little attention to that,
Senator, at times. Our object there is to try to keep the stock off
0£ the forest while the ground is soft and vegetation is just getting
a start, believing from the best information we have been able to
obtain that the vegetation should be given a certain leeway in the
spring if it is to become str<;mg and healthy and continue to produce
seed year after year. So we ask the stockmen to keep off the range
. until the vegetation has reached a certain stage. After that grazing does not ordinarily injure the vegetation nor retard its growth.
Senator Onnrn. And the condition 0£ the range in that respect
varies considerably from year to year?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Very much, some years. For example, last year
was an abnormally early year, and it was probably a month, and in
some places, I understand, more than a month earlier than £or years
past.
Senator Onnrn. Do you not bel.ieve that more leeway ought to
giveh the local man in charge in regard to setting the date?
Mr. KAVANAGH.No; I would not say that I would, Senator.
Last year being an abnormal year we had a number of cases that
can1e up to the office, and arrangements were made to further
advance the date, but ordinarily most 0£ the advances £ell within
the 15-days' leeway. Sometimes it is a week, occasionally 10 days,
and once in a while it is 15 days.
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Senator Onnrn. What .are your regulations regarding the re,duction 0£ the number 0£ the stock on the range from year to yea~?
Mr. KAVANAGH.We have done very, very little 0£ that here m
the Pacific Northwest.
Senator Onnrn. Have you any regulations regarding the marking
0£ the stock that goes on the range?
Mr. KAVANAGH.No, sir. You do not refer to branding?
Senator Onnrn. Yes; branding or physical marking of any kind.
Mr. KAVANAGH.The owners have the stock marked and branded,
but the Forest Service has no requirement of that kind.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Kavanagh, there has been considerable ~iscussion before this committee as to one 0£ your rules relative
to bedding out. In your opinion, could that rule be made m~re
flexible and be left more to the discretion 0£ the permittees as to its
application?
'
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes; and ordinarily we do that, Senator. That
rule has been more or less effective upon the national forests £or
a number 0£ years, and ordinarily where we have permittees that
are progressive and anxious to improve the handling of the range
and the stock, we practically leave it up to them.
The CHAIRMAN.Those of us who have had experience in herding sheep know that when the lambs have been taken away from
the ewes it is hazardous to bed out, and there comes a time when
the practical thing to do is to bring them to a bed ground. At
that time, in the £all, you grant them that privilege?
Mr. KAVANAGH.And in the spring also, Senator, in times 0£
storm. And occasionally there are times in the summer, even before the lambs are taken out, when they happen to get on a piece
0£ range where predatory animals may be particularly numerous.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever made any application 0£ the reduction penalty for violation of the rules in your district?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes; we have. Usually, however, Senator, it has
been on the basis of a temporary reduction without requiring the
removal 0£ the stock.
The CHAIRMAN.It has boon in the nature of a threat or warning?
Mr. KAVA"N"AGH.
Yes; and usuallyit has accomplished the object
and the man has been restored to his preference or whatever it
was that was reduced. That has be~n use<l only occasionally, and
I £eel that in some respects it is, perhaps, quite drastic. It would
be really drastic if we enforced complete removal 0£ the stock,
but we have had only one or two cases that I recall now in the
five or six years that I have been here where we had to go further
than that. And in both of those cases a number of other permittees were affected by the actions of the individual in question.
The CHAIRMAN.Don't you think that a more practical and less
drastic penalty, one that would be more reformatory in its nature
and less punitive than that 0£ reductions, could be instituted?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Perhaps that could be done. In cases where
actual damage has occurred and willful trespass is involved, we institute cases, 0£ course, which would be carried, or could be carried
into the courts and the question 0£ right and wrong there decided.
But there are some of these other cases as to which you might say
that they are in the twilight zone, very difficult to define, and we,
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have found in many cases that in tb.e united States district courts
the dockets are so full that they drag along and drag along, and in
some instances the courts have declined to act, stating that we have
administrative authority to handle the matter .
. The CHAIRMAN.Do you think it would be well £or provision to be
made £or some tribunal or commisskn, entirely disinterested, before
whom irreconcilable controversies could be tried?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes and no. No, as a blanket proposition.
Yes,
in cases 0£, you might say, equity. But there are many cases arising
that are so definitely connected. with the range and with disputes
involving the range that it is almost impossible to define them. I
would much prefer that those cases be settled in some way through
the advisory boards, or an appeal board, largely made up 0£ stock
men who are £amiliij,r with the livestock game and range management. I am basing that last statement on my experience with advisory boards and with stock men generally.
They have often
stated the cases that have come before them from the other man's
standpoint, and they have taken a broad general view 0£ the good
· of the majority and the good of the forest and rendered a decision
that was entirely acceptable to the service and yet not particularly
acceptable to the individual.
Senator Onnrn. In a few words, can you give us the effect that the
forest reserve regulations have had on the livestock industry in keeping sheep and cattle apart?
Mr. KAVANAGH.I was raised in the cattle business in Colorado,
Senator, and have had quite a little experience in years gone by in
the scrap between the sheep men and the cowmen over the range;
and I believe it is correct to say that the permittees have helped in
settling those old feuds and scraps. So far as I know there has not
been a real scrap between the sheepmen and the cattlemen on the
forest areas since· the forests were established-that
is, in any way
comparable with the old-time ructions. I believe that the getting
together on the forest has had some effect on the men grazing on
the public lands outside.
Mr. BowDEN. How do you administer a rule like the bedding out
rule when you make so many exceptions to it?
Mr. KAVANAGH.The plan we have been endeavoring to put into
practice here is to make the rule a general rule, subject to exceptions
on the range itself in keeping with the topography, the cover and
other £actors that might work for or against the application 0£ the
rule.
Mr. BownEN. Who determines when the exceptions shall be made i
Mr. KAVANAGH.We have the plan in effect 0£ a cooperative determination between the permittee and the ranger or supervisor.
I have just one statement more, in regard to the personnel here in
the Pacific Northwest.
Many of our men are, as the committee
knows, secured from the civil service register, which requires that
we give residents 0£ the State first consideration.
In that connection, a recent check 0£ our personnel on the straight grazing forests,
eliminating forests on the west side which are primarily timber
areas, showed that 0£ the 10 supervisors 0£ the so-called grazing
forests in Oregon and Washington six have had one or more years'
axperience outside 0£ the service in the production 0£ livestock on
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ranches or the range; of the eight assistant s_upervisors involved,
six have had one or more years' of such experience ; and of the 56,
district rangers 43, or 77 per cent, have had like experience. .
Senator OnnIE. Is that reo-ulation which provides th.at res1d~~ts:
of the State shall be given first consideration a factor m the civilservice requirements?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know whether that is a regular require~
ment of the civil service?
Mr. KAVANAGH.I think it is, Senator; yes.
Senator Onnrn. As far as you know, in their examinations do they
take into account a man's familiarity with the district he is going
to administer ?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes.
,
Senator Onnrn. In your opinion, should they certify a man to a
district who is not thoroughly familiar with that district and the
conditions in it?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Well, I do not know whether they go that far or
not. I think it is the intent of the questions to secure men who are
reasonably familiar with the work and the conditions under which ·
that work is done.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have any established policy with reference to shifting forest officials from one locality to another?
Mr. KAVANAGH.Not with the idea, Senator, of just shifting them
at certain times, as some of the big business concerns do-no; not as
a policy. But there have been frequent shifts due to various other
reasons, resignations or dismissals or something of that kind, resulting in shifting men from one loc!!,lity to another.
The CHAIRMAN.A.nd occasionally I presume that friction between
them and the users of the range would,be a reason £or shifting them? .
Mr. KAVANAGH.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe that is all.
, (Whereupon, at 12 o'clock .m., a recess was taken until 1 o'clock
p. m.)
AFTER RECESS

The committee reconvened at 1 o'clock p. m., Friday, September
11, 1925, at Pendleton, Oreg., pursuant to the taking of recess.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. We will first
hear Mr. Whitman.
STATEMENT OF MR. SILAS WHITMAN, NEZ PERCE INDIAN
RESERVATION, SPALDING, IDAHO

The CHAIRMAN.Will you state your name and address to the
reporter?
Mr. WHITMAN. Silas Whitman, Spalding, Idaho, Nez Perce Reservation.
The CHAIRMAN.Y 011 are a Nez Perce?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And vou reside on the Nez Perce Resern1tion in
ldaho?
•
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir,
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T~e CHAIRMAN.You have a statement which you wish to make to
the committee 1
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you go ahead in your own way and make
your statement, Mr. Whitman i
Mr. WHITMAN. I wish to make a statement in regard to the superintendent in charge of the Nez Perce Reservation.
Mr. BowDEN. What is his name 1
Mr. WHITMAN. Oscar H. Lipps.
Mr. BowDEN. How long has he been superintendent there1
Mr. WHITMAN. Over 10 years.
Mr. BowDEN. Where was he before he was superintendent at that
reservation 1
Mr. WHITMAN. I don't know. He came there about 10 years ago,
and then he was transferred to a higher office of supervisor of all
Indian schools and reservations, and then he was superintendent of
Carlisle £or a while, and then back to the job as supervisor again.
Mr. BowDEN. Proceed with your statement.
Mr. WHITMAN. He preferred to be sent back to the reservation,
and he preferred the Nez Perce Reservation, so he has been there
since about five or six years now.
The CHAIRMAN.What official relationship have you to the tribe1
Are you a member of the council 1
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir; spokesman.
The CHAIRMAN.YOU are spokesman £or the council 1
Mr. "WT
HITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CiIAIRMAN.Are you a descendant of a chief of the Nez Perce1
Mr. WHITMAN. Well, a descendant of the tribe .
. The CHAIRMAN.All right; go ahead with your statement.
Mr. WHITMAN. Now, in regard to the dealings all the way
through, the leasing of lands and the property of the tribe, such as
timberland and timber on it, at the time the allotment was issued
to Nez Perce in 1895, the time it was closed the Nez Perce Tribe
retained 32,000 acres £or their own use .and £or their own benefit.
For the last five or six years they kept at us to sell the mature timber
under the law of 1910-of course they referred to the law-the mature timber must be sold to get it out of the way to give a chance to
younger trees to grow. And the Nez Perce Tribe was opposed to
that. They wanted to keep their timber £or some time yet.
Then they began to ask the question : " I£ we do consent to the sale
of this timber, will you pay us the per capita payments 1" The
superintendent refused. With the understanding that the Commissioner of Indian Affars, Indian Office, has asked to retain half of
that and make the payment of the other half, we still insist on not
selling it, until about three or £our years ago the superintendent,
Doctor Bright, who was in charge at the time that Mr. Lipps was
out on other business, in another office, he sold six sections of timber.
Mr. BowDEN. Sold 6 out of 32 sections1
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir. And thereafter, after time went on, why,
the payment was made to the Indians.
Mr. BowDEN. How much 1
Mr. WHITMAN. About $50 apiece, adults and the children. Of
course the minor children are still in charge of the superintendent,
held by him on deposit.
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The CHAIRMAN.But there is $50 per capita, adults and children?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
·
Mr. BowDEN. How many Indians are there on the reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. About 1,400, a little over 1,400.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, that represents about $7,000?
Mr. WHITMAN. It must have been something like that. So, then,
after that why there was another payment made of $40 a head. And
that was all that we ever got payments.
And while this Oscar
Lipps been in charge, about a couple of years ago, why he advertised the timber to the highest bidder £or sale.
Mr. BowDEN. On the remaining 26 sections?
Mr. WHI'l'MAN. Yes; on the remaining 26 sections, and it was sold
at $3 a thousand-63,000,000
feet.
The CHAIRMAN.It was sold at what price?
Mr. WHITMAN. $3.
The CHAIRMAN.$3 a thousand?
Mr. ,vHinIAN. $3 a thousand-63,000,000
feet. Since that we
have not heard and no intention was ever made to make the payments of any kind, though we have asked the superintendent in
charge when was the next payment. He said, "We don't know."
He didn't know. It was up to the Government to say so. And it
remains that way up to date. And we have asked the superintendent to give us a statement of the account of the whole proceeds
derived from the sale. He said," Nothing doing. I can't do it. It
is too much bother ; too much work."
The CHAIRMAN.You want this money distributed among the
Indians?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.As soon as possible?
Mr. WHITMAN. As soon as possible.
Mr. BOWDEN.And you want an accounting to know how much
money there is coming to you?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Has he ever given you an accounting on the six
sections of timber that was sold?
Mr. WHITMAN. Never did.
Mr. BowDEN. Was the tribe consulted prior to the selling of that
timber?
.
·
Mr. WHITMAN. No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Is the tribe in favor of the selling of the timber?
Mr. WHITMAN. No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Was the tribe in favor of the selling of the six sections of timber?
Mr. WHITMAN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What kind of timber is it?
Mr. WHrrMAN. It is all mixed-pine.
The CHAIRMAN.Mostly pine?
Mr. WHITMAN. Mostly pine; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Yellow pine?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yellow pine.
Mr. BowDEN. Had there been a number of individual allotments
made on your reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. Oh, yes.
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~r. BowDEN. Is that land .Jorked by the Indians or is it leased to
white men?
'-..l
Mr. WHITMAN. Some 0£ them are worked by the Indians and
most of it leased.
Mr. BowDEN. Are bondsmen required £or the lessees 0£ the Indian lands?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Are your rents paid promptly?
Mr. WHITMAN. Not all 0£ it. There have lots 0£ them been lost.
A lot 0£ £armers been unable to pay and the bondsmen unable to
make settlement.
Mr. BOWDEN.Do you know 0£ any specific cases where any 0£ the
Indians have lost money by failure to collect the rents from the
lessees?
Mr. WHITMAN.Yes, sir; Henry Lookingglass, a long-haired Indian,
a leading member 0£ the tribe.
The CHAIRMAN.What do you call him-a long-haired Indian?
Mr. WHITMAN. A long-haired Indian.
The CHAIRMAN.Why do you call him that?
Mr. WHITMAN. Well he keeps it braided down like those over
there.
The CHAIRMAN.Do the Indians 0£ your tribe £arm themselves, any
0£ them?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; most 0£ them do. 0£ course, the able-bodied
Indians, they £arm their lands.
Mr. BowDEN. How much did Henry Lookingglass lose on his
ranch?
Mr. WHITMAN. $3,000.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, have you any complaint to make relative to
the security you get on your leases?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Who makes those leases £or you?
Mr. WHITMAN. Why, the superintendent.
Mr. BowDEN. Aµd it is your contention that he does not get ample
security in the form 0£ reliable bondsmen on those leases?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. How much would you say the losses had been from
rents in the last 10 years?
Mr. WHITMAN. Oh, over $50,000 or more. Lots of it.
The CHAIRMAN.That is due to insufficient bondsmen?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir. And then he leased the lands over the
voice 0£ the individual Indian owner 0£ the property.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean the Indian owner would not consent to
the lease and the sw.perintendent would lease it, anyway?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes. I£ that £armer comes and says," I will give
you so much," and if it is satisfactory to the allottee, he goes to the
office-" no; that man hasn't £armed it before; why should we lease
it to him?"
'The CHAIRMAN.Well, suppose the Indiap. owner or allottee
wanted to £arm it himself, would the superintendent or agent rent it
away from him?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; many times.
The CHAIRMAN.And deny him the right to £arm it himself if he
wanted so to do?

),
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Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
·
Mr. BowDEN. And that is on lands individually allotted to the
Indians?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Is the Indian agent delinquent in the performance
of his task?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOWDEN.Well, what reason do you give £or that statement?
Mr. WHITMAN. The reason that he is negligent of the rights and
claims of individual money of the Indians to the tribal funds.
And that he is too severe with the Indians.
People under his
protection, the Indians that are under his protection, under his
wings, come tramping to him and cry £or their bread, and instead of
giving them bread he gives them a stone, we might say, accordinp
to the Scriptures.
Mr. BowDEN. Does the agent devote his entire time to the performance of his duties as Indian agent?
Mr. WHITMAN. He devotes his time more to the other interests
or the whites instead of the Indians.
Mr. BowDEN. Does he have any of his own business itffairs?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; he has a property in Lewiston-Lewiston
Orchards they call it. He has some tracts of orchard land at Lewiston, near Lewiston anyway.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, does that interfere with the performance of
his duties on the Indian reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. It does, a whole lot. ·
Mr. BowDEN. Does he spend time there?·
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; he has made a regulation and put a sign
at the office door there that Indian days are only Mondays and
Thursdays. The rest of his time is to his own benefit. And often
on the Mondays or Thursdays he is gone. He is gone away from the
office, down to his property, to his orchards.
The CHAIRMAN.He only gives two days a week to the conduct of
the business of the Indians?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Where is the Nez Perce Indian Reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. Twelve miles east of Lewiston, Idaho.
The CHAIRMAN.What have you at the agency in the way of a
settlement? Have you a school there?
Mr. WHITMAN. "\V-ell, there is a national sanitarium that was
turned over from our Indian school. And it is turned over to a
hospital.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any Indians living at the agency?
Mr. WHITMAN. No. All there is is one Indian employed as
interpreter that lives in town.
The CHAIRMAN.The agency is located on the reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. Oh, yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN.On the edge of the reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. He is on the western side of the reservation, the
agent.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the name of the agency?
Mr. WHITMAN. Lapway.
The CHAIRMAN.How do you spell the agent's name?
43213-2"i-PT
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Mr. WHITMAN. Oscar Lipps.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know how to spell it?
Mr. WHITMAN. O-s-c-a-r, the agent's name is.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. WHITMAN. And L-i-p-p-s.
Mr. BowDEN. Has any inspection been made from Washington
of your reservation in recent years?
Mr. WHITMAN. No, sir ; there was some inspector come there,
but what he come there for we don't know.
Mr. BowDEN.Has the commissioner inspected your reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. The' Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Charles
Burke, came here last month.
Mr. BOWDEN.Did he make an inspection?
Mr. WHITMAN. Why, I dont' know what kind of inspection he
did. He came there and stopped over night, and the next morning
he went up to Winchester to see the sanitarium children· .and theh
came back and only allowed us about half an hour to talk with him.
And it was only 10 minutes that I was allowed to speak, and the rest
of it was his own speech, and then he left us.
The QHAIRMAN.Mr. Whitman, what lumber company bought this
timbed
Mr. WHITMAN. Winchester Lumber Co.
The CHAIRMAN.Did they buy the six sections?
Mr. WHITMAN. The six sections.
The CHAIRMAN.And also the balance of the township, of
63,000,000 feet ?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Thirty-two sections in a township?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And first they sold six sections?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And then they sold the remainder, the balance,
the 26 sections?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And one lumber concern bought the entire tract i
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; one lumber concern bought the entire tract,
the Winchester Lumber Co., they call it.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have any mines on that reservation?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; we have.
Mr. BowDEN. What mines?
Mr. WHITMAN. It is a lime mine, located about 9 miles or 12
miles from the agency.
Mr. BowDEN. Is that operated under lease?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; we so understand.
Now, what kind of a
lease it is we don't know.
Mr. BOWDEN.Do you ever get any payments from the operation
of that mine?
Mr. WHITMAN. No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. How long has that been leased?
Mr. WH•ITMAN.About 5 or 6 years.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you ever asked £or an accountingj
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. What does the Indian agent say i
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Mr. WHITMAN. He can't do it. He wouldn't do it.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Whitman, your tribe of Indians are wellto-do?
Mr. WHITMAN. Some of them are; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, the most of them are looked upon as wellto-do people?
Mr. WHITMAN. Oh, yes; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.The most of them live in houses-have
their
homes?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; most of them they have got houses.
The CHAIRMAN.Are they people competent to conduct their own
business at this time?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ all of these tribal funds were turned over to
them, would they use them to the best advantage of the people of
the tribe?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir; the people learn.
The CHAIRMAN.You think the time has come when you do not
think it is necessary £or you any longer to be wards of the Government?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; the time has come. It has come a year or so
ago or more. You see, in 1895 we sold our surplus land of 542,074
acres at $3 an acre. And the Nez Perce was promised full payment
of this million and a half; that is, $1,226,222. And those payments
never were fulfilled. There was only one-half of it paid to the Nez
Perce Tribe, and one-half stayed in Washington and in the Treasury.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you mean only half of it has been distributed and half remains in the tribal fund in Washington?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And you think the entire tribal fund should be
distributed to your people?
Mr. WHITMAN. I think the entire tribal fund should be distributed
to my people according to the terms of the treaty.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, in accordance with the terms of your
treaty with the United States Government?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What treaty is that ?
Mr. WHITMAN. The treaty of 1895, they call it--1893, I think it is.
The payments were made in 1895.
The CHAIRMAN.Chief Joseph belonged to your tribe?
Mr. WilfTl¾AN. Well, he did, but he was over to Calder Reservation.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; after the wi!r ?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes; after the war.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the children of your tribe attending schools ?
Mr. WHITMAN. Attending public schools.
The CHAIRMAN.Are they advancing in an average way?
Mr. WHITMAN. Advancing pretty good; oh, yes, in an average
way. I know my children are. There are lots of them attending
the high school. Some graduated from it.
The CHAIRMAN.Any further questions?
Mr. WHITMAN. And, of course, these leases such as Mr. Craig
referred to you about in the reservation here, the £armers a lot of
times can not make the payments of the rent. The· bondsmen are
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required to pay, but they never do. And the complaint is made to
the superintendent.
"All right, I will turn it over to the prosecuting attorney, the United States district attorney." And that has been
pending there since £or the la:st five or six years. There has been
nothing accomplished. And the Indians are at a loss all the way
through up to date.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you think the agent should be more careful
in securing proper bondsmen £or the renters, the tenants?
Mr. WHITMAN. Why sure. I know you would or I would. In the
-case of any deals like t~at I would prefer a good bonds~an. But as
long as we are under his charge, why we lose all the time. He has
been there too long. I£ there is any proof to be made by the tribe,
why I challenge it, we can prove it. And I ask a special investigation of this case.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Whitman, have you ever made a complaint
or put in a protest to Secretary Work about what has happened on
your reservation?
Mr. WHITJ\fAN. Secretary who?
Senator CAMERON.Secretary Wo.rk, the Secretary of the Interior.
The CHAIRMAN.He is Secretary of the Department of the' Interior,
over Commissioner Burke.
Mr. WHITMAN. Why, we have.
Senator CAMERON.You have made it?
Mr. WHITMAN. We have made all kinds of complaints and made
trips to Washington.
.
The CHAIRMAN.When did you make the last trip 1
Mr. WHITMAN. Why, last in 1914..
Senator CAMERON.And you have not received any benefit from
the trips to Washington and the investigation that you have asked
them to make?
Mr. WHITMAN. I never could.
· Senator CAMERON.Never could?
Mr. WHITMAN. Never could.
Senator CAMERON.They· ignored you?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes. There were protests from the superintend~
ent, Lipps, :from 1911, at the time that Mr. Lipps was. supervisor of
Indian school-he wrote letters protesting my trip there and of my
complaints filed before the committees or before the Commissioner
1
of Indian Affairs.
The CHAIRMAN.When was the last time you had a delegation to
Washington?
Mr. WHITMAN. 1914.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, that is"ll years ago.
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir; but then we have written and written,
and then he has advised the tribe, the council, that the Indians can
not go to Washington unless they get a permit from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you tried to get a permit to go to Washington? ·
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That has been denied?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes, sir,; that has been denied.
Senator CAMERON.How recently?
Mr. WHITMAN. Oh, about a couple of years ago.
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Senator CAMERON.
·Since Commissioner Burke has been in?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes,·sir; since Burke has been in.
Senator CAMERON.Has Commissioner Burke ever been out here
to look' over the situation?
Mr. WHITMAN. Commissioner Burke was out here last month.
Senator CAMERON.The commissioner was here last month?
Mr. WHITMAN. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.Couldn't you get any satisfaction from him?
Mr. WHITMAN. No; we couldn't. Here it is just like you people 1
you haven't got much time, you must go away soon, and I have got
to spit it out. You have to go pretty quick. ·
The CHAIRMAN.Well, did you present your case to Commissioner
Burke when he was out here?
Mr. WHITMAN. I did; but not all 0£ it. My time was limited to
10 minut~s. He said he had to go to North Yakima, or Yakima
Reservation. But what kind 0£ a report that he will make when he
gets back is that he made a visit to the Nez Perce Reservation and
made a £air investigation; but he didn't. He went down there to
sleep, and then the next day he went away.
The CHAIRMAN.All right, Mr. Whitman.
The committee will
take this matter up with the commissioner and the Department of
the Interior. Mr. Craig.
Mr. BowDEN. Mr. Chairman, this man from the Nez Perce Reservation wants to make a statement.
The CHAIRMAN.Very well.

STATEMENTOF JAMES WILLIAMS,MEMBEROF THE NEZ PERCE
INDIAN TRIBE
(The statement 0£ James Williams was made through Mr. Joe
Craig, 0£ the Umatilla Reservation, acting as interpreter.)
The CHAIRMAN.What is your name?
Mr. WILLIAMS.James Williams.
The CHAIRMAN.And you belong to the tribe of the Nez Perre
Indians?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you reside on the reservation?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you· a member 0£ the tribal council 0£ the:
Nez Perce Indians 1
Mr. WILLIAMS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.All right; go ahead and make your statement,
Mr. WILLIAMS.I am not delegated by my tribe to represent them
before your honorable body here to-day. I happened to be here
and heard 0£ this meeting, and I asked to make a short statement.
I am a member 0£ the Nez Perce Tribe and take part in councils
0£ importance. · I am neither a gambler nor a drunkard. I consider
myself a law-abiding Indian. I own some land up on that reservation and lease it to the white people. And I wish to go on record
as having said that my interests are not properly protected by the
superintendent 0£ our reservation. That in my own case I have lost
$1,000 and a cousin 0£ mine, Henry Lookingglass, lost $3,000.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that rental?
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Mr. W,.ILLIAMs.Rental. Leases were made in the superintendent's
office.
Senator CAMERON.Who is the sup~rintendent?
Mr. WILLIAMS.Mr. Oscar Lipps. And they were bonded. And I
have repeatedly gone to the office to inquire, and the office tells me
that they will collect it after a while, and that " after a while "
has never come. And this is only two instances.
Various Indians have lost large sums of money, and if this man
continues in office we will lose money from year to year. And in the
name of justice I ask this honorable body to lay this complaint before proper authorities and ask :for an investigation to be made by
those people who will in a fair way make an investigation and some
one that will go into it.
The CHAIRMAN.Does that conclude your statement?
Mr. ,VILLIAM:s.Give us a chance to substantiate such a statement as
mine and we will do it by the records in the office of Mr. Lipps.
And this concludes my statement.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Craig, Chief Sumpkin. Mr. Craig, you
are familiar with the whole question that Chief Sumpkin and these
other two Indians want to present. W,.illyou go ahead and tell the
committee as briefly as you can what it is, and then have them make
their statement and you can tell that to the committee.
Mr. CRAIG.The captain said he wanted to make a short statement,
and he can talk, and I can just make one statement of it probably.
The CHAIRMAN.Very well.

STATEMENT'OFCAPTAIN SUMPKIN, A LEADER AND SPOKESMAN
OF THE CAYUSEINDIAN TRIBE, UMATILLARESERVATION
(The statement of Captain Sumpkin was made through Mr. Joe
Craig, interpreter.)
The CHAIRMAN.State :for the record who Chief Sumpkin is, Mr.
Craig.
Mr. CRAIG.He is a leader and a spokesman of the Cayuse Tribe.
Mr. BowDEN. Where is the reservation of the Cayuse Tribe?
Mr. CRAIG.Umatilla Reservation.
·
Mr. BowDEN. How large a reservation is that?·
Mr. CRAIG.Oh, it is probably 250,000 acres; ·20 miles long at the
longest part, by about 20 miles wide.
.
Mr. BowDEN. How many Indians are there on that reservation?
Mr. CRAIG.About 1,100.
.
··
Mr. BowDEN; What tribes do those Indians belong to?
Mr. CRAIG.Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Tribes.
Mr. BowDEN. And Captain Sumpkin is chief of the Cayuse Tribe?
Mr. CRAIG.Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Let Captain Sumpkin proceed with his statement.
Captain SmrPKIN. I will make a statement regarding the school
u_pon the Umatil_la Reservation.
According to our treaty with ~he
Government, ratified by act of Congress, we were to have a boardmg
school :for a period of 25 years from the year 1891. After the buildings were established by the Government the school was in operation
:for 18 years, at which time it was discontinued against our wishes
and much to our disappointment.
Our Indian children were making
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good progress. They were taught to do work such as is done on
£arms by reliable and competent men. After the sch?ol terms ~he
children, the boys went out and w?rked amo~g the neighbors, with
the white people, and made a creditable showmg. .
After the discontinuance of this school our children were lost.
Some few went away to distant schools, nonreservation schools,
Others remained around. Some not attending any school at all.
The Indian Office is opposed to the reopening of this boarding
school. We have made every effort to try to convince them that it
would be to our benefit to have the boarding school £or the children
reopened.
Two years ago the Indian Office order:ed our school pla~t to be
sold at a prj.vate sale and also at an auct10n sale. It necessitated a
trip to Washington to block this, and that was done. We made
appeals to the Senators of Oregon begging them to help us, and not
long ago I, as old as I am, made a trip to Salem, Oreg., a distance
of nearly 300 miles, to talk the matter over with Senator McNary,
who is shown to be our friend. He, as well as Senator Stanfield,
assured us that they would do everything they can to help us to
reestablish the school.
And in the meantime, unbeknownst to our knowledge, they have
taken our school and opened it as ·a public school, against our wi11hes.
The Government at its expense built the plant and later reimbursed
itself from our funds. And I am glad to state before this honorable
body, representing the Indians of the Umatilla Reservation, that we
want this school reestablished, if it can be done, £or the good of our
children.
The three tribes of the Umatilla Reservation having paid in full
£or the buildings erected upon the school plant, it seems to me that it
is only just that we should have something to say in the matter.
But we have been disregarded and ignored. We have not even been
informed by anyone that a public school would be opened.
Some claim that the Indians will make better progress attending
day schools or public schools. But I ought to know. : I am an Indian,
and I know the children. Instead of the Indian children of· our
reservation going forward, they are going backward.
They ar(J
learning the ways of the bad white people.
·
Another matter, the Johnson Creek country matter.
The CHAIRMAN.Just a minute. Have you finished with the school
quMtion?
Captain SuMPKIN. Yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Joe, you can answer this. What is the opposition
to giving the Indians a private school, a boarding school? What is
the opposition to that ?
Mr, CRAIG.On the part of the Indians?
·
The CHAIRMAN.No; on the part of the agent or the department.
Why do they oppose giving the Indians their boarding school?
Mr. CRAIG.Lack of funds. No money. No appropriation made
£or that to operate a boarding school.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN.How much money have the Umatillas in the
tribal fund? Do you know ?
Mr. CRAIG.Yes.
The CB.URMAN.How much have you in your tribal fund?
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Mc. CRAIG.$93,000.
The CHAIRMAN.You are willing for this school to be supported out
of the tribal fund~
Mr. CRAIG.No.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not want it to be supported out of the
tribal fund~
Mr. CRAIG.The money would not last long.
Mr. BowDEN. I would like to ask a question. When you speak of
public schools, do you mean schools that are attended by both whites
and Indians~
M:r. CRAIG.Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.
Do the white children go to this schooH
Mr. CRAIG.They have not started it. I do not know. Mr. Babcock is better posted on that than I am. They propose to do it.
The CHAIRMAN.How many Indian pupils have you in the tribe~
Mr. CRAIG.Last year there attended at the sisters' boarding school
on the reservation 103 or 105.
The CHAIRMAN.Was that all the children that are of school age~
Mr. CRAIG.No. Some few went to Timawa Indian school, nonreservation. And some few attended day school.
The CHAIRMAN.Do all the children that are of school age go to
school~
Mr. CRAIG.Not always.
Mr. BowoEN. You spoke of the sisters' school. What school is
that?
Mr. CRAIG.That is the Catholic school.
Mr. BowDEN. Is that a private school~
Mr. CRAIG.Yes; private.
Mr. BowDEN. That is, it is a sectarian school~
Mr. CRAIG.Private school.
Mr. BowDEN. SupportE¥1 by charity~
Mr. CRAIG.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, it is supported by the Catholic Church 1
Mr. CRAIG.Yes. The Indians furnish the clothing for their
children, those that can and those that can not are supported by the
Catholics.
The CHAIRMAN.Go ahead now with the Johnson Creek matter.
Captain SuMPKIN. This Johnson Creek country is a smaHcountry
situated. south from here. In the year 1891 at the tiffiil of the- allotment on the reservation this was part of the land ceded to the Government by our t_ribes. It was supposed to have been sold and the
money sent to the Treasury to the credit of the Indians according
to the terms of the treaty. And it happened that this Johnson Creek
country was not surveyed and not sold.
."
In 1917 the Government authorized this country to be surveyed,
and it was surveyed and classified and appraised. But we asked
the Indian Department that this country be turned back to us since
it was not sold. And instead of being turned back to us the Indian
Office wished to recognize the rights of the squatters on this land; •
Since the year 189.l there have lived in that country a number· of
men during the summer season. They have built a few log cabins.
Built some fences. Lived on them during the summer season. And
pastured not only their own stock but pastured other people's stock
and were paid for it. These men neither paid taxes to the State
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nor paid £or the land to the Indians. They are on there to-day.
And I contend that since the Government did not sell this land, and
those squatters have no legal titles or rights on it, it should be returned to us intact.
Outside of this :particular piece of land there are ot).ier smaller
tracts situated in different parts of the former reservation.
The CHAIRMAN.How much are there of those segregated tracts
away from Johnsons Creek?
Captain SuMPKIN. I am not able to state how many acres or
tracts.
The CHAIRMAN.I have been told that there are only about 300
acres left outside of the 12 sections on Johnson Creek. Do you
know that?
Captain SuMPKIN. I have been told that our present superintendent intends to make inquiry and find out £or certain how much land
there is besides this Johnson Creek country.
Mr. 0. L. BABCOCK(superintendent of the Umatilla Indian Reservation). There are approximately 5,000 acres of the segregated
tracts in the Johnson Creek country, Senator, 300 acres within the
diminished reserve. I think it is on that paper that Senator Cameron has there. Eleven thousand and some acres in its entirety.
About 6,000 acres in one tract and the rest is in segregated tracts.
The CHAIRMAN.Six thousand acres is the land on Johnson Creek?
Mr. BABCOCK.
Well, that is one tract, and the balance of approximately 5,000 are in segregated tracts, small tracts scattered over the
portion of the reservation that was thrown open to settlement.
Mr. CRAIG.I think that this Johnson Creek country is 7,200 acres.
I am pretty sure of that.
Mr. BABCOCK.I don't remember exactly.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, that is the land that you want reserved as
grazing land £or the tribe ?
Captain SuMPKIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And that land is now occupied by some white
settlers?
Captain SUMPKIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.How many white settlers are there?
Captain SuMPKIN. Three; possibly four.
The CHAIRMAN.Three or £our settlers?
Captain SUMPKIN. With their families.
The CHAIRMAN.And what do they do? Do they farm i
Captain SuMPKIN. They have cultivated small tracts upon which
they live, and they have some other lands fenced in. One family
there has set out a few trees. They have put up a few log houses,
and these have no floors, ground floors, and the Indian Office says
that these men have built valuable improvements, and that on that
account they should be permitted to keep the land.
.
That is about all I wanted to say about this.Johnson Creek.
Senator CAMERON.How old are you, Captain; do you know?
Captain SuMPKIN. Between 80 and 90.
Senator CAMERON.Have you always lived on this reservation?
Captain SuMPKIN. Born and raised on this reservation.
Mr. BowDEN. Are most of the lands of the Indians on your reservation leased?
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Captain SuMPKIN. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you any complaints to make relative to the
leasing system?
Captam SuMPKIN. I have one objection to make, and that is to
the amount 0£ land that each man is permitted to lease.
Mr. BownEN. Before you start in on that, is this agricultural land?
Captain SuMPKIN. Agricultural.
Mr. BowDEN. What crop is raised on that land?
Captain SUMPKIN. Grain; wheat.
Mr. BowDEN. All right, proceed.
Captain SuMPKIN. There is a policy in effect by the Indian Office
which permits any one man to lease a large tract 0£ land on the reservation, and on account 0£ having a large tract he doesn't properly
look after the fence and the obnoxious weeds. In a great many instances after the crop has been taken off the fences and the _wires
£all on the ground, and sometimes it happens that the Indians wish
to reserve pasture and straw, and in some instances they are refused,
and at different times when leases expire and the Indian people,
having had experience with the tenants, refuse to lease them, but
according to the policy adopted by the Indian Office they have the
preference right, and they secure the lease on the lands whether the
Indians want them or not.
This I am told is only a policy adopted by the Indian Office and
not an act 0£ Congress, and at times when the Indian people, especially the helpless women, £or good reason wish to discard the renters they are ignored, disregarded by the superintendent because 0£
the order from the Indian Office, much to the dissatisfaction 0£ the
Indian people.
This system, to our way 0£ thinking, is unjust. We believe we are
a part 0£ the country and should have the privilege 0£ choosing our
renters; and i£ the acreage was cut down to about half 0£ what it is
now, the fences would be kept up better, and it would have a tendency
to set an example before the younger Indians how to £arm. As it is
men go upon the reservations with large teams, plow up a big piece
0£ land, and to a great extent discourage the Indian.
I£ smaller
men were permitted to go upon the reservation and the preference
right was eliminated, the Indians would learn to £arm, to start on a
small scale and make it pay as_the white people do.
Our former agents have_ been very drastic regarding this policy.
When an Indian wanted to discard a renter he was called a disturber. I think we have as good Indians upon our reservation
as you will find elsewhere.
In justice to the renters upon_ the reservation I wish to say that
we have a large number 0£ very good men among them. They
are good to the Indians, they help them out and try tq show them
some things that the Indians do not know. And there are some
that I don't believe ought to be permitted to lease lands. And
according to this policy 0£ the Indian Office we can not discard
them until they sell out to other men, £or which they get large
sums 0£ nioney £or their layout, including our !'ligned lease.
(He is through with the leasing question, and he makes another
statement.
He says:)
Probablv I should have taken this matter up with our present
superintendent.
I have.s.taken it up with former supei;intendents,
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but they disregarded it. It is a question where a man, a white
man, owns some land adjoining the reservation line. He fenced
in a large tract of land, some agricultural land and some pasture
land, and instead of running a line fence between the reservation and his land, he allowed his stock to run upon our reservation,
and when our stock ran on his part of the land he drove them away.
And only last year one of our men was found dead near this spot,
and some of the Indian people think that it arose from a dispute over the rights to pasture on this land. I don't know the
man's name; it is hard for me to remember a white man's name.
Mr. BowDEN. The other two Indians with you are named what?
Captain SuMPKIN. Yonder sits Paul Charley. The other man's
name is Pond.
Mr. BowDEN. And do these two oth~r Indians agree with the
statement that has been made by Captain Sumpkin?
Captain SUMPKIN. Yes, sir; absolutely. I am very glad to have
had this opportunity to make this statement before your body. I
thought before making these statements and made them carefully,
made statements here that I can substantiate.
I believe in being
law abiding. I respect the white man's laws and try to live up to
them, and I think that as a matter of justice the Indian Office
should have a little more regard and consideration for me. In
the past we have been disregarded and ignored in everything.
I
am glad to state that I have found a -few men, good men, who
have sympathized with us, and I know that you will lay these matters before the proper authorities, somebody that will investigate
it, and this concludes my statment.
The CHAIRMAN.All right; we will lay your matter before the
proper authorities and see what we can do for you.
Captain SUMPKIN. I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Lloyd.

STATEMENT OF MR. HENRY LLOYD, CATTLE RAISER, :MILTON,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Lloyd, you are engaged in the livestock
business ?
.
. .
.
Mr. LLOYD.I am.
' The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the forest reserve within the
boundaries of the national forest?
Mr. LLOYD.I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the public domain?
Mr. LLOYD. No.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch of the livestock industry are you
engaged in?
Mr. LLOYD.Cattle.
~he CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the cattle
busmess?
Mr. LLOYD.Well, more or less all my life. I should say 40 years.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have \YOUbeen a user of the forest
range?
Mr. LLOYD.About the year 1897 I was on what is now in the
reserve for probably three or four years. Since that time until the
last t'lo or three years, I did not have any cattle on the forest

•
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reserve ; but last spring I bought from a man a band of cattle, and
this man had had this same band of cattle on this range for the last
40 years, and with it he was released, or he waived his right to me. Also
he turned over a lease to me of his pasture land, all the pasture land on
his grain lands, including the straw which might come from theharvesting.
But in addition to this I have not had anythin~ on the reservethat is, at this time. Of course, in past years, m the early days
in this county, we did use the public reserve. As the Senator well
knows, in my early life and his early life that was the only range that
we had, the public domain. That was before the time of the forest
reserve.
The CHAIRMAN. Of what forest are you a user?
Mr. LLOYD. North Umatilla.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a statement that you wish to make to
the committee relative to your experience and ideas?
Mr. LLOYD. I am not only growing these cattle but in the fall of
the year I bought quite a few steers for the purpose of feeding thehay that I grow on my different farms. These steers are not bought
for speculation, but simply as a matter of making a market for
whatever hay I raise on these farms in the valleys. Of course, afterfeeding cattle you have a waste. It is the intention of using thesestock cattle to use up this waste in order that I can, at least, makea small profit or get something on the cattle that I am feeding forbeef.
Being in the raising of these cattle and the raising of the hay
along with them, and having the hay to sell, it is a matter of vital
importance to me, and not only to me but to my neighbors and othermen, that the range be absolutely ke.pt open; that the cattle and thesheep may be produced to take care of whatever forage crop we·
might raise. Otherwise we have absolutely no place to find a market
for the stuff that we grow.
Another matter of vital importance to my particular locality is.
a matter that is being agitated of setting aside a certain water
reserve or a certain watershed on the head of the Walla Walla
River.
With the people who are advocating this, to a certain extent, it is,
simply more of a hobby than a matter of fact, for the simple reason
that they seem to think that the grazing of the cattle and the grazing of the sheep on this particular head of the Walla ·walla River·
is a destruction to the timber and to the undergrowth that is growing there, which causes the snow to melt and run away more rapidly
in the spring than it otherwise would, thus making the water short
in the summer.
That is absolutely not a fact. Any man that takes the pains to get·
astraddle of a horse and go through all that thiok timber and notices,
the condition can see very readily that their assertions are absolutely untrue, because in all those old burns and those places where
the tjmber has been cut off the young growth of timber has started,
and absolutely the cattle and sheep in there are not doing that any
damage. The fact of the business is, if probably 50 per cent of some,
of that timber were destroyed-the
young st6ck·••~it would give the,
timber that is growing a much better chance,• and in time it would be,
of much more value than it is at the present time. .
•
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I£ any of you have noticed in the wintertime, even in your yards,
i£ you see where there is a tree or where there is a rose bush or a
-weed, if there is a heavy snow, when it begins to rain or a chinook
-comes, right around that tree or bush is where the snow melts first.
That same thing holds true in the exceedingly thick brush parts of
the mountains. I know this to be actual £act from actual experi•ence. It is not hearsay with me. The snow in those thick alder trees
where they claim the brush stuff is being destroyed there is where the
:Snow melts first.
Just as an illustration, last spring on the 12th day of June we
removed our cattle from the pastures to the reserves, and in the
thick timber-not
in the thick standing timber, mind you, but in the
places composed mostly of this thick alder brush-there
is where the
:snow melted first. That alone shows that the underbrush is not much
,of an advantage to the retaining of that water as it is the growth
•Of those trees in that pine timber.
Now, Milton gets its water supplv from the ·walla Walla River.
That stream has been flowing from· the time of creation, and there
has been stock at the head of this river during all this time, and
the water at the present time, as they claim, is not polluted to the
cextent where it is damaged £or human consumption. The water in
the city of Milton has been tested, and it has been found that that
water is comparatively pure, although it is taken direct from the
Tiver, although it is quite a ways up above the town. But th~ stock
don't pollute that water to an extent that it is harmful for human
-consumption.
Speaking of the grazing :fees and the leasing of those lands to individuals, I have listened with a good deal of interest to what has
been said here yesterday and to-day, but there is one point that it
:seemed to me might be of interest in the matter of leasing, and that
is this:
It seems to be the assumption of a good many men that have
been here that a man who has got a pasture of his own, he absolutely
takes care of it as it should be and that he would follow the same
course on the reserve. Well, this is not a £act, £or this reason: I
have now in my own neighborhood men who pasture their pastures
in the £all and spring until they are practically as bare as this table.
Now, those same men are putting their stuff on the reserve, and were
they allowed to do that they would undoubtedly follow the same
tactics on the reserve as they do in their own pastures.
W ~11,.if we were allowed a leasing those men would not necessarily
be ehmmated, but they would be confined to their own lands, and
we who want to build up our p'astures and build up our reserve
would not be bothered and would not have those fellows to continue to annoy us and tear down what we can build £aster than we
can build it.
The CHAIRMAN.
Yon graze vonr cattle in common with your
neighbors?
•
·
Mr. LLOYD. I do.
The CHAIRMAN.
You have what is known as a community allotment?
Mr. LLOYD. Yes; we have.
The CHAIRMAN.
Exclusive of sheep?

Mr. LLOYD. Yes.

I
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The CHAIRMAN.You sa
jat
the analysis of the water at
Milton from this river sho ed · t to be unpolluted-that
is, to an
extent that it might be detrime al to human health. Does it show
any evidence 0£ pollution at all '.from the grazing?
Mr. LLOYD.Well, there is some evidence, Senator, 0£ pollution,
but you will find, I think, that _in any stream or any watercourse
there is always more or less pollution in any stream .. What I mean
is this: Simply apply the law 0£ common sense, the law which you
naturally apply to the small amount 0£ pollution that would occ~r
in any stream, that the stream is practically pure, so far as it 1s
harmful to the use 0£ the human. It is not absolutely pure, you
understand.
The CHAIRMAN.But can you trace that pollution to the grazing
on the forest ?
Mr. LLOYD.No; not necessarily.
The CHAIRMAN.It may be that the graz'ing 0£ the forest has
nothing whatever to do with the pollution.
Mr. LLOYD.It is possible it has not, £or this reason: The grazing
0£ this forest is entirely on the head 0£ the stream. Along that
stream above the town there are more or less £arms, and thosefarms, you understand-there
is more or less drainage that results.
from those barnyards into the stream. Now, that pollution instead
0£ coming from the head 0£ that river or the pasture could come·
from those barnyards.
Senator CAMERON.And there are a lot of wild animals up in that
region, too, are there not ?
Mr. LLOYD.Yes-bear,
cougar, deer, elk-Senator CAMERON.So you could not positively charge any pollution to stock?
Mr. LLOYD.Not necessarily.
Senator CAMF..RON.
And the £act is that the pollution does not
amount to anything as far as the health 0£ the city is concerned?
- Mr. LLOYD.No; not under the examination that has been made.
The CHAIRMAN.You think the determination as to harmful pollution should be made by some scientific organization, such as theUnited States Public Health Service or the State board 0£ health,
rather than listening to the opinions of people who are uninformed
and may simply be prejudiced?
Mr. LLOYD.Certainly.
I£ I remember correctly, those examinations that were made 0£ the water were made at the State agricultural college.
The CHAIRMAN.And you think that the closing 0£ this area to
grazing would be harmful to the section of the country in which
you live?
•
Mr. LLOYD.It certainly would, Senator, £or this reason: It would
absolutely eliminate perhaps 8 or 10 0£ the men up there now who
are grazing on the land. It takes their range entirely away from
them, and as I understand the matter and under my observation
there is no place in this forest reserve to place these cattle. It
simply means to put these men out 0£ business entirely. And when
you put those stockmen out of business, gentlemen, you simply are·
destroying to a certain extent the value 0£ the land, which is only
fit £or the growing of forage crops. And if you destroy the livestock industry by setting aside special reservations £or suck things~
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or you destroy the livestock industry by increasing the overhead
expense to a point where it is absolutely impossible £or a man to
raise it, you are destroying our marke4 for the stuff that we grow_;
on the other hand, what are you goingl;o do then with this immense
amount of land that the United States Government now is spending
millions of dollars on in bringing it under reclamation if you are
going to destroy the very source from which they are going to find
a market £or the stuff that they produce~ The greater portion of.
that land will be subject to the production of a forage crop, and if
you destroy that market the money that the United States to-day
is spending in reclamation is worse than wasted.
So it is not a small matter of simply a few stockmen up here on
the head of the ViTalla Walla River. It is not a matter of a few
stockmen here on the Umatilla River. But it is a matter that
includes this whole Northwest and the Middle West as well, wherever reclamation or anything like that is being brought forward.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement to make, Mr,
Lloyd?
Mr. LLOYD.Nothing that I know of, S()nator.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Lloyd. Mr. Hoskins.
STATEMENT OF MR. J. C. HOSKINS, SHEEP RAISER, STANFIELD,
OREG.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hoskins, will you give your name and address
to the reporter.
Mr. HosKINs. J. C. Hoskins, Stanfield, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Hoskins, are you engaged in the livestock
industry?
Mr. HosKINs. I am.
The CHAIRMAN.And what branch?
Mr. HosKINs. Sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. HosmNs. Practically all my life. I succeeded my father.
The CHAIR:iu:AN.
Are you a user of the national forest?
Mr. HosKINs. I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use the public domain?
Mr. HosKINs. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have vou a statement that vou wish to make to
the committee, Mr. Hoskins, in your own way?.
Mr. HosKINs. Well, I don't know, Senator, that I have, other than
that I have been in the sheep business long before there was a Federal reserve struck off, and have been in it continuously since. I have
heard the discussions ever since I have been here. I am familiar
with many of them. And I believe in my mind that every one of
them-I don't only believe, but I know that they are absolutely true.
The homes-stock homes-have been built up solely upon the expectation of getting summer range. Those lands are so located down
in the lower altitudes that they become almost utterly valueless ,.
without the forest range in connection, or higher range, owing to the
disease among sheep and things of that nature; that it is impossible
to keep them in large herds on the lower levels.
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Therefore, if we are excluded in any way from the mountains, we
are subject to a depreciation 0£ our lands just as much as if we would
build a £arm under an irrigating ditch and then they take the water
right away from us.
The CHAIRMAN.You are 0£ the opinion that the long use 0£ these
grazing privileges has entered into the value of your property ?
Mr. HosKINs. Yes.
,
The CHAIRMAN.And therefore it has morally and in £act become a
property right?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes, sir; it has.
The CHAIRMAN.You believe that that right should be legalized by
an act 0£ Congress?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes, sir.
,
The CHAil?MAN.And a more fixed and definite term of tenure
provided?
Mr. HosKINs. Well, I should say yes. I would favor something,
even 10 years or more. That is-now, don't misunderstand me. I
don't believe that that should be taken to confiscation or destruction
of timber or the national :resources, but as far as vegetation is con cerned.
The CHAIRMAN.So long as it is compatible with all the other resources of the forest ?
Mr. HosKINs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the privilege to graze, i£ transferable with
your sheep, add to the value of the sheep "1
Mr. HosKIN. Well, yes; it adds more to the value of your sheep. I
don't believe that a man should be allowed to just sell his sheep and
transfer his right.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, he is not a.pt to do that, is he, if it is going
to destroy the value 0£ his other property which he owns?
Mr. HosKINs. No.
The CHAIRMAN.So there is a natural prohibition to that?
Mr. HosKINs. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Would more flexible rules increase the efficiency
in grazing?
Mr. HosKINs. Yes; I think it would. I have had some little experience in that. I was rejected one time upon a certain allotment, and
I took an appeal; that is, I was advised, rather, by our supervisor
that I was rejected, and I at once took steps to recover my loss, and
the very best I could do--and they were very good, I will say the
officials were, in trying to aid me--I used the telephone; even Mr.
Kavanagh came to Walla Walla and gave me a special hearing and
finally gave me the allotment.
But it took some time to get those
things around.
And I think also in regard to putting stock in the reserve in the
spring of the year that, owing to local conditions and the altitude 0£
<lertain ranges, that there should not be an ironclad rule to go by.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any questions?
Senator Onnrn. Do you know 0£ any cases where the rule providing £or a certain date £or placing cattle on the. range has worked any
hardships?
Mr. HosKINs. Not so much in the cattle, because I am not familiar
with them, Senator, but I do know of dates where it has worked a
hardship on sheep.
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Senator Onnrn. You think it will be better £or sheep and £or the
range, too, to have more leeway given to the local districts?
Mr. HosKINs. Yes, sir ; I do.
Senator Onnrn. In other words, that a rule which will work well
in one section of the country will not work well in another?
Mr. HosKINS. No, Senator, I should say no on that; because, according to the topography of our country, it keeps climbing higher
m1til you reach an elevation of possibly 8,000 feet. It runs from
about 2,500 to 8,000 feet. Well, there are some of our users that have
to go over a range of these high hills to get in across, and then they
are on low elevation again, and by the time they can get over there
and across by trailing they get in too late. I think there ought to be
some proviso in our board to let those gentlemen be in there in time
to get closer by the time they should reach there.
Senator Onnrn. Does this regulation require much extra driving
of stock in the spring?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes, sir; a great deal. Sometimes as much as £our
times the distance.
Senator Onnrn. Does that result in detriment to the stock?
Mr. HosKINS. Indeed it does.
Senator Onnrn. And a loss to the stockman?
Mr. HosKINS. A loss to the stockman. Not so much the loss in
number as the loss in weight. Now you take trailing a bunch of
sheep, £or instance, 200 to 250 miles, which some of them have to go,
the lamb becomes fatigued on the second or third day out. You are
continually driving that lamb. And when you get there it takes
almost the entire summer £or that lamb to recuperate from that
drive.
Senator OnmE. It means then a loss in weight, a loss in the amount
of wool, and in the price you receive £or both the meat and the wool?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes; because if your sheep are not fat and thriving
it makes an awful difference in the weight in wool.
Senator Onnrn. And it makes a difference in the price of the wool 1
Mr. HosKINS. Yes, sir. Staple short.
Senator Onnrn. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN.Any further questions? Have you any further
statement, Mr. Hoskins?
Mr. lJosKINS. Well,. I just wanted to speak about the predatory
animals.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; we would like to hear from you on that.
Mr. HosKINS. I was sent by the Oregon Wool Growers' Association to try to get an appropriation of $50,000 last year to fight predatory animals. I went down there and went before the Ways and
Means Committee asking them to give us $50,000 to match the Federal Government £or another $50,000 to fight predatory animals.
Well, after being there a short while I ran up against what we called
a snag. And that was our friend Mr. Burghduff, who at that time
was the head of the game commission. I. understand Mr. Burghduff has been before this honorable body with what he had to say
against the Biological Survey. I can not imagine of anything that
makes Mr. Burghduff take the stand he did, excepting that they
have collided on migratory birds, and he simply has been sore at
the Biological Survey.
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Now we used to have a bounty law in this State £or the destruction of certain predatory animals. The State appropriated as high
as $200,000. There were certain rules and regulations that we had
to comply with to receive this bounty £or the coyote, but other States
near the border would ship them in, and it became known that
Oregon was paying £or many coyotes that were killed in other States.
The people began to rebel against the bounty system, and our only
recourse to ever get back to where we would get destruction of these
animals, and to save the State these hundreds of thousands of dollars
was through the Biological Survey, their exterminating
these
animals. Therefore we started in to ask the State to give us $50,000
a year to match the Federal Government, and it has been a great
success in every particular so far as it has gone. But if we could
get some enactment from Congress to give us double the amount of
morniy I don't believe we would have any trouble in matching it in
our State and save the money that already has been expended.
Now, the fur of the coyote is pretty high, and the trappers, we
understand, are fighting us. In the spring of the year the Biological Survey makes a special effort to get the young, because it is not
looking toward the furs, and it b:comes notable at once that the
Biological Survey is the only source at present to kill those animals in
the spring when the fur-trapping association is trying to protect their
lives.
·
They claim that those coyotes are costing too much. There was
one coyote in our neighborhood last spring that I kept very clm,e
tab on, that afterwards the Government man got, and in 10 days'
time I figured, not by guess but by actual figures, that it had killed
$135 worth of she2p.
Now, those are the conditions that confront us in 'Coyotes alone.
I personally had 27 ewes killed by· one bear, that I gave $20 a head
for when they were lambs. Those ewes were purebred ewes. And
through the efforts of the trapping and hunting system the Government man got the bear, and we have gotten along in splendid
condition.
I wanted to make this statement. . As Mr. Burghduff has of
course hem, as you all know, discharged from the commission and
gotten out of the way, I don't.know why he would come up unles:,;
it was just through a hard feeling of madness at the Biological
Survey that would make him make the speech or address that he
did before this body.
Senator CAMERON.Does he hold any position now?
Mr. HosKINs. None whatever.
Senator CAMERON.How long has he been out?
Mr. HosKINS. Just a short while.
The CHAIRMAN.Did the Oregon Legislature make any appropriation £or cooperation with the Bureau of Biological Survey £or the
extermination of predatory animals ?
Mr. HosKINs. We got $50,000.
Senator ODDIE.Last year I appeared before the Committee ')n
Agriculture of the Senate in favor of an increased appropriation £or
the eradication of forest insect pests, and I noticed Senator Stanfield appeared before the same committee in the interest of greater
appropriations
£or this very purpose of exterminating predatory
animals. I think he was successful in getting an apprgpriation.
/
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The CHAIRMAN.I secured a slight increase, but not in any way
·sufficient, in my estimation.
Mr. HosKINs. Well, I believe as long as we have the sheep and
stock, with their benefit to our Nation, as well as to the owner, that
we ought to continue with more drastic ways of extermination of
those animals in every way that is possible, and I don't know any
better way than through the .Biological Survey; because it is farreaching over the Western States and stops the State boundary
scrap.
The CHAIRMAN.Was the appropriation
made by the Oregon
Legislature in any way conditional upon the cooperation of the
Federal Government?
Mr. HOSKINS. Well, we asked a biennial proposition £or the hvo
years. They gave us $50,000 this year.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that £or the biennial period?
Mr. HosKINs. Yes; £or the two years; $25,000 each year. And
we ought to have at least $50,000 each year if it is run-and
it is
the only way it can be run-through
the Biological Survey. We
ought to have at least $50,000 each year to match it with the Federal
Government.
But it is hard to do that because we have some opposition.
The CHAIRMAN.Is this fund turned over to the Biological
Survey?
Mr. HosKINs. Well, it is turned over in a way, so that is the only
way it can be spent, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN.It can only be spent under the direction and
administration of the Bureau of Biological Survey?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes; And then the furs of these animals that are
killed in the winter, when they are of any account, go back into
the county from which the coyote was killed, and makes that much
of a revolving fund.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you say it goes back to the county in
which the coyote was killed? Then it does not go into a revolving
fund? Does it go back into the fund to be reexpended £or the
same work?'
Mr. HosKINs. It goes back into the fund to be reexpended £or
the same work; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Then it goes back into the Treasury?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes; £or the same work of the extermination of
the predatory animals. For instance, if you would kill 100 coyotes
in Umatilla County and get $10 a piece for those coyote hides, it
would be a thousand dollars. That $1,000 would go back to Umatilla County to help exterminate more coyotes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that the people of Oregon would
be willing to match any appropriation that might be made by the
Federal Government £or expenditure in the State of Oregon £or
the extermination of predatory animals?
Mr. HosKINs. I do, within reason; yes, sir.
Now, the Biological Survey sent a man up the John Day River.
They heard that the coyotes were killing deer. Now this can be
proven as true. It snowed a little that evening. They went up to
what is known as the Texas Bar, and the next morning they came
back down the ice on the John Day River to cut out the poison, and
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they found six carcasses of deer that had been killed and devoured
that night by the coyotes.
This spring as I went into the mountains, Mr. Stone, a trapper,
and I gathered over a half a dozen different stools from coyotes
along the trails £or examination, and in every instance we found
half of the stool made up of deer hair. Now, you can judge £oryourself, gentlemen, whether the coyotes are working on the sheep
any more than they are on the deer. The deer last year I would say
was 10 to 25 per cent thicker even now than they were two years ago ..
Senator Onnrn. Have you had any cases of rabies among the
coyotes in this State?
Mr. HosKINs. We have.
Senator Onnrn. Has it been a serious problem?
Mr. HosKINs. It was one winter. We killed a number of them.
But it did not do so much damage; it caused much excitement.
Senator Onnrn. Have they destroyed any livestock because of that
trouble?
Mr. HosKINS. Some; yes. But I don't think very much.
Senator Onnrn. You have been more fortunate here, then, than the
people of my State, Nevada, because it resulted in a great deal of
damage there.
Mr. HosKINs. Well, we have had some damage in this locality and
across the mountain. Also, in the State of Washington it did a little:
damage but not any great amount.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that all you have to say, Mr. Hoskins?
Mr. HosKINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Hoskins. Mr. Ferguson.

STATEMENTOF MR. W. CRAIGFERGUSON,WALLAWALLA,WASH.~
COMMISSIONER
OFFINANCE,FORTHE CITY OFWALLAWALLA
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Ferguson, will you· give your name and
address to. the reporter?
Mr. FERGUSON.W. Craig Ferguson, Walla Walla, Wash., commissioner of finance £or the city.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You are one of the city commissioners?
Mr. FERGUSON.I am, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And you have a statement that you desire to make
to this committee ?
Mr. FERGUSON.I£ you will allow me.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you proceed in your own way?
Mr. FERGUSON.I represent the city of Walla Walla, and I also
represent the Chamber of Commerce of Walla Walla. I have a letter
from the chamber of commerce authorizing my representation of
them. I will read it. [Reading:]
CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE,

Walla Walla, Wash., September 10, 1925.
MAYOR OF WALLA

WALLA

AND CITY

COMMISSION,

Walla

WaUa, Wash.

Upon recommendation
of our water commission appointed by
this body and active throughout the planning and construction of the present
water system of this city, this organization has been consistently on record as
favoring the closing of this city's watershed to the use of stockmen.
GENTLEMEN

:
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Will you kindly represent the position of the Walla Walla Chamber of Com11,e1·ce to the Public Lands Committee of the Senate at their hearing at Pendleton, Oreg., September 10, and greatly oblige?
Respectfully yours,
By

BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
HAGIE,

F. 0.

Managing

Secretary.

Mr. FERGUSON. Our troubles are practically the same as those of
the city of Portland, and I rather feel that we are before a sympathetic audience after reading the Oregonian yesterday, in accordance with what the board felt on the question of the city of Portland's watershed.
We desire to have the watershed from which the city of Walla
Walla derives its water closed to stock. To make our position
clear I will go back a little bit in history.
About 1916 or 1917 the doctors of the city petitioned the city to
take some action relative to extending their water systems into the
forest reserve. It was an expensive proposition, and the city commission felt they could not do it; but pressure was brought to bear,
and they finally decided to do it. They took the question up with
the Department of Agriculture, and finally a contract was drawn up
between the city of Walla Walla and the Department of Agriculture,
part of which I will read to you. This is a copy of the contract.
[Reading:]
OFFICE
COOPERATIVE

OF THE

AGREE:M:E:NT FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSERVING AND
WATER SUPPLY OF WALLA WALLA, WASH.

SECRETARY.

PROTECTING

THE

This agreement, made and entered into this 26th day of June, 1918, by and
between the city of Walla Walla, State of Washington, through D. F. Powell,
its mayor, and the United States Department of Agriculture, through D. F.
Houston, Secretary of Agriculture, witnesseth thatWhereas the following described lands, * * * comprising 21,740 acres,
more or less, within the boundaries of the Wenaha National Forest, form a
part of the watershed from which the water supply of the said city is
obtained;
Now, therefore, for the purpose of conserving and protecting the water
supply of the said city, the Secretary of Agriculture agrees-First. That the use of said lands will not be permitted without the approval
of the· proper city authorities,
except for the following purposes, to wit :
Measures necessary for the proper protection and care of the forests ; the marketing, cutting, and disposition of such timber as, in the judgment of the
forest officers, may be removed without injury to the water supply of said
city ; for the construction of roads, trails, telephone lines, and other means of
transportation
and communication
Rot inconsistent
with the object of this
agreement;
" * * and for rights of way and other rights or interests
acquired under acts of Congress.
Second. That all persons employed on or occupying any of these lands for
any purpose will be required to comply with the regulations governing national
forests and to observe such sanitary regulations as may be proposed by the
said city and approved by the Secretary of Agriculture.
Third. That, so far as practicable with the means at his disposal, the Secretary of Agriculture will extend and improve the forests upon these lands by
seeding and planting and by the most approved methods of silviculture and
forest management.
And the mayor for the city of Walla Walla, Wash .• agrees that the said city
will cooperate with the Forest Service in patroling the above-described lands
for the enforcement of the regulations and the prevention and suppression of
forest fires ; and that the additional guard,s rendered necessary by this agreement shall be appointed and directly responsible to the supervisor of the
Wenaha National Forest, but their compensation will be paid by the said city.
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The undersigned agree to the above propositions and agree to carry them out
as far as they have official power and authority to do so.
[SEAL]

CITY

By D. F.

OF WALLA
POWELL,

WALLA,

Mayor.

Attest:
FRED

G.

WILLS,

Oity Olerk.
Secretary

of Agric~lture.

Mr. FERGUSON.On the basis of that agreement and oral discussion at that time, on the promise that the stock would be kept out,.
the city went ahead and called £or an election to improve their water
system. They voted $500,000 £or that purpose, $200,000 of which was
to extend their water system into the forest reserve to get this protection. The people voted to do it, and the city commission proceeded and did it, with the understanding that, as we supposed, that
watershed would be closed. Then the people also voted that the
city acquire all of the privately owned lands in the watershed, which
the city has done. We have purchased approximately 1,500 acres, at.
a cost of about $20,000. We have bought every acre of privately
ow:o.ed land that we know of lying above our intake. We paid in
some instances £or that land more than it was worth, twice what it
was worth, but we did so willingly, because it meant that we were
taking the business of the stockmen that we bought the land from,.
and we did not want to just buy the bare land. In the price that we
paid £or their land, we paid them something £or their fences and
buildings and business which they had established.
Now, during all this time, during the election and during the discussion and during the building it was known that the watershed
was expected to be closed. The people there knew it, and most of the.
men running their stock there--I believe there were only six or
seven-knew it. There was no agitation that I know of to open it up,
again until after the city had purchased this privately owned land.
We thought that the watershed would be closed. When I say " we,"
I mean the citizens of vValla vValla. And it was not until last year"
after all this land had been acquired, and we spent this $200,000 and
this $20,000, that the agitation then came up to have it opened.
We took the matter up with the Forest Service, and on the.basis
of this agreement with the Secretary of Agriculture they temporarily closed the watershed this year to stock. We are asking
this committee, in their consideration of the national forest, that
they keep this watershed closed to stock. ,
Now, if it is not closed, and stock comes in there it will mean the
expenditure of about $125,000 to $150,000 to the city of Walla Walla
£or a filtration plant, and it will mean from $5,000 to $10,000.
annual expense to run that filtration plant. You can not get water
enough that is pure to drink, as lots of cities in the East do. But
it is a chemical water; it has a chemical taste and smell, and it is.
not as good as pure mountain water.
The argument that the stockmen use £or keeping the stock in the
watershed, and the only argument that I know of that has any
merit at all, is from the point of fire hazard. And I think that is
greatly exaggerated.
The danger of fire exists whether the grass.
is eaten off or whether it is not. Lightning is the same in either,
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event. And there is more danger, to our minds, from the camps
of the stockmen,-not that it is intentional-but
there is more danger of fires from them than there is when the area is closed.
•
This year with the closed area the city has cooperated with the
forestry officials, and we are paying £or' three riders which the forestry officials hired themselves to patrol that area and to watch £or
fires, and to keep people out of the reserve. We are willing, and
always have been willing, to cooperate in carrying out any agreement that the department of forestry would demand.
Another important consideration to the people of Walla Walla
is that the veterans' hospital is located adjoining our city limits.
Before that hospital was placed there the Veterans' Bureau, or by
whatever name it was called at that time, sent men out there to
investigate thoroughly all the conditions, and one of the strictest
requirements was pure water, and the men they sent out there investigated the water system, and on the strength 0£ our· promise to
extend this into the watershed and to exert every effort to have it
closed, and as we believed at that time it would be closed, they decided to locate there. That was one 0£ the major considerations
in locating the veterans' hospital in Walla Walla. We want to
keep faith with them.
There are three reasons why we £eel that watershed should be
kept closed. From a health standpoint we £eel it should be kept
closed. From an economic standpoint we £eel that it should be kept
closed. I realize that you can not set up a case 0£ typhoid, even
though there are no deaths or' serious cases 0£ dysentery, against
the value of one cow. And looking at it from the value of the
money that the city has expended there, and the money which they
will continue to expend there, even looking at it from that point
0£ view, that economic point 0£ view it is of more value than the
value 0£ the £our or five hundred cattle which could be accommodated on that watershed. From the standpoint of the agreement
which the Government made with the city 0£ Walla Walla I do not
see how it can be opened up. We kept faith with them. We spent
$220,000, and we are keeping faith with them, and we ask that
th~y continue to keep faith with us.
Senator CAMERON.You say it is closed up now~
Mr. FERGUSON.It is closed, sir.
Senator CAMERON.By the order 0£ the Forest Service?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir; by the order of the Forest Service.
Senator Onnrn. How long has it been closed?
Mr. FERGUSON.This year, 1924, is the first year that it has been
entirely closed. It has only been two years since we had our system extended up there.
Senator CAMERON.Are there any cattle in there now?
Mr. FERGUSON.No, sir; the only cattle that are in there now
would be one or two that have strayed in from the allotments on
the top of the ridges, and our riders and the riders 0£ the cattlemen cooperate to keep them out. The cattlemen are cooperating
well with us to keep their stock out of there. We haven't any
complaint to m~e regarding that.
Senator CAMERON.You are not having any interference from the
cattlemen?
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Mr. FERGUSON.No, sir; the only interference we are having-and
it is perfectly logical and rational, and I am not blaming them £or
that-is that they are trying to get it opened. But as long as they
know they can not come in they are working with us and trying
to keep their stock out. We are not complaining at all.
· Senator OooIE. Do you know how many sheep have been using
that rangei
Mr. FERGUSON.I do not. Not so very many; but I can not tell
you. Some of the rangers here probably could tell you that.
Senator Ooom. Do you know whether the same sheepmen are
using it who have used it £or many years past?
Mr. FERGUSON.I think the same men that had been using that
range are using range bordering it now. I think they have been
allotted other land, but maybe the number of sheep they can graze
has been cut down. I can not answer that.
Now, my statements in regard to its being beneficial to health
are proven absolutely by the reports on our drinking water made
by the United States chemists irrcomplying with the United States
bacteriological standard £or drinking water. They show conclu-.
sively the benefits this year of having that watershed closed.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you those reports?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes. These are reports from 1923, when it was
not closed, up to date. I will cite you a few. Back in 1923 they
marked the reports "Water does not conform with the United
States bacteriological standard £or drinking water."
"Contaminated water." August 3, 1923: "Too many bacteria in this water,"
etc. February 26, 1925: "Good water." It has been gradually
getting better. September 2, 1924, the situation has been getting
better; good water. Until the last reports we have had are the best
we have ever had, which is conclusive proof that running stock there
does tend to contaminate the water.
Senator CAMERON.Will you get copies of those reports and furnish them to the committee?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes. The reason I can not give you these originals
at this time is that a sanitary engineer from one of the governmental departments-I
think it is the Department of Health-is
going to be in Walla Walla next week to go over this watershed and
look into the watershed from the sanitary point of view, and we are
keeping those records £or him.
Senator CAMERON.This watershed is known as Mill Creek, is it?
Mr. FERGUSON.Mill Creek ; yes.
Senator CAMERON.That is a pretty rough district up in there, is
it not?
Mr. FERGUSON.Why, fairly so. I will say this: There are about
21,000 acres in that watershed, and at least half of it is suitable for
grazing.
Senator CAMERON.How will you protect it if it should be given
over to the city by keeping stock out of there?
Mr. FERGuso.N.We have offered in our contract with the Department of Agriculture to do whatever the Department of Agriculture
requires. This year they require us to put on two, and then during
the extreme dry months three riders, which we have gladly done.
They hired them and we paid them.
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Senator CAMERON.You would have to fence pretty nearly all of
it, would you not?
.
Mr. FERGUSON.Not all of it.
Senator CAMERON.I mean you would have to fence the watershed
for the protection of the water?
Mr. FERGUSON.No; not all of it, because there are parts of it that
cattle could not come down into at all. I£ we thought that we were
going to have this permanently granted to us, we would naturally
put fences in places where there would be a tendency for cattle to
come in. But the way it has been this year it is just temporary, and
we have not gone to any expense. We would do all that we possibly
could to cooperate.
Senator CAMERON.Do you have many elk up in that country?
Mr. FERGUSON.Not that I know of.
Senator CAMERON.You have a considerable number of deer?
Mr. FERGUSON.I suppose we have some. I am not qualified to
state. There are some, but not so many. They are farther back in
the hills.
Now I want to make this statement-it
is only incidental-but
Walla Walla's water is one of the main assets of the city. The child
death rate last year in the State of Washington was the second
lowest. The child death rate in the State of Oregon was the lowest
of any State in the Union. The State of Washington came second
lowest in the matter of infant mortality. The city of Walla Walla
was third from the bottom in the State of Washington.
Now the
city in the State that had the greatest infant mortality was the one
city which has a very poor water supply. I might state that they
are now taking steps to correct that.
Mr. BowDEN. The reports that you referred to in your testimony
a few moments ago are reports of the State of ,v-ashington Department of Health.
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir; but I understand that analysis is made
by some Government bureau over there.
Mr. BowDEN. One sanitary engineer has charge of all these
analyses of this water?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes. I doubt if he makes them, but he is the
sanitary engineer for the State of Washington.
Mr. BowDEN. ,v-hat is his name?
Mr. FERGUSON.Dorsey. I called him up to try and get him to
come over here, but the convention of the State health officers is to
he held next week in Seattle, and he was making arrangements and
meeting guests and was not able to be present. He told me that in
view of these tests and th_e records, which are indisputable, that he
i:i in favor of having the watershed closed.
Mr. BowDEN. According to these reports the analysis of the water
was alleged to have been made under the supervision of A. M. Simpson, M. D., chief of laboratory. mat official position does he hold?
Mr. FERGUSON.I don't know.
Mr. BoWDEN.To your knowledge there has never been an examination of this water by United States Public Health officers1
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes; there has.
Mr. BowDEN. By whom?
\
Mr. FERGUSON.I can not tell you.
43213-2&--:PT 9--19
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Mr. BowDEN. Have you got his report?
Mr. FERGUSON.No. The only reason I can say that is that the
veterans' hospital uses this water, and I have been told that they
make constant analyses 0£ the water.
·
Mr. BowDEN. When was the veterans' hospital established?
Mr. FERGUSON.Three or £our years ago. Just about the same
time that the city extended their intake into the forest reserve.
Mr. BowDEN. Has any official 0£ the veterans' hospital made any
written complaint to the city 0£ Walla Walla relative to the chai'a.cter 0£ this water?
Mr. FERGUSON.No; because it is good now.
Mr. BowDEN. I mean before the year 1925?
Mr. FERGUSON.No; because they knew that the conditions were
gradually being cleaned up, and they were promised that.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, the question is : They did not make a protest?
Mr. FERGUSON.No.
Senator CAMERON.There has been no protest made to the city
from the veterans' hospital?
Mr. FERGUSON.Not to my knowledge, and I would have knowledge 0£ it; no, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. To your knowledge has the city called upon the
United States Public Health Service to make an examination and
report on alleged contamination 0£ the city water 0£ your city?
Mr. FERGUSON.Not 'that I know 0£, because as I say, with this
watershed closed the reports have been good, and we have not considered calling them in.
Mr. BowDF.N.The watershed, as I understand, has been closed £or
a year?
Mr. FERGUSON.This year it is closed.
Mr. BowDEN. And £or many years prior it was not closed?
Mr. FERGUSON.For many years prior it was not. Our intake did
not extend up into there until two years ago.
Mr. BowDEN. Then there were two years that you took water from
this district when grazing was permitted on it, and a portion 0£ the
year in which grazing has been forbidden?
Mr. FERGUSON.More than two years that we took it while grazing.
Ever since the city has been taking their water out 0£ Mill Creek
there has been grazing up there. But it has only been in recent
years, I can not tell you how long that the State board 0£ health and
the Government have been insisting on pure water. As it has been
explained to me,. the railroads can not take water £or their trains
unless the water passes Government tests.
Mr. BowDEN. What Government test?
Mr. FERGUSON.Well, I can not tell you ·who makes it.
Senator CAMERON.It must be a Government health bureau?
Mr. FERGUSON.I imagine so. I can not answer that, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Were the stockmen that were using this area consulted or any conference held with them by officials of the city 0£
Walla Walla prior to entering into this contract with the Department 0£ Agriculture concerning the use 0£ that watershed?
.M!. FERGUSON.I can not answer you, sir. I was not a city comnuss10ner at that time. There has been agitation for years in Walla
Walla, as I have stated, to extend this intake into the forest reserve
and I am sure through the press they have ,been cognizant 0£ what
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the city has been doing. Whether they were familiar with that
agreement I can not state.
.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you the report of any competent samtary
engineer in which it is stated that any pollution in this water is
due to the grazing of livestock upon that watershed?
Mr. FERGUSON.
No, sir; we never have requested it. We could
get it if necessary. As I asked you yesterday, I didn't know how
technical you wanted to be and our time was limited.
Mr. BowDEN. I wanted to see what the extent of your examination
had been.
·
Mr. FERGUSON.
We are solely dependent on our State board of
health, and we feel that a man employed by the State of Washington must be certainly competent to examine water or the officials
• in that department.
Senator ODDIE.Do you happen to know from how many States
the patients in th.is Veterans' Bureau hospital come?
Mr. FERGUSON.
No, sir; but practically all the States in the Northwest have patients there and some from farther east. It is a tubercular hospital.
Senator ODDIE.So the interest in the welfare of the Veterans
Bureau patients is not confined to Walla Walla? That interest extends to numbers of other States in the Union?
Mr. FERGUSON.
Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Is it the plan of the city to exterminate all wild life
on this watershed in the event that grazing is excluded from that
watershed?
Mr. FERGUSON.
No; because it could not be done.
Senator ODDIE.Are steps to be taken to arrive as near that goal
as possible?
Mr. FERGUSON.If necessary we would. The wild animals do not
cause the trouble that the stock does, and hunters and fishers are
kept out. And the water superintendent has been over that country,
and he makes the statement that on some of our creeks previously
it was just like a barnyard, which is to be expected where the stock
would bed down. Wild animals do not do that. They circulate.
The come down to drink, but the danger of contamination is not as
great as from stock or the men handling stock.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement, Mr. Ferguson?
Mr. FERGUSON.
No, sir. I would be glad to answer any questions .
. The only point we are making is that we had an agreement with the
Government. We kept ours, and we are asking that they keep theirs.
The CHAIRMAN.With what branch of the Government?
Mr. FERGUSON.
With the Department of Agriculture.
The CHAIRMAN.That was through the Bureau of Forestry?
Mr. FERGu.soN.I imagine it was taken up through the Bureau of
Forestry.
The CHAIRMAN.This area is all in the forest reserves?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir. We extended our intake up to get it in
the forest reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are wanting it closed to grazing1
Mr. FERGUSON.I want it permanently closed to grazing. It is
closed now ·on a temporary order from the Forestry Department.
The CHAIRMAN.How much of the area is closed~
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Mr. FERGUSON.
Approximately 21,000 acres. I would say that half
of that might be used £or grazing. The rest of it is rough, or on the
slopes where there could be no grazing. At least half of it is suitable £or grazing.
·
The CHAIRMAN.-Then there are about 10,000 acres that are suitable £or grazing that are closed?
Mr. FERGUSON.I would say so. The city has purchased between
1,500 and 2,000 acres; they have purchased all the privately owned
land in the reserve to protect themselves, at a cost of approximately
$20,000. The point I am trying to make is that we have done everything that we have been asked to do, and are willing to do all that
-we will be asked to do to protect that watershed.
Senator CAMERON.What is the population of ·w alla Walla?
Mr. FERG"GSON.
The population of Walla ·walla is between 15,000 ·,
and 20,000.
Senator CAMERON.The city actually needs this water, does it not?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir; it is the only source of supply we have.
We have been taking water from there-well,
I can't tell you how
long. For a long time.
The CHAIRMAN.The city pays the cost o£folicing?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir. ,The Bureau o Forestry employed the
men; they are the men of their selection. And I will state that they
have had excellent men up there this year. And the bill is presented
to the city, and we pay the bill.
The CHAIRMAN.Did you close this area to campers?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, siq it is closed to campers and fishers, and
no one comes in there except some one connected with the city that
has business there, or these rangers.
The CHAIRMAN.How do you look upon the future harvesting of
the timber thereon?
Mr. FERGUSON.Well, if it should be considered advisable to cut
it we would protest, because it is vital to our watershed.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the city desire to purchase this area?
Mr. FERGUSON.The city would be very desirous of purchasing it
if they could. There are these 21,000 acres-I don't know what the
value would be-and our limit of indebtedness is limited; but if we
could afford it, and the price is reasonable, I know the citizens
would gladly do it. But the cost might be prohibitive, to answer
that question fairly.
_
The CHAIRMAN.Do yon know how many stock are grazing in
this area?
Mr. FERGUSON.I can not answer it definitely; but I have been
told that before it was closed there were between 400 and 500 head
of cattle and some sheep. I don't know how many sheep. I will
say this: I am not fighting the stockmen. They have been £air;
and even when they could use it before it was closed they did what
they could. This is not any fight between the city and the stockmen.
The CHAIRMAN.No ; I understand.
Mr. FERGUSON.We want the area to be permanently closed.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that £or the purpose of conserving the source
of the water supply, or is it because you are £earful of pollution?
Mr. FERGUSON.Both reasons. Principally £earful qf pollution.
The secondary reason is to protect the supply .. We £eel that the
supply will be protected.
The Forest Service policy always has
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been, I understand it, to conserve water supply for municipalities,
and we are not £earful 0£ their doing anything to jeopardize our
water supply.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever had any evidence 0£ pollution discovered, any evidence 0£ pollution in the water?
, ,
Mr. FERGUSON.Well, just the tests that I re£erred to awhile ago.
Those tests there show what has been £ound in the water, sir. You
can see where the report says, "Poor water," etc., be£ore it was
closed. We were chlorinating the water then.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you now?
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir; even with this closed we add the added
protection 0£ chlorination.
But i£ it is not closed it means a filtration plant.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there £arms along the stream between the
source 0£ this area, that you want closed, and the city?
Mr. FERGUSON.No, sir; it is all in the forest reserve and all in
privately owned land the city has purchased.
The CHAIRMAN.There are no £arms above the point 0£ diversion?
;\fr. FERGU80N.No, sir; there is no use being made 0£ it now at
all. It is all either Government land or city-owned land. We
bought every acre of privately owned land and, as I say, paid more
than the land was worth, but we were glad to do so because we
considered we were paying the man we bought it from something
ior his investment and something £or the business he has been in.
Now, sonie of these men that ran cattle up there I believe-and they
could answer better than I-have
made other arrangements with
the Government and are running some of the same stock on other
ranges. But it will cut down some the amount of stock that could
be in the reserve.
The CHAIRMA:N'.
Have you an adequatB water supply?
Mr. FERGUSON.This supply is adequate; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it adequate £or .the prospective mcrease m
population ?
,
Mr. FERGUSON.Yes, sir; we have an allotment made by the State
of Oregon and the State of Washington which would serve the needs
of the city of Walla Walla £or years to coi:ne. We could take care
of a city a hundred times its size.
.
The CHAIRMAN.I think that is all, Mr. Ferguson, unless you have
something further. We will now hear you, Colonel Greeley.
The CHAIRMAN.Colonel Greeley, you have a statement to make to
the committee? ViTillyou kindly proceed?

STATEMENTOF COL.W. B. GREELEY, CHIEF FORESTER,UNITED
STATES FORESTSERVICE,DEPARTMENTOF AGRICULTURE
Colonel GREELEY.There are a few suggestions, Mr. Chairman,
that I would like to offer, in the hope that they may be a constructive solution of some of these questions that have been brought
before you by the livestock grazers on the national forest. First,
just a word about this question of penalties.
The basis of the penalties £or violation of the terms of range
permits has been um£ormly injury to the range itself. The user
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has not been penalized because 0£ things that were simply in violation 0£ rules 0£ the department ; the thing he has been penalized
£or has been an actual injury to the range. The Forest Service has
been practically forced by the attitude 0£ the Federal courts to
make those administrative penalties; that is, penalties that we could
control through action on the grazing preferences of the permittees.
The Federal judges in several instances have expressed a good deal
0£ impatience over small trespass cases brought before them, and
have taken the position that the Department 0£ Agriculture should
handle matters 0£ that sort through its own administrative
action
on the preferences or the relations between these stockmen and the
Government.
To a certain extent that has put the service in the
position 0£ being prosecutor, judge, and jury.
It seems to me that the remedy £or it, recognizing the £act that
no system 0£ range administration
can be carried out involving
very large areas 0£ land and a large number 0£ range users without meeting the cases of the 5 per cent or the 10 per cent who do
not live up to the requirements 0£ the Government in good faithit seems to me that the constructive solution £or that is to provide £or Federal commissioners, appointed by the Federal district
courts and authorized to sit as representatives 0£ the district courts
to handle small trespass cases or infractions 0£ the department's
regulations.
I£ Federal commissioners could be authorized to take
jurisdiction over small cases 0£ this character, up to some stiplJ.lated amount, and render judgment, with the right 0£ appeal to
the Federal court which appointed the commissioners, I think we
could dispose of this. whole proposition 0£ the Forest Service acting as judge, prosecutor, and jury and bring in an impartial judicial agency to pass upon these matters and settle them.
Aside from that suggestion, it has always been my view that
any user 0£ the national forest should have an open door into the
Federal court on any question 0£ law as to his legal rights, on
any question involving the legality 0£ the acts 0£ an administrative
officer or on any matter involving his contract relations with the
Government.
He should have exactly the same right as anybody
else to have his contract with the Gov:ernment construed by a
court. And if any legislation is necessary' to provide that open
door to the range user, to make it easier £or him to get a judicial
review 0£ his legal rights or his contract rights on the national
forest, I would certainly advocate that .
., Aside from that, there are a great many questions that simply
involve matters 0£ £act, or matters 0£ admip.istrative judgment,
around which a good many 0£ the complaints and appeals have
arisen, like the opening date when stock should be admitted to
the range in a certain altitude or 0£ a certain character; like these
commensurability rules that have been discussed, which were built
up largely by the advisory boards 0£ the various stock associations
because they wanted to set certain qualifications of commensurability that must be met by any new applicant £or grazing privileges
before he could be given a place on the range; and a thousand and
one questions, such as those in,volving issues between large users
and the class A men.
Those are not legal questions, they are matters 0£ judgment, or
matters 0£ £act. I do not think they can be taken into a court
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for adjudication, but I do believe in the principle of a local boar?of appeals, functioning as a representative of the Secretary of Agriculture.
The trouble with the appeals procedure as it now stands, repeating somewhat what I said to the committee in Flagstaff, Ariz.is not that it is arbitrary or £ails to do justice. I have been £amilliar
with the appeals procedure of the Forest Service for twenty years,
from all standpoints.
I have seen many cases where the decisions
of the lower officers have been reversed in favor of the appellant.
My own decisions have been reversed by the Secretary of Agriculture in numerous instances. It is not that the appeals procedure
of the Forest Service is not £air, but it. is too far away and the
system is too cumbersome for the average range man.
.
I have learned of a good many cases where I have felt that the
range user did not make an appeal he should have made. He was
not used to taking up these appeals. It was too far away; the idea
of carrying a case to Washington did not appeal to him, and he
simply accepted the decision of his local forest officer when he should
have made an appeal. Out of that viewpoint of the range man has
arisen in some degree this idea that the Forestry Service is a bureaucratic organization that uniformly approves the acts of all of its
subordinates and is not open to conviction on the merits of a case.
I would suggest meeting that situation by providing for a State
board of appeal, composed of sheepmen, cattlemen, and a representative of the district forester. Let anyone appeal to that State board
from a decision of the Forest Service which he can not adjust satisfactorily through his own advisory board. I£ he has a livestock
association, let the advisory board £unction first. I£ he can not settle
it there, let it go to the State board of appea,ls.
I would let the decision of the State board of appeals be final,
unless it is set aside by the Secretary of Agriculture; but in my
judgment it is essential that the head of the department, who is
responsible to, Congress and to the country, should have the final
responsibility in handling these cases.
Aside from his responsibility for the conservation. of the range
we must remember that these lands are being used for all sorts of
purposes. The situation presented by the city of Walla Walla is an
illustration of a possible conflict between the range man and a group
of people who are dependent upon a certain watershed for their
municipal supply. We have 1,200 cities and towns in that situation
drawing their water from the national forest.
We have a possible conflict between grazing and irrigation in some
cases. We have a few cases-fortunately,
only a :few, I think-of
possible or actual conflict between grazing and reforestation.
In
other words, it is a problem of many and varied uses of. land, and
because you have that complicated problem of land administration
for many purposes and for many interests in my judgment you could
not give any board representing simply the stock;men, or a board
representing simply the timbermen, or a board representing simply
the water users,,,the right to make a .final decision that must be binding upon the Uovernment. That is why I would advocate that a
State board of appeals should make decisions subject to review by
the Secretary of Agriculture, and that they be set aside only by
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the· Secretary himself if he finds it necessary to do that to main-.
tain the general policies that he ..regards as essential in the administration of the national forest. '
I£ that system were put into effect, I am satisfied that the great
majority of these questions, like the commensurability question, or
the dates when particular ranges shall be open, or the application'
of the bedding-out rule-I
think that practically all of those questions would be settled finally in the very States where they originate
through the functioning of a local board.
And in my judgment that is the kind of settlement that is necessary to be effected. I do not think that a board of appeals functioning in Washington, 2,500 miles away from the place where these
issues arise, would be effective. I do not think that the Federal
courts could possibly be effective in settling all of these details of
range use. You need a local board that can be reached quickly and
easily, composed of men of practical experience and judgment in just
that class of questions.
.
Now, I would like to say a word about this matter that has been
discussed a good many times, if putting grazing rights or leases upon
an area basis. There are, of course, certain obvious advantages to
that system. In the first place, at least 50 per cent of the livestock
on the national forest is grazed on community allotments where you
have all the way from 4 or 5 up to 30 or 40 users grazing the same
land, particularly in the case of cattle users. In a great majority
of instances it would be impossible to divide these community allotments, because the herd, made up jointly by all the common users,
must use the lower range at a certain season of the year and work
on upward to the higher range in the summer. Watering phtces are t
often limited, and those practical conditions would make it impoE>sible
to divide those allotments ;fairly. In such instances, as I see it, it
would be impossible to put the grazing leases on an area basis.
In the other cases, where users now have individual allotments, it
would work out more practicably, but we have got to bear this in
mind: We have a certain number of stockmen among the users of the
national forests who will take the responsibility £or their range, who
will keep it up in good condition, and who wiU accomplish just as
much on it as the Government could· accomplish under its regulations. But we have a lot of stockmen who will not do that, and our
experience has demonstrated t_hat over and over again. For that
reason it does not seem to me possible £or the Government to surrender complete control over what is done on these ranges by putting
the leases on an acreage basis. And I say that from an experience
in these matters going back moiie than 20 years and including three
of the western range States.
I believe thoroughly in encouraging the incentive of the permit
tees to improve their range through their own action just as far as
possible, and giving them the benefit of the improvements that. they
bring about just as far as possible. I believe in the principle of
reducing the degree of Federal supervision just as far as we can go
and turning that over to the stockmen, but in my judgment it is
essential that control of certain fundamental things be retained by
the Government, in order by and large to accomplish the fundamental
objects of range conservation, and the most important thing.in which
control must be retained is carrying capacity. I£ you once sur0
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render control 0£ carrying capacity, of the number 0£ cattle graze_d
on a particular area, your control of the future 0£ that range 1s
gone.
·
In lieu 0£ the area basis that has been proposed by a good many
stockmen, it is my judgment that the grazing leases, at least on the
national forest, should continue on the per capita basis, and that in
connection with that the regulations of the department should provide just as far as practicable for individual allotments, and for the
fencing 0£ individual allotments, either by the Government or by the
permittee or by the two in cooperation, wherever that is necesoary,
in order that the individual permittee on these separate allotments
wherever they are feasible may have, just as £ar as we can give it,
the benefit 0£ the area system of range use, where he will £eel that
he is going to get the benefit 0£ improvements in the range that are
brought about by his own good judgment in the management of the
range. And just as far as possible, under the 10-year permit system or the 10-year contract system, I would give the user of the individual grazing allotment the full benefit of any increase in forage
growth on that area during the life of the permit. I will come to
that again just a little later in connection with the question of distribution.\
It seems to me that the individual permit system, or the individual
allotment system, on the areas where it is possible to provide individual allotments is going to accomplish practically aU 0£ the benefits that you would get from a lease by area, and that by retaining
control 0£ a few essential things, particularly 0£ the carrying capacity, you are going to prevent the deterioration of a great many 0£
those ranges, which I am satisfied would follow if the use 0£ the land
were turned over completely to the permittees without any restrictions whatsoever.
· On this question 0£ the general security and stability 0£ range use
I think a good deal 0£ dust is being kicked up on rather a slim foundation. The fact remains that the use of the national forests for the
past 20 years by the livestock men has been uniformly a stable affair.
Man after man has appeared before this committee and has testified
.to the £act that he has been a grazer on the national forests ever since
the forests were created. He has had some reductions possibly, or he
may not have had. Or he has had some adjustments.
But from an
exhaustive study 0£ the records, such as has been made by some 0£ the
men in the Forest Service, you would find that the use 0£ the national forest ranges has been more stable from the standpoint 0£ the
individual permittee than any other ranges in the West, with the
exception 0£ a few 0£ the large ranches where the range is entirely
owned by the owner 0£ the stock.
Notwithstanding that, we in the Forest Service recognize the need
'for even more stability, and we undertook to provide that in the
10-year permit system that is now being put into effect. And I must
challenge the statement that has been made that the 10-year permits
are.revocable. It is perfectly true that the 10-year permits rest upon
the regulation 0£ the head 0£ the department and not upon the law,
but the regulations upon which they rest have the force 0£ law, and
from the standpoint 0£ the department itself that permit is a contract between the department and the user. It was so interpreted by
43213-25-PT
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!JSwhen the question 0£ changing grazing fees came up in Congress
m 1920, and is so interpreted by us in generaL
However, in order to remove any question that it is a contract, and
in order to increase the measure 0£ security and stability that the
stockmen should have in their use 0£ the national forests, I think it
would be very desirable to draft a general law dealing with grazing,
covering a few 0£ the most fundamental points.
Just as an illustration: I would direct the Secretary by law to
provide permanently £or the production and utilization 0£ forage in
the national forests, subject to such limitations and restrictions as he
finds necessary £or the protection 0£ the forage or £or the protection
0£ other resources. That would put the forage in the national forest
on exactly the same footing as the timber or the water in the national
£?rests-a definite provision by law £or its production and utilizat10n.
I would favor legislation that would recognize the preference syste~, in order to give stability to the range users. For example, we
might provide by law that in utilizing the forest in the national forests the Secretary 0£ Agriculture shall give preference to the present
users 0£ the forest. To that I would add by all means, "to all owners
and bona fide residents on land requiring national forest range £or
its development."
I would go a long way in stabilizing the present users 0£ the
national forest ranges in the continued use 0£ those ranges, but I £eel
it essential that if any legislation is drafted on this subject it should
provide also that the Secretary 0£ Agriculture may recognize the
demand 0£ the small ranchman and the settler in the regions where
use 0£ national forest range is absolutely essential to the development
0£ new land.
Now, there are not very many 0£ those regions. There are a good
many of our national forests where the policy 0£ range distribution
has probably gone as far as it should, £or the present at least.
and where I think that under regulations 0£ the department the
further distribution 0£ the range might well be suspended £or the
period 0£ the present 10 years, let us say, leaving the opportunity
open to make such readjustments or further distribution as might
be necessary after the 10 years has expired, but giving the present
range users practically, if not entirely, complete stability and
security during that 10 years. Those are regions where you have
primarily a livestock industry, not partly livestock and partly diversified farming, and where the distribution 0£ the range has
already gotten into a sound and economic adjustment with the livestock ranches with which the range should be connected: Where you
have that situation I would go very far in stabilizing the existing
range users.
But in central Utah you have a· situation where the development
0£ the farming 0£ the State is very largely dependent upon the availability 0£ public range. We have localities like the Flathead Valley,
which was brought to your attention over in Missoula, where a new
section 0£ country is developing, with a new reclamation project,
and those settlers are going to need range in connection with the
farm lands that they develop. In my judgment, it would be out of
the question to enact laws that would completely lock the doors
against the new settler or the small ranchman who may need
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national forest range in developing his property. You have to have
some discretion and some leeway in taking care of it.
"\Ve still have some very large permittees on some 0£ the national
forests. We have sheep permittees running as high as 50,000 sheep
in one ownership. "\Ve have cattle permittees running as high as
7,000 head in one ownership.
X ow: I am sure I can not say that the degree 0£ range control in
the hands 0£ a single interest should be perpetuated indefinitely.
I am sure that ,in some 0£ those cases it should not be perpetuated
indefinitely. When you come down to the smaller units, the twoband sheep unit, £or example, or the 250 or 300 head cow unit, you
are reaching an economic unit that ought to be very stable just as it
it now. In ot4er words, while I think that the degree 0£ stabilization 0£ the present users is pretty £air, I do not think that you can
by law possibly restrict range privileges to those who are on the
range at the date that your law may be enacted.
I would protect the present user somewhat further, however. H
we provide by law £or recogTI;ition 0£ existing preferences, and I
think that is reasonable, I thmk the law might provide that preferences once established in accordance with the regulations of the Department 0£ Agriculture may not be reduced £or the purpose of
giving range to others by, let us say, more than 10 per cent in any
period _of five years-some
limit 0£ that nature-avoiding
drastic
or confiscatory reductions. But at the same time, provide £or limited
reductions where they need to be made to take care 0£ the new men
who are going to come in-they are going to come in in the future
· just as they have in the past, and they are going to have a right to
come in on the public range.
I think it entirely possible to work out legislation along those lines
that will recognize grazing as a use of the national forest, that will
recognize the existing preferences, that will give them an added
degree 0£ stability, but at the same time will leave reasonable latitude
to provide £or the new settler, the bona fide and developer 0£ land,
where he actually needs Government range to establish his home and
get his livelihood on a secure footing.
I would provide by law £or the contract system, or 10-year permit
system, authorizing the Secretary to issue 10-year licenses, or 10year contracts-I
do not care what they are called-giving
them the
stability 0£ legal enactment. Provide by law, if you wish, that those
contracts shall be binding upon the Goveq1ment as long as their
terms are complied with by the range user. Let all the conditions
be set forth in the contract-the
possible reductions £or any purpose.
I said at Flagstaff, and I will repeat it here, that I think a limit
might be placed in our 10-year permits on possible reductions £or the
protection 0£ the range. We have already put a limit in them £or
possible reductions 0£ distribution.
Put a limit in them · also for
possible reductions £or protection, so that the 10-year contract will be
a complete instrument, setting forth the range rights, the range control 0£ that operator £or the 10-year period, and will be complete
from the standpoint 0£ his bank if he wishes to use it as a basis 0£
credit.
I£ the stockmen want it, I would just as soon have that law say
that the grazing preferences, once duly established, may be trans-
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ferred without reductions to purchasers of the livestock or the range
property with which the stock is handled.
Your committee has heard much objection to the practice of making reductions when permits or preferences are transferred.
That
has never been more than ail expedient to get slack range to take .
care of new applicants.
The cuts on men who are selling out and not
making cuts on men who are staying in were recommended by the
livestock associations. That is how we got started on the idea of
making cuts on transfers.
The livestock associations that recommended that a number of years ago said, If you have got to find some
:slack range, it is fairer to make a cut on the man that is selling out
than to make a cut on the man that is staying in. In line with that
idea, the expedient-for
it has never been more than that-of making
reductions on transfers has been used.
·
Now, if the stockmen want to strike that out, I do not see any
objection to doing so. It will mean that within whatever limitations
are prescribed by law-I suggest a limitation of 10 per cent in any
period of five years-cuts that are found necessary to provide for the
new applicant would have to be spread over everybody instead of
concentrated on the men who are transferring their grazing rights
to some one else. If the stockmen think that is the fairer basis, I am
sure I would not have any objection.
To make iny whole viewpoint and object clear, I think that, subject to the limitations that are set out in a 10-year contract, in which
I would be prepared to put a limit on cuts that might be made for
protection-within
those limitations there should be set forth in
the 10-year contract or license, in order to make it a complete instrument, it must be made absolutely clear that the Secretary of
Agriculture has the authority to adjust or regulate grazing as may
be necessary for the protection of other resources of for the protection of the range itself, and that that authority can be exercised by
him or by his representatives directly through administrative measures and not through a process of appeal to the courts.
I can not concur at all in the viewpoint of the livestock representatives at Salt Lake City that their rights in grazing should become vested to the point that the only appeal that the Secretary
of Agriculture should have for serious injury being done to these
reserves would be to start action through the Department of Justice,
to ask for an injunction or something of that sort; because, to put
the responsible head, who is responsible for the national forests,
in that position, is to i:iegative the whole principle of conservation,
to make him dependent upon going into some court and getting an
order from some judge to stop actual damage b~ing done on Government land.
An extreme illustration of that viewpoint which was expressed at
Salt Lake is the idea expressed by one of the gentlemen that a
stockman should not be responsible for fires set out by his employees unless they are shown to be willful. And in the statement
presented to the committee it was said, in black and white; that the
grazing permittees should be responsible only for ,willful damage
done by them to other resources. You gentlemen know how difficult it is to prove willfulness, to satisfy a court that an act was
willful. That would be an impossible situation.
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In other words, if we are going to legalize grazing as the stockmen ask, with which I am ·entirely in sympathy, let us legalize it
as a part 0£ the whole conservation program and not as something
that is taken out 0£ the conservation program and set up to dominate
over it. That is just where I take a different road from my livestock
friends. I will be glad to see their use of the national forests legalized just to the same degree that the use 0£ the national forest by
the lumbermen is legalized, with the same mutual responsibility
that the lumberman has not to injure the other resources of the
national forest; but I can not see £or a moment the right 0£ the
stockmen to ask £or vested rights as against the public interest, £or
which the Secretary 0£ Agriculture is responsible in the protection
0£ these other resources or in the adjustment of grazing or other
uses. So I £eel that that must be made very clear in any legislation on this subject.
Then, as a practical thing-and
this goes back to the point I was
discussing a minute ago, in regard to leasing by area, and the necessity, in my judgment, 0£ keeping control over grazing capacityit would be very impracticable and unworkable to turn an area 0£
land over to a grazing permittee and then say, "You can use it if
you see fit, but we will hold you responsible £or damage. We have
no regulations, all the regulations are withdrawn as to things needed
to be done to prevent damage; that is all taken away and the lessee
is left to himself."
Then, some two or three years later a Federal inspector comes
along and says, "You have damaged this range. Out you go."
That apparently is the system 0£ responsibility that is desired by
some 0£ the stockmen who have testified to you.
We all know what a difficult and what a drastic thing it would
be to undertake to put a grazing permittee out 0£ the national
forest altogether, because he has damaged his range. The theory
0£ holding a grazing permittee responsible may sound all right, but
when you come to apply it in practice and see just how it would
work, you find you are going to have an absolutely unfair and un, workable system. It is very much better, in my judgment, to continue Government control and let the proper Government agencies,
in collaboration with the advisory boards, and with the local State
board 0£ appeals functioning, work out a practicable scheme of
range management to be applied, without the necessity of
going to these ejection suits and all that sort of thing. I think it
is going to work very much better. It is going to mean greater
stability, and stability is the main thing we have been talking about
here £or a month. It is not going to stabilize things if a stockman
is given absolutely free rein and then a Federal policeman comes
along three years later and says, "You have not lived up to your
responsibility.
Out you go." I£ you want to have stability yon
want to have a common understanding to begin with as to how the
range is going to be used, and then .as long as your stockman complies with that common understanding his rights are absolutely protected. At least, that is my conception of it.
I want to say a word about the question of grazing fees, and at the
same time I will try to avoid the threshing over of old straw.

1
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You gentlemen appreciate that two different theories on grazing
fees have been proposed by Congress; the .theory of the House Committee on Agriculture, and then the principle set forth in the Phipps
bill, one theory looking to the charging £or the range its actual value,
or commercial value, the other theory looking to the charging of
some form of nominal or fixed value £or the range .
. That certainly is a problem that Congress should settle and relieve
the Forest Service from the situation that we have been in of endeavoring, you might say, to serve two masters. I just want to point
out one or two considerations in connection with that.
In tl:ie first place, whatever we may say about it, however the
grazing fees may be fixed, this forage in the national forests is a
valuable commercial commodity, and among the fraternity of grazing men there is no hesitancy about commercializing it £or all it is
worth. Man after man has testified to this committee that the value
of his ranges has been increased 25 per cent or 50 per cent by a
range permit, or that the value of his livestock has been increased
by two or three dollars a head in the case of sheep. We know of
cases in the balmy days where the value of cattle was raised $6 per
head by the fact that a range permit went with them. .And those
values were actually paid in transactions. The value is there. Uncle
Sam may not collect the value, but the value is there, and it is commercialized. It ·is a commercial proposition, and it is bound to be a
commercial proposition, because the valuable commodity in connection with the transfer of stock and ranches is being capitalized in one
way or another.
'
Now, I am not going to be placed in the position of insisting that
the Government should take advantage of that commercial value
necessarily. I just want to raise a question on this very point of
stability that the stockmen have been urging upon the committee.
· Our grazing preference system, particularly if we enact it into
law or put it on some basis of legal right, is going to give a very
large measure of protection to the pioneer stockman. In my judgment it is going to meet that point of the easement that Senator
Oddie suggested, the prior right to the range, the moral right that we
have been speaking of here, of the pioneer settler to the range that he '
developed and put into beneficial use in connection with his ranch.
If those men are assured a stability and permanency in the use of
that range as against the rest of the livestock men, if they are given
that security on the basis of a legal right, it seems to me fair to ask
if that permanency and stability does not discharge the obligation of
the country to those men, and whether we should add to that security
the right to use a public resource at materially less than its actual
value.
I want to raise that question, because the country is going to raise
that question. Members of Congress are going to raise that question.
Having assured these pioneers stability and protection against all the
world in using this resource, why should they have it at anytbing less
than a fair business basis as between them and the public 1 You have
to answer that question.
Senator Onnrn. May I interrupt you there to ask a questi~n 1
Colonel GREELEY. Surely.
Senator Onnrn. You spoke of the testimony that has been presented before the committee to the effect that the ranches that are
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used in connection with the forest reserve have been increased in
value by the use 0£ the range. Do you not think the converse is
the truth, that those values have existed right along, and to take
away the use 0£ the range on the forest reserve would depreciate the
value 0£ the ranches?
·
Colonel GREELEY.Certainly.
I£ you take away the right to use
' the range, you depreciate the value 0£ the ranch, but that does not
mean a right to use the · range at a nominal fee as distinguished
from a £air appraisal 0£ its value.
The CHAIRMAN.Colonel Greeley, if. we increase these rates and
charge the full commercial value for the use 0£ the range, to whose
benefit would it inure?
Colonel GREELEY.In the first place, it would inure to the benefit
0£ the States and counties, who get 25 per cent 0£ the gross receipts
from the national forests, or 35 per cent if you include the item £or
building roads. The county road and school funds would benefit
to the extent of 35 per cent 0£ any increase in grazing fees. In the
second place, 0£ course, the Federal receipts from the national forests would get their 65 per cent 0£ the increase.
But in my judgment that is not the important side 0£ it. What
these stockmen want is stability, stability on a £air, square business
basis with the Government, that is not going to be offset, that is not
going to be constantlr open to questio~. Securi~y in the per_mane~t
use 0£ these ranges m connect10n with your livestock busmess is
worth a great deal more to the stockmen than the difference 0£ a
few cents in grazing fees.
Now, to complete that thought.
Under our 10-year permit system,
going into effect this year, the value 0£ national forest grazing
rights is increased. The adoption 0£ the 10-year permit system has
increased the commercial value. I£ a law is enacted that authorized 10-year contracts and gives legal r·ecognition to the preference
system, the valu'e 0£ your grazing rights is going to be increased still
further.
·
Now, there is only one permanent and sta,ble basis upon which
to rest this relationship between the stockman who gets this preference protected and the general public, whose resource he is using 2
whether you call it the people 0£ all the country or the people ot
the Western States, and that is a defensible business basis. I have
never favored the competitive bid system, because it would break up
that preference system.
Now, since we are going to protect the holders 0£ our :preferences
from competitive bidding, you have got to meet the ordmary commercial test that men have to meet in business affairs. They do
not have to meet the commercial test that our timber buyers have
to meet; they do not have to meet competition, and I do not think
they should have to meet competition-The CHAIRMAN.They are scarcely comparable?
Colonel GREELEY.No; they are not entirely comparable. But. I
think that since you have that form 0£ competition you have got
to h~ve a business basis £or_valuing their privileges in a reasonable
relat10n to what those permits are actually worth.
·
Now, gentlemen, I am not arguing £or the Rach£ord report. It
is no~ the Rac~~ord report that is at issue here;· it is the principle
0£ £air competit10n.
·
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Senator CAMERON.Colonel Greeley, most 0£ these stockmen, or a
great many 0£ them, were in business long before the Forest Service
was established ?
Colonel GREELEY.Yes.
Senator CAMERON.They had their rights and their lands at that
time, and they had the privilege 0£ the free range up to the till_lethe
Forest Service was created?
Colonel GREELEY.But they had no protection in the use 0£ that
free range.
Senator CAMERON.Well they had this protection: They had their
water holes and their rights?
Colonel GREELEY.But the free range could have been taken away
from them at any time the Government saw fit. Any time the .Government saw fit to give land to a railroad company it took away the
range. Every time it let a homesteader come in, or defined the
boundaries 0£ an. Indian reservation, or a pp roved a mineral entry,
it took their range away. They had absolutely no protection.
Senator CAMERON.Yes; I admit that. But the stockmen were
getting along all right, and at the time the Forest Service came
along and took it all over they were raising much more stock than
they are to-day.
Colonel GREELEY.In some localities; yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.Now, why should we figure that we have to
charge so much more £or the range now than at that time ?
Colonel GREELEY.In the first place, just to answer one of your
points, these stockmen who have these grazing permits are protected
in the use 0£ this range, and that means a great deal. The cattleman has his allotment, and the sheepman has his. They do not any
longer have to watch each other like a pair 0£ cats over a fence.
They are protected. They are protected from any alienation 0£ the
land, with the exception of such mineral entries as may be made.
They have a degree 0£ security they never had in the old days.
Senator CAMERON.I appreciate that, but if they are going to be
charged so much £or this protection that they can not pay the fees
they will have to go out 0£ business.
Colonel GREELEY.I would not ask them to pay any fees that they
can not stand. I am not arguing £or any fees. I am not arguing
for the Rach£ord report. I am arguing £or the principle of £air
compensation as distinguished from the idea that has been broached
here before the cost 0£ administration.
Senator Ooorn. Do you not think tha.t the suggestion in the Rachford report 0£ such greatly increased fees is putting the Government
in th~.position 0£ trying to charge all that the traffic will bear rather
than trying to foster a great national basic industry?
.
Colonel GREELEY.Some 0£ the fees in the Rach£ord report may be
too high in some localities. I am willing to say that the Blue
Mountains is one that I question. But the question is, Senator
Oddie, whether or not these stockmen who are protected in the use
0£ the national forest range and to whom we are proposing to give
much greater protection-whether
it is reasonsable that they should
have this public reserve under these protected conditions without
payment 0£ a £air compensation.
I do not think that we should by
any means try to exact all it is worth. I£ we were going to do that
we would offer it to the highest bidder and let that settle it. That
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would be the simplest way, but that would be straight commercial-·
ization.
·
Senator OnDIE. And that would be overlooking the £act that long
usage in this western country has made law, as in the case of the use
of water.
You are over looking the £act that most of these ranges have been
connected with certain ranches, and .that that connection is a desirable thing and should be maintained and protected.
Carrying that
out, do you not think that inasmuch as the range in the Forest
Reserve has been used £or generations, you might say, by certain
ranches so as to become part and parcel of the entity of the ranch
itself, any step taken by the Government to deprive those ranchers
of the use of that range would be to deprive them of their property
without due process of law?
Colonel GREELEY.It would be equivalent to that if. they were
deprived of the use of the range; yes, sir.
I have one final suggestion; I have made it before, but I would
like to reiterate it.
It seems to me very important that we should have some provision
£or range improvements.
The Forest Service has been totally unable to do the work on range improvement that should have been
done, because we have not had funds to do it, but I would like to
recommend that a definite portion, let us say 10 per cent, of the
gross fees be appropriated regularly £or range improvements.
That
would enable us to accomplish a great deal in water development,
boundary and division fences, eradication of poisonous plants, and
eradication of rodents. The same plan that has been followed by
Congress £or road building should, in my judgment, be applied to
range improvement.
Senator CAMERON.You would set aside 10 per cent of the fees
collected £or that purpose?
Colonel GREELEY.For that purpose.
The CHAIRMAN.Colonel Greeley, it is not my purpose at this
time to enter into a debate, and I know that neither do you desire
to enter into a debate on this question, but just £or the purpose of
clearing up in my own mind the thoughts that you have advanced,
I want to propound two or three questions to you, going back to
the question I asked you a moment ago as to who should receive the
benefit of the receipts from grazing on the forest reserve.
It has been advanced repeatedly here that any increase in the
charge £or grazing would add to the cost of production.
Do you
agree with that?
Colonel GREELEY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Also the thought has been advanced, and I think
it is perhaps fundamental, that all of the cost of production must
ultimately be borne by the consumer. In that do you agree?
Colonel GREELEY.As applied to the practical proposition I do
not think that just any cost of the range is going to affect the consumer, unless the cost is carried to the point where the ranges are
not all used and, consequently, the supply is decreased. As long
as the supply of western livestock remains the same, I do not see
how the cost to the consumer will be affected, because his cost is
determined by the relation between supply and demand. I£ we
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put up the range fees to a point where some of the ranges were not
used and the supply of livestock was decreased, the consumer would
have to pay more, but as long as it does not affect the supply of
livestock products purchased in the open, I do not see how it is
going to reach the consumer.
.
The CHAIRMAN.But all minor adjustments must in some degree
affect, either favorably or adversely, the cost .of production.
Now,
the producer must pass his product to the consumer with all of
the cost of production and the profit added thereto?
Colonel GREELEY.Theoretically.
The CHAIRMAN.He must over a period of time, or else he will £ail
to endure. No producer will long continue to condu9t his business
at a loss; it can not be done.
· Now, the question that I am attempting to arrive at is this. Are
not all those interests that would be benefited by an increase in grazing fees already receiving the benefit of the lower grazing fees; the
consumer in the lower price of his meat; the States and counties by
reason of .the added value of the dependent property which they
tax-they
are receiving that, and if you increase the grazing fees
it must mean a lessened value for the dependent property?
Colonel GREELEY.I doubt very much if it would lessen the value.
of it as long as the right to use the range is preserved. I do not
think that the value of these ranches is going to be decreased a bit,
particularly if the 10-year contract system is provided for by law.
I look to see an increase in value.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ those questions that I have propounded to
you are properly :fundamental, then would it not naturally follow
that an agitation of an increase in grazing fees only tends to unstabilize the industries and inures to the benefit of none of the interests concerned?
Colonel GREELEY.The agitation is unfortunate.
It does not help.
But in my judgment we will get more stability, much more finality
in the settlement of this whole proposition, and the stockmen will
be benefited by it if they meet the public on a fair compensation
basis instead of being put in the position of asking for a subsidy.
That is the position they are in when they ask for something less
than £air compensation.
Now, I would like to see this thing stabilized so that our friends in the Middle West, our friends in the
East, people who, rightly or wrongly, feel a joint ownership in the
national forest, are going to call it a permanent settlement. That
is a thing that I want more than anything else.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you not think that that is a thing that the
whole country desires, and one in which they are concerned?
Colonel GREELEY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Colonel Greeley, did you state that there was
one forest that puts out a grazing preference for 50,000 head of
sheep?
Colonel GREELEY.I think that is true.
The CHAIRMAN.What forest is that?
Colonel GREELEY.I think it is the Woods Livestock Co. in Idaho.
It is on several forests. It is not limited to one.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Those are the remnants of the rights that they
possessed before the forests were created?
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Colonel GREELEY.I do not know whether they were original
rights or acquired by purchase, but they have permits for approximately that number.
Senator CAMERON.Well, they own a good deal of private land, do
they not?
Colonel GREELEY.Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, of course, under your protective limitations now it would be impossible for anyone to purchase and increase
their rights over and above the protective limit?
Colonel GREELEY.Yes; that is true.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, in the case of 10-year permits, would you
recommend that the Bureau of Forestry be permitted to revoke
those permits for any violation or infraction of rule or law or
infraction of contract ?
Colonel GREELEY.I think that the situation there should be the
same as it is with our timber contracts, which may run for 10 years
or for longer periods. The Secretary may order a cancellation of
the contract for violation of its terms. The contractor should have
the right to appeal to the court on any proposition of that sort.
1f he protests the Secretary's ruling, he should have a right to judicial determination.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that the penalty should be such as is
commensurate with the violation, to be determmed by a disinterested
agency of some kind?
Colonel GREELEY.Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, as to new users of the forests, you said that
in your judgment some provision must be made to care for the new
users. It is not your opinion that the provision that is made for
taking care of the new users should be one that would interfere with
or wipe out the old users whose ability to manage and operate had
been determined?
Colonel GREELEY.By no means. I believe, Senator, in the principle that we have been seeking to develop of the economic herd. It
is somewhat theoretical. I don't know that it is going to prove practical. But where you are dealing with a livestock country whose
product is, livestock rather than diversified farm products there
should be some limit below which no permittee will be reduced, and
that limit should be an economic herd adapted to the land utilization
conditions of the region. The Utah people call it an exemption
limit as a limit below which no one will be reduced. Now, I would
put that protection around the old user. Some limit there representing an economic herd limit below which he will not be reduced under
any circumstances.
Then, as I said, I would see no objection to some limit in the law
that no reduction for purposes of distribution might exceed 10 per
cent in any period of five years. That automatically would protect
them against any drastic or confiscatory reduction.
Now, if you safeguard the old users in those ways it seems to me
that it is not only equitable, but -absolutely fundamental to our conceptions of land settlement and use that we leave some opportunity
for the new settler or the small rancher where his land actually
needs the range for his development.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Are there any questions?
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Senator ODmE. There is one more question I would like to ask,
Colonel Greeley. Do you not think there should be a limitation or a ·
change made in the ruling which frovides that a permittee shall
actually raise enough hay £or all o his stock that he grazes on the
forest reserve?
Colonel GREELEY.That ruling, Senator, applies to only a very few
localities. The general principle there was this: Before an old user
0£ a national forest should be reduced in his range privileges to make
room £or a new applicant, the new applicant must meet certain
standards to show that he is going to be permanently in the production 0£ livestock, that he is not simply asking £or this permit £or
speculative purposes, that it is a bona fide attempt on his part to be
established in the livestock business.
Now, our commensurability requirements are all built up around
that principle. They are really designed to protect the old users
against being cut to make room £or new applicants who are not
qualified or are not suited to be permanently and successfully in
livestock production.
As the thing has worked out, most 0£ these commensurability
rules have been devised or recommended by the advisory boards.
0£ the various livestock associations. In some cases they have gone
so far as to require that the winter feed 0£ the permittee shall be
growll/ by himself on his own land. That is the exception, however. In most cases the rules are much more liberal than that and
leave a large degree 0£ local determination to the permittees as to
how they shall handle their stock.
We have spent much gray matter over those commensurability
rules. I have often felt I would like to abolish the whole thing
because 0£ just such questions as you have raised and just such
questions as came up in Yakima. But you always come back to
that principle that you have got to have some standard. What is
a livestock ranch? What are the qualifications 0£ a man who should
be given a permanent right on the national forest because of his
dependent land? What does the term "dependent land " mean~
In an effort to define that we have arrived at the various commensurability rules.
,
Senator ODDIE.I was thinking 0£ one 0£ the border-line cases
where the users 0£ the range in the national forest in a certain area
might be limited in the amount of agricultural land, but a certain
number 0£ miles away, too far £or livestock to travel to the range,
there might be a £arming community which would sell its product to
these ranches bordering the forest reserve, and in that way utilize
both industries to the limit, the £arming and the livestock industries.
Colonel GREELEY.Well, in my judgment, Senator, the commensurability rule should allow £or such situations. We had the same
thing come up at Yakima, and I think the commensurability rules
should allow £or such situations.
Mr. BowDEN. Colonel Greeley ,t. if you owned a large tract 0£ timber
out here, would you put into ettect a system £or grazing similar to
that which you have on the national forests~
Colonel GREELEY.I would; yes. Do you mean control 0£ carrying capacity, and so on i
Mr. BoWDEN.Yes.
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Colonel GREELEY.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. The effect of your exemption limit if worked out
completely would be this, that you would have an equality of users
in the course of time 1
Colonel GREELEY.Theoretically.
Mr. BowDEN. And that system you believe ought to be encouraged 1
Colonel GREELEY.Well, I think there should be a limit to stabilize the livestock producer, give him some minimum below which
he will not be cut in under under any conditions, and make that the
economic herd idea. That is the main purpose of it.
Mr. BowDEN. And put a limit above which he can not go?
Colonel GREELEY.A maximum limit.
·
Mr. BowDEN. And that limit is sufficiently high in order to make
a living1 ·
Colonel GREELEY.Oh, yes; the maximum limit is a good deal
higher than that. The idea of the maximum limit was to prevent
monopoly.
Mr. BowDEN. vVould you call a man getting a monopoly if he had
5,000 head of cattle out of all the cattle that are grazed on the national-forest ranges?
Colonel GREELEY.No.
Mr. BowDEN. Nor you would not call 20,000 a monopoly?
Colonel GREELEY.It might be a local monopoly. From the standpoint of the control of the range available to a given locality it
might be a monopoly.
.
Mr. BowDEN. My point is this, that the system of the Forest Service is in a sense socialistic 1
Colonel GREELEY.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Or call it paternalistic?
Colonel GkEELEY.All right.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further
statement,
Colonel
Greeley?
Colonel GREELEY.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Colonel Greeley, that will be all. Mr.
McLean.
STATEMENT OF MR. R. F. McLEAN, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
WALLA WALLA WATERWORKS, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

The CHAIRMAN.Will you give your name, your address, and your
official position to the reporter, Mr. McLean?
Mr. McLEAN. R. F.McLean, superintendent of the Walla Walla
waterworks, Walla Walla, Wash.
I just wish to correct any misunderstanding that you might have
had in regard to Mr. Ferguson's statement.
It is this: He stated
that possibly the city might be forced to put in a filteration plant i£
the watershed was left open. I wish to state that the installation of
a filtration plant does not mean that your water will be wholesome
and sterile. The explanation of that is simply this: I£ water needs
filtration it is just simply the cleansing of the watei: of suspended
matter, or matter in solution which can be easily disposed of. For
instance, if your water contains calcium carbonate in solution or
suspension-if
in solution it is in solution when there is carbon
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dioxide present. Then more lime is put in, lime is mixed with the
water and it is precipitated as a flock, and it is readily seived or filtered out. That takes out suspended or colloidal matter, but that
does not render the water sterile. Then in every instance where
there is a filtration plant that I know of, where water is impur~,
chlorination is used to sterilize it. In every instance where water 1s
impure chlorination must be used to sterilize it.
Now there is one feature in connection with filtration that is useful
in cleansing the water, and that is it takes out any animal matter
on which the germ feeds, such as the colon bacilli or kindred germs,
which multiply in 30 degrees centigrade, according to the United
States Public Health Service.
Now in regard to chiorination.
For complete chlorination which
would thoroughly sterilize water, the sanitary engineers of the
United States Public Health Service, of which every State health
department is under control, prescribe that three-tenths parts of
chlorine per million parts of water must be used. That means 1
pound to every 400,000 gallons of water. I£ this amount of chlorine
is used in the water you taste it afterwards.
It always leaves a taste,
there is a marked taste whenever you take a drink of it. I£ anything
less than that proportion of chlorine is used, if the water is polluted,
your coli may pass by. For instance, I will give you a conc~ete case ..
In Seattle a few years ago they chlorinated the water usmg twotenths parts per million parts. It left no taste in the water. Most
of the time it killed all of the bugs. But it happened in one instance that they found that there was a great amount of coli in the
reservoirs. They could not tell where it came from. They went
in the first place to examine the chlorinators and found that they
were working efficiently. So the health department went around
and examined every portion of the system ap.d the watershed and
they found that in one small tributary £or a distal\ce of about
2 miles there was a great influx of caterpillars that were on the
trees and practically contiguous to this stream, falling into the
water, and they supplied an animal food £or the coli which, after
they reached the reservoirs during the warm period multiplied by
the millions, and there they had it. Just a few passing the chlorinators.
Now, £or instance, to show what is means £or health, if one drop
of this water is used in washing a milk bottle, or used £or any
other purpose in household service, washing a vessel, and milk is
put in it, or something kindred to that, and it is not kept cool,
there are immediately millions of bugs. Just to get an idea, one
quart of fresh milk contains something over 9,000 bacteria per
cubic centimeter. I£ you put on ice £or 24 hours that increases
to about 10,500. I£ set on the window sill some place and not
kept cool the average count is about 105,000. Twenty-four hours
longer it is too numerous to count. That can be easily verified by
taking it up with any agricultural experiment station.
·
Now, in regard to the different tests that were made of the
water through various portions of the forest reserve located at
Walla Walla J will state that all of our water tests were made by
the State board of health operating under the United States Public Health Service. Also that water has been analyzed at vVashington through the veterinarians in charge of the packing plant,
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having sent water in packets of 3 gallons at a time. Reports have
been made to ine orally in which they have stated that the water
was excellent. And also the major who was commanding officer
in charge of the veterans' hospital has made locally various tests
of the water and found it very good. But in every instance chlorination was resorted to when that was done. This year was the
first year we have ever had our water found pure. In reports
sent to us by the State board of health on our water, without
chlorination, our water was found pure, simply because the contamination was not there.
I£ there are any questions I would be glad to answer them,
otherwise I will pass on.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any questions, Senator Cameron?
Senator CAMERON.No; I think not.
The CHAIRMAN.That will be all, Mr. McLean. Mr. Huddlestone.

STATEMENTOF MR. J.B. HUDDLESTONE,LONE ROCK,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Huddlestone, will you give your name and'
address to the reporter?
Mr. HUDoLESTONE.J. B. Huddlestone, Lone Rock, Oreg.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Huddlestone, you have a statement which
you wish to make to the committee?
Mr. H UDDLEST0NE.
Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you proceed in your own way?
Mr. HuooLESTONE.I think perhaps it has been settled. We had
a meeting last night that probably covered it. There have been
concessions made that we may get along all right.
Senator CAMERON.That was pertaining to bedding out?
Mr. HuDDLESTONE.Yes; pertaining to bedding out. They have
been rather arbitrary in those rulings.
Senator CAMERON.They give you reason to believe that they will
modify those rulings?
Mr. HuooLESTONE.Yes; we had a meeting last night, and they
have agreed to modify them, and they work out all right.
Senator CAMERON.Well, if they do not we will be in session in
Washington in December, and you let us know.
Mr .. HuDDLESTONE.Yes; I certainly will.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you have no further statement, Mr. Huddlestone, that will be all.
Without objection, a letter from Mr. Arthur E. Cox, president
Walla Walla County Farm Bureau, will. be placed in the record.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
WALLA WALLA COUNTY FARM BUREAU,
Walla

Walla,

Wash., September

11, 1925.

Hon. ROBERTN. STANFIELD,
Chairman

United States Senate Committee on Public Lands,
and Members of slllid Committee.

GENTLEMEN: The Walla Walla County Farm Bureau, with a membership
of approximately 1,000, desires to present to your committee its views upon
some matters which we believe come within the lines of investigation
now
being carried on by your committee at the hearings being held in various
places in the West.
Not being able to have a representative
of the bureau present in Pendleton,
except on the 10th, when on account of lack of time your committee could not
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hear our representative,
we beg to thank you for the opportunity extended of
giving our views in this informal manner.
The matter which we want especially to present is this:
Accordtng to our understanding
the Forestry Department having charge of
grazing privileges in our national forests require each grazing permittee to
raise upon his own land a sufficient amount of hay with, which to feed his
herds and flocks during the winter season when hay must be fed.
We believe this is fundamentally
and economically wrong. The Walla Walla
County and Hudson Bay district of Umatilla County, Oreg., is a district which
produces annually some twelve or fifteen thousand tons of alfalfa hay. Much
of this hay is shipped to Puget Sound, northern Idaho, and Portland for consumption, but a large part in the past has been fed to sheep and cattle which
have grazed during the summer upon the national forest reserves.
Each year there is a considerable amount of hay grown in this region which
is damaged after cutting by weather conditions and which can not be profitably
sold and shipped on account of the baling and freight charges. This hay, however, furnishes excellent feed for cattle and sheep when fed upon the ground.
This condition we are sure extends to other regions as well as the ones above
mentioned.
We take the position absolutely that the raising of stock is one business and
the raising of hay is another, and that each is interdependent,
and no ruling
of the department should be made which would tend to disturb this natural
alliance.
Our bureau has also had under consideration the closing of the Mill Creek
watershed, which is being urged by certain officials of the city on account of the
fear on their part that cattle grazing within the watershed will contaminate
the municipal water supply.
·
Our bureau takes the position that the decision of so important a matter
should not be based upon sentiment or imagination but should have something
to rest upon more stable than the opinion of politicians and nonexperts.
In other words, we believe that the evidence of the health departments of the
United States, ·washington, and Oregon ought to be considered as ruling upon
a matter of this character.
If they take the view that it is necessary to close the Mill Creek watershed,
or any other watershed, in order to conserve the health of a community, then
such closing should be done; otherwise certainly not.
.
Further in relation to the effects of the possible closing of the Mill Creek
watershed to grazing should be considered what effect, if any, such action
might have upon the flow of water in Mill Creek. You will understand that a
large area of very high-class garden and fruit lands depend exclusively upon
Mill Creek for water with which to irrigate these orchards and gardens.
It is the opinion of some that a fire within the Mill Creek watershed would
very seriously decrease the storage capacity of snow and consequently greatly
lessen the water available for irrigation.
Without water with which to irrigate these lands tremendous damage would naturally occur.
Yours very truly,
ARTHUR E. Cox,
President.

The CHAIRMAN. H there are no objections, the committee will now
stand adjourned.
(Thereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m. Friday, September 11, 1925, the
committee adjourned to reconvene at Baker, Oreg., on Saturday,
September 12, 1925.)
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UNITEDSTATESSENATE,
SuBCOMMITTEE
OF THE CoMMITTEEoN
PUBLIC LANDSANDSURVEYS,
Balcer, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, nl
10 o'clock a. m., Saturdey, September 12, 1925, in the Baker Count_v
Courthouse, Baker, Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield (chairman)
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order.
For the benefit of the witnesses in attendance I will say that this
is a meeting of a subcommittee of the Committee on Public Lands
and Surveys of the United States Senate under Senate Resolution
347, adopted in the last session of Congress. The resolution provides that the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys, or any
duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized to hold hearings
at such places as they see fit and conduct an investigation, research,
and study of all questions pertaining to the public lands, reserved
or unreserved.
This includes the public domain, forest reserves,
Indian reservations, mining reservations, national monuments., national parks, and any other reserves taken out of the public domain.
We are not limiting these investigations or researches to any one
particular question. We will listen to anyone who comes before us
so long as we have time on any question pertaining to any of the
resources, any question of administration that applies to the public
domain, the reserved or unreserved areas thereof.
I presume that you gentlemen have prepared something of a
program, and if you have some one who will represent you in an
opening statement or give us a list of those who wish to be heard
we will proceed. Mr. Phillips.

STATEMENTOF MR. F. A. PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT OF THE ORE,GON
HORSE AND CATTLEGROWERS'ASSOCIATION,BAKEX, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Phillips, will you give your name and address
to the reported
Mr. PHILLIPS. F. A. Phillips; Baker, Oreg. I represent the Oregon Horse and Cattle Growers' Association. I am president of the
Oregon State association.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Phillips, are you engaged in the livestock
industry?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in this business?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Thirty years.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch of the livestock business are you
interested inf
Mr. PHILLIPS. Cattle mostly.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries of the national forest i
Mr. PHILLIPS. I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze upon public domain?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir. We have very little public domain in our
locality.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement which you wish to make to
the committee, Mr. Phillipsi
lfr. PHILLIPS. Well, I have some data on production cost of cattle
in our locality here, eastern Oregon, that I would like to give to the
committee. Do you wish me to give you this data, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; just proceed in your own way, Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I am giving here the production cost of the different ages of cattle, taking £or a basis our range cow that we produce
the calves from and the steers. These figures show the cost of
production of 1, 2, and 3 year old cattle grown on the forest ranges
in eastern Oregon.
In our country here, eastern Oregon, taking it over a period of,
say, 10 years, the average price of a· breeding cow is about $40 per
head.
The interest-carrying charge on a $40 cow, based on a 50 per cent
cal£ crop, would be $4.80.
The grazing fees on the national forest £or each cal£ produced,
figuring on a basis of 50 per cent cal£ crop, which is about what we
get in this section of the country, would be $1.08 per head.
Our riding and salting and other incidental expenses during the
spring before we go on the national forest is $1 a head.
Salting and riding and gathering our cattle on the national
forest is $2.55 per head.
Bull service £or each cal£ produced, $4.40.
Now, offhand, that might look rather large £or bull service. We
have a State law in Oregon which provides that a man must have
one pure-bred bull £or each 25 or fraction thereof of female cattle
that he owns, and the price, the average price, that we have to pay
£or pure-bred bulls is about $150 per head, and figuring on a basis
of 50 per cent cal£ crop, consequently we get 25 calves from each
bull during the two-year period. The law also provides that you
can only run a bull two years on the range. So we get 25 calves
out of each bull during the period that he runs on the range. At
the end of this period we have to market this bull as bologna, and
he brings about an average of $40. So that we have a loss, to say
nothing about the feeding charge and care of the bull, of $110 on
each bull, which brings the bull service £or each calf to $4.40.
Then after our cattle come off of the national forest we have to
pasture some in the fall· before they go on the feed lot, and that we
figure at $1.50 per head.
Five per cent loss on the range and feed lot, 12 per head.
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Four and one-half months on the feed ground. In this Northwest
country we have to feed hay about £our and a half months. We
figure on a basis 0£ 25 pounds to the head per day, making one ton
and three-quarters 0£ hay that we feed during the winter months.This hay over a period 0£ years, eliminating the high time <luring
the war, when we paid anywhere from $20 to $35 a ton £or hay,
is about $10 per ton fed out, or about $9 in the stack. It costs us
about $10 fed out. Making a total cost 0£ our wintering charge 0£
$17.50 a head.
Now, figures compiled by our county assessor's office here show that
we pay an average tax over a period 0£ the last 10 years 0£ 85 cents
per head.
Making a total cost, including all 0£ the above items, 0£ a yearling
0£ $35.68.
Now, in carrying from a yearling to a 2-year-old our interest
,charge would be $2.85.
Forest fees, 72 cents.
Spring range, riding, and salting, $1.
Expense 0£ riding and salting on the national forest, $2.55.
Meadow pastures in the £all, $1.50.
·
Five per cent loss, $1.78.
One and three-quarter tons 0£ hay in wintering 0£ the animal,
$17.50.
Taxes, 85 cents.
That brings the cost 0£ the 2-year-old to $64.43.
Now, there is some difference in the different localities and between the different individual stockmen about the age that they
market their steers. Some market at 2 years old and some at 3, and
it was the general rule throughout eastern Oregon until the last few
years, since the losses have been so heavy, that most everything was
marketed at 3 and sometimes even at 4-year old steers, but it seems
that the last few years the longer you kept the animal the bigger
your loss was, and consequently a great many people market the
2-year olds. The 2-year olds, if they are marketed, are usually marketed in the £all when their 2 is past. So in figuring the cost 0£ the
2-year old at marketing time there would be the interest-carrying
,charge and other charges to bring him up until the £all 0£ the year.
Now, the interest-carrying charge on the 2-year old would be $5.15.
The forest fees, 72 cents.
Riding and salting on the spring range, $1.
Expenses on the national forest, riding and salting, $2.55.
Pasture on meadow, $1.50.
Three per cent loss on the range, $2.02.
The loss on the 2-year olds is about 3 per cent as compared with
the yearlings 0£ 5 per cent. They do not have as much loss on the
2-year olds as they have on the yearlings.
Including the 13/4tons 0£ hay at $10, making $17.50, and taxes 0£
85 cents, that would bring the cost 0£ the 2-year old at the time he
sold in the £all 0£ the year, 2 past, at $95.72.
Now, the 2-year-old steers, taking them as a whole through eastern
Oregon, will weigh about 950 pounds. The prevailing price the last
few years, say, over a period 0£ the last five years, has been about
.5 cents a pound here at home-an average 0£ about 6 cents on the
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market in Portland-making
the sale price about $47;50, or a loss
of $30.72 on: the steer.
Of course, with the 2-year old, naturally half of your increase in
heifers; only half of them will be steers. The heifers at 2-year old
will weigh about 800 pounds and bring 4½ cents, or $36, which
would show a loss of $40.22 on the 2-year old, or an average loss on
the steers and heifers combined of $36.47.
Now, for those who carry the steer from a 2-year old over to a 3,
the interest carrying charge would be $7.65.
Spring range, $1.
Forest fees, 72 cents.
Riding and salting on national forest, $2.55.
Two per cent loss, $1.91.
Three months on meadow pasture, $4.50.
The steers, in order to put them into condition, have to be pastured; they have to be put in the meadows and pastured after they
come off the forest range. We have to pay anywhere from $1.50 to
$2 a month for this class of pasture.
That would bring the total cost of the 3-year old steer in the fall
of the year, when he is 3 years old past, at $115.18.
The average 3-year-old steer throughout this section weighs about
1,100 pounds. And over a period of the last few years of about 6
cents a pound at home, that would be $66 per head.
Showing a loss of $49.18 on the 3-year old.
A 3-year-old heifer will weight about 950 pounds and bring 5
cents, or $47.50, a loss of $67.68.
Or an average loss on the 3-year-old steer and 3-year-old cow of
$58.43.
Senator OnmE. Have you figured out the cost price per pound in
the three ages, 1, 2, and 3 year old?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No; our twos and threes sell by the pound. Our
yearlings invariably sell by the head; very seldom sold by the pound.
Our yearling steers the last four or five years have brought an average of about $25 a head. Or would show a loss of about $10.68 on a
yearling. While the yearling heifers, when you could sell them at
all, only brought about $18. There have been heifers sold as low as
$10 or $12. Very little sale for them.
It has been almost impossible to sell yearling heifers during the
last year, but figuring a price of $18 it shows a loss of $17.68, or an
average loss on the yearling steer or yearling heifer of $14.18. So
that you can see that the longer we have kept an animal the heavier
has been our loss. The trouble has been the last few years that we
have not been able to market yearlings. There has been no demand
for them, no buyers.
The CHAIRMAN.Your loss is really pyramided through the years
that you keep the '8tock on ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
·
The CHAIRMAN.I roughly figured the costs of your 2-year old and
3-year old steers per pound on the weight that you gave, and as I have
your per pound cost of production; it is 8¼ cents o_nyour 2-year olds
and about 10½ cents on your 3-year olds. Do you know whether
that is approximately right.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I did not figure that out, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN.Senator Oddie just asked the question because he
was comparing it with California costs per pound.
·
Senator OobIE. In some ways you are rather close to the California
costs that I have seen. The conditions are altogether different, but
it is a matter 0£ interesting comparison.
·
~
Mr. 1PHILLIPs.Our association, the Oregon
and Horse
Growers' Association, stands £or a policy of perm ency 0£ forest
permits. It is very essential that the permits on the national forest
be on a permanent basis. Otherwise the value 0£ our dependent
ranch property would be very much reduced.
e are in favor 0£ a grazing fee a little in excess 0£ the cost 0£ administration 0£ the national forest.
e believe that in order to make the stock business safe and make
the country as a whole sound that the grazing on the national forests
must be such that the permittees have a right, not a privilege, and if
such would be the case it would greatly stre~gthen the morale 0£ the
stock industry and it would also strengthen the credit 0£ the stockmen at the banks if the banks and loan companies felt that the permits were on a permanent basis.
The CHAIRMAN.By a right you mean that you think that Congress
should pass an act legalizing the grazing in the forest?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.Just as they have done £or the distribution and
conservation 0£ water?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; that is our idea that Congress should enact
laws laying out the policies that the Forest Service should administer. Fixing the fees and definitely defining the course that should
be pursued by the Forest Service. We £eel that there is too much
regulation 0£ the Forest Service from Washington; not enough by
the local supervisers.
1Ve £eel that the people who are on the ground and understand the
conditions 0£ the particular locality in which they are supervisers
are in a much b~tter position to deal with the stockmen than to be
dealt with from Washington.
You can even take our one county
here and the different ranges that are allotted to the different local
associations vary greatly as to the carrying capacity and as to the
time that stock should be put on the ranges, and the time they
should be taken off and vary a great deal in the condition that the
stock reach during the grazing period. So that it is impossible to
make any fixed rules and policies in Washington that will cover all
0£ the grazing areas.
We £eel there should be a board 0£ appeals, some court 0£ ·appeals or board 0£ appeals that the stockmen can go to and have a
hearing on any differences that arise between them and the Forest
Service.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Some disinterested trial agency?
M1·. PHILLIPS. Yes; Some one who is disinterested.
It seems that
the policy in the past has been that the Forest Service was the judge
and the witnesses and the jury and the whole works, and while we
think perhaps they have tried to be £air, at the same time it places
them in a position where maybe they do not always see the other
fellow's side 0£ the story.
w•e believe, or I think the majority 0£ the stockmen through
eastern Oregon believe in some kind 0£ control of the public domain.
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A majority of them are in favor of leasing, long-time leasing of the
public domain. That is my personal idea, at least.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not use the public domain for grazingi
Mr. PHILLIPS. Not to any extent.
The CHA!,.
Is there much of the unreserved public domain in
this county .
Mr. PHILLIP . There is but very little in this county. It would not
affect this county a great deal, although the little that does remain
I think it would be well enough to be regulated, at least in some
places.
.
The CHAIRMAN.A considerable portion of the public domain here
is withdrawn for a reclamation project?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; withdrawn for reclamation purposes.
The CHAIRMAN.And is that reclamation project now under construction?
'
Mr. PHILLIPS. It is not.
The CHAIRMAN.Congress has appropriated money for the building of the project?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think three times; yes. Three appropriations over
a period of, I think, three years.
The CHAIRMAN.Has it been determined whether this project is
feasible or not?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It has; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Does 1t seem probable that this area may revert
to the public domain?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, that is problematical. It seems if Secretary
Work carries out his plans perhaps all of the lands withdrawn in
Oregon will revert back.
Senator CAMERON.Was he out here recently?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir·; about five weeks ago.
Senator CAMERON.Who was with him?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Doctor Meade.
Senator CAMERON.Who else? Was a man by the name of Brown
with him?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; a newspaper correspondent.
Senator CAMERON.Harry Brown?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.How long did Doctor Work stay here in this
county?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Doctor Work left the city to view the project about
8.30 in the morning and got back to town about 11.35, I think, or
11.40.
Senator CAMERON.In the morning?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; in the morning.
Mr. BoWDEN.How far is it out there?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It is about 20 miles out.
Senator CAMERON.This is quite a project, is it not? Could a man
go over it in that short a time?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I would not say that I would want to go out
and make an investigation to buy a piece of land and get back to
town in that time.
Senator CAMERON.How much acreage is there supposed to be
withdrawn in this project?
Mr. PHILLIPS. About 43,000 acres.
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Senator CAMERON.What is the name of the project i
Mr. PHILLIPS. The Baker project.
Senator CAMERON.It has been recommended befor,e, has it not,
and appropriations made for it?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir. It was inspected first hy A. P. Davis.
Senator CAMERON.Arthur P. Davis?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes. Aµd Mr. Weymouth, chief engineer, and
Mr. Fisher, who is consulting engineer who was located here about
18 months in Baker. Recommendations were made by all of those
gentlemen. And the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, including Mr. Cramton, the chairman, viewed the project
and spent some time on it two years ago, and recommended the
appropriation.
Senator CAMERON.And an appropriation was made by Congress,
was it not?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.But as yet there has been nothing d.one on the
project?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Nothing done; no, sir.
Senator CAMERON.Have not even started j
Mr. PHILLIPS. No, sir; there never has been any constn1etion
started on it.
Senator CAMERON.Have you seen Doctor Work's report on it this
year?
Mr. PHILLIPS. His last report?
Senator CAMERON.Yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; I saw that.
Senator CAMERON.Can you give us an outline of what his report
was, briefly ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I don't have it in mind exactly.
Senator CAMERON.Of course I do not expect you to remember
it word for 1word, but the substance of it?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, the substance of it was that it was the worst
piece of land he ever looked at, and he made the remark to me that
the land was so steep that you couldn't keep the water on it long
enough to wet it.
.
The CHAIRMAN.About what is the grade of the proposed area
for red amation ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, under the recommendation of the reclamation engineers, they recommended eliminating-in
fact all lands
embraced in the project are eliminated that are above 15 per cent.
I might say in that connection that the net area of the project is
about 26,000 acres out of a gross of 43,000. The elimination includes about 3,500 acres of lands that lie along the river bottoms
which are, some of them, water-logged or alkalied from partial
irrigation above, and which the Forest Service figure might eventu- ally all become water- logged or need· drainage.
Senator 0DDIE. Dia the President's fact finding commission recommend this project favorably?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Tha President's fact finding commission never
have been on the Baker project.
I might say that in answering Doctor Work's statement that the
land was so steep that you couldn't irrigate it, I asked him if during
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his present trip through the West he had gone over any of the lands
in the Yakima country in Washington lmown as the Tieton, the
Rosa and Selah districts, and he said he had. "Well," I said,
"Doctor, you saw lands there that are twice as steep as ours that
are under a high state of cultivation, and in £act are the highestpriced lands in the Northwest."
He hesitated and said," Well, that
1s perhaps true, but,'l he said, " they are growing fruit on those
lands." And I said, "Well, if we had the water that those people
have we might be growing fruits, too."
Senator Ooorn. Did you see Harry Brown's article on this trip?
Mr. PILLIPS. No; I didn't see that. I was out to the ranch and
missed the paper that that is in. I didn't see Brown's article.
Senator CAMERON.What in your judgment would become of the
irrigation projects of the West if the theory is carried out that
Doctor Work has outlined? What is going to happen to us?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think there will be no further development of the
"\Vest, in my opinion.
Senator CAMERON.Do you believe that any man or any engineer or
any Secretary of the Interior or assistant can investigate and make a
report on your project, the Baker project here, in three hours' time?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, as I understand you, Mr. Phillips, the commission that investigated the project found it feasible?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; they recommended it.
The CHAIRMAN:That was after a thorough investigation?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Soil investigation and all of the other matters?
Mr. PHILLIPS. A week's time. Some of the engineers spent months
on the project, and the committee headed by Kreutzer, of the Reclamation Service, spent some two weeks on the project investigating.
The CHAIRMAN.And Secretary
ork with three or £our hours'
cursory examination arrived at a different conclusion tlhan that of
the commission that had made the examination?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, that the project was not feasible, notwithstanding that the commission to which he referred it reported it as
being feasible ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
Senator CAMERON.You say that Arthur P. Davis recommended
this project while he was Director of the Reclamation Service?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BowoEN. Did Doctor Work tell you what he intended to do
with this project out here?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No; he did not. Well, he made the statemen1;--'it
was arranged with Doctor Work's party before they arrived in
Baker that they were going to spend the day here and have a banquet in the evening, and after getting started on the road out to the
project Doctor Work, Doctor Meade, and Mr. •Ritter, one of the directors of the project, and myself were riding together in the car.
When we made the first stop after we reached the project Doctor
Work asked Mr. Ritter, the director, if he would just as soon ride in
some other car, that he wanted Mr. Brown to ride up in the car with
him.
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Senator Onnrn. Harry Brown 1
.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Harry Brown; yes. So Mr. Ritter got out and got
in one of the other cars, and Harry Brown rode with us in the car.
And Doctor Work began figuring how quick we could get back to
Baker and when he could get a train out; that they wanted to have
a half a day, figured out that they could spend in Boise; that on the
itinerary they didn't have any time allotted to Boise, and he didn't
know any better way of giving Boise a half a day than cutting it
' off of Baker's time, and he thought that he would like to get back
to Baker as soon as possible; So we got him back in here, and it
happened that the noon passenger train was a little late, so .that he
decided they could catch. that, and I, being secretary of the Baker
project, said, "Well, Doctor, we figured on having a little conference
with you and Doctor Meade about the project here, and we don't
see how we are going to do that if you leave on this train." He said,
"Well, the party is all going over to Ontario, aren't they1" I said,
"I think so. I don't think I can go." "Well," he said, "Senator
Stanfield and Governor Pierce are going, aren't they 1" I said, "I
think so. But," I said, " Senator Stanfield and Governor Pierce
are interested in all the projects in Oregon. We here are interested
m the Baker project. And we would like to have a conference with
you on the Baker project.''' So he wanted to know if some of us
couldn't accompany him down on the train and we could talk on the
train. So Mr. Steward and I accompanied the party as far as
Huntington on the train, and came back from there. And so we had
a conference regarding the Baker project on the train going dow.n
to Huntington, and I think it was in response to something that
Congressman Sinnott asked Doctor Work that he made the reply that
he would build the Baker project if he had to, but not otherwise.
That he would ask the Attorney General £or an opinion if the action
that Congress took when they made the appropriation made it mandatory on him to build the Baker project. I£ it did he would build .
it. Otherwise he would not.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Phillips, are there any other reclaimed lands
here similar to the l.ands that are embraced in. the proposed Baker
project 1
·
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Did Doctor Work examine those lands1
Mr. PHILLIPS. He did not. We drove out to where there are some
of the lands that had a full duty of water, some of the lands that
Doctor Meade had gone over last year when he was here and expressed surprise at the wonderful crops that were grown on the lands,
and when we made the stop Doctor Meade asked Doctor Work if he
would not like to go out in the field and look at the crops that were
grown on this land, and Doctor Work stated that he would see them
when he came back the next time.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Phillips, did Doctor Meade ever come here
by himself and investigate these projects1
Mr. PHILUPS. Well, he was here with Mr. Kreutzer at one time.
Senator CAMERON.How long ago 1
Mr. PHILLIPS. That was a year ago last summer.
Senator CAMERON.Do you know of any report that he maqe .as
to the feasibility of the project at that time?
43213-25-PT
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Mr. PHILLIPS. I think his report was-he was in consultation with
Mr. Kreutzer at the time. that Mr. Kreutzer made up his report recommending the feasibility.
r
Senator CAMERON.And his report was that it was feasible?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.What do the people generally think of the dismissal of Mr. Arthur P. Davis? Was it because he was too friendly
to irrigation districts?
He was up in here a good deal, was he· not?
Mr. PHILLIPS. He was here on several occasions. They £eel that
Doctor Work was not in sympathy with A. P. Davis's reclamation
policies.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. A. P. Davis was generally looked upon as
being sympathetic toward reclamation and inclined to proceed with
the reclamation of all areas that he deemed practical?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Phillips, about what is the gross value of
the crops that are grown on lands now r·eclaimed with full water
duty similar to the proposed reclamation project--! mean the Baker
project--£or this yead
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, the gross production would be around $35 to
$40 per acre.
The CHAIRMAN.This year's return?
Mr·. PHILLIPS. This year's return; yes. That is hay, alfalfa hay,
and small grain, oats, barley, and wheat.
The CHAIRMAN.And that is on the basis of being sold on the
market?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Without any conversion into dairy products or
anything of that kind?
·Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Which might greatly increase the value of the
•gross production ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.About what acreage would that cover on that
basis that you just talked about?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, there are only about 1,500 acres that are, you
might say, embraced in the boundaries of the Baker project that
have a full duty of water.
Senator CAMERON.Well, that is a full duty of water now?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; about 1,500 acres.
Senator CAMERON.And the rest of it?
Mr. PHILLIPS. There are about 3,000 acres that have a partial
water right.
Senator CAMERON.But not a full water right?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Not a full water right ; no.
Senator OnnIE. And that is the average of all the lands you mentioned in the project that have come under irrigation?
·
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; the lands that have a full duty of water.
Senator OnnIE. And if this project is put under cultivation as
planned, will it be a successful one £or the project settlers?
Mr, PHILLIPS. I think so.
Senator OnmE. Has it been demonstrated that small £armers can
make a good living on such lands with ample water?
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir. I have had considerable experience in
developing new lands under irrigation.
I developed 800 acres under the Yakima project 'in Washington, the Government project
there. I also developed 200 acres under the Boise project up in
Idaho, and about 1,000 acres in Montana 0£ private property.
Out
here I developed about 1,500 acreS-:-about 1,000 acres which have a
full duty 0£ water and about 500 which have a partial water right.
And we find the cost 0£ developing lands much cheaper here than
anywhere where I have developed any £arm lands, from the £act that
we have no leveling costs. The land is rolling, with a nice slope.
We have no leveling cost. And the cost 0£ our materials, posts
and lumber and fencing materials is low. The boundaries 0£ our
project are only about 4 miles from the national forest, and we
have some small mills there, and you can buy the posts, the lumber,
£or $20 a thousand, whereas on lots 0£ projects it costs $60 or $75.
And fuel does not cos_t the settler anything, only a half a day's
time to go and get his load 0£ wood, whereas in lots 0£ places his
wood costs him $10 or $12 a cord. So all those things go to cheapen
the cost to the settler.
Senator Onnrn. As a practical business man and an experienced
one, do you believe that the whole United States has reached the
peak 0£ its development?·
Mr. PHILLIPS. I hope not.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think the country is still going to develop?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It should if we are going to keep pace with the
increased population.
Senator Onnrn. And do you think that an impression abroad that
we have reached the peak and are not going to develop any more is
beneficial to this western country?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I do not.
Senator CAMERON.Mr. Phillips, you have had a large experience
in developing land under reclamation projects, as you have stated,
and you ought to be pretty nearly an expert in view of the experience
that you have had.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I could not say that I am an expert.
Senator CAMERON.Well, you have had a great deal 0£ experience,
You certainly would not come in here and try and develop the 1,500
acres 0£ land unless you believed that it was going to be profitable,
would you?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No, sir.
Senator CAMERON.With your experience in other sections 0£ the
country you finally came in here and located because you believed
the land was tillable and the water rights were right and the project
was right if put through?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Could £armers prosper on these lands and bear
the burden 0£ the 5 per cent deduction of the gross crop?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.That would not be an undue burden?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In other words, they could meet the cost of the
construction under the fact finding bill?··
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir; that is my judgment.
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The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Phillips, are you familiar with the
resolutions adopted in Salt Lake by the American National Live~
stock Association and the National Wool Growers' Association relative to basic principles £or grazing within the national forest?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; I have a copy of the.resolutions.
• The CHAIRMAN.I would like to read those to you one by one and
find out whether your association is in harmony with the resolutions. First :
That by law there be a recognition, definition, and protection
grazing upon national-forest
ranges upon an area basis.

Mr.
The
Mr.
The

of rights

to

and preference

at

PmLLIPs. Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN.You are in favor of the area basis?
PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN(reading):

That such rights shall be based upon established
the time of the enactment of the law.

priority

Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the present permits should be a
fair basis of distribution under the policy of area allotments?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN.I do not think I made myself clear there. Do you
think that there should be a further study as to determining to whom
these permits or area base leases should go, or do you think that the
present permittees are the ones who are most entitled to them?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think as a rule the present permittees are.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that has been fairly well determined
by the Forest Service over 20 years of experience?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN(reading) :
That such rights be defined as to tenure and transferability
with provision
for egress and ingress from and to ranges, and ~ubject to provisions necessary
for the protection of other resources of the national forests.

Do you believe that these rights should be transferable?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And with the sale of the livestock that they
should be transferable, or do you think that that should carry with it
the dependent property, or should that be left to the permittee in
making the sale as to whether the dependent property goes with the
transfer of the grazing privilege?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, of course there would be some cases that
might be a little different, but I think as a rule the dependent property and livestock together should carry the transfer of the grazing
privileges. There are exceptions to those rules, of course.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; you think there should be some flexibility
there?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And in the event that the dependability of the
ranch property-Mr. PmLLIPS. Is not depreciated.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. PmLLIPs. I think that at all times there must be taken into
consideration the stability of the dependent property; that the values
must be maintained.
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The CHAIRMAN.
Of course, you believe in the full protection of all
of the other resources of the national forest?
,
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
,
The CHAIRMAN.
That those resources should not be destroyed
through grazing?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN
(reading) :
That the holders of such rights shall be responsible
to resources of the forest.

for willful damage done

Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.
Well, do you think that they should be responsible
for damage that occurs through their agents by accident, such as
fires on the forest ?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
No; only in case of negligence, where there is negligence on their part.
\
The CHAIRMAN.
You believe the employer should be held accountable for the negligence of his employees?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Well, in some instances. Not in all cases. You
can not always be responsible for some men.
The CHAIRMAN.
Of course, that is a question of law and comes
under the master and servant law.
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes.
The CHAIRMAN
(reading):
That the exercise of such right shall be such as will insure the beneficial
use of the grazing resources as considered from the standpoint of general
business welfare.
We favor equitable protection to communities, to the small farmer, to the
wild life, and to recreational facilities.

You are in harmony with that thought?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN
(reading):
,.

That no charge basis shall be made effective in such law which results in
depreciating investment values in the privately owned dependent properties of
the holders of such rights, and that provision be made for returning whatever
amounts are collected for grazing to the State.

Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir; I am.
The CHAIRMAN.
Would an increase in grazing fees tend to deteriorate the value of dependent property.?
·
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes; it would, to a great extent.
The CHAIRMAN.
And the rates could be increased. to where the
value of the dependent property would be entirely destroyed?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.
You are of the opinion that any profit that may
accrue to the Forestry Service in disposing of the resources of the
forest over and above cost of administration should be turned in to
the counties and States wherein the forest reserves lie and should
not be turned in to the Federal Treasury?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes.
The CHAIRMAN
(reading):
It is the consensus of opinion that the Rachford report is based upon unsound economic principles, and therefore should not be adopted.

Mr.

PHILLIPS.

Absolutely not.
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The CHAIRMAN.You have made a considerable study 0£ the Rachford report ?
Mr. PHILLIPS, Well, with what opportunity I have had. You
know, it is pretty hard to get a Rachford report. The £act 0£ it is
we never got one--our Oregon association never got one until this
summer. During the time that the range appraisal was being made
we were told that when the rer,ort was finally ready we would be
given a full copy 0£ all the details and that we would have an opportunity to be heard; but we were not given a copy 0£ the Rachford
report, and we could not get one. I had a chance 0£ going over a
Rachford report down at Albuquerque last winter at the American
National. I just had a few hours' time to give to it, and went over
it with what time I had. But I think that the whole basis for the
Rachford report is unsound and wrong in principle.
I think that the commercial value 0£ any commodity, whether it
be forage or anything else, is the price that one can pay and still
continue in business. Not a price that might be forced on to you
by circumstances, by competition, unsound competition, or something of that kind, which has been the case in this Northwest, especially during the war period, and continues to a certain extent up
to this time, although the price that we are paying for leased lands
at this time is only, in a great many cases, less than half what it
was two or three years ago. This year in particular the lands that
I am leasing are not costing me half 0£ what they cost two years
ago.
The CHAIRMAN.Can you secure better results from grazing on
the lands that you control, the privately owned lands, than you can
in grazing within the forest? What I mean is this: Take two areas
exactly the same in grazing value so far as forage is concerned
and as to location, one under your full control and the other to be
used under the rules and regulations 0£ the Bureau 0£ Forestry.
Can you secure better results on one tract than you could on the
other, and, if so, on which one?
Mr. PHILLIPS. On the privately owned or leased lands. 0£ course 2
now, I will say in that connection I never atte.mpt to put any ot
my dry cows or steers that I am going to market on the forest. I
don't run them on the .forest at all. I put them on privately owned
lands, leased lands, or lands 0£ my own.
The CHAIRMAN.Why is that?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Because I can handle them in such a way that I
can get a larger gain on them, and make them weigh a great deal
more at market time, and they naturally bring a higher price per
pound on account 0£ the extra weight. 0£ course, these lands in
all cases are not all 0£ exactly the same type as the lands on the
national forest, but in our range here, especially the range that I
use on the national forest there is no such thing as getting a bee£
range any more off 0£ the national forest. We never do.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that due to the character 0£ the range and the
:forage?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; largely. And another thing, you can not
get the cattle at the time 0£ the year when they are in the best condition. The country is so rough and there is so much underbrush
that you can not get the cattle out at the time 0£ the year when they
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are at the best. You can not get them out until the cooler weather,
and you have to drive them out, and they may have shrunk in condition at that time.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, the fact that you get better results on
privately owned land would indicate that you could not {lay as
, much rental for forest-reserve land as you could pay for privately
. owned pasturage?
Mr. PmLLIPs. No, sir; you could not.
The CHAIRMAN
. .Any increase in grazing fees, of course, would
tend to increase the cost of production?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely. While it does not seem that the annual fee is very large, you have got to figure that in. your herd
perhaps some of your she stuff run until they are 8 or 10 years old,
and when you have added that grazing fee on for 8 or 10 years it
means quite a sum at the end. You take the one ;ear, it does not
seem like much of an item. But over a period o years it makes
quite an item in the cost of your animal.
·
The CHAIRMAN.And, of course, the livestock producer must pass
all of this cost on. to the consumer?
·
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN
. .And any cost to the producer is considerably
increased by the time it reaches the consumer; that is, as it passes
through the various distributing agencies it pyramids; is that true~
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.So that by the time that the additional increase
in the cost of production reaches the consumer it is a considerable
item i
·
Mr. PHILLIPS. A considerable item; yes, sir.
'
The CHAIRMAN.What effect does the agitation of increasing
grazing fees have upon the livestock industry?
·
Mr. PHILLIPS. It has a very demoralizing •effect. The stockmen
in the last few years have been at a tremendous loss in operating
anyway, and it has tended to weaken the morale of the stock industry.
The CHAIRMAN.They were already in a discouraged frame of
mind?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
Senator CAMERON.There has been a great financial loss in the
cattle business, has there not?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir; a great loss.
Senator CAMERON.Have some of the cattlemen gone out of business in this section?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think so. I should say that over 50 per cent of
the cattlemen in our section have.
Senator CAMERON.Since, say, about 1919?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; since 1919, 1920.
Senator CAMERON.About 50 per cent have gone out of business?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.If a grazing fee _was to become permanently
fixed, would it tend to stabilize the livestock ind1,1stry?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It would.
The CHAIRMAN.It would have quite a bearing on the stabilization?
·

..
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· Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the privilege 0£ grazing in the forest reflected
in the value 0£ cattle or livestock when times are normal? When
the cattle business is profitable a man having a permit to graze cattle
within the forest could if he were going out of business transfer
with the cattle that he sells the privilege 0£ grazing in the forest;
in such case would the cattle be worth more than they .would be i£ '
they were sold in the open market without any grazing right within
the forest?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, if they were sold to remain in the country
I would say it would be an advantage.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a demand £or grazing rights when times
are normal and grazing is profitable?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And if that right attached to the livestock it
would enhance their value?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes sir.
,
The CHAIRMAN. Then it is your opinion that the grazing privilege becomes a property right?
'
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is reflected in the value 0£ the dependent
ranch property f
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir. In connection with the question that
was asked a few minutes ago, whether a good many 0£ the cattlemen have gone out 0£ business, I might say on the range I use in the
national forest--! have been running cattle there since before the
forests were created, and I am the only man that is running cattle
there now that ran cattle at that time. I think the next oldest
user has been on the reserve perhaps seven or eight years, and there
is only one other that has been on that long. The balance have
gone out of the business.
The CHAIRMAN. Then the number 0£ cattle produced in this
section is much less than it was say five years ago?
Mr. PmLLIPS.
Oh, yes; much less.
The CHAIRMAN. And thereby the source 0£ meat supply £or the,
consuming public has been diminished?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Summing it up, you are 0£ the opinion that if
grazing rights become legalized that will be a £actor in stabilizing
the livestock inju,ry and encouraging its perpetuation?
Mr. PlIILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And also that a fee should be fixed £or the
privilege 0£ grazing that is but little if any more than the cost
of administration and regulation?
Mr. PHILLIPS. That has always been my idea, that the grazing
fee should be a nominal sum above the cost 0£ administration .
. The CHAIRMAN. Now, is it a £act that the county and State.are
indirectly receiving a benefit by the increased value 0£ the dependent ranch property and the Ii vestock that is grazed on the
forest, by the increase in the taxable value thereof?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMA:JS". And so, indirectly, the county and the . State
are, under the provisions 0£ a nominal
fee, receiving a greater bene•
'
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fit than they would receive if a higher fee were charged and the
money turned into the Federal Treasury?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You have stated that there is but little public
domain in this county, or in the vicinity where you operate?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.But you have had experience in the past in
grazing on the public domain?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are of the opinion that the time has
come when Congress should enact some kind of leasing law turning over to individuals the right to use certain areas and holding
them responsible £or the management thereof ?
Mr. PmLLIPs. Yes, sir ; I think that in some instances that might
be handled by private leases, and in some instances it would be
necessary to make it a community lease.
, The CHAIRMAN.Where they run in common ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Where they run in common. That would be in
places where watering places are scarce. On some of the ranges
is would be hard to cut them up into individual leases, on account
of the scarcity of water, and in those cases they could be blocked
off into community areas where the neighborhood could enjoy the
grazing privileges, by fencing and running their cattle together,
the same as they do now in common.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ a long-time lease policy were adopted would
it tend to encourage the development and improvement of the range,
in providing water?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir; the stockmen would naturally develop
the water, and they would also increase the grazing capacity of
their lands.
The CHAIRMAN.And they would naturally resort to fencing of
the areas leased to them?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In the event the reclamation project here is not
deyeloped, the Government lands within that area would revert to
the public domain. Using that as an illustration, do you think those
lands should be disposed of by lease?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you had any experience with the so-called
640-acre grazing homesteads in this county ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, that is what has become of most of our public
domain. The majority of it was taken by the 640-acre homesteads.
They have not been a success in any sense of the word-not
£or the
men who took up the land nor £or the community as a whole.
The CHAIRMAN.Were these 640-acre homesteads generally taken
up by men who used the land £or the production of livestock?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Not necessarily. They were taken up, and the grazing privileges leased or sold to other stockmen.
The CHAIRMAf'l",
·They were taken up by others than stockmen,
and then by them leased to the stockmen?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes ; in most· of the cases.
_The CHAIRMAN.In othe~ words, they were the means of exacting
tribute from the regular livestock men .for the use of the one-time
free range?
43213-25--PT
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.•
The CHAIRMAN.I presume you are 0£ the opinion that ·any leasing
act that is passed should be made optional as to the localities in
which it might be applied?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir; I think that should depend upon the circumstances and whether the people in the different States are favorable to leasing.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Or in the subdivisions 0£ the State, £or that
matter?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there any conflict between domestic livestock,
the grazing 0£ domestic livestock in the forest, and the propagation
0£ wild life, game animals in particular?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the grazing 0£ the forest; in your estimation, in any way interfere with the recreational use 0£ the forest?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think it has been a big benefit. They are spending a lot of money building roads into the forest. In our forest they
have good auto roads where they never had trails before. There are
thousands 0£ people go from town here on Saturdays and Sundays
into the forest and spend a day or two who never were in the forest
before.
The CmuRllfAN. And the grazing 0£ ljyestock does not interfere
with their enjoyment of the recreational privileges of the forest'!
Mr. PHILLIPS. No. They scare the cattle away up there usually.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Phillips, are you opposed to any further extensions 0£ the national parks and Federal game preserves?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I am. I think we have got enough 0£ them-in
this section 0£ the country at least.
Senator Onnrn. Mr. Phillips, what is your opinion of the Forest
Service regulations regarding date set £or putting cattle on the range
in the spring ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I think it is entirely impracticable to fix dates
as to the time that stock should go on any particular range-to fix
them ahead 0£ time. I have been in the West-Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and Montana-for
the last 39 years, and I venture to say
that there have never been any two seasons just alike. So it i_simpossible to fix dates ahead 0£ time and have it work to the best
advantage 0£ the stock industry.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think that the rule providing £or two ·
weeks' leeway in the option of the local supervisor is enough?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No; I don't. I £eel that a great deal more authority
should be given to local supervisors who are on the ground and know
the condition. I know we have had times here when we have had
drought periods, when our local supervisors knew what we needed,
and they were in symeathy with us and would like to give it to us.
But it takes a good while to get those things recommended sometimes
so they can act, and we don't always get the r~lie£ as soon as we
should have it, and sometimes it is mighty hard to convince Washington that we really need any relief.
Senator OnmE. Do you know 0£ any cases in which stockmen have
been caused loss by reason 0£ this rule setting a definite date for putting the stock out on the range?
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I don't know that I recall any specific instance, but I think most every year there is-maybe not any actual
loss in the number 0£ head 0£ stock, loss from death or anything 0£
that kind, but loss in the condition of the animals, which means a
financial loss, through not being allowed to move the stod'.k on when
the feed was at its best.
Senator OonIE. Do you think it affects the shedding date 0£ the
cattle to hold them back from the early spring range?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; I think it does in a great many cases.
Senator Onnrn. Does that have an injurious effect on the cattle by
retarding their taking on flesh during the summer?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
Senator Onnrn. Mr. Phillips, do you know 0£ any injury that has
been done the livestock industry in this section 0£ the country because
0£ the rule and regulation 0£ the Forest Service in setting definite
dates £or putting stock out on the reserve ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir. The dates are fixed in 11dvance, in £act,
on the different ranges where the different associations graze their
cattle we have a fixed date that is fixed year after year. In £act, our
date 0£ going on the forest range has not been changed, I don't think,
£or about five years. In the beginning when the forests were first
created on the particular range that I used I think our permits permitted us to go on the forest reserve on the 1st day 0£ April. And
later on it was the 1st 0£ May. And then changed to the 15th 0£
May. And then to the first 0£ June. The last two years at our
annual meeting the Forest Service has suggested that our date be
changed to the 15th of June, but we objected to that date, and they
did not press the matter.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know 0£ any cases where the stockmen have
been forced to keep their stock in their pastures and meadows because 0£ this setting ahead 0£ the date?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, it necessitates every stockman who uses the
forests either leasing privately owned lands, either fenced or unfenced ; if fenced, 0£ pasturing them; if unfenced, 0£ putting on
riders and keeping his stock within the confines 0£ the leased land
and keeping them off 0£ the reserve. I£ some 0£ them get away and
drift on, we are asked to take them off.
Senator Onnrn. Does that result in increased cost to the stockman?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes. I do not consider that the increased cost is so
much 0£ a detrimental £actor to the cattle business as the £act 0£
having to drive the cattle and handle them and drift them around.
Anyone who knows the nature 0£ cattle and has had experience in
fattening cattle and trying to get them in condition knows that you
can not handle them very much and have them put on any flesh.
You have to let them alone.
Senator Onnrn. Do you mean that this extra handling necessarily
wears them down and prevents them from putting on the flesh that
they should put on in the summer?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It means more than the expense 0£ leasing the land
or the cost 0£ the riders in my estimation.
Senator Onnrn. That is an additional cost?
Mr. PHILLIPS. That is an additional cost.
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Senator Onnrn. And does' it result in an inferior animal at the
end 0£ the season ?
Mr. PmLLIPs. Necessarily they are not in as good condition, do not
weigh as many pounds, and do not bring as much per pound on
account of the quality and flesh.
Senator Onnrn. Does that mean a material reduction in the value
0£ their stock to the livestock men?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It means a material reduction in the value, and it
means also a reduction in the production of meat, because you produce less pounds per animal.
Senator Onnrn. In quantity and quality both?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Quantity and quality and price per pound.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think any benefit to the range, because 0£
the delay in putting the cattle on, makes up £or this loss to the stockmen?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I don't think so.
Senator Onnrn. ·Do you think if the, stock were allowed to go on
the range at the time that they have been going on £or years past
before these regulations were made that the range would be damaged
in any way?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Not if the number 0£ head 0£ cattle were regulated
the same as they are regulated now. 0£ course if unlimited numbers
were allowed to run on it it would damage.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think if the question is left to the stockmen
themselves this matter will be handled in a proper way?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir. I think that in most instances the cattlemen will protect the range.
Senator Onnrn. Do you believe that the cattlemen realize that it is
to their interest to keep the range in good condition?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely.
The cattlemen, i£ they are going to
succeed in the cattle business, must have a good range to run their
cattle on. They can not ruin the range and continue in business.
They thoroughly realize that.
Senator ODnrn. DQ you find that this extra handling 0£ the cattle
has any ~ffect on the shedding off in the normal way in the spring?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; they don't thrive in the same manner that they
would if left alone.
Senator Onnrn. Does this change in the date result in loss of range
feed?
Mr. PmLLIPS. It does.
Senator Onnrn. Is that an economic loss to the stock industry?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It is. I think, Senator, £or an illustration 0£ the
handling and disturbing o::(the cattle on the range, I will say, that
last year, owing to the financial circumstances 0£ all 0£ us who were
using the particular range that I run on, we felt that we could n.ot
afford to have the range riders that we have usually had; we have
had range riders, and we have been requested to keep our cattle back
on certain areas at different times, and we had done that, and last
year we did not £eel that we could afford that, and we asked the
Forest Service that we be permitted to abandon the use of riders on
the range last summer. That what little riding was necessary we
would go and do ourselves. To which they consented. And there
were some three or £our of the Forest Service men-I can not recall
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their names now-I think Mr. Peters was one that was making the
surveys of the different ranges last £all, Mr. Kavenagh?
Mr. KAVENAGH.Yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Now, Mr. Peters and the others held a meeting with
our association after they had been over, and they told me, after
they had been over practically all the ranges in eastern Oregonand they told our association, and I suppose maµe the same report
into the office-that we had the best preserved rarige ; that our range
was in the best condition of any range that they had been on last
season. Is that a £act, Mr. Kavanagh?
Mr. KAVANAGH.That is correct.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Now, we didn't have any riders on our range last
year. We didn't disturb our cattle. "\Ve simply left them alone.
"\Vith the result that last year, which was considered a dry year with
us, our cattle came off in a much better condition than they did the
two years previous. And the Forest Service reported the best con. dition of the range of any range in eastern Oregon.
So I think that pretty well demonstrated my opinion that the way
to get the best use of your range and the best results of your cattle
is to salt your cattle where they should he salted and let them run 1
and not be hammering them around, not be drifting.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you consider that you are more competent to
judge where your cattle should be salted than a forest supervisor or
ranger?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I think I would be on the particular range
that I run on, and I think I would be in any case unless he was
familiar with the range and had known the range £or a number of
years.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, I was referring to the range with which
you are familiar-one
your own range ?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; I think so.
Mr. Saunders, when he was testifying, brought up a point that
I have often wondered about, and that was the matter of why the
Forest Service shifted the supervisors and the rangers after they
became familiar with it from one district to another.
Now, we had with us a boy, or a man, who was born and raised in
Baker County. He was a ranger £or a number of years, I guess
almost since the forest reserve was created. At different times during the time that he was ranger here there was a vacancy in the local
forest supervisor's office. Two or three different times we petitioned
that he put in as the forest supervisor, because he was familiar with
the country. But he never got to be forest supervisor here. He was
a good enough man, and a year or more ago they made him forest
supervisor down in Umatilla County, where he did not know 'the
country at all. And they sent Mr. Kuhns from Umatilla County
up here.
Now, I want to say that Mr. Kuhns is a mighty nice man, and he is
a good forest supervisor, and as far as I know we are all well satisfied with him, but I have no doubt that Mr. Kuhns could give better
service in Umatilla County, where he knew the conditions, and that
Mr. Erwin could give more service here in Baker County, where he
was familiar with conditions. I think just as much of Mr. Kuhns
as I do of Mr. Erwin, but I do not understand the policy.
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The CHAIRMAN.Well, if you had two £arms, and you had a good
£armer on each one of them, and each £armer knew his own £arm,
you would not shift one £armer from one farm to the other £arm;
is that the idea?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I do not do that. I have several fellows who rent
from me, and I do not shift them around. I£ a man knows a farm,
I think he is the man to keep there.
The CHAIRMAN.I think that Colonel Greeley explained that to a
degree in saying that oftentimes those shifts 0£ men were in line of
promotion.
0£ course, in the case that you refer to it could not have
been.
Mr. PinLLH'S. I never knew why, and I have often wondered why
they shifted them. It seems to me that in order to get th~ best results, if your business is going to be administered by someone who
has not got the capital invested in the business there should be
someone who is just as familiar with the locality and with the conditions as it is possible to be. It is not the most satisfactory thing ,
to have someone who has not a dollar invested in the business to
tell you how to run the business if you have the investment. I£
such is to be the case, it seems to me it should be one who is just as
familiar with conditions as possible.
Senator Ooorn. Going back again to the cqndition of your range,
do you think that in the last number of years if the date for placing
the stock on the range had been left to the stockmen themselves the
range would now be in as good condition as it is?
Mr. 'PHILLIPS. I would say this. I. would say that it would not
be, unless it was left to an advisory board who would have the power
to fix; the dates. I would not be in £avor of fixing the date this £all
for the time to go on next spring, but when it comes near the time
for going on then the advisory board could hold a meeting and fix
the date for letting the cattle go on, and also where the first salt
should be put out, and then as time went on they could decide when
the next salt should be put out.
Now, our present salt system that was in effect this year-they
told us. in the spring when we should put out salt all through the
summer. Well, now, even us fellows that have run cattle on the
range all our lives dont know in June what the conditions are going
to be in July. You don't know in July what the conditions are going to be in August. You have got to meet those conditions as they
come.
·
Senator Ooorn. In other words, you £eel that those matters should
be passed on by practical local men in each community who know
all about the business from long experience?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think the salting and handling of the cattle
should be left to stockmen who have the investment, certainly with
the provision that if the range is abused they may be put off. I
believe in protecting the range and protecting all the natural resources, whether it be timber or whatever it is. But outside of any
damage to the range, I would say that the stockmen should handle
their business in the manner that they see fit, to get the most out
of it. We certainly are in the business to try to make it profitable,
and in order to make it profitable we must protect the range.
The CHAIRMAN.That will be all, Mr. Phillips, unless you have a
further statement you desire to make.
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Just one thing I wanted to mention, with· refer
ence to the grazing fees and the excess over and above the cost of
administration.
I feel that there should be an excess revenue above the cost of
administration sufficient to take care of and I?rotect the ranges in the
way of range improvements, like developmg water holes, water
troughs, building fences, drift fences, or anything that is necessary
along that line. And I think that the excess revenue should go to
the State and to the particular forest reserve which the money came
from, to take care of and protect and build up the resources of that
particular range.
I think that is all.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Steward.
0

STATEMENTOF MR. W. A. STEWARD, CATTLERAISER, B!Al{ER,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Steward, are you engaged in the livestock
industry?
Mr. STEWARD.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.·
In what branch of the livestock industry?
Mr. STEWARD.Cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.How long ha:ve you been in the cattle business?
Mr. STEWARD.
About 13 years here at Baker.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within· the boundaries of the
national forest?
.
Mr. STEWARD.
I do.
The CHAIRMAN.What forest ?
Mr. STEWARD.The Whitman, on two different segregations, one
known as Catherine Creek and the other as Big Creek.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use ·the public domain £or grazing?
Mr. STEWARD.
No; very little, Once in a while a few scattering
head get out. But I figure on leased lands and our private lands £or
our range.
The CHAIRMAN.There is very little of the public domain remaining in this vicinity?
Mr. STEWARD.
In this locality there is practically no public domain
left with the exception of about 45,000 acres withdrawn £or reclamation purposes.
·
The CHAIRMAN.And how much of that 45,000 acres is Government
land?
Mr. STEWARD.
Well, there are about 45,000 acres of Government
land scattered through this reclamation withdrawal.
The CHAIRMAN.What reclamation withdrawal is that?
Mr. STEWARD.
It is known as the Baker irrigation project. This
land has been withdrawn £or about 14 years, I think.
The CHAIRMAN.And has been held £or about 14 years as a reclamation district?
Mr. STEWARD.As an irrigation district, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.What progress has been made toward the development of this area of the pubhc domain?
Mr. STEWARD.
There. has been no actual development. There have
been a number of investigations made by the Bureau of_Reclamation.
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They have done some diamond-drill work at the dam sites and they
have made some studies 0£ the feasibility 0£ the project.
The CHAIRMAN.What has been the result 0£ their investigations~
Mr. STEWARD.Every report we have ever had on the project has
pronounced it feasible with the exception 0£ two, one made by the
Department of Agriculture, who were sent here with instructions
to make a bad report.
The 0HAlRMAN.What do you mean by that, that they were sent
here with instructions to make a bad report?
Mr. STEWARD.
I mean just exactly what I say. They admitted
that to me after I pinned them down.
Senator CAMERON.
Who was it said that? Let us have his name.
Mr. STEWARD.A man by the name 0£ Teel.
Senator ODDIE.How long ago was that ?
Mr. STEWARD.I can give you the exact dates-Senator CAMERON.Give us all the information you have. The
committee would like to have it.
Mr. STEWARD.This Agricultural Department report was put out
on January 7, 1924. The investigation was made during the latter
part 0£ October and the first part 0£ November, 1923. We have had
the following reports on this project, if you would like to have
them:
One made by Mr. A. J. Wiley, consulting engineer £or the Reclamation Service,. at Boise, on January 23, 1919.
A combined report niade by Mr. C. T. Fisher and Mr. Wiley,
made August 10, 1919. They came here together. Mr. Wiley first
came here and spent considerable time going out over this and viewjng the land and the reservoir site and digging into the water supply.
Senator CAMERON.In whose employ was he?
Mr. STEWARD.The United States Reclamation Service.
Then Mr. Fisher was sent here with instructions to go into it
further, and he made another preliminary report on July 8, 1920.
The (JHAIRMAN.What was the nature 0£ the Wiley and Fisher
reports?
Mr. STEWARD.All £a vorable.
The CHAIRMAN.These ar_ethe favorable reports that you are giving now, beginning in 1919 and coming up to this report?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes, sir.
Pro£. W. L. Powers, who was recognized, I think, as an expert on
soils of our agricultural college, made a soil report. He went 'out
and took samples 0£ the soil all over this project and had them
analyzed and made borings to determine the depth. That was made
on July 8, 1920.
Mr. Fisher was here, I think, continuously from July, 1920, until
April, 1922, making a study 0£ this project, and put a corps 0£ engineers in the field. At one time he had three parties out.
Then the board 0£ engineers-I
have forgotten exactly who was in
that, but the former director, Mr. Arthur P. Davis, Mr. Munn, and
Mr. Savage made a report on July 3, 1022. Then Munn and Savage
oame bn,ck and spent some time here, made another report October
12, 1922.
·
During the time Mr. Fisher was here he also had a diamonddrilling outfit here to determine too feasibility 0£ the darn sites and
did considerable work on that.
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Those reports were all favorable. The board 0£ engineers made
another report October 20, 1923. That was after they finished the
borings £or the dam sites.
At that time, or about that time, Arthur P. Davis resigned and
we got a new deal in reclamation, and the Department 0£ Agriculture was sent here.
Senator ODnIE. Do you know who sent a representative 0£ the
Department o+ Agriculture ?
Mr. STEWARD.Why, they were sent here by Doctor Work.
Senator ODDIE.That is, Doctor Work requested that the department send those men?
Mr. STEWARD.He borrowed these men, and when we pinned the
Department 0£ Agriculture down on this they came back and said,
"vVe are not responsible £or that work." When we pinned Doctor
Work down he said, "They are not my men." Nobody wanted to
assume the responsibility.
However, they made a very bad report. They found everything
wrong that was possible. They even disregarded the growing crops.
They went into the fields where the crops had been growing for
years and the crops were uniform, and still they pronounced some
0£ that soil unfit £or cultivation, and all that kind 0£ stuff.
Senator CAMERON.Did these engineers from the Department 0£
Agriculture tell you they were requested to make an adverse report?
Mr. STEWARD.When we pinned them down Mr. Teel confessed to
me he was sent here and told to make a very conservative report.
You can draw your own conclusions. Those are his exact words.
The CHAIRMAN.You say he made an adverse report?
Mr. STEWARD.Well, I tell you-after
making an unfavorable report and recommending that this project not be built they went back
again on that report; they came back with Mr. Kreutzer and some
more 0£ the reclamation boys and made a favorable report. They
reversed themselves-a man by the name 0£ Lapham.
Senator CAMERON.Will you give the committee in detail what
was said at the time they were talking to you about a conservative
report?
·
Mr. STEWARD.That is just what was said. I said to him, "You
don't believe that report; you know better than that. Any sane man
knows conditions are not what you report in that report."
And
when we finally pinned him down he admitted he was sent here and
told to make a conservative report.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Steward, you are a £armer?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are £arming lands that are similar to the
lands in this reclamation project?
Mr. STEWARD.I am £arming lands right in the heart 0£ this
project.
The CHAIRMAN.And that land is similar to all the other reclaimable land in the project?
•
Mr. STEWARD.Yes, sir. I have growing-crops on that to-day.
The CHAIRMAN.What has your experience in £arming those lands
demonstrated to you, as to whether they are agricultural lands or
whether the £arming 0£ those lands would be a success or a failure?

•
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Mr. STEWARD.I will tell you something that perhaps might verify
what I am going to say. We started out then~ in a small way and
thought enough of it that we spent $40,000 putting in a little storage plant of our own. We still have plans that we would like to get
more watBr £or. We took one of those small streams up there and
spent $40,000 constructing a dam £or our own personal use.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you sufficient water to develop a 100 per
cent water right £or these lands if the project is cons,tructed?
Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely; we have plenty of water.
,
The CHAIRMAN.What would the normal average per acre production be in dollars and cents on these lands?
Mr. STEWARD.That is a little hard to answer in a general way
because it depends a great deal on the type of agriculture.
This
year I am going to get pretty close to 6 tons of alfalfa hay to the
acre on that land.
The CHAIRMAN.What is the gross value of the 6 tons?
Mr. STEWARD.Well, the only hay I know of being sold here so far
this year, although I have not checked it up, has been• at $8 a ton in
the stack. That is not baled; it is just simply stacked.
The CHAIRMAN.That would be $48 per acre ?
Mr. STEWARD.That would be $48 per acre just £or our alfalfa.
And $8 is probably a low average. As you know, in buying hay
through this country you have paid $8 oftener than you have paid
less.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; $8 would be no more than a £air average.
Mr. STEWARD.Last year I paid $10.
'
The CHAIRMAN.Do you get some other return from the land, aside
from the hay?
Mr. STEWARD.·wen, that is followed with-a good pasture crop.
The CHAIRMAN.What is that worth per acre ordinarily?
Mr. STEWARD.The way pasture has been selling here £or the past
five or six years, probably it is worth $2.50 an acre.
The CHAIRMAN.Which would make a gross return of something
better than $50 ?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes, sir. I have not raised very much grain, but
my neighbors around there that do raise grain get big yields. Wheat
grows 45 or 50 bushels, barley from 75 to 100, oats around 75.
The CHAIRMAN.Would a 5 per cent deduction to defray the cost
of construction plus the cost of maintenance be an unbearable burden
on this project?
Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely not.
The CHAIRMAN.How many times has Congress appropriated
money £or the construction of this project ?
Mr. STEWARD.Three times.
The CHAIRMAN.When was the last appropriation made?
Mr. STEWARD.It was made in 1924.
The_ CHAIRMAN.Is that money now available?
Mr. STEWARD.•Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.For the construction of the project?
Mr. STEwARD.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there any activity?
Mr. STEWARD.None whatever. We had a visit from Secretary
Work tM other day, and from his attitude I doubt whether there
will be any s.o long as he remains in office.
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The CHAIRMAN.How did you analyze Secretary Work's attitude?
)fr. STEWARD.He was very antagonistic to any further development of the West. He figures we are overdeveloped.
The CHAIRMAN.Your conclusion was that he was opposed to the
building of further irrigation projects?
lir. STEWARD.Yes, sir; or any further development along that
line.
Mr. BowDEN. Whether such projects are feasible or not?
Mr. STEWARD.Regardless of whether they are feasible; that does
not make any difference.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you mean to say that money was appropriated
in three different years by Congress and none of that money has
been expended?
Mr. STEWARD.There has been $5,000 of it spent in investigation.
Mr. BowDEN. Was that the total amount of the appropriation?
Mr. STEWARD.No; the appropriation was $500,000.
Furthermore, 'Doctor Work has had another report made by some
one who does not sign his name, which I have here, and everything
that is possibly wrong with a project is wrong with this project.
Senator ODDIE.Do you consider that last report unreliable?
Mr. STEWARD.I don't know any other conclusion that you could
arrive at. In his letter he makes this statement: "Heretofore studies
of this project seem to have been made by many who felt that they
were there £or the purpose of proving its feasibility."
In other words, the rest of the men who came up here were not
sincere in their reports ; they were here to boost £or us.
Senator CAMERON.The first reports that you_had were made while
Director Davis was in charge of the Reclamation Service?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes. He says:
The reports of others seem to discredit

)fr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

it utterly.

BowDEN. What are you reading from?
STEWARD.One of Doctor Works's letters.
BowDEN. To whom?
STEwARD.To Hon. N. ,J. Sinnott, August 29,-1925. He says:

That I might have a dispassionate
analysis, I put a reviewer on not con.nected with Bureau of Reclamation to make me an impartial report, which I
herewith transmit to you for what you may deem it to be worth.

Senator ODDIE.Does he state that the reviewer knows anything
about the question he was sent here to study ?
Mr. STEWARD.No; he does not say anything further _than that.
We have not any idea who the reviewer was. Nobody here knew
there was any such person in the country.
Senator ODDIE.Have you read the article by Harry Brown which
was published in the Salt Lake Tribune on tliis project?
Mr. STEWARD.No; I have not.
Mr. BowDEN. Then Doctor Work does not give you the name of
the reviewer ?
Mr. STEWARD.No, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. And the reviewer's report is not signed?
Mr. STEWARD.No, sir. He says further:
I have not yet received from the Attorney
submitted-

General an opinion on, the question
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Mr. Sinnott put this proposition square up to him whether he had
any right to use any discretion on this project. The last time Congress appropriated money he was directed to build this project, and
Congress considered the project feasible, and it. was his duty to
proceed with the construction. [Reading:]
I have not yet received from the Attorney General an opinion on the question
submitted as to whether or not the Secretary of the Interior shall be compelled
to build reclamation projects independent of his judgment as to feasibility
where there is such a diversity of opinions predicated on different aspects of
the subject, or whether there should be some one to render a final decision.

Mr. BowDEN. And the letter you have been reading from, to Mr.
Sinnott-is that Congressman Sinnott, chairman of the Public Lands
Committee of the House ?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes, sir.
(The letter in full is as follows:)
THE SECRETARY
OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, August 29, 1925.
Hon. N. J. SINNoT,
The Dalles,

Oreg.

MY DEAR MR. CONGRESSMAN:Herewith a review of the Baker project which
I promised you some days ago.
Heretofore studies of this project seem to have been made by many who felt
that they were there for the purpose of proving its feasibility.
The reports of
others seem to discredit it utterly.
That I might have a dispassionate analysis, I put a reviewer on not connected
with Bureau of Reclamation to make me an impartial report, which I herewith
transmit to you for what you may deem it to be worth.
I have not yet received from the Attorney General an opinion on the question
submitted, as to whether or not the Secretary of the Interior shall be compelled
to build reclamation projects independent of his judgment as to feasibility,
where there is such a diversity of opinions predicated on different aspects of
the subject, or whether there should be some one to render a final decision.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,
HUBERTWoRK.

The CHAIRMAN.Have any Members of Congress visited this project recently?
Mr. STEWARD.Why, in the last day or two we had a visit from Mr.
Cramton, chairman of the subcommittee on appropriations for the
Interior Department; Mr. French, who is also on that committee;
and Mr. Smith-Senator CAMERON.Is that Addison Smith, Congressman from
Idaho?
Mr. STEWARD.Addison Smith, Congressman from Idaho.
Senator CAMERON.He is chairman of the Committee on Irrigation·
and Reclamation?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes; and Mr. Sinnott went over it.
The CHAIRMAN.Did they express their opinion of the project
while here?
Mr. STEwARD.Mr. Cramton asked us not to ask for his personal
opinion, because he was only one of the committee, and he did not
want to commit the committee. But Mr. Cramton has always been
very friendly with us.
Senator ODDIE.Has he made an examination himself?
Mr. STEWARD.This is his second visit here. He came here before
• and forced through the last appropriation over Doctor Work's head.
I guess the Senator remember,<:that very well.
,
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The CHAIRMAN.Yes. Well, Mr. Cramton was familiar with the
project before the last appropriation was made, and other Members
of Congress who approved that appropriation
were personally
familiar with it?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes. And to be sure he had not made any mistake,
he came back here the other day and spent a day going over this.
Then we took him down to Eagle Valley, where they have 10,000
acres of exactly the same character of land that has been under irrigation £or 15 years, I think, and they are utilizing every foot of it.
Senator ODDI:B."
So Mr. Cramton has made a very much more thorough study of it than Secretary Work?
Mr. STEwARD.Secretary Work has not made any study of it. He
came here in the morning, and he said, "I would like to soo everything you have got to show me." We said, "All right, fine; we will
take you out and show you the dam site and the reservoir site and
give you a thorough view of the land, and then take you down and
show you some land that has been under irrigation £or 15 years."
He said, "All right."
So we came down to get our cars, and by the time we got back he
didn't want to see only just a little of the land. He wanted to drive
back and catch a train and get out of here.
Senator ODDIE.What time did you leave town?
Mr. STEWARD.I rather think about 9 o'clock.
Senator ODDIE.And what time did you return?
Mr. STEWARD.About 12.
Senator ODDIE.How far is it out to the project?
Mr. STEWARD.We drove out probably 25 m1Jes.
Senator ODDIE.And .back the same distance?
Mr. STEWARD.And back, in about three hours, and saw the
project.
Senator ODDIE.And the time from 9 to 12 was spent, in part at
least, in driving out and coming back?
Mr. STEWARD.That was the complete time we had to give Doctor
Work on the land.
Senator ODDIE.How much of that time was spent on the land?
~fr. STEWARD.Not to exceed an hour.
The CHAIRMAN.Did ·you undertake to show Secretary Work any
other reclaimed a:reas in this locality similar to the proposed project?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes, sir ; we took him down where Mr. Phillips
had developed some very steep land which is growing a heavy crop
of alfalfa.
The Secretary was asked to get out and look at that,
and he said he would look at that the next time he came back.
The CHAIRMAN.Did he set any date as to when he would come
b~?
.
Mr. STEWARD.No.
Senator CAMERON.Were there press agents long with Doctor
Work's party?
·
Mr. STEWARD.Harry Brown was with him. Doctor Work didn't
come here to get any information on the project. I don't know
why he stopped.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion that Secretary Work is opposed to further irrigation and reclamation?
Mr. S'J'.EWARD.
Absolutely.
·
.
•
Mr. BOWDEN.·In whose automobile did he ride going out there?
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' Mr. STEWARD.He rode in Mr. Phillips's car.
·Mr. BowDEN. Were you or were you not present in that car'?
Mr. STEWARD.No; I was not; I was in another car.
Mr. BowDEN. Did you have any conversation with Doctor Work
about this proposal at the time he was here?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Did he say anything about the project to you?
Mr. STEWARD.He said it was the worst he ever saw.
Mr. BowDEN. Did he state any reason £or that conclusion?
Mr. STEWARD.No; he did not. He said the only way he would
ever build it would be because he was forced to do it.
Mr. BowDEN. What time was Doctor Work here?
Mr. STEWARD.I don't have that date fixed in my mind. I would
imagine five or six weeks ago.
The CHAIRMAN.The 9th of July?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes; you are right; I remember.
Senator ODDIE.Do you know about the article by Harry Brown
in the Salt Lake Tribune describing Doctor Work's visit here?
Mr. STEWARD.No; I don't see the Salt Lake papers.
Senator ODDIE.Had you heard about that article ?
Mr. STEwARD.No; I had not.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the people in this community generally in
favor of the building of the Baker project?
Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely. At the time that this project was initiated the idea of getting the_ Government to take it over, it was
necessary to take a vote of the district, and I think out of about
83 or 82 votes there were 7 dissenting votes.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the settlers prepared at this time to go ahead
with their part of the project?
Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the contract been submitted?
Mr. STEwARD.No. It was sent here, and there was a change or
two requested in it, a minor change or two, and it has never come
back.
The CHAIRMAN.How long ago was that?
Mr. STEWARD.I believe it was in March.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you requested the return of the contract?
Mr. STEWARD.Well, it was promised. You yourself heard Doctor
Work, promise us straight out that he would send that contract .back
when he was here.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; I did hear him promise.
Mr. STEWARD.That is as far as it has gone. He has not kept his
word with us that far.
· Senator CAMERON.Do you know why Director Davis was dismissed from the service ?
Mr. STEWARD.All I know is what Doctor Work told me-that he
had wrecked the Reclamation Service.
Senator CAMERON.He said he had?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes. He said that all he took over was the skeleton,
and he didn't know what he was going to do with it.
The CHAIRMAN.Doctor Work pronounced the Yakima project a
success but bankrupt, did he not?
•
Mr. STEWARD.I did not hear that.
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The CHAIRMAN.I think it is generally known that he .did. .A:nd
that project will ship out more than 40,000 carloads of farm produce
~sy~~
,
Mr. STEWARD.That project shipped out enough stuff on an average in a year to pay the cost ~£.the ~hole reclam~tion ov~r there.
Mr. BowDEN. You are £am1har with that Y ak1ma proJect?
·
Mr. STEWARD.I have been over it several times. Furthermore,
any of you fellows that wiU go into the Yakima project will know
that the steep rolling land is the high-priced land in the Yakima
project to-day.
Senator 0DDIE. Do you believe that there will be a normal market
£or the products of this Baker project if it is built?
Mr. STEWARD.We never have had much trouble marketing our
products from this community yet. At the present time that valley
is a buying valley; it doesn't produce enough stuff to support itself.
There. has never been a year but what we have gone outside and
boug"ht hay and grain. ·
Senator 0DDIE. And you believe that with transportation facilities,
with good roads, and the buying ability of the American public
the products from that project when it is built will find a ready
market?
Mr. STEWARD.I absolutely believe that.
Senator 0DDIE. And you believe that this country has not stopped
growing yet?
Mr. STEWARD.I hope not.
The CHAIRMAN.What reasons have you to believe that there
will be a market £or the produce of this project if it were built?
Mr. STEWARD.My idea of the settlement of this project has always
been to settle it with the small type of £armer who is willing to
milk a few cows and keep a few sheep and a few hogs and some
poultry. There is always a market £or that class of stuff.
The CHAIRMAN.Diversified farming?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes; diversified. In other words, feed everything
that you raise.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that method of £arming being conducted here
in a successful way at the present time?
Mr. STEWARD.I presume one of the most successful men we have
over there to-day is a man who has 40 acres of land with about half
the water rights who is doing that very thing.
The CHAIRMAN.And making a success of it?
Mr. STEwARD.Making a success of it. He is always able to meet
his bills and has money.
·
The CHAIRMAN.I£ he had 100 per cent water right, he would be
much better off ?
·
Mr. STEWARD.He would do lots better.
The CHAIRMAN.The people here generally would be averse to
returning these Government lands to the public domain ?
Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.And if they were to revert to the public domain
£or what other purpose would they be employed?
Mr. STEWARD.For grazing only. That is the only practical thing
to do with them.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Steward, in your opinion should Congress
enact a law legalizing the right to graze within the forest?
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Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.Would such an act tend to stabilize the livestock
industry?
Mr. STEWARD.It would. We should have some law enacted which
would give us a right and not a privil~e.
The CHAIRMAN.What is your opinion as to proper grazing fees?
Should the grazing fees charged be based on the commercial value
of the forage grown or should they only cover the cost of administration?
Mr. STEWARD.My idea of the grazin~ fees, in a very few words,
is this : The grazing fees should be sufficient to cover the normal cost
of supervision plus a small amount that should be returned to the
county in which the land lies as a tax-at the present time we receive no taxes from this land to support our county government-plus a small fee £or the maintenance and improvement of that
range.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the county wherein these grazing lands
lie receive an indirect benefit by reason of the enhancement of dependent property and the increase of the taxable value thereof?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes; they do.
The CHAIRMAN.And does that apply to livestock that is grazed
within those areas?
·
Mr. STEWARD.Yes; we get an indirect tax from that.
The CHAIRMAN.Would an increase in ~razing fees tend to lessen
the return to the counties by depreciatmg the value of the dependent property and the value of the livestock grazed within theforest?
Mr. STEWARD.It would at this time undoubtedly. It would disorganize the whole West.
The CHAIRMAN
. .Any agitation about grazing fees tends to unstabilize the livestock industry ?
Mr. STEWARD.Absolutely, not only with the individuals, but I
think our banks and loan companies and everything else.
The CHAIRMAN.It upsets the entire system?
Mr. S'l'EWARD.The entire system.
Senator ODDIE.Mr. Steward, if this land proposed to be included
in the Baker project reverts back to the public domain absolutely,
or rather if it remains in the public domain, what will it be capable
of producing?
Mr. STEWARD.A small amount of forage.
Senator ODDIE.How many acres of that land would be required
per cow?
Mr. STEWARD.On my spring range, the only basis that I would
have to figure on, I figure about 10 acres to the cow £or three
months.
Senator ODDIE.For three months only?
Mr. STEWARD.Yes. That is all that it will produce, any forage;
that is, early in the spring-April,
May, and part of June.
Senator Ooorn. You could draw a picture of that showing the
contrast--10 acres to the cow as it is now, and as it will be when
the reclamation project is completed. What would be the difference?
'
Mr. STEWARD.
We have room out there £or 450 prosperous families if the reclamation project is completed.
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The CHAIRMAN.-The lunch hour has now arrived. We would
like to have Mr. Pullman come before the committee when we reconvene. Is that agreeable to you, Mr. Pullman?
Mr. PuLIMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Without objection the committee will stand in
recess until 1.30.
(Whereupon, at 12 m., a recess was taken until 1.30 o'clock p. m.)
AFTER

RECESS

The committee resumed its sessiori at 1.30 o'clock p. m., pursuant
to the taking of recess.
The CHAIRMAN.The committee will come to order. Mr. Pullman,.
will you come forward ?
STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAM PULLMAN, BANKER AND LIVESTOCKRAISER, BAKElt; OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Pullman,· you are engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. PmLMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And also in the banking business?
Mr. PmLMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
industry?
Mr. PuLLMAN. Thirty-five years.
The CHAIRMAN.What branches of the livestock industry have you
been engaged in ?
Mr. PuLLMAN. Both cattle and sheep, principally cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the national forest ?
Mr. PULLMAN.I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use the unreserved public domain?
Mr. PULLMAN.I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Pullman, will you make a statement to the
committee relative to grazing conditions in the national forest: suggesting any changes that you may have in mind as to the administration and the law governing the same?
Mr. PmLMAN. There are quite a good many changes in the administration of the forest that would be very beneficial to the users of
the forest, in th.is locality particularly, on account of the different
seasons and the different years that we have.
First of all, there is no leniency shown in the dates set when we
may go on and when we may come off. We are told on our shee,p range
that we have to go on on July 1. For instance, last year was a dry
year, and at least half of our feed on the lower part of the forest was
wasted because we were not allowed to go on before July 1. It dried
up, the same as the range outside, on account of it being low, and that
feed was of practically no value when the sheep got there. That
threw our grazing into the higher areas of the forest, and there was
not sufficient forage there to sustain the sheep during the period
allotted. We were told that we must get out 30 days prior to the
date set in our permit, which was October 1. After quite a considerable time we got some additional grazing, arid we finally stayed
until toward the latter part of the month.
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Now, that could be obviated if the men here who know the conditions would have something to say. The year before we had plenty
of grass, and we did not go on until 15 days after. The forester told
me that was very good, it would give the forage a chance to rest.
Niow, that changing and handling of the dates can not be rightfully and justly administered within the office. It must be by some
one who is familiar with the range and familiar with the conditions.
There are num:erous other little things that come up there that we
have nothing to say about, where we are absolutely at the mercy of
what the forester says or does. And we have no redress; nor have
we a place to go to make a complaint except to them, and in that we
have nothing to say. Their word is final.
The CHAIRMAN.In the event of a controversy between the forest
officials and the user of the forest, the forest officials settle the controversy~
Mr. PULLMAN.They do. We believe that there should be a local
board to hear those complaints, of users of the forest, men that
lmow; men that have been on this range since long before the forest
was created.
In the early administration of the forest they were not hampered
by so many regulations as they have now. Every year there are new
regulations.
Every year we are handed a new slip to give to our
camp tender or the men on the range as to what to do. Some of
them are very impracticable.
Our salting and our handling of the stuff is controlled in great
part by men who absolutely know_nothing about the ranging of livestock, except what they have learned after they came into the service
of the forestry bureau. That is a bad condition, wherein the men
themselves who are users of the forest have no redress and have
nothing to say.
The CHAIRMA:N".
Are the users of the forest generally experienced
livestock men~
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is their judgment usually superior to that of a
ranger as to the practical things that should be done in grazing 1
Mr. PULLMAN.Those men who are on the forest and have stayed
there any length of time are usually successful men in their line of
business, and they have handled affairs on their land so as to make
it a success.
The CHAIRMAN.As a general principle, do you think grazing
would be conducted in a better way with less interference on the
part of the ranger in charge, placing the user of the forest on his
own personal responsibility to a greater extent~
Mr. PULLMAN.In most cases it would-practically
all cases that
1 know of.
The CHAIRMAN.Occasionally there may be a careless user of the
forest who would need the domination of the ranger, but that is the
exception rather than the rule ~
Mr. PULLMAN.That is the exception rather than the rule; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Pullman, you graze privately owned or privately controlled range as well as the range within the forest~
Mr. PULLMAN.I do; I have ranges of my own.
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The CHAIRMAN.Have you ranges 0£ your own that are comparable to the areas which you graze in the forest; I mean, 0£ the same
character?
Mr. Puu..MAN. Yes,. sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Which area can you graze with the greater efficiency, the area that you own and control personally or the controlled area within the forest 1
.
Mr. PuLLM~~N.The controlled area in the forest is reserved and
the time limit set when we may go on the forest. So we must have
p1irnte grazing lands or we would have no place to go with our
stock earlier in the spring from the time that we leave our feed
ground and our meadow pastures until the forest season opens.
,vithout those lands in the spring of the year we would have to
giYe up the forest.
- The CHAifiliAN. You really supplement your forest grazing with
vour privately owned lands?
.
~ ~:ir. PULLMAN.We have to. I£ we had to hold our stock in the
pastures in the valley until such time as we got on the forest reserve,
we \Yould have been out 0£ business long ago.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you could use the lands within the forest as
you use your own lands, in your own way, could you get a greater
benefit out 0£ the lands than you get under the existing control?
Mr. PULLMAN.,ve would.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that that applies generally to the
user 0£ the forest 1
Mr. PULLMAN.I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Pullman, there has been much said before
this committee relative to legalizing the right to graze in the forest.
Have you an opinion on that subject?
Mr. Puu..MAN. I have.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly tell the committee what it is?
::Vlr. PULLMAN.The special permit now granted by the Forest
Service in most instances, with a few exceptions, is what is termed
a temporary permit. You are thereby licensed only, without any
definite length 0£ time. A few years ago there were some 10-year
permits, or long-time permits, which made a man £eel safe up to
that time on his allotment.
The permanency 0£ your right on the forest, or on your grazing
land, supplemented by the :(orest permit--unless it was so arranged
that there could be a definite time set, is practically valueless as far
as credit with our banks is· concerned. · I£ a man does not know
that he is goirrg to be able to stay in the stock business he is a poor
risk, and that he does not know when he is on the forest. Any
little indiscretion or any change 0£ ideas 0£ the forest supervisor
takes away his right.
The CHAIRMAN.Speaking as a banker, then, you say that the
uncertainty 0£ the right to graze would influence a banker in extending credit to a livestock man?
Mr. PULLMAN.It would.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you have a customer and you know that he
has a fixed and an assured right to graze in the forest you would
£eel safer in lending him money, even though it be but current ex-
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penses, than in advancing it to the man who has no certain right in
the forest?
Mr. PULLMAN.The first thing that we ask a man is, "Have you
summer grazing land? " That is £or this reason : Our winter feed
in this country is all prepared feed. We must 0£ necessity provide
£or our winters, and the man who has stock usually does that. But
the question with us has not been in the last few years the feeding 0£
them in the winter; it is providing suitable grazing areas in the
summer. The winter feed has not been the problem, but the summer feed has been the problem. Since I have been in the cattle
business the time has come that on our summer ranges we do not
expect to get real bee£. We make our bee£ by putting them into
the pastures after we cut our hay on our pasture lands in the fall
0£ the year. My cattle go in there out 0£ the forest in July-that
is,
those that I expect to make bee£ 0£.
The CHAIRMAN.You gather them and put them into your privately controlled pasture ?
Mr. PULLMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What time do you enter the forest here with
cattle?
,
Mr. PULLMAN.I think we enter June 1. It is July 1 with sheep,
I know.
The CHAIRMAN.June 1 £or cattle?
Mr. PuLLMAN. I think that is it.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that there should be a fixed
date £or the beginning 0£ grazing in the forest or should that be
arranged from year to year in accordance with the seasons?
Mr. PULLMAN.I think the regulations 0£ the time to go on the
forest should be as to the season, and should be regulated every
year. The time should be set in the spring 0£ the year, when it is
late enough to know whether we are going to have a good year or
not.
The CHAIRMAN.Who could best determine as to the fitness 0£ the
range for the beginning 0£ grazing?
Mr. PULLMAN.The men who are on the range.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ they were granted the right to determine the
opening date-I
do not mean one man, but all 0£ the users 0£ the
particular area where the same condition exists; on contiguous
ranges, we will say-would yo\l say, fro:ip. your experience, that those
men would render a proper decision and one that would not be
harmful to the area grazed?
·
Mr. PULLMAN.I think they would-together
with the forest supervisor, who is a local man and is on the range with them. We never
have any difficulty getting together with a man who is reasonable
and who lmows, but he has no authority to change the date of going
on to the reserve. Oftentimes they know it would be beneficial to
change that date one way or the other, but yet they are not permitted to do so.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe, Mr. Pullman, that the rule now is
that the local supervisor may change the date 15 days either way
from a central date.
Mr. PULLMAN.That would be helpful. It would have been helpful to us last year, but that was not in force last year. I£ it was,
it was not used.
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The CHAIRMAN.But in some years you may have a variance from
that central date of as much as 30 days?
Mr. PULLMAN.We would.
The CHAIRMAN.The season may be a month earlier than the
average, or it may be a month lated
Mr. PULLMAN.There is no question as to the coming out date,
nor as to the going. on date, so far as the supervisor is concerned.
You are told when to go on and when your stuff will be counted.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you often find the forage on the range deteriorated by reason of being overripe at the time you are permitted
to enter the forest?
Mr. PULLMAN. In a dry season; yes-on the lower edge of the
forest always.
·
The CHAIRMAN.And that is an economic loss?
Mr. PuLL:MAN.It is, and it is a loss that can not be recovered in
any way. Feed that is one~ grown and is dry-it
will dry to the
extent that i.t will dry up and blow away, and there is no feed there.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Pullman, if it were left to the local supervisor
of the forest and the users of the forest to determine the date of entrance, and they should be unable to agree and a difference of opinion
should arise, the supervisor insisting upon an earlier or a later date
and the users insisting upon the opposite, what arrangement should
be made, in your opinion, to decide such a controversy?
Mr. PULLMAN. I think any three loeal men, any three men that are
familiar with the forest-.
The CHAIRMAN.And disinterested?
Mr. PULLMAN.And disinterested-could
decide that question
fairly.
. The CHAIRMAN.You think there should be an arrangement so that
a local tribunal of disinterested and qualified men should decide the
controversy ?
Mr. PULLMAN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN.The present procedure is, as you know, if you
can not agree with your local. supervisor, to appeal to your district
forester, and from him to the Chief Forester in Washington.
Now,
the distance and the time necessary to carry out such an appeal
would defeat the purpose of the appeal?
Mr; PULLMAN.The time is too long, and before you can get any
action on it the harm is done.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; and therefore there should be, in your
opinion, some local tribunal to decide controversial questions?
Mr. PULLMAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Pullman, you are familiar with the resolutions adopted by .the convention held in Salt Lake City August 26
to 27?
Mr. PULLMAN. I have read them.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you in sympathy with and do you indorse
those recommendations?
Mr. PULLMAN.As I read them, I do. I am in sympathy with
them, and I indorse them.
The CHAIRMAN.You are a user of the public domain, and I take
it that in the past you have been much more of a user of the public
domain than to-day, because of the appropriation
of the public
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domain. From your experience have you formed an opinion as to
whether the Government should make some change in its method of
handling the remaining public domain?
Mr. PULLMAN.I have always been in favor of leasing all the public
domain.
The_CHAIRMAN.You are, of course, aware that the fencing of the
public domain is prohibited by law at this time?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that if a leasing policl were
to be adopted it should carry with it the right to fence a_reas.
Mr. PULLMAN.In order to get the best out of the land it must
carry that right because many acres of this land in the public domain
are practically worthless £or grazing purposes.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ the Government should adopt the policy of
leasing the public domain, to whom, if anyone, should they give the
preference right to lease?
. ·
Mr. PULLMAN.To the adjoining settlers, the land owners that are
in the stock business.
The CHAIRMAN.The adjoining stockmen?
By that you mean
that a part of the basis of the allotment of leases should be priority
of usage?
·
Mr. PULLMAN.Most of those who are stockmen are already priority users of the forest and the open range. In our country here
most of our land has been taken up by the 640-acre hoJUesteaders.
The public domain as it is now is very scattered; the 640-acre
homestead tracts have practically taken it all up.
.
The CHAIRMAN.There you raise another question, Mr. Pullman.
In your statement that the remaining public domain here is fragmentary, I presume you mean largely isolated tracts, tracts of 640
acred or less ?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes, a great deal of it.
The CHAIRMAN.What can the Government do to induce the -appropriation of that land, bringing it into private ownership, in order
that it may pass on to the tax rolls?
Mr. PULLMAN.The 640-acire liomiesteader has been a failure.
Many of those homestead grazing tracts have either reverted to the
Government or have been abandoned. The only value they ever had
was to the men who took them up-who ordinarily were not stockmen-by reason of the £acts that they might lease those lands to
someone £or 10 or 15 cents an acre.
The CHAIRMAN.They did not follow out the purpose and intent
of the act by becoming producers of livestock~
Mr. PULLMAN.They did not.
The CHAIRMAN.They really became landlords and made tenants
out of the real livestock oroducers by leasing to them their 640acre tracts ?
Mr. PuLLMAN. That was practically and primarily the purpose in
taking up most of these 640-acre grazing tracts.
The CHAIRMAN·.
It has, however, Mr. Pullman, probably tended
to increase the isolation of the remaini~g public domain? It has
divided it up until there are in many places only isolated tracts of
the public domain left?
Mr. PuLLMAN. Yes.
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The l;H,.IRMAN.Would it in your opinion be wise for Congress
to enact a provision of sale whereby these remaining isolated tracts
might be sold to the parties to whom they are most useful, having
in mind the purpose of inducing the appropriation of these remnants of land, relieving the Government of the cost of supervision,
and bringing them on to the tax rolls in the counties- and States in
which they lie?
.
Mr. PuLLMAN. In our county it would be. In other counties,
where there are large areas of that land, it would not be.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; it is a different problem where there are
large areas of range land unbroken?
Mr. PULLMAN.I would not think it would be advisable there, but
in Baker County, with its land as it stands, it would be advisable.
The CHAIRMAN.The situation in Baker County, as I understand it,
is fairly comparable to the situation in the State of Washington.
The State of Washington now has remaining about 3 per cent of its
area in public domain, and the public domain is so much broken up
that the average area left in a township of 36 sections is probably not
in excess of one section. I presume that in Baker County the Government domain is not broken up so .much as that ?
Mr. PULLMAN.No.
The CHAIRMAN.But in much the same manned
Mr. PULLMAN.In much the same manner. There are townships
in our county in which the percentage would be greater.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Now, these remnants are not worth the expense of
homesteading.
To a homsteader, surrounded by privately owned
land, they are not of sufficient value to induce them to appropriate?
Mr. PULLMAN.No; they are not .. In fact, I have bought a good
many sections of land £or, I believe, less than the improvements that
the homesteader put on them cost.
The CHAIRMAN.And the homesteader actually acquired title at a
loss to himself ?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes; he did.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, these fragments are a hindrance to owners
of the unappropriated land, by reason of the fact that they lie oftentimes surrounded by the individual holdings of one man. Under
the strict enforcement of the law that man would be prohibited from
fencing his own land if they inclosed the Government lands?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes.
The CIIAIRMAN.There are probably many instances where private
owners have, without regard to that prohibition, fenced these areas,
and so stand in the position of having violated the law. I£ it were
possible £or them to obtain title to these lands, would it not naturally
follow that they would pay a reasonable price and bring them on to
the tax rolls and pay taxes rather than continue to stand in violation of law?
.
Mr. PULLMAN.They would. I have some land on which I have to
leave a fence open on one side, because there happens to be a body
of land, not very much either, on the inside of the land that I own.
The CHAIRMAN.And rather than have that inconvenience and
have your own holdings jeopardized because it is not possible £or you
to inclose them, you would pay some reasonable price £or that land?
Mr. PULLMAN.I would.
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The CHAIRMAN.Thereby bringing it into private ownership and
on to the tax rolls, and you would be perfectly willing to pay the
taxes?
Mr. PuLLMA~. Yes.
The CHAIRUAN.In your opinion, in any leasing provision enacted
by Congress should it be made optional with the various localities
affected as to whether it should be leased or not?
Mr. PULLMAN.It should. In many sections of the country conditions vary so that they are the best judges.
The CHAIRMAN.In many sectioni?,· perhaps, a community lease
would be preferable to an individual lease?
Mr. PULLMAN.It would.
The CHAIRMAN.1£ provision were made £or community leasing,
do you think there are communities where they would lease a grazing
area, and then the community would fence it in order that they
might more profitably and efficiently graze their livestock as community-owned livestock?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes. Practically all our forest reserve rights are
community rights-with
cattle particularly so.
The ·CHAIRMAN.Is not the small cattleman hindered and his right
to graze jeopardized because of the scattering of his livestock over
a large area? He can not afford to ride over great distances to
gather them?
Mr. PULLMAN.The percentage of loss in cattle with the small
owner is much greater than with the man who has stock enough to
· justify him to look after it.
'
The CHAIRMAN.That is because the small owner has not sufficient
stock?
Mr. PULLMAN.He has not sufficient stock and he can not afford to
ride after it.
The CHAIRMAN.1£ a provision were made whereby a number of
small stock owners could go in together and fence the area, even
though it be public domain, do you think it would pay them to do
that?
Mr. PuLLMAN. I do.
.
The CHAIRMAN.And that would make it practicable £or the small
grower to continue in the livestock business?
Mr. PULLMAN.It would.
The CHAIRMAN.Whereas to-day he is almost prohibit.ed by reason of his larg~r percentage of loss as compared with the larger
cattlemen?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes. It is becoming more evident as we get alon
in our grazing and our handling of livestock that the small man
has got to take a bigger part in it, and anything that can be done
that will increase his efficiency and reduce the cost so that he can
afford to stay in the business will be, beneficial to the country as a
whole, the small cattle owner particularly so.
The CHAIRMAN.You are familiar with the so-called rule of commensurability enforced by the Forest Service~ That is to say, that
the livestock man using the forest must have private ranch holdings
and produoo feed commensurate with the number of stock that he is
grazmg on the forest ; in other words, that he must produce all of his
own feed? You are familiar with that rule?
Mr. PULLMAN.Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.
Will ;you give this committee your opinion as to
whether that is a practical rule and as to whether it is one that
should be enforced?
Mr. PULLMAN.
Whether the rule is practical, to compel a man to
grow feed enough to feed his stock during the winter, as I understand it, that he gets a permit £or on the range?
The CHAIRMAN.
Yes. Should he be compelled to raise enough
feed on his own land to feed the stock that he grazes ?
Mr. PULLMAN.
I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.
Does such a rule work to the disadvantage of the
farmer who is not a user of the forest?
· Mr. PULLMAN.
It would not; it would be a benefit to him.
The CHAIRMAN.
Is the user of the forest a customer of the £armed
Does he buy feed from the £armer 1
Mr. PULLMAN.
For that reason I think it would be a benefit"to the
£armer who does not use the forest, because he consumes the excess
feed that the £armer produces. All men are not stockmen; some do
not care to handle stock. We have men here who raise hay practically with the expectation of selling it to the cattleman or sheepman
who has not enough hay to winter him over.
The CHAIRMAN.
It is only an exceptional man who can divide his
time so as to look after his livestock that is being grazed in the forest
and at the same time look after his £arm, as both demand a high
degree of efficiency?
Mr. PULLMAN.
There are few men that are capable of handling
both ends of it and doing it successfully, except where they are large
owners of both livestock and land. Men of that class figure to feed
their own cattle.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know of any cases of livestockmen who
are dependent entirely on the forest reserve for their summer range~
Mr. PULLMAN.
Yes; I do.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know whether any of those livestock growers are compelled to keep their cattle in the field and in the pastures
longer than they should in the spring because of the rule of the
Forest Service relating to the date of putting the cattle out?
Mr. PULLMAN.
They must either keep them in their own fields or
on leased pastures.
·
Senator Onnrn. Do you know of any cases where this has resulted
in damage to their fields and meadows and the crops of hay~
•
Mr. PULLMAN.
No. The livestock man usually rustles around to
~et pasture and a place to turn his stuff out after his feeding season
1s over.
The CHAIRMAN.
Well, he has to do .that at his own expense1
Mr. PULLMAN.
At his own expense; yes'.
The CHAIRMAN.
Does that add to the cost of producing livestock1
Mr. PULLMAN.
Yes, sir; and it has caused quite a good many of
our stockmen to go out of business. They could not stay up there
with the expense and the trouble they were put to in taking care of
their stuff. In the fall when they come off the range they have
pasture, but in the spring they have no place to go unless they can
rent pasture until such time as they can 150on to the reserve.
Senator Onnrn. Without this rule the livestock men would be able
to do away with that extra expense?
43213-25-PT
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Mr. PULLMAN.
They would. I have some land here, and I had a
sale on for it, but I said to the parties it would not be possible for
me to sell that land and deprive all of the friends of our customers
of the use of that land before the forest reserve opens. So I refused
to make the sale, and I have carried that land several years for that
reason. There was no other place for those men to go; I don't know
where they could have leased land enough for them to run their
cattle on.
Senator Onnrn. Do you believe that if'the cattle had not been kept
off therange until this arbitrary date set by the Forest Service, but
had been allowed to go on at the customary time, it would have
damaged the range ?
Mr. PULLMAN.
I do not believe it would.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think that the loss of the use of that early
spring feed on the range is a material loss to .the stockmen?
Mr. Pm.,LMAN.
The loss of the early range on the lower end of the
forest is a. materjal loss. When it is lost it is lost. Before they get
in that feed dries up.
,
. Senator 0DDIE- And the drying up of that grass is an economic
loss?
· Mr. ·PULLMAN.
It is.
Senator Ooorn. And does holding the cattle -0:tfo:f that early
spring feed make any difference in the condition of the cattle?
·.
Mr. Pm.,LMAN.
It does.
Senator 0DDIE. Does it affect the putting on of beef in the summer r
Mr. PuLLMAN.
I have just said that we can not make beef on our
reserves anylonger.
In my day we used.to depend entirely on gathering our cattle--we sold our cows in June and our steers in September. Now we sell our steers after we bring them in. In place of
getting our cow.beef in June and July wfl put them in a pasture that
we have reserved for that purpose and.· bring them down into our
meadows in the fall. The same way witq the steers. We gather our
steers in July now and feed them a month or two montl:1s to ma~e
beef out of them.
Senator Onorn. Without this rule could you make marketable beef
right on the reserve as you used to do ?
•
Mr. PuLLMAN.
I think we could, if the forest has not depreciated
an.y, which I do not think it has.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think that the amount of precipitation each
year has more to do with the condition of the forest than any question of overgrazing?
•
Mr. PuLI,MAN.
I think it has. This year we have had an exceptionally good year with plenty of rainfall. Last year we had none,
and my cattle came out in the fall no better than when they went
in in the spring, practically.
Our sheep also came out thin last year.
We fattened them up on the pasture.
Senator Oonrn. Do you think that some of these rulings of tM
Forest Service regarding the date of going on the forest are determined in abnormally dry years ?
Mr. PULLMAN.
I do not think so. I think they take what they
term an average, and they say you can go on to. this forest at this
date and another forest at another daterand you must keep the stock
off this portion of the forest for a while, and next year you will pnt
them back. The expense of handling under the regulations has
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increased very materially in the last 5 years or in the last 10 years,
I might say.
.
Senator ODDIE.Can you give us a rough idea 0£ how much it has
amounted to?
Mr. PULLMAN. No; I could not.
Senator OomE. Is it a material increase?
Mr·. PULLMAN.It has been a material increase by reason 0£ these
regulations, on account 0£ handling stock.
Senator ODDIE.Do you know 0£ cases where this difference might
be the line between success and failure in the cattle industry?
Mr. PcLLMAN. Oh, I would not make it that close; no, sir.
Senator ODDIE.Do you think these rulings have caused failure in
certain instances?
Mr. PULLMAN.I think they have, and they have discouraged
many men who have gone out 0£ the cattle business. It has not
taken much in the last few years to discourage the men in the business. We have some v.ery successful men who do not use the forest
at all, who have never made application £or the forest.
Senator ODDIE.Do you have an advisory board in your community?
Mr. PULLMAN. Yes; we have, but it is not functioning.
It' has
not functioned £or I could not say how many years. I think Mr.
Phillips was on that boa:rd.
Senator ODDIE.What is the reason £or its not functioning?
Mr. PULLMAN.I could not say that. I don't think it was ever
consulted any more.
Mr. KAVANAGH.May I answer that question, Senator?
Senator ODDIE.Yes.
.
Mr. KAVANAGH.The reason that board· has not functioned is because it did not represent a majority 0£ the users. We could not
get the fellows from central Oregon and some other sections 0£ the
State to come in with the others. It was more £or the extreme eastern section here.
Mr. PULLMAN.I was never on the advisory board.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you lease any privately owned range?
Mr. PULLMAN. Yes-that
is, the association does 0£ which I am
a member-the
Burnt River Grazing Association, and also· the
Albany Association.
Mr. BowDEN. That is, you get the use of that land £or a period
0£ years on an acre basis?
Mr. PULLMAN.We do.
Mr. BowDEN. Do the owners 0£ that land instruct you at what
time you are to go on it?
Mr. Pm,LMAN. They do not.
Mr. BowDEN. Or when to get off?
Mr. PULLMAN.They do not.
Mr. BoWDEN. How do the forage conditions on that land compare
with the forage conditions on the reserve relative to overgrazing?
Mr. PuLLl\IAN. The condition of that land, bv reason 0£ the £act
that our cattle must 0£ necessity stay on that ·1and from the time
the grass comes in the spring until the Forest Service allows us to
go on to the forest· reserve, is more overstocked than the forest reserve is at the present time. Because o:f the limited titne that they
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are allowed on the forest reserve, our £all range must 0£ necessit:y
be that same range that we used that spring. Here [indicatingJ
we are running probably 8,000 or 10,000 cattle on this leased range.
On our forest range permit up here [indicating] we are running
something like 4,500, so you can see what the relative proportion
o~ the cattle actually on the forest reserve three or £our months
in the year is.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you be in favor 0£ and would you recommend
to this committee that the permittee or lessee 0£ forest range be permitted to graze the range as he deemed fit, he being held responsible
£or any damage to the range?
Mr. Puu,MAN. I would.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement, Mr. Pullman?
Mr. PuLLMAN. No; I think not.
The CHAIRMAN.That will be all £or this time. Thank you, Mr.
Pullman. Mr. Jones.
STATEMENTOF MR. WILLIAMJONES,CATTLERAISER, JUNTURA,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, will you give your name and address
to the reporter ?
Mr. JoNES. William Jones, Juntura, Oreg.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, are you engaged int.he livestock business?
Mr. JONES. I am.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
businessi
Mr. JoNES. Fifty years.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch 0£ the Ii vestock business are you
engaged in?
.
Mr. JONES. Well, at this time I am strictly cattle, but I have run
sheep and horses.
The CHAIRMAN.You have run sheep, horses, and cattle?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir ..
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the forest reserve?
Mr. JONES. Not very largely. We have more public domain in our
country than we have forest reserve, and we get only a few stock on
the forest, but we use a little 0£ it.
·
The CHAIRMAN.But 0£ the public domain, you use that largely?
Mr. JONES. Oh, we use that all the time; but we get only a few
cattle in the forest. Now, we have a ranch within 6 miles 0£ the
forest-reserve line which feeds more cattle in the winter than we can
put on the reserve. We take them and feed them in the wi:µter and
then drive them about 30 miles below on the public domain, but we
are only allowed a few 0£ them there. . You see that end 0£ the
forest reserve doesn't amount to much. All of the best valleys and
everything are owned by private ownership, and the part that is .left
in the forest reserve is not very valuable to anybody, and we do not
have grass £or the stock on there.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Jones, in the locality where you use the
public domain is the.re any remaining agricultural land in the public
domain, in your opinion~
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Mr. JONES. No, no; there is any number of ranches that have
been abandoned, and the schoolhouses abandoned ; that land was
taken up some 20 years ago and people lived there until the last few
years, and they have abandoned it.
The CHAIRMAN.They took it up thinking that probably it might
be or might become agricultural land 1
Mr. JoNES. No; they took it up where they had good grass, and
raised a little bit of rye, hay, or something, and ran a little stock
there, and made a living, but the range has run out and they have
no grazing, and as they required hay they sold the stock and let
the county take the rest.
The CHAIRMAN.And those homesteads were not agricultural
homesteads 1
Mr .. JONES. Well, they would raise a little rye. They did raise
a little.
The CHAIRMAN.But not enough to sustain a family 1
Mr. JoNES. No; not enough to sustain any stock or anything.
They had to abandon them. They are valueless, and there are any
number of those ranches now that are abandoned, and you see the
house and the fences all down where the people used to live. They
were taken 20 years ago on the 160-acre plan, and they have
abandoned a whole lot of it. You have been all over that country,
Senator, and you know that there are ranches abandoned and
abandoned schoolhouses.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, will that land ever be successfully £armed 1
Mr. JoNES. Oh, no; it won't. Unless there will be an irrigation
project built; then there will be productive land. There is lots that
would be productive land if it had water.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, at the last session of Congress you
wrote a letter to a Member or Members of Congress proposing the
leasing of the public domain 1
Mr. JoNEs. I did.
The CHAIRMAN.From that I take it that you have some welldeveloped and fixed ideas as to the leasing of the public domain.
Will you tell this committee in your own way as to what should be
done relative to the leasing of the public domain 1
Mr. "JoNES. I think this land should be leased at long-time leases,
and give the people the privilege of fencing it, or else herding it
just as they please and build that range up. The way it is now our
ranches have depreciated over 50 per cent in valuation. We have no
range, and we raise wild hay mostly, and our ranges have gone because the range has been depleted so bad. Well, if you had a chance
to lease this range 'and protect it and develop it systematically, in a
few years we could run twice the number of stock.
The CHAIRMAN.Then the value of your ranch property is largely
dependent on the ability to graze the public domain 1
Mr. JoNEs. Oh, yes; in our country it depends on the outside.
The range that had grass on it had more value than that which did
not. Now it is all gone.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you just explain that to the committee.
What do you mean by it being all gone 1 Of course, I understand
it, but I want you to explain it £or the record.
Mr. JoNES. It has been killed.

..
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The CHAIRMAN. That is the result of careless, unregulated
grazing?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes; it is a free patch; every man trying to get all
he could. If a fellow tries to save a little patch of grass, why, the
other fellow comes in and eats it all up. It is not protected. And
they have eaten this grass off early in the spring and kept it close
from year to year until finally it kills the grass; it doesn't grow.
There is not one-third, I think I am certainly safe in saying there
is not one-fourth of the grass growing in Malheur County that there
was a few years ago. It has gone fast. And there is not half of the
stock l I am safe in saying not one-half of the stock in that country.
And there isn't anything for them to eat like there used to be. We
have to commence feeding early. We are putting stock right now
• in the fields. Well, we don't get any feed on the range; we hwve
to get it in our fields and fatten them up. It used to be that we
would gather them up in the hills and gather our cows in the fall
when winter would set in and feed them in the winter. But now
we have to feed them out in the fall.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, if this public domain was leased and the
users thereof became practically responsible for the care of that
area, what difference would it make as between the present condition and the condition that you foresee will exist under the leasing
arrangement ?
Mr. JoNEs. ViTell, I think if the land is leased and they use it
systematically, in a very few years they will be able to run double
the amount of stock they can run now. Because you can keep them
on one piece, one section, early in the spring and let them eat that off
one year early, and save this other section until it seeds, and then
the next year turn them over onto this section that you save, and then
you could seed the other section over there and let it build the range
in that way.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that the system employed where men have
privately owned land?
Mr. JONES. Yes; and then you get good feed each year.
The CHAIRMAN.And the pastures have been conserved and do
furnish good forage ?
·
Mr. JoNES. Now, Twill tell you what you can do in the pastures
which have been protected in the spring of the year when the grass
starts to grow, before any stock gets on it; why, the grass inside of
that pasture has stronger roots and will be up 3 inches high, and
outside it will be just barely coming up a little. The roots are
killed and it hasn't the strength to grow up. That is what happens
if you don't use it systematically.
Now, you go up the Malheur
Canyon where the railroad right of way is fenced, and that was
all tramped to death when the railroad was built. But inside of
that right of way it is good feed now. Outside are places where it
has been eaten off. You will notice the difference between the condition of the grass in· the right of way and that outside as you pass
by. You will notice it very plainly. The grass is green inside, and
there is a great difference.
The CHAIRMAN.Would well-regulated grazing over a period of
time restore the range to what it was once?
Mr. JoNEs. I think it would. Some of that lower country, that
dry-desert country, will take several years to come back. I believe
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in some of that lower country it will take five years £or the grass
to come back to do it any good. It never was a good grass country.
But back in the higher ranges it will come back in two or three years
pretty good.
•
· The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Jones, if Congress were to pass a law
providing £or the leasing of the public domain, and you were to
acquire a leasehold under that act £or a long and definite tenure,
would you regard that leasehold the same as you would your privately owned pasture land, and would you care £or it in the same
way?
.
Mr. JoNES. It would be to our interest to do that. It would be to
our interest to build it up and carry more stock i£ we had it £or a
term of years.
The CHAIRMAN.Would 'your observation of other men who have
privately owned lands, and in watching the methods that they have
pursued, lead you to believe that other men would likewise care £or
their leaseholds and develop them and improve them as they have
their privately owned lands?
Mr. JoNEs. Considering the way. they have developed their own
privately owned lands in the past, it looks to me like they would.
They would undoubtedly improve it. It w.ould be to their interest to
improve it.
The CHAIRMAN.1Vould such interest tend to revive the livestock
industry in the locality with which you are familiar? Would it tend
to increase the number of livestock?
· Mr. JoNES. Oh, yes; it undoubtedly would. There is no doubt in
my mind that it would. No; there is no doubt but that it wouldThe CHAIRMAN.Would it tend to improve the quality of the
herds?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, now, if a man had this land leased he would
fence it up, or if there was a community lease and a bunch of them
leased it, it would be to their interest to put good animals at the head
of the herd and build up their cattle to a better quality if .they could,
better than where you just turn them out with everybody's, where
some fellow has good bulls and bad ones. I£ he would tend to it he
would breed them up better.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Jones, you have stated in the locality
with which you are familia;r that the livestock industry has decreased
more than 50 per cent.
·
;
Mr. JONES. Yes; not many years ·ago. Over 50 per cent, I believe;
but I am safe in saying 50 per pent.
•
. ·. · The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that if the Government was to adopt
the leasing policy.that it might bring back the livestock production
in that locality to the 100 per cent of which you have spoken?
Mr. JoNEs. I honestly think that in ,10 years if that land was
handled systematically they would have the same amount of stock
that they did 10 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, then, it would more than double
the livestock production of that locality?
.
Mr. JoNES. I think it would double the livestock production.
I
am just sure that I can take that land and use it systematically and
double the stock that we had a few years ago. We, can run them
better, we can protect the grass, we can hold them out a little later,
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and it won't require the amount 0£ hi[ that we have to feed. We
have had to feed about £our and a ha or five months more during
the last £our or five years.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, you showed me this morning a memorandum resolution that you have prepared. Do you mind giving
that to the committee or reading it and commenting on it in your
own way in order that we may make it a part of this record~
Mr. JONES. All right, I will just read it to you. These are resolutions of the Drewsey Livestock Association, by the following
members: J. L. Sitz, president, and Deane Goodman, secretary
[reading]:
·
RESOLUTION

No. 1

LEASING OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN TO THE LIVESTOCK
GROWERS-RESOLUTIONS
OF
THE DREWSIDY LIVESTOCK ASSOC'IATION AT A MEETING HELD BY THEM SEPTEMBER
5, 1925

Whereas the present range conditions in the counties of Harney and Malheur are very unsatisfactory
from being overgrazed and are not being proper ly handled, and under the present condition this can not be overcome without
proper protection ;
•
Resolved,, That we strongly urge Congress to pass an act providing for the
leasing of the public domain
to the stockmen under a long-term lease at a
reasonable price according to t'.he lands, and that th'e time lease be long enough
so that the stockmen can afford to fence the leased lands and fix up the watering
places for their own use. Also that the local stockman shall have the first
privilege of leasing sufficient lands to care for his stock adjacent to the lands
owned by him.

Mr. JoNEs. Well, now, that is what I stated before, that if we can
get that we can .carry double the amount of stock that we are carrying now. That is the way be look at it. [Reading:]
RESOLUTION
INDIVIDUAL

PRIVILEGES

No. 2

ON THE

NATIONAL

FORESTS

Whereas upder the present laws the stockman has no privileges on the national forest and can be ordered off at any time without a hearing of any
kind ; therefore we urge Congress to pass an act to give the stockman some
protection against personal prejudice that can be used against him by members
of the National Forest Service, and that he shall have a right to a hearing
when trouble arises between him and the Forest Service.

Mr. JONES. Well, now, we get nothing but a permit on the forest
reserve. Now, suppose I have got a bunch 0£ cattle or a bunch of
sheep and I want to mortgage them to some land company to get
some money. Well, the first thing they will ask is, "Have !ougot
range for them~ Have you got a permit on the reserve? " ' Yes; I
have got a permit £or those cattle on the reserve." Well they are
leary about putting up this money on them, because they say," Here,
you are liable to be kicked off of it any time, and then what are you
going to do? " Why, you are up against it. You have got to sell
this stock, that is _all. And they have gotten leary about making
loans on this forest reserve. I have talked with loan men that have
talked that way to me.
So I was thinking that if we had instead 0£ a permit, leases or
something 0£ that kind on the forest reserve so that we didn't have
to £eel that we might be kicked off any day, it would make
the ranch~s around the forest reserve a little more valuable. The
ranches around the forest reserve are pretty dull now.
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The CHAIRMAN.You think you should have a contract with a
legal status?
·
.
Mr. JONES. Yes; that is what we want, so that we would know
what we were doing. And if a man had so many stock and he had
his ranch to feed them, he would think he had a permanent business,
but now he doesn't know what day he is going to be kicked off. It
is just a permit from year to year. And we haven't any rights at
all. It is just a permit to go on there, if they see fit, from year to
year.
The CHAIRMAN.You are aware that Congress in providing £or
the withdrawals known as the forest reserves gave no cognizance or
consideration to grazing on the forest ?
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And the act as passed only provides £or the conservation of the timber and the source of water supply?
Mr. JONES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion, I take it, that the grazing 0£
the forest should now be given the same consideration by ·Congress
that it gave to the conservation and preservation of the timber?
Mr. JONES. I think that is it, just exactly. Now here is resolution
No. 3 [reading]:
RESOLUTION

No. 3

That there be no charge for the lease of the public domain for the first five
years.

Well now, that part 0£ it just means that in parts of Malheur
and Harney Counties it is a desert, waste countrv, awfully dry, and
has been killed out £or a good many years. A man would be a loser
on that to fence it up for five years. It would take more than five
years before it would grow anything.
Now a lot of that bad land
I don't think would be fenced even if they would let them have it
£or nothing. There is some 0£ it so poor that it never did produce
any grass. You understand that just as well as I do, in Malheur
County, and there are lots 0£ those sections a mile square that you
would not have if it was given to you if you had to fence it up,
because it is so poor.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Not in single sections?
Mr. JONES. No; but they might take a big territory and fence it
and put a few stock in it. [Reading:]
RESOLUTION

That we urge Congress
country.

No. 4

to abolish the 640-acre homestead

act in this arid

Well, now, my opinion is that all the homestead laws should be
abolished, because the Government has starved about enough men
in our country. Now this homestead law has been quite a failure.
It broke the merchants, it broke the men who went out to take them
up, and affected some of the banks somewhat, because some of these
young fellows who had a few hundred dollars would go out and
take a grazing homestead. Well, they would go out there and get
a man to help them and grubstake them, and the bank would put
.up the money £or the wire. Well, when it has. been killed out they
can not rent it £or enough to pay taxes on it.
43213-25-PT
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And then another thing. The law compelled them to stay continuously on that homestead for seven months. The law let them
stay off of it for five months. Well, after that land was. fenced no
man could go out there and stay on that homestead continuously
£or seven months with nothing to do. He couldn't have one horse
on there or one cow on there because there wasn't enough grass for
that. Well, they would go out once a week or once a month, and they
would keep their bed and stove and cooking utensils on it. Well,
they let that pass. Then didn't go out. Then the Government got to
sending special agents out there, and finding that no one was there
they protested them, and naturally they can not prove it.
I know of one instance that happened, or I was told about it, and
I think it is absolutely so. The woman tells me this herself. She had
a son that was under age, but was crazy about the livestock business
and wanted her to take up a homestead. Well, they had some money.
They went and took up that homestead and fenced it with a pretty
good fence, and put a pretty good house on it, and insured the house.
Well, the boy went to war and got killed in the service. So this
woman was taken sick here and was in the hospital for five months.
And then she married an old guy that lived down on the creek
below where there is a schoolhouse. Well, she went down there. This
man lived down there. And she schooled her children, but she kept
her bed and stove and furniture and house all up there, and would
go backward and forward, something like that, all the summer. She
didn't live there.
ell, the Government agent came along there
and found that she wasn't there. Well, of course, she had a right
when she was sick to ask for this sickness, and she had a right to ask
£or the five months off.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Leave of absence?
.
Mr. JoNES. Yes. But she never did that at all. She neglected to
do that. Well, she goes up and swears that she had lived continuously on this homestead for three years. Well, now, the records in
the hospital show that she did not. The record in the school shows
that she was schooling those children in the winter. Well, she said
that she didn't understand it. She thought they asked her if her
home was there on that land. Well, she has always called it her
home, and she thought that they meant that when they asked her
about it. And she thought that if she didn't say that it meant that
she had abandoned this and didn't call it her home. But she did call
it her home. Well, they got her indicted £or that.
Well, now, those homesteads are selling for less than the fence cost.
Right around here the homestead agency sells them for less than the
improvements cost, and you can buy any amount of them for less
than the fencing cost.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, this was checked up by a Federal agent under the General Land Office Commissioner from the Department of
the Interior?
Mr. JoNES. By special agents.
The CHAIRMAN.They were special agents?
Mr. JoNES. Yes; there were special agents checking it up, checking up just such cases as that. And I don't think there is a man in
Malheur County that I know that has taken up these homesteads
who has not collided with the law. The letter of the law. You cari
see what that country is like. Now you go and fence up this land 1
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fence up a section, and you have to build up 4 miles of fence, and
after that is fenced it doesn't support ap.y stock to amo1mt to anything at all, and no man can stay there continuously. He will get
off. And some of them went up and told them just how it was
exactly; that they had to get off. They are going to lose their fence
and all of it if they put up a fence and stay there. And niany of
them when they see what it is do not stay there, but get off. But they
are not much worse off than the fellow that proved up, because he is
losing the big end of it.
_
• Now, in Malheur County there are about $700,000 delinquent
taxes, and a good share of it is because of this land. But they are
very lenient about it. They are holding off, thinking that something will turn up. They don't want to close it out; they want to
wait, thinking something will turn up.
And then another thing about some of these homesteads. · I know
of one instance where there were two fellows that took two homesteads. ,Vell, there was a quarter of a mile between the two, and
a rocky ridge; no water on it. Just a rocky ridge. ,Vell, to fence
it they just went in together on the fence and put it in the middle
of this vacant quarter of a mile. Well, on the south end it is all
closed up by another valley. The north end goes over a rugged
mountain.
Stock can come down it, but it is pretty rough. And
if they didn't put the fence in and fence that stuff in there it would
have made a trap for the livestock. But they made them take it ·
down. The cattlem{)n have been up against it pretty hard.
I have something here that will explain the whole thing much
better than I can. It just explains the cattle situ1J,tion exactly. It
is a cartoon [handing same to the committee].
That explains the
whole situation of the cattlemen in our country.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, before we pass from this homestead proposition I would like to go into that a little further. You have graphically describeU what is happening in many instances as to the outcome of an effort to homestead within the public domain where yon
are acquainted.
I would like to go back to the beginning.
Were
these settlers encouraged and induced by agents and representatives
of the Interior Department-and
I am referring to the agents of
the local land office-to file on these homesteads?
Mr. JONES. Well, I think they were. I think they tried to encourage all these war veterans to take up this land. And they have
to stay continuously on them for one year. They get off a little
cheaper.
Th.e CHAIRMAN.Well now, is there a mercenary reason for the
officials in a local land office to desire the taking up of homesteads?
Mr. JONES. Well, I don't think now they are going to take up any.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the method of providing
the finances for the carrying on of local land offices?
Mr. Jmrns. No; I am not.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you aware of the £act that the salaries they
receive, as to a maximum or less than a maximum, are predicated
upon the receipts of the Land Office?
Mr. JONES. Yes; I know they are paid that way. I£ they do :,0
much business they get so much, and if they do less than that they
get so much less.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it really the fee system?
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Mr. JONES. Yes; the fee system.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, does it not naturally follow that the local
agents 0£ the Government in the person 0£ the Government in the
person 0£ the register now, formerly the register and receiver 0£ the
Land Office, would be desirous 0£ having receipts come into th.e
Land Office in sufficient amount to give to them a maximum salary?
Mr. JoNEs. Oh, 0£ course, they wanted to make good. It was to
their interest to get business. They wanted to do that. But it has
gotten so now that I think so many 0£ these homesteads are turned
down:..._they have not made proof on them-that they have had a lit-•
tie trouble for nothing.
The CHAIRMAN.I want to follow out this thought just a little ways
with you. Then, there is an incentive on the one hand £or the officers
in the local land office to induce homesteaders to file on the land 1
Mr. JONES. Oh, yes; they were anxious to have them do it; they ·
were anxious to show them the map and anxious to have them pick
out a homestead. At least they were at one time.
The CHAIRMAN.And do you think that those local agents and representatives 0£ the Interior Department are inclined at any time to
discourage a would-be homesteader from filing on a tract because
they believe, or they may, in £act, know that the area ori which the
homesteader is filing is not susceptible 0£ enabling the entryman to
make a Ii ving therefrom?
Mr. JoNES. I don't know as to how it is now. I tell you the man
in the local land office would now, I believe, tell a fellow about it.
He would tell him that he could not make a Ii ving on it now.
The CHAIRMA~-But in the past, has that been the practice?
Mr. JoNEs. No; that was not the practice in the past. But I believe now that if a man would go to the land office and ask the man in
the land office £or his opinion about the land, he would tell him that he
believed he had better keep out 0£ it; that if he did go on the land
he would starve to death. But they didn't do that in t\J.e past. They
were very anxious to get him to go on, very anxious to show him the
map and get him to file on it. _They were guite anxious to d~ that.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, £ollowm:g out the idea I am attemptmg to
develop with you-that in the one instance the agents 0£ the Interior
Department have encouraged the attempt to file on homesteads ~nd
later another agency of the same department 0£ the Government
comes around and prosecutes the self-same homesteaders because of
their inability to carry out the intents and the purposes 0£ the act?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, not with the homestead entries as much as with
the desert entries. The desert entry has to be examined by- a.Government agent before they will allow you to file on it. I know in
one instance where an agent came along and recommended a place
and said that water could be put on it. Then another fellow co:µie
along, after it had been proved up and everything, and he claimed
there wasn't 10 acres 0£ land on the place that could be irrigated.
And they do not tell the truth. Some men can not tell the truth.
They do not stick to £acts. But they have done that righ straight
along. Different men would have different ideas, and one would encourage a man to try to get this land at $1.25 an acre and another
one would come along and hold him off. That is done right along
in our country.
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But, with the homestead entry, you see the whole country it is
designated as homestead land, and they do not come and examine
each section when you file. They will designate a whole township
or more at 640 land. Some fellow looks at that and, of course, they
would designate the whole township. Well, when a man comes to
file on a section, why nobody goes and investigates that. They do
on the desert.
The CHAIRMAN.And it is a well-known £act, a generally known
£act, that it is impossible £or any homesteader to lawfully patent a
640-acre homestead in that area under a proper interpretation of
the act?
Mr. JoNEs. No; it is too strong. They can not do it. You see·
you can not get anybody with any snap to him who would go out
and stay seven months right in one place without a thing to do continuously. He can't do it. There isn't a thing he can do, not a
thing he can do. Only just to look at those dry hills and that little
place there. The way they tell me, some of those fellows, if you are
seen off that land £or a week, if they can prove that you were here
in Baker City a week and your land is over there, they catch you
up, and they have continuously. Now, they are doing that pretty
strong. That has done away with any filing on homesteads any
more. Lots of them are abandoned, and many are not going to
try to homestead.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, then, the Interior Department ,attempts to
invalidate the filing and turn back the land to the public domain?
Mr. JoNES. Yes; that is what becomes of it. A good deal of it
is going to go to the county if they don't.
The CHAIRMAN.And £or that reason and other reasons that you
have recited you believe that the 640-acre homestead law should be
repealed?
Mr. JONES. Oh, yes; it has been a detriment to our country. Our
country would have been much better off and the people would have
been better off if it had not been passed.
The CHAIRMAN.And when you say it has been a detriment to
your country you are not thinking only of the livestock men but
of the homesteaders who tried to get title?
Mr. JONES. For the homesteaders and the merchants. The homesteaders broke those merchants in the little towns. The livestock
being reduced, it has cut down the business of the merchants until
their business isn't half of what it was a few years ago. The business men around those towns are more anx10us to see this land
leased than the stockmen are, because it is a nest egg £or them. If
the stock is gone they have no business. Now, there are :parts of
Malheur County up there in the hills where they can't raise anything but hay, and if we haven't got any stock they are up against
it. They have no grass; they can't feed them hay all the yeararound. It is affeGting the business men just as much as it is thestockmen.
The CHAIRMAN.Then, in this locality of which you are speaking,.
the Ii vestock business is the basic industry 1
Mr. JoNEs. Yes; that is the main industry.
The CHAIRMAN.And all of the people in that locality are eager to
see the basic industry stabilized?
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Mr. JONES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.That includes merchants and other people who
are not engaged in the livestock business, as well as those who are
directly engaged in the livestock industry?
Mr. JONES. Yes; they are more interested in it. They take more
interest, All the revenue that comes in in our country is from
livestock. The hay is fed to the livestock, and no other revenue
comes in, only from the livestock. One man might sell a little hay
to the other man that has stock, but that is all £or livestock. Without livestock we are done £or.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Jones, has your experience led you to
believe that where there are a number of small livestock men that
they would go in together and secure a community lease?
Mr. JONES. Yes ; that is what they want in certain districts. Here
are six or seven ranchers; they would go together if they could get a
community lease. They have to fence it on account of the wild
horses, because the wild horses go miles and miles from water, and
they are almost compelled to fence that in order to keep the wild
horses out of it. Wild horses are ruining the country up there.
The CHAIRMAN.That bring another question that may be an argument in favor of private regulation and control of the public domain.
Are these wild horses a menace to the range?
Mr. JoNEs. Oh, yes; a bad menace.
The CHAIRMAN.And if some control is not put in force it is probable that the wild horses will ,take the range?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, they are taking it now. They are taking lots
of it now.
, The CHAIRMAN.And that will result in the elimination of cattle
and sheep grazing?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes. These wild horses are on it and eat it the year
round. These wild horses eat all the corners of it up. The sheep
and the cattle are on it only part of the time, but the wild horses
are on it all the time, and eat it all up.
The CHAIRMAN.They never give the range any rest?
Mr. JONES. They never give the range any rest. And they will
travel 10 or 15 miles £or water.
And then, another thing about these homesteaders, where- they
hav~ hurt the country a good deal-maybe
not the homesteaders;
but the biggest part of that water was taken up years ago, years
before, by the scrips, the 40-acre tract, and the 160; a big part of
the water was taken up. Where that is fenced, and the homesteads
are fenced here, there may be quite a strip of grass in here, a pretty
good strip of grass, and nothing could get it only those wild horses.
It is too far off £or cattle and sheep to go to ; but horses can go there
and get it, because they can travel so far £or water. I£ a man was
allowed to run his fence around, with the water that he gets he could
run quite a bit of stock there. But in the early days, you see, a lot of
the springs were taken; and these homesteaders, when they got there,
all the best of them were gone. So, all the homesteaders got was just
a strictly grazing possession, and some of it mighty poor grazing at
that. They figured they would sell that to the stockmen. But there
isn't enough in a body to do any good. Hardly any of them lease it.
Once in a while there is a good section. I have known some being
leased to pay the taxes on it, and the man who owns it maintains
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the fence and tries to hunt somebody who will buy it. There are a
good many of them on which the fences are down. Miles of fence
down. The taxes are delinquent. The county is very slow to close
that out. They are waiting to see if something will happen, and
they are holding off.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, the county is desirous, of course, of keeping
it on the tax roll if possible ?
Mr. JONES. Yes ; the county is anxious to keep it on the tax rolls.
They would be tickled to death if somebody would come and take it
so they would pay the taxes. I don't know what will become of it.
They will have to take it after a while, and then what the county has
is not much good to them anyway, because it is a section here and
another section way over here and not enough in any one body to
justify anyone to rent it. You see that is very poor grazing country.
One section won't support but a few head of stock.
'The CHAIRMAN.Well, a provision £or .the leasing of the public
domain would tend to give a value to these isolated sections if they
could be fenced with a group of other sections?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes. It gives iou access to this country, but you can
not get at it now. They wont allow you to run your fence up there,
and that keeps the wild horses. They can go 10 or 15 miles to water.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Jones. Mr_. Colton."

STATEMENT OF MR. W. H. COLTON,LIVESTOCKMAN, BAKER,
OREG.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Colton, will you give your name and address
to the reporter?
Mr. CoLTON.W. H. Colton, Baker, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Colton, you are engaged in the livestock industry?
Mr. CoLTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
industry?
Mr. CoLTON. Oh, about 35 years.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the national forest? •
Mr. CoLTON. Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the unreserved public domain
£or grazing purposes?
.
Mr. COLTON.Well, in a way, yes. What there is of it. There isn't
very much of it.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement that you wish to make to
this committee, Mr. Colton, in your own way?
Mr. CoLTON.No; I have not prepared any data.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you prefer to be questioned?
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you satisfied with the present status of your
privilege to graze within the national forest? By that I mean are
you content with your privilege, which is one of sufferance on the
part of the Forest Service, or are you of the opinion that you should
have what is commonly referred;to as a legalized right, a right created by an act of Congress, enabling you to lease or enter into a contract to graze in the national forest?
Mr. CoLTON.Well, I would prefer a legal right.
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The CHAIRMAN.What forest do you graze in, Mr. Colton?
Mr. COLTON.Whitman.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that it would be proper on the part
0£ the Federal Government to increase your grazing fees?
Mr. CoLTON.Well, I guess it might be possible, but I don't
think-The CHAIRMAN.Well, it is possible, but I ask you if you think it
would be proper?
Mr. COLTON.I don't think it would be proper at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the value 0£ your ranch property in any sense
dependent upon your right to graze in the forest?
·
Mr. COLTON.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ your right to graze in the forest was taken
away would it affect the value 0£ your ranch property?
Mr. CoLToN. Yes, sir; it would to a great extent.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ your right to graze in the forest was taken
away would it affect the value 0£ your sheep?
Mr. CoLToN. Yes, sir. ·There would be no possible way, without
renting pasture at a prohibitive price, to raise them at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you grown to believe by reason 0£ long
usage, that Y.OUhave acquired a right that should be recognized by
the Government to the use 0£ this range?
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That is in the nature 0£ a preference to ;graze1
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you £eel more secure if the Government
through an act 0£ Congress granted you a long-term lease or contract?
I
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Would that tend to stabilize your business?
Mr. CoLToN. I think so, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Colton, have you any privately owned summer grazing lands? Do you use any privately owned summer grazing lands?
Mr. CoLTON.None to speak 0£.
The 'CHAIRMAN.Pratically all of your summer grazing is done
within the confines of the forest?
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you had any experience in grazing summer
lands privately owned and controlled by you?
Mr. COLTON.Not very much. I have a little.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that you could graze to a better
advantage lands over which you exercised a control than you can
lands that are controlled by the Forest Service and supervised by
their agent who directs you in the methods that you shall employ
in grazing your allotment?
Mr. CoLToN. Well, I think on privately owned lands I could control the grazing on them so that I would get the best results. ·
The C}!AIRMAN.You would get better results than you can under
the direction and supervision of a Government agent r
Mr. CoLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.If you were igranted a lease 0£ your allotment
in the forest, if yo~ '.Vere permitted to decide the number 0£ livestock that you might graze thereon, and if any increase 0£ the for-
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age or any improvement to the range would inure to your benefit,
would you be prompted to make improvements and would you have
a higher regard £or the conservation and improvement of the forage
. thereon?
Mr. CoLTON.Certainly, if I had a long enough period, a lease
of a long period, I would certainly want to improve my allotment.
The CHAIRMAN.Could your allotment be improved by the seeding
of grasses that are not natural to. the range?
Mr. CoLTON.Well, I would think that it could be. But, however,
I have never tried anything of that kind on my allotment.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, if you had a long time and fixed tenure of
that tract would you be inclined to conduct experiments to determine
whether you could improve the grazing availability of that tract by
the seeding of grasses?
Mr. CoLTON.I surely would.
The CHAIRMAN.And if you found it could be done, then does it
follow that you naturally would do so?
Mr. CoLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you could increase the grazing availability to
where you could graze more stock on the area you would do so?
Mr. CoLTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any questions, Senator Oddie?
Senator 0DDIE. No.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Any questions, Mr. Bowden?
Mr. BowDEN. Have you ever been penalized £or violation of any
forest regulations, Mr. Colton?
Mr. CoLTON.No, sir .
. Mr. BowDEN. Have you had any difficulties with forest administration?
Mr. CoLTON.None that I can recall; no.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that the Forest Service should have
the right to inflict a penalty providing £or the reduction in the size •
of a permit?
Mr. CoLTON.No; I do not. I don't think they have a right. In
other words, I think the allottee ought to have his day in court. I
think where there are any charges placed against the allottee it is his
privilege and his right that he should be heard. I don't think it is
right and justice that it should be all one-sided.
Mr. BowDEN. You believe that when disputes arise between the
user and the Forest Service relative to some alleged infraction of a
rule or law, that the user should have a right to have that matter
heard by some independent body such as a court or board?
Mr. CoLTON.I do.
Mr. BowDEN. If you have as a penalty the reduction in the amount
of livestock the user can graze, the effect of that penalty is to reduce
production, is it not?
Mr. COLTON.I think so.
Mr. BowDEN. Would it not be a more suitable penalty if you would
fine a man or fine the user a certain number of dollars instead of
reducing the amount of his preference or permit?
Mr. CoLTON.Sure; it would be a whole lot better.
Mr. BowDEN. That is a drastic penalty, ii;;it not?
Mi:. COLTON.I think so.
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Mr. BowDEN. It is taking a man's business away from him, is it
not, his future i
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. .And should be administered, in your judgment, only
in very extreme casesi
Mr. CoLToN. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. And then only after a £air and impartial hearing?
Mr. COLTON.Exactly.
,
The CHAmMAN. Has your experience in grazing the so-called
Government lands outside 0£ the forest led you to believe that it
would be to the interest 0£ the general public if the Federal Government should adopt a leasing policy and lease the public domain
for the purpose 0£ grazing livestock i
Mr. CoLToN. It might work all right in some places, but it would
not work in Baker County, in my judgment, £or the simple reason
that there is not enough 0£ it in a body to do anybody any good.
Aside from that, there would not be nearly enough to go around, so
somebody would be cut out altogether.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the 640-acre homestead law been beneficial
to the country, in your observation i
.
Mr. COLTON.It certainly has not.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there many instances, according to your observation, where the homesteaders under the 640-acre homestead law
are engaged in producing Ii vestock i
Mr. COLTON.Why, I don't know 0£ any.
The CHAIRMAN.You know that Congress in passing that act
contemplated that it would encourage the production 0£ livestock,
and that was really one of the conditions under which these homes
steads were to be granted, that they would be used £or the production 0£ livestock. You are familiar with that i
Mr. COLTON.Yes, sir.
• The CHAIRMAN.And it ts your opinion that the homesteader is not
following out the intent and purpose 0£ Congress in passing that
act i
Mr. CoLToN. No; £or the simple reason that it won't carry livestock enough.
The CHAmMAN.What disposition does the homesteader ordinarily
make 0£ his homestead after acquiring title i
Mr. COLTON.He generally sells it if he has an opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN.Then his object has been a commercial one, that
0£ gaining title to land £or the purpose 0£ selling it i
Mr. CoLToN. That would be my observation; yes, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Have you any further statement, Mr. Colton i
Mr. CoLToN. No; I think not.
The CHAmMAN. I believe that is all, then. Professor Potter.

STATEMENT OF PROF. E. L. POTTER, PROFESSOROF ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY, OREGONAGRICULTURALCOLLEGE,CORVALLIS,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have a statement to make to the committee, Mr. Potter i
Professor PoTTER. Yes, sir; I wish to make a statement of the
cost of producing bee£ cattle on the ranges 0£ eastern Oregon,
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particularly those which range on the national forest during the
summer season.
What I am giving is a, summary 0£ a bulletin which I have
prepared on the subject, and I might say that this is based upon
something like 10 years 0£ study and investigation, partly according to the survey method, by having people in the field, and partially based upon a series 0£ about 10 years' experimental work
conducted by the Union Experiment
Station, down here about
40 miles at the town of Union. I inight say that in our experimental work there we are users 0£ the national forest and have
been £or a good many years. That is, we run all our experiment
cattle on the national forest.
,.
Mr. BownEN. By whom is that experiment station operated?
Professor POTTER.By the State 0£ Oregon.
The most conservative cost that can be put on bee£ production
is $90 a head, or $9 per hundred pounds, £or two-year-old steers
and dry cows mixed. This is for £arm prices, for grazing stuff,
summer and £all.
Since the usual spread between steers and cows is about $L75
per hundred, and since the sale cattle run about 55 per cent steers
and 45 per cent cows, a £air division 0£ the cost would be to place
steers at $9.75 per hundred pound!;, and cows at $8 per hundred
pounds. This is, as I have stated, £or grass cattle during the summer and 'fall, £. o. b. the range. Stock delivered in Portland will
average $1 more, more or less, according to the distance from
Portland -or other markets.
Steers produced for the winter market will cost on the average
35 cents per hundred pounds more for each month they are held 1
past the grazing season.
The whole situation may be summarized in this manner: For
grass-fed stuff the cost 0£ production is $9~75 per hundred pounds;
average selling price per hundred pounds, farm price, during _the
years 1922, 1923, and 1924, for a good grade 0£ grass-fed steer,
has been $6.25; making a loss 0£ $3.50 per hundred pounds. During the present year the situation has improved slightly, arid the
same grade 0£ cattle are now selling £or around 7 cents, or $7 per
hundred, still leaving a loss 0£ $2.75.
It might be assumed in these costs 0£ production we were charging interest on an inflated value 0£ grazing lands. I would like
to say that we are figuring interest at 5' per cent on deeded lands
£or spring and £all grazing, and a valuation 0£ $7 an acre. But
if we do eliminate all the interest on the grazing lands we find
that the cost 0£ producing grass £or two-year-old steers is still
$8.50 per hundred pounds. If we eliminate not only the interest
on grazing lands but also interest on the entire livestock investment, which, 0£ course, is a financial impossibility, the cost would
then be reduced to $6.50. In the case 0£ winter-fed steers both
the cost and the selling prices are higher.
The cost of winter-fed steers for April delivery, including the
cost from birth clear on through, is running $11,50 per hundred
pounds, £arm ·Ji>rice. The average selling price £or April delivery
steers, £~rm price, during 1922, 1923, and 1924, was $7 per hundred
pounds. The average selling price last spring, April, was $8.50.
This cost 0£ production, as I have said, covers the entire cost from
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birth to maturity.
Some of the winter feeders have been able fa.,
turn out steers £or considerably less than $11.50 a hundred, but onl)'
because they bought their feed £or less than the cost 0£ production
and thereby passed some 0£ the loss back to the grower.
Here again, if we eliminate the interest charges on grazing land.
we will have reduced our cost to $10.35. H we eliminate all interes1.
on both cattle and grazing, we reduce the charges to $7.75.
These figures show that £or the current year the average selling
price 0£ steers has been less than the bare operating expenses, excluding interest 0£ all kinds on both land and cattle. Durmg 1925 prices
have improved somewhat, and the producers are now getting a little
more than op-1'ating expenses, but not enough to cover interest on
their necessary livestock investment, to say nothing 0£ interest on
the land.
There seems to be an impression in the minds 0£ a good many
people not in the cattle business that the present financial condition
of the cattle ·business is due, at least in part, to unsatisfactory costs
0£ production rather than to market prices, and that even a £air
price would not save the situation. I believe the answer to this is
to be found in the following £acts.
The average price 0£ good grazing steers on the £arm in Oregon in
the year 1913 was $6 per hundred pounds. According to the index
figure put out by the United States Department 0£ Labor, the average wholesale price £or all commodities was, in August 0£ the current
year, 160 per cent of the 1913 price. I£ the price 0£ steers had increased in the same ratio, steers would now be selling at $9.90 a
hundred and good cows at $8 a hundred, £arm price. These prices
would pay the cattlemen operating charges and a reasonable profit
on investment.
The previous study, which I quoted at Pendleton, shows that the
present cost 0£ producing lambs on the range was about $8 per
hundred pounds £or £all delivery, even where we credit the sheep
with 40 cents a pound £or wool. This again shows. that the cost 0£
production 0£ cattle is not excessive and that the cattlemen are
producing meat more cheaply than the sheepmen have been able to.
That ends, I believe, any formal statement I have to make on that
su~ject.
·
Senator Onnrn. Some industries, if conditions are unfavorable in
one locality, can move to another. In manufacturing, £or instance,
that can be easily done. So there would not necessarily be an
economic loss to the country in cases 0£ that kind. But in the cattle
industry, if anything materially affects it unfavorably, the result is
an economic loss to the whole country~
Professor PoTTER. Why, certainly.
Senator Onnrn. It can not be shifted from one section 0£ the country to another~
Professor PoTTER. The condition is general, I believe. I have been
discussing conditions in eastern Oregon strictly, but I believe that
what I have said here will apply quite generally to the intermountain
country 0£ Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Colorado. Farther
south the general results are relatively the samez. but their costs are
somewhat different and their returns are also ditterent.
.
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SC>natorOmHE. Do you not think there is a decided misconception
in the eastern mind as to conditions surrounding the cattle industry
in the West?
Professor PoTTER. Very much so, Senator.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think the eastern people understand fully
the £act that if these public ranges and the forest ranges are not
utilized £or grazing they are valueless £or anything else and that
consequently the grazing that is lost will be an economic loss to the
whole country?
·
Professor PoTTER. That £act, I believe, is not recognized generally
throughout the East, and I do not believe it has the recognition 0£
our city population m the West that it should have. It is not well
known; no.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think the £act is generally known throughout the country that many lines 0£ industry are dependent £or their
success on the welfare 0£ the livestock industry?
Professor PoTTER. It is not as well known as it should be, Senator,
by any means.
Senator Onnrn. You £eel that the manufacturing industries of the
East and the small £armers are all dependent to a large extent on
the success 0£ the livestock industry?
·
Professor POTTER.We must have our meat supply, Senator; that
is very vital to each and every one 0£ us. 0£ course, most of us are
so accustomed to buying what we want at the butcher shop that we
never think any further back than that.
Senator Onnrn. Is not the welfare 0£ the small £armer to a very
large extent dependent on the success 0£ the livestock industry?
Professor PoTTER. Certainly, sir.
Senator Onnrn. What is your idea as to the disposition 0£ any
profits that may possibly arise from an increase in fees £or grazing
on the forest reserve?
Professor PoTTER. In the first place, I do not think there should
be any profit, above a reasonable cost 0£ administration.
By that I
mean; however, that it should include the overhead and necessary
improvements; also I believe that the forest lands and other grazing
lands should make their proportionate contributions toward the general community governmental expenses-county, State, etc. I believe
they should make a certain contribution there the same as now. But
as far as any real profit above these expenses is concerned, I £eel
there should not be any, because at the present time and £or several
years past the cattle business has been conducted at a loss. We certainly would not expect to have a fee .that would give the Government a profit when the cattle business is conducted at a loss. We
all hope that the time may come when it will be possible to change
the result 0£ the cattle business from a loss to a profit, and we hope
that there may come a time when there will be a profit in the use 0£
those grazing lands, but if that ever comes it should belong to the
stockmen.
Senator Onnrn. In case there should ever be any profit over and
above the cost 0£ administration, do you £eel it is right that should
be turned into the Federal Treasury?
Professor POTTER.I do not.
Senator Onnrn. You believe that any profits should inure to the
States in which the forest reserves are situated?
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Professor PoTTER. To the States and to the property itself. But,
as I say, I would include in the expenses the total necessary overhead, but no profit to the Federal Government.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think that the forest permittee in eastern
Oregon is, as compared with the user of privately owned land, we
will say, in a £avored class?
Professor PoTTER. Well, that is a hard question to answer. I
certainly should not designate them as a favored class. On the
other hand, generally speaking, I believe that the right to use the
national forest is in most cases an asset to the cattleman. In £act,
in eastern Oregon most of our summer grazing is national forest
land, and if you eliminate that it is not merely a question of price,
but it is a question of having feed that is actually suitable for the
summer months. For instance, much of our deeded land is all right
in the spring, but it is not summer grazing. In other words, the
use of this mountain land is a necessity in a year-round program for
taking care of your livestock. These hills that we see right out in
front of us here are all right in their season of the year, but not in
August. So the use of the mountain land becomes a necessity in most
cases in any well-balanced livestock program.
Mr. BowDEN.-Then, do I understand this, that in eastern Oregon,
at least, the forest lands and the use thereof are not comparable
with available private lands that may be leased?
. Professor PoTTER. The only respect in which they would be comparable at all would be in the case of alienated lands existing within
the forest of similar character. In that case, of course, they would
be somewhat comparable, and there is some such land.
Mr. BowDEN. The Government, then, has an ownership of lands
in this section of. the country that are indispensable to the carrying
on of the livestock industry and which can not be obtained except
from the Government?
Professor Po'rTER. Not to any extent. There is some that is not
Government owned; but it is quite limited in area.
Senator ODDIE.Is not the State of Oregon put to a certain expense for policing and performing certain £unctions in these forest- .
reserve lands?
.
,
Professor POTTER.Well, there is a certain return, you know. A
proportion of the income goes to the State and county under the
present law. Just to what extent those different things counterbalance each other, I am not in a position to say.
·
Senator ODDIE.I did not make myself clear. Is not the State
put to a certain expense for governing and policing these forest
reserves?
Professor PoTTER. Yes; certainly.
Senator ODDIE. So the State is interested, particularly in these
reserves and in the use thereof, and also in the returns from them
over and above the actual cost of administering them?
.
Professor PoTTER. They are very much interested. I think, as you
have already indicated, that the welfare of the livestock industry
has a big bearing upon .the other industries of the State, which is
illustrated by what Mr. Jones. told you of merchants £ailinB" with
the £ailing of the livestock business-bankers
and others. InJury to
one business is reflected in all the others, necessarily.
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0DDIE.
Do you think the small £armers in the State fully
realize the importance to them of a successful livestock industry in
the State1
Professor POTTER.Oh, I believe they do, with some exceptions.
This is a livestock State, you know, and most of our £armers, except
the small fruit £armers, truck £armers, and some of our wheat £armers, are pretty much interested in livestock. There is quite an extensive livestock industry in the State, both £arm and range, so they
are all quite interested.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Professor Potter one question. Professor Potter, did you hear my statement or see
a copy of my statement on production costs 1
Professor PoTTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. PHILLIPS. In giving your statement on production costs you
used price per pound. I used price per head. Do you know how
your statement of cost per pound compares with my statement of
cost per head 1 Have you any figures on the cost per head 1
Professor POTTER.Yes, sir; about $90. I am figuring on a 1,000pound animal. They will run a little better than half steers, steers
figuring about $10.50 and cows about $9.50, or a little less. That
makes $90 a head for mixed cows and heifers.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Then your cost of production figure on a per head
basis would be in excess of my figures to the extent of something
like $8 or $10 a head 1
Professor POTTER.Yes; as you presented them.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you tell the committee your views on the
laws relating to and the administration of the public domain located
in Ore.1ron1
Professor PoTTER. Of the 13,000,000 acres of public domain in
Oregon, eleven and one-half million acres lie in practically a solid
block in the southeastern quarter of the State. The remaining one
and one-half million acres is in small tracts scattered here and there
all over the remainder of the State. These scattered areas are of
little grazing value and are almost entirely under the control of the
owners of the surrounding lands. The main block of eleven and onehalf million acres, however, is typical free range. There is, in £act,
approximately 14,000,000 acres of free range in the southeastern
quarter of Oregon, but this includes not only the eleven and one-half
million acres of public domain but nearly 2,000,000 acres of abandoned homesteads and some 600,000 acres of school lands. The
grazing on this free range is partially, but only partially, controlled
by ownership of the water holes. The great majority of it is free
to whoever gets there first. The result has been not only a lowering
of the carrying capacity due to overgrazing, but a serious loss of
economic value due to the inability of the stockmen to save up range
for a time of need. In explanation of the last statement, I will call
attention to the £act that the growing season on all of this public
domain in Oregon is relatively short and confined largely to the
spring season. The grass when dry, however, matures like hay and
will furnish good feed clear into the winter. As free range, however, the grass is eaten out as fast as it comes through the ground,
with the result that while the stockmen get some free feed for two
or three months in the spring, they find it very difficult and expensive to take care of their stock the remainder of the year: The
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stockmen who live along the edges of the public domain and have
access to considerable areas of deeded land or national forest can
make better use of the public domain. Those who live in the center
of the block, however, are finding the free range of very little
economic value, on account of this expense of taking care of the
stock during the time of the year when there is no feed on the free
range. The free range area of Oregon would, under protection,
afford grazing 9 to 10 months of the year, whereas now in most
cases it is good only £or 2 to 4 months.
The abandoned homesteads previously mentioned were largely
taken up under the 320-acre dry £arm homestead act. Between one
and one-half and two million acres of land in the southeastern
quarter of Oregon was taken up under this act. I have personally
been through practically all of these homestead areas and £eel safe
in saying that more than 95 per cent are now uninhabited.
Furthermore, I do not know of a single dry-farm homestead in the southeastern quarter of the State that is now under cultivation.
The
homesteading of these lands was nothing less than a tragedy. By
this I mean a. tragedy to the homesteaders themselves. The homesteading of these lands was of considerable detriment to the livestock business, but the losses to the stockmen were nothing to compare with the losses and sufferings of the homesteaders themselves.
The homesteading of grazing lands under the 640-acre homestead act
was not quite as bad as the dry-farm homesteads, since the total area
taken was less and the homesteaders spent less work and money on
their £arms, but the general result was the same.
Disregarding
absolutely the welfare of the livestock industry
and thinking only of the welfare of the prospective settler, the homesteading of public domain in Oregon should be ended. There is no
longer any land in Oregon open to homestead upon which the homesteader can possibly expect to make a living on 640 acres, yet many
innocent people are led by their hunger £or land and home to take
up homesteads where there is no possibility of success. The original
160-acre homestead act as applied to tillable lands was, in my judgment, the most successful piece of land legislation that the United
States has ever had. It has, however, entirely served its usefulness,
as far as the State of Oregon is concerned, and that is the only
State of which I £eel qualified to speak. There is no longer any
farming land in the public domain, and the grazing land has been
occupied and utilized £or many years, and th<Ytitle to its use should
be given to the people who have pioneered the country and given
it what little utility it has. The fundamental idea of the homestead
act was that the Government would give the land to the settler if the
settler would make the land productive and would make it a home.
Our stockmen have made these grazing areas produce bee£, mutton,
and wool and have built homes where there were no homes before.
The stockman settler is entitled to the same treatment that has been
accorded the £armer settler; that is, in return £or establishing a home
and developing a productive enterprize, he should be given a legal
right to the land he has developed.
The CHAIRMAN.
Thank you, Professor Potter.
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STATEMENTOFMR. J.E. SNOW,DAYVILLE,OREG.,REPRESENTING
GRANT COUNTYSTOCKGROWERS'ASSOCIATION
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Snow, whom do you represent~
Mr. SNOW.The Grant County Stock Growers' Association.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been familiar with the livestock industry i
Mr. SNow. Something over 40 years.
The CHAIRMAN.That has been in about the same locality~
Mr. SNOW.The same locality, in Grant County; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.That is in central eastern Oregon~
Mr. SNow. Yes, sir. •
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Snow, will you kindly make your statement
to the committee in your own way~
Mr. SNow. Well, I have been connected with this organization ever
since its inception in 1906, I believe, when the forest was first estab:
lished m Grant County. We met then with Mr. A. F. Potter, Chief
Forester, who explained the forest regulations and intentions, and at
t.hat time they were very satisfactory to us and we had no grazing
fees. Since then the regulations have been made more onerous and
the grazing fees have been raised steadily, so that we feel that we are
in a dangerous position as far as our industry is concerned.
Our county is very rough and broken, our agricultural land is all
in the valleys 2 and our range is practically all in the forest. I believe
62 per cent or the county is in the forest, and we are wholly dependent on the forest for our grazing. Outside of our agricultural lands
in the valleys, which are mainly used for hay, there is practically no
pasture land. There is only a very small stretch of country between
our meadow lands and the forest, and we are wholly dependent on
that forest for our grazing.
I will state that if we pay 85 per cent of the forest revenue in
Grant County-the stockmen-we do not get adequate returns. We
have asked for more rangers and more protection, but we do not get
the cooperation that we are entitled to.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Snow, are the values of your ranch properties
generally dependent upon the right to graze in the forest i
Mr. SNow. They are wholly dependent on it.
The CHAIRMAN.If the right to graze in the forest was taken away
from the ranch properties it would greatly depreciate their value~
Mr. SNOW. Yes. Our country is a stock country, nothing else, and
if the grazing privileges were taken from us or the fees were made
any higher it would practically put us out of business.
The CHAIRMAN.Is your county largely supported through taxing
these dependent ranch properties and the stock that .graze on the
forest~
Mr. SNOW. Oh, yes; almost wholly.
The CHAIRMAN.And anything that would tend \O depreciate the
value of these dependent ranch properties and the stock would curtail the income from taxation~
Mr. SNOW.Very much so.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you and your people desirous that Congr~'
should pass a law legalizing the right to graze on the forest~
Mr. SNow. We must have something of that kind to stabilize our
property. Unless we know that we can have a stabilized right we
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will eventually be crowded out by the steady increase in grazing
fees.
The CHAIRMAN.And you want the opportunity of entering into a
long-time contract with the Government £or the grazing within the
forest?
Mr. SNow. Yes; we must have. I think the stock industry must
have it all through the country.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the members of your association dependent
in anywise upon the unreserved public domain?
Mr. SNOW. Not very much.
The CHAIRMAN.You are not very much concerned then in the
question of leasing the public domain?
Mr. SNOW. Not very much. There is ver·y little public domain
in the county.
The C:rtAIRMAN.Has the 640-acre homestead been used much in
your locality?
Mr. SNOW. It has been used. That is, the filing has been made
to a great extent, but I think probably two-thirds are not completed.
The CHAIRMAN.Are those being kept up, or are they largely
abandoned?
Mr. SNow. Largely abandoned.
It happens that I am somewhat
posted on that subject. I have been United States commissioner
there £or the last twenty-odd years and authorized to take filings
and proofs, and I know the condition of these 640-acre homesteads.
Very few of them were taken up as homesteads, and there are
very few men on them who have stock. They took them up on
speculation, and about a third of them make their proof. Most
of them are abandoned.
Those that have made their proof, if
they have not been able to sell to stockmen they go off and leave
them, hoping to sell some time.
The CHAIRMAN.Is any of the remaining so-called Government
land or public domain adaptable to agriculture?
Mr. SNow. Very little. None of this so-called stock-grazing
homestead land is adaptable £or agriculture, and it can not be under
the ruling. It is only £or grazing purposes.
·.The CHAIRMAN.In the main, have those who filed under the provisions of the 460-acre grazing homestead law been stockmen?
; Mr. SNow. No; they have been mainly men who are-well, you
might say transients .
. The CHAIRMAN.What seemed to be their purpose in acquiring
title to the 640-acre homesteads?
Mr. · S'Now. Speculation, £or the purpose of selling them. I
think in a great many cases they have been asked to file by parties
who would make them tentative promises to buy.
The CHAIRMAN.These holdings, in the main where they have
been patented, have passed by sale to bona fide livestock men?
Mr. SNow. As a rule; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You have stated, Mr. Snow, that you met Mr.
Potter when the forest was first created. About what year was
that?
Mr. SNow. I think it was 1906. That was when our organization
was started.
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The CHAIRMAN.Was that about the time that the forests were
divided into individual and community allotments-community
cattle allotments and individual allotments £or sheep?
Mr. SNow. No; there was no special provision made at that time
in our.county.
We just applied £or permits. There .was no segregation £or different kinds of stock. There was afterwards; there
were sheep ranges and cattle ranges and neutral ranges.
The CHAIRMAN.At that time did you discuss with Mr. Potter the
question of fees £or the grazing privilege?
Mr. SNOW. We had some discussion, but he said there would be
no discussion of-well, I don't know just what he did say about that,
but we were to pay no fees at that time.
The CHAIRMAN.Did he lead you to believe that later on a foe
would be exacted ?
Mr. SNow. Yes ; that later there would be a fee imposed.
The CHAIRMAN.And did he in anywise indicate what the limitations of that fee might be?
Mr. SNow. No.
The CHAIRMAN.He did not sa v to you or suggest to you that the
fee would be a normal fee £or the purpose of covering the cost of
regulation ?
Mr. SNow. That was our understanding.
He probably said that.
I know that was our understanding, that it would be nominal.
The CHAIRMAN.You did not believe at that time that the Government would ever attempt to charge you the full value £or the
right to graze on the forest ?
Mr. SNow. No; we did not. We were led to consider, at least
we did consider that we had that right, a right that we had by occupancy, and that it could never be taken away from us, and just
a nominal fee £or the administration
of the forest for grazing
purposes. But it looks like in Grant County as though the ,stockmen
pay £or administration £or all purposes.
·.
The CHAIRMAN.At that time was the value of ranch property dependent upon the right to graze on the public domain? Now I
am speaking of the time before the creatiort of the forest, or rather
before the forests came under grazing administration.
Mr. SNow. Well, it was almost wholly a stock country at that
time, and we had to depend on the mountain ranges £or grazing, and
the value of our ranches depended on that grazing. We have no
pastures in other sections, because what is feed £or pasture land i,;;
feed £or hay land. We have practically very few pastures.
The CHAIRMAN.The right to graze was one of the large elements
in establishing the value of ranch property then, at that time?
Mr. SNow. Yes, sir; very largely.
The CHAIRMAN.And the value of livestock was almost wholly
dependent, aside from the value of going to market, on the right
to graze?
Mr. SNow. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have any of the members of your association been
penalized £or violation or infraction of the rules by reducing their
grazing preference?
Mr. S~ow. Well, there have been reductions, but I don't know
"'hether 1t was a penalty or not. I think not. · We cooperate very
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nicely with our forest officials there, and I think there has been
very little trouble in that way. But we have had reductions rn
several instances.
The CHAIRMAN.What was the purpose of those reductions?
Mr. SNow. They claimed the overcrowding of the range an<l
allowing men in who were class A users, you might say.
•
The CHAIRMAN.New men known as class A users?
Mr. SNow. They were class A users; that is, residents and home
people.
The CHAIRMAN.What is your opinion as to the course that should
be pursued in the future in providing £or new users of the forests?
Mr. SNow. Well, under present conditions the only way they could
do would be to cut down the large users on a percentage basis; that
is, i£ the new users were home users. It has been our contention
always that our grazing was £or our own people. We have sheep
come in £or quite a distance into our county, but they have had that
right £or years, and we can not very well stop it. But our range is
about full.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it probable that you will have many new users
come on in the years that are to come~
Mr. SNow. I think not.
The CnAIRMAN.You think that situation has been fairly well
met?
Mr. SNow. Yes; in £act I think that a number of the users have
gone out of business. A number of the stockmen.
The CHAIRMAN.During the recent depression among what class
of users has there been the greatest number of failures?
Mr. SNow. It has been mainly amongst the larger users.
The CHAIRMAN.And those were the oldest users of the forest ?
Mr. SNow. The oldest users ; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And are the larger users ordinarily the oldest
users of the range I
.
Mr. SNow. Y~.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you many small users of the ranie?
Mr. SN'ow. Yes; we have quite a number. Especially rn cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.And those are largely· community permits or
grazing in common?
Mr. SNow. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any community bands of sheep?
Mr. SNow. No. There are sheep allotments-that
is, in one or two
instances there are sections allotted to sheep alone-but that is not
the rule. They have their allotments and the cattlemen have theirs.
The CHAIRMAN.What I had in mind was, are there any users of
the forest where the bands are made up in several different ownerships, where a community gathers their sheep in a band and grazes
on the forest reserve?
Mr. SNow. No; I think not. Perhaps not over two would go
together in that way. There would be no particular community.
The CHAIRMAN.Among the sheepmen in your county are they
mostly what we call one-band men or are their holdings larger?
Mr. SNow. Well, they are mostly one and two band men.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, by a one-band man you have in mind the
summer grazing band¥
Mr. SNow. Summer grazing, yes; about 1,200 head.
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The CHAIRMAN,And the two band is about 2,400 head 1
Mr. SNow. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any questions, Senator Oddie 1
Senator ODDIE.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement, Mr. Snow?
Mr. SNow. No; I think not; except that our main wish is that our
grazing privileges be made rights; that they be legalized and that we
have some sort of tribunal to appeal to in case of controversies.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are also opposed to any further increase
in grazing fees 1
Mr. SNow. We are opposed to any further increase in grazing
fees.
The CHAIRMAN.And it is your opinion that all of the profits derived from grazing fees should be turned over to the counties or
States wherem the grazing areas lie, and not revert to the Federal
Treasury?
Mr. SNow. Yes.
S,mator ODDIE.I would like to ask a few questions. What is your
idea as to the status of the rights acquired by the stockmen in the
:forest reserve, going back as far as you can remember 1
Mr. SNow. I understand that you wish to know if, having had
this right or privilege £or so long, that we consider that it belongs
to us, that we are entitled to it 1
Senator 0DDIE. Do you consider it in the nature of a vested right 1
Mr. SNow. Yes; I do.
Senator 0DDIE. Do you believe that long usage and custom recognized by the Government; has created a vested right, or that the
Government should recognize a vested right in the users 1
Mr. SNow. I think it should. I think so strongly.
We have
been there, a number of us, in these range countries and practically
built them up, lived there all our lives, and if we are deprived of
these rights to graze on the forest, now that these ranges that used
to be open ranges be taken from us, that we are deprived of our
business. That we should have a vested right.
Senator ODDIE.That is all.
The CHAIRMAN.Thank you, Mr. Snow, that is all. Mr. Saunders.

STATEMENTOF MR. W. S. SAUNDERS,CATTLERAISER, RICHLAND,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you give your name and address to the reporter, please.
Mr. SAUNDERS.
W. S. Saunders, Richland, Oreg.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Saunders, are you engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. SAUNDERS~
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the l,ivestock industry are you
engaged?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
business?
.
Mr. SAUNDERS.About 25 years.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries of the national forest 1
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Mr. SAUNDERS.I do.
The CHAIRMAN.You are a :forest permi ttee ?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the unreserved public domain?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement that you wish to make to
the committee, Mr. Saunders?
Mr. SAUNDERS.
Why, I haven't thought anything about it. I have
been listening to the discussion.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you prefer to be questioned?
Mr. SAUNDERS.
I would.
The CHAIRMAN.If you have any statement we would like .;f.oryou
to make it and then we will question you afterwards.
If not I will
propound a few questions to you. Have you an individual allotment
on which you graze your cattle?
Mr. SAUNDERS.
I have.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze in common in what is generally
known as a cattle reserve ?
Mr. SAi:JNDERS.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.A.re you at all concerned or apprehensive as to
your right to graze in the forest because of the fact that you are only
permitted to graze as a matter of sufferance on the part of the
Forest Servicel
·
Mr. SAUNDERS.
vVell, I am; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.What remedy would you recommenq., if any, for
that situation?
Mr. SAUNDERS.If I understand, the question is in what form
should our grazing be carried on ?
The CHAIRMAN.What would you have done to give yo11 a right?
Do you want Congress to pass an act legalizing the right to graze
within the forest?
Mr. SAUNDERS.
Well, to a certain extent I should think that would
be well enough. There should be some form where a man knew how
many cattle from one year or another he could run on the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.You are desirous of being assured that you may
be permitted to graze for some considerable length of time or a number of years a certain number of livestock so long as you are law
abiding?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I take it then, that you are in favor of either a
long-time lease or permit?
.·.
,
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir; I am.
.
The CHAIRMAN.In the area where you graze, you having already
stated you grazing is a community proposition, would it be practical
for you and the users grazing in common, to fence your reserve 1 ·
Mr. SAUNDERS.We have a fence on the lower line of the reserve
between the public domain , and the reserve. We have that now.
We built that some years ago, about three years ago.
The CHAIRMAN.You bu,ilt that under the direction and supervision of the forest officials?
Mr. SAUNDERS."\iVe.did.
The CHAIRMAN.Who maintains the fence?
Mr. SAUNDERS.The cattle men.
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The CHAIRMAN.And the cattle men built the fence?
· Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Your present permit is £or what length o( time'€
Mr. SAUNDERS.From one year to another. One grazing season.
The CHAIRMAN.Now you stated that you also used the public domain. In your locality would it be advantageous, to you and your
neighbors if Congress should enact a law permitt1ng you to lease
the public domain at a nominal rental, thereby giving you the right
to fence it into pastures if you so desire?
,
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, there was a time when that would have
been of a great benefit to us, but at present it is so split up in 640acre homesteads here and there that it would be very hard to fence
and maintain it.
The CHAIRMAN.Are these 640-acre homesteads that you mentioned largely patented or in the process of securing patent?
Mr. SAUNDERS.There are quite a number of them that. are patented land at the present time just in the last year, and some of
them are not proved up on.
The CHAIRMAN.Have many of them been deserted?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Practically all of them.
The CHAIRMAN.Who made these filings? Were they .stockmen
or men intending to go into the stock business as demonstrated by
them later going into the stock business, or were they men that
had no intention, in your opinion, of going into the stock busines.s?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, it seemed that their intention was to file
on this land, and prove them, and sell the feed off of this land to
the stockmen, because none of them are growing stock, and lots
of that land is unfenced, and I think they sell the grass to t.he
stockmen each year. They don't even live on the land, and never
have. But yet they hold that land and sell the grass to the stockmen.
The CHAIRMAN.They have acquired title to it and exact the tribute from the stockmen £or the use?
Mr. SAUNDERS.That is so.
The CHAIRMAN.Are these homesteads fenced or unfenced in the
main?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Some of them are fenced and some of them unfenced. Some of them just simply file on the land and hold it without any improvements.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion should "the 640-acre homestead
law be repealed?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I think it should. Because I think that those
640-acre homesteads are of no benefit to the man who takes them up.
I don't think he could make a living on them if you would give
him ten times that !\mount of land if he was forced to go on .that
himself and make a Ii ving.
The CHAIRMAN.The remaining public land in the locality with
which you are familiar is fragmentary; by that I mean it is in small
isolated areas ?
Mr. SAUNDERS.It is.
The CHAIRMAN.1£ Congress should enact a law providing £or the
sale of the public domain where such conditions exist in your opinion
would the Government find purchasers £or the land?
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Mr. SAUNDERS.Do you mean for this homestead land?
The CHAIRMAN.No; I mean for all of the public domain that is
left-if the Government land was offered for sale 1
,
Mr. SAUNDERS.I think so.
The CHAIRMAN.There would be some one who would buy this
land at a price that was something more than nothing¥
Mr. SAUNDF.Rs.I think so. Because in handling our stock we
must have that land. We must lease it from those fellows that take
it up and do not pretend to make a home out of it. We have to
lease it from them. And if a person could buy that land from them
at what it is really worth for grazing I think that the stockmen
wol).ld be glad to do that as a community.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ these 64O-acre homestead lands and the Government land contiguous thereto was owned by stockmen would it
have a greater value that it has as now owned? Would it be worth
more to the stockmen than it is to the men now owning it who are
not stockmen?
Mr. SAUNDERS.It certainly would; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.It would have a greater taxable value if it was
owned by men who are utilizing it for the purposes £or which it
seems adaptable ; that is, grazing livestock?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir; I think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Saunders, do you ever have any conflict with
the rangers or forest supervisors as to the manner in which you or
your neighbors handle your livestock?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, we have some difficulty with them. Not to
any great extent. There are some things that they think are right
and we think wrong that we don't agree on, but we never have any
conflict, serious conflict.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, in case of conflicts on things that you think
are wrong and they think are right, who dominates?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well they most generally have the last say at least.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion would it be better if there was
some agency to decide irreconcilable controversies between the users
of the forest and the forest officials?
.
Mr. SAUNDERS.I certainly do.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, a word as to the increase of grazing :fees.
You are somewhat familiar with the Rachford report providing for
an increase in grazing foes?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that you should be subjected to an
increase in grazing fees ?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I do not.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you found the cattle business a profitable
business during recent years?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I have not.
The CHAIRMAN.An increase in grazing fees would to that extent
increase your cost of production?
Mr. SAUNDERS.It would.
The CHAIRMAN.You have a ranch property, I take it?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the value of your ranch property in any degree
dependent upon your right to graze upon the forest?
Mr. SAUNDERS.It is; yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would an increase in grazing fees tend to lessen
the value 0£ your property?
Mr. SAUNDERS. As you force the stock from our little valley, where
I live and have lived my entire life, you take the stock industry away
from us and we are alone, I tell you.
The CHAIRMAN.
You mean that it would greatly lessen the value
0£ all other industries and the £arming within your valley?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It would.
The CHAIRMAN. Your £arming is largely dependent on your livestock industry i
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, the livestock is the source of reaching
market; your £arm products are largely marketed through conversion into the livestock product?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It must be.
The CHAIRMAN. And your livestock are dependent on your right
to graze in the forest?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The taxable value 0£ your property is based
largely on your right to graze in the forest?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It is.
The CHAIRMAN. An increase in grazing fees which would nee~
essarly less~n the value 0£ your property would tend to reduce the
taxable value thereof?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It would.
The CHAIRMAN. And therefore an increase in grazing fees would
curtail the taxable return to the county and taxing districts?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It would, because the cattlemen can hardly stand
on their own feet at the present time, and any increase in operating
expenses will simply force the rest 0£ thtlm out 0£ business. On our
range in 1920 we had abo~t 15 or 20 users, and to-day we have five.
The CHAIRMAN. Has there been a decline in livestock production
in your locality within recent years?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN. To about what extent in a percentage estimate?
Mr~ SAUNDERS. In 1920 we were running about 3,000 head 0£ cattle on our reserve, and this year I think there is something like
about 1,400 head.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that reserve area capable 0£ supporting more
than the 1,400 head 0£ livestock?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did it provide sufficient grazing £or the 3,000
head?
.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I think not.
The CHAIRMAN. For about how many head would it have provided
sufficient grazing?
.
.
Mr. SAUNDERS. About 2,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you should be grazing 600 head more 0£
livestock in that area than you are now grazing?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN; Is the reason £or that reduction that the production 0£ cattle has been a profitless venture the past few years?
43213-25-PT
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Mr. SAUNDERS.That is true, that is true. It has forced man after
man out 0£ business.
Senator ODDIE.Referring to the regulations 0£ the Forest Service
regarding the date 0£ putting cattle on the range in the spring, has
that caused any material loss to the stockmen in your neighborhood?
Mr. SAUNDERS.It has not.
Senator ODDIE.Do you think that it has been to the benefit 0£ the
range to definitely set those dates as they have been arrange~?
Mr. SAUNDF,RS.
During our dry season they let us on with our
steers fifteen days ahead 0£ the season. When we asked to go on
their supervisor came and we went over the range together, and he
let us go on with our steers: This year we had good low range and
we didn't ask to go on until the time that was set.
Senator ODDIE.Well, in previous years has the £act 0£ being kept
off the range until a certain date worked to the loss 0£ the stockmen?
Mr. SAUNDERS."\Ve put a drift fence through three years ago.
The last three years is the only time that we have ever been restricted, and that was because 0£ the fence that was put through
there. I have no complaint to make 0£ the Forest Service along
that line in our locality.
The CHAIRMAN.The users· and the officials 0£ the forest have
ordinarily been in harmony~ ·
Mr. SAUNDERS."\Ve have. The only trouble we have had with the
Forest Service has been over some things they have laid down that
they thought we should adopt and we did not think was just the
right thing. We don't have any trouble to speak 0£, but then we
don't agree on a lot 0£ things.
Senator ODm'E. You think there should be some local control other
than theirs ?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, if you want me to express it in the way I
£eel about itThe CHAIRMAN.Yes; that is what ~e want you to do, Mr.
Saunders.
Mr. SAUNDERS.I don't think the people from one locality should
come into another and tell them how to care £or their stock. I don't
think that a man that never cared £or cattle or handled them .should
come and tell somebody who has been taking care 0£ them all their
lives when they should salt them, and how they should salt them,
and put. them on certain areas to graze. I think the stock men
should be allowed to handle their grazing land £or the best advantage to themselves.
Senator ODDIE.You think that if the stock men had more local
control they would handle the range so as to keef> the range in
better condition and make the livestock industry more successful?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I do to a certain extent. I think there are some
livestock men that would have to be sat down on once in a while.
That is more the transient man than the man that is at home and
whose operations depend one year and another, on the reserve surrounding him.
Senator ODDIE.I refer to the established livestock men.
Mr: SAUNDERS.I think they would use their range to the best
advantage.
Senator ODDIE.It is to their interest to keep the range in good
condition from year to year?
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Mr. SA-vNDERS.I would say it was. I would say it was to ·their
interest to take care 0£ that range and protect it just the same as
they would their own property.
Senator ODDIE.And you think they are the best judges as to how'
to handle their range and preserve it?
::\fr. SAUXDERS.'Well, I would say they were. I£ I was going to
ask advice of somebody along a stock line I would certainly ask a
man that had had experience with that kind 0£ stock. I would not
go and ask somebody who had never run sheep and cattle how to take
care 0£ them.
Senator ODDIE.Is it not a highly technical business that requires
many years 0£ study and ('Xperience to master?
::\fr. SAuNoEus. I have found it that way in my life at least.
Mr. BowoEN. You spoke 0£ certain plans the permittees had that
the Forest Service did not agree with,· or Forest Service plans that
the permittees did not agree with. Just what are some 0£ those
complaints?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, most 0£ our row this year was over our salting plans .
.;\fr. BowDEN. Tell the committee what the contentions in that
matter were.
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, a number 0£ years ago the users 0£ our range
mapped out a salting plan and made salting troughs all over our
range-that
was the old users. The Forest Service came along and
told us we didn't have them in the right places, and told us we
would have to move them.
Mr. BowDEN. 1Vho told you that? Wfott officer 0£ the Forest
Service?
as it a ranger?
.:\'Ir. SA"c-.XDERS.
He was a supervisor.
The CHAIRMAN.Who had advised him as to where the salt was?
The ranger~
Mr. SAUNDERS.I couldn't say as to that. We have a new ranger
on our· range this year who had never seen our range before until
this year.
The CHAIRMAN.Had the local supervisor been out to inspect your
·salting arrangements?
Mr. SAUNDERS.They had a man out tqere, by the name 0£ Thompson, I believe, helping them put out salt. I never met Mr. Thompson
until in the office here the other day. The first salt I put out on the
reserve this spring, our former supervisor and the new supervisor
.. lvere with me. I forget their names.
Mr. BowDEN. What reason did they give £or asking you to move
your salting arrangements?
Mr. SAUNDERS.·why, they argued that we were not grazing the
range uniformly, that we were overgrazing some areas and undergrazing other areas, and they argued that you could put salt on to
these high rims and those high and dry points away from water,
and the cattle will go to those high grounds.
Mr. BowDEN. Will they?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I don't think they will, but they think they will.
Senator ODDIE.How could the cattle be induced to go there. without driving?
::\fr. SAUNDERS.Well, they would have to go there £or salt.
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. Senator ODDIE.How will the cattle know that the salt is there
unless their attention is called to it ?
Mr. SAcNDERS.Well, their nature will tell them they can go to
' a salt lick, all right, as far as that is concerned. You can take salt
and put it out--I will agree with them this far, that I don't think
the salt should be close to that water unless it is simply impossible
to put those licks in other places where the cattle will get the salt.
My idea is to put the salt around in the natural driftways; that is,
where the cattle go to water, and go to the feeding grounds; have
your salt there instead 0£ putting it out on those dry points, because
I don't think the cattle will go to those salt licks.
The CHAIRMAN.Your theory is that the inaccessibility 0£ the salt
prevents the cattle from getting salt?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I know it has this year.
The CHAIRMAN.They do not go to the salt?
.
Mr. SAUNDERS.They don't seem to.
The CHAIRMAN.And therefore they do not get the salt when they
need it?
Mr. SAUNDERS.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And it is essential :for the best welfare 0£ the
cattle to have salt ?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes. The way I would suggest would be £or the
Forest Service, in place 0£ them just saying to put salt out on this
point, to come in there and work in harmony with us and try to
figure out the best policy to salt that range. We have tried this
summer to do just as they wanted, and I am not kicking about that,
only I think they should look at our side 0£ the question as well as
altogether theirs, and we should try to salt that range so that the
cattle would eat the range and also get the salt. I have been gathering- cattle off that range to bring them home, and I have been
puttrng salt out all summer, and those cattle are starved to death
£or salt. I can take them to lots 0£ licks where there has not been
a pound 0£ salt used.· They tell me they will eventually use those
licks.
The CHAIRMAN.But they do not go to the salt licks that have been
established, because they are so hard to reach ?
·
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, they don't go there.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, how do you think a controversy 0£ that
kind ought to be disposed 0£?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, I think if they would just come out there
we could reason it out ourselves.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you have tried that and you don't agree.
Mr. SAUNDERS.Oh, we haven't got in any big fight about it. I
think whenever we show them this £all that the catle have not eaten ·
this salt, I think they will agree to come half way, and I think we
will get along all right. I think their plan would be all right if
the cattle would go to those licks. But they are not going to.
Those people don't know the nature 0£ them. They tell me you
can change the nature 0£ them; maybe you can.
The CHAIRMAN.Is that going to result in an economic loss~
Mr. SAUNDERS.I think it is. 'Those cattle must have salt. We
bought the salt, and if we' hadn't thought they needed it we would
not have bought it.
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The CHAIRMAN.It has been an expensive experiment, and you
have paid £or it?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I asked them to pay £or it if it was just an experiment. I asked them if these things were not experiments, and they
said yes, and I asked them why they wouldn't pay £or it themselves.
I still think that ,is right.
Senator 0DDIE. What section of the country did this new man
come from?
Mr. SAUNDERS.From Wallowa County, I think.
Senator 0DDIE. In the State of Oregon?
Mr. SAUNDERS.Yes, sir.
Senator 0DDIE. Do you know what his previous experience had
been?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I do not. I know he was with the Forest Service
over there; at least that is what he said. He is a nice fellow. I am
not sayin~ he is not a nice fellow. I have not met any of them that
are not mce fellows.
The CHAIRMAN.You are contending that it is impossible £or one
livestock man to judge what is the best method of handling livestock in a territory with which he is not familiar?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I say that.
.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not think that you as an experienced
livestock man could ·go into a country that was new to you and
handle livestock as well 'as another man that knew as much about
livestock as you did but was also familiar with the locality?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I know that would be impossible.
Senator 0DDIE. Do you think then that familiarity with the district in which he ,is working is a very important qualification in determining a man's fitness?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I do, and !don't see why they shift these men.
After they get acquainted with one place and get acquainted with
the people and know the conditions of the country, I don't see why
they take them out of one place and put them away off in another.
They said it was on account of timber sales. Well, those timber
sales don't make me any big amount of money; I am interested ~n
the cow game. I£ they must have a man £or their timber sales let
them pay £or a man £or their timber sales and let them also have
some man that knows what the stockman knows. We have built
the drift fence, and we have maintained the trees, and we have tried
to do everything.
I would like to get along with the Forest Service.
We don't want any trouble with them, but we do want our range so
handled that we can get the benefit of every foot of it, and if they
can suggest anything that .is feasible we will go ahead and help
them do that very thing. We have proven that all along, and we are
still willing to do that, but we don't want them to come in there and
guess at a proposition that is going to cost us money.
Now, if they want to make new salt licks the cattle should be taken
and slowly drifted up there. I£ I was going to make a pla1i like
that I would have slowly drifted them up, and after a period of five
or six years I would have put that lick where I want·d it and those
cattle would have goten used to going to those licks. But you take
cattle that are used to getting salt at a certain place, and thf'n take
a lick and put it a mile away from that, in a rugged place, and expect
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a cow to go up there-the only time she will go up up there is when
she does it accidentally, and she will not go back to that lick, because
she will just drift on to some place else £or salt.
Senator ODDIE.Do you believe that the cattle business is not in a
, sufficiently properous condition to stand experimenting?
Mr. SAUNDERS.I know it is not; I know by actual experience.
I£ they want to do this, they ought to pay £or it th:mselves. Mr.
Phillips had the plan pretty well worked out here to-day, I think,
about operating expenses and about cost of production and about
what we received for it.
Mr. BowDEN. Why should not the range users themselves determine those problems?
,
Mr. SAUNDERS.Well, now, I don't know. I can say thi.;; much.
Last summer we had two forest officials come out on horses, and they
went around over our range, and in a month's time they came down
there and called a meeting 0£ our association and told us just exactly
how to handle our range, just how far to salt them on a certain
date, and so on and so forth. Now, if they can do that, they have
got me beaten; I don't know how to do that. You ask them how
they- can do that, and they can not tell you; they just go ahead and
do 1t any way.
1
We tried our best this summer. We salted right along just as they
told us. I have salt laying out at the cow camp now, and I know
those cattle need that salt, but if they tell me how to put it out I
will put it out, because I am not going to interfere with their plan.
And this £all I am going to take them out ther~ and show them
that their salting plan is an absolute failure.
The CHAIRMAN.But the experiment has been conducted at ymff
expense?
Mr. SAUNDERS.That is the way I figure it. They may not figure
it that way. You might call Mr. Kuhn and ask him what he thinks
about it.
Mr. Bowden. You would recommend that a local board, made
up of stock users in a certain forest district, be permitted to decide
questions relative to the range use?
Mr. SAUNDER&.
I would. And I would .also suggest that th{' Forest Service be taken into consideration and those plans worked out
together to the best advantage of the user and also the forest.
Mr. BownEN. You have the user, who has a property inv,estment,
and you have the Forest Service, which also has a property investment, and to give a right to one property holder without considering
the other property holder does not seem to be quite £air?
Mr. SAUNDERS.It does,not to me. I think they both should be
taken into consideration.
I£ it is a benefit to the range £or the
stock to be held off £or 15 or 20 or 30 days and the stockmen has
feed and can do that, then I think the stockman should do that. But
if it is a benefit to the stockman to get on that range 30 days ahead
because the lower range is eaten out and that range is ready to
go on, I think the Forest Service should say that is the time to go.
That· is the only way to get the best benefit from that feed. And
I think their salting plans and those things should be worked out
by men who are familiar with the country and with the Forest
Service, and they should not try to do all these things at once. I£
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they want those licks placed to the best advantage to the range, and
if it is to the best advantage of the range to have them where they
want them, let us work them out there gradually so the stock will
be getting their salt uniformly.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe that is all, Mr. Saunders. Mr. Brosnan.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Brosnan is not here at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN.Then we will call Mr. Wiegand.

STATEMENTOF MR. GEORGER. WIEGAND, BAKER, OREG.
Mr. WIEGAND.I am very sorry, Mr. Chairman, that I did not
have an opportunity to present my statement in a brief, but I will
endeavor not to take up any more of your time than necessary.
The CHAIRMAN.All right; proceed in your own way.
Mr. WIEGAND.As supervisory member £or the district of eastern
Oregon-which
is quite a large district in itself-of the State Board
of Mining Survey of Oregon, in view of the possibility of thrse
hearings resulting in a law relating to the leasing of the unappropriated public domain, I wish at this time to impress upon the
members of your committee the necessity £or a kindly and careful
consideration of the interests of the miner and mining and of the
prospector.
The prospector is the last, but not the least.
There are vast areas of the country situated in the southern part
of this State, extending down to the Oregon-California
line, that as
regards their metallic contents are not to be classified in the gold
and silver mining districts as a whole. But there are resources
down there that in the course of time will prove the source of illimitable wealth, which will be exploited when they have an outlet.
It is with a view of looking to the protection of the prospectors in
that connection that we are requesting at this time that every consideraion be given-in
the event of your framing a bill-to
the
miner or prospector and the operator of those mines.
Just to illustrate the possibilities of this country down thereand it is located in a section of the country that you probably know
something about---a section which lies from Burns down toward
Bend and down to the upper California line, embracing an area of,
in all probability, from seventy to a hundred miles that is covered
with deposits of various kinds. Just to give an illustration, in a
suit brought here last spring, trying to compel through the Interstate Commerce Commission the construction of a railroad across
there by the N orth.ern Pacific Railroad £or the purpose of opening
up that country, the Spreckels interests at San Francisco alone
offered 2,600 cars per month of sodium products and allied by-products from that source.
And regarding the general mineralization down there, there are
sands of which glass can be made; there are also clays that can be
utilized in the manufacture of pottery, tile, and so forth-large
beds
that in the future will be of general benefit and vast use. There are
also sands that are adaptable to molding, for instance, and there are
deposits of chromium ores, with possibilities of some iron.
Looking to the future disposition of those lands under the leasing
act we would like to impress on your members that we would like to
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have those areas. and their mineral content protected so that they
would not be hampered in their development.
.
In all probability the largest prospecting will be done by technical
determination, but a great deal of actual prospecting will be done by
the old-time prospectors, 0£ whom there are very few at present.
Senator Oddie in all probability can testify to the £act that in his
State the prospector is a waning quantity.
·
Senator ODDIE. Yes; I can say from what I know that throughout
the West the prospector has been very sadly neglected.
Mr. WIEGAND.For a long time he has been given no consideration
whatever with the exception, I will say, 0£ the enlarged homestead
act 0£ Mr. Sinnot's. There was a provision inserted in that law to
the effect that he must post a thousand-dollar bond to insure against
any losses that might result by reason 0£ his conduct. Well, he did
not go on that ground £or the simple reason that in a great many
cases there is shown some reason why there has been damage done.
Then again, the average prospector is not possessed of a thousand
dollars, and usually can not go to anybody who is possessed 0£ that
amount.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your opinion then that any law providing
£or leasing 0£ the public domain should carry provisions £or free
ingress and egress £or legitimate prospectors?
Mr. WIEGAND.Without question; and when the full prospecting
0£ the proposition has proved their development, the giving 0£ such
portions 0£ the area as might be required £or the construction 0£
buildings or £or the prosecution 0£ the mining or the dewilopment 0£
these various resources that are to be had in that country.
In all probability you will be called upon to pass upon that country, due to the £act that it is one of your grazing areas.
Mr. BownEN. Are you familiar with the terms of a bill presented
to the last Congress by the Department of the Interior relative to
the leasing 0£ grazing lands?
Mr. WIEGAND.I am not; no.
Mr. BowDEN. There was a provision in there taking care 0£ the
problem that you now bring before the committee, which would
seem to care £or that problem quite satisfactorily.
You are not
familiar with that?
Mr. WIEGAND.No; I am not. But if it SfOuld prove to meet the
requirements 0£ the various conditions that might arise in the prosecution and development 0£ mining enterprises, why, that is all that
would be required. The £act is, the prospector is the one that has
got to be taken mostly into consideration. Right at the present time
every mining State in the West is endeavoring by various ways and
means to enlist the old timer, and if you go into any mining camp,
no matter where, you will find the prospector to be an old timer, a
man who was at his best 25 or 30 years ago. The young man 0£
to-day does not take kindly to prospecting.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Wiegand, you have a mining organization
or association that would be apt to follow legislation affecting
mining?
Mr. WIEGAND.There has been none effected here as yet. There
is an organization here that is represented in a measure through
the chamber 0£ con:imerce, which takes an interest in general mining
operations.
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The CHAIRMAN.I think we can assure you that in any bill that
is considered by this committee serious consideration will be given
to the question that you have raised. There have been others before
the committee with the same suggestion you have made.
Mr. WIEGAND.Well, the average prospector does not now, from
the observations that I have made, go on the 640-acre homestead to
prospect at all. That is for the simple and one reason that he feelE
a restraint. He has had the public domain to travel over and prospect on without restraint; but that time has gone by,1 and the general experience that he has had tends to keep him from going on
those homesteads at all. He is called upon to put up a thousand
dollars security in case he does any damage. Furthermore, in case
he goes on agricultural land and develops anything of value, the
conditions are made such that to have the good will of the owner
he must divide with him. That he is not disposed to do. So he
avoids the 640-acre homestead as far as he can.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you recommend that certain areas likely to
contain minerals but which are of small grazing value be excluded
from the application of the 640-acre homestead act?
Mr. WIEGAND.That would be very hard to do, because these areas
are not generally prevalent. They may occur in one particular district and be absent in another. Take this area· that I am talking
about in central Oregon. That country over there has been grazed
for 40 years. There has been large stock businesses established there.
They have grazed on all of the land in there.
There are large salt deposits down there in addition to the sodium,
and possibly phosphates, and there are pigments that may be usedas a base for paint in the course of time. In parts of that country
a good portion of the mineral has already been obtained by various.
individuals looking to their own benefit by buying out people who
have had patents on these lands and who have found that conditions are not such as to allow them to make a living. As far as I
am concerned, I have no personal objection at all to the leasing of
the public domain, more particularly that country down there, but
I believe there should be some restrictions.
I was in there 20 years ago arid made examinations for some
people in relation to these soda deposits, and at that time with all
their larger companies operating there was bunch grass to be found
in a larger portion of that same desert. And· in the winter time
they had the grass that grew there out in the desert and with the
coming of the rain they drove the cattle out there. It was generally
considered an all year around range. But there is hardly room
there for the cattle and sheep, etc., that have been imposed upon it
in the last few years, at least not in my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.Any further questions? If not, that will be all,
Mr. Wiegand.
Thank you. Mr. Herbert Chandler.

STATEMENT OF MR. HERB!ERTCHANDLER,LIVESTOCKRAISER,
BAKER, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Chandler, will you give your name and address to the reporter.
Mr. CHANDLER.Herbert Chandler, Baker, Oreg,
43213-25-PT
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The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Chandler, are you engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the forest reserve ?
Mr. CHANDLER.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze upon the public domain?
Mr. CHANDLER".
Not at the present time. I have in years gone by.
The CHAIRMAN.Where and how do you graze your livestock?
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, at present I keep all my livestock in pas~ures. They are practically all purebred animals, and I am keepmg them on the ranch. For a great many years I used to run cattle
out on the Burnt River country grazing on the public domain and
then on leased property.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you found it ordinarily a successful and
profitable venture in grazing livestock within pastures?
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, where it is practical; yes. The purebred
end of it-it is almost impossible to do otherwise and keep your
registration.
The CHAIRMAN.It is possible to carry on Ii vestock production
without having access either to the forest reserve or the public domain?
Mr. CHANDLER.l£ your holdings are sufficient to give you pasture.
The CHAIRMAN.You stated that you never had used the forest
reserve?
Mr. CHANDLER.Never have used the forest reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.In grazing your own pastures you have been
unhampered and grazed as you saw fit?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that you could have successfully
grazed your own pastures if you had been directed by some absentee
director in your operations?
Mr. CHANDLER.I don't think that would be possible; no.
The. CHAIRMAN.But you have to your own satisfaction demonstrated the £act that it is possible to carry on livestock production
on owned areas?
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, at the time that I was running grade cattle
I always used the open range to a great extent and ran on the timber
land that was leased from corporations.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it possible to successfully graze, and by that I
mean profitably graze and produce grade cattle on privately owne<l
Jandsf
Mr. CHANDLER.It is.
The CHAIRMAN.Where you are subject to taxation?
Mr. CHANDLER.Under favorable market conditions.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe the public domain should be controlled?
Mr. CHANDLER.I do.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you state your reasons therefor?
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, if you have a system of management and
control, lease or ownership of the public domain you will get away
from a great many of the troubles that now confront the country.
A man that owns or leases a body of land will naturally conserve
its resources. As-the public domain has been conducted it has been
everybody's game. and the man that tried to conserve anything lost
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out. In fact, other stuff drifted in and the public domain was overstocked until it had deteriorated so that at the present time it is
not carrying nearly the amount of stuff that should be carried. In
my estimation it has been a mistake on the part of our Government
to leave the lands in the condition they have been.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you recommend the adoption of a leasing
policy?
Mr. CHANDLER.I would.
Mr. BowDEN. Should the lease be £or a long term of years?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes; I rather think the longer the term of years
the more stability a man will have in his operations.
He knows
then if he has a period of years, 10 or 20 years or something of
that kind, he can plan his operations through all that period. He
knows every year exactly what he will have, and he is not worrying
or put at a loss by some one else coming in on those lands who has in
the tiyes of the law just as good a right to graze them as one who
has used them £or years.
Mr. BowDEN. In determining who the lessee or user should be
should any preference be given to any class, and if so, what class?
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, I should think the preference should be
given to those who through a period of years have used that particular section.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you put any limit on the amount of land
that could be leased to any one individual other than the limit that is
bound to result from applying the principle of prior usage?
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, possibly if there was no limit put on it
some particular one might get a monopoly of it, as you might say.
Mr. BowDEN. He would not unless there had been a monopoly
existing under prior usage, would he'?
Mr. CHANDLER.No.
Mr. BowDEN. And you believe that the usage of the range is fairly
well divided up so there would be no necessity £or a limit?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Other than that of prior usagei
Mr. BoWDEN. Yes, other than that of prior usage?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes; I think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Chandler, have you a feeling or an
opinion that the user of the forest having a preferential right has
any undue or unfair advantage over you, as a nonuser of the forest
and possessing no preferential right to graze within the forest?
Mr. CHANDLER.No; provided a man can lease land otherwise.
The CHAIRMAN.The question that I am attempting to raise is
this: There is not a competition between the user of the forest and
the nonuser in the production of livestock?
Mr. CHANDLER.No; I think not.
The CHAIRMAN.And you do not regard those that graze the
forest as belonging to a class of favored few?
·
Mr. CHANDLER.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe that is all Mr. Chandler, unless you have
some statement that you like to make ?
Mr. CHANDLER.No.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Chandler a
question.
·
The CHAIRl\IAN.All right, Mr. Phillips.
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chandler, in the.vicinity where you range your
cattle are there not quite a number of cattlemen who range cattle
on privately owned lands and do not use the national forest?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes;
very considerable number.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes. You know those men personally, do you not?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes; most of them.
Mr. PHILLIPS. And you personally know the majority of the men
who use the national forest in this county, do you not ?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Is it not a £act, Mr. Chandler, that among the men
who range cattle in the vicinity where you range your cattle, namely,
the Burnt River country, that those men are considered to be in the
best financial condition, generally speaking, of any cattlemen in the
country?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes; I think that is true.
.
Mr. PHILLIPS. More so than the men who are using the national
forest?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS. That is all.
Mr. BowDEN. W~at system of J~asing is employed in these privately owned lands Just referred to m your answer 1
·
Mr. CHANDLER.They a.re usually leased over a period of £our or
five years.
Mr. BowDEN. Does the lessee have the right to determine the number of head of livestock he can put on the land and when he can
put them on and take them off?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes, he has.
Mr. BownEN. What is the condition of the range there on that
land? Is it overgrazed '1
Mr. CHANDLER.I think the conditions are very good there on
the average.
Mr. BoWDEN.How will it compare with adjacent forest range1
Mr. CHANDLER.Well, I never have been in the forest range enough
to really know, but from observation of the cattle and sheep and
stuff that usually come from those things you don't see much difference if any difference in the condition between one and the other.
It would seem to indicate that there wasn't any vast difference one
way or the other.
Mr. BowoEN. Then your observations would be such that you
believe that a system of leasing forest areas to responsible livestock
men and letting them graze the area as seems necessary and proper
£or the protection o£ the range and the proper utilization of the
forage would be all right?
Mr. CHANDLER.Yes, I think it would be at this time. Possibly
in the past when there was more range and the people thought less
about it it might have been a detriment. But I would think that
now the people are educated along those lines so that I think that
they would look after that end of it.
Mr. BowDEN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Mr. Chandler. Mr. Payton.

a
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STATEMENTOF MR. W. A. PAYTON, BAKER, O.REG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Payton, are you engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. PAYTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIBMAN.What branch 0£ the livestock business are you
engaged in ?
.,.
Mr. PAYTON.Oh, I am handling cattle principally-a
few sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the forest?
Mr. PAYTON.I do a little, Senator.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use the public domain?
Mr. PAYTON.I have not £or some years.
The CHAIRMAN.You are using privately owned pasture land?
Mr. PAYTON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you had any experience in grazing on the
forest?
Mr. PAYTON.,Just a little.
The CHAIRMAN.·will you tell the committee in your own way
something relative ~o your experience in grazing on the forest?
Mr. PAYTON.Well, I grazed in the year 1917, if I remember
rightly, for the last time. I had very satisfactory results. But
the following year, 1918, I took out a reserve on Catherine Creek,
and I paid £or it, and going over and looking over the range I determined that I would rather buy privately owned pasture and pay £or
it than to turn out on the forest. I didn't consider it worth very
much.
The CHAIRMAN.In your estimation, the privately owned pasture
was worth more to, you at the price it cost than the forest range
was worth to you?
Mr. PAYTON.That was my calculation at that time.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Payton, do yon regard the, right to graze
in the forest the privilege 0£ the favored few?
Mr. PAYTON.Well, no, hardly.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the present grazing fees should
be increased?
Mr. PAYTON.I really don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that livestock men generally consider that those who ·have the right to graze in the forest have an
unfair advantage in a competitive way?
Mr. PAYTON.Oh, I hardlv think they do.
The CHAIRMAN.They do· not £eel that their neighbor who grazes
in the forest is in any sense an unfair competitor 9£ theirs in the
production 0£ livestock and that his right to graze in the forest is
a subsidv to him?
Mr. PAYTON.No, I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not think there is any feeling 0£ that kind
in the range country?
Mr. PAYTON.I don't really think so.
The CHAIRMAN.The theory has been advanced that there are
£armers or livestock men in states where there are no forest reserve~,
who £eel that livestock men in states where there are forest reserves
have an undue and unfair advantage over them. You do not believe
that such a feeling exists locally as between the men who have not
the right to graze and those who have the right to graze in the forest?
1
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Mr. PAYTON.I do not believe I haw-eever hrnrd it expressed that
way.
The CHAIRMAN.In the instance you have recited, of your own
experience, you must have believed that it was cheaper to rent pasture
than to pay £or the grazing privilege; otherwise. you would have
paid the gmzing fees and you would have grazed the forest. In
othe1w,.
words, even though you had been given the right to graze on
the foreat £or nothing, you would have preferred to run your cattle on a private pasture?
Mr. PAYTON.I do think that, Senator Stanfield.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you in favor of putting the unappropriated
public domain under control ?
Mr. PAYTON.Well, now, I have not studied that very much.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think disputes that arise between the users
of the forest and the forest officials ought to be settled by some
independent board if the forest permittee wants to appeal to that
board?
Mr. PAYTON.It appears to me that that would be a pretty good
thing.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe that is all, Mr. Payton. Without dbjection the committee will stand adjourned.
· (Whereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned to
meet at 10 o'clock a. m,, Monday, September 14, 1925 ,at Boise,
Idaho.)
1
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UNITEDSTATESSENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEEON
PUBLICLANDSANDSURVEYS,

Burns, Oreg.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment 0£ September 14,
at 9 o'clock a. m., in the county courthouse, Burns, Harney County,
Oreg., Senator Robert N. Stanfield (chairman), presiding.
The CHAIRMAN.Gentlemen, before we proceed with the hearing,
I want to read to you tlie resolution passed by the United States Senate, under the authority 0£ which this committee is acting:
Resolved, That the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys, or any duly
authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized to investigate all matters relating to national forests, and to the public domain and their administration,
including grazing lands, forest reserves, and other reservations and lands withdrawn from entry. For the purpose of this resolution such committee or subcommittee is authorized to hold hearings and to sit and act at such places and
times ; to employ such experts and clerical, stenographic, and other assistants;
to require by subpcena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the
production of such books, papers, and documents; to administer oaths and to
take such testimony and make such expenditures as it deems advisable.
The
cost of stenographic service to report such hearings shall not be in excess of
25 cents per hundred words. The expense of such committee or subcommittee
shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate. The committee or subcommittee shall make a final report to the Senate as to its findings at the beginning of the first regular session of the Sixty-ninth Congress, together with
recommendations for -such legislation as it deems necessary.

That is the authority under which this committee is sitting. We
are sitting here as a subcommittee 0£ the Public Lands Committee 0£
the United States Senate, and sitting in a purely advisory capacity.
We are here to listen to any complaints that may be made against the
present administration 0£ either the national forests or any other
portion 0£ the public domain, reserved or unreserved, and we particularly desire to hear suggestions £or improvement.
The Interior Department has proposed the leasing, £or grazing
purposes, 0£ such remaining portions 0£ the public domain as are
suitable £or grazing. Congress has enacted a very comprehensive
law providing £or the control and regulation 0£ the wealth of the
subsoils, namely, the mineral content, but no provision has ever been
made £or the regulation or distribution 0£ the grazing rights thereon
in the various homestead laws and other acts for the appropriation
0£ the public domain. So this subcommittee will to-day listen to any
who may have complaints against the administration or any suggestions to make as to the disposition 0£ the remaining public domain.
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STATEMENTOF MR. WILLIAM HANLEY, CATTLE AND SHEEP
RAISER,BURNS, OREG.
Mr. HANLEY.Mr. Chairman, members 0£ the committee, and neighbors, representative citizens 0£ the great public domain. This is probably one 0£ the most important days £or the great community represented here in its history. We are certainly honored by the presence
here to-day 0£ this distinguished committee, meeting here to learn
the sentiment 0£ the citizenship and .to find ways and means £or the
betterment 0£ conditions under which we Ii w an.cl operate.
Some 0£ us, like Mr. Brown and myself, as old pioneers, have seen
great changes in this country, brought about by the forestry and
homestead laws, and now we who have been dealing with the Forestry
Service and have praise and complaints relative to the administration 0£ grazing, find here to-day an open forum in which to express
our thoughts and ideas, with the assurance that they will be listened
to. That is a privilege that you all have, both those on the public
domain and those on the forest, or those who have to do in any way
with the public lands.
The issue that is up in this meeting to-day looks to the big, broad
principle that the time has come when the public domain must be
disposed 0£ by some form 0£ law that will put it under a leasing
system or ownership, or some other definite form 0£ control.
We in this State feel especially honored in having had our Senator
selected as chairman 0£ this distinguished body. He will now take
charge 0£ the meeting. We have no plan for starting this meeting,
and some witness has to take the stand. If I had the choice, standing
here as your spokesman, looking £or the kind 0£ witness that cari
always tell his story and get right along with it, I would call on
David Jones. David, come up here and give your testimony.

STATEMENTOF llR. DAVID T. JONES,SHEEP RAISER, SUNTEX,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, are you engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what bran.ch 0£ the livestock industry~
Mr. JONES. Sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the range within the forest
reserve?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir; I have a permit in the Ocheeko and the Fremont National Forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you also graze on the public domain~
Mr. Jo:rrns. Yes; considerably.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have ranch property?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN
. .And you £arm some?'
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, have you any criticisms that you wish
to make of the administration 0£ grazing within the national
forests?
Mr. JoNEs. No, not exactly. I have used the Fremont National
Forest since 1907, and while there are some things that I don't quite
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agree with the officials about, I have always been fairly well satisfied
with the national :forest. I believe they are doing about as well as
anybody could under the conditions. There are times when they can
not please everybody, but I have been :fairly well satisfied. Of
course, we are reduced from year to year, and sometimes we don't
know how much we are going to be cut down, and that is quite a ·
disadvantage. But I have been fairly well satisfied.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you mean reductions have been made in your
grazing preference ?
Mr. JONES. Yes; from time to time.
The CHAIRMAN.And what has been the purpose of those reductions, if you know?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, I presume it was probably to increase the permits of smaller operators, and I thought that was wrong in principle.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you of the opinion that some other arrangement should be made £or the admittance of new users to the forest,
other than that of reducing the present users of the forest? Is that
whi:i,tyou mean?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, I believe i:f they reduce what they call the protective limit, or 1,200 head, any smaller it will not pay to operate
sheep under those conditions. In £act, it is really too small now.
Twelve hundred' sheep is really too small a band of sheep when
you pay $100 a month to a camp tender and $100 a month to a sheep
herder; that is $2,400 a year. I don't believe the business can stand
it. It is only owing to the present high price of sheep that people
are able to stand that present high expense.
The CHAIRMAN.You are of the opinion that there is a minimum
economic unit?
·
Mr. J ONEs, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And you are of the opinion that that economic
unit should be determined and should not be reduced?
Mr. JoNES. No; I don't believe any cut should be made below that.
I believe it would be detrimental to the business.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jones, are you aware that you are grazing in
the forest only through sufferance on the part of the Forest Service;
that you have no legal right other than that of permission granted
by it to graze within the forests?
Mr. JoNES. Yes; I realize that. I didn't know what·the law was
until I read it here lately. I realize that condition exists.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you an idea as to what should be done to
make more certain your right to graze in the forest?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, I believe in this.long-term lease, so a man would
know from year to year and would make plans accordingly.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that Congress .should enact a law
legalizing the right to graze within the forest?
Mr. JONES. Yes; I believe they should. I would be in favor of
that.
The CHfIRMAN. And in such an act you believe the livestock men
should be granted a long-time tenure 1
Mr. JoNES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.If Congress should make such a provision, to
whom do you think leases should be granted?

•
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Mr. JONES. I believe the leases should be granted to the landowners and home builders of the State and county. They should, at
least, have a preference and be protected.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the Forest Service endeavored to determine
who is best entitled to graze within the limits of the forest?
Mr. JONES. Well, I always thought they made an honest effort to
protect the home builders. and the landowners.
The CHAIRMAN.They have made an effort to determine who is
best entitled to graze, and have issued permits to those people. Is
that. a £act?
Mr. JoNEs. I think so. As far as I was concerned I thought I
was treated right.
The CHAIRMAN.You stated your qualifications to the forest offici~ls, and they decided you were entitled to graze?
Mr. JONES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And they determined that you were entitled to
have a permit to graze on the forest?
Mr. JONES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that with 20 or more years of experience they have determined fairly well who are best entitled to
graze within the forest?
Mr. JoNEs. I could hardly say as to that. I i;ealize that there
probably should be changes, but I also think if they cut the protective limit below 1,200 head, as I stated a while ago, a man could
not operate.
The CHAIRJ\IAN.Do you think that if long-term leases are to be
granted they could use as a basis £or distribution the present users
of the forest?
Mr. JONES. I think so.
The CHAIRJ\IAN.Do you think that would be the £airest distribution that could be mad~to
grant the privilege to the present users?
Mr. ,JoNEs. Yes. But if they have to divide it up and keep making it smaller all the time, it will ruin the sheep industry under
present conditions, to my mind.
The CHAIRMAN.Would it be proper to permit those who would
become new users of the forest to purchase the holdings of the older
users and divide the forest through that process?
Mr. JONES. Yes-you mean buy out the property of the present
users?
The CHAIRMAN.In case a group of new users want to go on the
forest, would it be a desirable arrangement to provide that they
might purchase and, acquire .the holdings of the present owners?
Mr. JONES. Oh, yes; I believe they should have that privilege.
I have always thoughtso.
.
.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Would that be a desirable way to allot range to
the newcomers in the grazing industry?
Mr. JON.ES.Well, I believe it would be, provided they bought the
other man's property and his past privileges.
The CHAIRMAN.As a rule are these new men in th6 industry
practical stockmen?
·
Mr. JONES. Of course, that depends upon their experience.
The CHAIRMAN.I say, as a rule. Speaking in a general way, of
course, some of them are and some are not?
·
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Mr. JoNES. Yes. I know young fellows who have worked from·
the ground up are usually more successful than men who had a lot
of money and invested in sheep and went broke. The young fellow
who starts in the sheep business by herding sheep and working as
camp tender-I have seen them just about as successful as the others.
The CHAIRMAN.Those are experienced young men out of the
ranks of employees in the livestock industry1
Mr. JoNEs. Certainly; that is what I mean, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.But you are not of the opinion, I understand
from your former answers, that they should displace the present
users of the forest by making reductions 1
Mr. JONES. No; I don't believe in that-no
further reductions
at all.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe you stated that vou own ranch property1
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir.
~
·
The CHAIRMAN.Is the value of your ranch property in any way
dependent upon your right to graze in the forest 1 I£ you were to
lose your right to graze in the forest, would your ranch property
be as valuable as it is with that right 1
Mr. JoNEs. No; it would be absolutely no good to 'me. I£ I were
deprived of my rights in the forest to-day I don't know what I
would do with my land holdings. I would just as soon let them go
for those high taxes.
The CHAIRMAN.You could not afford to pay taxes on your holdings 1
Mr. JoNES. I couldn't begin to pay the taxes. In £act, the sheepmen in the last five years who have not had a foot of land and
who have been buying hay and sheep pasture have lessened their
overhead expense and have been more successful financially than
the men who had a lot of ranch property. I have always considered
that if I was deprived of those grazing privileges I would simply
be up against it.
The CHAIRMAN.You have previously stated that the right to
graze in the forest should be transferable.
Under the present policy
of the Forest Service the right to graze may be transferred by waiv~
ing it back to the bureau, and then having it transferred to the
man who wants to graze stock upon that area. Do you think that
that is a proper method of transfer 1 In your opinion, should it
require the sale of both the stock and the dependent ranch property 1
Mr. JONES. To my mind, it should depend upon the sale of the
property, the land. I don't believe it should go with the stock.
The CHAIRMAN.Only with the sale of the land 1
.
Mr. J oNEs. Only with the sale of the land, because the land without the privilege of running on the forest-it would depreciate .the
value of the land considerably, to my mind, from the stock-raising
point of view.
·
The CHAIRMAN.I£ there should be a depreciation of the real
est.ate owned by a user of the forest as the result of the sale of the
stock and the transfer of the grazing privilege with the stock, do
you believe the owner would sell the stock and so depreciate his
ranch property1
.
Mr. JONES. I don't believe it would be good business to do that;
I would not consider that it would be.
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The CHAIRMAN.A man would not be likely to do that?
Mr. JoNES. No, sir; not a man in the stock business.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the proposal of the
Forestry .Service to increase the present grazing fees?
Mr. JONES. yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You are familiar with the Rachford report?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly express your opinion to the
committee as to whether it is practicable to increase the grazing
fees?
Mr. JoNEs. I don't think it is practicable to increase the grazing
fees in proportion to the rent paid for private land, because you
have to have such an investment to qualify to get the forest permit
in the first place, whereas the man that rents the private land is not
told when to go on or to come off, and he does not have to co~ply
with all the rules and regulations that they have on the forest. He
has no investment in land, and, consequently, he can compete very
successfuly with the landowner. In. fact, a heavy landowner, even
with forest privilege, can not compete with the man who has n6
investment in land at the present day, to my mind.
The CHAIRMAN.Would an increase in grazing fees tend to increase
the cost of producing livestock?
Mr. JoNEs. It certainly would.
The CHAIRMAN.And that increased cost must be passed on to
the consumer?
.
Mr. JoNES. Naturally.
The CHAIRMAN.And that would mean a higher price to the consumer?·
Mr. JoNES. Sure. That increase would be a heavier overhead
expense.
The CHAIRMAN•Of course., you can not raise livestock unless you
can pass on all of the costs plus a profit?
.

Mr. J-0NES. No.

·

The CHAIRMAN.And those costs as they are passed along to the
consumer must be much greater than the original additional cost
that you bear, because every distributing agency through which your
product passes must ad.d a percentage of profit, and so the cost is
pyramided, until by the time it reaches the consumer a small additional cost to the producer may become a considerable pa.rt of the
price to the consumer~
Mr. JoNEs. Yes; of conrse.
The CHAIRMAN.You stated that you were a user of the unreserved
public domain ?
}Jr. JoNES. Yes,.sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you of the opinion that some arrangement
should be made on the part of the Government for the regulation
of grazing on the :Public domain ?
Mr. JoNES. Well, I have talked to different people about it, and
some people .seem to think it should be left as it is, and others think
there ought to be regulation.
Personally I think there should be some regulation, so that the
landowner would be protected. I don't. believe it would stand a
rent at the present time, if you had to pay rent on the Government
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land. As it is atlresent,
I don't see-I really don't know how it
would work out.
believe there ought to be some regulation.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor the leasing of the public domain at a nominal rental, the rental not to be in excess of the cost
of administration by the Government, on an area basis, to the present
users of the public domain, giving them prior rights or preferences?
Mr. JONES. Well, of course that depends a great deal on how the
thing might be handled. I have not given that matter a great deal
of consideration.
I£ we have too much red tape to contend with,
it might be worse than it is at present. I hardly know; I could
hardly say on that matter. I have heard different ideas expressed,
and a lot of those ideas seem to conflict, and I could hardly say.
The CHAIRMAN.At the present time the public domain is used in
common?
Mr. JoNEs. In common; yes. Everybody has a right to take their
stock anywhere on the Government land. I realize it makes it very
hard o:n the rancher if some outsid_e stock from a different county
come right around and eat around his ranch-I
don't care whether 1t
it sheep or cattle or what it is. A sheepman can ~t up and move
his camp, but the rancher is there to stay. He has got to stay, and
he should be protected around his holdings. I absolutely believe
in that. Of course, that can only be done by some kind of regulation whereby he can be protected.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the system of using the public domain in
common and indiscriminately
depleted the forage on the public
domain?
·
Mr. JONES. Well, there are parts where I believe it has been overfed and not allowed to go to seed, and there are other parts that I
don't see a great deal of difference on. I have been running sheep
in this desert down here £or 20 years, and there are parts of it that
I don't see much difference on. But there are parts that undoubtedly
have been overstocked and have not had a chance to go to seed. That
would be where there was a settlement and where the stock was on
there the greater part of the year.
The CHAIRMAN.Would it be practicable to divide the public
domain into allotments, as has been done on the :forest, givin~ to
the individual users thereof certain areas over which they might
graze, giving to certain communities areas which they might graze
in common where it is impractical to give individual allotments?
In your opinion, could that be done successfully on the public
domain?
Mr. JONES. Well, th-ere are parts of the public domain where I
believe that wonld work out all right. There are other parts where
I don't know. It would all depend on the administration and how
the matter wollld be handled. I could hardly say as to that from my
experience.
·
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, has the allotting of grazing
privileges within the national forest been a success?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, I believe so. I believe that if we had not had
some regulation of some kind, things right to-day would not be as
well as they really are. I think it is all right from my experience.
I am not always satisfied, but they can't satisfy everybody. I think
they have made a pretty fair effort to satisfy the permittees.
There
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are times when we are cut down, as I said a while a~o, and others
increased, but we have to agree to those things. I don t run so many
sheep on the forest reserve, but if I was allowed on with all my
sheep somebody else would have me cut down who would probably
have a better right.
The CHAIBMAN.Is there any conflict in the use of the public
domain as between the cattle raisers and the sheepmen ? I am
speaking of the public domain, not the forest.
.
Mr. JoNEs. Well, in the community where I operate I have always
got along with my neighbors in the cattle business. We have about
as much conflict between the individual sheepmen as we have between the cattlemen and the sheepmen. The sheepmen don't always
get along together, and sometimes the cattlemen and sheepmen don't
get along.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ the public domain were to be leased would
that end the strife between sheepman and sheepman and between
sheepman and cattleman?
Mr. JoNEs. I don't hardly think it would; I don't hardly think
there is much or any strife existing today that you could call strife.
I have always gotten along in Harney County fairly well. Of
course I can only speak £or myself personally.
I have always got
along with the cattlemen. Some of the range cattle get on my
allotment, and some of my sheep get on the cattle range, but we
always give and take a little and get along all right.
The CHAI~MAN.Do you attempt among yourselves as sheepmen
and cattlemen to divide the Government range? Do you attempt to
set aside certain areas, the sheepmen entering into an agreement to
refrain from going onto the range which it is agreed shall be set
aside £or the neighboring cattlemen and vice versa?
Mr. JoNEs. We usually recognize each other's rights along those
lines ; .we aim to at least. Sometimes probably our ideas are not
exactly_the same, and of course sometimes there is an understanding
as to the definite location £or sheep and cattle.
The CHAIRMAN.Are there certain areas of the public domain
that are looked upon as cattle range?
Mr. JoNEs. Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.And likewise there are certain areas that are
looked upon as sheep range, to which the cattlemen do not move
their cattle-of course cattle usually run at large any way?
Mr. JoNES. Cattle run at large where I have been operating.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the cattleman generally prefers to have his
cattle confined to the area known as cattle range, under the theory
that they would do better on the cattle range than they would on the
sheep range?
Mr. JoNEs. Where I have been operating the cattlemen always
want their range right close around their holdings.
I always
thought that was all right, and the same would apply to the Government land, as we call it, or the public domain. Years ago I lmow
there were certain restrictions, but that has practically died down.
The CHAIBMAN.What I am trying to determine, Mr. Jones, is
whether in Harney County, in the locality with which you are £a.
miliar, there has been some sort of plan worked out £or the division
of the range as between the different interests, or the different
branches of the livestock industry.
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Mr. JONES. On the forest reserve, of course, there has been.
The CHAIRMAN.I am speaking of the land outside of the forest,
on the public domain.
·
Mr. JoNES. No, I don't know of any recognized lines, if that is
what you want; that is, that they have special lines or certain areas
where they would run cattle and sheep. Is that the question?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. JONES. No, I don't hardiy know of any. As I sax, it is not
customary £or sheepmen, although they do it once in a while, to come
in on the ranges where there are cattle. We recognize the cattlemen's
rights and try to get around their holdings.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think it would be possible £or the Government to come in and fix lines that would be satisfactory to adjoining cattle interests and sheep interest and compel both branches
to respect the lines as fixed and determined by a branch of the Government?
Mr. JoNEs. I could hardly say. It has been fairly successful in
the pasture range in the public domain.
,
The CHAIRMAN.In explanation, Mr. Jones, the Department of the
Interior, of the executive branch of the Government, has control of
all of the public domain. The Secretary thereof has proposed to
Congress-that
is, he has drafted and sent to the committees in
both branches of Congress that handle legislation pertaining to
the public domain, a bill providing £or the leasing of the public
domain. One of the questions this committee is trying to determine is as to whether the enactment of such a bill would be practical and if so, just how far that bill should l?rovide £or the determination of the various rights, and whether 1t should provide £or
leasing to stockmen a particular area or whether it should provide
£or granting to stockmen the right to graze certain numbers of head
on the pubhc domain. I just recite that to you in explanation of
what we are trying to determine. The purpose of these questions is
to get your ideas. You have qualified as a practical stockman and
as a user of the public domain, and as such you can· enlighten this
committee by givmg your opinion, if you have one.
Your experience must have led you to form some idea as to
whether it would be practicable to divide up the public domain and
lease it to individual stockmen or lease it to communities.
Of
course leasing to communities would provide against the trespassing
by one community upon the range of another community.
Mr. JoNEs. Well, of course when you mention leasing, that would
mean an extra expense. I could hardly say as to that. The expense
at present is very high. It might be all right to give certain areas
to cattle, and _personally I would not be opposed to that at all. I
believe it might be success-ful if it was handled by local people or
a local committee. I£ it was done by strangers or inexperienced
people, to my mind there would be more trouble than there is right
now.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ this public domain were to come under the
control of an individual, or a group of individuals, do you think it
would tend to induce them to be more careful in the grazing of the
public domain and encourage the preservation and conservation of
the forage?
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Mr. JoNEs. Well, I believe it would if they were experienced men
and well acquainted with local conditions. If we have strangers
or if this matter is handled froni
ashington or somewhere else, I
don't think it would be as good as it is right now. If we have competent men that understand the business to handle the matter it may
be all right. I believe it would be. Otherwise I believe it would be
a total failure.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, supposing. that Congress should enact a
law providing for local or community administration of the various
grazing districts, created under a law providing that the users of
the area should determine as to how it should be used, instead of
having an official in Washington to determine that-· Mr. JONES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Supposing the law should provide that that be
not changed, but that leases shall be made, first, of grazing districts, and then units thereof, and that those using the grazing
districts shall promulgate their own rules and regulations as to how
the range should be used ; what would you think of such a plan as
that?
Mr. JONES. ell, I believe that would be successful.
The CHAIRMAN.If the law provided for the creation of grazing
districts, do you believe that the users of a district could organize
and create a board for the purpose of administration that would
be satisfactory to the users of the grazing district?
Mr. JoNEs. Oh, yes, I believe they could.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you opposed to the changing of the present
method and placing the administration under a bureau of the Government located in Washington, leaving it entirely in its hands to
direct the grazing?
Mr. JoNES. Yes, sir; I am opposed to that. I prefer the conditions that exist to-day to anything like that, absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.But- if a law were enacted vesting the determination of grazing methods in the users of the area themselves, you
would not be opposed to that?
Mr. JoNES. No, I think that would be all rio-ht. I believe there
should be some regulation of that kind. But
am absolutely opposed to the other; I do not believe it would be a success at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that community control of a grazing district would tend to increase the forage and the grazing availability of the district?
Mr. JoNEs. Oh, yes, I believe it would.
The CHAIRMAN.You are familiar with the so-called 640-acre
grazing homestead law?
Mr. JoNEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN."What is your opinion as to whether the operation
of that law has been successful in carrying out the purposes and intents of the law as enacted?
Mr. JONES. To my mind it has hardly been a success ,in this
country.
The homesteader who took up the 640 acres and fenced it
and built a house usually left there almost destitute. I have known
several cases where they have, and I could· hardly think it was a
success. It does not interfere very much with the stockmen in this
particular locality. I have never felt it injured me any.
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The CHAIRMAN.Has it tended to promote livestock production?
Mr. JONES. I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Then ,if the purpose and intent of the act was to
encourage livestock production and create grazing homesteads in the
full meaning 0£ that term, has it been a failure or a success in this
section?
Mr. JONES. I think ,it has been a failure. I don't know 0£ any
man that took advantage 0£ this homestead law that got to be a successful stockman because o-f that homestead law.
The CHAIRMAN.Do /ou believe the present 640-acre homes¼ad
law should be continue , or do you believe it should be repealed?
Mr. JoNES. Well, I never paid a great deal 0£ attention to it. I
could hardly say anything further than that. I£ a man £eels he is
justified in taking up that land, I believe it should be allowed to be
patented, if he is willing to assume the obligation.
Senator Ooorn. You referred a little while ago, Mr. Jones, to cuts
that have been made in your permits. Have these cuts in certain
cases be:>n made with ample warning to you, or very short warning~
Mr. JoNES. Well, we were always given to understand from the
Forestry Department that there would be what they called a sliding
scale, a gradual cut, until they got down to what they called the protective limit 0£ 1,200 head.
Senator Ooorn. Do you know 0£ any cases where the cut has been
made suddenly, with· very short warning?
Mr. JoNEs. I have heard 0£ some cases, although personally I
have never had that experience myself. I have always understood
it was to be what they called a gradual cut.
Senator Ooorn. You have said, in answer to a question by the
chairman, that you would ,favor a long-time lease 0£ the forest
reserve?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Senator Ooorn. Do you believe that the benefits that would come
t9 you from a long-time lease might be reduced by an increase in the
fees after the lease had been granted to you~
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. I£ they raise the fees, 0£ course it would
have a bad effect.
Senator Ooorn. Then you think that the benefits that might come
from a definite long-time lease might be partly wiped out by an increase in fees after the lease had ,been given to you? ·
Mr. JONES. Yes; unless conditions justify that raise.
Senator Ooorn. Do you think that on principle the Government
should charge a profit through an increase 0£ the grazing fees and
place that profit in the Federal Treasury?
Mr. JONES. I don't believe in that.
Senator Ooorn. I£ there should be any profit from any increase in
the fees that may take place in the future, where do you think that
profit should go i
.
Mr. JoNES. It should come back to the State and the county.
Senator Ooorn. Do you believe that the fees should as nearly as
possible be the cost 0£ administration, with a slight excess £or improvement 0£ the range?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir; I do. I am a strong believer in that principle.
Senator Ooorn. Do you know 0£ any cases where permits have
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been given recently to owners 0£ sheep who had no land"in the community?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, I don't know 0£ any cases; I can't think of any.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know 0£ any cases where permits have
been granted in recent years to sheepmen living in other communities, to the detriment 0£ men who own property in this community,
who have established holdings and rights?
Mr. JONES. Well, yes. They were not the regular permits, I believe ;
they were termed the D-7 permits, where a man rents several sections
0£ land from the forest and the Forest Service blocks off a certain
area to offset those sections.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know 0£ any cases where cuts have been
made because 0£ the alleged condition 0£ the range?
Mr. JoNES. I have heard 0£ some, but I have never had it occur
in my personal experience. 0£ course I didn't hear the details.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think that an increase in grazing fees
would be 0£ more detriment to the small holder 0£ livestock than to
the large holder ?
Mr. JoNEs. I believe it would affect them all.
Senator Onnrn. But do you believe that the small man would be
injured by it?
Mr. JoNEs. I am sure he would be.
Senator Onnrn. What is the attitude 0£ the users 0£ the forest
reserve in regard to keeping the range in good condition?
Mr. JoNES. I always thought that the forest reserve aimed to increase the carrying capacity 0£ the range. They recommend this
bedding out, etc., which is the best £or the range, undoubtedly, and
also better £or the sheep.
Senator Onnrn. I can understand the attitude 0£ the Forest Service,
but I am speaking 0£ the attitude 0£ the users 0£ the forest reservethe permittees. What is their attitude and intention, as a rule, in
regard to the condition 0£ the range?
Mr. JoNES. Their attitude and intention as a rule is to improve
their range. When a man gets a permit in the forest reserve he looks
upon it as part and parcel 0£ his own property, and he uses it and
intends to use ·it £or years, and naturally he aims to keep his range in
good condition regardless 0£ whether there are regulations or not.
Senator Onnrn. Is it to the interest 0£ the present users,, and do
they show their interest by trying to keep the range in good condition?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir ; just as they would their own range.
Senator Onnrn. Is it their intention to look ahead and plan £or
years to come?
Mr. JONES. Yes; especially if they get a 10-year leas:. I believe
they would have a great incentive alon~ those lines.
Senator Onnrn. I£ they £eel that their tenure will be definite, that
their range rights are permanent will their interest be to keep the
range in good condition?
Mr. JONES. Naturally, it would be.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Mr. Jones, if you have no further
statement. Mr. W. W. Brown.
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STATEMENT.OF MR. WILLIAM W. BROWN, SHEEP AND HORSE
RAISER, FYFE, CROOKCOUNTY,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Brown, are you engaged in the Ii vestock
business?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been in the livestock business?
Mr. BROWN.Over 40 years.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch of the livestock industry are you
engaged in?
Mr. BROWN.Sheep and horses.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any cattle?
Mr. BROWN.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries of the nae
tional forest?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you·graze on the public domain?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what forest do you graze?
Mr. BROWN.The Ocheeko.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have both sheep and horses there, or just
sheep?
Mr. BROWN.Well, I have a few horses on there, but very few.
I would not have any on at all, only you have to have a few, and
they are scattered over there and you have to herd them off yourself. I£ we had the national forest fenced I would not have any
in there at all-just
simply to prevent having to go in there and
drive them out. That is all I have in the way of horses. Sheep,
I have 3 bands of 600 ewes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any ranch property?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the value of that ranch property in any wise
dependent upon your right to graz,e within the forest?
Mr. BROWN.Well, it helps it a little, as long as we get the feed
£or less than it is worth.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you had to pay all it was worth, it would be
no benefit?
Mr. BROWN.It would not be much; no.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the right to graze upon the public domain
in any sense enhance the value of the ranch property?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; as long as we have it free it does. I£ they
charged you the full value of the forage, I don't suppose it would.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Brown, would you favor the enactm nt of a
law providing £or the leasing of the public domain at a nominal
rental?
Mr. BROWN.No; I would rather have it the way it is, the stockraising homestead, or have a lease law, or turn the land over to the
State and then the State turn it over to the counties and handle it
locally-what
we call local home rule. That is the only way to make
it successful, in my opinion. This other business-I know what it is;
the big fish, as they say, eat up the little ones.
The CHAIRMAN.You favor the turning over of the public lands
to the Stat~s?
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Mr. BROWN. Yes; and the State get all the revenue and run it
themselves. Every other State has that, I think. I get my share
of the grazing on the national forest, but I would rather it was
taxed in private ownership. The tax would only be about half as
heavy, and we could get our land much cheaper than we d0 now.
But of course that is a thing we can not change. There is no use
talking about that, because we never can change it. It would
have ken better for us if we had never had any forest reserve.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, if the public domain is not to be turned over
to the State, could Congress enact a leasing law that would tend 1 o
protect and conserve and increase the grazing availability of the
public domain?
Mr. BROWN.I don't think so. Take it where I am. I own a lut
of road land, and the company owns road land-different_ people.
We naturally get all that land adjoining, you understand, and the
road company and ourselves, those that own the land, could fence
it all up, and if we would have the prior right to all that we would
shut out and ruin lots of cattlemen. We would have the prior right
to those difl'(lrent sections-the road company, and I would too.
The CHAIRMAN.That would be to the disadvantage of certain
livestock int?rests?
Mr. BROWN. Yes; it would practically ruin some of them.
The CHAIRMAN.Could those smaller livestock interests bP protected by giving to them leases of certain areas which they might
use as a community proposition?
Mr. BROWN.It would be an awfully hard proposition where I
Jive, around Silver Creek. The railroad land comes right down
there, and they would have the same right; they would ha Ye the
right to the land inside, you know. It would help their land; I
think it would raise the value of their land probably double, but I
think it would ruin the settlers.
The CHAIRMAN.It would increase the value of the railroad land?
Mr. BROWN.Of course. They could go to .work and sell it for 5
cents an acre, take a mortgage, fence it, and lease the inside and grass
on the outside from the first of July on, after it had gone to seed.
It would not injure the range then. But I know where I am it would
make it awfully hard for a good many men there if they had a
lease law. I couldn't help it; I would have to fence for protection.
The CHAIRMAN.If such a law were enacted and you were granted
a lease, you have stated that you would fence it. In so doing would
you improve the grazing availability of the tract?
Mr. BROWN.I wouldn't fence it, only just that part around my
road land. That is about all I would fence at the present time, all
I would have to fence to protect it.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there any overgrazing on the public domain
at the present time?
Mr. BROWN.There is some overgrazing, but I don't see how you
,can help it. People own the land and have it fenced at a certain
place, and you will see nothing but weeds all ·around that corral.
The grass is killed, largely because they lamb there for ,a, long time,
and they kill it. The only advantage I can see in a lease law would
be to give a man a few sections around his ranch. If we had a local
lease law, so we knew we could improve it-but from Washington I
don't believe you can do a thing. We would all s@ramble to get what
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we want, we would have to go to the banks to get our money, and we
would be much worse off than we are now. We would si~ply be up
against it, and lots 0£ us would be ruined. The road company would
make a lot 0£ money, because they could fence the lower end and
. cut the stock off until the grass grew up high, and then they could
sell it lots better, but outside 0£ those people it would not be a benefit.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you be opposed to the enactment 0£ a leasing law with the provision that the leasing of the public domai:p.
should be left to the option 0£ the residents 0£ a grazing district?
Mr. BROWN. I would not oppose it at all, providing all the fees
went to the county and the State. The Government later on could
sell it if they wanted to, or do what they wanted with it.
The CHAIRMAN. I£ the law provided that there should be no fee
in excess 0£ the cost of administration-Mr. BROWN. Well, we would administer it ourselves, and we would
pay our own men-not from Washington, but from here.. We don't
want anything from Washington 0£ that kind.
The CHAIRMAN. In -that event do you think that the fee should be
any more than a nominal charge, representing the cost. 0£ administration?
.
Mr. BROWN. At the present time that is all it is. Farming is a
failure anyway all over the country, almost, at the present time.
Labor is too high. They told us durmg the war to give the laboring
man all he asked and then raise the price. Well, the £armer has been
the scapegoat; he has got the hot end 0£ the poker. You can't raise
the fee now; we are not in condition to have the fee raised, but later
on I believe a man ought to pay £or what he gets.
The CHAIRMAN. You think that when conditions are normal the
fee should beMr. BROWN. What is it worth?
The CHAIRMAN. All the user can afford to pay1
Mr. BROWN. He ought to pay all it is worth.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Would you apply that to the grazing 0£ the national forest?
Mr. BROWN. I would as soon as conditions are right; yes, sir.
And then a man gets nothing out 0£ it. It is a good deal like
loaning a horse. You loan a horse to a man £or a.year, and some
:ip.en 0£ course would think they owned the horse after a year, but
I don't think he does. In the same way, if people should have
this land £or 10 years, 20 years, or 40 years, they think they own
it because they have had that privilege £or a while. I claim not;
I don't believe I should own it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if that should come to pass, charging the
full rental value £or the use 0£ the forest range, are you in favor
0£ having the receipts from the rental divided between the county
in which the grazing area is located and the Federal Government?
Mr. BROWN. In the national forests I guess that would be all
right, but I would rather the State would do that. Every other
State gets all there is in the State.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean all the States other than the so-called
public land States?
Mr. BROWN. Yes. They have the use 0£ all their lands, and I
think we ought to have the use 0£ all this country.
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The CHAIRMAN.You do not believe it is £air to the States wherein
these areas have been withdrawn £or the resources thereon to be
capitalized and converted into money £or the benefit 0£ the National
Treasury?
.
Mr. BROWN.No, sir; I don't believe in a continuation 0£ that kind
0£ affairs.
.
The CHAIRlVIAN.
What effect would the increasing 0£ the rate to
the full rental value 0£ the right to graze in the forest have upon the
dependent ranch property?
Mr. BROWN.Well, at the present time most 0£ the £armers and
stockmen are in debt, and we ought to have no larger burdens on us
than we can help. 0£ course if you raise the price 0£ the grazing
fees we would be put to a great expense.
The CHAIRMAN
. .And that would tend to reduce the value 0£ your
ranch property?
Mr. BROWN. 0£ course it does.
The CHAIRMAN.Your ranch property is taxed £or the support 0£
the local government?
.
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And the proportionately lower burden 0£ taxation 0£ your ranch property by reason 0£ its decreased value would
£all upon other users?
· Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.As to the matter 0£ receipts from the public
domain, if Congress should enact a law providing £or the leasing of
the public domain on a commercial basis, charging the full rental
V!l,luetherefor, would you consider it £air £or the receipts from that
rental to .be turned into the Federal Treasury?
Mr. BROWN.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What has been the effect 0£ the 640-acre homestead law on the livestock industry within the locality with which
yo'u are familiar?
Mr. BROWN .. Why, ;I doil't. think it has hurt anything, only the
men that.located there, to amount to anything.
They had plenty, of
pretty ·good labor while they were there, but they all went broke.
0£ course the £armers have gone broke anyway in many places. But
I would rathe:c have the homestead and increase the size 0£ it than
anything else. Then you ·could get the land away from the Government without paying anything, and it is all taxed. That is the way
I think about it. At the present time, you know, land is hardly
worth. anything, but wait five years and the probabilities are that
the tide will turn. I think it will turn, and I think the cities will
be vacant instead 0£ the country. Then the land will be valuable,
and they will find it all taken up. I believe in the homestead, but
increase the homestead to a section and a half, two sections, or five
or six sections, and tax it all. That is the way I believe in getting
rid 0£ it. Then we will have everything there is in it, and we won't
pay £or it either. That is my belie£ about settling the whole thing.
To have this business under the Government in Washington would
be an awful calamity to the country, in my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ the law enacted should provide £or local option,
so that the users within the boundaries 0£ the grazing district could
enact their own rules and regulations and fix their grazing fees,
would that be detrimental ?
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Mr. BROWN.·well, in every grazing district where there is any
settlement they will all be £or local· option. I£ it is controlled by
a few big stockmen the grazing area would probably come under
the National Government, but otherwise it would all be local. I£
they were all allowed to vote there would be no question about that.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you be opposed to the enactment of a
grazing law that provided £or local option as defined in my previous
question?
.
Mr. BROWN.I would rather have that than any other kind of
grazing law.
The CHAIRMAN."\Vould vou prefer that to the present condition?
Mr. BROWN.No, I would not. I would just as soon have a homestead and let it come under taxation.
I would rather enlarge the
homestead act.
Tlie CHAIRMAN.Your only recommendation £or a change would
be the enlarging of the 640-acre grazing homestead act?
Mr. BuowN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.To what extent do you think the present grazing
homestead should be increased?
Mr. BROWN.Well, I wouldn't change it much until the conditions
change a little. Farming is just getting on its feet a little bit.
After while when £arming pays pretty well, if they don't take up
one section make it a section and a half, or two sections, and keep
increasing it. Then it all comes under taxation, and we don't pay
the National Government anything £or it either. That is where
our Senators and our Representatives ought to work £or the interest
of Oregon.
The CHAIRMAN.Over what period of time do you think these
lands would come into private ownership and go on the tax rolls?
Mr. BROWN.Well, just as soon as there is any demand £or it.
~ think things will change within five years.
I don't believe there
is any quest10n that people will go to the country. When that
changes, if they .don't take .it up fast enough give them a section
and a half, or two sections, or three or £our sections. And you
could give them the right to buy a certain amount of land, if you
want to, around their homes at $1.25 an acre, or something of that
kind. That would help.
The CHAIRMAN.You are of the opinion that by a systematic increase of the homestead area homesteading could be induced that
ultimately would lead to the appropriating
of all the land in the
public domain?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir; about all of it. In £act, they could take
it all that way-all that is of any account at all. You could give
them 10 or 20 sections later on if you wanted to .
. The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor the enactment o~ any legislation that would tend to give a legal status to the right to graze
within the forest?
Mr. BROWN.Oh, yes; I think that is all right.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that should be done?
Mr. BROWN.The right to graze, yes. vVe ought to have all the
feed that grows in the country, or the use o-f it.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the uncertaintv now existing as to the
privilege to graze in the -forest unstabilize the livestock industry'?
Mr. BROWN.No, sir; I dqn't think it does at all.
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The CHAIRMAN.You do not think it tends to unstabilize it at all 1
Mr. BROWN.No. I never knew that we didn't have such a law to
graze in there. I thought the law was passed that we should graze
in there.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, now that you know you have no legalized
right to graze in the forest-Mr. BROWN.You tell me so; I suppose it is correct. I never
knew that before.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, if you should determine that that is the
situation, would you £eel any less certain as to the carrying on
0£ your livestock business than you would if Congress should pass
an act providing for grazing within the forest?
Mr. BROWN.No; I wouldn't think there was any difference particularly.
They were almost bound to let us eat the fodder off.
There is less danger of fire if you graze it off. I£ you don't graze
it off, there would be more fodder there for fire to run in and there
would be more danger 0£ ·destroying the timber.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have an advisory board that confers with
the forest officials as to the promulgating 0£ rules and regulations?
Mr. BROWN.No, sir; not at the present time. I don't know of
anything like that. I have heard it mentioned once in a while a
long time ago, but not now. Another thing I don't like in the
Forest Service--i£ they would shap() up our sheep and cow ranges
differently, all right; but if they hire somebody to go up there and
lie around and do nothing but keep the cattle off the sheep range,
I don't believe in it. Just let the sheepman have a little bit more
than their share-they
have got that now, probably-and
let the
cattle go as they please.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You think cattle should graze in common with
sheep?
Mr. BROWN.Yes; they don't hurt the sheep, only eat part 0£ the
grass off, that is all. I think it is expensive enough without paying
a man $100 or $125 a month to herd the cattle off.
The CHAIRMAN.Are. you in favor of reserved grazing areas for
cattle where sheep are excluded?
Mr. BROWN.Yes; I think the cattlemen ought to have a place for
the cattle. I£ you could fence it, it is all right; but this business
0£ hiring a man that don't do anything to amount to anything, it
is just an expense for nothing. I would like to see the forest reserve
fenced, as far as I am concerned. Then I would not have to paywell, I don't pay on my horses to amount to anything anyway, but I
could join up fences with them then.
The CHAIRMAN.You would favor the fencing 0£ the entire grazing area in the forest?
Mr. BROWN.I think it would be better to fence and have the
cattle and sheep counted in.
The CHAIRMAN.You would like to have a fence around the excerior boundary?
Mr. BROWN.Yes. But, 0£ course, the road&-! guess they would
fix it so they could cross the roads somewhere. If a road goes into
the forest they would have to fence along the road, and that would
make it kind 0£ bad. I would like to see it fenced.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the stockmen at the present. time, in your
opinion, able to endure an increase in grazing fees?
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Mr. BROWN. Well, on the majority of that land they ought not to
do it. We have had it hard enough. I£ you knew that sheep would
keep up-but
they may not be over $4 or $5 a head in a year or
two. We really ought not to have any more expense right at the
present time. I£ I knew that sheep would be the price they are now
I would say yes, but I don't know that they will be that price any
length of time.
The CHAIRMAN.'In establishing grazing fees, what should be the
basis, in. your opinion?
Mr. BROWN. The condition of the stock industry.
It should go
up and down as the stock industry goes up and down. I don't think
it is right merely because sometimes people are heavily involved in
debt. They have lost like everything somewhere. A few years ago
you could get 60 cents for wool, and now it sells :for 12 or 15, and
1t puts them. in the hole so :far that they, have to have a chance to
get gack. Under such conditions it ought to be regulated that way.
As far as I am concerned, I work pretty hard, but I find it· pretty
hard to keep abova. We have the scab to contend with, and a lot
of things. We have scab inspectors that don't know what they are
doing. They stay in town all the time, and when they come out and
look at it they don't know whether it is scab or not. And the
sheepman has to foot the bill.; he has to suffer £or all their foolishness.
The CHAIRMAN.Speaking of sheepmen, has the past indicated
that the user of the forest has fared any better than the nonuser,
or have they been about together~
Mr. BROWN. Well, now, I have got the land, and some of it is on
the outside, but it costs me a lot more outside than 'it does in, and
they do about as· well. You can buy land and send them outside,
but it costs two or three times as much. to do it. They will do just
about as well on some of the land outside, but the cost is the trouble.
You lose that much, and I don't know how to make it up. I£ I go to
one place and get my sheep grazed :for $10 and I go to the other
place and it costs me $50, of course I am out $40.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that the grazing fees should be
fixed to conform to the cost of grazing outside of the :forest?
Mr. BROWN.,vell, I thought so when things were prosperous. Of
course, the land has not much value, and I think at the present time
they ought to have the grazing fees cheap £or a while until things
kind of settle down. In the long run, year after year, a man ought
to pay his way, I believe, no matter where it is.. A man has no right
to that land that belongs to the people, and if we get that £or half its
value we just rob the people of that much.
The CHAIRMAN.Let us just follow out that thought £or a moment.
I£ you increase the grazing fees is it going to increase your cost of
operation?
'
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.And that cost of operation must be passed on to
the consumer?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir; it passes on to the consumer. But you see,
the other fellow on the outside, most of his sheep are raised outside
of the forest reserve, and he has got to -pay his bills, and he will
stabilize the price of wool more than the :forest reserve will.
43213-2(i-.-PT 9---27
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The CHAIRMAN.However, every element enters into the fixing of
the price that must be received from the consumer?
Mr. BROWN.Yes; the amount of the tariff, the price of wool in
other countries-all those things help to fix the price.
The CHAIRMAN.And anything that tends to lessen the cost of
production tends at the same 'time to Jessen the price to the consumer?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAI·RMAN.
And what may seem a small increase here represents, when passed on to the consumer, a considerable pro.Portion
of what he must pay £or livestock products, by reason of their passing through various agencies of distribution?
In other words, it
works like compound interest?
Mr. BROWN.Well, I don't think the stock that graze on the national forest would fix the price; I think it is the other. There is
so much on the outside that I think they establish the price. We
just simply get that as a bonus, and at the present time I think that
bonus is all right. In such a financial condition I don't think it is a
bad idea to help us along £or a little while.
The CHAIRMAN.Then you are of the opinion that those who graze
jn the forest belong in a preferred class, the favored few?
Mr. BROWN.I think this: I£ a man has been on it a long time he
ought to have at least 1,200, and he should never be cut down less
than 1,200. It would not make much difference, though. I£ the
price was the same in there I would not go in with all my sheep; I
would leave some of them outside. I£ I can get inside cheaper than
outside, I will put them on the inside. In some places it is hard to
get summer range outside the forest, and in other places it is not.
The CHAIRMAN.You have stated that these lands belong to all
of the people, and that, therefore, the people should receive the full
benefits. Do you mean by that that all of the people of the United
States should receive all of the returns from the use of the lands
within the forest, or do yoti ipean all of the people of the States
within which the lands lie?
Mr. BROWN.I think th~ States within which they lie is where it
ought to go. The non-Government-land States have the use of all
their land, and I think we should have the use of all of ours and
have all the profit out of it. But I like the homestead; it don't
cost anything. I thing the Congressmen should work £or the interests of their own constituents, who need it anyway.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, you can apply that to the unappropriated
domain, that which has not been withdrawn, but what about the
withdrawn areas, the national forests? Do you think those should
be taken from the Federal Government and turned over to the
States £or State administration, to be administered £or the benefit
of the States in which they lie?
Mr. BROWN.Well, I guess it is better the way it is. · I rather
guess it is; it is hard to tell. Of course, the State would be better
in a way. I would rather let the State have it, because if the State
had it we would control this timber. The way it is we have no
interest whether they cut the timber or not, they do as they please,
but if the State has it they can force this timber on the market
and cut the timber and get the benefit of it, and'the money. But in
Washington they do just as they please, and the State of Qregon
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has very little· to say about it, scarcely none. But if the State owned
it, then if we wanted to cut the timber we could do it; there is no
question about that. But I don't think it is a bit of use talking
about the national forests; we have them, and I don't think there is
any possibility of changing them. It is useless to talk about that, as
far as getting it back from the Government.
The CHAIRMAN.But you are of the opinion that the receipts from
the sale of the resources of the forests should go to the State?
Mr. BROWN. I think we really ought to have it all, outside of
administering it, and they ought to go to work and cut it right
away, too. You see, when they passed that law they made all the
timber men rich. You could buy an acre of timber for $2.50 before
they passed that law, and timber was only worth then probably
five or ten cents a thousand. But just as soon as they passed that
law they raised the price of timber. I wanted them to get it down
to two bits, so that we could have our timber at two bits a thousand,
but they argued against it. I£ it had been a State business you
could have forced it through, but you can do nothing with the
United States. You have no control over the United States. As
I wrote to Sinnot about a year ago-I told him what I thought
about it, and I told him I thought the Congressmen from Oregon
that put our land under the Federal lease were traitors to our
country-to
Oregon. I don't want to be under a Federal lease
forever.
The CHAIRMAN.You are speaking of the public domain?
Mr. BROWN.The public domain; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever known of controversies ar1smg
between users of the forest and forest officers with reference to the
handling of livestock with the boundaries of the forest reserve?
Mr. BROWN.No; I think not. I never had any trouble with them.
The CHAIRMAN.You have never heard of any controversies arising?
Mr. BROWN. Oh, I have heard it more or less, but I never had
any particular controversy with the administration of it. It has
been fairly good as far as I can see. I have no kick about it.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ there should be controversies between the users
of · the forest and the forest officials, in your opinion how should
those controversies be settled-by
some disconnected agency, some
body disassociated from the livestock man engaged in the controversy and likewise disassociated from the Forest Service? Or do
yon believe that the controversy should be settled by the Forest
Service?
Mr. BROWN. ell, if they are going to run it they had better
run it. That is my opinion. I£ they are not going to do it, let
some one else do it; You can't appeal to a high authority.
It
would mix things all up, I think, for both sides. to have authority.
I don't see how we could do much with it. The national forest
law was passed, and it is going to stay, and if the forest should be
in the hands of the people, I think the National Government had
better run it.
The CHAIRMAN.·would you apply that rule to all contracts and
agreements with the National Government, that it would be better
in every instance where there is a controversy that it be settled by
the bureau of the Government administering the contract, and do
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away with the right of trial in the Federal courts or a hearing before a disinterested tribunal?
Mr. BROWN.No. You ought to have a right to a trial by a court;
yes. I wouldn't give anybody the right to handle th.e thing without the right to appeal to a court if he wanted to. I believe in that.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that controversies over grazing
in the forests should be handled any differently than any other
controversy that might arise between any other interest and a bureau
of the Gov13rnment.
Mr. BROWN.Well 1 I think the bureau ought to be final, to a large
extent. It usually 1s, I guess. I think they aim to do, as a rule,
about right, but we should have the right to appeal to the courts if
we wanted to.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that in the case of grHing in the
forest there should be a provision whereby controversies betweei;i.
the users of the forest and the bureau could be settled in tlrn courts,
or should tla.e bureau have arbitrary pQwer to determine tke controversy?
.
Mr. BROWN.I think they ought to have the arbitrary power on
the- national forest, for the protection of the timber. I. think they
can protect the timber probably better than the local authorities
would. I would be in favor of not having the national forest at
all, but the way it is, as they have started it, I think the national
forest ought to run it largely. It would be all right to have a law
passed to graze on it, but I think they would give us the right anyway whether there was a law or not.
But I don't believe in it going to the courts; you wouldn't get
much out of them. Of course, if you want to appeal to a higher
authority you can appeal to your Senators and Representatives in
Congress, and they can investigate it, and if they recognize that
there is anything much wrong they can appeal higher.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, if you appeal to your Senators and Congressmen, all they could do would be to enact a law .that would apply
to the situation.
Mr. BROWN.You could appeal to the very highest authority there.
I suppose the highest authority is the President, isn't it, or the Secretary of the Interior probably? The Secretary of the Interior is
probably the highest authority?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Mr. BROWN.I think it could be carried to him.
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; it can be carried to the Secretary of thE
Interior.
Mr. BROWN.I think that is high enough; I wouldn't take it to the
courts. If I can go up to the Secretary of the Interior and they
wouldn't give me justice, I think I would let it drop. As far as
these courts are concerned, I think there is a lot of humbug. I
would rather trust the bureau, I believe, as a rule.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that the bureaus should be authorized to make rules and regulations having aH the weight and
effect of law rather than that Congress should enact laws?
Mr. BROWN.No; I don't believe in that. I think Congress should
enact the laws to a large extent. In some things I think the bureau
should have the say, in other things not. You establish those national forests-Congress
does. vVell, the bureau runs it.
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The CHAIRMAN.They administer it; yes.
Mr. BROWN. Yes; they administer it. I think that is about all
there is to it. I£ you find there is any gross injustice done by the
bureau, and I don't think there would be, then, 0£ course, Congress
could step in if they wanted to. They could change the man if they
wanted to. They have got to do right in those things. 0£ course,
you know, from Washington we can't do much; around home here
we have just to take what we get and let it go. That is about all
we can do. I£ they want to give you a permit they will give you one,
and if they don't they won't, that is all.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that the sole right to determine
whether you shall continue as a user 0£ the forest should be vested
in the bureau?
Mr. BROWN.I would rather have a law to that effect.
The CHAIRMAN.,vould you prefer the enactment of a law that
would define your rights as a user 0£ the forest so that they could
not be taken away from you except by due process 0£ law, or would
you prefer to have it left as it now is, with the Forest Service the sole
judge in determining your rights?
Mr. BROWN.Under that condition I would rather have the Forestry Bureau. You get too much law and it wouldn't do any good.
I would rather have it just as it is, I believe. I think they have
always been about £air, according to the rules here. 0£ course, they
let the man that is in there first have the privilege probably more
than they ought to. I£ they cut me I want them to cut the others-and they usually do it. I£ we can get along all right without any
more laws I don't believe there is any use in passing them.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you understand that the rules and regulations
promulgated by the Forest Service or any other bureau 0£ the Government, where power has been delegated to them by Congress, have
all the weight and effect 0£ law; in £act, are law?
Mr. BROWN.Oh, yes; I understand that perfectly well.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, the question that is coming before us is
whether the bureau shall make the laws or whether Congress should
make the laws.
Mr. BROWN.Why, I would just as soon the bureau.
Senator Onnrn. Has the bureau ever cut your permit?
Mr. BROWN.Yes; I have had my permit cut.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know 0£ others who have had their permits cut?
Mr. BROWN.Some have had them cut, 0£ course. I get all that
I ought to have, I guess. I think so. I don't see why they shouldn't
take it if I ()'et all I ought to have.
Senator Onnrn. How about others who have had their permits
cut ? As far as you know, are they all satisfied ?
Mr. BROWN.Why, a man is never satisfied, you know. ,ve are
never satisfied with anything I guess. A man would be a wonder
if he was satisfied with himself.
Senator Onnrn. As far as you know, do those who have had their
permits cut £eel that they have been cut for a just and proper reason?
Mr. BROWN.·why, I think so. I know I was talking with Ike
Mills once and we spoke about some people ought to have a right in
the forest. "r ell, he s1J,idif they cut other parties he wouldn't care
particularly.
I look at it the same way-if they cut other parties.
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Senator OomE. Do. you know of any cases where cuts have been
made on old users of the range in order to allow new users to come
:in?
'
Mr. BROWN.Yes. sir.
Senator 0DDIE. Do you know of any cases of that kind where
the new users have not had property in the ~ounty or in the
vicinity?
Mr. BROWN.No, I think not. Of course there are some people
from away down below, but I think that is all right-they
move up
here to graze their sheep. I think that is all right, for them to go
in. You see, that trouble would be controlled if we charged the
full value; some o:f them probably would drop out and leave room
for others. Of course ,the way it is now, if we can get something for
nothing we all want it.
Senator Ooorn. Do you think that the old users of the range, who
have used it in connection with their ranch holdings, have any rights
to the range that should be recognized by the Government?
Mr. BROWN.I think they have some rights, yes. It depends upon
the condition, what rights they should have. If they have land
to run their sheep on without going on the national forest I tink it
is all right to cut them some.
Senator Oonrn. Do you know of any cases where the Bureau of
Forestry has changed the date for putting livestock on the range
for the summer?
Mr. BROWN.I think once in a while, during the very dry season.
Senator Ooorn. Do you know of any rules or regulations that
have been issued by the head office in Washington setting the date
for putting stock out on the range?
Mr. BROWN.'Why, I don't know. They never bother me about
anything in particular.
Sen:i,tor Oonrn. Have you ever been notified of any definite date
to which you must hold your stock off the range?
Mr. BROWN.,V"ell, you know, sheep go on the 1st of July, as a
rule. Sometimes I think they let them go on a little earlier. As
far as horses are concerned, they don't bother any; it is about the
1st of June, I guess. But I have not many on there. It is not fenced,
you know, and they don't bother so much. It it was fenced, of
course it would be different; then you would have to go on the date
specified, but as long as it is not fenced they just drift over.
Senator Onorn. I take it from your answers that you are well
satisfied with the conditions as you find them?
Mr. BnowN. I would rather have it just the way it is. If we hav:e
anything else, have .home rule and we will run the thing right here.
vVe know what we are doing here better than they do there. If you
want to hog it, you want it in Washington; if you want justice, you
want it here.
Senator Ooorn. Do you think it is better for these matters to be
determined by the local men ?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir ; the local men know what they are doing.
Senator Ooorn. And do you think there should be more local home
rule over these matters than there is now ?
Mr. BnowN. The Forest Service, you see-that
is to protect the
timber. If he wasn't for protecting the timber I would say turn it
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over to Oregon right now, or to the counties. I believe in selling
the timber, but you see capital runs this country largely, and they
are so crooked they can't even enforce the prohibition law.
Let me tell you a story. We had some wood over here at Bend,
and we never got a Government statement for it. Mr. Pringle ran
the warehouse. I wrote to Chamberlain for a statement as to what
the Government would pay me for that wood, while he was in Washington, and he wrote to Pringle first and then to me, and he said
Pringle said he had sent me one 0£ the statements-he
only had
two-and then sent me the other, but that-didn't come. Now, do you
think I am a fool? You can't do anything.
That is just exactly
how it is now. They have control in Washington and we have no
control 0£ it. Corruption runs it more or less, and we know that
we are not fools. I£ we run it ourselves, we know just what we are
doing. 1
Senator Ooorn. Coming back again to the question 0£ the assets 0£
the national forest, the forage and the timber, are you satisfied with
the way the Forestry Service has handled the timber?
Mr. BROWN.No. I would like to see them sell lumber cheaper, the
local mills-four
bits a thousand, Sell it cheaper to the small mills
all over the country. Another thing about it, sell your timber so you
can cut it off the national forest and not hold it back as a reserve £or
the benefit 0£ the capitalist that wants to cut his timber. That is the
way they are doing it now, and you can't get around it.
Senator Ooorn. Have you studied the fees the Government has
charged for grazing in the last few years and the stumpage fees
it has charged the lumber men for the timber during the same time?
Mr. BBOWN.Well, it is like this: I£ they raise the price they sell
nothing, and we hold ours and let it burn up, and the capitalist sells
his and he makes a lot 0£ money. I£ we could sell ours in competition
with him it would bring his lumber down.
Senator Ooorn. Yes, but what is your opinion of the relative fees
that the Government has charged the stock men for grazing and has
charged the lumber people for the timber?
·
Mr. BROWN.I don't know anything about that, but you realize
they charge the timber men a low figure, and they sell it and we get
the benefit 0£ it. But if they raise the price to a high figure then
they don't sell it and the other fellow sells it. That is the,way they
have been doing, and we o-et no benefit from this timber. It is fully
matured, it is getting no better, and there is lots 0£ brush there and
lots 0£ leaves, and it will burn any time. We ought to sell that
timber and let it be manufactured and let it grow up again. This
business now isn't run for the benefit 0£ the people, it is run largely
for the benefit 0£ the capitalists, and they are so corrupt they can't
enforce the prohibition law.
Senator Ooorn. Do you know whether the price 0£ lumber to the
stockmen and £armers has gone up or down in the last few years ?
Mr. BROWN.It has gone up, 0£ course.
Senator OooIE. The price has gone up, and the stockmen have to
pay more for their lumber?
Mr. BROWN. 0£ course.
Senator Ooorn. Do yon know whether the price of stumpage has
gone up or not?
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Mr. BRowx. Why, it is this way. That timber belongs to us, but
we haven't the right to go and use it -Senator Onnm. Yes, but the stumpage has been sold by the Government.
Do you know whether the price the Government has
charged has gone up or stayed practically stationary?
Mr. BROWN.I think it has stayed stationary, but if they would
sell it very cheap to us, to the local mills, we would get the benefit
of it.
·
Senator OnmE. The stumpage price has remained practically the
same, as you say, but the price to the consumer has gone up .. Now
let me ask you this. In the last few years have the grazing fees
gone up----0r have they remained stationary?
Mr. BROWN.I think they are a little higher than they used to
be if I am nat mistaken.
Senator OnnIE. You are right about that; they have gone up very
materially.
And in the last few years what has been the price of
beef and wool and mutton, comparativQly?
Has it been high or
low?
Mr. BROWN.Well, the £armer of course has had everything pretty
low.
Senator Onnrn. Do you think the grazing fees have gone up more
in proportion than the profits of the stock men who are grazing
their stock on the forest reserve?
Mr. BRowN. vVhy, certainly, the cattle man ought never to have
paid a cent £or the national forest. He has had it strictly in the
neck; that is all he has had. Just like the £armer ; up to the last
year he never has paid any taxes; he has just gone into debt, that
1s all. The sheep man three or £our years ago would get maybe
ten or fifteen cents for his wool, and he just went right down.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown, going back £or a moment to this
question of the sale of the timber on the national forests, do you
think that timber should be sold in competition with privately
owned timber at a price that would reduce the value of the privately
owned timber below the taxes that the timber men have paid on their
privately owned timber and a reasonable return on their investment in the timber ?
Mr. BRowN. ·well, they have made millions out of their timber.
My belief about it, the capitalist did it. They said like this, " Now
we have got the best of the timber, and it is there. They are letting it come in £or $2.50 an acre; that is, down to five or ten cents
a thousand. ·well, we don't want that timber. We will have national forest." And just as soon as they put the national forest
in, y<;mknow, it comes up to $1.50 or $2.50. Well, their timber is
more accessible and nearer the market, and it makes millions £or
them. That is just what they did, and I think they did it themselves. This lease law is just engineer~d by a few men who want
to hog the range. I would have to go right to the bank and borrow
money. I am in debt enough already without going any deeper.
We would have to do it; we would have to lease what we have,
and advertise and selJ. That is what I would have to do. It
would just add so much more burden to us, and that is all there
is to it. I£ we had home r~le here we wouldn't have to pay anything £or it; it would go to the State and help pay taxes, and we
would be all right, I think.
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The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that if the State of Oregon owned
the timber on all the national forests they would sell that timber at
a nominal price in competition with privately owned timbed
And
if they did do you think it would be £air then to tax the privately
owned timber as it is now taxing it?
· Mr. BROWN.Well, no; I think that would be a mistake myself,
because there are so many innocent purchasers, you might say, men
who have invested in that timber since it has been high. I£ you
had done it right away after it was put into the national forest it
would have been the right thing to sell the timber cheap, because
they got theirs cheap.
The CHAIRMAN.But you do not think it would be £air now to
virtually confiscate the privately owned timbed
Mr. BROWN.No; I don't think it would be right to do that. I
believe they ought to put it down low enough so they could sell it.
This timber is not getting a bit better. Why not let us have the
use of the money? What is the use of conserving and letting the
other parties cut their timber and get the money out of it and use
it? This timber will grow right up again if we cut it, and now it
is doing no good at all. We are just conserving it and getting nothing out of it. It is all mature. Cut that off and get the money out
of it-but of course they won't put it down low enough.
Mr. BowDEN. How is the timber sold in the forest? Is it not sold
by competitive bidding?
Mr. BROWN.Well, they can sell it that way if they want to-just
competitive bidding. Somebody would bid something on it.
Mr. BowDEN. It is sold now by competitive bidding, isn't it?
Mr. BROWN.Yes--but sell all of it. Sell pretty nearly all of it,
and cut it off and let it grow up again.
Mr. BowDEN. Is it your idea that the forests were created £or the
purpose of putting on the market a lot of Government timber, or
£or the purpose of conserving the Government timber?
Mr. BROWN.Well, that timber will never get any better. Why
not cut that timber and let it grow up again and benefit the people?
It is like old Oliver Goldsmith said about republics, the rich own
the Government and nobody is responsible £or anything.
That is
all there is to it, and that is all there is to this timber business.
Mr. BowDEN. I£ you cut the Government timber that would stop
the cutting of timber privately owned, would it not?
Mr. BROWN.To a considerable extent, not entirely. It would reduce their price a little, but that would be all right. The people
need it.
Mr, BowDEN. Your idea is that the Government should use these
timber reserves £or the purpose of forcing down prices?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, a little. Lumber is altogether too high-$25 to
$30 a thousand out here at the railroad, or it was a year or two ago.
It is an absurdity.
I don't believe in keeping this timber after it is
mature. I£ I had grain or anything else what kind of a man would
I be if I had something I could turn right into money, and I needed
the money, and I would keep it £or 10 or 15 years just in order to
be keeping it at an expense? I would turn it right in. I believe
in cutting it right away.
43213-25-PT
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Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that if you cut the timber right
away, as you suggest, a few years hence you would have as low prices
f9r timber as you have now?
Mr. BROWN.·wen, it would take a long time to cut it, you understand. We ought to cut it ten times £aster than we are on the
national forest. I don't know of any national forest that is cutting
much yet. They may do it, but I don't know.
Mr. BowDEN. You speak of home rule with reference to these
lands. Just what do you mean by home rule?
Mr. BROWN.Well, the county government-elect
county commissioners, or elect a forest board in the county. Now, a man has a
place here, and he has no grass around his place at all. I£ he could
leave plenty of room £or the stock to go out he could fence around
there and turn his stock loose in the spring, and then he could turn
them in there later on along in July. Then it goes to seed, and after
a few years that grass will be fine. After it goes to seed it isn't
injured by reasonable tramping, I don't think.
Mr. BOWDEN.Coming back to the home-rule question you say
you would turn it over to the counties. What would you turn over
to the counties ?
Mr. BROWN.Well, turn it over, first to the StateMr. BowDEN. Turn what over to the State?
Mr. BROWN.Turn the land over to the State.
Mr. BowDEN. What land? Do you mean the public domain ?
Mr. BROWN.The public domain; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. You don't mean the forest?
Mr. BROWN.I don't believe I would the forest.
Mr. BowDEN. The public domain you would deed to the State?
Mr. BROWN.All the rest to the State.
Mr. BowDEN. Then what?
Mr. BROWN.Then let each county administer the range?
Mr. BowDEN. Within the confines of the county?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, in the county.
Mr. BowDEN. And let the county do as it sees fit?
Mr. BROWN. Yes. We could do it and suit everybody fairly welldo it a whole lot better.
Mr. BowDEN. How much of the livestock business here is interstate? By that I mean do people come in from outside the State
to use the public lands in this county.
Mr. BROWN.Well, those who come in here we should charge pretty
high. In £act, I wouldn't let them in here. I would lease them
some land if we had more than we had use £or.
Mr. BowDEN. Under that system you could give a preference to
peop~e within the county, and they could get the use of the land?
Mr. BnowN. 'Well, take it on the national forest, it is different.
But outside of that, the people that live right around are the ones
that ought to use it, I think.
Mr. BowDEN. How should the county administer it? Should the
county lease it?
Mr. BROWN.They could do just as they pleased. There is no
money in £arming, and I wouldn't throw it on the market at the
present time. The State could sell it later on. I would administer
that way, and we would have all there is to it. The way it is, the
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Forest Service-I don't object to it; I haYe my share. I have three
bands of sheep in there.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that the Forest Service at Washington should have any control over it?
Mr. BROWN.Well, I believe it is about as good as you can get it.
I don't like so many laws. They are generally pretty good men,
those men in that bureau, I think, and they aim to do just about
right. I haven't had any kick on the Forest Service. Of course
there are some little things they tell you to do, but they don't enforce it.
Mr. BowDEN. What forest do you graze on?
Mr. BROWN. Okeecho National Forest and Black Butte.
Mr. BowDEN. How long have you had a permit on the forest?
Mr. BROWN.Ever since it went into effect. .
Mr. BowDEN. What is the size of your permit?
Mr. BROWN.I don't know; it is very large. Around the Black
Butte I think it is 24- I don't think it is quite 30 sections.
The CHAIRMAN.You have stated that it was a permit to graze
3,600 head of sheep?
Mr. BROWN.Thirty six hundred head of sheep and lambs.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the protective limit of your forest, the maximum number of Class A in a band?
The CHAIRMAN.How many can any one man graze in the forest?
Mr. BROWN.I couldn't tell you.
Mr. BOWDEN.Is it 1,200 on your forest?
Mr. BROWN.I graze 3,600.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you a 10-year permit £or 3,600?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir; a 10-year permit.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think the forest should haYe the right to
cut you down from that 3,600, say, to 1,800?
Mr. BROWN.Well, if the country settled up so it was necessary to
do so.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, say the country settled up, and it was found
necessary in order to protect the range that no one man should have
over 1,600 sheep.
·
Mr. BnowN. Well, say 1,200; 1,600 is really more than necessary.
Mr. BowDEN. Yes; say 1,200. Do you think the Forest Service
ought to cut you down from 3,600 to 1,200 ?
Mr. BROWN.Well, it would not make any difference to me if they
charged me the full value of the forage, because I can get other land
to graze on.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe that you would build up a stock business in this part of the State if there was that tendency to cut people
down from year to year?
Mr. BROWN.I don't think it would make any particular difference.
There is plenty of land outside that they can graze on if they want
to, if they will pay for it-all back of Snow Mountain, along thos~
creeks there. It is not a shortage of grazing, it is just lack of moneJ
to buy it. That is the question.
Senator ODDIE.Do you know of any smaller stockmen who could
not afford to go out and rent range; I mean, men who are using the
forest now, who might be suddenly ordered off the range or have
their number cut so that they would be compelled to rent outside
land?
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Mr. BROWN.Well, several people around there rented outside land
last year because they didn't have anything else. If sheep would
stay like they are now they could afford to do it. There is lots of
land you can lease dry if you want to, in this country, and there is
most any place. There are meadows in and around the forest that
is owned by individuals.
They can buy that if they want to. I
really believe a man ought to pay the value and pay as he goes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that should apply to the public
domain, the land outside of the forest reserve?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir; I think there should be home rule if we
have any change. I would rather have it the way it is and let it
go in homesteads and sell them. There is going to be a rush back
to the £arms, I believe. We have a high tariff and we have high
wages, and they boom everything, and I think it undoubtedly will
come after a while. tVe can not export with such high wages, and
I think we have got to go back to the farm.
The CHAIRMAN.In case Congress enacts a leasing law do you
think the rental you are charged should be the full rental value of
the land?
Mr. BROWN.Not now, but I think eventually it ought to be. I
am opposed to it though i:f it is to pay a lot of money into the
National Treasury outside of these ordinary taxes. The land in the
State ought to go to the State; every other State has its land, and
we ought to have our land and own it. It is a shame that we would
ever think of anything else but owning it ourselves.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, in the event that Congress should determine to increase the grazing fees on the forest to the full rental
value thereof, you believe that the profit resulting therefrom should
be returned to the State?
Mr. BiiowN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You have also stated that you believe that eventually the rental £or the right to graze on the forest should be the
:full rental value of the area. I£ Congress should insist that those
returns go to the Federal Treasury would you then be in favor of
the rates being increased to the full rental value of the forest ?
Mr. BROWN.No; I would say I would not. But I don't think
Congress would ever pass such a law as that.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, supposing they should. You know it is
being agitated.
You are aware that that question has been before
the committees of Congress and is before the committees of Congress to-day and is being considered, and it is likely that some action
will be taken one way or the other?
Mr. BRowN. To lease our land and take all the money, and nobody
must own it, and give it all to the Federal Government?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes; that is being agitated.
Mr. BRowN. There is no danger of that.
The CHAIRMAN.Of course we do not know whether there is or
not.
Mr. BROWN.I heard they almost offered the Western States to
have the land if they wanted it-to turn it over to the States.
Senator Onnrn. Who did that?
Mr. BROWN.I have read something on that line.
1
Senator Onnrn. But who did it?
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Mr. BROWN.Well, I was under that impression. I know the
National Wool Growers don't want it that way, but they are represented by the men that have a vast amount of holdings, and of course
it is to their interest to have it administered from \Vashington, because then tli.ey can work the thing. They can't work it here, but
in Washington you can work it; there is nothing to it. But t~ey
can't do it here. If we have any difference I am in favor of havmg
home rule, and the county own it and run it and have the money
out of it.
The CHAIRMAN.And if there is to be an increase in grazing fees
you want the profit to. inure to the benefit of the county?
Mr. BROWN.Why, of course. On the national forest I think wf1
had better leave it as it is. That is one of those things which it is
useless to talk about. Bnt it ought to go practically all to the
State; let it go to the roads to build highways in this ~tat~ ..
The CHAIRMAN.Let it be used for the purpose for which 1t 1s most
needed within the State 'I
Mr. BROWN.Well, yes; say highways.
The CHAIRMAN.But afte1' a time the highways might all be completed. Then use it for some other purpose?
Mr. BROWN.We will never have roads to suit ns. We have to
keep them up all the time.
The CHAIRMAN.Well, the fund might be more than would be
required for that.
.
Mr. BROWN.I think it all ought to go to the benefit of the State.
The CHAIRMAN.Don't you think it would be better to let the
State decide what disposit10n to make of that fund?
Mr. BROWN.I do, yes. You see, then the taxpayers of the State
would get the benefit. That is the way I think it ought to be.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Brown, the question has been put before
Congress and before the committees of Congress of the necessity for
the creation of an antelope and sage hen refuge in. southeastern
Oregon.
You are familiar with southeastern Oregon, the area
which it has· been contended by some should be made an antelope
and sage hen refuge. In vour opinion is there any necessity for the
creation of this game preserve?
·
Mr. BROWN.None at alL I think we ought to protect the antelope by law. We have a law to protect them, and I think that will
keep a few of them.
The CHAntMAN. Do yon think the laws of the state are sufficient?
Mr. BROWN.Oh, yes. That would be absolute foolishness, I think.
The sage henS--:-I don't care whether you kill them all or not. We
can raise chickens that are just as good. I think it is foolishness
for Congress to do that; I think they ought to have something to
occupy their minds better than that.
The CHAIRMAN.Of course you must realize, Mr. Brown, that there
is another school of thought that has a very large following in the
United States. Our Government is a representative government,
and these questions come before Congress, and it is not the opinion
of an individual, but the consensus of public opinion that should
influence Congress. And so far as we are concerned, what we are
endeavoring to determine is the. consensus of public opinion, and
just now we are engaged in listening to the people who live within
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the .djstricts where the areas lie that will be affected by such legislation as there may be. We will later talk with others who are not
residents o:f this State but who contend that they have an interest,
and Congress undoubtedly will be swayed to enact le~islation that
will mean the greatest good :for the greatest number of people.
Now, in your opinion, would the welfare. of the most people be
subserved by the enactment of a law creating an antelope and sage
hen refuge in southeastern Oregon?
Mr. BROWN.No; J don't think so. It would just give employment.
you kp.ow, for somebody to fool around there at our expense. It is
all ·foolishness.
The CHAIRMAN.You do not believe it is essential to preserve the
wild life, particularly the antelope and the sage hen?
Mr. BROWN.No. Of course I like to see a few antelope around
the desert; it is all right to have a few.
.
The CHAIRMAN.You favor protection :for them, but you think
the State is competent to give that protection without the creation
of a reserve, do you?.
·
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe that is' all. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Sitz.

STATEMENTOF MR. J. L. SITZ, CATTLERAISER, DRUZEE, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Sitz, are you engaged in the livestock business?
Mr. SITZ. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.What branch o:f the livestock industry?
Mr. SITZ. The cattle industry, and some horses.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the range within the :forest
reserve?
Mr. SITz. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you use the public domain :for grazing?
Mr. SITZ. Yes, sir; I .do.
The CHAIRMAN.What' :forest do you graze in?
Mr. S1'TZ.The Blue Mountain Forest.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you have an allotment?
Mr. SITZ. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze in common?
Mr. SITZ. No; my permit is a drifter's permit. We have a strip
set aside there 3 miles wide along the lower edge of the :forest
reserve :for a cattle allotment, and our cattle drift along there. We
have no regular individual allotments outside of that. It is an
allotment in common :for all of us.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any statement that you desire to make
to the committee relative to grazing within the :forest?
.
Mr. SITZ. Yes, I believe I have.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you kindly proceed and ~ake your statement in your own way?
·
Mr. SITZ. I believe that instead of the sheep and cattle holding a permit :for the use of the :forest reserve the land lying within
the :forest reserve ought to hold the permit. We have several in.stances there where stock has been grazed on the reserve ever since
the reserve was created, and now they can't get back on, :for the
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simple reason that they are not owners of land. Of course if their
stock goes on there they are pinched and fined a few hundred plunks
and they have to herd their stuff off, which works a hardship on
them. We have one or two instances where the land lies right up
against the reserve, and they can not get on it, £or the simple reason
that they are leasing the land.
The CHAIRMAN.They are livestock men and are leasing the land?
Mr. SITz. Yes; they are livestock men and they are leasing the
land, but they can not get on the reserve £or the simple reason that
they are not owners.
The CHAIRMAN.Now, does this drifting permit that you have
give you the right to graze a certain number of livestock within the
boundaries of the forest?
Mr. SITz. Well, I think there is another thing there that is not
just exactly right about the forest reserve. About one year ago I
sold out, sold my cattle and ranch; that is, I escrowed it, and of
course the title stood in my name all the time, although the permit
was taken out in the other party's name. Then when it was turned
back to me--of course they went broke, just the same as all the rest
of the cattlemen did, and it was turned back to me, and I couldn't
get back on. · And then finally after a good deal of red tape I did
get a drifter's permit £or 100 head to go on to that reserve last year.
This year I go a permit £or 150 head, a drifter's permit to go on
that reserve, whe,re I believe I should have had a permanent permit
all the time, because it was the same cattle, the same men and everything else. But £or some reason or other I couldn't get anything,
only a drifter's permit. I don't think that was just right.
The CHAIRMAN.What remedy would you propose, Mr. Sitz?
Mr. SITz. Well, I woqld propose that actual bona fide settlers,
those that have the land and the capacity, ought to have some right
to get on the reserve r:egardless of whether they are renting it or
whether they are the actual owners of the land, as long as they have
the stock to go on there--not a preference to people from the outside.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor the enactment of a law legalizing the right to graze within the forest?
Mr. SITZ. Yes; I believe I would-although
I have no particular
kick coming at the forest reserve, outside of just a few minor things.
I think they have treated me very nice; while I was in there they
treated me fine and dandy. I have no kick coming whatever, except
when I tried to get back in again and they gave me the cold shoulder.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, where there is a controversy of
that kind between you and the Forest Service, should there be a
provison whereby it could be decided by disinterested people?
Mr. SITZ. Yes; I think so. And then I believe that a person
should get a permit £or a longer period than a year. That is all I
have _been able to get on the forest reserve. I believe a person ought
to get a permit £or a number of years so that he would not be
in danger of being shut out and having to quit the business.
The CHAIRMAN.You stated that you used the Government land
outside of the forest. Would you favor the en3:ctment of a law
permitting a bureau of the Government to lease the public domain
to the users thereof £or grazing purposes?
Mr. SITz. Yes, sir; if it was properly handled I would. 'I believe
it is i;he only thing that will save the ranges.
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The CHAIRMAN. Are you of the opinion that such a lease should be
on ail area basis, or should it be a permit to turn at large a certain
number of stock on the range?
Mr. SITZ. Well, I believe that should be handled locally, that part
of it.
The CHAIRMAN. You believe that the local conditions should
govern?
Mr. Srrz. Local conditions should govern, yes; £or the simple
reason that there is a certain number of men who will pasture ten
times as many stock as other localities will, and I believe that can
be settled in the locality better than by people who live off at a
distance.
The CHAIRMAN. In your opinion, would the enactment of such a
law~ providing £or the leasing to comm1mities of a give:µ area, or
the issuance of a permit to turn at large a certain number of stock,
be in the interest of the small stock men ?
Mr.,SITZ. It would be if they could get on there with their stock.
I believe it would be better, though, to give them a chance to allot
individually or collectively just as they saw fit. I£ a person wanted
to fence it why shouldn't he be permitted to go ahead and fence
it and take care of it? He should have a right to that land £or a
period of years, to make him feel that he would get the benefit of it.
The CHAIRMAN. You would favor then a long-time lease?
Mr. SITz. A long-time lease, but a very small fee to begin with
on some of the land, £or the simple reason that you would have to
.keep it £or five or six or seven years before you could derive any
benefit from it. Then if a man fenced it he ought to feel that he
could get the use of it later on. But my experience has been that
whenever you fence up a little bit of public land in one field there
and let the grass start up in there the first th,ing you know a homesteader comes along and takes it when the. land outside is better
than that.
The CHAIR..c"'\IAN. Has the present system of using the public domain tended to depreciate or deplete the grazing value thereof?
Mr. SITZ. It certainly has. Our range has decreased in the last
ten years ten. to one. The capacity lacks--well, where it used to
graze ten head of cattle it doesn't graze one.
·. The CHAIRMAN. Would that in itself indicate a necessity £or
some regulation of grazing?
Mr. SITZ. It would, to the actual homebuilders of the country.
They will protect. it. But whenever you go to work and take a lot of
dagoes and J aps and Greeks and everybody that has no home anywhere, that has nothing at stake only just the grazing they can get
and move from place to place, just that soon the range is going to
go down. The actual homebuilder that live_s in the country is the
backbone of the country. They are all in favor of protecting the
range, and they will protect it if it is so that they can protect it.
But you cannot protect ,it when you have that class of people, because they have no homes, and all they want is just to get the grass.
I am satisfied that if you will turn it over to the actual homepuilders
of the country the range will be built up and carry more stock right
along in~tead of decreasing all the time.
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Furthermore, I believe that when the land is leased it should not
be leased on the stock in the country now, but it should be leased on
the capacity 0£ the land that a man owns or that he can rent.
The CHAIRMAN.To whom, in your opinion, should le:ises be given?
Mr. SITZ. To the bona fide settlers 0£ the commumty where the
land is located.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you limit that to the present users~
Mr. SITZ. Well, I would ilmit it to the present landowners, because if you don't cut out the hobo element you will get no place.
You will be just like you were. It will be worthless unless you can
have some range to run your stock on. That is what puts the value
on the ranches we have.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ the present user 0£ the range were recognized
as having a right to graze by reason 0£ priority 0£ use and he were
given a lease 0£ a certain area, and then the remaining areas divided
up among others, would that be beneficial?
Mr. SITZ. It would be all right £or the time being, but he should
be classed as a class B man, and whenever he £ell out turn it over to
the class A men, and that would be the homebuilders 0£ the country.
The CHAIRMAN.Then you think a process of elimination should
be followed that would gradually weed out the itinerant user 0£ the
forest or range?
Mr. SITZ. Yes; the foreign users 0£ the range.
Senator Ooorn. I want to ask something about the condition 0£ the
cattlemen. Are they in a prosperous condition or otherwise?
Mr. SITZ. They are 90 per cent broke, and the balance are pretty
badly bent.
Senator Ooorn. Are they raising beef at a profit now 1
Mr. SITZ. No.
Senator OooIE. Have they b~en able to £or the last few years~
Mr. SITZ. Not since the war; they have been going back.
Senator Ooorn. Is a losing game?
Mr. SITZ. A losing game now; yes.
.;
Senator Ooorn. What effect would the raising of the fees have on
the cattlemen?
.
Mr. SITZ. It would make it just that much worse.
Senator, Ooorn. Would it add to their losses?
Mr. SITZ. It would add to the burdens they are carrying now.
Senator Ooorn. And would it therefore add to the cost 0£ production?
Mr. SITZ. It would.
Senator Onorn. And would it add to the cost to the ultimate
consumer?
Mr. SITZ. It would.
Senator Ooorn. Are you in favor 0£ turning over to the Federal
Government any possible profit resulting from the increased fees?
Mr. SITZ. Oh, I don't know. 0£ course, as far as the Federal
Government is concerned I think they ha-ve done pretty well with
the forest reserve. They have fixed things up in pretty good shape,
and I think the money has been pretty well spent, although it would
be a good deal better if we could spend it here at home.
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Senator Onnrn. You are not in favor 0£ any profit that might come
to the Government from a raise in fees being turned over to the
Federal Treasury?
Mr. SITZ. Well, no ; I would a great deal rather it would be
turned over to the State or county.
Senator OnnIE. Do you think the fees should be more than the
cost 0£ administr·ation 0£ the forest reserve, plus a certain amount
£or improvements?
.
,
Mr. SITZ. No; I don't think it should. I think it should be to
take care 0£ the forest reserve and no more; that is, as far as the
grazing fee is concerned. But as far as the timber part is concerned,
I think that should remain in the hands 0£ the Government, because
that is what it was created £or, and I don't see that that has been
abused in any way. Everybody who wanted to buy timber, it has
been £or sale by the Government.
I£ I want to get 8,000 feet 0£
lumber, I can get it £or about 50 cents a thousand in stumpage to
have it cut up. That is not unreasonable·at all; I think that is very
£air. And as far as these mills are concerned, I don't know 0£ any
0£ them that wanted timber in the stump but what they could buy it.
The CHAIRMAN.The noon hour having arrived, the committee will
recess until 1.30.
(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, a recess was taken until 1.30
o'clock p. m.)
AFTERRECESS
The subcommittee resumed its session at 1.30 o'clock p. m., pursuant to the taking 0£ recess.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Barry.
STATEMENT OF MR.. M. M. BARRY, SHEEP RAISER, LAKEVIEW,
OREG.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Barry, are you engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch 0£ the livestock business?
Mr. BARRY.Sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the sheep
business?
Mr. BARRY.Since 1908, I think.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries 0£ the
national forest?
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you also graze on the public domain, the unreserved area i
,
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Barry, have you a statement that you will
make tq the committee in your own way?
Mr. BARRY.No; not particularly.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you desire to be questioned?
Mr BARRY.Yes; I think so.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Are you satisfied with the present method 0£ allotting ranges within the boundaries of the national forest?
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Mr. BARRY.,ven, I would like to get some redress when we get
thrown out. I believe in the courts.
The CHAIRMAN.You believe that there should be some disinterested tribunal or agency before whom controversies between ·users of
the forest and the forest officials might be tried?
Mr. BARRY.Exactly.
The CHAIR~IAN.Do you believe that the privilege of grazing in
the forest should be as a matter of sufferance on the part of the
:Forest Service, or do you believe that the right to graze should be
legalized by an act of Congress?
Mr. BARRY.I believe it should be legalized by an act of Congress.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the Rachford report?
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you in favor of an increase in grazing fees?
Mr. BARRY.Decidedely not.
The CHAIRMAN.What effect do grazing fees have upon the livestock industry ?
Mr. BARRY.We would have just that much added to the cost. It
is high enough already.
The CHAIRMAN.It would tend to increase your cost of production?
Mr. BARRY.Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN.And with that increased cost of production of
livestock the consumer must pay an increased price?
Mr. BARRY.Naturally.
The CHAIRMAN.And does an increased cost of production mean
that the consumer shall only pay as much more as the cost is increased in the :first instance, or is that increase pyramided as the
product passes from the livestock producer to the consumer, by reason of the profit made on the increased cost by the different distributing agencies.
Mr. BARRY.It would be pyramided to to the consumer, I think.
The CHAIRMAN.That is, the cost would be increased to the consumer on a percentage basis ?
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir; exactly.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor the granting of leases to sheep
men on a long-time basis of tenure?
Mr. BARRY.I would; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ leases were made £or a long period and the
regulation of ·grazing was left largely to the ut,ers of the range, in
your opinion would they overgraze the range ?
Mr. BARRY.They would not, sir; they would be more particular
about the grazing.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ they kriew that their herds or flocks would be
increased as they increased the grazing availability of the forage on
their allotments, would it tend to induce them to be more careful in
the use of their allotments ?
Mr. BARRY.It certainly would.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Would it tend to induce improvement of the range
by the seeding of grasses that would add to the forage?
.
Mr. BARRY.I think naturally it would.
The CHAIRMAN.And the development of watering places where
such were needed ?
Mr. BARRY.Yes; I would say it would.
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The CHAIRMAN.I£ long-time leases or tenures are to be granted
for the use 0£ the forest, to whom should the leases be made?
Mr. BARRY.To the property owner who has grazing and £arm
lands in·the vicintiy, I should judge would be the best.
The CHAIRMAN.Have the rights 0£ stockmen to graze in the forest been fairly well determined by the Forest Service?
Mr. BARRY.Yes; I believe they have done pretty well on that.
The CHAIRMAN.Would it be £air to take the present users as a
basis for the granting 0£ long-tenure permits?
Mr. BARRY.I believe it would not be very much out 0£ the way.
I think it would be all right.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion what provision should be made
for the granting 0£ permits to new users? From whom should the
grazing area be taken that is given to new users? Putting it another way, do you believe that there should be a reduction policy
carried out, taking from the present users 0£ the forest a part of
their areas for redistribution?
Mr. BARRY.Well, I don't hardly think it could be reduced much
more and anybody get along and make a living on it. They have
them reduced pretty well now.
The CHAIRMAN.Over the period of time with which you have been
familiar with grazing on the forest, has there been a constant dropping out 0£ old users?
Mr. BARRY.A few have sold out, and new fellows have taken
their place.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the dropping out of the old users provide
vacancies in the forest that could be used for taking care 0£ the new
users?
Mr. BARRY.Well, with the dropping out of the old users new users
would take their place.
The CHAIRMAN.And new users are coming on through the process
0£ purchase and transfer?
Mr. BARRY.Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You stated that you graze on the public domain.
Would you favor Congress enacting a law providing for the leasing
0£ the unreserved public domain for the purpose 0£ grazing?
Mr. BARRY.I would not; not at present, anyway.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress should enact such a law, to whom
should the grazing privilege be given ?
Mr. BARRY.I beli~ve it should be given to the settlers and the old
stockmen that have oeen using the desert.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you thinli priority 0£ usage would be a proper
basis for the distribution 0£ leases on the public domain if it were
to be leased ?
Mr. BARRY.Well, there are a number 0£ stockmen that run sheep
on private land that also use the desert in the winter time. I kind
of think it would be unjust to cut them out.
The CIIAIRMAN.Should they be granted a permit to graze in the
wintertime on allotted areas 0£ winter range, so as to take care 0£
them: as their needs are now being met?
·
Mr. BARRY.I should think so; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress should enact a law for leasing the
public domain, what rental should be charged? Should it be more
than the cost 0£ administration ?
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Mr. BARRY.No; not a bit more. Because most 0£ the land is valueless. It takes considerable of that land to run a bunch 0£ sheep, and
if we lease by the acre it would run it up very high.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you the owner 0£ ranch property?
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the value 0£ your ranch property dependent
upon your right to graze within the forest and on the public domain?
Mr. BARRY.It is; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were to be denied the right to graze within
the forest, would it depreciate the value 0£ your ranch property?
Mr. BARRY.It certainly would.
The CHAIRMAN.Would it decrease the taxable value thereof ?
Mr. BARRY.It would; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were to be denied the right to graze on
the public domaiI\, but still retain the right to graze within the forest,
would it affect the value 0£ your ranch property?
Mr. BARRY.It certainly would. It would not carry enough stock
that way.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Now, Mr. Barry, if you were charged a rental
that was the full commercial value £or the use of the public domain
and the right to graze within the forest abandoned, would that affect
the value 0£ your ranch property?
Mr. BARRY.It certainly would depreciate it, to my notion.
The CHAIRMAN.Is there any conflict between the £arming interests
that are not directly interested in grazing and the livestock men?
Mr. BARRY.I have not heard 0£ any at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the £armers who are not livestock producers
dependent in any way upon the livestock producers £or a market
or £or the means 0£ converting their crops into money-?
Mr. BARRY.They are, especially for their hay and grain.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the stockmen the principal market that the
£armer has within the grazing districts £or his crops?
Mr. BARRY.They are; yes.
The_ CHAIRMAN.And are the stockmen who do not produce livestock but feed livestock dependent upon the livestock man £or their
feeder stock ?
Mr. BARRY.As a rule, I believe, they are.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the grazmg within the forests in any way
interfere with the recreational advantages 0£ the forest?
Mr. BARRY.Not in the least; no.
The CHAIRMAN.Does grazing within the forest or on the public
domain interfere with the mining interests?·
Mr. BARRY.Not in the least; no.
The CHAIRMAN.And vice versa, does mining in any way interfere
with grazing?
Mr. BARRY.No.
The CHAIRMAN.Do the recreationists interfere with grazing in
any way?
Mr. BARRY.Very little.
The CHAIRMAN.Do livestock men generally recognize the right 0£
the people to enjoy the recreational advantages 0£ the public domain
. and the forest reserve?
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.I£ the grazing fees are to be ·increased, to whose
benefit should the increase inure, to county and State or to the
Federal Government?
Mr. BARRY.Well, I think a big per cent of it should go to the
county and State.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that all of it over and above the
cost of administration should go to the county and State'?
Mr. BARRY.Oh, no; I think the Federal Government ought to be
entitled to a portion of it, too.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think the Federal Government's portion
should be greater than the cost of administration?
Mr. BARRY.No; v.ery little, if any.
The CHAIRMAN.You have stated that you believe there should be
created some judicial agency for the purpose of deciding irreconcilable controversies that might arise between the users of the forest
and the Forest Service. Have you ever known of 'any controversies
between the Forest Service and the users of the forest?·
Mr. BARRY.Well, I have known some a number of .years back; I
have not known any recently.
The CHAIRMAN.How have those controversies usually been settled? Have they o_rdinarily been settled by a decision on the ,part
of the bureau?
Mr. BARRY.Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever known them to leave the settlement of a controversy of that kind to the so-called advisory boards
of the users of the forest ?
Mr. BARRY.No; I have not.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Barry, has there been any decrease in livestock production in the section of the country with which you are
familiar during the last five years?
Mr. BARRY.Yes. I don't believe there is the amount of sheep in
the country that there was, or cattle either.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been a very considerable percentage
of reduction?
Mr. BARRY.There has been a more noticeable reduction in cattle,
I think, than in sheep, but there has been a reduction all around.
The CHAIRMAN.To what cause do you attribute that reduction?
Mr. BARRY.To the price-not~
profitable business.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know of many farmers or men not now
engaged in the livestock business in your locality that are desirous
of going into the livestock business?
Mr. BARRY.No; I do not. I have not heard any mention of it
at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the 640-acre grazing- homestead?
Mr. BARRY.I am.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the operation o;f that law tended to increase
liv~stock production?
Mr. BARRY.No; it has not.
The CHAIRMAN.Have those who have taken advantage of the opportunity to acquire land under the provisions of that act gone into
the livestock business, and as a rule are they using their homesteads
for grazing purposes?
·
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Mr. BARRY.No; I don't think so. Most 0£ them don't go into the
livestock business at all.
·
The CHAIRMAN.,vhat does · the entryman on the 640-acre homestead usually do with the homestead after acquiring title?
Mr. BARRY.Well, they generally sell it.
The CHAIRMAN.To ,whom do they usually sell it?
Mr. BARRY.To a stock man. The wise ones, thry take up one
that is between two neighbors where there is friction, and either
one 0£ them will buy it from him.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean, they like to make a selection where
they can have competitive bidders when the time comes for sale?
Mr. BARRY.Exactly.
.
The CHAIRMAN.On the public land with which you arc familiar
is there any unappropriated agricultural land?
Mr. BARRY.Oh, no; there is no agricultural land at all there.
The CHAIRMAN.I mean, is there any land that can be taken up
under the homestead acts that ,vould make agricultural farms?
Mr. BARRY.No, sir. They might make grazing £arms, put they
would be very poor ones at that. There ar.:i no agricultural £arms
left at all.
The CHAIRMAN.What part 0£ the public domain in .the State of
Oregon are you most familiar with?
.
Mr. BARRY.Around Lakeview, just south 0£ here.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe that is all, Mr. Barry, unless you have
some statement to mak?.
Mr. BARRY.With regard to this proposition 0£ raising the fees on
the reserve equal to private lands, I think it is strictly unjust, £or
we were led on to suppose by the Forest Service that our reserve
lands would always be given to us at the same fee. We went to ·work
and bought ranch property and pasture land, and now if we have an
added expense to keep those up, why, the fellow that has th·l private
land has away the best 0£ it.
·
The CHAIRMAN.You purchased your dependent ranch prf1perty
on the basis 0£ a right to graze under the charges that have been
made heretofore ? ·
·
Mr. BARRY.Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN.And now to increase this charge would be to depreciate the value 0£ the property that you purchased and which is
now dependent upon your right to graze in the forest. Is that
right. i
Mr. BARRY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all. Mr. Priday.
STATEMENT OF MR. E. A. PRIDAY, CATTLE AND SHEEP RAISER,
LAKEVIEW, OREG.

Mr. PRIDAY.Mr. Chairman, I have a telegram here from the
Chamber 0£ Commerce in Lakeview, and also the Lake County Wool
Growers' Protective Association, that I would like to read before
you start in questioning me, if it is satisfactory to you.
The CHAIRMAN.Very well.
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Mr. PRIDAY (reading) :
LAKEVIEW,

E.

A.

OREG.,

September

16, 1925.

PRIDAY,

Burns, Oreg.:
Please impress Senate investigating
committee with conditions pertaining
Lake County desert, viz, high and low desert ; also that cost of producing livestock is great and that any additional
cost in matter leasing public domain
would be especially bad to cattle interests.
"\,Veconsider time not ripe to place
public domain under grazing regulations.
LAKE
LAKE

COUNTY
COUNTY

,vooL

GROWERS' PROTECTIVE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

ASSOCIATION.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Priday, are you engaged in the livestock business1
.
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the livestock business 1
Mr. ProoAY. Well, cattle and sheep both.
The CHAIRMAN.I take it from this telegram that you and those
whom you represent ate not in favor of any provision £or the leasing of the unreserved public domain 1
Mr. ProoAY. Yes, sir; that is, in Lake County.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress :were to enact a law providing £or the
leasing of the public domain, would you favor long-time leases 1
Mr. ProoAY. I would.
The CHAIR1'IAN.Would you favor the leasing of given areas to individuals, or to groups of individuals, or would you favor the granting of a permit £or livestock to graze 1
Mr. ProoAY. I believe I would rather have it leased to individuals.
The CHAIRMAN.But in the case of gro:!:1-psof individuals, community leasing-my
question is, would you prefer that it be leased
by areas or by permits £or certain numbers of sheep to grazei
Mr. ProDAY. Is this the public domain you are speaking oH
The CHAIRMAN.This is on the public domain.
Mr. ProoAY. I thought you' were talking about the forest reserve.
)Vhy, in Lake County it would be better to lease to groups, because
we have a high and a low desert out there. That is about all that
is left in Lake County now-the desert. We have two forest reserves
in Lake County and a game preserve. In the desert, out .there, there
are lots of high hills and mountains, and at times they can't go on
those mountains at all; the snow is so deep they have to come down in
the low country. At other times, when th~ snow is shallow, they go
up to the high country. Sometimes they will drift as much as 40
miles from different localities, according to the condition of the
weather.
The CHAIRMAN.vVould it be practicable to lease areas in different
localities to provide for fall and spring grazing in one locality and
winter grazing in another 1
,
Mr. ProoAY. Yes; I believe it would. °"re have a small area
around adjacent to the reserve, and during these last dry years they
come up there to lamb. They have to leave the desert on account or
the water.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the public domain in Lake County overgrazed?
Mr. ProoAY. Yes; it is. But it is owing to the dry years that it
has been overgrazed more than anything else.
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The CHAIRMAN.By that you mean that in a year of drought it
is overgrazed and in a year of plentiful rainfall there is sufficient
forage?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes. Stock is going out of Lake County pretty fast.
The CHAIRMAN.Why is that?
,
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, on account:of the droughts and the ex;tra cost
of production. I think at least 50i:tfer'~nt of the cattle have gone out
of Lake County in the last seven or eight years.
The CHAIRMAN.Has the depletion of forage been the result of
overgrazing to any extent ?
Mr. PRIDAY.To a certain ,extent it has.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ grazing were regulated on the public domain
so as to prohibit overgrazing, W't)uld the grazing availability of the
public domain be increased ?
Mr. PRIDAY.I think it would; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.You have already stated that the range is somewhat depleted and depreciated at this time from its primitive state 1
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, sir; considerable. It is nowhere near as good as
it was five years ago.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Priday, have you any opinion as to whether
Congress should pass an act legalizing the right to graze within the
forest or not ?
,
Mr. PRIDAY.I think they should; yes. I think it would be more
of a business proposition than the way it is now.
'
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever known of any controversies between users of the forest and the Forest Service?
Mr. PRIDAY.Not to amount to anything; no.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, should any provision be made
for settling irreconcilable controversies between the users ofthe forest and the administrators thereof, outside of the Forest Service? I
mean, is there any reason £or the setting up of an independent trail
agency or tribunal of any kind £or the purpose of trying controversies that may arise between the users of the forest and the bureau?
Mr. PRIDAY.You :mean outside of the forest-reserve officials?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes. Is there any occasion £or creating an independent commission or trial agency, composed of disinterested people, £or the purpose of trying and settling controversies that may
arise between the users of the forest and the administrative officers?
Mr. PRIDAY.ViThy, I think that would be a benefit in some cases,
yes.
Mr. BOWDEN.Have you a permit on the forest at the present
time?
Mr. PRIDAY. Yes, £or cattle only.
Mr. BowDEN. '\J\That forest?
Mr. PRIDAY.The Fremont Forest.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have an individual allotment £or your
cattle?
Mr. PRIDAY.No.
Mr. BowDEN. The cattle are grazed in common?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes-what they call a neutral permit.
_Mr. BowDEN. Do you know anything about the size of the permits on the forest you graze? That is, are the numbers lar~e, or
are they small i
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Mr. PRIDAY.The permits are small.
'
Mr. BowDEN. Would you be in favor of Congress passing an act
providing that the Secretary of Agriculture should lease the forest
to the stockmen on an area basis?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, I think an area basis would be much more preferable than the way it is now.
Mr. BowDEN. How would that work out with small permits?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, they would have a smaller area, and they could
control it and protect it.
Mr. Bowmrn. And they could, of course, lease a given area to
several people or to a community of stockmen instead of to ,an
individual?
Mr. PRIDAY.That don't work very, good on the forest reserve.
Mr. BowDEN. You think it is better to lease it to an individuala certain area of land?
Mr. PRIDAY. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. ·what would be the advantage, to your way of thinking, of leasing a certain area of the forest to an individual?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, if it was leased £or a long time he could protect it and build it up again to what it was a few years ago.
Mr. BowDEN. I£ in leasing this area of land £or a term of years
· there should result under proper control of that land an increase· in
the carrying capacity of the land, who should get the benefit of
that increase?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, I think the man that had built it up should
get the increase.
Mr. BowDEN. Then if you had an area system, which would give
a man a certain area of land £or a period of years, allowing' him
to have the benefit of any increase in the carrying capacity, you
would have an incentive to proper grazing, wouldn't you?
Mr. PRIDAY. Yes, you would.
Mr. BowDEN. You would have an incentive £or a man to try to improve his range ?
Mr. PRTDAY.Yes, to try and protect it and build it up.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you have any such incentive under the present
system?
Mr. PRIDAY.No.
Mr. BoWDEN. I£ the carrying capacity is greater it goes to some
one else and not to the man that has built it up?
Mr. PRIDAY.That is true.
Mr. BowDEN. I£ the leasing policy were adopted on the forest
and stockmen were given individual permits £or a period of years,
who should determine the carrying capacity of that allotment, the
man who grazed it or a forest-reserve official?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, I think both of them should. I think they
could get together on that.
Mr. BOWDEN.Under the present system, of course, the Forest
Service determines that?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. The Forest Service has charge of the Government's
property, namely, the land, and the stockman has his investment, his
stock, and his dependent ranch property; and it is your opinion that
in determining the carrying capacity of,that land the two ought to
get together ?
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Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, sir.
Md. BowDEN. How would you suggest that they get together?
"\¥ould
provide £or a local board, or what means would you
suggest.
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, I believe there ought to be a local board to
work with the Forest Service to the best interests of the individual.
Mr. BowDEN. How should that local board be made up? Have
you thought how it should be selected or chosen?•
Mr. PRIDAY."\Vell, they can pick three men, three good, practical
men.
Mr. BowDEN. You mean, the cattle permittees would choose a
man, the sheep permittees could choose a man, and the Forest Service
could have a representative?
.
Mr. PRIDAY. Yes; that would be a practical way.
Mr. BOWDEN.And such a board could determine the carryrng
capacity of the land?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. Now, there are other matters of administration be•
sides the carrying capacity, such as the time to go on the range,
the question of salting, and various other matters that are provided
£or in the use book. Who should make those rules, or should there
be any such rules?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, I believe it should be under the administration
of the board and the Forest Service, too.
Mr. BOWDEN.Do you believe that the time to go on a certain
range should be decided by a rule made in Washington?
Mr. PRIDAY.No; I do not.
'
Mr. BOWDEN.Where would it be better to have that rule made?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, in the locality where they are going to grazein the county.
Mr. BOWDEN.And your local hoard could make the rule as to the
time you should go on the range ?
Mr. PRIDAY. Yes. In different seaeons you ought to get on at
different times.
Mr. BowDEN. Have you any complaint as to the regulations of
the forest relative to the time you could go on the range '~
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, no; not so far. ·we used to go on the Fremont
reserve the 1st of May, and then they made it the 1st of June, and
now it is the 15th of June. But it didn't materially injure us at
all; it was high country and they ought not to go up there anyway.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think you get on the range at the time you
should under the present rules and regulations?
~fr. PRIDAY.For the benefit of the range; yes.
Mr. BOWDEN.I£ disputes should arise between the user o-f this
area that is leased and the Forest Service relative to how it should
be used, who should settle those disputes finally, in your judgment?
Mr. PRIDAY. Oh, I suppose they could appeai to a higher board or
court.
Mr. BowDEN. Some local board could settle those disputes, could
it not?
Mr. PRIDAY.They could if it was not too big a dispute.
Mr. BowDEN. Then you would have an appeal to the courts1
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
,
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Mr. BowDEN. Colonel Greeley testified before this committee in
Pendleton, that any disputes that arose relative to the terms of the
lease or contract should be appealed to a United States Commissioner
appointed by the local Federal court, and that there should be an
appeal from that commissioner to the district court. What would
you think of that suggestion?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, I think a man should have a chance to appeal,
if they couldn't ag-ree t othe lower court's decision.
Mr. BowDEN. Then you are of the opinion that in these matters
involving rights of permi,ttees on the forest they should have the
right to appeal to some body outside of the Forest Service'?
Mr. PRIDAY.I do; yes.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the condition of the cattle business in your
country?
Mr. PRIDAY.Pretty bum.
Mr. BowDEN. Are· there as many cattle today as there were five
years ago?
·
Mr. PnmAY. No.
Mr. BowDEN. To what extent has there been a falling off~
Mr. PRmAY. Well, in Lake County there is a very small percentage
of the cattle runs on the Forest Reserve, but take it all over the
~ounty I believe the cattle have decreased 50 per cent in the last
seven or eight years.
Mr. BowDEN. Have many men that have been in the cattle business gone out of the cattle business in the last five years?
1
Mr. PRrnAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bo"TDEN.Can you give the percentage?
Mr. PRIDAY.No, I could not. The only thing I could base it on
is, in collecting taxes in Lake County we collected $25,000 less taxes
this year than we did a year ago from the first of January to the
first of July, and we laid it on to the decrease in the stock in the
county.
Mr. BowDEN. How much did you collect in taxes ~n Lake County
all told?
Mr. PRIDAY.In a year? About $300,000.
Mr. BowDEN. What do you think should be charged £or the forest
range?
Mr. PRIDAY.Oh, I think there should be a minimum cost that the
Government should be paid £or their expense. I don't think the
Federal Government should make a profit out of it.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think there ought to be a surplus over the
cost of administration?
Mr. PRIDAY.In a way, yes; to go into the betterment of the range.
Mr. BowDEN. You think the surplus should go back £or range improvement?
Mr. PRrnAY. Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Are the present fees too high in your judgment?
Mr. PRIDAY.I think they are, £or what value we receive on the
forest.
Mr. BowDEN. What seasons do you graze on the forest?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, it is from June 15 to October 1 now, I think.
Mr. BowDEN. ,What are you paying now £or cattle?
Mr. PRIDAY.Seventy-two cents a head.
Mr. BowDEN. And you think that is too high?
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Mr. PRIDAY.Yes. The cattle don't run on there that l~ngth of
time; they are all off the forest now.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think the Government sh?uld try to ~etermine the :fee to be charged on the forest by takmg what private
owners get £or their land?
Mr. PRIDAY.No.
Mr. BOWDEN.,vhy not?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, you rent from a private individual, and ninety
times out of a hundred his range is fenced, or his land is fenced, and
you rent it £or a year and you have full control o:f it during that
year. There is no one to say how many stock you shall run, or when
or how and all this other red tape.
Mr. BowDEN. A private range is worth more to you, because yon
have a greater degree of control and you are not. hampered by rules
and regulation~? Is that true?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, sir.
Mr. BowDEN. In the event a slirplus is collected over the cost of
administration, should that ~urplus go into the Federal Treasury?
Mr. PRIDAY.No; I think if the Federal Government gets the cost
of administering the forest that should be sufficient. I£ there is going
to be a profit it should be a profit £or the stockmen.
Mr. BowDEN. You think the cost of administration should be the
basis?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you in favor of the present system of preferences that are used on the forest ? That is, recognizing that certain
people, because of priority of use or because of their owning property
near the forest, should have the right to graze upon the forest in
preference to someone not so qualified?.
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes, I do.
Mr. BowDEN. In the event a law is passed providing for grazing
on the forest, do you think those preferences out to be recognized in
that law?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Under the present preference system they have
classes. That is, class A has a right that is different from class B,
and class B has a right that is different from class C, the idea being
that the small man should have the best right and that one who had
a larger number of stock should not nave as good a right as the small
man. Do you believe that a grazing act should recognize the classes
that have been established, or do you think it should just recognize
the use as it is now, irrespective of these classes?
Mr. PRIDAY.I don't think the large stockmen should be protected
any more than the little man should. I think they should have an
equal chance.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think that the man who has, say, 5,000 sheep
should be protected in the right to graze that number of sheep as
much as the man who had 1,200 sheep?
Mr. PRIDAY.We are only allowed 1,200 on that Fremont Reserve.
I don't think there is anyone on the Fremont Reserve that qas anywhere near 5,000.
Mr. BownEN. There are on a number of forests?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes; but not out there.
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Mr. BowDEN. What I am getting at is this. Do you think we
ought to stabilize the present use irrespective of numbers, or do you
think we should only stabilize it up to a certain number?
Mr. PRIDAY.Why, I think it ought to be stabilized up to a certain
number.
Mr. BowDEN. And there ought to be a maximum?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. And above that a man ought not to be given a
preference?
Mr. PRIDAY.No.
Mr. BowDEN. What is the maximum now on your forest, your
protective limit, so called?
Mr. PRIDAY.In sheep?
Mr. BowDEN. Yes; in sheep.
Mr. PRIDAY.Twelve hundred.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think that is large enough?
Mr. PRIDAY.No, I do not.
Mr. BowDEN. Will you state why you do not think it is large
enough?
Mr. PruDAY. Well, there is no more cost to run a larger band than
a small band, that is, with the same overhead expenses, such as
herders and camp tenders and the board of herders, and the like
of that, why, they can graze 1,500 or 1,600 just as easy as they can
1,200.
Mr. BowDEN. You think the present number of 1,200 is too small
to be economical?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
Mr. BowDEN. "\Vhat number would you suggest?
Mr. PRIDAY.Oh, I don't know. That wo.uld have to be governed
by conditions on the forest, the number of stock to be grazed on
there. You couldn't cut one man out and give another man six or
seven thousand. I believe those things should be taken care of as
they come up.
Mr. BowDEN. "\Vho should decide those matters. Should the
Forest Service officials decide them, or should the stockmen have a
voice?
Mr. PRIDAY.I think the stockmen should have a voice in it as
well as the Forest Service.
Mr. BowDEN. And you think it should vary according to the conditions on the forest?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
Senator ODDIE.Have there been any rulings in your section of
the country regarding the date on which stock may be turned on to
the national forest range?
Mr. PRIDAY.It has been changed a few times in the last £our or
five years, and it keeps getting later all the time ..
Senator ODDIE.Does that work an injury to the stockmen, the
users of the forest?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, the last three or £our years we have had so
many droughts that they have pretty near got to get on the reserve.
There is no feed any place, and it has been a benefit to the stockman these dry years' to get on there earlier. The dry years mature
the feed· at an early date on the forest reserve, and they can go '
on earlier.
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Senator Ooorn. Has that late date been a benefit to the stockmen?
Mr. PRIDAY.Well, it has been a benefit to the summer range.
Senator OomE. Do you think it has benefited it to a considerable
extent?
Mr. PRIDAY. Yes; I do. If you go on there when those grasses
are young they just run over it and eat it all up, and it don't grow
much more that reason. I£ you wait until it matures you get much
more feed £or the same area.
Senator Ooorn. Does that apply to cattle?
Mr. PRIDAY.Yes.
Senator Ooorn. Have you any further statement to make?
Mr. PRIDAY.No; I do not believe I have.
Senator Ooorn. I thank you, Mr. Priday.
Judge Johnson, will
you come forward?

STATEMENTOF HON. A. I. JOHNSON,COUNTYJUDGE OF HARNEY
COUNTY,BURNS, OREG.
Senator Ooorn. Judge Johnson, you are the judge 0£ the district
court here?
Judge JOHNSON. No; I am county judge-the
commissioner's
court.
Senator Ooorn. Are you in the livestock business?
Judge JOHNSON. I have been. I have but a few head 0£ stock
at present.
Senator Ooorn. Are you familiar with the industry?
Judge JOHNSON. I have run stock £or the last 20 years-in
£act,
all my life.
Senator Ooorn. In what branch of the livestock industry?
Judge JOHNSON. Horses and cattle.
Senator Ooorn. Have you a statement, Judge, that you would like
to make to the committee?
Judge JoHNSON. Only along this line. I believe that it would
be letter to lase the land.
Senator Ooorn. You are referring to the forest reserve now?
Judge JOHNSON. No; I am referring to the public domain. The
forest-reserve land is already allotted, if I understand it. I think.
there ought to be a lease that would be just. I would think that
there ought to be a limitation to the amount 0£ land people should
run on, that it should be held down so that they could not practice
extortion on each other. I believe from the way things are running now that it is going to terminate in a very few years, like other
old States, with small flocks 0£ sheep and small bunches 0£ cattle
and very few horses, and I believe it would be a great benefit to the
counrty if it was so you leased your range so that it would accommodate those small herds. I think that on account 0£ the shortage
0£ range there is going to be more call £or small tracts 0£ land than
there is at the present time. It has operated that way in the older
States, and I believe it is going to result in that in this State. In
£act, it is drifting that way very rapidly at the present time,
and I think that by leasing the land and doing it in a proper way
it would be the best thing for the country.
As to the forest reserves, it seems like they are getting along
pretty well with them. 0£ course_there are some complaints, but
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the general trouble I find is among the people that are doing the
running on the land, not with the Government.
Of course in our
vicinity, where I live, at first they were kind of slow in doing
things, because like any other new business they didn't seem to take
hold of it just like they ought to. But of late years I have heard
very little complaint along that line; I think it is a success.
Senator ODDIE.Do you think it has done positive good in segregating the cattle from the sheep ?
Judge JOHNSON. I think it has, yes.
Senator ODDIE.And in preventing troubles that used to. exist?
Judge JoHNSON. Yes; in a wH.y it has. It has been a little difficult. They herd the sheep, and of course they know where the sheep
are and where they are running and the ground they cover. But the
idea was to turn the cattle and the horses loose in the first place and
let them rm1 at random as they wanted to, an_<;lI believe that was
about the best way for thew. to do it, but the cattle and horse men
have complained a good deal of the sheep getting the bigger end of
the leased land. It depends a good deal on what b"tock there is the
most profit in, I think. At the present time it seems to me that
sheep is the only kind of stock that there is any money in, although
they fluctuate. It has not been but a few years when they were
down to nothing, and it will likely be the same way hereafter.
Along that line it would be hard to say exactly, but I think they are
administering the forest so far as stock is concerned in a reasonable
way.
Mr. BowDEN. There was a bill presented to Congress at the last
session by the Department of the Interior providing £or controlling
the public domain. This bill provided that grazing districts should
be created when people within a certain locality desired to have the
public domain there leased. Do you approve of that form of local
option?
Judge JOHNSON.Well, it would be a very good idea, I believe.
Mr. BowDEN. The bill further provided that when certain lands
were put into grazing districts to be leased the lands should be leased
on an acre basis for a period of ten vears. What do you think about
leasing on an acre basis, and what· wo_uld you recommend as to the
length of the lease i
'
Judge JOHNSON.·wen, I would think that a longer lease, that is,
a reasonable length of lease, would be better.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you think 10 years is enough?
Judge JOHNSON.Well, 10 years ; yes, I think_ that would be the
outside.
Mr. BowDEN. Would you recommend any smaller number of
years?
Judge JoHNSON. Well, from 6 to 10.
Mr. BoWDEN.Would you be in favor of leasing on an area basis;
that is, a certain range?
Judge JoHNSON. Yes, I think that would be the proper way to
do it.
Mr. BowDEN. In determining what that land should lease £or,
would you recommend that the land be appraised, or would you
recommend that it be put up £or bid and the price determined that
way?
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Judge ,JoHNSON.I don't pelieve it would be a fair proposition to
put it up £or bids; I think it would be better to appraise it.
Mr. BowDEN. In determining who should get it, do you think
somebody should be given a preference--a certain class of people?
Judge JOHNSON.I do. I think there should be a preference on
land that is more adjacent to tl:\eir holdings.
Mr. BowDEN. ·would you put any limit on the amount of land
that any individual could lease?
Judge JOHNSON.I would, yes; he ought to have it in accordance
with the assessed valuation of what land he owns and pays taxes on.
Mr. BowDEN. Should that lease be assignable so that he could
transfer it to someone else?
Judge JOHNSON.Not unless it was a landowner.
Mr. BowDEN. That is, the lease should go with the land to which
it was attached?
Judge JOHNSON.I think it should go with the land, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Do you believe Congress should pass an act providing £or the perpetuation of grazing on the national forests-for
the continuation of grazing on the national forests?
Judge JOHNSON.I think it should, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. Do _you think that the relations between a man using
the forest and the Government relative to his use should be in the
form of an agreement or contract?
Judge JOHNSON. I think it should, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. It should not be a mere matter of sufferance?
Judge JOHNSON.No, I should think they ought to have an understanding.
Mr. BowDEN. On a business basis?
Judge JOHNSON. Yes, I think so.
Mr. BowoEN. ·what would be your opinion of the leasing of the
forest to the stockmen now using it on an area basis?
Judge JOHNSON."\Vell, I think in the same way, according to the
assessed valuation of the land, they should have that right-a
prior
right.
Mr. BowDEN. Could you see any advantage in giving a man a
certain allotment and letting him have it £or a number of years?
Judge JoHNsoN. Yes, I think he would be more liable to look
after it and take care of it than he would be otherwise.
Mr. BowDEN. I£ he improved the land he would get the benefit of
the improvements 1
Judge JoHNsON. Certainly, he would.
The CHAIRMAN.Would such a provision as that, Judge, tend to
increase the grazing availability of the land?
Judge JOHNSON.It would if it was properly handle_d.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that if these lands were leased and
turned over to an individual,.or a group of individuals, they would
so conserve the forage that it would bring about a rehabilitation of
the ranges as to forage ?
Judge JoHNSON. I think it would.
The CHAIRMAN.In the areas with which you are familiar has the
range deteriorated from its primitive condition?
Judge JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
_.
The CHAIRMAN.To about what extent in the main?
43213-25-PT
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Judge JOHNSON.Well, it has in the last 20 years 50 per cent, anyway.
The CHAIRMAN.The same range to-day, in your judgment, would
not carry more than 50 per cent of the stock that it formerly would?
Judge JOHNSON. I don't believe it would hardly do that.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Even less than that?
Judge JOHNSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that under careful supervision, under the direction of an individual or group of individuals, they
would bring it back and could bring it back to where it would have
the same carrying capacity that it had in its primitive state?
.Judge JOHNSON. I don't think it is possible to get it back to its
natural state, but I believe it could be improved and would be improved.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Over a long period of time it might be fully restored?
Judge JOHNSON. Hardly.
It is awful hard to get this hilly land
ba~k to where it was. It would be almost impossible, but it could
be improved a great deal. That is, I mean as long as it is used. Of
course if it could be turned loose perhaps it. would be better. I believe I have seen a good many pastures that were really better than
they were in the natural state, where they were absolutely let alone.
But that is not going to be done, you know; it has to be used, and
so long as it is used it will never get back to its wild state.
The CHAIRMAN.Judge, are you personally familiar with any instances where the depleted range has passed into private ownership
and has been fenced as a pasture ?
Judge JoHNsoN. Quite a few; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Where that has occurred does the pasturage usually improve?
Judge JOHNSON."Yes; surely.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it the inclination of the stockmen to overgraze
their pastures ?
Judge JOHNSON. No; it is not.
' The CHAIRMAN.And you do not tliink there would be any more
of an inclination to overgraze Government-owned pastures which
they might control under a long-time lease?
Judge JOHNSON. Not a bit more than they would their own, because it really would be their own £or that length of time at least.
The CHAIRMAN.Judge Johnson, you are familiar with the wild
life that is indigenous to this section of the country, such as the
antelope and the sage hen?
Judge JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How many years have you lived in this section
o:f the country ?
·
Judge JoHNsoN. About 64 years in Oregon. I have been in eastern.
Oregon since 1869.
The CHAIRMAN.Does your experience here lead you to believe
that there is a necessity £or the Government to have a ga,me preserve
in southeastern Oregon, £or the purpose of perpetuating the wild
life, such as the antelope and the sage hen?
Judge JoHNsoN. I am strictly in favor of protecting the antelope,
but I believe the sage hen had better take its chances. It is very
damaging to alfalfa. I would like to have aJ):Other animal included
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in that, and 'that is the porcupine; he is another animal that is
damaging to alfalfa.
The CHAIRMAN.Is the State competent to protect and perpetuate
the antelope in this locality ?
Judge JOHNSON. I think it is, so far as it can be done. Of course
we have people that kill these animals anyway, but they will violate
the law just the same, it would not matter what the law was.
The CHAIRMAN.It is your ~pinion that there would be just as
much violation of the law if a game preserve were created as if conditions were left as they are now?
Judge JOHNSON. Yes, I think so. Of course I do not think it
would be injurious to the country; it might be a help to us to have
that law passed. It would be a good law, I think.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean to create a game preserve?
,Judge JOHNSON. Yes.
.
The CHAIRMAN.And put it under the administration of some
bureau in Washington; perhaps the Biological Survey?
Judge JOHNSON. Yes, it would be a good law.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that would be desirable to have
both Federal and State supervision?
Judge JoHNSON. Qf course I am a little partial toward the State
getting the money for this work, but it might do some good to have
it under that supervision.
The CHAIRMAN.That is a question that is pending before this
committee, or was in the last session-.of Congress, and· the committee
is endeavoring to obtain first-hand information as to whether it is
the opinion of the people that live in this section of the State that
it is necessary or desirable that State supervision should be superseded by Federal supervision .for the purpose of preserving the
. antelope and the sage hen.
Judge JOHNSON. I believe that they are pretty well taken care
of by the State at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN.Then in your judgment there is no need, having
regard simply to the preservation of that form of wild life, for
Federal supervision?
Judge JOHNSON.Not particula:rly; no. I do not believe it would
justify the difference in the expense to take care of it. We have other
animals that are protected by the State, that the game wardens take
care of along with those. Consequently it would double up, and it
would cost the State more than it does ·now. It could be taken care
of with the same people that take care of the bear and other animals.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think there is any danger of the antelope
becoming extinct in this locality under State supervision?
Judge JOHNSON.Not the way it has been taken care of for the
past few years.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Are the antelope, in your opinion, increasing in
numbers?
Judge JOHNSON. I believe they are; I think they are on the increase.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the so-called 640-acre grazing homestead ?
Judge JOHNSON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Has that act been helpful to this section of the
State?
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Judge JOHNSON.Well, I don't know but what it has been. It has
helped a good many individuals. I do not think it has ever helped
the men, or very few of the men, that have taken up the 640-acre
homesteads. But the other people have taken over the land, and it
has been helpful to them more or less. I think it has been a benefit.
The CHAIRMAN.Has it been a success as a method £or inducing
the production of livestock?
Judge JOHNSON.Yes.
•
Th~ CHAIRMAN.But not on the part of the entrymen?
Judge JOHNSON.No; I don't think it has ever done them much
good; very few of them.
The CHAIRMAN.The entrymen have in the main been speculators?
Judge JOHNSON.Well, they didn't speculate much, but they just
simply took up this land and got a little money out of it and went on.
The CHAIRMAN.In general, hav_e.they taken it up £or the sincere
purpose of going into the livestock business, that it might be a home
for them?
.Judge JOHNSON.Very few of them.
The CHAIRMAN.In the main, they have taken it up with the idea
of selling it or renting it to the men already in the livetock business?
Judge JOHNSON.That has been the general idea.
Senator Onnrn. Has the amount .of precipitation from year to year
more to do with the condition of the range than the amount of ordinary grazing on it?
Judge JOHNSON.Well, I will tell you; our range over there has
been overgrazed, but I believe one reason is we always have had iri
this section of the country quite a number of corporations that have
had quite a lot of cattle that grazed their cattle on those ranges. We
could not blame them £or doing it; we have no kick coming against
the corporations £or doing it, but that did not do the settler any good
and their stock did eat that feed off. I£ they had had the land leased
that would have been a protection to the settlers.
Of course, it would not be any benefit to the corporations, but it
would be advantageous, it seems to me, to the settler. I£ it had
been done that way it would have given the range a better chance
to come. back, whereas if it is left as it is, it does not make any
difference in our part of the country how many cattle we have sold
there, how far they run down, those corporations fill up the place.
They even bring their stock in from California and N e:vada and
different places. When the feed becomes plentiful these corporations
come in and graze it off. They have overrun the range. The range
has been terribly abused in our country in the last 20 years. And
then we have drifting herds there; sheepmen that have no land.
They take them in there, and they have no right on the reserve,
and they drift them wherever they please. By this leasing system
I believe we would be protected against such things as that.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know of any cases of reductions in the
number of livestock allowed on the forest reserve?
Judge JOHNSON.Yes ; I think they have been cut down at different
,times.
Senator Onnrn. What was the reason £or the cuts?
Judge JOHNSON.Well, there is more demand £or the forest ;
people that have small bunches and other people that did not in
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the first place take out permits. When they did conclude to take
them out, it made that many mor·e people to go on, and, consequently,
the first men had to be cut down in order to make room for the new
men.
Senator OuuIE. Do you mean that some of the old permittees were
cut down in order to make room for men who had no permits?
Judge JoHNSON. Men ·that had no permits in the first place; yes.
Senator Ouurn. And were these men without permits old-timers
in the country-men
who owned land in the country~
Judge JOHNSON. Yes.
Senator Ouurn. What is your opinion on the relation between the
small farmer and the livestock industry in general? Is the small
farmer interested in the condition of the livestock industry?
Judge JOHNSON.Anyone that produces any surplus is surely interested in the livestock business, because he depends on stockmen for
the sale of his surplus.
Senator Ouurn. By that do you mean that the small farmer is
interested in the success of the livestock industry?
Judge JoHNsoN. Surely.
Senator Ouurn. Does he want the industry to succeed?
Judge JOHNSON.Surely.
.
Senator Ouurn. If the livestock industry is in an unprofitable
condition does the small farmer feel it ?
Judge JOHNSON.He suffers from the effects of it; he does in my
community.
Senator Ouurn. ,Vhat is the financial condition of the cattlemen
in this section of the country and in this State, generally?
Judge JoHNSON. Very bad.
Senator Ouurn. A.re they raising cattle at a loss or at a profit?
Judge JoHNSON. The last few years they have claimed to be
raising them at a loss. Some of them are holding their own.
Senator Ouurn. Do you think that in the main they are losing?
Judge JOHNSON.I think they have lost in the main, tak;ing it as
a whole.
Senator Ouurn. If an additional cost is imposed on the production
of cattle what effect will it have on the cattle men?
Judge JOHNSON.It would reduce their profits that much, of
course.
Senator Ouurn. It would add to their losses?
Judge JOHNSON.Their overhead, yes.
,
Senator Ouurn. What effect will that have on the small farmers
in this State ?
Judge JOHNSON.Well, it would affect them too perhaps.
Senator OumE. Will that increase ,in grazing fees charged to the
cattle men result in further loss to them?
Judge JOHNSON.Now, you can take that matter up this way.
Just as I told you, there is a big range here, .the public domain, that
is being consumed by corporations and by drifting herds that don't
do the country any particular good. If the cattle men could be protected by having a reserve, so that they would pay for their range a
reasonable price, it would give them so much more range that it
seems to me like it would be a great benefit to them. In a w·ay it
would cost them more, but it would save them more. The way it
has been, there has been a great percentage of loss on account of the
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poor range. I£ you turn your cattle out in the spring and they go
out on the range, a lot of 2-year-old heifers and old cows, and they
come in in the £all poor, the chances are you will lose that many
when spring comes. I£ you have your cattle in good shape when
they come in you will save all of that loss by death, and it is a benefit to all of them.
Senator 0DDIE. I can understand that very clearly, ,Judge, but I
want to put the question. a little differently.
I refer to the cattle
that are grazing on the forest reserves.
,Judge ,ToHNSON. I£ the public domain was a better pasture it
would naturally make the forest a better pasture. Years ago we
used to let the cattle run and never put up any hay, and we had less
loss at that time than we have now.
Senator 0DDIE. Your opinion on that subject is based on .some
action regarding the public domain. But in case no action is taken,
no change made in the public domain, if things remain as they are
as to the forest reserve~my question refers to the increase in the
present fees £or grazing on the forest reserve to those who have been
using them regularly.
Would that increase add to the losses of the
fitockmen?
,Judge ,ToHNSOK. There would be just that much more loss in
overhead and expense.
Senator 0DDIE. As a result will the £arming industry of the State
suffer to a certain extent if the fees are raised?
,Judge ,ToHNSON. I judge they would, yes.
Senator 0DDIE. I will state that the proposal of the Forest ~ervice
to raise fees is not based on any action looking to a control of the
public domain; it is just taking the Forest Reserve as it stands and
increasing the fees up to 200 per cent or more. I think you have
made it plain, but do you think that the action of the Forest Service
will cause a loss to the stock men and the £armers of the State? ·
,Judge ,ToHNSON. I think it will cause a loss; that overhead would
naturally be a loss.
E'.rnator 0DDIE. You think then that the industry can not afford
that increase at this time?
Judge JOHNSON. I do not thin.kit would be just.
Senator 0DDIE. And do you believe it just that the profit that
would result from increased fees should go into the Federal
Treasury?
,Judge ,ToHNSON. I do not think it would be just to put it there,
over a reason~ble amount.. As long as the Government runs it, I
think they should have money enough to maintain it and a reasonable amount over. As long as we have been asking them to convert
that money back to our State in different ways we could not very
well ask them to do it unless we had our money in their hands to
convert back.
Senator 0DDIE. You _think then that the profits over and above the
eost of administration
and range improvemei1t should go to the
State rather than to the Federal Government?
,Judge ,ToHNSON. I do.
The CHAIRMAN.
Unless you have some further statement to make 1
,Tudge ,Tohnson, that will be all at this time.
,Judge ,ToHNSON. I thin.k that is all.
The CHAIRMAN.
Mr. William Allen.
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STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAM B. ALLEN, SHEEP AND HORSE
RAISER, JUNTURA, OREG.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, are you engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the livestock business?
Mr. ALLEN. Sheep and horses.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock business ?
Mr. ALLEN. Twenty-five years.
The CHAIRMAN.Are vou a user of the range within the boundaries
of a national forest?
•
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a user of the public domain?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with the Rach£ord report?
Mr. ALLEN. No, I think not.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you familiar with an indicated purpose on
the part of the Forest Service to increase the grazing fees on the
national forest?
Mr. ALLEN. I heard it discussed last winter at Pendleton.
-The CHAIRMAN.How would you look upon such an increase m
grazing fees?
Mr. ALLEN. I am not in favor of it.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ such an increase should be made, in your
opinion should the profits therefrom be turned into the Federal
Treasury or returned to the States and counties in which the forest
reserve is located?
Mr. ALLEN. Just speaking £or myself, if there was a profit I
should think it should be used on the range to develop watering
troughs and springs and trails.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ such an increase should be made and there
should be a profit over and above the cost of administration, you
think that such profit should be used in the improvement of the
grazing areas ?
Mr. ALLEN. That is my idea of it l yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that Congress should enact a law
giving a legal right to the livestock men to graze within the
boundaries of the forest?
Mr. ALLEN. Do you mean to say you want to change this forest
administration into a grazing act? Is that the way I understand
the question?
Dr. L. E. HIBBARD.Mr. Chairman, could I ask you a question?
The CHAIRMAN.Yes.
Dr. HIBBARD.Would you just explain to those present in regard to
its not being a law but a ruling of the department?
That is not
understood here-what
we are getting now and what the law would
mean.
The CHAIRMAN.At the present time there is no law providing £or
grazing in the national forests. When the national forest act was
passed Congress had in mind two things, the conservation of the
timber and the conservation of sources of water. supply. · Congress
empowered the President to withdraw sGch areas as he saw fit and
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to place them under the control 0£ one of the departments of the
executive branch 0£ the Government.
Those reserves were placed
under the Department 0£ Agriculture.
The law only authorized
the withdrawals for that twofold purpose, the conservation 0£ timber and the conservation 0£ water supply, and Congress took no
cognizance 0£ the other resources 0£ the forest, such as grazing.
Now, is it your opinion, Mr. Allen, that Congress should at this
time amend that act so as to include the conservation 0£ forage
growing within the forest reserves £or the purpose of grazing livestock?
Mr. ALLEN. Sure, that should be taken into consideration.
I
never thoroughly understood that before.
The CHAIRMAN.Your right on the forest at the present time is
only one 0£ sufferance from the point 0£ view 0£ the 11,dministering
power.
Mr. ALLEN. I understand that; the way the permit reads I could
be put out 0£ there any time. That is just at their option; the stock
could be removed any time. But it never has been, and we figure
it probably never will be.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you £eel more secure if you knew you had
a legal right within the forest and that it would take a court to
remove you rather than an officer 0£ the Bureau 0£ Forestry?
Mr. ALLEN. I certainly would.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that the right to graze in the
forest should be granted through a long-time lease-Mr. ALLEN. I do.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Or do you believe that the best interests of all
concerned are served by the annual permits?
Mr. ALLEN. No, sir; I am in favor 0£ the 10-year permits.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Would you be in favor 0£ a longer tenure than
ten years?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, that would be quite a while.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever known of any controversies arising
between the users 0£ the forest, those grazing stock within the forest,
and the forest officials ?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, some.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that there should be provided some
disinterested trial agency or commission or court to decide 0£ irreconcilable controversies between the users 0£ the forest and the forest
officials?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, that would only be just and £air to both. I
would say yes, I would be in favor 0£ something 0£ that kind.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe it is just and £air that in the event
of a controversy between the Forest Service and a user of the forest
the service should decide the controversy?
Mr. ALLEN. No, I wouldn't say that it should be decided all on
one side. I think a fellow ought to have a just hearing.
The CHAIRMAN.You think that in order £or it to be just there
should be some disinterested body to render the final decision ? •
Mr. ALLEN. I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Allen, as a user of the public domain do you
believe that Congress should enact a law providing £or the leasing of
the public domain 9
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Mr. ALLEN. Well, I have not given that much thought.
That
probably could be worked out.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Has your observation led you to believe that the
public domain has suffered by reason of unregulated grazing; that
is, that the forage has been depleted and has depreciated?
Mr. ALLEN.. I think it has; in fact I know it has.
The CHAIRMAN.If Congress should pass an act providing £or the
leasing of the public domain, do you believe there should be a
provision in that act making it optional with the various localities,
the grazing districts, as to whether the public domain should be
leased? In other words, I mean t0s ask do you believe if Congress
enacts a law providing :for the leasing of the public domain there
should be a provision for referring the question to the people directly
concerned in an area that might be set aside as a grazing district to
decide as to whether they want that area leased?
Mr. ALLEN. Absolutely; that would be the right idea. That would
be giving them all a vote.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that such a law, if enacted, should
provide for leases to be made of certain areas, or should it provide
for permitting stock men to graze a certain number of stock?
Mr. ALLEN. I presume numbers would be the fairest way to arrive
at that. It would take a certain area to graze a certain number,
and that would have to be worked out, beqause certain areas will
graze lots more stock than others.
The CHAIRMAN.I was about to 1 ad up to that question; that is
not exactly what I meant. Having determined the rights of different
owners to graze their proportiona~e number of stock, should the lease
be made to an individual of a certain area, or should a permit be
issued to that individual to graze a certain number of stock within
the district?
In other words, should the public domain be <livided
up and allotted as the for~st rernrves are now allotted?
Do yeu
think that would be a proper method of distribution?
Mr. ALLEN. I believe that should be the basis of the holdings
that these homebuilders have, the class A permittees.
The CHAIRMAN.In the final disposition of. the public domain do
you Lhink it should be by allotted areas so as to bring a particular
area under the control of an individual or group of individuals?
For Jnstance, in. the case of grazing cattle within the forest reserve
it has be:n determined that it is impracticable in many instances to
make individual allotments, and a community may be given an area
on which they graze their cattle in common. On the other hand, it
has been found practicable to allot sheep men certain areas.
Mr. ALLEN. The cattle would be much more easily adjuc;ted, I
think, than the sheep. While I am not in the cattle business, that was
my early training until I was 24 or 25 years old. The cattle run
at large and intermingle, while the sheep have to be herded and kept
separate and they graze over a definite territory. The sheep have to
be run in a low country in lambing time and during the winter. In
other words, th"y have to have their spring and fall and summer
range.
e have a number of cattle men over there whose home
ranges are just within 2 or 3 miles of the forest reserve. They
could rent some holdings there and they would all be under one
cover. On the other hand, my lambing range is probably 30 or 40
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miles from my summer range. That is a thing you would have to
take into consideration.
··
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress passed a leasing act would you desire the administrators of that act to lease to you ·an area for your
fall, winter, and spring range?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, just speaking for myself, there is some co1mtry
adjacent to the forest reserve that I could lease and fence, where it
would work out pretty good £or me. But in the winter rang', they
cover so much country.
The CHAIRMAN.Would it be possible to divide up the v.,inter
range among the different users thereof and give to each one certain
areas?
Mr. ALLEN. I think it could be worked out that way.
The CHAIRMA.N.If that were dom would it tend to improve the
grazing availability of those areas?
Mr. ALLEN. It undoubtedly would.
·
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were granted a lease of the public domain
that you are now using as your fall, winter, and spring range and
you knew if you increased the grazing availability of that ar~a you
would be permitted to graze more livestock, would it induce yon
to give the nest care within your ability to the range and do your
utmost to increase the grazing availability of that area?
Mr. ALLEN. It certaiuly would.
The CHAIRMAN.Would such an arrangement result in the fencing
of the leased area to any considerable extent?
Mr. ALLEN. I think it would.
The CHAIRMAN.Are the wild horses in the locality with which you
are familiar becoming detrimental to the grazing availability of the
range?
Mr. ALLEN. They are about the worst enemy we have; I believe
they are worse than the coyotes.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the leasing of the public domain tend to
eliminate the wild horses?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, it would if it was fenced. I have had homesteads leased at various times and the horses drift on them just the
same, and unless there was a fence or some restriction· put on these
wild horses they would simply continue to roam at will.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ the grazing area with which you are familiar
were made a grazing district and you and a number of your neighbors, 30 or 40 it might be, had the privilege of grazing that entire
area, would that induce you to give attention to eliminating the
worthless wild horses?
Mr. ALLEN. It would.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ Congress passed such an act should there be
provision made £or driveways to and from the forest ranges?
Mr. ALLEN. Well, there would have to be some provision made
£or that, and it would have to be a little more than a driveway,
because there should be some grazing land set aside.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that it would require both
driveways and holding over grounds?
Mr. ALLEN. It should, because you put a bunch of sheep on a driveway £or one day and they have to have something to eat that night or
the next day or else you will lose them; they will get away from you.
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The CHAIRMAN.Coul9- that be supervised in such a way as to
result in more orderly grazing of the public domain?
Mr. ALLEN. I don't see why it could not.
Mr. BOWDEN.What observations have you made relative to the
operation of the 640-acre homestead act?
Mr. ALLEN. I have had some experience with it. I have been
renting a few of them off and on since it has been in effect,
Mr. BowDEN. In your locality have the persons who have taken
up these 640-acre homesteads remained on those homesteads and
made these their homes?
Mr. ALLEN. Oh, no; they couldn't live on them.
Mr. BowDEN. Then the purpose of taking up the homestead was
not to get a horne?
Mr. ALLEN. Why, it was to· rent them to the stockmen, of course-nothing else.
Mr. BowDEN. Are you in favor of the 640-acre homestead law?
Mr. ALLEN. In some ways. I don't lpiow but what it has helped
me a little, because I have had some friends there that took some of
these ·homesteads and I have been renting them occasionally. Some
of them are worth the money, while others have put the price
prohibitive.
Mr. BowDEN. ·would not a leasing law accomplish the same object
very much better?
Mr. ALLEN. Much better.
Mr. BowDEN. Has the operation of the 640-acre homestead law
in your locality brought in a number of new residents who have used
those homesteads as their homes? '
Mr. ALLEN. vVell, as a rule, I think when a man enters a business proposition or takes up a thing he enters it with a view of
making a little money out of it. I£ he entered one of those 640acre homesteads and claims to go and live on it the whole time
he would have to have a good big bank roll to go and live there.
I don't think there are many people looking £or them.
Mr. BowDEN. The land is not suitable £or homesteading?
Mr. ALLEN. No; we all know that.
The CHAIRMAN.Evidently Congress in passing the 640-acre homestead law did not know that. I£ it passed that law with the intent
and purpose of inducing men to settle on the public domain and
engage in the production of livestock has its intent been carried out
in the operation of that law?
Mr. ALLEN. It could not be carried out.
The CHAIRMAN.Then if Congress had been rightly informed they
would not have passed the 640-acre homestead law with the intent
and purpose of inducing the small men to go and settle on a homestead of that size and engage in the livestock industry.
Could the
limits of the grazing homestead be increased so as to make it a
practical livestock homestead on which a man could settle and
engage in the livestock industry?
Mr. ALLEN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That would be impracticable?
Mr. ALLEN. Impossible.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion could all of the benefits that
have been derived from the 640-acre homestead act have been obtained in a more legitima~e and practical manner if Congress had
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provided £or an outright sale of 640-acre tracts to men engaged in
the livestock business f
·
· ·
.
Mr. ALLEN. Well, at the time that was passed that might have
broken a lot of us, because we might have dipped in and bought
a lot of that land and become top-heavy. When you rent a piece
of land you have got it £or a year.
· Th~ CHAIRMAN.I believe you stated that the benefits that have
come from the 640-acre homestead law are those that have accrued
to the benefit of the livestock man by giving him an opportunity
to purchase the. 640-acre homestead ; am I correct in that ?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Does it not follow that if Congress had had a
better understanding of the benefits that would come from this act
they would have provided £or a sale direct from the Government
to men engaged in the livestock business of tracts or 640 acres?
That is what it has come to, as I understand you. The livestock
men have purchased these lands and acquired title from some one
in between the purchaser and the Government. ' Congress could
have enacted a law providing £or the direct sale of that lan<i and
obtained the same benefits that have been obtained under this law?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know of ,any reductions that have been
made in the number of livestock allowed to graze on the forest
reserve?·
Mr. ALLEN. I have little knowledge of any cuts. I was cut one
time 2,000 head, but I bought another fellow out, and he relinquished
to me, and I held it £or a couple of years, and they made a ruling
that it was more than I was entitled to. So I would not figure that
that was a cut exactly.·
·
Senator Onnrn. Do you know of any other cases where cuts have
been made?
Mr. ALLEN. No; I don't. We have always gotten along with the
Forest Service officials pretty good. I£ I could get one of those
10-year permits I would want to fence mine.
Senator Onnrn. I understand that the provision proposed by the
Forest Service is that the amount of the fee shall be discretionary
with the Secretary of Agriculture.
Would your business be more
stable if you knew in advance that there would be no raise in the
:fee in the next 10 years?
Mr. ALLEN. It would in a way, but I would not want to be that
narrow to put it that way, because the business could justify paying
more. I never was inclined to get something £or nothing. This year
I was in there a little less than two months; that is a short time,
of course, but it didn't cost much. I£ I had a 10-year permit and was
allotted a certain number of sections I would want to fence mine, if
the Government gave me that privilege, a net wire and two barbed
wires, so· that if the sheep strayed from the herd they would be in
this inclosure and we would get them all, except what the coyotes
would kill. And I think I could use my range a good deal better,
because the cattle drift on there pretty early. I£ I had that inclosed
with a sheep-tight fence that would eliminate a lot of my trouble
and a big loss. It might not work out, but I think that would be a
big benefi_t to the range, so that if the stock strayed from a herder
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they would be in this inclosure. I don't know; that is just r1y idea
about it. I would be willing to try it once.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Mr. Allen. Thank you very much
Mr. Phillips.

STATEMENTOF MR. W. S. PHILLIPS, LIVESTOCKGRAZER,IZEE,
OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Phillips, are you 1IDgaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock
business?
Mr. PHILLIPS. A.bout .25 years.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the con.fines of the national
forest?
Mr. PHILLIPS Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.You have a grazing permit?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze on the unreserved public domain,
the Government lands outside the forest reserve?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No; there isn't any. It is all taken up in my
locality.
The CHAIRMAN.A.re you in favor of Congress passing an act, or
amending the present law providing £or the withdrawal of forest
ar('as, to legalize grazing within those areas?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think myself it would be a very good thing.
It would be a very good law as far as I can see.
The CHAIRMAN.You are aware that you have no right to graze
in the forest other thari the permission given you by the Forest
Service?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, is the livestock industry of sufficient importance that Congress should provide for the utilization
by grazing of the forage within the forest areas?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think so ; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you ever known of any controversies between the grazing users a.nd the Fore-st Service?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, yes; there has been considerable trouble one
way and another-misunderstandings,
etc.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that there should be some disinterested agency, such as a trial tribunal or a court, to settle irreconcilable differences between the users of the forest and the Forest
Service rather than have those difficulties settled by the forest
officers?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN.A.re vou familiar with the so-called Rach£ord
report compiled by Mr. Rach£ord of the Bureau of Forestry providing £or the determination of the grazing fees in the forest on
the basis of charges £or grazing on privately-owned land and pastures?
Mr. PHILLIPS. To some extent I have heard considerable about
it, yes. I have read considerable about it.
0
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that the Forest Service should
jncrease the grazing fees to correspond with the findings of Mr.
Rachford?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that the grazing fees should be
increased at all?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I do not. That was not the understanding of them
that we had in the start. It was just to be a fee to maintain the
forest, as I understood it. ·Ith.ink that was made plain to us stockmen.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you own ranch property the value of which
is dependeQt upon your right to graze within the forest?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would an increase in fees lessen the value of your
dependent ranch property?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I certainly think it would; yes, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it tend to lessen the value of your property
for taxation purposes?
·
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I don't know as I just understand.
The CHAIRMAN. If your grazing fees were increased, would ·your
dependent ranch property be worth as much and could you afford
to pay the same county and state tax as you pay with the present
grazing fees ?
.
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I hardly think so .. I think it would be too great
an expense. In other words, I would lose money. ·
The 0HAIRMAN. Anything that would tend to lessen the valu~ of
your dependent ranch property, of course, tends to lessen the taxable value of that property?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Has the cattle business in the section with which
you are familiar been a profitable .business for the past five years?
Mr. P:mLLIPS.
No, sir. So far as I could tell you, it has been
very unprofitable.
The CHAIRMAN. Has there been any reduction in the number of
livestock in the locality with which you are familiar during the past
five years?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, a big reduction.
The CHAIRMAN. About what reduction in numbers in the last five
years by percentage?
.
Mr. PHILLIPS.
As near as I could tell you, just guessing, I believe
it would almost reach half in the cattle. I don't bel~eve there are
more than half as many as there were then. That is just a guess.
The CHAIRMAN. Would an increase in grazing fees tend further
to reduce the production of livestock in the locality with which you
are familiar ?
·
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I think it would. I have heard a good many express themselves that way, that they would be compelled to go out
of business. I am satisfied that they would.
The CHAIRMAN. Would a long-time grazing permit, a permit providing for a Jong tenure, tend to stabilize the cattle industry?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I imagine that it would. I imagine it would help
me some. A person would at least know where they were.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the permit you have to graze on the forest an
annual permit?
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Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
,
The. CHAlRMA:N, From. year to year?.
Mr. PHILLIPS.
From year to year; yes, sir. . .
. •·.
The CHAIRMAN. 1iVould vou £eel more secure i£ you had a permit
to graze £or .10 or 20 years than you £eel with your annual permit?
· Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir; I think so.
..
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any suggestions to make to this come
mittee as to how the grazing on the forest might be made more
advantageous to the livestock men?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Well, I don't know. 1V-e have talked of a great
many things amongst ourselves that ought to be done.
But there is one thing that I think would help me. Whenever a
man sells his ranch, if he could let his permit go with the ranch I
think perhaps he could sell it to better advantage, because the man
that gets the ranch would know £or sure that he is going to get in
with his stock. The way it is he is naturally .slow to buy; in £act, he
won't buy at all. I have been trying.to sell, and that is the reason
they gave me that they would not take it.
The CHAIRMAN. Then an assurance 0£ a long tenure, and your
lease or permit being made transferable with your property, would
tend to make your property more valuable?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I think so; I certainly do.
Senator Ooom. What is your understanding as to the ruling 0£
the Forest Seryice in regard to the date £or letting cattle go out on
the range in the spring?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Well, in our particular locality we have not had
any particular trouble with that. In the start they allowed us to go
on on April 15, and now it is May 1.
Senator Ooom. April 15?
Mr. PHILLIPS .. April 16 I believe it was.
Senator Ooorn. Is it May 1 now?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes. They cut it down without consulting us in
the matter; but there was no particular objection that I know 0£.
Senator Ooorn. What was your average date 0£ putting the cattle
out on the range before the regulations 0£ the Forest Service were
made?
.
Mr. PHILLIPS.
vVell, at the time the Forest Service was createdthat was before the 640-acre homestead law came into effect--that
was between us and the Forest Service, you see, and we would turn
lo~ on the Government land. They would drift on, and what did
no drift on we would naturally drive on along about the same time,
perhaps, about May 1 or April 15.. That was the way we regulated it before. We turned .them loose on the Government land,
and they would drift on to the reserve., the majority 0£ them.
Senator Ooorn. I£ there were no regulations in that regard now
what would be your procedure?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Well, there are different kinds 0£ seasons, you
know. Some seasons are very early and others very late. There are
no two alike in our neighborhood.
Senator Ooorn. Would you turn your cattle out in some seasons
earlier than you are now allowed to if you had your option ?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir.
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Senator Onnrn. Does withholding the cattle from the range beyond
the date that you would ordinarily turn them out if left to your own
discretion injure the cattle in any way?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, yes; in a way it does. You a:re holding them
on their regular winter pasture in the spring and you are cutting
your winter pasture back just that much; eating it off just that
much more.
Senator Onnrn. Does that result in any detriment to the cattle?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
They have not as good a pasture to come in on in
the fall.
·
Senator Onnrn. And when they go out on the regular summer
range are they in as good condition as they should be?
Mr. PHILLIP$.
They might be in about as good condition on the
summer range, but their £all pasture to come back on is not as good.
That is what you hold them on, you see.
Senator Onnrn. So it results in detriment to the cattle?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I think so, iQ,.,away; yes.
.
Senator Onnrn. H this question of date £or turning the cattle out
on the range were left to the local people themselves it would result
in a benefit to the cattle and to the range, or otherwise?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I certainly do; yes. I think that would be the way
it should be handled.
Senator Onnrn. Does holding the cattle back later in the spring
result in more herding and handling of the cattle?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Not in our locality, because we hold them on our
private lands, you see. But I imagine where you have Government
lands you would naturally have to herd them off.
Senator Onnrn. Do you know of any cases where it results in more
herding 0£ the cattle than they should have?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I have heard 0£ cases where they had considerable
trouble.
.
Senator OnnIE. Would this whole matter be better handled if the
stockmen could handle it themselves?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes, sir; I think so.
Senator OnmE. Does the withholding 0£ the cattle from the range
to a later date in the spring result ordinarily in a loss 0£ any of the
spring feed on the range that the cattle would get if they were
allowed to go out ?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I couldn't say as to that. The later you keep them
off, naturally there would be more feed there. I£ they were kept
off entirely it certainly would be good feed, you know.
Senator Onnrn. Then it comes right down to my former question.
Do you think if that matter. were left- to the local stockmen themselves it would result in more benefit to them and a better condition
£or the cattle.
Mr. PHILLIPS.
Yes; either the local stockmen or someone who had
some knowledge 0£ the cattle business.
Senator Onnrn. Is it wise £or a rule to be laid down in Washington
to apply over the whole western country in regard to the date of
turning out the cattle?
Mr. PHILLIPS.
I don't see how they could do it to any great advantage, because there are no two seasons alike. I don't see how a
man in Washington would know whether we had an early spring
or a late one.
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Senator Onnrn. Is the condition 0£ the range affected from year
to year by the amount 0£ precipitation 1
Mr. PHILLIPS. Oh, yes.
Senator Onnrn. Could the local men determine the condition of
the range and the advisability 0£ putting the cattle out at a certain
date better than some outsider who is not as familiar with local conditions as the local men are~
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Mr. Phillips, unless you have some
further statement to make.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I don't think 0£ anything further that I wanted
to say.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Holt, will you take the chair?
STATEMENTOF MR. R. A. HOLT, BANKER, VALE, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.What line 0£ business are you engaged in, Mr.
Holt?
Mr. HoLT. The banking business.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the banking
business?
Mr. HOLT. About 20 years.
The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been a resident of Vale, Oreg.?
Mr. HOLT. About £our yeal'S.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you interested in any part 0£ the public
domain?
Mr. HOLT. Not directly.
The CHAIRMAN.Are you a member of the Vale, Oreg., Water
Users' Association, or is there such an association?
Mr. HOLT. I am a member 0£ the Vale, Oreg., irrigation district.
The CHAIRMAN.That is what I mean. Then you are associated
with a group of men who are interested in the disposition 0£ some 0£
the public domain?
Mr. HoLT. With a group 0£ men I am; yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Will you relate to this committee some 0£ the
experiences 0£ the Vale, Oreg., irrigation district relative to the construction 0£ the project?
·
Mr. HoLT. It 1s quite a story. We have a district down there 0£
about 30,000 acres which is owned partially in private ownership,
about half 0£ it by two road companies and about a third of it in the
public domain.
The CHAIRMAN.Has that been withdrawn?
Mr. HOLT. All 0£ the public lands in the public domain have been
withdrawn from entry, subject to the application 0£ this water.
The CHAIRMAN.Has Congress appropriated a sum 0£ money £or
the building 0£ the Vale, Oreg., irrigation system?
Mr. HOLT. Yes; they have. They appropriated about $500,000
last winter, which should have been available July 1, and our honorible Secretary 0£ the Interior will not let us have it.
The CHAIRMAN.You mean the Secretary of the Interior refuses
to go ahead with the dispensing 0£ the appropriation made by Congress £or the building 0£ the Vale, Oreg., irrigation system?
Mr. HoLT. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.Has your association attempted to secure action
on the part 0£ the Bureau of Reclamation?
Mr. HoLT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.With what result?
Mr. HoLT. With no result at all. Under the provisions of the
law $200,000 ofthis money, which was to be paid as a first payment
on our storage water, was available July 1, but the Secretary 0£ the
Interior rules that no money can be spent at all till. some provision
4as been made by the State of Oregon £or land settlement.
The CHAIRMAN.Does the act 0£ Congress carrying the appropriation provide such restrictions?
Mr. HoLT. It does not. It provides that the construction of this
project shall be started immediately and that the question 0£ land
settlement shall not be considered or caused to be put into effect
until after the construction work is all completed and the water is
ready to be turned into the district.
The CHAIRMAN
.. Have you or other representatives of the association discussed this matter with the Secretary of the Interior?
Mr. HOLT. vVe have.
The CHAIRMAN.With what result?
. Mr. HoLT. We have.not had any result at all from the discussion .
.The £act is, he has advised us that until some provision is made
£or the land settlement question by the State there will be no money
expended.
.
·
. T:he CHAIRMAN.How do ~ou and your people £eel about this
matter? '
Mr. HoLT. vVe £eel very much indisposed at the present time.
We £eel that after Congress passes a law £or an appropriation £or
the expenditure 0£ public funds from the reclamation fund, and
the said funds are available at the present time with the Secretary
of the Interior, he has no right to restrain the department from
expending this money. In other words, the Secretary 0£ the Interior
is acting as the spokesman as to what shall be done in the matter
0£ expending this money.
·
. The CHAIRMAN.M.r. Holt, are you aware that Congress in making the appropriation said that the work was to be begun only after
the Secretary 0£ the Interior has determined the feasibility 0£ the
project?
.
• Mr. HOLT. I am; and I want to say that the Secretary of the
Jnterior was one 0£ the gentlemen who recommended the appropriation bill £or this project.
The CHAIRMAN.And had the feasibility 0£ the project been
determined then?
· Mr. HoLT. It had been some time before that.
· The CHA:tRMAN.Then the nonconstruction is not based upon the
feasibility of the project?
, Mr. HoLT. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion tha.t the· Secretary 0£ the
Interior is defying a mandate 0£ Congress in £ailing to proceed
with the building and development 0£ this irrigation system 1
Mr. HoLT. It is, absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN.0£ course. the appropriation bill providing £or
the construction 0£ this project was approved and signed by the
President?
·
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Mr. Hour. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Has there been any recent investigation or inspection made of the Vale, Oreg., project?
Mr. HoLT. We have had two investigations of the Vale, Oreg.,
project.
The CHAJRMAN.Has it recently been inspected by the Secretary
of the Interior and the Commissioner of Reclamation?
Mr. Hour. About July 10.
Mr. BovrnEN. This year?
Mr. Hour. Yes.
The CnAIRMAN. Did the Secretary of the Interior give any indication as to what action he would take?
Mr. Hour. No, he did not.
Mr. BowDEN. Were you present whenthat inspection took place?
Mr. Hour. I was with the Secretary of the Interior when the
inspection took place.
The CHAIRMAN.
you describe what inspection he made?
Mr. Hour. We took him out over the project, the whole situation,
showed him the different classes of land, and also show<;id him a
comparison of the project adjoining it with the raw lands that were
unirrig-ated.
Mr. BowDEN. How long did that inspection take?
About a day and a half.
1 Mr. Hour.
Mr. BowDEN. Did the Secretary make any comment to you about
this project?
Mr. Hour. He said that the lands of the Vale, Oreg:, project
looked as good to him _as.any lands he had seen on his whole trip,
and that the crops throughout that section were some of the best he
had seen while he was West. Mr. BowDEN. Did he say anything about what his attitude was
going to be relative to this project?
Mr. Hour. He did not state specifically as to this project.
Mr. BowDEN. "That did he state?
Mr. Hour. He only said that he thought at the present time agriculture was so depleted and there was so much production that there
was no very great necessity for a lot of these lands in this western
country being put under irrigation.
Mr. BowDEN. Did he or did he not say that his opinion was influencing him relative to his attitude toward the expenditure of this
sum of 0money that had been appropriated by Congress for carrying
on this work?
Mr. Hovr. Yes; the conditions of the country, as he saw it, were
influencing him a great deal.
Mr. BowDEN. Did he say it was influencing his ruling relative to
the exepnditure of this money?
Mr. Hom. I could not say definitely as to that
The CHAIRMAN.Is the delay in building this project retarding
the development of the Vale section?
Mr. Hour. It has retarded it materially, for the fact is that the
Vale district, which is now irrigated by the Warm Spring Dam is
not being settled, and the people are paying a large amount of interest on bonds for storage waters that they are not using.
Senator ODDIE.Do you believe that the growth and development of
the United States has stopped?

,vm
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Mr. HOLT. No, sir.
Senator Onnrn. Do you believe it is going to continue to grow
and. develop?
Mr. HoLT. It is bound to grow and develop; it is only in its inc.
fancy.
Senator Onnrn. Do you approve 0£ any policy which assumes that
our growth and development have stopped now?
Mr. HOLT. No, sir.
Senator Onnrn. So you believe that the country will continue to
grow and develop ?
Mr. HOLT. This western country is bound to grow and develop.
Senator Onnrn. And as it grows and develops do you believe that
these projects should be completed?
Mr. HOLT. Yes. These projects will not be completed in time to
take care 0£ the influx 0£ people that are bound to come.
'
Senator Onnrn. Do you believe that there will be any overproduction 0£ agricultural products as a result 0£ these developments?
Mr. HOLT. I do not.
Senator Onnrn. Do you believe that the growth of the country
will take care 0£ any agricultural production from these projects?
Mr. HOLT. We are importing agricultural projects now more than
we raise, in certain lines.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Holt, would there be any difficulty in settling
the Vale, Oreg., project if the irrigation system were completed?
Mr. HoLT. No, sir. The £act is that the people who own the
large bodies 0£ land have already agreed with the Department 0£
the Interior that they will sell these lands at a fixed sum of money
on a certain rate 0£ interest, on deferred payments on a basis of 20
years. The larger holdings, which comprise practically the whole
project, will take care 0£ the land-settlement question entirely.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know 0£ any would-be settlers that are
awaiting the building 0£ this irrigation system?
· Mr. HOLT. Yes, sir.
Mr. BoWDEN.Do you or do you not believe that there would be
a market £or these irrigated lands and :for the products thereof
upon the completion of this project?
Mr. HOLT.-There is no question about that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Holt, what is the reasonable grazing return
per acre from lands 0£ similar character near this proposed reclamation project? What is the average grazing value of the project per
acre?
.
Mr. HOLT. Do you want it in different groups, or do you want it
generally?
The CHAIRMAN.Well, you might state the return from a minimum to a maximum without mentioning the particular crops grown.
Mr. HOLT. The minimum would be around $40 an acre, and the
maximum would run as high as $400 an acre. 0£ course, that would
be based upon the value 0£ the £arm products.
The CHAIRMAN.·What would their average gross production be?
Mr. HoLT. Oh, I would say in some places_ around $60 or $10 per
acre.
The CHAIRMAN.The average gross production would he about $70.
Mr. HOLT. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN.Under the conditions that exist at the present
time.
Mr. HoLT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.That is aH, Mr. Holt. Mr. Cecil.

STATEMENTOF MR. J.C. CECIL,CATTLERAISER, SUNTAX, OREG.

,

The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Cecil, are you engaged in the livestock business?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the livestock business?
Mr. CECIL. The cattle business.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze within the boundaries of the national forest?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir.
,
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze upon the unreserved public
domain?
Mr. CECIL. Also; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you a statement that you would like to
make to this committee in your own way?
Mr. CECIL. Well, I was born in a livestock business that was
established in 1871 and operated on one plant continuously since
1876. During that time we have had occasion to observe all the
changes that have occurred in the grazing business in the West, and
at the present time, under present conditions, we are willing to
support ltlmost any form of Government control, whether it be a
lease system or a permit system, just so long as that control recognizes priority of grazing privileges and protects landed or ranch
investments.
I believe that the grazing privilege/the
lease or the
permit, should be appurtenant to the land. Further, in view of the
present financial ondition of the cattle business in particular, I
think that this change should be effective at a very early date. In
other words, it is imperative that something be done if the cattle
business is to be saved.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Cecil, is the value of your ranch properties
dependent upon your right to graze in the forest reserve and on the
public domain?
Mr. CECIL. Yes; quite materially.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ you were denied any right to graze, would it
materially reduce the values of your ranch properties?
Mr. CECIL. I would say that would depend largely on what was
done with the proceeds from the lease or the [ermit.
In other
words, if the funds from the leasing of the Ian are to go to the
State or the county-I
guess I am getting ahead in my statement.
The CHAIRMAN.Go ahead. .Tust carry out that thought.
Mr. qEcIL. It might be different, because the taxing value of the
property might be reduced in a way that it would be offset bv the
mcome from the grazing receipts that would come to the county or
the State.
The CHAIRMAN.Therefore, if any increase was to be made in the
grazing fees or if a rental was to be charged £or grazing on the
public domain, it is your opinion that the net :proceeds therefrom
should be turned over to the county and State within which are the
public domain and the forest reserves?

•
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Mr. CECIL. Yes; especially the forest reserve because it has been
withdrawn from entry and the local community has been deprived
0£ the income that would have accrued to the local community
through taxation had it been left open to entry, to become private
property, and therefore placed upon the tax roll.
The CHAIRMAN.Would the leasing 0£ the public domain tend to
improve the grazing availability thereof?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir; I think it would.
The CHAIRMAN.1V-ould the leasing 0£ the public domain tend to
induce the fencing of the areas leased?
Mr. CECIL. I would say that that would depend largely upon the
form it assumed. From the standpoint of the cattle industry, unless
the public domain should be leased in large sections to groups-local
groups-it
would be rather difficult to fence, owing to the different
classes of grazing lands that are used by a livestock plant. For
instance, the earlier and later grasses are sometimes separated by
considerable distances.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that if leases were made to community groups those groups would be inclined to fence the areas
allotted to them?
Mr. Cecil. I £ail to see just how the group would get the full benefit of their lease unless they did fence, if it were under a lease system.
I know that they would fence to a large extent, probably with a drift
fence; while it would not be completely enclosed, there would be a
drift fence along there and there would be some attempt to keep the
livestock within it. of course.
The CHAIRMAN.'Would such an arrangement as that be to the interest 0£ the smal} producer of livestock?
Mr. CECIL. I £ail to see where there would be any difference between the status of the small producer and the large producer.
The CHAIRMAN.It would be beneficial to both?
Mr. CECIL. It would be beneficial to both.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it not a £act, though, that the large producer
would be able to ride greater distances and give better supervision
to his herd than the small producer?
Mr. CECIL. That is true, yes; although in our portion of the country it is done more or less collectively, anyway, among neighbors. I
£ail to see where the small man is at a disadvantage at all.
The CHAIRMAN.Their interests would be mutual?
Mr. CECIL. Their interests would be mutual.
I do not know
whether that condition exists all over the country or not, but in our
particular locality it does.
The CHAIRMAN.Some witnesses have testified that a lease on an
area basis would be a much greater aid to the small producer than
to the large producer, the reason given being that the small producer
could not afford to ride as great distances as the large producer could.
Mr. CECIL. vVe are all small producers over in our community
anyway, in a sense, and our losses from strays are very small.
Senator Onnrn. 1Vhat is your opinion as to the regulations o:f the
forest reserve in regard to setting a definite day £or turning cattle
out in the spring? '
Mr. CECIL. Why, ~ think it is very good. It does not in any way
affect us. We are right on the edge 0£ the reserve, and with our
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permits they drift on and off, so whether the date is the date advanced or retarded makes very little difference to us. It is a question
that has never caused us any trouble whatever.
Senator 0DDIE. Do you know of any cases where it has made a difference?
Mr. CECIL. I think there are localities where men are surrounded
quite closely, where their holdings are surrounded by the reserve and
they have no outside public domain to turn on, and it is quite essen~
tial that they be permitted to turn out at an early date.
Senator 0DDIE. In such a case as that does it work to the detri•
ment of the cattle to be kept off until a later date?
Mr. CECIL. It would work to the detriment of the cattle, I believe,
because it would be necessary to feed £or a month or so longer in
the spring.
Senator 0DDIE. Does it delay the shedding of the cattle in the
spring?
Mr. CECIL. No; it means merely an added expense in the production of the animal.
Senator 0DDIE. Does it add to the cost of produ~tion?
Mr. CEcIL. It adds to the cost of production.
Senator 0DDIE. I£ that matter were left with the local stockmen
would it result in more benefit, or less detriment to the producer and
to the stock?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, it would. I think they at least ought to have a
voice in the matter.
Senator 0DDIE. I£ they were given a voice in the matter would it
be better than having somebody at headquarters in another city
arbitrarily setting a date?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir; it would.
Senator 0DDIE. Does this setting of an arbitrary date result in
causing the owners of livestock to herd them more than they should?
Mr. CECIL. Yes. I know of localities that it is necessary to herd
the stuff off the reserve up until the time they can go on.
Senator 0DDIE. Does that result in injury to the stock?
Mr. CECIL. Not especially. It is a little added expense.
Senator 0DDIE. Does it result in holding them back in putting on
flesh?
Mr. CECIL. Probably, in a limited way, but the greatest objection
is the added expense. And also, in cases that I know of, there is
stuff that really is not kept off very closely. On -one hand, the added
expense is incurred just the same, and on the other hand, the same
damage, if damage is being done, is being inflicted upon th<; forest.
You have to hire a man and assume an added expense.
Senator 0DDIE. I£ it were left to the local men would they so
handle the matter that it would not damage the range?
Mr. CECIL. Under present conditions, with the uncertain tenure
of a permit-Senator 0DDIE. I mean, assuming they had a definite tenure.
Mr. CECIL. Yes, they would. Their personal interests would be
the greatest incentive.
Senator 0DDIE. And would they look to the future ?
Mr. CECIL. They would look to the future.
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Senator ODDIE.And not do anything that would result to their
own detriment in the future?
Mr. CECIL. That is the thing that the cattle business in particular
needs-to look to the future.
Senator ODDIE.Is the raising 0£ bee£ cattle now profitable or. unprofitable ?
Mr. CECIL. Well, it is generally unprofitable.
It is a very fortunate.man that has been able to break even during the last five years.
Senator ODDIE.Is he a rare exception?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir; a rare exception. The best information I
have been able to get indicates that somewhere in the neighborhood
0£ 75 per cent 0£ the cattlemen 0£ the West are bankrupt to-day.
Senator OooIE. Would increasing the fees to the cattlemen increase their losses ?
Mr. CECIL. An increased fee would just tend to make the burden
that much heavier.
Senator ODDIE.Would it throw more 0£ a burden on the ultimate
consumer 0£ bee£?
Mr. CECIL. It would be shifted somewhere or other.
Senator ODDIE.What is the relation between the small £armer and
the livestock industry in general?
Mr. CECIL. Oh, their mterests are identical in this part 0£ the
country.
Senator ODDIE.What will the effect be on the small £armer if the
burden on the cattle growers is increased?
Mr. CECIL. Anything that tends to further decrease the production
0£ livestock is bound to be reflected on the small £armer, because the
livestock man is virtually the sole purchaser 0£ his products, and
anything that impairs his purchasing power will, in the last analysis,
be reflected upon the £armer.
Senator ODDIE.Will the decrease in the livestock purchasing
power result in inability in certain cases to buy £arm products that
should ordinarily be fed to Ii vestock?
Mr. CECIL. That condition actually has existed in this part 0£ the
country £or the last several years-just inability to buy.
Senator ODDIE.What is the resulting condition as to livestock?
Mr. CECIL. Heavier winter losses, and liquidating stuff that otherwise would not be liquidated, shipping it out 0£ the country, disposing 0£ it.
Senator ODDIE.Does it result in any difference in the condition 0£
the cattle themselves?
'
Mr. CECIL. Oh, yes. The poorer they are fed, especially in the
winter time-and that is when the big expense is incurred-and
the
poorer they are cared £or the poorer they are in the spring, when
th~y go to the Government range.
Senator ODDIE.Will that result in the stockmen in many cases
being unable to buy the necessary feed £or their cattle in the winter?
Mr. CECIL. I don't know off-hand 0£ any cowmen who were unable to buy winter feed, although I do know of sheepmen that have
been unable to buy winter feed, so probably that condition exists as
to cattle.
Senator ODDIE.Do you know 0£ any cases where users of the
range would have fattened their cattle and have been unable to
do so?
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Mr. CECIL. In this section of the country we practically fatten but
very little; it is a breeder game here. It is produced here and then
shipped and fattened by the other fellow?
Senator Ooorn. Well, has the condition of the feeders something
to do with the price per pound?
Mr. CECIL. Yes; to a limited extent. But the £at that we put on is
a grass £at. The average livestock man, both sheepman and cowman,
merely tries to keep his livestock in a thriving condition through the
winter so as not to interfere with his lamb or wool crop in t.he case
of sheep or his calf crop in the case of cattle, so they will breed and
thrive and go on the range and pick up.
Senator Ooorn. To boil it all down, do you believe that an increased expense thrown on the raisers of stock and the consequent
injuring of their financial standing will result in their decreased
ability to buy the products of the £arm?
Mr. CECIL. Absolutely.
Senator Ooorn. Can you think of any reason why our Government
should propose any step which would work a detriment to the livestock industry, which is one of our basic industries?
Mr. CECIL. No; I can not.
Senator Ooorn. Can you imagine any possible benefit that might
come from such a blow to the livestock industry as that?
Mr. CECIL. Not unless it was a desire to extricate people from an
undesirable business by forcing them out before they get out.
Senator Ooorn. Is there any other use that this forest reserve range
could be put to other than grazing?
Mr. CECIL. Absolutely none so far as anyone knows now.
Senator Ooorn. I£ an injury comes to the livestock industry, will
it be an economic loss to our whole countryi
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir.
Senator OomE. Is there an interdependence of the various industries in the country ?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir.
Senator OomE. In other words, would the manufacturing industry
in the East, £or instance, suffer if our livestock industry 1s made to
suffer?
Mr. CECIL. Why, absolutely.
The population's :buying power
w_ould be reduced to that extent, and the manufacturer would take
his loss the same as the other fellow. There would just be be an
economic loss.
Senator Ooorn. Would a condition of that kind result in an endless chain of decreasing purchasing power from one industry to
another?
Mr. CECIL. Yes; I think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Cecil, are you familiar with the 640-acre
grazing homestead act?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Has that act resulted in a 'benefit to the homebuilders of the country?
Mr. CECIL. No. I do not know of a single new citizen that has
been brought into Harney County as a result of the 640-acre homestead act.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know of any 640-acre grazing homesteads that can be successfully conducted as a livestock u.nit?
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Mr. CECIL. Not one to my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN.In the main, there has been no use made 0£ the
640-acre homesteads to which title has been issued?
Mr. CECIL. Well, a few 0£ them have been sold, and the great
majority 0£ them, I believe, have been leased £or just nominal
sums to sheepmen or cowmen-to livestock men who had adjacent
ranch property.
.
. The CHAIRMAN.And if any benefit resulted from the 640-acre
homestead provision, has it been to the livestock man?
Mr. CECIL. Yes ; instead 0£ the home builder. He has been able
to get the grazing on the homestead at a very limited fee.
The CHAIRMAN.It has not tended to bring new settlers into the
country?
Mr. CECIL. No.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that law should be continued or
repealed?
Mr. CECIL. Well, I think it is more or less harmless now. I
believe it has been tried out enough. Unless they get a new bunch
0£ suckers they are not going to take much more 0£ it. The revenue
of most 0£ these 640-acre tracts just about offsets the taxes in most
of the counties.
Mr. BowDEN. What would be their rental value in dollars and
cents?
Mr. CECIL. I can tell you that, because there is a large land company that owns a string 0£ land from the Columbia River through
to the State line, and they got their lands at from $30 to $60 a section. That price is- based, not on the actual grazing value 0£ the
land that they are using, .but upon the Government land that is
controlled, the foothold that it enables a man to secure.
The CHAIRMAN.I£ there were no adjoining Government land,
the rental value 0£ that land would be greatly reduced?
Mr. CECIL. Oh, yes.
Mr. BowDEN. It ·would not pay taxes, would it?
Mr. CECIL. It does not now. Over in Creek County lands leased
£or $50 a section, and the taxes are just $50 a section. I know a
homesteader that proved up on a $640-acre homestead, and he also
owned a road section, which he leased, .and he told me it cost him
just the amount 0£ his lease.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know 0£ any unappropriated
areas on
the public domain that are suitable £or general £arming?
Mr. CECIL. No.
The CHAIRMAN.Is it your opinion that the agricultural lands on
the public domain have all been appropriated?
Mr. CECIL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any further statement to make, Mr.
Cecil?
Mr. CECIL. I think not.
The CHAIRMAN.You will be excused, then. Mr. Biggs.

STATEMENTOF MR. J. W. BIGGS, CATTLERAISER, BURNS, OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Biggs,
business?
Mr. Brnas. I am.

are you engaged

in the livestock
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The CHAIRMAN. In what branch of the livestock business?
Mr. BIGGS. Principally cattle.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you graze the cattle within the boundaries of
the national forest?
Mr. BrnGs. Yes. These cattle, I will state, are not mine individually, but belong to a corporation of which I am the active manager.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you use the public domain?
Mr. BIGGS. Yes; individually.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a statement that you will make to the
committee in your own way? '
Mr. BIGGS.Well, in the first place, with regard to the forest
reserve, I think that that right should be established to the users
within the forest reserve. No matter how long you have been in
the business nor how much money has been invested nor how much
depends upon your outside range on the forest reserve under the
present conditions it is absolutely uncertain. You don't know from
year to year what you can depend upon.
There are several things with regard to the conduct of the forest
reserve which I believe should be changed and which I think are
detrimental to a certain extent. As a whole, I think the officers
have attempted to build it up and have done the best they could
with it, but they have rules that govern the protection of the forest.
Theoretically that is all right, but practically in a good many respects it is not. There are certain things on the forest reserve
to-day that are nominally for the protection of the forest that I
don't believe are for the protection of the forest, such as down
timber, brush, and other things of that kind. I believe that in the
end those things will be a detriment to the forest instead of a benefil ~ ~
.
Now, on a permanent lease you would have the right to protect
your grazing interests. In addition to that, I think other concessions should be made. For instance, if you will clean up and
utilize.in some manner the downtimber, under proper restrictions, it
will be a benefit to the forest reserve, to the timber interests, and
also a benefit to the grazing allotment. But you can not q.o that
unless it is upon a permanent basis. ,¥hen it is from year to year
you can not.
The CHAIRMAN. You believe, in the first place, that the right to
graze in the forest reserve should be legalized?
Mr. BIGGS. It should be legalized.
The CHAIRMAN. And then that a more definite tenure be granted?
Mr. BIGGS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And that should be on .a particular area, as under
the system now in vogue?
Mr. BIGGS.I think that is the only way you can run it. Also, a
direct allotment to an individual or a group of individuals-but
leave that to each section of the country.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the grazing on the forests as now carried on
in any way detrimental to reforestation or the preservation and conservation of the forests, in your opinion?
Mr. BIGGS.To a certain limited extent; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In what way does the grazing of the forest interfere with the reforestation?·
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Mr. Broos. Indirectly as to reforestation and as to the allotment,
and they are the whole thing. There are sections which could be
cleaned up at very little expense, and it would help the forests and
also help the grazing.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Then the two interests are parallel?
Mr. Broos. They are parallel.
The CHAIRMAN. My question was, I believe: Is there any way
that you know of in which the grazing of the forest reserve is
detrimental to either the preservation of the forests or their reforestation?
Mr. Broos. Oh, no; not at all.
The CHAIRMAN. In no way is the grazing detrimental to the
preservation of the forests or to reforestation~
·
Mr. Broos. Not that I have ever seen.
The CHAIRMAN. But in many ways it could be and should be made
beneficial to reforestation and to the conservation and preservation of the forests?
.
Mr. Broos. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you favor a leasing of the public domain?
Mr. Broos. I will preface my answer to that with a statement in
regard to the 640-acre homestead act. In large sections of our territory since the 640-acre homestead act has· gone into effect it has
created new conditions, which almost make it imperative that either
a leasing law be passed or some other law which requires and gives a
control of the grazing lands in that territory.
The CHAIRMAN. That might be covered by a provision £or the sale
of the interlying lands?
Mr. Broos. It might be, or by leasing; or if not, then by putting
them under a control ·which requires the use of those other lands.
The CHAIRMAN. Might a provision £or the granting of the right
to fence these lands be beneficial?
Mr. Brnos. It might. Just as an example, here is a public range
that has been used by a number of people almost indefinitely.
A
homesteader comes in there and probably takes up two or three
or £our 640-acre tracts, one of them with a little spring and one
with something else, and so on. In taking them he has destroyed
the use of those outside grazing lands except to the person who has
control of that land. Very often if he can not make the proper
deal with the party who has been using it he goes outside and
imports some one else to take a lease, and he then gl;)ts the grass
which has been used prior to that time by the men who are firmly
established in the country.
The CHAIRMAN. I£ Congress should enact a law providing £or
the leasing of the public domain, is it your. opinion that it should
be leased in area allotments. or that permits to graze a certain
number of livestock be. issued? WMch of the two systems would
you favor?
Mr. Broas. In either the public domain or the forest reserve I
think by far the better plan is the area allotments instead of the
number of livestock. It gives an incentive then to go ahead and
improve your allotment, while if you are entitled to a certain number
of head it naturally impels you to get everything that you can with
that number of head of stock.
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The CHAIRMAN. And just so long as that number 0£ stock are
provided £or there is no incentive to try to conserve or increase the
grazing availability 0£ the area ?
Mr. BIGGS.There is not.
The CHAIRMAN. I£ the improvement and conservation 0£ the
forage and the increasing 0£ the grazing availability 0£ the area inured to the benefit 0£ the stockman utilizing that, would he be
prompted to get the greatest possible use out 0£ it? .
Mr. BIGas. Yes, I think that is so 0£ all lands, both inside and
outside the forest reserve. You can take the average private holding
to-day and it will produce, acre £or acre, a very much larger quantity
0£ feed than corresponding land on the outside.
The CHAIRMAN. Would an increase 0£ the grazing fees tend to
lessen the value 0£ dependent properties?
Mr. BIGGS. It would.
The CHAIRMAN. That would be reflected in the taxable values 0£
the properties?
Mr. Bmas. It would increase your taxes that much. It can be
considered now nothing but a tax anyhow, and the" more that is
increased the less you can afford t-0 pay in taxes upon your other
property.
The CHAIRMAN. Reasoning from that standpoint, would an increase in grazing fees be detrimental to the taxing districts in which
these lands lie?
Mr. Bmas. It would.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any conflict of which you know between
the different interests utilizing the resources 0£ the forest; I 1nean,
as between the timbermen and the cattlemen, between the cattlemen
and the mining men and the timbermen ?
Mr. Bmas. Except in very, very few instances I do not know 0£
any. You might say that there is practically no conflict.
The CHAIRMAN. Their interests, in the main, are parallel?
Mr. Bmas. So far they have been, in this district.
The CHAIRMAN. As to the recreationists, those who go to the
forest £or recreational purposes, does the utilization 0£ the r sources
0£ the forest in any way interfere with the recreational advantage.3
0£ the forest?
Mr. Bmas. So far I have not found that it does. I do not f;ee
that the use made up to this time by either has inter£ -red with the
other. 0£ course there are certain sections, £or instanc~ that have
been grazed by stock to such an extent that you do not hnd deer as
planti£ul there as you will generally find them in another section
very close by.
The yHAIRMAN. And that is a section that is better adapted to
th3 sustaining of the wild life and less adapted to the sustaining
0£ domestic animal life ?
Mr. Bmas. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Biggs, you have heard some discussion here
to-day as to the advisability 0£ creating an antelope and sage hen
refuge in eastern Oregon. Have you an opinion on that subject?
Mr. Bmas. I have, and it is based not only upon my observation,
but also upon the opinions 0£ a great many, or quite a numhm· 0£
men who have expressed their opinions to m2. I do not think it
should be created, especially in the manner that has been proposed..
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The CHAIRMAN.Do you think it would be detrimental to tl1e best
interests of the State of Oregon and the r. sidents thereof?
Mr. BIGGS.It would be very detrimental to the southern half of
this county, and the influence of that effect would be reflected to a
certain extent in the other counties.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think that Or,gon is completely enforci:1g
the_ State game laws and in a manner that will assure the perpetnation of this wild.life in this section of the State?
Mr. BIGGS. Yes, I do. That opinion is barnd, however, a good
deal upon expressions from others, and also upon this observation
of my own. I hunt very little, but I am out very largely among
them, and in my travels I have seen more d er and more antelopli in
the last few years than we used to see ten years ago;
The CHAIRMAN.Is that the result 0£ State supervision and enforcement of the State game laws, do yon think?
Mr. BIGGS. I think it certainly must be, very largely if 11ot rn- .
tirely, the result of State protection.
The CHAIRMAN.Under the present conditions is there any danger of this form of wild life becoming. extinct?
Mr. BIGGS.I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think the people of this section of the
State are generally opposed to the creation of an antelope and sage
hen preserve ?
Mr. BIGGS. Practically all of those with whom I have talked are
opposed to it, with very few exceptions.
Senator Onnrn. What is your opinion as to the rulings of the
Bureau of Forestry in regar@l to setting a definite date £or allowing
cattle to go out on the range in the spring?
·
Mr. BIGGS.I think that in each section the men who are interested should at least have the greater say as to the time at which
they will go out; although personally we never had any trouble with
regard to that. There are other places where they have had, and a
number which, as attorney, I took up with the department.
The CHAIRMAN.In the administration of the forest reserves, do
you think it is £air to the local forest officers that hard and fast
rules be laid down in w-ashington as to these dates £or .turning out
cattle?
Mr. BIGGS.I do not. There are two reasons tha'.t I base that upon.
The first is that the people upon the ground are better fitted to fix
those dates than some one else. Another thing is that no two seasons are alike. One season the forest reserve is ready about, say,
the 1st of May, and probably the next season the same reserve will
not be ready to go on until the 1st of June, .or it might be the middle
of April.
-_
_
The CHAIRMAN.Then this ruling from headquarters in regard to
the date results in an economic loss to the livestock men using the
national forests?
Mr. BIGGS.At times.
_
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think theim should be more local control
allowed to the people who .use the range?
Mr. BIGGS. Yes. Although I will say this: I think that as a
whole the officers of this district have been very £air: But there
might ·be five years in succession in which none of the rules would
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hurt at all, but the one year that it does hurt it hurts very much
indeed.
Another thing is this : I think there should be a local board or
commission, easy to get at, inexpensive, to take up all questions
which arise between the permitees or lessees and the department.
Here is just a little thing that brings that directly to my mind.
The forest reserve is not fenced here. The 1918 year was an extremely dry year low down, but up in the mountains and the timber·
the grass was good. The cattle began to drift toward the reserve, but
they were not entitled to be in the reserve. They did their best to get
a temporary allotment to help save their cattle, but they could not
do it. The cattle drifted upon the reserve; you could not keep them
out. There was no feed or water outside 0£ the reserve lands, and
they drifted on. A good many 0£ the boys in this section 0£ the
country were haled up, with one 0£ two things staring them in the
£ace: Either pay a $500 fine-I think with one or two 0£ them it
was put down to $250-or go to Portland with your witnesses and
try it out before the Federal court.
Senator Ooorn,. Suppose they had been adjudged guilty; would
it have meant a jail sentence?
.
Mr. BIGGS. I suppose it would, if they had not paid their fines.
Senator Ooorn. Is it right for our Government to treat an industry in that way?
Mr. BIGGS.No, and I think there should have been an inexpensive method 0£ trying those questions.
Senator Oonrn. Have yon any figures to show the cost 0£ raising
bee£ cattle ?
Mr. BIGGS.I had not thought 0£ that at all. I have in my office
some figures.
Senator Ooorn. Are •bee£ cattle raised now at a profit or at a
loss'-Cattle which graze on ·the forest reserve?
·
Mr. BIGGS. Since 1920 I think the average holding here has Qeeii
run at a loss; the cattle have been raised at a loss.
·
Senator Ooorn. Will the proposed· increase in grazing fees result in a further loss to stockmen?
Mr. BIGGS.It is bound to increase their loss that much:
Senator Ooorn. Do you know 0£ any reason whv the grazing fees
should be raised?
··
•
Mr. BrnGs. No, I do not.
Senator Ooorn. Can you justify the Government's placing an
extra burden on a losing industry?
Mr. BIGGS.No.
.
Senator Ooorn. ·will it result in an economic loss to all industries
in the country to a greater or less extent?
Mr. BIGGS.It certainly will. The law 0£ supply and demand
eventually- rules each commodity. It may take it some time to get
to the pomt where it affects it directly .. I£ .I am in a business which
is losing, it is only a matter 0£ time when I quit that business.
Whenever enough quit that business it .causes a shortage and is
bound to increase the price very much, and the parties who are. in.
. it at the time are quite inclined to add everything that they possibly can to it. As long as the business is going against you, you
let the other fellow dictate the terms, but the minute that he. wants
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it worse than you do then you begin to dictate the terms. Whenever there is a shortage you will add everything to the price that
you possibly can.
Senator Onnrn. In other words, will this proposed added burden
to a basic industry which is now unprofitable result in increased
costs to the ultimate consumer ?
Mr. Brnas. Eventually it is bound to.
Senator Onnn,. Is the Government acting wisely in experimenting with such matters?
.
Mr. Brnas. I do not think they should at this time.
Senator Onnrn. Do you not think that practical men who understand the business should determine these matters rather than impractical men who do not understand them?
Mr. Brnas. Yes, I do.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Biggs, you are an attorney at law?
Mr. Brnas. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe that the fundamental principles
and the basic rules £or the administration of governmental activities should be enacted into law? Or do you believe that the legislative powers of Congress should be delegated to a bureau and that
it should promulgate rules and regulations having all the weight
and effect of law?
Mr. Brnas. I think that Congress alone should have the power of
passing upon the basic principles. Of course each little rule can not
be passed by Congress. A department should have authority, probably based upon the law, to make such rules as are necessary to
carry the law into effect, but should not have the power to pass such
rules as become laws of themselves.
The CHAIRMAN.In the main, should not the bureaus determine
what rules and regulations are necessary for the carrying out of the
purposes and intents of the basic law, and refer them to Congress
£or approval or adoption?
Mr. Brnas. Yes. There is just one little thing that I did not state.
In any leasing of Government lands I think that extreme care
should be taken £or the purpose of protecting all of the interests
of all the parties who may be affected thereby.
Extreme care
should be taken and all safeguards thrown around a law of that
kin.d. I believe the law should be adopted, but with every safeguard
possible.
The CH;AIRMAN.
You mean by that that the law should not be
m.onopolistic?
Mr. Brnas. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN.I believe there are no further questions, Mr.
Biggs, unless you have a further statement.
Mr. Brnas. I have not.
The CHAIRMAN.I thank you. Doctor Hibbard.

STATEMENTOFDR. L. E. HmBARD, CATTLERAISER,BURNS,OREG.
The CHAIRMAN.Doctor Hibbard, are you engaged in the livestock
business j
Doctor HIBBARD.In a very small way.
1
The CHAIRMAN.In what branch of the livestock industry are you
engaged?

_:Doctor lliBBARO. Cattle.
1 ·,
, ., .
The CHA;Cl?AfA'N.Are yoµ a. 1itse1:
of t!i.e.~nge wi.tlain the boondariils:
oi the na.tional forest'(
·
.
.
· · , :,
Doctor HIBBARD. I am nok · :·
.
·
· -The CHAI~ll:.U 1T. Are yo1:13 Uset,of th~ public domain*

.: Doct.orlbmM.Jro. Yes, sir.
• . . . ·
,
;
-The C:il4~~N.
Ha.v,e.you a $tatffn®t that ypu will makei to,~:

oommittee in your own wa.y, Doctori
.·
,
,
- Doctor Hin&Ano.· I would state this, that being- h@r,e
--ll~-f
~
forestry law went into effect, seeing the conditions w.d then wa.tea~
ieg them since they went into etfoot, being ~168.$00.with the improve--.
ment that I have soon in the <tonditi@as 1t. Nlate4 to the:-li,v~siodt·
industry, it htu:!:made me favorable ,to the control of all the pabl~:
domain. Right here I want to compliment the, }rQl'(Wky,,Pep!\"rtm@t,
on the way they have. -hi;qulled the forest 'Nl'm'.ve; as. I hiave ~n· it.
There is.very little criticism and a.,grerutdea.l to--be::plfflJSed;with. -·
Based on that, I W()lild f3vor a loo;singdaw for the remainder of•
1'!he
public domain. I believe it would be beneficial to those engaged
in tne livestock industry, and I belie-ve those things that·would,
benefit it should be considered, because as ypu_ have gta,t,oo~it is a
basic industrl and it i:1,iin industtJ: .th.atha,s be.en ~ard: ;PU~. ~or
that reason . wou,ltl :favor the ·leasmg ,bf the public. dtlm.am,, Just
tha.t it Jilllght be regulated.
.•·.. . . : • .; , . · 't · •
. ,,
- I certainly would D!()tfavor the burden that would:·beiput on it if
any revenue is tri;ed to be made from it, otlw'. than icnneet the ~.,
J:HlAse
of n:uiiht11ining.it. B-1;J,t
sh()uld, it ~;,in_,(ililiCeff$•in fmY way•I:
think most assuredly it should be returned :tn·tb.e,Stlti~;f,om. which:
it w~ taken;
.
. - '. . . , . .
, • ,
~ Jitir:r;nly beliefV~,tlia.t:t~~ $tater, ·tt\,the.Wffl.½!the:re~n. :;why
WYI
were not populated.is because they w~e n~t the Ah~n: ,epot;.'j:;,
bat:
now that people are trying to. ma;k{}·homes j_~ tbffln imd: t» do ffi>:
with the natural resources whfoh l'l,fearounq ihem,,.,}i
thi:i,.~jt ,\f(ltdd
be unjust to these hM'd~put placeljl Q,l;ld
·the ~~11".! w:holive he,~, andI twnk a.n.yrev,enoo ,should b~ l'iltuqioo that w~~ help reduce t~iif.,,
taxation or help build up tlteii.r iooµstries. and tjtw, .~ea.,
- ··
. In ti.general way that, ir, th.e, way I feel toward~
pubJ,i~'.'1otnai:n.:
, Th.e CHA;m'"'Allf. Yo~ a,re, o:frt;h~ opi1µ,9n, ihM, DooWI\ that tn~·
le.a.sing of· the publi,c dom~n under p-.-opl!a'rule,.·and ~.la~s,
would be conduc,i;re ·t9 a nwre ·proper grazing tha.p. now obta.i!):rs~
' .- ,
Doctor Hni.~t\R!l),.· rl cert.a.inly <11).. ; , , .
·
..,
· , •· · f
. The CHAmMAN. Do you
that if C,w.gress
en~lliHUeh a l~wit should carry a provision making-it optional with th.a v.arwus gra.t•:
ing districts as to whether: the la,w should· apply or noU
r .:
Doctor HmaAoo. No. I fivmly believe that it soould not ~ ina.de:
optional. I think it should:be haJl,dled iI). some good -£orw. ·
.1 ,
Tlre CH4.~;\iN;
Y-011think tllat the- general appili~tion of the faw,
in· aJl the grazing it:reas wou\d. be l>ene-tidal1
.
.
•:
Doctor HIBBARD. Yes, sir. I ain only acquainted with condi~
in Oregon, but just on what 1; know of the public-land ~tua,tion a:p.d
the live~ock industry_ I would :favor in all crusesthat it be pµt unde~
r~mti<m of some kmd. · .
- - .
::
· The CHAIBMA~. You would f~vor the granting of long•time leases i
Doctor BumARD.Yes, ·sir; that a man might koow and figure-;:
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ah~ad, as any other_ business would want to ·figure· ahead, I thlhk
aJso-the livestock industry·sht'Yh.ldbe able to figure a:Ma.d.·_ .
The CHAIRMAN.And you would pr!'lfer the 1 a:rea leasing<to:;t_he1
per head or per capita hvesto~k perm1U"· '" ·
.
'
·.·.
Doctor HIBBARD.I would p,efer the.area plan--I think that· wou.ld
a~low a man to handle his .stock better, keep them in :better condi~on,
and) make' a success ,of it. 1,think that in· generttl- on the area; proposition the grass would be better·.· ·The country produces a certam·
aniount of grass, and it ought to all be used, and any wtty that'it can
be' made better _andmade to keep 1t greater number of stock would be_
beneficial. I think that if men· are interested in the locality where
their st6ck run they will protect them and encourage the grass tO'
grow. . So I know the range. would be built up if a man was interested in a certain area.
·
The CHAIRMAN.It would be an incentive to him if he knew that as
a result of building up that area and improving the grazing he
could graze an additional number of livestock1
·
Doctor HIBBARD.Yes, sir; and ·that is all livestock men are trying_
to do on the lands they control.
Mr. BoWDEN.What are your observations as to the working out
of the 640-acre homestead act in this country~
·
Doctor-HIBBARD.I think it has done some good. I believe the lawwas helpful in that it hasfassed to our tax :tolls a considerable territory.• We. in this part o Oregon are few in number, with a large
territory, and the,tax bears·dow_n heavy on those that are attempting•
to build our roads and care for our schools, and anything that will
help to spread that burden over a greater number of people or -0ver
more land or property is 3:,help. So long as taxes are being collected•
from these lands I ca:p.'not-seeany harip. that th~law has done. HI
had the maki~ -0f the laws in ConS'I'ess I would use every effort topass that land rnto· private ownership.
-·
•With ·that homesteall law I would not have made -the restrictions:
any~hing like what tliey are; it is alm~t prohib!tive. It was a Wafilte:
of time to compeJ a manto do wh~tthe·l~w said he must do. Most
of them; w~re compeUe<lto gi-ve up when:•they found the land wouJd
bairely ray the ,taxesi: It would not p~;tto iiv~ on it and improve it.
The bElnefit.that I think came or shou,ld'have come-from that act, to
some1 extent, would'be to the little man that ah'eadJ has a little farm,
and if 1hecould have those MO acres alongside of his farm he could
have carried on a little more stock business. Bm the restrictions
werk ~cih that'it made it prett;y d~fficult,and onl:y a few of t~ose peopl1!'were 'able to go through with 1t. I am speaking of the llttle man
wµo wanted to ln~reas'e his holdings right around his little hay
ranch that he 1 lr~cl. · It could have been work~d ont and· been very
helpful if the _restrictions had b,een a little Jess. It cost more than·
the 'land was worth. I took one myself, and let it•pass-back back
when the expense was going to be greater than the grass was worth
upon it.
.
·· The land tl}.at is left in our part of th~ country is so very poor -and
it'-takes 'sd fuuch of it to pasture a' ghfen• number of head of stock
· .that you can not do more than fence .it. That is all you could do,
and if it h_ad·to be fenced I think a man should have 20 years, and
I'kriow h~ would have to have 10 years or he could not put a fence
0
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upon it. I£ he is going to have to pay a couple 0£ hundred dollars
for a piece of larid and then fence it, he would not be able to do it.
The value is not in the grass that grows on it.. This public domain
has been cut down by overstocking. until a section 0£ land ordinarily
only produces a small :amount 0£ feed.
·
.
Mr. BowoEN. On the remaining public domain in this part of the
State could you state the number 0£ acres that it would take, on the
average, to graze a cow~
Doctor HIBBARD. For what period 0£ time1 How many months
0£ the year1
Mr. BowDEN. Well, you use the public domain here mostly for
your spring and £.allrange, do you not?
Doctor HIBBARD.Well, there are a good many people that don't
use the forest reserve.
Mr. BowDEN. Well, take the small £armer.
Doctor HIBBARD.In my opinion, on the average in this part 0£
the State you could not count on a cow brute getting along on less
than 40 acres as we take our sections that lie outside 0£ the forest.
The CHAIRMAN.That would be spring, summer, and fali grazingj
Doctor HIBBARD.Yes .. They would not use it for about £our or
five months. The growth is all thr,ough in June, and I don't think
you could count on morel than 1 cow to 40 acres and have her come
back in the same condition she went out. The value 0£ a cow or
any animal when it comes back is feed it has had during the summer,
and also the cost 0£ keeping it through the winter is quite dependent
on what kind 0£ treatment it had-what kind 0£ grass it had on the
ra11ge..
Mr. BowDEN. What effect has the delay in permitting cattle to go
on the range had upon the grazing upon public domain?
Doctor HIBBARD.It hits it a little harder. It is favorable to the
forest, but it is detrimental to the public domain. The cattle have
to be somewhere, and it is only a matter 0£ where you are going to
pu~ them. They are going t? hit. some piece o_£land hard, and ~t
1s 1mportMt to ha,ve the grazlflg spread about right and nothav¥ it
overdone anywhere.
•
.
·
Mr. l3owDEN. I£ the public· domain were placed under regulation,
what .department shoul~ · have supervision-the
Department of the
Interior or the Departrrwnt 0£ Agriculture?
Doctor HIBBARD.I would favor the Department of Agriculture,
but I would favor their having a great deal 0£ help from local authorities. The control should come largely back to the States and
the counties and the local communities. I think it should be joint.
I have been pleased with all the departments that I _have come in
contact with. I have found them painstaking, trying to get a
dollar's worth out 0£ every dollar they spent; and. I am sure that
in the last administration there has been an honest attempt to curtail waste. I am perfectly certain 0£ that. So I am not afraidi
except of this one thing, that the men in the departments, from lack
0£ experience_ with local conditions, might not be as capable as if
they were joined with peOJ?le that were acquainted with the local
conditions. I think there 1s less da.nger when we do not get the
control too close at home; I think there is too much local opinion at
home. We ourselves could not protect these forests like they have
1:>eenprotected. We are an· more or less selfish, and we can interest
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the people who are close by us, whose int~rests may be the same as
our own, and we can do things fur our immediate benefit that
would be det?imental in the kmg .run to the policies we would all
like to see carried out. So for that .reason I arn not opposed to U:w
departments handling things that are snita.ble :for them to handk,.
bnt I would like to see a little amount of local influence or joint
control.
The CHAIRMAN.That is all, Doctor, unless you have a furt~
statement.
·
Doctor HIBBARD. I have nothing further.
The CHA.INMAN.Mr. Robert Duncan.

..

STATEMENTOF MR. ROBERTM. DUNCAN,ATTORJITEY
AT LAW,
BURNS, OREG.
l\fr. DuNcAN. Gentlemen, I do not want to take but a, few
moments of your time. A matter has been referred .to to-day several
times by _your chairman in which clients of mine are very vitally
interested.
I have reference to the creation of a Federal antelope
and sage hen reserve in the southern part of Harney County, adjoining Lake County.
People whom I represent in other matters have frequootly diB,.
cussed this matter with me, and had they known it was eo:rning up
to-day I am sure they would have been here to discuss the matter
with you. I have also talked with a. great many of the small farm
owners and stock owners in the southern end of the county, and I
can say that as far as the creation of a Federal game reserve. down
there is c0ncerned they are very, very much opposed to it.
That is strictly for business reasons,-because their cattle a.nd sheep
all graze in that area. They a.re many, many miles from the forest
'reserve and do not come in contact with the forest reserve in oy
manner. Their• business operations and the conduct of their ranch
:properties .wo?ld be seriously affected by the creation of the snp~d
area a~nt has been outlined here.
:eersonally I want to say that in my judgment it is not neeesse.ry
at all for the protection of either the antelope or the sage hen: That
can be adequately handled by the State of Oregon, and if the gentlemen who are interested in the protection of those animals, par~
tieularly the antelope, will see to it that a conscientious and active
game warden is kept in that area the antelope will be protected.
I have talk:ed wit.h scores of men who live in that vicinity and spend
their entire time there, and they say they do not know of anyone
who systematically hunts or particularly cares for the meat of the
antelope; If they are killed by the hunter it is only occasionally by
. some one who kills one for the novelty of the thing.
An active
warden would prevent practically all of. that form of depredation.
There is probably some truth in ·the statement that some antelope
are killed :for meat by herders that graze in that vicinity, but that is
not, noticeable at all compared with the ravages of nature .in the form
of predatory wild animals. I am· certain that with a, State game ,
warden in that vicinity there would be absolutely no danger of the ·
antelope being molested, or the sage hen either.
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The CHAIRMAN.Do you find a disposititm among your acqu.aintances and fri,ends tfutt are l'esidents of that area to cooperate with
the State game warden in the enforcement of the StaJ.,, game laws?
Mr. DuNcAN. Absolutely we do; This is a large county in area
but a very small county as far as population is ooncerood. I tbll;lk
it is safe to say that this county contains more of the wild life of
the State of Oregon than any other county. in tJaieStnite, iMluding
waterfowl and animals as well. Since I have been here, the last
six ·years, there has neV-et"been a warden assigned to this cQunty.
But in spite of that £act the sportsmen of this county observe the
game laws very well. Of course there are violations committed.
A game warden visits this county probably £our or ftve times a year,
but I question that there is a game warden visits the proposed
antelope reserve twice a year. Even under that condition I believe
the antelope are increasing quite materially in. that a:rea. That is
the statement of people who live there and observe the matter quite
closely.
The CHAIRMAN.At any rate, you are convinced that there is no
need for Federal supervision of that area £or the purpose of perpetuating the wild life, such as the antelope and the sage hen~
Mr. DuNCAN. I am very certain of it. I am quite. positive .from
my obs~rvation that that is correct.
The CHAntMAN.·Is there any· di:fference of opinion among the
people of this ~tion of the State on that subject?
·.
··
Mr. DuNCAN. I tliink there is very little difference of opinion.
I think all those people living in this comity are interested in seeing
the a~telope pr~servedi and it is _their g_ene:r:alopinion th~t they are
now either holdmg tM1r own or mcreasmg in numbers slightly, and
that with practically no protection by game wardens against strictly
foreign hunters-I
mean by that, the Basco sheep herder and tha,t
class of men who live out on the range and who are only ones
who bother the antelope. There is no syEltematic hunting of those
animals.
· The Cm!RMAN.. Does that apply to the sage hen as well 1
Mr.i•D,trNCAN,.
Thirt appli,es to, the·<Bagahen ns ,weU, yes, sir.
The CHAmM.A'.'#
...Thank you, Mr. Duooan: Mr. PetergM, · ;
STATEMENT OF MR. C. lt. PETDSON; CATTLE RAIS:Slt, CRAltE,

OREG.

.

.

The CHii'RM'AN.·Mr. Peterson, are you engaged in the livestock
businesst
· · ·
Mr. PETERSON
.. I have been; yes, sir.
The C:e:AIRMAN.
In what branch of the livestock business1
Mr. Plil'1"msoN:Cattle. ·
.
'
~he CHAIRMAN.How long have. -you ,been engaged iti the cattle
busmess?
·
·
·
··
Mr. PETERSON.I have been in this county 41 years.
.,
The CHAIRMAN.And during most of that time you have been
interested in the cattle industry i
·
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.During that time have you grazed your cattle
within the boundaries of the national forest1
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:···Mr: PE'1'1l1Iis6lN'.:qiifo/sii-."''"''•~,"·. ,,
....
...· · " , :
.~"The CHAmMA1N".""Have-ybu:grazed'uponthe,irublic •doma,in1·
'•·1\fr. PETERS6llf';
Yoo,sir,, .. ,.·"
.
'
.
. . ::
" The CHAIRMAN·t'Rasyou:r experience and your long familiarity
with the public domain in this section. 0£.,th0,,Stat~.prompted you
to form an opinion as to the advisability of Government regulation
of grazing upon the public domain?
Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe ·that there should be some reguJation?
· Mr. PETERSON.I do.
. .
.
The ·CHAIRMAN.Are you in favor of Congress enacting a general
leasing law and leasing the public domain to the users thereof?
·· Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.
·
•
.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion would it be proper to charge
more than a nominal rental; sufficient to cover the cost of administration, for the use of the public domain?
. •. ·
Mr. PETERSON.No; I don't think it would..
·
The CHAIRMAN.You think that it would be more practicable to
lease the public domain in ar~ to the users of the public .domain
fo! _grazing purposes?
lVLr.PETERSON.I do.
·
·
.
.
The CHAIRMAN.If Congress-should ena.Gt a general leasing law
for the leasing of the public domain for grazing purposes, to .whom
should the preference be given?
·, ·
•
· Mr. PETERSON.·
I think it should be given to the men.that own land
in the country.
The C:e:AIRMAN,
And in so doing should they take int.o account
the use that is now being made of the public domain, £qr •_grazing
purposes?
·
Mr. PETERSON.You mean,. as a priority?
The CHAIRMAN.As a priority proposition.
Mr; PETERSON.I think they should.
The CHAIRMAN.By that do you mean that you are of the opinion
that the public domain, should be divided up and leased to. the adfac~t property. owners in. the p·roportion. of;the, ,dee<ie\:}.Ja.nd:
tha~ they
own.
''Mr, PET.EnSON,,
I think.that would be all right;
, ,
·, · •, ,,
The CHAIRMAN.Do you befo~ve that a man o\vning a large area
of land who has not made any grazing use of the public domain
should be given the same are.a 0,f public domain as. a •.ll,lAA, who· has
the same area of privately owned land but has been grazing a large
number of livestock on it?
.
..
, , .
, ·
Mr. PETERSON.If th~ wan tha,t has, rwt, bee;n j:p 'tµ1.1,itp
.• c\QW?i~ss
wa1;1tsto go in the stoc~ busi~ess, I don't see:whyi WAA,J.ji
1not,be
entitled to the same consideration.,,
.
, ,1 , 1 1 ,. , ,.. , ,,
.
·
The CHAIRMAN,But it should be compulsory, if suph 'a: lease ,is
given to him, that he sh~u~,dgi::azet,he ·a;r~11
~easecl to Jiim.
?,, , ; ., ;.
Mr. PETERSON.Yes,.sirr ,,,
, ,, .. i
•
."
'•<t·,
.,
, , · ·
The 9HAI];tMAN.He should not ,be. J:l~i;~itte,dto,ho,ld tMt·fP.r
speculative purposes?
. ,. . .. , ·, , ,
, •Mr. PE'l;1llRSON.
No, sir. , .. ,
; , . ·,,'
· ,, , .. . . ,
TdhelCII,,AiRMAN.
Are you, familiar with the 64Q-acr~,gr~zi,ng ];ioµie~
stea aw~

he
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Mr. PETERSON.Yes, sir.
•
..
The CHA1:RMA'.N'.
Has your observation led .you to believe that the
homesteads that have been acquired have been used by them for
the purpose of increasing livestock production 1
Mr. PETERSON.No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.·would you say that in most instances the homesteads that have been acquired have been acquired £or .the purpose
of speculation on the part of the homesteaders with the idea of
either renting them or selling them to liv~tock men~
Mr. PETERSON.I think so. . I think that has been the intention
most generally.
·.
. ·..
The CHAIRMAN.Has you;r observation led you to believe that it
is only in exceptional instances where the 640,.acre homestead has
been taken up by the applicant for the purpose of going into the
livestock business or increasing his holdings £or the purpose of
livestock production?
,.
Mr. PETERSON.I think, in cas.es where a man owned some Jaaid
and could take a 640-acre homestead that would be adjacent to his
holdings and it would benefit him,• I think he has taken it with
the object of benefitting production.
The CHAil!.MAN.
But. those .are exceptional cases?
· Mr. PETERSON.I think those are exceptional cases.
:,
Senator Onnrn, What is your .opinion as to. the ruling .of the
Forest Service regarding the date £or placing cattle on the range
~~~ng?
....
Mr. PETERSON.Well, sir, I have not had enough to do with that
to even form an opinion in regard to it. I have been clear·. away
from it, and I have not had all opport11nity to investigate .it or tq
observe very much what they are doing.
.
;
.
•
The CHAIRMAN.Do you know of others who have had experiences
along that line ?
Mr. PETERSON.Not particularly, no.
The CHAIRMAN.Have you any statement that you would like ,to
make to the committee, Mr. Peterson? .
. ..
:.
Mr. PETERSON.Why, there is one statement that I will make, and
that is that I believe the 640-acre homestead law has done as much
to reduce the irreducible school fund of the State of Or~gon as. any
other one thing we have had;
.
· ·
. The CHAIRMAN.ln what way?
.
Mr. PE._TERSON.
Why, by them acquiring title to these lands, an4
then borrowing money on them and getting up and leaving them.
I think the $800,000-there has been more of that spent jn that war
than any other one way .. In other words, when a man came in ana.
took thatJand and £o1;1ndhe was stuck on it, he borrowed money
on it and left it.
The CHAIRMAN.In other words, he sold out to the State?
Mr. PETERSON.He sold out to .the State.
·
. . .
•The CIU.:Ufl\:IAN.
All right, Mr. Peterson. Thank yo;u..

STATEMEN~.
OF MR1 . .E. A. BROWN,LIVESTOCK
lt~~ER, CR4;tqE,
OREG.

. .

.·

;

.

The CHAIRMAN.Mr.· Brown, are you· engaged in the livesto~k
business?
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Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
,The CHAIRMAN.How long have you been engaged in the livestock

business1
·
Mr. BROWN.Oh, about 38 years.
The CHAIRMAN.Where are you located?_
· Mt; BROWN.Twenty eight miles sonthoo.st o-f Crane.
. The C~.URMAN. .And during all of thi:s ti.me have yoo ~ located
in about the same locality¥
· • · ·,.
·
Mr. BROWN.I have been around in this oou.ntry, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you graze upon the· National Forest?
Mr, BnowN. No, sir.
.
•. Tqe CHAIRMAN.Do you graM upon the .public domaini
Mr:· BnowN.The public domain and my own_holdings.
·The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Brown, you have· been present here......:._
Mr: BRowN. No; I just came iri a short time ago. . I did not hear
very much of it.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion, should Congress provide some
regulation for the grazing of the pQblie domain~. Mr. BROWN.Well, it might be better to· have some regulation in
some way.
The CHAIRMAN.Would you favor the enactment of a leasing-htw
providing for the leasing of the public domain at a nominal rental;
say, a rental not in excess of the eost of administration 1
.
· Mr. BROWN.Well, I don't know as I could say. I don't see how
it could be handled to give everybody a square deal on it, hardly.
If they could do that, why, it would be an right.
The CHAIRMAN.If Congress weTe to enact such a law, are you
of the opinion that it should be left 6ptional with. the people living
in what might be termed a graziti~ district as to whether the leasing
privilege should apply there or not?
·
Mr. BROWN.I think it should; yes.
'
The CHAIRMAN..And with such a provision as that do you think
a leasing law could be enacted·that -would be to the general welfare
. of all of the people concerned?
Mr. BROWN.If. they·worked out something that would be to the
generalw~lf-are of all concerned/I !believe; it ·would be all right
myself.
· ·
The CHAIRMAN.Do you believe the citizens o.f a community within
a grazing district would be. competent to work <mt a division of. the
areas and provide' a system of grazing that would be beneficial? ·
Mr. BROWN.Well, they might, but it would be pretty hard to do
in lots or this country.
.
The Ci:uIR11uk Has your observation and experience led you to
believe that the grazing availability of the public dom,ain is being
diminished through the system that has been in effect?
.
Mr. BROWN.In some places it has; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.fa ·that true in the sections with which you are
familiar, that there has been an overgrazing or improper grazing?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir; jtis.
The CHAIRMAN
. .And that has been detrimental to the forest?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Brown, you have heard the discussion here
relative to the creation of an antelope and sage hen refuge in southeastern Oregon?
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Mr. BwwN. Well, I have re&d about that. That was before I
came in here.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think it is necessa.ry, for the perpetuation
of the ant~e
and the sage heiu., tha.t such a refuge should be
created and placed un.der the Empervision of theFederal Government?
Mr. BROWN. No; I don't think so. I have been in this country
since 1884, and there are just about as many antelope here now as
there were 41 years ago. I can take you over on to the Owyhee
Desert, where you can see 300 in a bunch in the wintertime.
The CHAIRMAN.Do you think the State of Oregon is competent
to administer and will ,administer the law in such a way tha.t there
will be no danger of the antelope, the 8$.gehen, a.nd other desirable
wild life becoming extinct in this section of the State j
Mr. B;aowN. Why, I think they could handle it all right as far
as the antelope are concerned ; nobody wants to kill them for the
meat. I have been in this country £or 41 years, and I have ju.st killed
two antelope, and I _wouldn't eat one if you would kill it and bring it
to me.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Brown, during most of this time you have
been engaged in the sheep business~
,
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir; about 35 years.
·
The CHAIRMAN.Do the sheep herders prey on the antelope to any
extent'l
·
Mr. BROWN.I know of but one instance where one of our herders
killed an antelope in 35 years. They will kill sage hens.
The CHAIRMAN.They do not generally resort to the killing of
a,ntelope?
,
Mr. BROWN.No, sir.
·
T_he CHAIRMAN.The argument is advanced by the proponents o:f
the proposed reservation that the livestock men, and particularly the
sheep herders, prey upon the antelope to the extent that. the antelope
will probably. become extinct unlesa the Federal Government· comes
in and protects it.
Mr. BROWN. It is very seldom a sheep herder would get close
enough to an antelope. You can get close to a deer, but the antelope
is out in the country where he can see you, and he won't let you get
close enough. And they haven't time to run after an antelope when
they are herding sheep.
The CHAIRMAN.You are familiar with the 640~acre homestead
~w?
.
Mr. BROWN.Some; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.In your opinion has that law been conducive to
bringing into the country home builders who contribute to the increased production of livestock?
Mr. BROWN.No, sir; it has been a detriment to the livestock business, one of the worst that has ever hit the country.
The CHAIRMAN.Has it brought home builders into the country?
Mr. BROWN.None at all; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.It has been stated by many witnesses before this
committee that it has been used as an instrument of speculation.
Mr. BROWN.It surely has.
The CHAIRMAN.That is your opinion?
Mr. BROWN.Yes, sir.
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The CHAIBMAN.Have you any statement that you would like to
make to the committee, Mr. Brown?
Mr: BROWN.I don't know that I l;tave any.
·The CHAIRMAN.We ·thank y011 for.· the •information you have
given us. Without objection, it is: ordered that the following letter
be ,here inserted into the record:
C. L.
Follyfarm,

Hon. ROBERT1\:1.STANFIELD,
Washvngton,

D.

P.OLLOCK

& SoNs,

Oreg., Oct()'l>er 12, 1925..

o.

DEAR SENATOR:Your letter of September 27, 1925, received in regard to the
disposition of arid grazing lands.
'
Inasmuch as the livestock industry is one of Oregon's colossal industries
the disposition of this vast public domain· is of most vital importance and
interest to not only those who reside in this district and State but the Nation
as well.
The leasing of· these arid lands in large areas and for a long period of y~ars
would eventually dispose of the transient stockman and also those who reside
on these lands, whose efforts have been to engage in the stock-raisjng industry
at an opportune time in. the future.
.
·
By leasing for long periods and in large areas the public ·domain, it would
soon be in control of large corporations or a few.
These lands have been visited by excessive droughts during the past 10
years, and have not been overly stocked and grazed, as is the impression of
many.
I believe these lands should be segregated from the Forestry Department
and designated as arid grazing lands and controlled by, rangers.
Also there
should be the standardization
of horses on range and withdrawal of future
homestead entries.
A tax per head on .all stock grazing on these lands to be levied, regardless of
length of time on range.
· '
Kindly let me state that in course of time I will endeavor to comply with
your request and write a portrayal of my,experience,
etc., in the great open
spaces.
I remain respectfully yours;
Mrs. C. L. POLLOCK.

The CHAlRMAN.If there is no one else present who desires to be
heard the committee will stand adjourned.
(Thereupon, at 5.40 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned t()
meet at 10 o'dock a. m., Friday, September 18, 1925, at Winnenmcca,
Nev.
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